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PR EFA CE

IT has been no easy task to find a title for this book which 
should at the same time convey to prospective readers some 

idea of its contents, and not be the despair of librarians and 
bibliographers. For the benefit of the latter class I have chosen 
one which is relatively brief. In justice to the former I must in 
this introduction define my subject more accurately than is 
possible on the title-page. My theme is there defined as ‘The 
Greek City from Alexander to Justinian’. By the ‘Greek City’ 
I mean not only cities Greek by origin and blood, but any com
munity organized on the Greek model and using Greek for its 
official language. On the other hand, the limitation ‘from Alex
ander to Justinian’ is not one of time only. In the first place it 
defines the geographical scope of my work: the cities with which 
I deal are those of the near eastern lands ruled both by Alexander 
and by Justinian. Secondly, it is meant to suggest a restriction 
of the topics treated. My theme is the development of the Greek 
city under the rule of kings and emperors; and I therefore do 
not touch some of the most striking achievements of the inde
pendent cities of the Hellenistic age, notably their creation of 
leagues.

I have divided my matter in the first place according to topics, 
and secondarily by periods. This scheme has involved some 
rather arbitrary lines of division. It is difficult, for instance, to 
say whether the decline of the decurionate more properly belongs 
to the mutual relations of the central government and the cities 
or, where I have put it, to the internal political development of 
the cities, for by the Byzantine period the two were closely inter
twined. On balance, however, it has appeared to me that an 
arrangement by topics gives a clearer picture of the general trends 
of development than a purely chronological treatment.

Part I deals with the diffusion of civic institutions on the 
'Greek model over the barbarian lands of the near east. Here I 
devote most space to the Hellenistic age, which is the formative 
period. On the one hand I trace the activity of the kings, im
posing their ideas from above, and on the other the spontaneous 
urge from below of the educated classes, fast assimilating Hellen
ism, for the civic institutions of Greece, and I endeavour to assess 
the relative importance of these two forces. In this field the Roman
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and Byzantine periods saw but little progress. There remained 
only a few backward areas which needed to be educated up to 
civic life; in other districts, which were already hellenized, the 
growth of self-government had been checked in the interests of 
administrative, and particularly fiscal, efficiency by the kings, 
and here the Roman government usually found it more conveni
ent to establish local autonomy.

Part II treats the relations of the central government to 
the cities under two main headings, the methods whereby it 
established control over them, and the tasks which it imposed on 
them. Here the policy of the kings was tentative and hesitant. 
They failed to find any satisfactory technique of control, and 
they were therefore chary of using the cities. The Roman repub
lic evolved that system of indirect control which the emperors 
perpetuated and on which they later, when the spirit of inde
pendence had been crushed, superimposed direct supervision. 
The Roman government was thus able to make full use of the 
civic authorities, to which it delegated a vast mass of adminis
trative duties, duties which they continued to fulfil in the Byzan
tine age so long as they retained the necessary minimum of 
vitality.

In Part III, the internal political development of the cities, 
I pass lightly over the Hellenistic age, since the influence upon 
it of the royal governments was slight. The Roman period, in 
which the political structure of the cities was moulded by the 
central government, and the final struggle in the Byzantine age 
between the will of the emperors and the internal forces of decay 
are treated in more detail.

In Part IV the services rendered by the civic governments to 
their citizens are described. Here the interest shifts once again 
to the Hellenistic age, when the cities undertook many fresh 
responsibilities, such as education and the control of the food 
supply. In the Roman period, despite its ostentation, civic enter
prise stagnated: in the Byzantine it was impoverished and sank 
into decay.

In the final Part I discuss the contribution of the cities to 
ancient civilization, and I argue that, great as their achievement 
was, it was based on too narrow a class foundation to be lasting. 
On the economic side the life of the cities involved an unhealthy 
concentration of wealth in the hands of the urban aristocracy at 
the expense of the proletariat and the peasants. Their political 
life was gradually narrowed till it was confined to a small clique
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of well-to-do families, who finally lost interest in it. The culture 
which the cities fostered, though geographically spread over a 
wide area, was limited to the urban upper class. The great mass 
of the population, the proletariat of the towns, and still more 
the peasants of the country, remained barbarians.

In my notes my general policy has been to cite the original 
authorities. To this rule there is one exception. Since Part I is 
almost entirely based on the material collected in my previous 
work, The Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces, I have in this 
part referred the reader to that book. Elsewhere, though I 
have cited modern works which I found especially useful on 
particular topics, I have as a rule given the original authorities 
as well. The references are in many cases not intended to be 
exhaustive, but rather to give typical illustrations, and, where 
inscriptions are concerned, are taken as far as possible from the 
more accessible corpora. The reader will thus in most cases, I 
hope, be able to satisfy himself of the truth of a statement by 
direct reference to the original documents on which it is based 
instead of having to consult one or more modern works before 
getting back to the source of the argument. The method has the 
further advantage that it makes plain how slender is the evidence 
for many modern theories, which often pass untested on the 
authority of a great name.

My debt to other scholars, both contemporary and of past 
generations, is large, and, owing to the system of reference that 
I have adopted, is very imperfectly acknowledged in my notes: 
for on many topics lack of space has forbidden me to cite modern 
discussions as well as the original documents. I owe a particular 
debt of gratitude to a number of scholars who have aided me 
personally; to Mr. R. Meiggs and Mr. R. Syme, who both read 
the book in manuscript and offered many useful criticisms and 
suggestions, to Mr. C. H. Roberts, who often advised me on 
papyrological matters, and gave me an advance view of several 
important papyri, and to Mr. M. Grant, who placed at my dis
posal his numismatic discoveries, on the basis of which he has 
rewritten the story of early Roman colonization in the East. Above 
all, I must thank Professor Last, who from the first inception of 
this book to its final redaction, has helped me with encourage
ment, advice, and constructive criticism, both on larger issues and 
on the minutest points of detail.

To the Warden and Fellows of All Souls College I owe a debt 
of gratitude for the research fellowship which enabled me to
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pursue my studies. Nor must I omit from the list of my bene
factors the Clarendon Press, which not only undertook without 
demur the heavy burden of publishing this book, but, despite 
the outbreak of war, has continued the task of printing it with 
unruffled calm and undiminished efficiency.

6 December ig3 g.
A. H. M. J.
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PART I

THE DIFFUSION OF THE CITY
CHAPTER I

THE WORK OF THE KINGS

IN the diffusion of the Greek city over the lands of the East the 
reign of Alexander the Great marks the beginning of a new 
epoch. There had, it is true, in times past been extensive move

ments of colonization. A wave of Greek settlers had in the period 
of the great migrations occupied the western coast of Asia Minor, 
the Pamphylian and Cilician plains, and the island of Cyprus, and 
had sown them thickly with Greek cities. A later movement of 
expansion had planted Greek colonies around the northern coast 
of the Aegean, and flowing through the Hellespont and the Bos
porus had spread northwards and eastwards along the shores of 
the Black Sea. This same movement had also planted a few more 
cities along the inhospitable stretches of the south coast of Asia 
Minor which had been hitherto neglected, had established a per
manent trading station in Egypt, and had intensively settled the 
promontory of Africa which juts out between the Syrtes and Cata- 
bathmus. But the movement of colonization had stopped for 
centuries when Alexander revived it and gave to it a far vaster 
scope by throwing open not only the eastern shore of the Medi
terranean but all the interior of Asia.

The diffusion of Greek culture was, on the other hand, still 
proceeding in Alexander’s day, though gradually. All along the 
western and southern coasts of Asia Minor Greek civilization was 
spreading inwards from the thin ring of Greek cities on the sea
board, more especially under the active encouragement of the 
philhellene Hecatomnid dynasts in Caria and Lycia; and the in
digenous communities were developing an ordered civic life on 
the Greek model. In Syria too, though there were no Greek 
colonies, the intercourse of commerce was introducing Greek art 
and Greek social customs to the Phoenician cities, and even in 
conservative Egypt traders and mercenaries had familiarized the 
natives with the Greek way of life. But Alexander transformed 
what had been a gentle infiltration into a flood. His spectacular 
overthrow of the Persian empire incalculably enhanced the
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prestige of Hellenism, whose professed champion he was, and 
made the Greeks the ruling race of the East. This could not but 
have an immense effect in hastening the hellenization of the 
oriental peoples and stimulating their ambition to become, like 
the Greeks, citizens of self-governing communities.

In these two ways, by initiating a new movement of coloniza
tion and by giving a new impetus to the spread of Greek culture, 
Alexander promoted the growth of Greek cities in the East. In 
another way he indirectly retarded it. The lax, decentralized 
regime of the Persian empire had given free play to local initiative; 
the local communities, provided that they paid their tribute and 
in times of need contributed their contingents to the royal army 
and navy, had been left to govern themselves very much as they 
wished. Alexander by the steps he took to improve the efficiency 
of the royal administration began a movement towards centralized 
bureaucratic government, which was, under some of the dynasties 
which succeeded him, to do much to eliminate local self-govern
ment and to nip in the bud the growth of civic autonomy from 
more primitive tribal institutions.

Alexander was not actually the originator of Hellenistic coloni
zation. In this sphere of his activities, as in many others, he owed 
to his father a debt which is often overlooked. Philip followed up 
his conquest of Thrace by planting the country with colonies. 
Few of these colonies survived the period of anarchy which re
sulted from the Gallic invasion of 279 B.c. Philippi and Heraclea 
Sintica lay in a district of Thrace which was immediately adjacent 
to Macedonia and became an integral part of the kingdom. The 
survival of Philippopolis is more remarkable, since it was for 
centuries an island of civilization in a surrounding sea of bar
barism. Little is known of this premature attempt to hellenize the 
Thracians, but it would appear that in his choice of settlers Philip 
anticipated the policy of the Tsars in Siberia: the colonies served 
the double purpose of penal settlements and outposts of the 
Macedonian kingdom.1

Alexander was a colonizer on a grand scale. The majority of his 
colonies, it is true—all in fact save Alexandria of Egypt—lay in 
the eastern satrapies and therefore do not directly concern this 
book. But the influence of Alexander’s example was so strong on 
the dynasties which succeeded him in the western satrapies that 
it is necessary to investigate his technique of colonization and if 
possible to deduce its guiding principles. Our information is un
fortunately meagre, but certain facts can be established. We
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know something of Alexandria of Egypt in the century succeed
ing its foundation, when it still probably remained much as 
Alexander had left it, and this information may justifiably be 
applied to the other foundations. There can in the first place be 
no doubt that Alexandria was a true city in the fullest sense of the 
word. The documents show that it had its own code of laws, 
modelled substantially on those of Athens, and an elaborate 
system of law courts, again modelled on the Athenian jury system. 
Its people was, like that of Athens, organized in demes, and, we 
may presume, tribes. It had its magistrates, and, though this is 
not directly attested, there can be no doubt that it had its council 
and popular assembly. Moreover it ruled a territory; for the 
district known as the Territory of the Alexandrians, though later 
one of the nomes of Egypt, can hardly have acquired this name 
unless it had originally been what the name signifies. Alexandria 
was a true city, an autonomous community centred in a town but 
ruling a rural district.2

We know less of the composition of the population. Polybius 
tells us that the citizens were Greeks of mixed descent; we 
know also that many Egyptians lived in the city, and that these 
included not only the inhabitants of Rhacotis, the village that 
had previously occupied the site, but many others who had been 
transplanted thither from the adjacent country-side and from 
neighbouring towns. On the question of population the evidence 
on the far eastern colonies is more explicit and of better quality. 
It appears from several passages in Arrian that the regular pro
cedure in founding a city was to settle on the site selected a body 
of European colonists, drawn in the main from the Greek mer
cenaries but sometimes including time-expired or disabled Mace
donians, and in the second place to concentrate in the town a 
generally far larger number of the natives of the surrounding 
district.3

Many motives have been suggested for Alexander’s policy of 
colonization. I t may have in part been inspired by Isocrates’ 
scheme for thus relieving the over-population of Greece and dis
embarrassing it of the hordes of homeless adventurers who were 
ready to place their swords at the disposal of any one who would 
pay them; Alexander did in this way dispose of many thousands 
of landless and homeless Greeks. Military motives have been 
suggested; the colonies would serve as fortresses to hold down 
rebellious districts. There is no doubt some truth in this sugges
tion ; for many of the cities were planted in the unruly districts of
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eastern Iran. Commercial motives no doubt also entered into 
Alexander’s schemes. He was, as we know from other phases of 
his activity, keenly interested in the development of trade, and 
the cities, particularly those planted in backward regions whose 
population was nomadic and predatory, would serve as stations 
on the trade routes, where caravans might assemble in security 
and exchange their goods. Alexandria of Egypt, too, was clearly 
designed to be a great port.

But the peculiar character of the foundations seems to point to 
yet another motive of a more idealistic character. It is significant 
that the foundations were cities. Military requirements would 
have been as well fulfilled by fortresses occupied by mercenary 
garrisons, or, if these were too expensive, by military settlements 
of the type later favoured by some of the Successors, in which the 
men received allotments of land but continued to be organized on 
a military basis. Trade routes could also have been secured by the 
establishment of fortified stations; the Ptolemies were later to 
open up the Red Sea by means of trading stations which were not 
cities. In the second place the participation of barbarians in the 
new foundations is important, all the more so since it was an 
innovation. I f  Alexander’s object had been merely to provide for 
the surplus population of Greece, this feature of his colonial 
policy would be unintelligible. Nor was it conducive to military 
security to settle within the city wall a large body, generally out
numbering the European colonists, of the barbarians whom these 
latter were to overawe.

Alexander’s colonies must be taken in conjunction with his 
social and cultural policy. His purposes in this sphere are difficult 
to trace through the haze of legend which has surrounded them, 
but it is tolerably clear that Alexander moved steadily away from 
the standpoint of the average contemporary Greek—and of his 
master Aristotle—that the barbarians were inferior by nature to 
the Greeks and fit only to be treated as slaves. Towards the end 
of his reign two leading ideas seem to have dominated his mind. 
He felt himself the apostle of Hellenism: it was his mission to 
carry Greek culture over the barbarian world. The instrument 
which he chiefly used to promote this policy was the celebration 
of musical and gymnastic games; by these games, which he held 
in every country through which he passed, he hoped to popularize 
Greek literature, music, and drama on the one hand and the Greek 
cult of athletics on the other. His second ambition was to obliter
ate the line which separated Greek and barbarian. The most



obvious way in which he promoted this object was by inter
marriage. He himself married a Persian princess, and at the great 
marriage feast of Susa he allotted wives drawn from the Persian 
nobility to eighty of his Companions. The Macedonian and Per
sian aristocracies were thus to be blended, and the common 
soldiers were encouraged by the example of their betters and by 
treasury grants to marry Asiatic wives of lower degree/

Both these policies found expression in the colonies. The 
essence of Greek civilization was civilization in its literal sense, 
life in a city community. The new cities were to provide models 
for the barbarians to imitate, and to be centres from which Greek 
culture was to penetrate the surrounding country. And from the 
first some barbarians were to be brought into intimate contact 
with the life of the city by actually living in the town. It would be 
interesting to know what Alexander intended the relations of the 
Greek ana barbarian settlers to be. At Alexandria of Egypt the 
citizen body was in Roman times exclusively—except for illegal 
leakages—Greek, and the Egyptians had no political rights. This 
rule may well date from the foundation, but it is less certain that 
Alexander intended such a state of affairs to be permanent. He 
may well have considered that in the first generation the bar
barians would be unfitted for citizenship; they needed to be 
trained for their responsibilities. But it seems improbable, in 
view of what we know of his general policy, that he intended the 
barbarians to be permanently excluded. Still less is it likely that 
he intended the Greeks to remain racially segregated from their 
fellow townsmen, as they later were by strict laws prohibiting 
that intermarriage which Alexander did his best to encourage. 
But his colonies were still in an experimental stage when he died, 
and when his guiding hand was removed the normal Greek 
attitude of exclusiveness prevailed.

If Alexander is a shadowy figure to us, the Successors are dim
mer still. Their record is largely that of their mutual struggles 
either to master the whole empire or to establish their indepen
dence in their own satrapies. But they found time to establish a 
very large number of cities: nearly every prominent figure of the 
generation which followed Alexander’s death is commemorated 
by at least one city, and often by a whole cluster, bearing his 
name or those of his family. This fact at least proves that the 
Successors were so far dominated by Alexander’s ideas that they 
felt it to be an integral part of their royal prerogative to found 
cities. It became henceforth in the ideal theory of monarchy a

T H E  WO R K  OF T H E  K I N G S  5
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primary duty of a king to advance the civilization of his kingdom, 
or in other words to promote civic life within its boundaries: and 
since the creation of new cities was the most obvious and the most 
spectacular way of fulfilling this duty, it was the ambition of every 
king who wished his memory to remain green in future ages to 
leave in a city which bore his name a perpetual memorial of his 
enlightened rule. The foundation of a city became almost a hall
mark of royalty. As Alexander’s empire fell to pieces the emer
gence of the satraps as independent kings is marked by successive 
foundations of cities bearing their names, and the native dynasts 
who soon after asserted their independence similarly celebrated 
their emancipation by founding cities.

But if the notion that it was at once the duty and the glory of 
kings to found cities became firmly established, a critical analysis 
of their foundations makes it very doubtful whether the Successors 
really grasped the ideals underlying Alexander’s colonial policy, 
or, if they grasped them, whether they approved them. The 
Successors were men of smaller calibre than Alexander, more 
subject to the prejudices of their race and age. It is very probable 
that most of them shared the normal contempt of the Mace
donians for barbarians; and, whatever their personal feelings, 
political necessity compelled them to be more respectful of the

Erejudices of their followers than Alexander had been. They 
icked Alexander’s legitimate title to the loyalty of the Mace

donian people and his vast prestige. He had made himself very 
unpopular with the Macedonians by his policy of putting bar
barians on an equal footing with them, but he could afford to be 
unpopular. The Successors had to win the allegiance of their 
followers in competition with many other claimants, and they 
therefore had to conform to the ideas of those whom they led. 
Hence they tended to relegate the barbarians once more to the 
position of an inferior race.

It may also be questioned whether most of them had any very 
genuine enthusiasm for the political side of Greek culture. Some 
proclaimed themselves champions of the autonomy of the Hel
lenes, but even if this policy was sincere and not merely a bid for 
the support of the Greek cities against rivals who used more 
direct methods to control them, it does not imply any desire to 
enlarge the field of autonomy. The Successors, knowing by 
bitter experience how troublesome the old Greek cities could be, 
may well have been reluctant to create new centres of unrest in 
the barbarian parts of their dominions.



Some of the cities founded by the Successors nevertheless 
followed Alexander’s model fairly closely. Antigonus, who till 
301 ruled the greater part of Asia Minor and Syria and aspired to 
become Alexander’s successor, seems to have maintained his 
master’s policy most faithfully. Two of his foundations, Anti- 
goneia of Bithynia, after his fall renamed Nicaea by Lysimachus, 
and Antigoneia of Syria, moved to a new site by Seleucus Nicator 
and called Antioch, were new Greek cities on barbarian soil. On 
the provenance of their settlers we have evidence which, though 
late, is probably reliable. The colonists of the Syrian city are said 
to have been Athenians with some Macedonians; there is no 
reason to doubt this statement, for Antigonus was in a position to 
demand a draft of settlers from Athens. The colonists of the 
Bithynian city are less precisely specified as ‘Macedonians and the 
first of the Hellenes’; Dio Chrysostom who makes this statement 
emphasizes that they were not a mixed riff-raff and this may mean 
that they were not mercenaries but drafts from Greek cities under 
Antigonus’ control. It is virtually certain, though definite evidence 
is lacking, that these foundations were true cities. Ptolemais of 
the Thebaid, the sole foundation of Ptolemy of Egypt, is proved 
to have been an autonomous city by inscriptions of the third 
century b.c., which record decrees of its council and assembly and 
mention its magistrates and its jury courts. Nothing is known of 
its settlers save that in the first century a.d. their descendants still 
bore distinctively Greek and particularly Macedonian names.5

Seleucus Nicator, who, at first satrap of Babylonia, conquered 
the far eastern satrapies and then in 301 pushed forward his 
western frontier to the Cilician Gates, has achieved the reputation 
of having been a colonizer on a grand scale: sixteen Antiochs, nine 
Seleucias, six Laodiceas, three Apameas and a Stratonicea, in 
addition to other cities named after Alexander or his own victories 
are attributed to him, and of these a large proportion seem to have 
lain in Mesopotamia, northern Syria, and Cilicia, which he re
garded as the nucleus of his kingdom from 301. From lack of 
evidence it is very difficult to assess this vast colonial activity at its 
true value. It may be assumed that these foundations were true 
cities; a papyrus of the third century b.c. records the magistrates 
of both Seleucia in Pieria and Antioch by Daphne. A fair propor
tion of them must have been colonies of immigrants. Antioch by 
Daphne was so—though Seleucus in this case merely reused the 
human material supplied by Antigonus: Apamea on the Orontes 
was peopled with Macedonians: and/the presumption is that new

T H E  WO R K  OF T H E  K I N G S  7
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cities in the interior, such as Seleucia and Apamea on the Bridge, 
Seleucia by the Belus, Nicopolis, and Nicephorium, were colonies 
of European settlers. Some of Seleucus’ foundations were, it may 
be noted, superimposed on old native towns—Laodicea under 
Libanus on Kadesh, Antioch on the Callirhoe and Antioch in 
Mygdonia on Orrhoe and Nisibis respectively. Here again it is 
probable that the citizen body were European colonists; Mace
donians were certainly settled at Orrhoe.6

Another series of settlements attributed to Seleucus Nicator 
seems to have been primarily inspired by a motive which can 
never have entered Alexander’s mind. Alexander had never ex
perienced a lack of man-power. As king of Macedon he could 
draw as he wished on the resources of Macedonia to fill the gaps in 
his army caused by casualties or old age; as general of the league 
of Corinth he could—though he does not seem to have made much 
use of his powers—levy contingents from the Greek cities; he 
could recruit Greek mercenaries without stint. He was, more
over, in his last years making various experiments in the use of 
Persian and other oriental troops. The Successors were in a very 
different position. They were dependent on the goodwill of the 
regent of Macedonia for fresh drafts to reinforce the Macedonian 
regiments which they retained to garrison their satrapies; and 
seeing that they were either actual or potential rivals, Cassander 
was not likely to gratify them, particularly as the population of 
Macedonia was already heavily depleted. Their power to raise 
Greek mercenaries depended on control of the communications 
to the Aegean, and this for Ptolemy and Seleucus at any rate 
meant control of the sea, which was always precarious. Finally, 
they could not afford to experiment with Oriental troops. Sub
sequent experience proved that Orientals, even the despised 
Egyptians, could be made into excellent soldiers. But at the 
moment their inferiority seemed to have been proved by the 
collapse of the Persian armies before Alexander. Engaged as they 
were in a life and death struggle with one another, the Successors 
would only use troops of tried quality, that is to say, Greeks, some 
of the fighting races of the west, such as Thracians and Mysians, 
and above all Macedonians.

Such troops were none too easy to obtain and must be kept at 
all costs, but to keep them all under arms was impossibly ex
pensive. The solution which the Successor^ uniformly adopted 
was to settle a large number on the land. This policy was not only 
economical but had the additional advantage of attaching the

T H E  D I F F U S I O N  OF T H E  C I T Y



troops to their leader by a more solid link than mere pay. In the 
early struggles after Alexander’s death the loyalty of the troops to 
the several leaders had—not unnaturally, since there was little to 
choose between them—been of the most precarious, and mass 
desertions had been common. Attached to the soil they might 
come to regard the kingdom in which they had settled as their 
home.

The policy of settling soldiers on the land had no necessary 
connexion with the creation of cities. The early Ptolemies settled 
many thousands of Macedonians and Greeks in Egypt, but the 
lots of land which they granted to them were scattered alt over the 
country, and even where, as on the newly reclaimed land of the 
Lake nome, the settlement was densest and whole new villages of 
colonists were created, the kings granted to them no communal 
organization. The men were registered under their military units: 
for civil purposes they were governed by the same bureaucratic 
machine which regulated the life of the Egyptians. In western 
Asia Minor also military settlements of Macedonians were made, 
probably by Lysimachus, who ruled it from 301-280 B.c. But 
these again lacked any autonomy. Units were settled round the 
more important towns, but they took no part in the life of the 
town, nor had they any communal life of their own, remaining 
under military discipline. They were eventually received into the 
citizen bodies of the towns around which they lived, but this was 
a much later development.7

Seleucus’ scheme of military colonization was conceived on 
more imaginative, it may be even said romantic, lines. It seems 
to have been his object to make the lands of northern Syria and 
Mesopotamia a second Macedonia, in which his expatriated 
countrymen should feel at home. It was no doubt as part of this 
policy that he renamed even the physical features of the country, 
calling the Orontes the Axius, the mountainous coastline Pieria, 
and the plains around Nisibis Mygdonia. On a similar principle 
he named his settlements after towns of the old country—Pella, 
Aegae, Edessa, Cyrrhus, Beroea, Arethusa, Anthemus, Ichnae, 
Europus, Amphipolis, Chalcis (probably so called after Chalcidice 
and not after the Euboean city) and Larissa. The great majority 
of these colonies had been native towns, but there is ample 
evidence that they were planted with settlers, and there is some 
evidence for what is a priori probable, that the settlers came from 
the city which gave the colony its name; the inhabitants of Larissa 
are known to have been Thessalians.
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These settlements were at a later date cities: Aegae issued coins 
under Antiochus IV and Cyrrhus under Alexander Balas, and 
many others under Roman rule. But it is questionable whether 
they were cities in the full sense from the first. It may be sig
nificant that some of these settlements were granted dynastic 
names not long after their creation, Pella on the Orontes for in
stance becoming Apamea and Edessa Antioch on the Callirhoe; 
it may be suggested that the dynastic name marks the grant of a 
charter of autonomy. Larissa was not a city in the second century 
B.C. but a town in the territory of Apamea. The land law of 
Europus in Parapotamia may also be a relic of the original status 
of the settlements. The land was not true freehold, as in the 
territory of a city, but escheated to the crown on the failure of 
heirs within a prescribed degree. This may mean that Europus 
was once merely a group of settlers, holding hereditary leases of 
crown land, like the Egyptian military colonies of the later Ptole
maic regime. As early as the beginning of the second century b.c. 
the men of Europus style themselves on official documents 
‘Europaeans’, that is members of the community of Europus, in 
contrast to the military colonists of Asia Minor, whose official style 
is ‘Macedonians about Thyateira’. Whether this means that 
Europus had in the course of the third century acquired city 
status, land tenure remaining however unchanged, or that Seleu- 
cus’ military settlements from the first enjoyed some degree of 
autonomy without full city status, cannot be determined.8

The rulers of Macedonia and Greece had little scope for found
ing colonies of Alexander’s type. Cassander indeed founded one 
city, named Antipatreia after his father, in the Illyrian country 
on the western frontier of Macedonia, which seems to have con
formed to Alexander’s pattern; it was primarily a fortress, but 
was autonomous and was no doubt peopled with Macedonians. 
But Cassander’s more famous foundations were synoecisms of the 
traditional Greek type, though on a more grandiose scale. Cas- 
sandreia, which replaced Potidaea, destroyed by Philip, was 
formed by the amalgamation of Chalcidian cities, including the 
remnant of the Olynthians. In Thessalonica were concentrated 
twenty-six small cities around the Thermaic gulf. In Greece 
Cassander pursued the same policy, amalgamating two cities with 
Phthiotic Thebes, and persuading his allies the Acarnanians to 
concentrate in three cities. Demetrius Poliorcetes, who succeeded 
Cassander on the throne of Macedonia for a brief space, celebrated 
his reign by founding Demetrias; the city was formed by the
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union of a number of cities in southern Magnesia—the names of 
twelve are recorded.’

Lysimachus seems to have made no attempt to carry forward 
Philip’s programme of colonization in the interior of Thrace. His 
only foundation in Europe was Lysimacheia, which was merely a 
synoecism of a number of small Greek cities in the Chersonese. 
Nor,- when in 301 he acquired Asia Minor, did he attempt to 
colonize the barbarous interior. His policy was again to amalga
mate the Greek cities of the coast; a grandiose scheme to merge 
Teos and Lebedus in Ephesus under the title of Arsinoeia is all 
that is recorded. The city founded by his wife Amastris and called 
by her name was likewise a synoecism of four Greek colonies on 
the coast of the Euxine. Antigonus, who ruled Asia Minor before 
him, also founded some cities of this type. He tried to amalgamate 
Teos and Lebedus, and succeeded in reconstituting Smyrna, 
which had since the days of the Lydian kings been broken up into 
a number of villages, and in amalgamating upwards of six of the 
little Aeolian cities of the soulhernTroad in a new city, Antigoneia, 
renamed by Lysimachus Alexandria. Some too of Seleucus’ 
foundations would seem to have been synoecisms; in Cilicia he had 
available the raw material in the Greek or long Hellenized cities 
of the coast. Seleucia on the Calycadnus is said to have been 
peopled with the inhabitants of the little city of Holmi near by, 
and it is probable that those of Aphrodisias swelled the new 
foundation; at any rate it disappears henceforth as a city. Issus 
and Myriandus similarly disappear with the foundation of Alex
andria by Issus. Posideium on the Syrian coast had sunk by the 
third century to a mere fortress; its population may well have 
been moved into its new neighbour, Seleucia in Pieria.10

In the military colonies and in the synoecisms Alexander’s 
original conception of colonization was falling into the back
ground. Neither were new centres of Greek political life in bar
barian lands. The former were settlements of Greeks (Mace
donians being included in that term) in hitherto undeveloped 
regions, but lacked political organization. The latter were new 
cities, but were created in areas where city life already flourished, 
and at the expense of existing cities. Both movements were 
nevertheless real contributions to civilization. The military 
colonies, even if they did not later achieve a corporate life, hastened 
the general spread of Hellenism. The synoecisms on the whole 
raised the political life of their districts to a higher level. A city 
must, as Aristotle observed, be of a certain size adequately to
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fulfil its function, and the majority of the cities destroyed by the 
Successors to provide the material for their new foundations 
probably did not reach the optimum size, and would never have 
achieved a very brilliant civic life. Some of the Successors on the 
other hand erred in the other direction; it is difficult to see what 
was the advantage of merging in Ephesus, already large enough, 
the two modest but respectable cities of Teos ana Lebedus, and 
here Lysimachus stands convicted of the megalomania which was 
the vice of his age.

The Successors were not content to achieve immortality by 
giving their names to cities which they had created. Some even in 
the first generation after Alexander took the easier course of 
simply renaming existing cities. Pleistarchus called the capital of 
his short-lived kingdom Pleistarcheia; but he seems to have done 
no more than refortify the ancient hellenized Carian city of 
Heraclea by Latmus. Some of the many Antiochs and Seleucias 
of Seleucus Nicator probably belong to the same class; the long- 
hellenized Cilician city of Tarsus was Antioch on the Cydnus 
before the middle of the third century b.c . and may well have 
owed this name to Seleucus Nicator.11

After the turmoil which filled the first generation following 
Alexander’s death the kingdoms formed by his successors settled 
down into an uneasy equilibrium. Three of the dynasties founded 
by Alexander’s marshals had weathered the storm. In Macedonia 
the descendants of Antigonus ruled until 168 b.c.; they retained 
Thessaly also and some control over Greece till Flamininus pro
claimed the freedom of their Greek subjects in 196 b .c. They still 
held under their sway the Paeonian and Illyrian tribes which 
Philip had subdued, but his other conquest, Thrace, had relapsed 
after the Gallic invasion of 279 b .c. into an anarchy of warring 
tribes. In Egypt the family of Ptolemy reigned till 30 B.c.; this 
dynasty also held Cyprus (till 58 b .c.) and Cyrenaica (till 96 b.c.), 
and during the third century ruled the southern half of Syria and 
a number of scattered possessions along the south coast of Asia 
Minor and around the shores of the Aegean.

The third kingdom, that founded by Seleucus Nicator, was at 
first the largest by far. Its nucleus was Cilicia Pedias, northern 
Syria, and Mesopotamia, but its sway extended over the eastern 
satrapies and westwards to the coast of the Aegean. In Asia 
Minor its rule was never secure. Native dynasties had already 
established themselves in Bithynia and Pontic Cappadocia before 
Asia Minor became Seleucid in 280 b.c. and behind the screen of



the Gauls, whom they planted in the heart of Asia Minor, they 
consolidated themselves firmly; eventually the Bithynian kingdom 
was bequeathed to Rome in 74 B.c. and the Pontic annexed a few 
years later by Pompey. In southern Cappadocia also an oriental 
dynasty built up during the reigns of Seleucus’ two successors a 
kingdom which was to endure till a.d. 17. Seleucid rule was thus 
almost from the first limited to the south-eastern part of Asia 
Minor, and even here the Ptolemies held portions of the south 
coast, while the highlands of the Milyas, Pisidia, Isauria, and 
Lycaonia were never effectually subdued. The Seleucid domi
nions were thus in effect an isolated block, comprising the Troad, 
Mysia, Phrygia, Lydia, and Caria, joined to the rest of the king
dom only by a tenuous route between the Gauls and the tribes 
of the southern highlands. Seleucid control of this detached 
province was inevitably weak and permitted the growth of 
several minor dynasties in the area, one of which, that of the 
Greek lords of Pergamum, for a time beat the Seleucids out of 
Asia Minor.

Antiochus the Great consolidated his control of Asia Minor, 
expelling the Ptolemies, but was ejected in his turn by the 
Romans, who allotted the greater part of the Seleucid sphere in 
Asia Minor, all except Lycia and Caria, to the kings of Pergamum; 
this kingdom lasted a little over half a century, being bequeathed 
to Rome in 133 b.c. Antiochus the Great also rounded off his 
dominions in Syria by the conquest of the Ptolemaic sphere in the 
south (201 b.c.), but in the latter part of his reign the Parthian 
power began to oe menacing in the eastern satrapies. The Seleucid 
dynasty was gradually confined to Cilicia and Syria, and in this 
narrow area wasted its strength on interminable internecine wars, 
in the course of which a number of native kingdoms, Commagene, 
the Ituraeans, the Jews, and the Nabataeans, established their 
independence. The Seleucid power had long been a shadow 
when Pompey annexed Cilicia and Syria in 65-63 b.c.

The record of the Antigonids is modest—they had indeed little 
scope for activity—but on the whole useful. Antigonus Gonatas 
founded two cities on the barbarian fringe of his kingdom, Anti- 
goneia in Chaonia and Antigoneia in Paeonia; both were no doubt 
primarily fortresses. His other foundations, another Antigoneia 
on the west and a Stratonice on the east coast of Chalcidice, and 
Phila, built by his son Demetrius II at the mouth of the Peneus, 
were likewise in all probability designed to hold the southern 
frontier of the kingdom and to overawe the Greek cities of the
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coast, which—including the royal foundation of Cassandreia— 
tended to be restive. All were, however, true cities; they were 
probably peopled with Macedonians. Philip V continued the 
work of Bellenizing Paeonia, building a city named Perseis after his 
son; his other foundations, two Philippopoleis and an Olympias 
in Thessaly, were merely new names given to old cities; in one 
case the new name celebrated the massacre of the native popula
tion and the substitution for it of Macedonians.12

The Ptolemies made a very grand display of activity; their 
empire was littered with cities named Ptolemais, Berenice, and 
above all Arsinoe. But on analysis their real contribution comes 
down to almost nothing. In the Aegean all the three Arsinoes 
were old Greek cities, and Ptolemais was Lebedus. The Lycian 
Arsinoe was the long hellenized city of Patara, and the Pam- 
phylian Ptolemais and Arsinoe and the Cilician Arsinoe were 
probably also old Greek or hellenized cities. Arsinoe in Cyprus 
was Marium, rebuilt by Ptolemy II after its destruction By his 
father. Arsinoe, Berenice, and Ptolemais in Cyrenaica were 
merely new names for Taucheira, Euesperides, and Barca; only 
in the last case was the change of name justified by any change in 
substance—the population was moved down from the old city in
land to the port. On the Syrian coast the name of Ptolemais given 
to Ace seems to have signified nothing; the Phoenician towns were 
all by this date autonomous, and Ptolemais remained despite its 
Greek name purely Phoenician.13

These ‘foundations’ were nothing more than new names for old 
cities. Others of the Ptolemaic dynastic names mark the creation 
of new towns indeed, but towns which had no civic organization; 
the trading stations on the Red Sea coast and the military settle
ments in the Lake nome—itself given a dynastic name, the 
Arsinoite, by Ptolemy II—W’ere grandiosely labelled Berenice, 
Arsinoe, Philadelphia, Philoteris, and so forth. The Ptolemies 
cheapened dynastic names yet farther by bestowing them on 
native towns without raising their status. Crocodilopolis, the 
metropolis of the Arsinoite nome, was renamed, probably by 
Euergetes II, Ptolemais Euergetis; but it remained an Egyptian 
town without a vestige of civic organization. One may suspect 
that the Ptolemaic ‘foundations’ in the interior of Syria were of a 
similar type. There is no reason to believe that Philadelphia was 
more than a new name for Rabbatamana, the administrative 
capital of the hyparchy of Ammanitis, or that Aela when it was 
called Berenice ceased to be a mere trading station; the other
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‘foundations’, Berenice (Pella), Arsinoe in the Aulon (perhaps 
Damascus), and Philoteria, were probably equally spurious.14

The Seleucids were the most active of the three Macedonian 
dynasties. The immediate successors of Seleucus Nicator seem 
to have been chiefly interested in Asia Minor, which he had 
conquered but had not lived to govern. Their first anxiety was 
no doubt to secure the road which led to their western province, 
and on it four cities were founded. Antioch by Pisidia was a colony 
in the old style, peopled by a draft of settlers from Magnesia on 
the Maeander. Apollonia by Pisidia may have been colonized 
with Thracian and Lycian troops, but the evidence for this is far 
from conclusive. Both these colonics were superimposed on old 
Phrygian towns. Of the other two cities, Laodicea the Burnt and 
Seleucia the Iron, we know only the sites.15

Farther west Antiochus I rebuilt Celaenae, the ancient capital 
of Great Phrygia, and renamed it Apamea. Apamea had by the 
beginning of the second century b .c . a Greek constitution, but no 
settlers are recorded, and it is perhaps significant that its people 
was in later times not divided in the Greek manner in tribes but 
organized by streets or trades. It may be that in Apamea we have 
the first instance of a new type of foundation, the reorganization 
of a native town as an autonomous community. Of Laodicea on 
the Lycus, founded by Antiochus II, we know even less; it was 
apparently an old town—its native name Rhoas is recorded by 
Pliny—but, as its people were divided into tribes, some of which 
bear Seleucid names, it may have been colonized. Antiochus I 
was probably the founder of two cities named Stratonicea, one in 
Mysia, the other in Caria: the latter at any rate was a colony of 
Macedonians. The other Seleucid foundations in Caria seem for 
the most part to have been synoecisms of the already strongly 
hellenized Carian communities. Nysa was certainly of this type, 
and probably Antioch on the Maeander; the later name of Apol
lonia on the Maeander, Tripolis, shows that this city on the 
Caro-Lydian border was formed by the union of three communi
ties. Seleucia and Antioch of the Chrysaoreis were merely new 
names bestowed by Antiochus III on the ancient hellenized 
Carian cities of Tralles and Alabanda.16

In Cilicia and Syria little progress can be traced from the days 
of Seleucus Nicator—to whom perhaps some of the work of his 
successors has been attributed—till those of Antiochus Epiphanes. 
Arad is said at one time—probably between 259 and 239 b .c.—to 
have been called Antioch in Pieria, and Berytus was renamed,
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probably by Seleucus IV, Laodicea in Phoenice. The grant of 
dynastic names to these already autonomous Phoenician cities 
meant nothing; it is a curious and significant fact that Berytus 
actually translated its Greek title into Phoenician on the coins 
which it issued under Epiphanes.17

Antiochus Epiphanes showered dynastic names over his king
dom. His foundations were certainly not colonies. The age of 
immigration was by now long past—die last batch of Greeks who 
are recorded to have been transplanted into Syria were Euboeans 
and Aetolians whom Antiochus the Great incorporated in Antioch, 
and these were probably his political supporters who preferred 
exile in Syria to the vengeance of the Romans. After Magnesia 
the Seleucids had no Greek cities under their sway on whom they 
could draw for colonists, and in any case the population of Greece 
was by now on the decline. Nor were Antiochus Epiphanes’ 
foundations synoecisms: they seem uniformly to have been exis
ting native towns. Many of them are no doubt to be discounted as 
mere honorific titles granted to existing cities; ‘the Antiochenes 
in Ptolemais’ are a fairly obvious example. But a large number of 
them marked a genuine change, the grant of civic autonomy to 
a hitherto unorganized native town.

Antiochus was a curious and unbalanced character, and his 
motives are difficult to analyse. He was on the one hand a man of 
sudden and often rather superficial enthusiasms. At one period he 
was deeply impressed by Roman institutions, and robed in a toga 
administered justice in Antioch like a Roman magistrate. But his 
real passion was Hellenism; he seems to have felt a genuine 
mission to disseminate Greek culture throughout his dominions. 
On the other hand he was a hard-headed politician, and his 
hellenizing policy was a sound financial proposition. His educated 
native subjects were ambitious to become Hellenes, and when 
Antiochus showed that he viewed their ambition with favour they 
responded eagerly to his lead. But they found they had to pay, 
ana pay heavily, for the royal authorization requisite for establish
ing Hellenic institutions in their towns. Antiochus did not boggle 
at the political implications of his hellenizing policy. He was 
prepared, as the great outburst of civic coinage in his reign shows, 
to allow to his cities—at a price no doubt—a greater measure of 
self-government than most Hellenistic kings liked to give. And 
furthermore he was prepared to give charters of autonomy to 
towns which had no civic organization; in such a case a substantial 
fee was demanded, as we know from the book of Maccabees.



Antiochus thus at the same time fulfilled his hellenizing mission 
and replenished his treasury. We have positive evidence for one 
only of his foundations, and that one proved abortive. But as the 
people of Jerusalem, or rather the hellenized notables of the town, 
obtained a licence to open a gymnasium, institute ephebic train
ing, and be registered as ‘the Antiochenes in Jerusalem’, so no 
doubt did Oeniandus in Cilicia and Hamath on the Orontes be
come Epiphaneia, and Gerasa, Abila, Hippos, and Gadara in 
Coele Syria become Antiochs and Seleucias.18

Of the minor dynasties the Attalids and the Bithynian kings 
have the largest number of foundations to their credit. The 
Attalids founded three cities while they were still only dynasts of 
a small area round Pergamum, Philetaereia in the Troad, and 
Attaieia and Apollonis in northern Lydia: all were primarily 
military settlements, but Attaieia was at any rate later a city, ana 
Apollonis is so called in an inscription which records its founda
tion ; the city was formed by a synoecism, probably of the earlier 
Macedonian military settlements which were thick in the neigh
bourhood. After 189 b.c. were built Philadelphia of Lydia, 
Dionysopolis and Eumeneia of Phrygia, and Attaieia of Pam- 
phylia. The first was almost certainly a native Lydian town re
organized ; it still retained in later times the indigenous grouping 
by trades instead of the tribal system. The two last claim on their 
coins to be Achaean and Athenian respectively, and may be 
colonies. Two other Eumeneias are also recorded which later 
ceased to bear this name, one in Caria and one in ‘Hyrcanis’: the 
latter perhaps marked the concentration in a town of the tribal 
community of the Hyrcaneis on the Hermus.19

The Bithynian dynasty made a fine display, but there was not 
much substance behind the facade of dynastic names. The capital 
Nicomedia was apparently a synoecism of two Greek cities, Olbia 
and Astacus. Apamea and Prusias on Sea were restorations of 
Myrleia and Cius, two cities recently destroyed by Philip V of 
Macedon. Prusias by the Hypius was a new name for tne old 
Greek colony of Cierus. Prusa would seem to have been a new 
foundation, and Bithynium was a military setdement of Bithy- 
nians in the Paphlagonian territory conquered by Nicomedes I; 
the Paphlagonian town of Creteia would also seem to have been 
colonized with Bithynians.20

Of the other dynasties there is even less to record. The one 
foundation of the kings of Pontus, Pharnaceia, was a synoecism 
of two Greek colonies. The kings of Cappadocia had no Greek
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subjects, and the native Cappadocians were a backward people, 
slow to adopt Greek culture. But the dynasty did its best to hellen- 
ize the few towns. Ariaratheia, probably the work of the founder of 
the kingdom, seems by the first century b .c. at any rate to have 
been a true city. Mazaca and Tyana were granted autonomy, 
under the styles of Eusebeia under the Argaeus and Eusebeia in 
Taurus respectively, by Ariarathes V Eusebes, who was person
ally a keen student of Greek literature, philosophy and, it would 
seem, constitutional antiquities; we are told that the Mazacenes 
were granted the laws of Charondas. This Ariarathes seems to 
have granted Greek constitutions to other towns which perished 
in the decadence of the kingdom after his death: an inscription of 
his time or shortly after reveals that at that period Anisa, a town 
of which there is no trace later, was an autonomous community.21

The lesser Macedonian dynasts who established themselves in 
the third century b .c. in Seleucid Asia Minor founded several 
cities named after themselves, Docimium, Themisonium, and 
Philomelium and Lysias. Even the native dynasties which rose 
on the ruins of the Seleucid kingdom in Syria followed the uni
versal fashion. King Samos of Commagene built Samosata, and 
one of the Nabataean kings named Obodas was revered as the 
founder of Eboda; these seem both to have been genuine cities. 
Mennaeus, tetrarch of the Ituraeans, gave to his capital Gerrha 
the Greek name of Chalcis, but not, it would appear, a Greek con
stitution ; Chalcis remained a native town. Only the Hasmonaean 
dynasty left no memorial of themselves; the kings of the Jews 
preferred to be remembered as destroyers rather than as founders 
of cities.22

There was another aspect of royal policy which was not so 
favourable to the development of city government—the system of 
centralized administration which was evolved by many hellenistic 
monarchies. The system was indigenous in Egypt, and it was 
here that under the Ptolemies it reached its most extreme form. 
In Egypt too, owing to the survival of innumerable administrative 
documents written on papyrus, its working is best known to us: 
elsewhere we can in general only infer its existence from frag
mentary allusions to it, or from tfie titles of officials or territorial 
divisions.

Egypt was divided into about forty circumscriptions called 
nomes, each governed by an official called a strategus, assisted by 
a royal scribe, who provided him with the statistical data required 
by the administration, and by various other officials responsible
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for special departments, such as police, royal monopolies, land 
revenue, and so forth. Each nome was subdivided into two or 
more toparchies, with a smaller staff of officials, the chief of whom 
were the governor (toparch) and the scribe (topogrammateus). 
The toparchies were again subdivided into villages, which were 
the ultimate unit of government; each village had its headman 
(comarch) and its scribe (comogrammateus). All these officials, 
even the numble village clerk, were appointed by the crown, and 
all authority radiated from the centre outward: orders were 
circulated by the central ministries to the relevant nome officials, 
and by them to those of the toparchies and by them again to the 
village officials; local difficulties were reported by the village 
officials to their superiors, and these reports were sifted and if 
necessary sent a stage higher, and eventually the accumulated 
dossier came down again by the same route to the village officials 
with a decision.

Such a system was expensive and needed careful supervision, 
but if it was efficiently run it had the great advantage that it made 
possible the most minute and elaborate economic exploitation of 
the country in the interest of the government. In Egypt this ex
ploitation went to extraordinary lengths. The land, which was 
regarded as crown property, was, with the exception of limited 
areas granted on more favourable terms to privileged classes, 
such as military colonists, rack rented in small lots to the 
natives, the ‘royal cultivators’. By giving the tenants no definite 
leases and by encouraging competitive bids the government 
secured the maximum rent possible: it further specified the nature 
of the crop in accordance with its own requirements. The irriga
tion works were maintained by an elaborate system of forced 
labour. The quality of the crop was improved by loaning seed 
corn to the tenants—they apparently had no corn left after paying 
their rent, which was in kind, feeding themselves and selling a 
minute surplus tor their cash requirements. Furthermore almost 
every necessity of daily life—salt, oil, beer, and cloth, to name 
some prominent examples—was monopolized by the government. 
The operation of these monopolies was it is true entrusted to con
cessionaires, but the government regulated the price of the raw 
materials, the wages of the operatives, and the price of the finished 
product, and so minutely supervised all their activities through its 
officials that they can have made little profit on their contracts. 
Finally an infinite variety of complicated taxes were levied: these 
too were usually farmed, but the fanners were so elaborately
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supervised that they had little opportunity of pocketing any more 
than the legal percentage of the revenue which passed through 
their hands.

The system embraced the entire country. The temples, which 
had been powerful corporations owning their own sources of 
revenue, were brought under its net. They were not, it is true, 
deprived of their property, but their land was administered on 
their behalf by the crown, which paid a salary to each priest, and 
the taxes that they had previously collected themselves were col
lected by the crown andthe proceeds remitted to them. The few 
cities which existed were deprived of territorial jurisdiction. The 
‘Territory of the Alexandrians’ became a nome, administered 
from Hermopolis Minor; Ptolemais was the metropolis of the 
Thinite nome; and the tiny territory of Naucratis was brought 
under royal administration, eventually to become the Naucratite 
nome.23

A similar system was applied by the Ptolemies to southern 
Syria, or at any rate the inland part of it. From a recently-pub
lished papyrus of the reign of Ptolemy II we know that the country 
was then divided into hyparchies; these were probably the areas 
which long continued to bear the typically Ptolemaic termination 
-itis—Ammanitis, Esbonitis, Moabitis, and so forth—and if so were 
larger than the Egyptian nome. The document makes no allusion 
to any administrative division between these and the villages, but 
the system would seem to have been later elaborated; for we hear 
in the second century b.c. of units much smaller than the hyp
archies called nomes or later toparchies. We also hear of merid- 
archs, a title which implies a corresponding territorial unit called 
a ‘section’ (meris), but this may be only a later name of the 
hyparchy. The document further alludes to the financial managers 
(oeconomi) of the hyparchies and the village headmen (comarchs). 
The system of economic exploitation does not seem to have been 
so elaborate, for the revenue of each village was farmed ert bloc; 
but a list of taxes given in a letter of the Seleucid king Demetrius 
II is formidable enough—the salt monopoly, the crown tax, 33J 
per cent, on cereal crops, and 50 per cent, on the produce of fruit 
trees, not to speak of other unspecified taxes.24

The system was maintained intact by the Seleucids when they 
annexed the country, and was perhaps not greatly modified by 
the grant of civic charters under Antiochus IV. The taxes re
mained the same, and there were still royal administrative officials 
in Jerusalem after it had become Antioch; the offices of stratcgus
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and meridarch were conferred on Jonathan by Alexander Balas. 
The city authorities probably controlled only the town, and 
perhaps only its cultural institutions; central officials continued 
to administer the country-side and to collect the taxes. With the 
collapse of the Seleucid government the cities no doubt generally 
usurped the entire administration of their area. But in Judaea ana 
in the districts which they conquered the Hasmonaeans maintained 
bureaucratic administration and ultimately handed it on to the 
Herodian dynasty. The Ituraean princes would also seem to have 
maintained the rudiments of the system until they also handed on 
what remained of it to the Herodians,and something rather similar 
is found in the Nabataean kingdom, which absorbed much 
territory that had been Ptolemaic. But in the hands of these 
inefficient rulers the system became a caricature of its former self: 
we happen to know that the strategi of the Nabataean kingdom— 
still called by that title transliterated into Aramaic characters— 
held their office for life by hereditary tenure.25

Most of the minor barbarian kingdoms were governed on the 
same lines. Cappadocia was, we are told by Strabo, divided into 
ten strategiae. We have no precise information on Pontus, but 
Strabo’s description of the country is based on a division into 
eparchies, most of which bear names with the characteristic end
ings -itis or -ene. Paphlagonia is divided by him into similar 
districts, which were probably entitled hyparchies. Of Bithynia 
we know nothing at this date, but its later history suggests that 
the interior, which was devoid of cities, was governed on bureau
cratic lines. There is a little evidence which suggests that Com- 
magene was divided like Cappadocia into strategiae, four in 
number, and that the little Cilician kingdom of Tarcondimotus 
was similarly organized. In none of these cases is it likely that the 
administration was as ruthlessly efficient and pervasive as the 
Ptolemaic; we know for instance that in Pontus and Cappadocia 
the great temples were left in full control of their lands and serfs, 
the crown merely arrogating to itself the nomination of their high 
priests.26

The Seleucids seem never to have attempted to introduce such 
a system into their kingdom, which was too vast to be administered 
in such meticulous detail. In Asia Minor they maintained the old 
Persian satrapies—Lydia, Caria, and Great and Hellespontine 
Phrygia. Within them it is true they introduced a smaller division, 
the hyparchy, but even the hyparchies were still very large areas, 
and their governors had to leave local administration to the native



authorities. In Syria the Seleucids created smaller satrapies— 
there were four, probably Antiochene, Apamene, Cyrrhestice, 
and Chalcidene—but there is no evidence that these were further 
subdivided; they were large units comprising a number of cities 
and tribes. In Macedonia the Antigonids made no attempt to 
introduce a bureaucratic system, which would have been utterly 
alien to the temper of their people. The Macedonians had always 
been grouped in self-governing communities, cities in the plain 
and tribes in the western highlands. As the kingdom expanded it 
had incorporated the Greek colonies of the coast and a number of 
Illyrian, Paeonian, and Thracian tribes. Royal commandants of 
these turbulent frontier districts are recorded, but they were 
probably military officers rather than civil governors. Even the 
Ptolemies, much though they interfered with the internal affairs 
of their cities, permitted a facade of autonomy in those parts of 
their empire where city life was already strongly developed— 
Cyrenaica, Cyprus, Lycia, and Phoenicia, including probably the 
Palestinian coast. The Attalids also, though they intervened 
much more actively in local administration than had their Seleucid 
predecessors, did not formally challenge the autonomy which the 
communities of western Asia Minor had achieved under Seleu
cid rule.37

Bureaucratic government, in so far as it fostered the growth of 
towns round the centres of administration, provided the raw 
material for the eventual development of civic life, and, if the 
administrative language was Greek, diffused the knowledge of 
that language, since all officials had to learn it, and thus ultimately 
promoted the spread of Greek culture: it no doubt also trained 
the upper strata of the native population, from which the minor 
officials were drawn, in the technique of government. But it gave 
no chance to the indigenous political institutions of the native 
communities to develop; on tne contrary it condemned them to 
inactivity and allowed them to wither away. Its effects were 
particularly disastrous among a primitive population. A loose 
tribal organization could not stand up against it and rapidly 
became atrophied, while on the other hand towns did not de
velop in a sparsely populated and purely agricultural or pastoral 
country. In Cappadocia and Pontus, for instance, the centres 
of administration remained merely large villages, or even royal 
fortresses, while no vestige survived or whatever political insti
tutions the people had previously possessed.

In the story of the diffusion of Greek political institutions
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through the East the kings bulk large. This is partly the in
evitable result of the glamour which surrounds the deeds of 
royalty. Partly it is due to the excellence of royal propaganda; 
the immense array of dynastic names has successfully dazzled the 
eyes of later observers, as no doubt it impressed contemporaries. 
In reality the contribution of the kings was not of first importance. 
The side of their work that had the most solid worth was coloniza
tion. But colonization cannot have been carried out on any very 
large scale, if only because the supply of human material was 
limited. It is of course impossible to estimate with any precision 
the number of European immigrants who settled in the East 
during the late fourth and the third centuries b.c., but certain 
considerations suggest that it was not very large.

It is noticeable how prominent a part Macedonians play in the 
colonization of the East. Seleucus’ military colonies all—with the 
single exception of Larissa—bear the names of Macedonian towns 
and, so far as our evidence goes, were peopled with Macedonians; 
the military settlements in western Asia Minor were almost all of 
Macedonians; Macedonians formed a very large proportion of the 
soldier settlers of Egypt. Macedonians moreover participated in 
many city foundations; they are stated to have been among the 
settlers at Antigoneia of Bithynia and of Syria and there is 
evidence for them at Alexandria and Ptolemais in Egypt; some 
cities—Stratonicea of Caria and Apamea of Syria, for instance— 
were on our evidence entirely Macedonian. The total levy of 
Macedonia was reckoned in Alexander’s day at 30,000, and Alex
ander took half this number with him to Asia. He did not increase 
the numbers of the Macedonian army in Asia, for the fresh drafts 
merely replaced men discharged. The Successors therefore can
not have had more than 15,000 Macedonians to divide amongst 
themselves on Alexander’s death, and it is on the whole unlikely 
that they extracted many more men from Macedonia itself.28

We have no means of estimating the population of Greece, but 
it was certainly very much larger; Greece was moreover very 
definitely overcrowded in the fourth century. But the facts set out 
above suggest that the number of Greek settlers in the East cannot 
have been very great; otherwise the Macedonians would not bulk 
so large in the picture. And conditions in Greece during the third 
century support this view. It was still easy down to the early 
second century b.c. to raise large bodies of mercenaries in Greece: 
and wages, despite the enormous rise in prices caused by Alex
ander’s release of the accumulated Persian treasure, tended if



anything to sink. The labour market was, that is to say, over
stocked, and there was a large floating population of landless and 
workless men. This would hardly have been the case if hundreds 
of thousands of Greeks had migrated to the East. By the middle 
of the second century b .c ., it is true, the population of Greece had 
according to Polybius begun to dwindle alarmingly; but by this 
time the movement of colonization had long ceased, and the 
decrease is in fact attributed by Polybius to the reluctance of the 
upper and middle class to marry or to rear more than one or two 
children.29

Why there was relatively so little settlement of Greeks in the 
East it is rather difficult to understand. Partly no doubt it was due 
to the policy of the kings. In their eyes the primary object of 
settlement was military, and Macedonians, both as being better 
soldiers and as being harder to obtain, received preferential treat
ment : the kings normally maintained large bodies of Greek mer
cenaries under arms on garrison duty, but the need of creating a 
reserve of Greeks by settlement was less pressing since it was 
generally possible to enlist additional mercenaries at moments of 
stress from Greece or the west coast of Asia Minor.

But partly the meagreness of Greek settlement seems to have 
been due to the unwillingness of the Greeks of this age to 
emigrate. The royal civil services of course attracted men of 
enterprise and ability, and the new markets thrown open to Greek 
trade and even more the great opportunities offered by public 
contracting in the new kingdoms drew business men to the East. 
To the masses mercenary service was undoubtedly an attraction; 
but mercenaries seem to have been reluctant to settle in the East. 
The Greek troops whom Alexander left in the far east were ‘dis
contented at being planted out among barbarians’ and ‘longed 
for Greek life and ways’ (the phrases are those of Diodorus), and 
as soon as Alexander was dead proceeded to march home en masse. 
This is no doubt an extreme case, for the far eastern satrapies 
were very remote from Greece. But it seems to be symptomatic 
of the feelings of the average Greek, who wanted to make his pile 
in the East and then return to live in civilized comfort at home: 
the returned mercenary, who boasts of his familiarity with kings 
and ostentatiously displays his oriental treasures, is a stock figure 
in the Athenian comedy of the late fourth and the third centuries 
b .c . The system adopted by the kings of requesting drafts of 
colonists from the Greek cities under their control implies that 
spontaneous immigration did not fulfil their requirements; for
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there can be little doubt that the requests of the kings were really 
orders, and the guarded praise given by Antioch in Persis to 
Magnesia on the Maeander for the batch of colonists it had sent— 
they are described as ‘respectable in character and adequate in 
number’—suggests that the Greek cities found some difficulty in 
fulfilling the requirements of their royal masters.30

It is improbable therefore that immigration took place on any 
very large scale. The movement can have had no appreciable 
effect on the racial composition of the population; the immigrants 
were on any reckoning a minute proportion of the total population 
of the East, and were important only as a leaven which gradually 
permeated the mass. Nor did colonization, as directed by the 
kings, contribute greatly to the establishment of cities. A large 
proportion of the colonists were absorbed in rural settlements, 
and not very many can have been left to man new cities. Since 
the proper complement of a city seems to have been reckoned at 
about 5,000 men, it is manifest that the kings cannot have founded 
very many, and the record of their colonial foundations must be 
regarded with the utmost caution, not to say scepticism.31

The other aspects of the city-building campaign of the kings 
are not very significant. By promoting synoecism they raised the 
standard of city life and perhaps, in relatively backward areas like 
Caria, created it. But here they were merely encouraging a move
ment which was in progress before they intervened, and which 
continued after they had gone. In so far as they granted charters 
of autonomy to native towns and encouraged the adoption of 
Greek constitutions they certainly promoted the growth of cities. 
But in this sphere their activity was not very whole-hearted, nor 
perhaps entirely voluntary. Some dynasties, notably the Ptolemies 
and those of north-eastern Asia Minor, were on the whole re
actionary, preferring direct administration to local self-govern
ment. The Ptolemies, it is true, granted autonomy to the Cypriot 
and Phoenician cities when they deposed their kings, but these 
cities had already a strong republican feeling and some republican 
institutions. The hellenizing policy of Ariarathes V was more 
genuine, but its scope was very small. The Seleucids were 
certainly more liberal, but it may be suspected that their tolera
tion of local self-government was largely due to the impossibility 
of administering directly so large a kingdom; this was certainly 
true in the outlying province of Asia Minor. And even the pro
gressive policy of Antiochus IV may have been in part dictated by 
financial weakness; he is known to have been short of money ana
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his charters were certainly sold. On the whole, though in deference 
to Greek and hellenized public opinion they professed a great zeal 
for civic autonomy, royal governments for the most part preferred 
direct administration. And from their own point of view they 
were right. Civic autonomy was a disruptive influence, and when 
the Seleucids became involved in civil wars the cities which they 
had founded or to which they had granted autonomy immediately 
took advantage of the weakness of the royal power to extract 
further privileges for themselves and eventually to secure inde
pendence. The Ptolemies became involved in similar internecine 
struggles, but the bureaucratic machine continued to function, 
and the kingdom of Egypt was still a going concern when 
Octavian annexed it, whereas Syria had broken up into a medley 
of warring cities and principalities long before Pompey formally 
abolished the shadow of Seleucid rule.



CHAPTER II

HELLENIZATION

HELLENISM, before Alexander made it the dominant cul
ture of his empire, had spread but little beyond the area of 
the Greek settlements. In Thrace the foothold of the Greeks had 

always been insecure. The colonists had in many cases had a hard 
struggle to establish themselves, and the cities they had built had 
never been more than isolated posts. The Thracians were an in
tractable people, who did not take kindly to Hellenism, and rela
tions between the Greek cities and the neighbouring tribes had 
usually been hostile. Philip’s recent conquest of Thrace and his 
colonization of the interior seemed to mark the beginning of a 
new era, but the Gallic invasion was soon to sweep away his work 
when the foundations were barely laid. Along the northern coast 
of Asia Minor conditions were similar. The Greek colonies were 
mere islets of civilization in a sea of barbarism: one, Heraclea, 
had won security by conquering and reducing to serfdom the 
native tribe in whose territory it lay, the Mariandyni, the others 
maintained a precarious foothold amidst a hostile population. 
The natives differed greatly in their degree of culture, ranging 
from the utterly savage tribes east of the Halys to the relatively 
civilized Paphlagonian and Bithynian kingdoms, but none were 
sufficiently advanced to assimilate Greek culture.32

Along the west coast of Asia Minor Greek settlement was of 
greater antiquity and far more intensive. But even here the line of 
Hellenism, though almost continuous, was very thin. The vast 
majority of the Greek cities lay on the actual sea coast or on the 
adjacent islands; very few, like Ilium and Scepsis in the Troad, 
Aegae, Larissa, and Magnesia in Aeolis, or the southern Larissa 
on the Cayster and the southern Magnesia on the Maeander, lay 
even a few miles inland. Nor does Greek culture seem to have 
made much progress in the interior. The relatively barbarous 
Mysians appear to have been the most receptive of Hellenism; Per
gamum, we know, adopted the Greek annual magistrature in the 
middle of the fourth century B.C. The Lydians with their ancient 
native culture seem to have remained, despite the Hellenism of 
their kings in the past, impervious to Greek culture.33

In the south-western comer of Asia Minor, though Greek
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settlement was much more sparse, Hellenism had achieved a con
siderable conquest. The Carian people were temperamentally 
akin to the Greeks and took readilv to Greek culture. We hear of 
bilingual Carians in the fifth century B.c., and in the fourth 
century the Hecatomnid satraps of Caria adopted Greek as their 
official language. The original Greek settlers had intermarried 
freely with the natives, and the Greeks seem never to have de
veloped any racial prejudice against them: when in 408 B.c. the 
three cities of Rhodes formed a united republic they felt no 
scruples in incorporating the Carian communities of the adjacent 
mainland as demes of the new city and admitting their inhabitants 
as full citizens. The political organization of tne Carians was on 
the same lines as that of the Greeks, if at a rather backward stage. 
The typical Carian community was very small, and was usually 
called by the Greeks a village rather than a city. But these 
villages were often grouped in local federations around some 
sanctuary, and were in process of coalescing by sympolity or 
synoecism into larger units which might truly be called cities. By 
the fourth century Mylasa, Alabanda, and Tralles at any rate were 
considerable cities; the first bears in its complicated constitution 
evident marks of its gradual growth by sympolity. The great 
cities were under the Hecatomnids completely hellenized: we 
possess from Mylasa decrees of that period, passed in full Greek 
constitutional form and recorded in Greek.34

The neighbours of the Carians to the east, the Lycians, were 
less hellenized than the Carians—they continued to use their 
national language and script for public purposes down into the 
third century—but politically they were more developed; the 
Lycians were one of the very few barbarian peoples whose insti
tutions Aristotle thought it worth while to record. Their com
munities were recognized as cities by the Greeks, and certainly 
were republican in constitution by the middle of the fourth 
century, when the local coinage begins to be issued not, as hither
to, in the names of dynasts, but in those of the cities.35

The Pamphylian plain was occupied by a group of large Greek 
cities of ancient origin. The lawless highlanders of the mountain
ous hinterland, the Milyae and the Pisidians, would not at first 
sight seem to have been promising pupils for Hellenism. Their 
organization was tribal, and they lived for the most part scattered 
in villages. But in some cases tlie central stronghold of the tribe 
had developed into an important town, and the government of the 
tribes, though usually no doubt a hereditary monarchy, was some-
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times of a crude republican type; the Termessians were in the late 
fourth century ruled by a council of elders, whose decisions 
required the ratification of a mass meeting of the fighting men. 
Such communities might be styled rudimentary cities, and some 
of them were beginning to assimilate the culture of their Greek 
neighbours on the plain; the Selgians and the Etenneis began 
about the middle of the fourth century to issue coins with Greek 
legends.36

Further east, where the mountains come right down to the 
coast, the Greeks esta Wished only a few scattered trading stations, 
whose influence on the barbarous Cetae of the interior seems to 
have been slight. In the Cilician plain on the other hand Greek 
culture was dominant. Several of the great cities of this area were 
of a very ancient Greek origin, and others, whose claim to be 
Greek colonies is very questionable, had by the fourth century 
become completely hellenized: the civic coinage of this area is 
entirely Greek.37

There were two other areas of Greek settlement in the East, 
Cyprus and Cyrenaica. Cyprus was colonized during the period 
of the great migrations, and its cities with the exceptions of 
autochthonous Amathus and Phoenician Citium claimed to be 
foundations of Greek heroes of the Homeric age. The culture of 
Cyprus was Greek, but, isolated as it was from the main stream 
of development, it remained down to the fourth century in a 
curiously primitive phase. The Cypriots did not adopt the Greek 
alphabet, but continued to use a clumsy syllabary—derived 
apparently from the Minoan script. Their cities were still in 
Alexander’s day ruled by hereditary kings, many of whom claimed 
descent from Homeric heroes.38

The Greek cities of Cyrenaica were the product of the later 
movement of colonization, and showed the normal political de
velopment of the Greek world, passing from the primitive mon
archy to republican government and thereafter oscillating violently 
between oligarchy and democracy. The Greek settlers had inter
married freely at first with the Libyan natives, and had later sub
dued and hellenized the more settled agricultural tribes; but the 
nomadic Libyans remained a thorn in their side.39

Outside the areas of settlement Greek influence was rather 
superficial. In Egypt the Saite kings had based their power on 
Greek mercenaries, many of whom settled in the country, and 
had welcomed Greek traders, granting them a treaty port, Nau- 
cratis, which developed into a regular Greek city. The rebel
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Pharaohs of the fourth century b .c. had also made extensive use 
of Greek mercenaries and Greek military experts in their struggles 
with Persia, and had employed Greeks to reorganize the financial 
system of the country. But it may be doubted whether it was 
more than the court and the official aristocracy which was hel
lenized; one member of the latter, Petosiris, nomarch of Hermo- 
polis, has left a striking monument to his Hellenic tastes in a 
temple tomb, much of whose sculpture was obviously executed 
by Greek artists.40

In Syria the Phoenician cities were in close commercial contact 
with Greece; there were many Tyrians and Sidonians resident in 
Athens, and we hear of an Athenian commercial colony at Ace. 
The kings of Sidon were great patrons of Greek art, as the mag
nificent series of their sarcopnagi testifies, and one of them, 
'Abdastart or in Greek Strato, is recorded to have modelled his 
dinner parties on those of the Greeks. But the dilettante tastes of 
the aristocracy cannot be taken as very serious evidence of Hel
lenism either in Egypt or in Phoenicia.41

Alexander’s conquest of the Persian empire and the resultant 
establishment of Macedonian dynasties in Egypt, Syria, and 
western Asia Minor gave an enormous impetus to the helleniza- 
tion of the East. Not only was there direct propaganda—for the 
Successors took up with zest Alexander’s policy of celebrating 
gymnastic and musical games—but the movement of colonization 
which Alexander initiated and the Successors pursued with vigour 
provided new centres for the spread of Hellenism in regions which 
had hitherto hardly seen any Greeks save occasional tourists and 
merchants and passing companies of mercenaries. New Greek 
cities were built far inland, boaiesof Greek colonists were planted in 
oldnative towns, Greek military settlers were scattered through the 
country-side. The native populations of Syria and Mesopotamia, 
of Upper Egypt, and of the interior of Asia Minor, were now 
for the first time brought into intimate contact with Hellenism.42

And not only were there new opportunities; there was also an 
obvious motive for learning the Greek language at any rate. For 
Greek was now the language of government. Any one therefore 
who aspired to a government post must learn Greek, and, if he 
knew it, had a good chance of employment; for, since the Greeks 
rarely troubled to learn barbarian languages, there was a consider
able demand for bilingual orientals who would serve as inter
mediaries between the higher officials, who were almost invariably 
Greeks, and the mass of the people.43
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But far more important than these practical considerations 
must have been the psychological effect of Alexander’s conquest. 
The qualities of the Greeks had, it is true, been long appreciated 
in the East. The Persian kings often employed Greek doctors, 
because they were the best available; Democedes of Croton and 
Ctesias of Cnidus are famous examples. Connoisseurs commis
sioned Greek artists, who could produce far more lifelike statues 
than their oriental rivals; besides the Sidon sarcophagi and the 
tomb of Petosiris, the Mausoleum and the Harpy Tomb at 
Xanthus testify to the vogue of Greek art. Greek financial experts 
were well known to be ingenious in thinking out new methods of 
raising revenue; Chabrias of Athens for instance helped King 
Tachos of Egypt to squeeze money out of his exhausted countiy. 
Greek generals and admirals were valued for their scientific 
knowledge of strategy and given responsible commands: Conon of 
Athens was for a time admiral of the Persian fleet, the armies of 
Artaxerxes III and his rebellious subjects were led almost entirely 
by Greeks—Iphicrates, Chabrias, Agesilaus of Sparta, and others 
of less fame—and Darius III entrusted the defence of Asia Minor 
against Alexander to a Greek, Memnon of Rhodes. Greek mer
cenaries were acknowledged to be the best trained and disciplined 
troops on the market: Cyrus the Younger entrusted his fortunes 
to the famous Ten Thousand, Artaxerxes III, Nectanebo, and 
Tachos of Egypt, Tennes of Sidon, and the various rebel satraps 
all employed Greeks in large numbers, and Darius I l l ’s best and 
most loyal troops were Greek mercenaries.44

But hitherto the oriental had stood in the relation of employer 
to the Greek. He had found his talents useful and had been pre
pared to pay for them, but though he might admire the cleverness 
of the Greek, it had never occurred to him to question his own 
essential superiority; the Persian king was, after all, incomparably 
richer and more powerful than the Greek cities. When Alexander 
knocked over the stately edifice of the Persian empire like a house 
of cards and the Greeks became the ruling race of the East, the 
sudden reversal of fortune must have come as a profound shock: 
Oriental society had been tried in the supreme test of war and had 
been found wanting. It is little wonder in these circumstances 
that the peoples of the East began to question the superiority of 
their own static cultures and to take to heart the outspoken con
tempt which the Greeks showed for barbarians. They began to 
realize that, while they had been stagnating in complacent self- 
satisfaction , the Greeks had been forging ahead; Greek civilization
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was modern and up to date, their own was backward and 
archaic. Their natural reaction was then to shed their native 
cultures of which they were now ashamed, and to strive to 
assimilate Hellenism.

The helleni2ation of the East was a gradual and imperceptible 
process, and it is from the nature of the case impossible to describe 
its progress in any detail. We can in general do no more than 
infer its advance from its eventual triumph, and it is rarely that 
we can mark the stages through which it moved. The movement 
as a whole naturally affected mainly the upper classes. The 
peasants of the country-side had little contact with Hellenism, 
which was centred in the towns, and were in any case too ignorant 
to appreciate it. The urban proletariat had greater opportunities 
of acquiring a smattering of Greek culture, but lacked the leisure 
or the education to do more. But though the class affected was 
small, within that class the process of hellenization was extra
ordinarily thorough. Educated men in the East had no further 
use for their native cultures, and they adopted that of their con
querors, lock, stock, and barrel. Greek rapidly became the 
universal language of polite society. Most hellenized orientals 
were no doubt bilingual in so far as they could talk to their 
humbler neighbours in their native tongue. But amongst them
selves they probably normally spoke Greek, and certainly they 
were for the most part literate in Greek alone. As a result the 
oriental languages tended to sink to the level of peasant patois or 
at best colloquial vernaculars.

There were of course exceptions to this tendency. At Palmyra 
and in the Nabataean kingdom Aramaic remained an official 
language well into the Christian era; but these regions were on 
the fringe of the Hellenic world. In Mesopotamia too it would 
seem that Syriac must have continued to be used both for official 
purposes and as a literary vehicle, since we find it employed at 
Edessa in the early third century A.D. for legal documents and 
shortly afterwards blossoming out into a literature. But in Meso
potamia Hellenism had enjoyed a relatively short spell of power 
when the country fell into the hands of the Parthians and of local 
Semite dynasties.4s

In Egypt the study of hieroglyphs was maintained for ritual 
purposes by the priests, and hieroglyphic inscriptions continued 
to be cut as long as paganism endured. This survival was, how
ever, pure archaism, and it is fairly certain that no one except the 
priests could read hieroglyphs and very doubtful in view of the
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blunders they committed whether the priests themselves really 
understood them. More important is the survival of the demotic 
script, which lasted long enough to contribute a few characters to 
the Coptic alphabet. It must have been in fairly common use in 
the Ptolemaic period. It is chiefly used for legal documents, and 
here its survival is to be attributed to the policy of the Ptolemies, 
who allowed the Egyptians to continue to use their native law and 
thus perpetuated the class of native notaries. But the use of 
demotic in tax receipts shows that many minor officials still 
learned it in preference to, or in addition to, Greek, and there is 
some popular literature—such as the famous Prophecy of the 
Potter—written in it. It is also significant that the decrees of the 
priestly synods were in the later Ptolemaic period inscribed not 
only in hieroglyphs, the ritual script, and Greek, the language of 
the government and the upper classes, but also in demotic. In 
Egypt, the land of scribes, literacy probably penetrated lower 
down the social scale than in most oriental countries, and thus, 
when the upper classes were hellenized, there still remained a 
middle class literate in their native tongue.46

In Palestine Hebrew is rather a special case. Since the Scrip
tures which were the basis of the whole of Jewish life were written 
in Hebrew, Hebrew survived as a learned language—Aramaic was 
spoken colloquially—and a very large percentage of the Jews, even 
in the humbler classes of society, no doubt knew enough to read 
the Scriptures in the original. Religious and historical literature 
continued to be produced in Hebrew till a late date: the original 
versions of Ecclesiasticus and i Maccabees, written at the begin
ning and the end of the second century b.c. respectively, were in 
Hebrew, and the Hebrew texts of Esther and Daniel, which date 
to about the same period, are still extant. And when Hebrew 
decayed the colloquial Aramaic rose to the rank of a literary 
language; the Talmud was compiled in that tongue in the third 
century a.d. But it may be questioned whether either language 
would have survived (except for ritual purposes) had it not been 
for the religious reaction of the Hasmonaean rebellion, which 
rejected all things Greek. The Jews scattered over the East very 
soon forgot their Hebrew, and the Scriptures were for their benefit 
gradually translated into Greek in the course of the last three 
centuries b.c. The literature which they produced—the last 
three books of Maccabees, for instance—was written in Greek 
and was to a large extent modelled on Greek literary forms.47

This was the normal course of events throughout the east. The
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ancient literatures perished except in so far as they were preserved 
for their antiquarian interest in Greek synopses, like the Egyptian 
history of Manetho. The educated classes turned to Greek litera
ture as the only subject worthy of serious study, and when they 
began to produce a literature of their own, slavishly followed 
Greek models.

In the arts a similar development took place. Greek sculpture 
and painting had found a market in the East even before Alex
ander’s day: now they swept the field. For architecture it is 
difficult to speak witn certainty, since virtually no hellenistic 
buildings have survived save in Greek lands. But the universal 
prevalence of Greek architecture and its high technical develop
ment in the Roman period strongly suggest that it was widely used 
in the Hellenistic age. In this sphere also Egypt is a partial 
exception: the temples of the Egyptian gods continued through
out the Ptolemaic and Roman periods to be built in a strictly 
traditional style. But the survival of religious architecture, like 
that of the hieroglyphic script, was the merest archaism. A similar 
religious archaism compelled Herod the Great to build the Jewish 
temple in accordance with the detailed prescriptions of the books 
of Kings and Chronicles. But it is worthy of note that it was only 
the temple itself that preserved its ancient form: the surrounding 
complex of courts were, it is clear from Josephus’ description, in 
the Greek orders. If even so rigidly conservative a people as the 
Jews approved of the use of the Greek style in their most sacred 
building—and there is no question that Herod’s temple was 
greatly admired—Greek architecture must have been universally 
accepted as the one admissible style. There can be little doubt 
that outside Egypt temples were regularly built in the Hellenistic 
age, as they were later, in the conventional Greek form; the priests 
of the Great Mother at Pessinus, a barbarous and backward town, 
were willing to accept a temple with marble colonnades—surely 
in the Greek orders—from the Attalid kings in the third 
century b .c.48

Social customs were more deeply rooted, and here the trans
formation was less complete. In Egypt trial marriage continued 
to be practised even in the hellenized strata of society, and both 
in Egypt and in Mesopotamia the marriage of brother and sister 
remained common. But the more superficial features of Greek 
life were universally imitated. Particularly striking is the enormous 
vogue enjoyed by athletics. The cult of physical exercise for its 
own sake was something quite alien to the oriental mind, and the
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exposure of the naked body repellent. Yet in the wave of en
thusiasm for all things Greek, the Greek custom of gymnastic 
training and of athletic sports swept all over the East. Wherever 
Greeks went they established gymnasia; in Egypt these sprang up 
even in villages where there were enough military settlers to form 
a club. Orientals followed suit. In Egypt they secured admission 
to the Greek gymnasia. Where there were no Greek gymnasia 
they formed their own. We have in the second book of Maccabees 
a vivid picture of the enthusiasm which athletics evoked in Jeru
salem in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes. The hellenizing Jews 
had successfully—if at considerable expense—petitioned the king 
for a licence for the establishment of a gymnasium and the institu
tion of ephebic training for the young men. No sooner was the 
gymnasium opened than athletics became the rage, and the pious 
were shocked to see the young men parading the town clad in the 
broad-brimmed hat of the ephebe, and even the priests scamping 
the temple services to rush off to the gymnasium. Such scenes 
must have been common in many oriental towns in the third and 
second centuries b.c.; by the end of the second century even in 
backward Cappadocia Tyana had its gymnasium. Closely allied 
with the opening of gymnasia was the celebration of athletic 
games: Tyre was already in the first half of the second century 
b.c. holding a regular quadrennial contest in honour of its patron 
god, Melkart, or as the Tyrians now preferred to call him, 
Heracles.49

In religion a less radical readjustment was required. The 
Greeks wherever they went were prepared to worship the gods of 
the land, whom they were prone to identify on the slenderest of 
evidence with the members of their own pantheon. Hellenized 
orientals were naturally flattered to accept these identifications— 
the Jews were exceptional in resenting the assimilation of their 
national god to Zeus Olympius—and the oriental religions were 
thus covered with a Greek veneer. But the veneer was very thin. 
Even the native names of the gods often survived side by side 
with their Greek equivalents and some native gods entered the 
Greek pantheon unashamed of their oriental origin.50

How far the form of the cult was hellenized it is difficult to say. 
The Egyptian gods certainly continued to be worshipped in their 
native land with the traditional ritual, and Isis carried her 
Egyptian priests and rites wherever she travelled over the Greek
speaking world. Many less conservative gods no doubt adopted 
the Greek forms of worship, just as they were housed in temples
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of Greek design; the story of the books of Maccabees shows that 
Antiochus Epiphanes favoured the adoption of Greek ritual. 
Nevertheless cults of oriental origin often retained primitive 
features; ritual prostitution, for instance, continued to be prac
tised at many oriental temples down to the days of Constantine. 
On the whole the East gave more to the Greeks in the sphere of 
religion than it received. Very few genuinely Greek gods became 
acclimatized in the East, whereas a number of oriental cults 
achieved great popularity among the Greeks.51

A curious and significant by-product of the movement of 
hellenization was the adoption of Greek personal names by 
orientals. The Greek name was sometimes selected for its 
accidental phonetic resemblance to an oriental name; thus even 
before Alexander’s day ‘Abdastart of Sidon had called himself in 
Greek Strato, and in tne early second century b.c. the Jewish high 
priests Jesus and Eliakim transformed themselves into Jason and 
Alcimus. More often the Greek name was a translation; on 
Greco-Phoenician bilingual inscriptions of the third century b .c. 
we find Sama'ba'al equated with Diopeithes, 'Abdtanit with 
Artemidorus, 'Abdshemsh with Heliodorus and so forth. But 
frequently it was chosen quite arbitrarily: thus a Sidonian called 
Shem adopted the name of Antipater and the Jewish high priest 
Onias became Menelaus. The Greek name was originally addi
tional to the native name; the former was used in Greek docu
ments and when speaking in Greek, the latter at home. But as- 
Greek became the normal language of everyday intercourse 
native names tended to drop out and Greek names only to be 
used. Nomenclature thus ceased during the Hellenistic age to be 
a valid test of nationality. A native name, it is true, generally 
signifies oriental origin, but a Greek name means nothing. Proved 
examples of the adoption of Greek names by orientals are natur
ally not common, but a study of the type of Greek names prevalent 
in the East shows how very usual the practice was. Personal 
names in the East, in Egypt and in the Semitic lands at any rate, 
were very frequently theophoric, meaning the servant or tfie gift 
of some god. The overwhelming preponderance in the East of 
Greek theophoric names, such as Apollonius, Dionysius, Deme
trius, or, more characteristically, Theodorus, Metrodorus, Isi- 
dorus, is therefore significant. The popularity of dynastic names, 
such as Alexander, Ptolemy, or Antiochus, is also suspicious: for 
it was naturally such wefl-known names that orientals would 
choose.52
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The adoption of G reek personal names is typical of the ambition 
of the oriental upper classes. They wished not merely to imitate 
the Greeks, but to forget their oriental origin and become Greeks. 
And this ambition they ultimately achieved. The Greeks had no 
colour bar, and intermarriage between Greeks and orientals was 
common. In the Greek cities, it is true, citizenship was according 
to the regular Greek custom confined to those of citizen birth on 
both sides; this at least was the later rule, though it is hard to see 
how it can have been observed in the early generations when 
Greek women must have been very scarce. But even in the cities 
many hellenized orientals secured admission by more or less sur
reptitious means; at Alexandria there are constant references to 
the percolation of Egyptians into the citizen body. And this pro
hibition was of political and not of racial significance. Greeks 
who were not members of cities had no objection to marrying 
oriental women, and they regularly did so: the documents from 
Europus in Parapotamia show that even in the best families, 
descended from Seleucus’ military settlers, the women regularly 
have Semitic or Iranian names. The Greeks, it is true, despised 
barbarians; but barbarian had always been as much a cultural as 
a racial term, and as time went on came to have a purely cultural 
content. AndHellenesimilarlycametobeaculturalterm. Jewish 
writers of the second century b.c., like the author of t Maccabees, 
describe the neighbours of the Jews as Hellenes. Cicero did not 
think it a contradiction in terms to say ‘Lycii, Graeci homines’, 
nor the author of St. Mark’s gospel to speak of ‘a Hellenic woman, 
a Syro-Phoenician by race'.53

The pace of hellenization naturally varied very greatly in 
different regions in accordance with local circumstances. The 
relative density of Greek immigration was obviously a factor of 
importance. Perhaps equally important was the character of the 
administration; a ubiquitous bureaucracy like that of the 
Ptolemies hastened the spread of the Greek language. The 
degree of civilization achieved by the native population also 
affected the issue. An urban population was more susceptible to 
Hellenism than a rural. A completely barbarous people remained 
unaffected; on the other hand a people with strongly developed 
native culture might consciously resist Hellenism.

The cultural hellenization of the East inevitably carried with it 
Greek political ideas. Orientals could not read Greek literature 
without imbibing the dogmas that subjects of a king were slaves, 
and that the ideal life could only be lived in a self-governing
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community. The immense prestige which Greek civilization 
acquired as a result of Alexander’s conquest of the East naturally 
enhanced the estimation in which the typical political organization 
of the Greeks, the city, was held. As orientals became hellenized 
and began to esteem themselves Greeks, they claimed to share the 
political privileges of Greeks. How far these ambitions were 
effective depended on many factors, not only on the degree of 
cultural hellenization of the community in question, but also on 
the strength of its corporate feeling and the character of its social 
organization, and above all, on the attitude of the central govern
ment and its power to enforce its will.

In 'Egypt, though there was some nationalistic anti-hellenic 
sentiment, which found literary expression in such works as the 
Prophecy of the Potter, and occasionally broke out into organized 
rebellion, the density of Greek settlement on the one hand and 
the administrative system on the other were powerful forces 
working for the spread of hellenism. In fact the upper classes 
seem to have become assimilated to the ruling race by the latter 
part of the second century b.c., when Egyptians are found holding 
the highest official posts, and the Greek language was familiar 
even to the upper stratum of the peasantry; the innumerable 
village scribes of Egypt, who were drawn from this class, did all 
their official business in Greek. But Egypt had been from time 
immemorial a centralized monarchy, ruled by a bureaucracy 
which allowed no scope for local autonomy, and the Ptolemies not 
only maintained but elaborated this traditional form of govern
ment. Under their rule neither the Greek immigrants nor the 
hellenized natives of Egypt seem to have felt any aspira
tion towards local self-government, and they certainly never 
achieved it.54

In Syria the social and political background was more complex. 
Along the coastal plain the towns had a strongly developed cor
porate feeling, and, though they were for the most part ruled by 
kings, possessed rudimentary republican institutions; the kings 
were assisted by councils of notables, and might on occasion be 
replaced by elected ‘judges’. Along the fringe of the Arabian 
desert and in the arid steppe of Mesopotamia there were also, 
interspersed among the nomadic tribes, a number of important 
commercial towns which lived on the caravan trade; little is 
known of them, but they would seem on the whole to have been 
on a lower level of political development than the commercial 
towns of the coast. The mountain belt which forms the backbone
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of Syria was occupied by tribal communities. Their economy was 
agricultural or pastoral, and their chief towns, the centres of their 
government, religion, and trade, were insignificant. Politically 
they were for the most part subject to royal governors, sometimes 
to native princes; but they mostly possessed rudimentary forms of 
self-government in councils of elders and mass assemblies.

After the Macedonian conquest political development was 
rapid in the coastal area. The Phoenician dynasties were suc
cessively deposed about the middle of the third century B.c., and 
the cities which they had ruled became republics, proudly dating 
their acts by a new era ‘of the people’. The population of these 
commercial towns took readily to Greek ways, but actually 
autonomy was granted in advance of hellenization. The official 
language of the cities remained Phoenician, which is regularly 
used in inscriptions of the third century b .c. Even their political 
institutions seem to have been evolved from native forms; ‘judges’ 
are recorded in these inscriptions. It was only gradually that the 
Phoenician cities, already autonomous, became hellenized; their 
transformation can be followed on their second-century coinage, 
where Greek legends gradually supersede Phoenician. A parallel 
development took place in Cyprus, where the native dynasties, 
Greek and Phoenician, were suppressed towards the end of the 
fourth century: the Greek cities rapidly shed their Cypriot archa
isms, the Phoenician cities more slowly hellenized themselves.

In the interior of Svria there is very little sign of any similar 
development during tKe early Hellenistic period. In the south 
the Ptolemies applied a bureaucratic system modelled on that of 
Egypt, which, though it no doubt spread the knowledge of Greek, 
put an effectual brake on the progress of local autonomy. In 
northern Syria and Mesopotamia the Seleucids by their policy of 
intensive colonization promoted the hellenization of the country 
but left little scope for self-government by indigenous communi
ties ; nearly all the important native towns received Macedonian 
military settlers who henceforth dominated their political life. 
Seleucus Nicator is, however, recorded to have given to Bambyce 
its later name of Hierapolis, and this may mean that he suppressed 
its sacerdotal dynasty, which still flourished in Alexander’s day, 
and granted to it republican institutions. It was not until the 
second century b.c. that there was any marked advance. The for
ward policy of Antiochus Epiphanes in granting Greek constitu
tions to native towns has already been described. It need only be 
emphasized here that this policy was based on the spontaneous
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demand of the now hellenized native aristocracy for autonomy. 
The towns affected were naturally for the most part in the former 
Ptolemaic sphere in the south, since in the north there were few 
native towns on which a Greek or Macedonian colony had not 
been imposed. The new cities were for the most part the com
mercial towns of the desert fringe, Urima (Antioch on the Eu
phrates), Hamath (Epiphaneia), Susitha (Antioch by Hippos), 
Abila (Seleucia), Gerasa (Antioch on the Chrysorhoas) and so 
forth, with which can be classed Scythopolis (Nysa), which con
trolled the trade route through the Esdraelon gap. But some also 
of the tribal capitals of the mountain belt, such as Jerusalem, also 
achieved city status. Damascus curiously does not seem to have 
secured autonomy (as Demetrias) till the beginning of the first 
century b.c.

City government was far from universal in Syria by the time 
that Seleucid rule broke down, and in many parts it suffered a 
relapse in the anarchy which supervened. In the far south-east 
the Nabataeans of Petra had remained unaffected by Hellenism 
and retained their tribal monarchy. In the south-west the Jews 
in their reaction against Hellenism not only themselves reverted 
to a sacerdotal monarchy but destroyed, for the time being at any 
rate, the nascent city life of Samareitis and Idumaea and in great 
part of the coastal plain and Coele Syria. In central Syria the 
Ituraean highlanders, who, though from the end of the second 
century b .c. their princes adopted Greek names, were still utter 
barbarians, built up a large principality, partly at the expense of 
the cities. In Mesopotamia and northern Syria there remained 
many agricultural or pastoral tribes interspersed among the cities, 
such as the Nazerini of mount Bargylus and the Rhambaei of 
Chalcidene, and their princes not infrequently subjected the 
cities to their rule; thus the phylarchs of the Osrhoeni made 
Edessa their capital. In the extreme north the kingdom of Com- 
magene under its Persian dynasty retained its oriental traditions.

In Cilicia Pediasalso, where Greek civilization had been spread
ing steadily inland, and a number of native towns, such as Ana- 
zarbus, Castabala (Hieropolis on the Pyramus), and Oeniandus 
(Epiphaneia), had blossomed into Greek cities during the second 
century b .c ., there was a relapse. The upper valleys of the Py
ramus and its tributaries had remained at a tribal stage of develop
ment, and the prince of this backward region, Tarcondimotus, 
proceeded in the early first century b.c. to incorporate the cities 
on his borders into his principality.53



Northern and eastern Asia Minor was, except for the area 
occupied by the invading Galatians, ruled by oriental dynasties; 
indigenous kings reigned in Bithynia and Paphlagonia, and Per
sian families in Pontus and Cappadocia. All these dynasties be
came in various degrees hellenized. They adopted Greek as their 
official language; their kings took the usual cult surnames of 
Eusebes, Epiphanes and so forth, and in some cases Greek 
names—Nicomedes for instance became a dynastic name in the 
Bithynian house, and the later Paphlagonian kings, discovering 
their Homeric ancestry, called themselves Pylaemenes; they em
ployed Greek technical advisers to organize their armies; and some 
of their members—Ariarathes V of Cappadocia, for instance— 
were men of real culture.

But though the courts and to some extent the administration 
were hellenized, the mass of the population was but little affected 
by Hellenism. In Bithynia there were a fair number of Greek 
cities; but they were all on the coastal fringe, and the rural 
interior was hardly affected by them. The Paphlagonians lived 
remote from any <5reek influence in the interior. In Pontus there 
were a few scattered Greek colonies on the coast, but apart from 
these there were scarcely any towns: of those that there were, 
Amaseia and Cabeira, being royal capitals, were no doubt 
relatively hellenized, and commerce may have done something to 
make Greek culture familiar in the towns which clustered round 
the great sanctuaries of Comana and Zela. But the vast bulk of the 
population was rural and had little opportunity of learning what 
Greek civilization meant. Cappadocia was even more backward. 
Mazaca, the capital, and Tyana, an important commercial town, 
were to some extent hellenized: there w’ere few other towns of 
any size, and the mass of the people were peasants, a byword for 
their ignorance and boorishness. The Galatians were also a rural 
people and, though some of their priqces had by the first century 
b.c. acquired a smattering of Greek education, maintained their 
Celtic culture.

In these circumstances no spontaneous political development 
was to be expected and conditions remained primitive except 
where the hellenized royal families took the initiative. The Gauls 
retained their perversely complicated tribal organization, and such 
of the old Phrygian towns of their territory as survived remained 
unchanged; Pessinus was still in the first century b.c. ruled by the 
high priests of the Great Mother. In the kingdoms the primitive 
tribal life of the mass of the population seems to have broken
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down under a centralized administration. The few towns were 
for the most part either royal residences or centred in great 
temples. The former were probably subject to royal governors, 
the latter continued to be ruled in patriarchal fashion by their 
high priests, who had absolute authority—except to execute a 
death sentence—over the sacred serfs who formed a great part of 
their population. Only in a few of the Cappadocian towns was 
constitutional government introduced, and this by the initiative 
of Ariarathes V.56

In western Asia Minor hellenization was under Seleucid and 
Attalid rule rapid and unusually complete. There was a certain 
amount of Greek settlement in these regions, but more important 
was the influence of the Greek cities of the coast-line, which, 
when Hellenism became the dominant culture of the East, rapidly

Eenetrated inland. In Caria this process had been well under way 
efore Alexander’s day and was soon completed, the Carian lan

guage dying out by the first century b.c. if not earlier. Lydia also 
rapidlysuccumbed, and Lydian was extinct by the beginning of the 
Christian era. The highlanders of Mysia, particularly in the inac
cessible eastern part of the country, were less susceptible to Greek 
influence, and Phrygia, though penetrated by several important 
trade routes, along which urban life was well developed, remained 
in some areas little affected by Hellenism; in the remote south-east 
thePhrygianlanguagesurvivedtillthethirdcenturyA.D.andlater.57

The social and political background of this area is complex and 
obscure. The institutions of the Carians have already been de
scribed ; they lived for the most part in small communities, which 
were sometimes grouped in local federations and sometimes had 
combined to form cities. The primitive organization of the wild 
Mysian highlanders was tribal, and in the remote eastern half of 
the country several large tribes, the Abbaeitae, Abretteni, and 
Olympeni, retained their cohesion till the Roman period. Tribal 
life also prevailed till a late date in many of the remoter parts of 
Lydia and Phrygia. In the Cayster valley and the surrounding 
mountains lived the Caystriani, the Cilbiani, the Tmolitae ana 
the Mysotimolitae, round the gorge of the middle Maeander the 
Hyrgaleis, and in the mountainous border country of Lydia and 
Phrygia the Moccadeni, the Moxeani and the Corpeni. Even in 
the lower Hermus valley we find two cities whose names show 
that they were once tribal capitals, Hyrcanis and Mostene, and it 
is probable that in the fourth century B.C. tribal organization was 
far more widespread.
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In many areas, however, it had already owing to various causes 
broken down. One of these causes was probably foreign conquest. 
The Persian kings, no doubt following in the footsteps of their 
Lydian and Phrygian predecessors, made a practice of granting 
fiefs to their nobles. The villages that had once constituted a tribe 
thus came under the authority of a number of landlords and the 
cohesion of the tribal group broke down.

The other and probably more potent force was trade. Along 
the principal routes we find a number of towns, apparently of 
great antiquity. Many of them, like Hierapolis or Aezani or 
Pessinus, clustered round temples and doubtless owed their 
growth to the fairs for which the religious festivals provided 
occasion. Others, like Sardis and Celaeme, probably originated 
as centres of government; the royal court naturally attracted trade. 
Others, like the ‘Market of Pots’ which Xenophon saw, seem to 
have had a purely commercial origin. It would appear that the 
towns stood outside the tribal organization of the surrounding 
country, being composed of stray immigrants from many parts. 
Some, the centres of government, were ruled directly by royal 
commanders; those which centred in a temple were usually under 
the authority of its high priest; but all, and especially those of 
purely commercial origin, seem to have evolved some form of 
communal organization based on the trade guilds into which the 
population was divided.

These towns tended inevitably to disrupt the tribal life of their 
neighbourhood. The wealthy men who lived in them invested 
their superfluous money in mortgages and thus became landlords 
of the neighbouring village communities; and in particular the 
temples, since their estates were never divided by inheritance, 
became landowners on a vast scale. In these ways in many areas 
of Mysia, Lydia, and Phrygia the tribal grouping of the popula
tion was broken up, and the villagers came to be serf tenants 
either of the Persian nobility or of the temples or of the rich 
merchants of the towns.58

Of Seleucid rule in Asia Minor we know little, but what 
evidence there is suggests that it was at all times loose, leaving 
local government very largely to local initiative, and that it was 
often quite powerless. In Caria it encouraged the process of 
amalgamation into larger units. The royal foundations of this 
type have already been noted, and we also possess a fragment of 
a royal decree ordering the sympolity of the Chalcetoreis with 
another community. But the process went on spontaneously
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either by mutual agreement or by the conquest of the smaller 
communities by the larger; by the end of the Seleucid period 
Bargylia had absorbed Cindye, for instance, and Caunus Calynda, 
while the Rhodians had greatly enlarged their Peraea. A similar 
process went on throughout the coastal area of Ionia, Aeolis, and 
in particular the Troad.

The tribal areas were probably left much to themselves, and it 
is not known whether they made much progress. The commercial 
towns on the other hand were rapidly hellenized and, adopting 
Greek constitutions, achieved the status of cities; by the end of the 
third century Sardis was recognized by Delphi as a Greek city, and 
even the obscure Lydian town of Nacrasa had its elective magis
trates. But many of these towns retained a trace of their origin in 
the grouping of their citizen body: some, it is true, adopted the 
Greek division into tribes, but a fair number, including some

Sal foundations, still kept up their primitive guild organization.
e power of the priests seems everywhere to have been broken. 

There is no evidence for confiscation; even when at Aezani the 
sacred estates were distributed by the kings into lots for their 
military settlers, the new tenants continued to pay a rent to the 
temple. But political control was vested in tne people of the 
town; Hierapolis had by the early Attalid period a normal Greek 
democratic constitution.

The new cities were presumably granted jurisdiction over the 
neighbouring country which was already economically subject to 
them. The scattered fiefs of the nobility were also to a large 
extent incorporated in city territories. They were regarded as 
crown lands, at the free disposal of the government, which granted 
or sold some directly to cities; inscriptions record the grant of 
royal land to Miletus and its sale to Pitane. Others were granted 
or sold to individuals with leave to incorporate them in the 
territory of a neighbouring city—in order by converting them 
into private land to gain security of tenure; various areas in the 
Troad are recorded to have been thus incorporated into the terri
tory of Ilium or Scepsis. Others the crown seems to have retained 
in its own hands, and in them the village community became the 
governing body: much of the eastern Troad and western Mysia 
appears in this way to have come to consist of a mass of small 
village communes.

With the defeat of Antiochus the Great in 189 b.c Caria south of 
the Maeander came for about twenty years under Rhodian rule, 
and the rest of the Seleucid dominions passed to the Attalids. In
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Caria the same line of development continued unbroken. We 
possess one highly interesting document which well illustrates 
one side of the process, a treaty between Miletus and its little 
Carian neighbour Pedasa, whereby the citizens of the latter 
migrate to Miletus, receiving full political rights and certain 
temporary privileges, and their lands are protected by Milesian 
troops and connected with Miletus by a new road.

Attalid rule was more efficient than Seleucid but maintained 
the same liberal attitude to local autonomy, and the process of 
hellenization gathered momentum. Inscriptions show that towns 
even in the remoter parts of Phrygia, Peftae and Synnada, had 
adopted Greek constitutions, ana some of the more advanced 
tribes perhaps now developed into cities; the temporary name of 
Eumeneia borne by Hyrcanis probably marks the synoecism of 
the Hyrcanians at this period.59

In the mountain massif of southern Asia Minor no royal govern
ment exercised effective sway except on the coastal fringe. Here 
the Lycians under Ptolemaic rule became during the third century 
b.c. thoroughly hellenized, abandoning their native tongue and 
script in favour of Greek, and at the same time completed their 
political development. After a brief spell of Seleucid rule and a 
rather longer period of uneasy subjection to the Rhodians, they 
emerged in 168 b .c . as a free league of cities. This league was 
ingeniously accommodated by a system of proportional votes and 
obligations to the very various size of the Lycian cities, even the 
smallest securing representation without losing their individuality 
by combining in sympolities to exercise one vote. The result was 
that in Lycia the lesser cities did not as in Caria become merged 
in the greater, and that Lycia always remained predominantly a 
country of small towns.60

Inland the Seleucids occasionally tried to make use of the 
mutual feuds of the Pisidian communities to assert their authority, 
but with little effect. The Attalids who succeeded them in 1̂ 9 
B.c. were perhaps more successful, but they had to fight a war 
with the Selgians, and when the Attalid kingdom was dissolved in 
133 b.c. even the shadow of central control was removed; these 
districts, together with Cilicia Tracheia, which had since the 
beginning of the second century been nominally Seleucid, became 
the head-quarters of the piracy which flourished in the eastern 
Mediterranean after the decline of the Rhodian sea-power.

Despite the perennial disorder which reigned in these regions, 
Hellenism continued to percolate slowly among the Milyae and
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the Pisidians from the Greek cities of the coast and their already 
hellenized Pisidian neighbours, and there was some political 
progress. In many areas, it is true, a purely rural life persisted. 
The Oroandeis, the Homonadeis, and the Isaureis, though they 
possessed one or more central strongholds, lived scattered in 
villages; they are to be described as confederations of clans 
rather than as tribes, and probably had little cohesion except in 
time of war: the Cetae of Cilicia Tracheia had even less. On the 
other hand more and more of the Pisidian communities seem to 
have been adopting urban life; at any rate we hear of more cities. 
Many of these cities were of a rudimentary type; Amblada was 
for instance in the Attalid period ruled by its elders. But the 
larger cities were becoming hellenized. A considerable number 
of them issued coins inscribed in Greek towards the end of the 
second century, and an inscription records a treaty between 
Termessus and Adada in regular Greek forms. In the Cabalis 
the four cities of Cibyra, Oenoanda, Bubon, and Balbura, 
though actually ruled bv dynasts bearing the name of Moagetes, 
were in constitutional theory united in a league modelled on the 
Lycian. Even in Cilicia Tracheia there was some progress in 
the more hellenized eastern area ruled by the high priests of Zeus 
Olbius; the mass of the people was still organized in the two 
tribes of the Cennatae and the Lalasseis, but the holy city of Olba 
itself had achieved a Greek constitution. As a whole the political 
conditions in these parts were very fluid. Loosely organized 
tribal confederations might subsist unchanged, or might con
solidate into one large city or might split, according to their 
degree of culture, into a number of separate clans or cities, or 
again might become a league of cities; the several communities 
might develop regular Greek constitutions or remain under the 
rule of their tribal aristocracies, or become subject to dynasts.61

The spontaneous way in which city life developed in western 
and southern Asia Minor is well illustrated by the diffusion of 
the titles borne by the principal civic-magistrates. Had the 
development been initiated by the central governments one 
would expect these titles to be uniform in the areas ruled by the 
several dynasties. 1’his is not the case. In one part of the 
Seleucid dominions, Phrygia, Lydia, and Caria, the usual style 
of the eponymous magistrates of the cities was stephanephorus, 
while the executive power was exercised by a board of strategi. 
In other Seleucid areas, Pamphylia and Cilicia Pedias, a type of 
constitution prevailed in which a demiurgm was eponymous and
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the principal executive magistrates were styled prytaneis. This 
second type is found, moreover, not only in Seleucid areas, but 
in Cilicia Tracheia, ruled by the Ptolemies, while in another 
Ptolemaic province, Lycia, the cities were ruled by boards of 
prytaneis, and in the independent Pisidian communities the 
eponymous demiurgate was popular. Thus the geographical 
distribution of titles bears no relation to the political boundaries 
of the third century b .c . Nor does it correspond with those of the 
second century. The Attalid kingdom embraced areas in which both 
principal types of constitution prevailed, and both extended be
yond the boundaries of the kingdom, the stepkanephorus and strategi 
type into Caria, which was first ruled by Rhodes and then inde
pendent, the demiurgus and prytaneis type into Seleucid Cilicia.

The diffusion of titles can only be explained as the result of a 
spontaneous movement; the institutions of a prominent city were 
copied by its neighbours or even by distant communities with 
which it had intimate trade relations, and they in turn passed 
them on to the humbler communities of their districts. The 
original home of the stephanephorate was probably Miletus, 
where it was of great antiquity. It was adopted in the late fourth 
century by several other Ionian cities, including Smyrna. The 
influence of these two great commercial towns is sufficient to 
account for the wide popularity which it enjoyed in their hinter
lands, Caria and Lydia, whence it penetrated by the great trade 
route to the East into Phrygia. The ultimate source of the second 
type of constitution was probably Rhodes, where the prytaneis 
were the principal executive board, but important secondary 
sources were the old Hellenic cities of Pamphylia, where 
the eponymous demiurgate is attested in the late fourth century 
b.c., and probably also those of Cilicia Pedias. These may well 
have modelled their political institutions on those of Rhodes, but 
at a much earlier date; for the eponymous demiurgi of the several 
cities of Rhodes were after their synoecism in 408 b.c. over
shadowed by the priest of the Sun, by whom the united republic 
dated its documents. The popularity of the demiurgate is, there
fore, probably to be attributed to the influence of such great 
cities as Aspendus and Soli, itself a Rhodian colony; Lycia, it 
may be noted, which was more directly under Rhodian influence, 
did not adopt it. The spread of the prytanate may on the other 
hand, be as much due to the example of Rhodes itself as to that of 
the Pamphylian and Cilician cities.62.

The ambition of native communities to rank as Greek cities
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produced some curious by-products. Indigenous cities showed 
a rather childish desire to conceal their humble origin, and many 
of them tried to do so by a change of name. Those which were 
lucky enough to possess Greek names already hallowed by 
tradition had merely to adopt them. Thus Phoenician Gebal had 
long been known to the Greeks as Byblus. Similarly, the Ter- 
milae had been dubbed by the Greeks for reasons unknown the 
Lycians, and many of their cities had been arbitrarily given Greek 
names—Arna, for instance, was called Xanthus. The Lycians 
took over these names with all the more eagerness because they 
occurred in the sacred pages of Homer.03

In other cases a native name which fortunately bore an acci
dental resemblance to a Greek was tendentiously mis-spelt. 
Pella of Coele Syria was not a Macedonian military colony; the 
town is mentioned in the ancient Egyptian records, from which 
it appears that its true spelling was P-h-1. Orthosia of Phoenicia 
similarly appears in the Tel-el-Amarna letters as Ardata. It may 
be suspected also that Anthedon, near Gaza, was merely a hellen
ized version of 'Ain Teda. Greek immigrants no doubt gave the 
lead in these transformations; Greeks were never good at pro
nouncing barbarian names and they would naturally catch at any 
seeming resemblance to a Greek name familiar to them. But 
the natives certainly exploited this tendency, which gave them 
the opportunity of claiming Greek origin for their towns.64.

In other cases the native name was translated. Thus Apollonia 
of Palestine, the modern Arsuf, originally bore a name derived 
from the Semitic god Reseph; Reseph was regularly identified 
with Apollo, and the city became Apollonia. Translation may 
well account for many of the theophoric names—Heraclea, 
Aphrodisias, Metropolis, Diospolis, and so forth—borne by 
barbarian cities. Often, however, such names are rather to be 
regarded as descriptive; they were adopted because the chief 
god of the town was identified with Heracles, Zeus, or whoever 
it might be, although the native name of the town might bear 
no allusion to its god. Such descriptive titles were often invented 
by the Greek immigrants, to avoid the trouble of pronouncing 
intractable barbarian names: thus the great majority of the towns 
of Egypt, except those in the Delta which had long been familiar 
to the Greeks and whose names had acquired a pronounceable 
Greek form, were given descriptive titles, derived either from 
the Greek god with whom their tutelary god was identified or 
from their totem animal; of the former type are Letopolis, Pano-
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polis, Eileithyiopolis, of the latter Crocodilopolis, Leontopolis, 
and Oxyrhynchus and Latopolis, both named from kinds of fish. 
Other descriptive names are less precise: Palaeopolis, ‘the ancient 
city’, occurs several times, and Hieropolis, ‘the sacred city’, is 
embarrassingly common. In all these cases, though the name was 
usually not of their invention, the hellenized natives were very 
willing to use it.6».

Another means of concealing their barbarian origin of which 
the native cities made free use was the fabrication of foundation 
legends connecting them with great cities of Greece or with the 
heroes of the epic cycle. Some races and cities were fortunate 
enough to figure in Greek legend already, and they had only to 
advertise their Homeric forebears. The Paphlagonian kings 
took the name of Pylaemenes, the leader of the Paphlagonians in 
the Iliad. The Atbaeite Mysians honoured their ‘forefather 
Chromius’, who likewise figures in the Iliad. Phrygian Stec- 
torium boasted of the tomb of Mygdon, and its neighbour Otrus 
named itself after Otreus; these heroes led the Homeric 
Phrygians. Many Phrygian cities claimed Midas as their founder. 
The Lycian cities named their demes after Sarpedon, Bellero- 
phon, and other Lycian heroes of the epic cycle. Sidon was 
naturally proud of her son Cadmus, who had given the Greeks 
their alphabet and founded Thebes; as early as the third century 
b.c. the Sidonians in a Greek inscription honouring their suffete 
Diotimus, the first of their citizens to win a victory in the 
chariot races at the Nemean games, allude to their city as ‘the 
house of the noble sons of Agenor’, and aver that ‘the holy city 
of Cadmeian Thebes glories when she sees her mother city 
splendid with victories'.'*6

Other cities, less fortunate, had to forge their title deeds. 
Pisidian Selge claimed Calchas for its founder; Ciliciaii Tarsus 
hesitated between Perseus, Triptolemus, and Heracles; Syrian 
Scythopolis between Dionysus and Orestes; Mysian Pergamum 
claimed both Telephus, an Arcadian hero, and a son of Pyrrhus 
and Andromache, appropriately called Pergamus. Many Phry
gian cities not content with their native heroes adopted Greek 
founders: Iconium preferred Perseus to its indigenous Nan- 
nacus, Nacoleia and Synnada claimed Heracles and Acamas 
respectively, and Dorylaeum combined both claims. Some of 
the Greek colonies of the Hellenistic age also, discontented with 
their modernity, sought to put back their origins to the heroic 
age. Antioch claimed to be one of the numerous foundations of
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Triptolemus, and Nicaea, according to Memnon, was called not 
after Lysimachus’ wife, but after a nymph beloved of Dionysus. 
It was naturally the wandering gods and heroes, like Dionysus, 
Heracles, Perseus, Triptolemus, and Orestes who were most 
hardly worked; they could be plausibly supposed to have founded 
cities in the most remote districts in the course of their travels. 
The origin of most of the legends is obscure, but in some cases 
they can be clearly traced to false etymologies; Perseus is for 
instance said to have left the image (eiKMv) of the Gorgon’s head 
at Iconium. The origin of the name of Scythopolis is unknown, 
but it is evident that it gave rise to two divergent legends to 
explain it, one of which made use of the Scythians of Tauris, who 
accompanied Orestes and Iphigeneia, and the other postulated 
Scythian companions of Dionysus.67.

A curious feature of the legends is the vast and extremely im
plausibly colonial activity attributed to Sparta, especially in 
south-western Asia Minor, where Alabanda, Cibyra, Sagalassus, 
Selge, Synnada, and Amblada claim to be Lacedaemonian 
colonies. From the very curious correspondence between the 
high priest Onias and king Areus preserved in I Maccabees it 
would appear that the Jews at one time thought of establishing 
kinship with the Spartans, though with characteristic arrogance 
they claimed that the Spartans were descended from Abraham 
and that Sparta was thus their colony.68.

The diffusion of city government over the lands of the East 
owed far more to the imperceptible progress of spontaneous 
hellenization than to the spectacular foundations of the kings. 
The triumph of Hellenism would not, it is true, have been pos
sible but for the work of the kings. By encouraging Greek immi
gration—for their own purposes—they introduced to their 
oriental subjects living models to imitate. By giving to Greek— 
once again for their own convenience—the status of an official 
language, they compelled their subjects to learn the tongue in 
which the political philosophers of Athens had written. Above 
all by their own power and glory they impressed on the oriental 
mind the superiority of the culture which they represented. But 
their direct contribution was small. Of the scores of cities which 
sprang up in the Hellenistic East a very small proportion owed 
their origin to royal initiative; even of those which bore the names 
of kings not a few achieved their own autonomy. The motive force 
which produced the vast majority of the cities of the East was the 
ambition of the native upper class to adopt the Greek way of life.



CHAPTER III

THE ROMAN REPUBLIC

THE Roman republic was at first reluctant to annex eastern 
lands; it gained no territory by its victory over Philip V of 
Macedon in 197 b.c. or by its more spectacular defeat of Antio- 

chus III in 189 b.c., though it redrew the map of Asia Minor on 
this occasion. The senate rightly felt that once the republic had 
commitments in the East it would inevitably be drawn into 
further conflicts, and that the administration of distant depen
dencies was a troublesome burden. This reluctance was gradually 
overcome either by strategic necessity, real or imaginary, or by 
financial considerations. Powers which threatened, or were sup
posed to threaten, the security of Rome, or later of the Roman pos
sessions in the East, had to be crushed, and the lands they had ruled 
had to be governed somehow. One of the early provinces, Asia, 
brought in a very handsome profit, and it seemed foolish to reject 
this means of balancing the republic’s budget. But though Rome 
thus came to govern most of the Greek lands up to the Euphrates, 
the senate remained uninterested in the provinces it had acquired. 
Absorbed as it was in the political struggle at home, it would 
rarely spare the time to loos at them, save when they became 
pawns in that game, or when the attacks of foreign powers or 
internal commotions threatened to destroy their financial value. 
In these circumstances it is useless to look for any constructive 
policy in the republican administration of the provinces; there 
was no policy at all save a tendency to favour the autonomy of 
the Greek cities—a tendency which was partly due to sentimental 
reasons and partly to the nuisance value of cities in curbing the 
more dangerous power of the kings.

The one occasion on which the internal affairs of a province 
came up for serious consideration was when it was annexed. It 
was usual on these occasions to send out a commission of senators 
to assist the magistrate who had annexed the territory to draw up 
a code of regulations laying down the general lines of the future 
administration, and this code, the lex provinciae, had to be con
sidered by the senate before it was finally ratified. Thereafter, 
unless some major catastrophe such as a general revolt demanded 
its radical revision, this code remained the basis of the administra-
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tion, and it was only in exceptional cases that the senate modified 
its provisions. The political development of any district annexed 
tended therefore to be stabilized at the stage which it had reached 
on annexation.

If the senate had no constructive policy in the provinces, their 
governors had even less. It is characteristic of the indifference of 
the senate to provincial administration that it never evolved any 
special machinery for the purpose. At first additional praetors 
were elected annually by the Roman people to look after newly 
acquired provinces. But as the provinces grew more numerous 
no effort was made to increase the number of praetors pro
portionately, and by the time that the first eastern provinces were 
acquired it had become the usual practice to fill the additional 
posts for which no praetors were available by prolonging the 
command of some magistrates for an extra year or two. Sulla 
attempted to systematize this practice by arranging that each year 
a sufficient number of magistrates should be elected in Rome to 
supply an ex-magistrate to each province in the subsequent year; 
the provinces could thus be governed by a regular succession of 
proconsuls and propraetors each serving for a year. The system 
broke down because some magistrates refused to take up their 
year of provincial administration, and because once again no 
provision was made for newly annexed provinces. The distribu
tion of the provinces between the magistrates was more or less 
haphazard; for although the senate decided each year which pro
vinces should go to the consuls and which to the praetors and 
which should remain under their present governors for another 
year, the consuls and praetors balloted for the provinces assigned 
to either grade.

Such a system was not conducive either to efficiency or to 
continuity of policy in provincial administration. The man who 
eventually became a provincial governor had not been originally 
elected for his administrative ability, and he was not appointed 
to his particular province for his knowledge of it or interest in it, 
but purely by chance. When he arrived he expected to stay for a 
year only, and not knowing whether his tenure would be pro
longed or not he naturally embarked on no schemes which might 
be overturned by his successor. Few governors had the time to 
learn the problems of their provinces, much less to think out or to 
execute any constructive policy. For not only was their period of 
office too short, but they were, if they took their duties seriously, 
grossly overworked. The average province was very large;
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Macedonia, for instance, included not only the old kingdom but 
all the cities of Greece, and Bithynia-Pontus was constituted out 
of what had been two separate kingdoms. The governor had no 
trained assistants—his legates might, it is true, have some ex
perience, but his quaestor and comites were raw young men, just 
entering political life—and no adequate clerical staff. His duties 
were multifarious. In some provinces he or his quaestor had to 
collect the tribute from the communities, and even when, as was 
generally the case in the East, the taxes were raised by contractors 
directly responsible to Rome, the disputes between the pro
vincials and the contractors came under his jurisdiction and were 
often a troublesome problem. He was commander-in-chief of the 
army of occupation and might, in some provinces, have to spend 
most of his time in border wars. Finally, he had very heavy 
judicial duties, being obliged to administer justice to all Roman 
residents, an influential and litigious class.

Lack of government might have done no great harm to the 
provinces, though the frequent change of governors must have 
produced an atmosphere of uncertainty unfavourable to their 
development. But this was not the worst that provinces had to 
endure. The brutality and rapacity of Roman governors has 
perhaps been exaggerated—most of our evidence comes, it must 
be remembered, from the prosecutions of the worst—but there 
can be little doubt that the majority regarded their office as a 
perfectly legitimate opportunity of recovering their election 
expenses and feathering their nests for the future. The exactions 
of the revenue contractors and of the money-lenders who 
followed in their wake have probably not been exaggerated. 
During the greater part of the last century of the republic they 
had complete control of the situation, for from 122 to 80 b.c. 
they were the judges in the court before which cases of extortion 
were tried at Rome, and in 70 B.c. they regained a dominant 
position in it. A governor whose hands were not too clean—and 
even one who like Scaevola was perfectly honest—was thus at 
their mercy. Very few governors had the courage to stand up to 
the Roman financial interest, as did Lucuilus, and the natural 
result was that the financiers exploited their opportunity to the 
utmost. The provinces were thus exposed to a government which 
was at the best inefficient and discontinuous, and at the worst 
arbitrary and rapacious. To political uncertainty was thus added 
economic decline. In these circumstances little spontaneous 
progress could be expected in the provinces.
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It is obvious that the system of provincial government out
lined above could not have functioned at all unless the greater 
part of the administration had been devolved upon the local 
authorities. It had in fact grown up on that assumption. The 
first provinces acquired had been groups of cities, like Sicily, or 
groups of cities and tribes, like Sardinia and Corsica, and the 
senate had naturally taken the line of least resistance, and 
allowed the provincial communities to govern themselves, giving 
to the Roman governor the task of supervising and co-ordinating 
their activities and at the same time watching over the security 
of the territory and protecting the interests of Roman citizens.

The districts earliest annexed in the East fortunately fitted in 
with this conception of provincial government. Macedon, the 
first kingdom to fall before the advance of Rome, had consisted 
Under its later kings of a league of communities. The senate at 
the beginning tried to do without any provincial government, 
merely splitting the kingdom into four federations in the hope 
of destroying national sentiment. The revolt of the Macedonians 
under the leadership of a pretender of the royal line proved that 
this hope was baseless, and in 148 B.c. Macedonia was con
stituted a regular province under a governor. This province 
included a number of Illyrian tribes and Greek cities on the 
Adriatic which had not belonged to the kingdom, and also some 
Thracian tribes along the shore of the Aegean; it may thus be 
described as a zone of territory flanking either side of the Egna- 
tian Way, which led from Dyrrachium to the Thracian Cher
sonese. The governor of the new province also had to supervise 
the cities of Greece, who, having ventured in 146 b .c . to defy the 
will of the senate, were reduced to subjection.69

The next acquisition was the kingdom of Pergamum, which 
was in 133 b .c . bequeathed to the Roman republic by its eccentric 
king Attalus III. The senate, it would appear, originally decided 
to grant freedom to the former subjects of the kingdom, but the 
revolt of Aristonicus, an illegitimate son of Attalus III, received 
such widespread support that the necessity of a governor became 
evident. The new province, Asia, comprised the civilized 
western part of the kingdom only—the Troad, Mysia, and 
Lydia—together with Caria, whose inhabitants had in 168 b .c . 
been declared free but had apparently supported Aristonicus. 
To these regions was later—probably in 116 b .c .—added 
Phrygia, which had originally been ceded, as a reward for his aid 
in suppressing Aristonicus, to Mithridates V of Pontus.



These districts afforded few problems to the Roman commis
sioners who organized the province, for the Attalid kingdom had 
consisted almost entirely of autonomous communes. In the 
immediate neighbourhood of Pergamum there seem to have been 
some directly administered areas, which had formed the nucleus 
of the original Attalid principality, but these were probably 
among the lands bequeathed by Attalus III to the city of Per
gamum. The greater part of the Thracian Chersonese was crown 
property, the cities which had formerly occupied it—Lysima- 
cheia and others—having been destroyed in the Thracian wars 
and never reconstituted. The territory of the Trocnades, a 
Galatian tribe on the north-eastern frontier of Phrygia, was 
perhaps also royal land. Furthermore Stratonicea of Mysia seems 
to have been punished for its obstinate support of Aristonicus— 
it was his last stronghold—by the confiscation of its territory, 
the Indeipedion. These small areas of public land—the rights of 
the crown were transferred on the annexation to the Roman 
people—did not present any great administrative difficulty; the 
Trocnades and the Indeipediatae, at any rate, seem to have been 
granted autonomy though they continued to pay rent for their 
land; how the Chersonese was administered it is more difficult to 
see, for its inhabitants apparently had no communal organization. 
The province of Asia received only one accession later, a part of 
the Moagetid principality, comprising the city of Cibyra and 
considerable tracts of crown lands adjacent to its territory on the 
east and west. The villages on these lands were granted auto
nomy while continuing to pay rent for them.70

The districts of the Attalid kingdom which had not been 
incorporated in the province of Asia—the Milyas, Pisidia, Pam- 
phylia, and Lycaonia—became during the next generation, when 
they were apparently left to their own devices, such a stronghold 
of piracy that eventually in 101 b.c. the senate was driven into 
establishing a military command to keep them in order. This 
was apparently the origin of the province misleadingly called 
Cilicia, not, it would seem, because it included Cilicia proper, but 
because the pirates were generically styled Cilicians. Admini
stratively this area presented no new problem, for it comprised a 
number of hitherto independent cities and tribes and petty 
principalities. In the course of the punitive wars which were 
frequent on this coast the territories of several cities and tribes 
were confiscated; Servilius Isauricus deprived the cities of 
Phaselis, Olympus, and Attaleia and the tribe of the Oroandeis
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of their lands. But administratively these measures made no 
difference.71

The next acquisition was the little kingdom of Cyrenaica, be
queathed by its king Ptolemy Apion to the republic in 96 b .c . 
Cyrenaica consisted of five Greek cities and a much more con
siderable area of royal land, inhabited by Libyan tribes, to the 
east and west and south of them. The senate declared the cities 
free, and apparently appointed no governor; it must however 
have made some arrangements for administering the royal lands, 
seeing that it drew revenue from them. The arrangements, what
ever they were, proved unsatisfactory; for in 74 b .c . Cyrenaica 
was constituted a regular province, the freedom of the cities being 
revoked. When a few years later Crete, whose cities had been 
harbouring pirates, was annexed, the two were combined under 
one governor.72

Of the districts annexed by Pompey the former Seleucid 
dominions in Cilicia and Syria presented no radical difficulties. 
The kingdom had already fallen apart into a medley of cities, 
tribes, principalities, and kingdoms, and on the whole all that 
Pompey did was to recognize the status quo. In Cilicia he restored 
a number of coastal cities which had been desolated by piracy, 
repeopling them with captured pirates, and confirmed Tarcondi- 
motus in his little principality in the hinterland. In northern 
Syria he admitted Antiochus of Commagene to the friendship 
and alliance of the Roman people, and recognized the various 
minor Arab dynasts, together with the cities and tribal communes. 
In central Syria he confirmed Ptolemy as tetrarch of the Ituraean 
principality and restored republican government in such of the 
Phoenician cities as had fallen into the hands of tyrants. Only in 
the south did he make a considerable change. Here he reconsti
tuted the many cities destroyed by the Jews and reduced the 
Jewish kingdom to a sacerdotal principality comprising only rural 
districts—Galilee, Samareitis, Judaea proper, and Peraea. The 
Nabataean kingdom he did not have time to deal with, but it was 
shortly afterwards admitted to the friendship and alliance of the 
Roman people by Scaurus, the first proconsul of Syria.75

In Cilicia and Syria Pompey thus revived city life in areas 
where it had recently been weakened or destroyed but shelved the 
problem of the backward districts by allowing them to remain 
under their kings and dynasts. In Bithynia and Pontus there was 
no such easy way out. These two kingdoms had both been ad
ministered on a centralized system, which it was manifestly im-
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possible to maintain, since Roman governors, untrained in 
administrative method and changing at frequent intervals, would 
be utterly incapable of controlling the bureaucratic machine. If the 
kingdoms were to be put under a Roman governor, administration 
had to be devolved onto local authorities, but in many cases no 
corporate bodies existed which could undertake the responsibility.

Bithynia was the less difficult problem, because in area it was 
much smaller and it contained eight Greek cities (including 
Heraclea, which had by its adherence to Mithridates during the 
war forfeited its independence) as well as two military colonies in 
the Paphlagonian territory incorporated in the kingdom, Bithy- 
nium and Creteia. The situation had, however, been complicated 
in that the directly administered areas, which were apparently 
regarded as crown lands, had already been leased to a Roman 
company when Pompey undertook the organization of the king
dom. Pompey’s solution was very rough and ready. He took the 
existing cities as the basis of his scheme, granting autonomy, if 
they did not already possess it, to the military colonies, and 
apportioned the formerly royal and now public lands between 
them. The geographical distribution of the cities was such that 
the division had to be very unequal: to Nicaea, the only impor
tant city of the interior, was assigned a territory of fantastic size, 
including all the middle valley of the Sangarius and all the hill 
country lying within its curve. The administration of the king
dom was thus devolved upon the cities. But the vested interest of 
the Roman company seems to have been respected; for it 
apparently collected the revenue of the former royal Land, which 
remained public.74

Pontus was a more intractable problem, since its area was so 
much larger and its few cities were confined to the coast. The 
most backward districts, those on the eastern frontier only 
recently incorporated in the kingdom, Pompey did not attempt to 
bring under the provincial administration; Colchis, Armenia 
Minor, and the group of savage tribes which inhabited the hinter
land of Pharnaceia and Trapezus were assigned to dynasts. The 
rest of the kingdom—with the exception of an area surrounding 
Comana, which was assigned as a principality to Archelaus, whom 
Pompey appointed high priest of that town—was divided into 
eleven city territories. Four of these territories were assigned to 
the four Greek colonies of the seaboard, and three to the old 
towns of the interior, Amaseia, Cabeira, and Zela, which Pompey 
organized as cities. To govern the remaining four Pompey had to
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create new cities, two, Pompeiopolis and Neapolis, in Pontic 
Paphlagonia, another, Megalopolis, far inland on the upper Halys, 
and the fourth, Magnopolis, in the plain of Phanaroea at the 
junction of the Lycus and the Iris. The last had already been 
begun by Mithridates under the name of Eupatoria, and Pompey 
had merely to complete the work. The other three seem to have 
been mere villages which Pompey enlarged by the synoecism of 
the neighbouring population.7®

In Pontus the Roman government, through its agent Pompey, 
thus for the first time founded Greek cities.. The motive for the 
innovation was not elevated. Pompey may have prided himself 
on his enlightenment in introducing Greek city life into the back
ward regions of north-eastern Asia Minor, but it is plain that his 
principal concern in creating a substructure of local self-govern
ment was to lighten the burden of administration which had 
hitherto been carried by the central executive. The foundation of 
these cities was in fact simply a confession of the incapacity of the 
Roman provincial system to administer the provinces. The rough 
and ready way in which the change over from central to local 
responsibility was effected wholesale, with the minimum of con
structive effort, reveals the true motive of the whole proceeding: 
Pompey had to run up some kind of administrative framework 
before he left the country to the incompetent hands of a succession 
of Roman governors. 'The civilizing effects of the change must 
have been minimal; for the vast rural areas subjected to each city 
can hardly have been conscious of their change of masters.

A similar reorganization of the Jewish principality was effected 
by Gabinius, one of Pompey’s followers, during his proconsu
late of Syria. The government of the country was entrusted to 
councils of local notables sitting at Sepphoris, Jerusalem, Jericho, 
Amathus, and Gadara, and the principality can thus be said to 
have been split into five cities. This change was, however, 
revoked by Caesar, who made Hyrcanus, the high priest, ethnarch 
of the whole country once more.76

The last acquisition of the Roman republic, Cyprus, offered no 
problems. I t had consisted under its Ptolemaic kings of a league 
of cities, and the local government continued under Roman rule 
to be conducted by them. The leaders of the popular party 
hankered after Egypt and several moves were made to annex it, 
but the senate wisely hesitated to undertake the formidable task 
of governing it, and it was left to the first of the emperors to make 
it a province of the Roman people.77



CHAPTER IV

THE PRINCIPATE

IN Augustus the eastern provinces recognized at long last, after 
an interminable series of ephemeral governors who seemed to 
owe allegiance to no one, a king. And in essence they were right. 

With the establishment of the principate the Roman empire 
acquired ̂  permanent head, who was sufficiently interested in the 
welfare of the provinces to formulate a policy for them, and more
over had the authority to carry it through. To the republican 
governors and to the tax-collecting companies the provinces had 
too often been simply fields of exploitation; and the senate and 
the equestrian order at Rome had been inclined to be complacent 
about the misdeeds of their own class. The emperors at least took 
a longer view; in their own interest they were careful to maintain 
the provinces at a reasonable level of prosperity, in order to assure 
a stable revenue for the future, and they had no reason to condone 
the exactions of governors and tax-collectors, who enriched them
selves to the ultimate detriment of the treasury. Furthermore the 
emperors took an interest in the provinces for their own sake 
which the senate had never felt; as autocrats of the whole empire 
they tended to regard all their subjects as equal and to give as 
much thought to the well-being of the provincials as to that of 
the citizens of the ruling city.

The emperors not only had the will to improve the state of the 
provinces, but the power to enforce their will. Under the division 
of powers between the princeps and the senate many of the 
eastern provinces remained, it is true, under the authority of the 
latter—Asia, Macedonia, Achaea, Crete and Cyrene, Cyprus, 
Bithynia and Pontus. These provinces continued to be governed 
as before by pro-magistrates serving for a year. But they could, 
if maladministration produced a serious decline in prosperity, be 
temporarily transferred to the emperor’s care, and even while 
they remained under senatorial control were subject to the over
riding authority of the emperor, who could by edict reform serious 
abuses. More important than these direct controls was the 
emperor’s power to regulate admission to the senate and retard or 
advance a senator’s career; any ambitious senator was obliged to 
satisfy the emperor’s standards, and gradually the composition
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and the tone of the senatorial aristocracy were utterly transformed, 
and it came to consist no longer of politicians but of civil servants. 
In his own provinces the emperor could choose his own governors, 
either from the senatorial or the equestrian order, and could keep 
them at their posts as long as he judged convenient. Throughout 
the empire the abandonment of the farming system for direct 
taxes and their assessment according to a methodical census 
greatly diminished fiscal extortion.

The increase in security and the growth of prosperity which 
resulted from these reforms gave a fresh impetus to the long dor
mant tendency towards hellenization and the concurrent growth 
of city life. At the same time the Roman government, now that it 
had become monarchical, adopted the traditional policy of the 
Hellenistic kings and regarded it as its mission by promoting the 
growth of cities to advance the civilization of the empire. Dio 
Chrysostom enumerates as the everyday tasks of the good emperor 
to ‘marshal an army, pacify a district, found a city, bridge rivers 
and span the earth with roads’; and Aelius Aristides, in his speech 
‘To Rome’, vindicated the superiority of the Roman to the Persian 
empire not by the greater number of its provinces—which might 
be disputed—but by the multitude of its cities: ‘the shores of the 
sea’, he writes, ‘and the inland regions are filled with cities, some 
founded, some enlarged under your sway and by your act’.78

But the idealism of the emperors was, like that of the kings, 
tempered by practical considerations. They had, it is true, little 
to fear from the cities. The might of the empire was too over
powering for the cities to entertain any ambitions of shaking 
off its rule, and moreover the technique of control evolved by the 
republic and continued under the empire was far more effic
ient than that adopted by the kings; the upper classes, to whom 
the Roman government gave the rule of the cities, knew that 
their power depended on the support of that government and 
were unswervingly loyal to it. But the motive of profit remained. 
Directly administered areas brought in a very high revenue so 
long as the administration could be efficiently run, and the 
imperial government felt itself capable, as the senate had not 
been, of controlling a bureaucratic system. In this idea it proved 
mistaken, but there was in some provinces a determined attempt 
to maintain direct administration before its growing inefficiency 
compelled the devolution of government.79

The emperors made no attempt to romanize the Greek-speak
ing provinces. One aspect of their activities might seem at first
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sight to be an attempt in this direction—the planting of Roman 
colonies in the East. This process was begun before the establish
ment of the principate by the dictator Caesar. His programme, 
interrupted by his death, was completed and extended by 
the triumvirs; and their work was consolidated by Augustus, 
who also made a number of new settlements. I t is not always 
easy to fix the exact date of a colony during this period, for 
many were refounded after their first deduction. In the 
present state of our knowledge Sinope in Pontus and Corinth 
and Buthrotum in Achaea can be definitely assigned to Caesar; 
Dyme in Achaea may also be his. Lystra in Lycaonia and Cas- 
sandreia and Dium in Macedonia were founded shortly after his 
death, and no doubt according to his plans. Alexandria Troas, 
Parium, and Lampsacus in Asia, three more Macedonian 
colonies, Philippi, Dyrrachium and Pella, and Apamea and 
probably Heraclea in Bithynia also fall in the first quinquennium 
of the triumvirate. Cnossus in Crete was founded in 36 b .c . 
Two of these colonies, Lampsacus and Heraclea, disappeared 
during the civil wars, never to revive: of the others Augustus 
restored the majority, planting fresh settlers. In addition 
he founded Patrae, attributing the existing colony of Dyme to 
it, and perhaps Actium also in Achaea, Antioch, and four smaller 
towns, Olbasa, Comama, Parlais, and Cremna in Pisidia, Berytus 
in Syria, and perhaps Byllis in Macedonia. Thereafter the move
ment slowed down. Claudius planted three colonies, Aprus in 
Thrace, Archelais in Cappadocia, and Ptolemais in Syria; Ves
pasian another three, Deultum and Flaviopolis in Thrace and 
Caesarea in Palestine; Dpmitian two, Germa in Galatia and 
Claudiopolis in Cilicia Tracheia. Hadrian founded the colonies of 
Iconium and Aelia Capitolina, and may also have colonized Cyrene 
and Taucheira. Marcus Aurelius founded Faustinopolis in Cap
padocia.80

These settlements were clearly too few and far between seriously 
to modify the predominantly Greek culture of the regions in 
which they were planted, ana in point of fact they for the most 
part gradually took the tone of their surroundings; Greek sup
planted Latin on their inscriptions and even on their coins the 
Latin legends, engraved by Greek artists, became progressively 
more illiterate and ultimately in some cases became Greek. The 
motives for Roman colonization in the East are not to be sought 
in any policy of cultural assimilation. They were strictly practical.

Some of the colonies were no doubt intended to restore regions
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rendered desolate by war. Caesar seems to have had this end in 
view in most of the foundations. Epirus had been frightfully 
ravaged and depopulated in 168 b .c . and Corinth had been de
stroyed in-146 b .c,, and in neither place had the destruction ever 
been repaired, while Pontus had recently suffered severely in the 
final campaigns against Mithridates. Hadrian’s Aelia Capitolina 
replaced Jerusalem, destroyed in a .d . 70, and his colonization of 
Cyrenaica was intended to repair the havoc caused by the recent 
Jewish revolt in that province.

Other colonies were primarily military in character, fortresses 
to hold in check unruly regions. Augustus’ Pisidian colonies are 
certainly to be regarded in this light, and Berytus was evidently 
intended to overawe the Ituraean brigands who had recently been 
giving trouble; its territory included their central sanctuary, 
Heliopolis. The Thracian colonies were undoubtedly fortresses 
to control the warlike tribesmen of this region, and it is probable 
that Claudiopolis was intended to hold in check the notoriously 
turbulent Cetae; Ptolemais and Caesarea may have been similarly 
meant to overawe the Jews.

But although many colonies performed a useful economic or 
military function in the district in which they were planted, the 
choice of a site was probably often influenced by an even more 
practical consideration, the availability of land. The site of 
Corinth was already ager publicus: we happen to know that 
Buthrotum had forfeited a part of its territory by its failure to pay 
a communal fine inflicted by Caesar: and Sinope may well have 
incurred his displeasure by its half-hearted resistance to Pharnaces. 
It would appear from Augustus’ boast that he was the first to pay 
for land required for colonial settlements that the triumviral 
colonies also were planted on ager publicus, no doubt territory 
confiscated from communities which had taken the wrong side in 
the civil wars. Nor is it likely that all the land required for the 
Augustanand later imperial colonies was purchased. The territory 
of Flaviopolis was taken from the Attalid royal lands in the Cher
sonese, which had eventually passed into the imperial patri
mony. And it is highly probable that in the turbulent districts to 
which the more distinctively military colonies were sent and in 
devastated areas such as central Judaea and Cyrenaica there was 
much land available for settlement which had been confiscated 
from the rebellious inhabitants.81

The primary motive of the colonial movement was in fact to 
provide land for certain classes of Roman citizens, and any services
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which the settlements might perform in the districts where they 
were planted were a secondary consideration. Caesar was chiefly 
interested in the urban proletariat of Rome, and his eastern colonies 
were probably peopled from this class—Corinth, about which 
alone we have definite information, certainly was so. The trium
virs and the emperors were principally concerned to find land for 
their veterans. Augustus in particular had a vast mass of troops 
to pay off after Actium, a fact which explains the large number of 
colonies he restored or founded; these were chiefly of veterans, 
but some, such as Dyrrachium and Philippi, consisted in part at 
any rate of Italians dispossessed by the veterans planted in Italy. 
Of the first-century colonies some are definitely known to have 
been composed of veterans—the coins of Ptolemais bear the 
standards of the four Syrian legions, and Deultum is stated by 
Pliny to have been a veteran settlement—and most were no doubt 
of this character. For the second-century colonies recorded 
above we have no evidence, but it is very probable that Colonia in 
Armenia Minor was a veteran colony and was established in the 
second century; it was obviously a pendant of the legionary 
fortress of Satala built in this neighbourhood by Trajan. Satala 
itself became a colony, perhaps already in the second century, and 
the earlier legionary camp in Melitene, established by Vespasian, 
was granted civic organization by Trajan; we have no information 
on the type of constitution it received, but its origin suggests that 
the new city was given the status of a colony.82

The origin of the Roman colonists in the East may in part 
explain the rapidity with which the majority of the colonies were 
hellenized. The settlers, though legally Roman citizens, must to 
a very considerable extent have been of oriental origin. Caesar’s 
colonists at Corinth were for the most part freedmen, and to the 
majority of them Greek was probably more familiar than Latin. 
Not a few of the veterans belonging to Antony’s army whom 
Augustus settled in his colonies were orientals who had received 
the Roman citizenship on enlistment, and the eastern legions were 
henceforth normally recruited locally. The men who were en
rolled in the later veteran colonies knew Latin—it was the official 
language of the army everywhere—but their mother tongue was 
Greek, and, since they lived all their lives in Greek-speaking areas, 
Greek probably remained their everyday language.83

The emperors of the Severan house founded a large number of 
colonies in Syria and Mesopotamia. Some of these are known to 
have been veteran settlements: the standards of legions appear on
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the coins of Tyre and of Rhesaina,and it seems on general grounds 
probable that in Mesopotamia, a newly-conquered province con
stantly liable to Parthian attack, the majority of the colonies were 
of a military character. But at this period—and probably earlier— 
the title of colony was coming more and more frequently to be 
granted to cities as an honour, which conferred certain privileges, 
without any settlement taking place. It continued to be conferred 
on cities down to the fourth century a .d ., but it had long before 
that time become entirely meaningless.84

The colonial movement contributed but little to the develop
ment of city life in the East. The great majority of the Roman 
colonies were superimposed on existing Greek cities. Some few 
were revivals of destroyed cities. Corinth is the most obvious 
example, but Flaviopolis was in a sense a restoration of Lysi- 
macheia; it' occupied the same or almost the same site, and its 
territory was taken from the land which had escheated to the 
Attalid kings on the destruction of Lysimacheia. A very few were 
new centres of civic life. The process common on the western 
frontiers, whereby the canabae of military stations grew into 
towns and were ultimately accorded self-government, is rare in 
the East. The legions were normally quartered in cities, and it 
was only on the upper Euphrates frontier, where town life was 
undeveloped, and in the desolate waste that central Judaea became 
after the destruction of Jerusalem, that legionary camps were 
situated in rural districts. The canabae of XII Fulminata and 
XV Apollinaris became the colonies of Melitene and Satala; and 
it may be that those of X Fretensis formed the nucleus of Aelia 
Capitolina. Aprus and Deultum in Thrace, Colonia of Armenia 
Minor, and Faustinopolis in Cappadocia were also new autono
mous communes in areas hitherto administered on bureaucratic 
lines.

The emperors did not always plant their veterans in colonies. 
Augustus seems to have settled some of his men in Greek cities, 
enrolling them in the citizen body but not altering the status of the 
community. Later emperors planted small groups of veterans in 
the directly administered areas without giving them any corporate 
organization: Vespasian for instance settled eight hundred men in 
the village of Emmaus near Jerusalem, and similar groups of 
veterans, called koXuvCw in Greek but lacking the status of a 
colony, or indeed any corporate life, are not uncommonly found 
in Egypt.85

The Roman colonies, however, formed a very small proportion
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of the cities founded by the emperors. The main line of develop
ment lay in the foundation of Greek cities, and to this develop
ment the emperors made a considerable contribution, though not 
perhaps so large a one as the vast number of dynastic names and 
titles scattered all over the eastern provinces would suggest. 
There is scarcely an emperor from Augustus to Philip the Arab 
who. is not commemorated by some city. Names like Caesarea, 
Diocaesarea or Neocaesarea, Sebaste, Sebasteia or Sebastopolis 
are found by the dozen. Titles ranging from Julia to Gallieniana 
are borne by innumerable cities. But in many cases the initiative 
did not come from the emperors. A fair number of the earlier 
foundations are to be credited to the client kings of the empire, 
who thought it prudent to honour their suzerain, and in many 
cases it is highly probable that the community itself, when it built 
itself a new town or reorganized its constitution, asked permission 
to celebrate the event by adopting a new name in honour of the 
sovereign. A very large number of the dynastic names and titles 
are of little or no significance. They sometimes commemorate 
some imperial benefaction: several of the Asiatic cities which 
were damaged by earthquakes in Tiberius’ reign and were granted 
remission of taxation in consequence changed their names to 
express their gratitude, Philadelphia becoming Neocaesarea, 
Myrina Sebastopolis, Sardis, Hyrcanis, Mostene and Cibyra 
Caesarea. Dynastic titles seem often to commemorate merely the 
vanity of the great cities and their jealous emulation; the cities of 
Cilicia were greatly addicted to dynastic titles and between them 
collected a remarkably complete series ranging from Hadriana to 
Gallieniana.86

In the older provinces there is comparatively little to record 
because their development was more or less complete. Even in 
Achaea, however, there were backward districts, and in the north
west in particular what cities had developed had through the 
ravages of war sunk into decrepitude. Here Augustus made a 
great change, sweeping the decaying cities and villages of Am- 
Dracia, Amphilochia, Acarnania, Leucas, and the greater part of 
Aetolia into the great city which he built to celebrate the victory 
of Actium, Nicopolis. This vast synoecism, which exceeded the 
most ambitious efforts of the Successors, was justified in that it 
created one very flourishing city, though at the expense of many 
little towns which were rendered desolate. Southern Aetolia was 
by a similar policy attributed to the colony of Patrae, as were also, 
but probably at a later date, the Ozolian Locrians. To the north
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of the Nicopolitan territory Epirus remained a sparsely populated 
and primitive country, and little was done to restore it. The only 
imperial foundation in this region is Hadrianopolis, which perhaps 
marks the synoecism of one of the Epirot tribes.87

In Macedonia also a primitive tribal life still prevailed not only 
in the Illyrian country which the Romans had incorporated in the

{jrovince on the west, but in the Paeonian and Thracian border- 
ands of the old kingdom and even in the western highlands of 

Macedonia proper, where inscriptions of the second century 
record the continued existence of the tribes of the Antani ancl 
Lyncestae near Heraclea and prove that the Oresti were still 
divided into a number of rural communes. Apart from the 
colonies, there is little sign of imperial activity; Parthicopolis in 
the Strymon valley is perhaps the work of Trajan, who reorgan
ized the neighbouring Thracian country.88

In Cyprus there is no progress to record. In Crete and Cyrene 
only one new city appears. After the Jewish rebellion in Cyrenaica 
Hadrian not only colonized the old cities but founded a sixth 
member of the Pentapolis, called after himself Hadriane or Hadri
anopolis, on an outlying portion of the public land near the 
western coast, The settlers were probably, like the colonists of 
the older cities, drawn from other parts of the empire.8?

In Asia the development of city life was by the beginning of the 
principate complete in most areas and only minor adjustments 
had to be made. In Caria the age-long process of amalgamation 
still continued; Aphrodisias and Plarasa, which had been two 
cities under the republic and had in the triumviral period been 
united in a sympolity, became during the principate the single 
city of Aphrodisias. In Mysia similarly the decayed city of 
Atarneus was in the late first century b .c. or early first century 
a.d . absorbed in Pergamum, and Stratonicea formed under 
Trajan a sympolity with its old subjects, the Indeipediatae; the 
two communities were definitively amalgamated as Stratonicea 
Hadrianopolis by Hadrian, who transferred to the new city the 
revenues hitherto accruing to the Roman treasury from the In- 
deipedion. The mainland territory of Samos wasontheother hand 
made into an independent city, Neapolis, by Antoninus Pius.90

More interesting is the development of city life in many of the 
surviving tribal areas. One of the best documented instances is 
that of the Cilbiani of the upper Cayster valley. They appear in 
the Augustan formula provinciae and in an inscription of the same 
period as divided into two rural communes, the Upper and Lower



Cilbiani. When in the second century a .d . they begin to issue 
coins, the Lower Cilbiani style themselves ‘the Cilbiani about 
Nicaea’—their principal town, and in the early third century this 
style changes to ‘the Nicaeans in the Cilbian district’. Here it is 
possible to observe in all its stages the progress from tribe to city, 
and it may be noted that there is no sign of imperial initiative; the 
whole movement seems to be spontaneous. The Moxeani, 
similarly, who appear on the Augustan register as a single tribe, 
split into two sections, both of which had by the early third 
century become cities. The Corpeni broke up rather earlier into 
four cities, and the Moccadeni even sooner—before the end of the 
first century—into two, Silandus and Temenothyrae. Only in 
the last case is there any hint of imperial action: Temenothyrae 
adopted for a while the style of Flaviopolis. The development of 
the Abbaeite Mysians can be more definitely attributed to the 
imperial government; the three cities into which the tribe divided 
were Synaus, Julia Ancyra, and Tiberiopolis, The tribes hitherto 
mentioned all split into two or more subdivisions before develop
ing city life. This was not invariably the case. The two great 
tribes of eastern Mysia, the Abretteni and the Olympeni, became 
two cities, Hadrianeia and Hadriani. In this concerted movement 
the initiative clearly came from the emperor; Hadrian is in fact 
known to have stayed in this district and the name of another city 
in this district, Hadrianotherae, commemorates a successful bear 
hunt in which he took part. The concentration of each of these 
extensive tribes into a single city has, moreover, an air of arti
ficiality : the natural development was the growth of several small 
towns.91

The name of Sebaste celebrates the amalgamation by Augustus 
of a number of small communities in the valley of the Senarus. 
The significance of most of the other dynastic names borne by the 
cities of Asia is obscure. Carian Larba was certainly a city before 
it became Sebastopolis; Ipsus was a very ancient Phrygian town 
which must have attained autonomy long before it was renamed 
Julia; Hieracome was, despite its name, no longer the sacred 
village of the Persian Goddess but already a city when it took the 
name of Hierocaesarea. The majority of these dynastic names 
probably, like the style of Caesarea adopted by Cibyra, celebrate 
imperial benefactions or merely reflect the effusive loyalty of the 
cities to the imperial house.92

The regions which had formed the first republican province of 
Cilicia—before Pompey annexed Cilicia proper—were granted by
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Antony to Amyntas, whom he also made king of the Gauls. 
Hence, when they were annexed on Amyntas’ death in 25 b .c ., 
the new province was styled Galatia. Claudius, when he de
prived the Lycian league of its freedom, united the southern part 
of Galatia with Lycia, and when the Lycian league, having, prob
ably under Nero, regained its freedom, was again deprived of it by 
Vespasian, the province of Lycia and Pamphylia (which included 
southern Pisidia) was revived.

In this area there were great contrasts in the degree of political 
development and of civilization in general attained in the different 
districts. The Lycians had two centuries before worked out a 
constitution which was admirably adapted to their needs, and they 
preserved it almost unchanged. The league continued to function 
after the annexation, and though its activities were more confined 
they never became entirely formal; there were still federal law 
courts under the empire and the federal authorities collected the 
imperial tribute. Some of the Lycian cities grew in importance 
and others declined, and corresponding changes were made in the 
distribution of votes on the league council and assembly. But 
Lycia continued to be what it had always been, a land or many 
cities, some large but mostly very small.93

The great cities of Pamphylia and Pisidia had also attained 
their full development. But in many parts of the Milyas, Pisidia, 
and the Isaurian country, conditions remained very backward; it 
it notable that when the formula provinciae was drawn up shortly 
after 25 B.c. there were still many areas ruled by chieftains. The 
loose tribal federations which had existed in many parts of the 
country tended to break up into groups of clans or villages or 
small cities. The development of the Milyae can be roughly 
traced. They are mentioned in official documents cited by Cicero 
as the ‘commune Milyadum’. An inscription, probably of the 
second century a .d ., records the transition from the federal con
stitution to the city constitution at one of the Milyadic towns, 
Pogla, and at about this period a number of other little cities'— 
Andeda, Verba, Sibidunoa—begin to emerge in the neighbour
hood and issue their own coins. The Milyadic league was thus 
dissolved and its constituent communes achieved the rank of 
cities. A similar development can be traced among the Etenneis 
or Catenneis, who had in the Hellenistic age issued a common 
coinage, but were in the principate divided into a number of little 
cities, two of which, Etenna ana Cotenna, bear names derived from 
that of the tribe.94
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Elsewhere the development was not complete. Old Isaura, the 
metropolis of the Isaurians, became during the principate a 
regular Greek city, but the mass of the Isaurians continued to 
live in village communities. The Homonadeis after their sub
jugation by Quirinius in about 6 B.c. seem to have been divided 
into many small clans, none of which developed into cities. The 
Oroandeis, whose territory had been confiscated by Servilius 
Isauricus, broke up into several communities. One of these, 
Pappa, was granted city status under the style of Tiberiopolis: it 
is to be presumed that Tiberius granted a portion of the ager 
Oroandicus to it. The rest of-the ager Oroandicus continued to be 
administered by an imperial procurator, and the communities 
living on it do not seem to have attained the status of cities. The 
general result of these developments was that, apart from the 
great cities which had early consolidated themselves, the Pisidian 
communities tended, whether they were cities or villages or clans, 
to be very small.95

The three Gallic tribes were on Amyntas’ death organized as 
republics on the Greek model. Each tribe took as its capital the 
principal Phrygian town of its territory, the Tolistobogii Pessinus, 
the Tectosages Ancyra, the Trocmi lavium. The coins and in
scriptions of the three tribes form an interesting study. At first 
the name of the town is ignored; then it is added to that of the 
tribe as part of the official style; and finally the tribal name is 
dropped. This development no doubt reflects a change in the 
habits of the Galatian aristocracy, who at first lived on their 
estates, only going into the town for business, and eventually be
came town dwellers, who occasionally visited their country 
houses.96

In Bithynia and Pontus the main outlines of Pompey’s settle
ment stood. Antony, it is true, undid much of his work by grant
ing many districts to the kings of Paphlagonia and other minor 
dynasts and by creating a small kingdom of Pontus on the eastern 
frontier; but as the several kings and dynasts died or were de
posed Pompey’s arrangements with minor modifications were re
established, except that most of the cities instead of being 
reunited to Bithynia Pontus were incorporated in Galatia or 
Cappadocia.

In Bithynia three new cities were founded in the early princi
pate. On the western frontier of the province Caesarea was built 
on land near Lake Dascylitis which had hitherto belonged to 
CyzicusandByzantium; in a.d . 17 it added Germanice to its name
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and celebrated Germanicus Caesar, then in charge of the Eastern 
provinces, as its founder, but it already existed in Augustus’ reign. 
On the eastern frontier of Bithynia a dynast whom Antony had 
appointed, Cleon of Gordiucome, converted his principality, 
which had presumably been carved out of the public lands, into 
the city of Juliopolis. Another section of the Bithynian public 
lands, which had been granted to the kings of Paphlagonia, 
formed the territory of the city of Caesarea of the Proseilem- 
menitae, later known as Hadrianopolis.97

In Pontus most of Pompey’s cities survived, though several 
changed their names. Magnopolis disappeared, but its loss was 
counterbalanced by the foundation of Polemonium on the neigh
bouring coast by Polemo II of Pontus. Comana ceased in a.d . 34 
to be a sacerdotal principality and became a city. The little dis
trict of Caranitis, which Antony had detached from the territory 
of Zela and granted to a Galatian noble named Ateporix, was on 
the death of its ruler not reunited with Zela, but organized as a 
separate city, its capital Carana being enlarged and renamed 
Sebastopolis.98

Of the minor kingdoms which Pompey had allowed to subsist, 
Paphlagonia was annexed in 6 b.c., when its capital Gangra be
came a city, later known as Germanicopolis; its territory seems to 
have comprised the whole of the principality. Armenia Minor, 
having passed through many hands, was ultimately annexed in 
a .d . 72. It then possessed one city only, Nicopolis, which Pompey 
had founded, and the rest of the country seems to have been 
administered on bureaucratic lines: later, after the establishment 
of Satala and Colonia, the whole country was partitioned between 
the three cities. The tribes behind Pharnaceia and Trapezus 
seem on the dissolution of the kingdom of Pontus in a .d . 64 to 
have been placed under the rule of these two cities."

In Cilicia and Syria the only important developments took 
place in the various client kingdoms and principalities which 
Pompey had allowed to subsist or which had subsequently been 
created. In Cilicia Tracheia there was an ancient sacerdotal 
principality, ruled by the high priests of Zeus Olbius, who 
claimed descent from Ajax the son of Teucer. How Pompey had 
organized the rest of the country is unknown, but it was granted 
by Antony to Cleopatra, and Augustus did not on Antony’s defeat 
re-annex it but granted it to Amyntas, and on his death five years 
later gave the greater part of it to Archelaus of Cappadocia, from 
whom it passed to his son Archelaus II, and then to Antiochus IV
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of Commagene. His kingdom, which included Lycaonia, was 
annexed by Vespasian in a .d . 72, with the exception of the inland 
district of Cetis, which was granted to Antiochus’ son-in-law 
Alexander. The Olbian principality, which had passed into the 
hands of Polemo II, seems to have been annexed at the same time.

The two tribes which, with the holy city of Olba, formed the 
principality of Polemo II continued during Vespasian’s reign to 
issue a joint coinage, but under Domitian Diocaesarea, the capital 
of the Cennatae, began to strike its own coins, and later Claudi- 
opolis, the capital of the Lalasseis, followed suit. The latter of 
these towns at any rate—and probably the former also—must, it 
may be noted, have received its dynastic name from Polemo; but 
the evolution from tribe to city was not completed by him. The 
inhabitants of the other kingdom, particularly the barbarous Cetae 
of the interior, gave considerable trouble to tfieir successive kings; 
the efforts of both Archelaus II and Antiochus IV to introduce a 
regular administration resulted in serious rebellions. Antiochus 
seems, however, to have won the upper hand eventually, and 
celebrated and confirmed his victory by the establishment of 
many cities, some of which were no doubt of the nature of military 
colonies: his foundations include lotape and Antioch on the 
western coast of the kingdom and Irenopolis, Claudiopolis, Ger- 
manicopolis and Philadelphia in the interior. The natives were 
gradually weaned from their barbarous ways, and after the an
nexation a number of other cities began to coin in the interior. 
The Lycaonians also blossomed out in the reign of Antoninus 
Pius as a league of cities.100

The dynasty of Tarcondimotus ruled the upper valleys of the 
Pyramus and its tributaries till a.d . 17. On the other side of 
Mount Amanus the kingdom of Commagene was also suppressed 
in A.D. 17, but was revived by Gaius, and apparently enlarged 
with some of the territory of the Tarcondimotia kingdom: it was 
finally annexed in A.D. 72. Both regions seem to have been ad
ministered on bureaucratic lines, though they contained a number 
of cities. The Tarcondimotid kingdom included, besides the 
three tribal areas of Bryclice, Characene, and Lacanatis, two 
cities, Hieropolis on the Pyramus and Anazarbus, refounded in 
20 b .c . by Tarcondimotus II Philopator as Caesarea by Anazarbus; 
but an inscription found at Hieropolis suggests that its territory, 
called the Castabalis from the native name of the town Castabala, 
was administered by. royal officials. Commagene contained be
sides its capital Samosata, which had been founded by King
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Samos in the late second century b .c ., two recent foundations, 
Caesarea Germanicia and Antioch in Taurus, the former certainly 
and the latter probably the work of Antiochus IV, who also founded 
Neronias in Lacanatis. It is, however, by no means certain that 
these foundations greatly modified the original centralized system 
of administration.

On the suppression of the Tarcondimotid dynasty Anazarbus 
and Hieropolis assumed control of their territories, and one of the 
rural districts, Bryclice, was shortly afterwards transformed into 
the city of Augusta. The kingdom of Commagene was on its final 
annexation resolved into four cities—Samosata, Caesarea Ger
manicia, Antioch in Taurus, and Doliche; the two Cilician dis
tricts attached to the kingdom were also urbanized, Neronias:of 
Lacanatis being changed into Irenopolis and Flaviopolis being 
founded in Characene.101

In northern Syria there were still, when the Augustan formula 
provinciae was drawn up, many tribal communities and tetrarchies 
or little principalities interspersed among the cities. The history 
of most of these is not known, but the Sampsigeramid house 
ruled Emesa and Arethusa till the Flavian period, and Chalcis 
was the capital of a little kingdom, whose last king was probably 
Aristobulus, the son of Herod, until a.d . 93, while the last king 
of the tetrarchy of Area was Agrippa II, who also ceased to reign 
about a .d . 93. Emesa, Arethusa, Chalcis, and Area were granted 
autonomy, the last being renamed Caesarea under Libanus. 
The other tribes and tetrarchies had by the fifth century a .d . 
disappeared from the map, apparently absorbed by the cities, 
but when this process took place it is impossible to say. A rather 
similar state of affairs still prevailed in Mesopotamia when Lucius 
Verus conquered it from the Parthians. Here most of the local 
dynasties were suppressed at once; the Abgarids survived till 214, 
when Edessa became autonomous once more after three and a 
half centuries of royal rule. The majority of the Mesopotamian 
towns, as noted above, received Roman colonies. One new Greek 
city, Antoninopolis, was founded, apparently by the grant of a 
constitution to the native town of Tela.102

The Ituraean tetrarchy did not long survive the establishment 
of the principate. Its prince Zenodorus, so far from checking, 
positively encouraged the predatory habits of his lawless subjects, 
and in 24 b .c . he was deprived of most of his dominions. Large 
areas of the principality were added to the territories, of Tyre, 
Sidon, Damascus, and the colony of Berytus; the area attached



to Berytus, which included Heliopolis, the sacred city of the 
Ituraeans, was subsequently organized as a separate colony by 
Septimius Severus. A small district round the old capital Chalcis 
was later made into a kingdom for Herod, the brother of Agrippa 
I ; it seems on his death to have been treated as an imperial estate. 
A larger area, Abilene, became the tetrarchy of a certain Lysanias 
and eventually passed into the hands of Agrippa I I ; Abila itself 
later became a city, but two other districts of the tetrarchy con
tinued to be directly administered under Roman rule. Finally, a 
group of districts in the south, Paneas, Ulatha, Gaulanitis, Bata- 
naea, Trachonitis, and Auranitis were assigned to Herod the 
Great, and passed to his son Philip, and then to Agrippa I and II. 
Philip founded a city named Caesarea in Paneas; its territory 
seems to have embraced Ulatha also. He also rebuilt Bethsaida 
in Gaulanitis and renamed it Julias, but Gaulanitis continued to 
be directly administered.

In the turbulent districts of Batanaea, Trachonitis, and Aurani
tis, no very elaborate system of centralized control can have been 
attempted by the Herodian kings, whose energies were chiefly 
directed to stamping out brigandage and enforcing law ana 
order. In this task they were successful and by the time that 
these regions were annexed their inhabitants had settled down 
to agriculture, and their old clan organization was dissolving and 
giving way to village life. The Roman government allowed the 
development of these regions to take its natural course. It neither 
enforced centralized rule—the supervision of the entire area was 
entrusted to a centurion of one of the Syrian legions, who acted 
as a kind of district commissioner under the legate of Syria—nor 
divided the country into city territories, but allowed the villages 
to govern themselves. The villages gradually developed a very 
flourishing communal life, which differed very little, to all intents 
and purposes, from that of small cities: they had their annual 
magistrates, their assemblies which elected these magistrates and 
passed by-laws, their communal funds from which they built for 
themselves temples, baths, and even theatres. The chief town 
of Auranitis, Canatha, alone enjoyed the official status of a city, 
having long ago been recognized as such by Pompey: how it had 
achieved this privileged position is unknown, but most probably 
it had been in the hellenistic period, as it was under the Herodian 
kings, the administrative capital of the region, and thus had early 
become hellenized and had perhaps been granted autonomy by 
the later Seleucids. No other community of this district received
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city rank until Philip the Arab ennobled the village of his birth 
with the status of a Roman colony and the name of Philip- 
popolis.103

The Nabataean kingdom was annexed in A.D. 105, becoming 
the province of Arabia. What little is known of the earlier organi
zation of the region suggests that it was divided into small dis
tricts each ruled by a strategics, who may officially have been ap
pointed by the crown but in fact held his post on a hereditary 
tenure. It was, however, not difficult to carve up the new pro
vince into a number of cities, for it was rich in towns: the whole 
life of this arid region depended on the caravan trade, and the 
kingdom may roughly be said to have consisted of three lines of 
trading posts strung out along the routes which radiated north, 
south, and west from the central emporium Petra. The more 
important of these commercial towns were granted autonomy and 
entrusted with the government of the areas surrounding them. 
One of them, Bostra, which was selected as the capital of the 
province in place of Petra, was so greatly enlarged by Trajan that 
it almost deserves to be called a new foundation.104

In all the districts hitherto discussed the imperial government 
followed the line of policy initiated by Pompey, liquidating— 
with a few trifling exceptions—the system of direct administra
tion where it existed and entrusting local government to cities, 
creating them where necessary, or to villages. This policy was 
no doubt partly dictated by idealistic motives; but in many cases 
the areas in question were too small to make it worth while to 
maintain a special administration for them, and it was simpler 
to assimilate them to the general pattern o f the provinces to which 
they were added; and in others the system of centralized control 
was in a moribund condition and was not worth reviving. But 
there were other larger kingdoms annexed under the principate— 
Egypt, Judaea, Cappadocia, and Thrace—where the bureaucratic 
system was in good working order, and in these cases the em
perors for a time at least maintained the system. Their motives 
were various and complicated. Sometimes perhaps it was felt 
that the population was too backward to be capable of managing 
its own affairs, sometimes that it was politically untrustworthy 
and that the grant of autonomy mi^ht make rebellion easier to 
organize. But the dominant motive in most instances was 
undoubtedly finance; several of the kingdoms in question were, 
under their existing scheme of administration, productive of a 
very large revenue, and the system of economic exploitation
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which made possible so high a return was dependent on cen
tralized control.

To govern these annexed kingdoms the emperors did not em
ploy, as elsewhere, legates of senatorial rank. Though they could 
pick and choose among the senatorial order for their legates and 
having selected the ablest men keep them regularly in their ser
vice, it was difficult to find men of the class with the traditions 
and training required for the task of running a bureaucracy; in 
particular members of the senatorial aristocracy lacked financial 
experience. The emperors employed in their place men drawn 
from the equestrian order. This class had a strong business tra
dition—its members had under the republic run the companies 
which took up the contracts for collecting the provincial revenue 
and executing public works and supplying stores for the govern
ment—and was utilized by the emperors for staffing their revenue 
departments. Governors drawn from its ranks might therefore 
be expected to be capable of handling the intricate machinery of 
government which the emperor wished to preserve.

At any rate all the four kingdoms mentioned above were placed 
under equestrian governors. In Egypt, it is true, other motives 
contributed to the decision to appoint an equestrian prefect; 
Egypt was so rich a country and so easily defensible that it was 
an ideal base for rebellion, and it was therefore prudent to entrust 
it to members of the humble equestrian order, who could have 
no hopes of usurping the throne. But in the other three provinces 
there were no political issues to complicate the question and in 
them the appointment of equestrian procurators must be attri
buted to their peculiar administrative regimes. In Thrace it may 
be noted that the substitution of a senatorial legate for the procu
rator coincides exactly with the radical transformation of the 
system of government carried out by Trajan. In Judaea and in 
Cappadocia Vespasian appointed legates when he garrisoned these 
provinces with legions; but by this time the senatorial order was 
becoming assimilated in its tone to the equestrian, and it is further
more probable that the financial procurators of these provinces 
took over much of the work of the former presidial procurators.

Egypt was annexed at the very inception of the principate, and 
Octavian decided to maintain tlae existing system of administra
tion before even his own position as head of the state had been 
regularized. The principal officials—the epistrategi, who super
vised the three districts into which Egypt was divided, and the 
Idios Logos, the junior finance minister who dealt with casual
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receipts—were replaced by Roman knights, and the supreme 
control of the whole province was entrusted to a prefect, whose 
duties comprised not only the command of the troops and the 
administration of justice—in this department he was assisted by 
an assessor, the iuridicus—but also finance; the royal office of 
dioecetes, or general manager of the revenue, seems to have been 
suppressed and its work assigned to the prefect. Later various 
minor procuratorships were established, but in the main even 
the personnel of the administration remained unchanged, the 
sirategi, royal scribes and all lesser officers being selected from 
the local population.

But though in all essentials the system of government remained 
unchanged, Augustus made one small concession to the notion 
of local autonomy. In the metropolis of each nome there existed 
a nucleus of Greeks—in the cultural sense, for very few of them 
can have been of pure Greek descent and the majority were no 
doubt hellenized Egyptians. These were registered separately 
and allowed to pay poll-tax on a lower scale than the rest of the 
population, and were furthermore granted a very limited form of 
autonomy which seems to have been modelled on that enjoyed 
by Alexandria. Alexandria had under the later Ptolemies gradually 
lost most of its rights. By now it no longer had a territory ana 
in the city itself taxation, public security, and the administration 
of justice were controlled by royal officials; finally, it had been 
deprived of its city council. Alf that the Alexandrians retained 
of their civic rights was the election of a number of magistrates 
who controlled the city market and the corn supply, the cult of 
the city gods, the gymnasium, and the training of the ephebes; 
these magistrates were apparently elected by the assembly of all 
Alexandrian citizens from a smaller body, who were alone en
rolled in the demes and tribes, and who seem also to have been 
distinguished by their hereditary right to pass through the ephe- 
bic training and become members of the gymnasium. The 
metropolites were given very similar rights. An aristocracy of 
‘members of the gymnasium’ was selected in each metropolis— 
the privilege was henceforth, like metropolite status itself, here
ditary—and from it the body of metropolites elected a series of 
magistrates with titles and functions precisely similar to those of 
Alexandria. This measure was entirely harmless, since it left the 
major items of government—police, justice, and above all finance 
—in the hands of the central government. It may be regarded 
primarily as a concession to Greek sentiment.105
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The system of government as regulated by Augustus remained 
in force, superficially at any rate unchanged, for over two cen
turies. The only spectacular event during this period was the 
foundation by Hadrian of a new Greek city in Egypt. Antinoopo- 
lis commemorated the death by drowning of the emperor’s 
favourite Antinous, and was conceived in a rather theatrical vein. 
It was emphatically a Greek city, as its official style ‘the city of 
the Antinoeis, the New Hellenes’ proclaimed. Its laws were bor
rowed from Naucratis, the oldest Greek settlement in Egypt. Its 
citizen body was composed of drafts from Ptolemais (and no 
doubt the other Greek cities of Egypt) and from ‘the 6475 Greek 
men of the Arsinoite nome’, who were supposed to be the descen
dants of the military settlers planted in that district by the 
Ptolemies, and was supplemented by veterans from the Roman 
army of Egypt, which was also supposed to be recruited from 
the Greek population; but as veterans were entitled to marry 
Egyptian women and often did so, Hadrian had to allow inter
marriage between the citizens of his Greek city and Egyptians. 
Antinoopolis cannot be regarded as a very serious contribution 
to the development of city life in Egypt. The Antinoeis, though 
possessing full autonomy and many privileges, were not even 
entrusted with the government of a territory, the district sur
rounding the city being administered as a subdivision—the title 
given to it was ‘nomarchy’—of the Hermopolite nome.106

But though there seemed to be little change, a profound trans
formation in fact took place. The Ptolemaic administration had 
been based partly on the services of a professional bureaucracy 
and partly on the farming system, whereby the revenues were 
put up to competitive auction. Under Roman rule both these 
foundations of the structure gave way. For causes which are 
obscure and which need not be discussed here, the revenue 
which actually came in soon began to fall short of the estimate 
which the government had formed of it. The government refused 
to accept this decline. When a tax was farmed, it insisted that 
the bids for it should at least not be lower than previous bids; 
the individual who had obtained the contract for the previous 
term was accordingly compelled to renew at the old figure, and 
when his resources were exhausted, the contract was compulsorily 
allotted to a person of suitable means. The farming system thus 
died: sometimes the forms were maintained, sometimes direct 
collection was introduced, but the result was the same, for the 
collectors inherited the farmers’ liability for the total estimated
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by the government and were conscripted for the service. The 
professional civil service was affected by the same process. Most 
officials had some connexion with the revenue, and under the 
Ptolemaic system they had always been liable to make good any 
losses arising from their negligence. Now that deficits were the 
normal rule their position became intolerable: no one would 
enter the service voluntarily and the government was accordingly 
obliged to conscript its minor officials. Only the heads of die 
local administration, the strategus and royal scribe of each nome, 
continued to be recruited on a voluntary basis; these officials 
were of sufficiently high standing to pass on their responsibilities 
to their subordinates, and could no doubt add perquisites to 
their salaries.107

This system of compulsory service seems to have grown up 
in the latter part of the first century a .d . By the end of the 
second century it was showing obvious signs of collapse. The 
substitution for professional officials, who made administration 
their career, of conscripts, who served for a limited term of 
years only, naturally led to growing confusion and inefficiency, 
which in its turn caused the revenue to sink. And as the gap 
between actual and estimated receipts grew wider, the system 
ceased to provide the government with adequate guarantees 
for the deficit. The collectors appointed sometimes did not 
possess sufficient means to pay the sums required, or, if they 
did, employed ingenious legal devices to divest themselves for
mally of their property while retaining its use; some even pre
ferred to abscond rather than to undertake the onerous duties 
thrust upon them. In such cases the government possessed no 
guarantor: for the persons responsible for the appointment of 
the officials, the local scribes, were too poor to guarantee their 
solvency. I t was obviously desirable to spread responsibility 
over a large number of persons.

Septimius Severus finally took this step. The Greeks of the 
metropoleis were the wealthiest class in Egypt, and they already 
possessed that limited form of corporate organization which had 
been granted to them by Augustus. These institutions had deve
loped in a rather curious way. The magistracies involved the 
expenditure of considerable sums of money and candidates 
gradually ceased to offer themselves. Committees of ex-magis
trates had accordingly been formed who contributed to the 
expense and in practice made themselves responsible for filling 
the posts each year. Severus amalgamated these committees
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into a council for each metropolis (and for Alexandria), gave the 
councils the right to co-opt new members, and made them 
responsible for the appointment not only of the metropolitan 
magistrates but of the chief officials of the nome below the 
strategus and royal scribe. A few years later the humbler classes 
in the metropoleis were divided into tribes which each for one 
year in rotation elected an officer who made appointments to 
minor posts. Something resembling city organization was thus 
established in each metropolis. But the concession of autonomy 
was very incomplete. The strategus and royal scribe were stifl 
appointed by the crown and they directed the administration; 
the council and the tribes had only the privilege of appointing— 
and, it need hardly be added, standing surety for—the officials, 
who took their orders from the agents of the central govern
ment.108

In Egypt the imperial government appears at its worst. It 
regarded the country first and foremost as a source of revenue, 
and therefore maintained the elaborate systemof fiscal exploitation 
organized by the Ptolemies and the scheme of direct administra
tion on which it was based, making only such trifling conces
sions to the ideal of autonomy as would have no effect on the 
revenue. But it had not the capacity to maintain the economic 
productivity of Egypt at the high level to which the Ptolemies 
had raised it. Owing to sheer inefficiency it was reluctantly com
pelled to devolve some part of its responsibility onto local 
authorities; but even so it clung tenaciously to its powers of 
control, and thus evolved the curious hybrid between civic auto
nomy and centralized bureaucracy which resulted from Severus’ 
reforms.

We know, thanks to Josephus, more of the Herodian kingdom 
than of any of the minor kingdoms of the East. It was adminis
tered on a rigidly centralized system which in its main outlines 
closely resembled the Ptolemaic administration of Egypt and was 
probably in part derived by direct descent from the Ptolemaic 
regime of the third century b .c . The kingdom was—apart from 
some Greek cities attached to it—divided into four main sec
tions, Galilee, Samareitis, Judaea, and Peraea, and these were 
subdivided into toparchies, and these again into villages. We 
hear as in Egypt of village scribes (comogrammateis), appointed 
by the crown, and of royal banks in the administrative capitals.

Herod the Great, as an enlightened hellenistic king, posed as 
a great founder of cities, but despite his imposing array of new
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foundations he did more to eliminate local autonomy than to 
promote it. His two principal creations, which he named Cae
sarea and Sebaste in honour of his imperial patron, were already 
Greek cities before he refounded diem: he rebuilt Strato’s 
Tower, it is true, and provided it with a magnificent artificial 
harbour, and he not only rebuilt Samaria but colonized it with 
six thousand military settlers drawn from his mercenary army, 
but in neither case did he withdraw any territory from the juris
diction of his civil service. The name of Agrippias given to 
Anthedon similarly celebrated merely material improvements to 
this city. Herod’s minor foundations, which he named after 
himself or members of his family, were for the most part not 
cities, but merely new towns. Herodium was the capital of a 
new toparchy south of Jerusalem; Phasaelis, north of Jericho, 
was apparently a village in that toparchy. Antipatris on the 
coastal plain may have been a city, but it did not issue coins till 
the third century a.d . Against this one dubious foundation must 
be set the reduction of Joppa, Jamnia, and perhaps Azotus, 
which had been granted autonomy by Pompey, to the status of 
toparchies, and the suppression of the two cities of Marisa and 
Adora which Pompey had established in Idumaea. Herod’s zest 
to found cities was outweighed by his fear of his Jewish subjects. 
He dared not grant autonomy to towns inhabited by Jews, and 
he found it wise to suppress the autonomy of existing Jewish 
cities such as Joppa.

Archelaus, who succeeded him in Judaea (with Idumaea) and 
Samareitis, was equally unpopular and could thus make no con
cessions; the one foundation of his short reign, Archelais, was a 
village in the toparchy of Jericho. Antipas, on the other hand, 
whose portion was Galilee and Peraea, established a modus 
vivendi with the upper classes and was thus able to take a more 
liberal line. His one foundation in the Peraea, Livias (later 
altered to Julias), was, it is true, spurious; the town, whose 
native name was Betharamphtha, remained what it had been 
before, the capital of a toparchy. But in Galilee both Antipas’ 
foundations, Sepphoris (temporarily called Autocratoris) and 
Tiberias, were cities of a sort. They enjoyed local self-govern
ment and had Greek constitutions of a normal type; they fell 
short of full city status in that they had no territorial jurisdiction, 
the surrounding districts remaining toparchies and being ad
ministered as before by royal officials. Tiberias was an entirely 
new creation; its population was drawn principally from the
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surrounding country-side, the inhabitants of which were con
scripted, and partly from casual immigrants; its aristocracy was 
largely recruited from the officials of the kingdom. Sepphoris was 
an old town, but must have been rebuilt and repopulated, since it 
had recently been destroyed and its inhabitants sold as slaves.

Archelaus’ portion was annexed in a .d . 6, and, after a brief 
revival of the kingdom under Agrippa I, the whole was finally 
brought under Roman rule in a .d . 44. But no change was made 
in the system of administration. Partly perhaps from mere in
ertia, partly no doubt for fiscal reasons—the Herodian kings had 
managed to extract a very large revenue from a naturally poor 
country—but chiefly, in all probability, because the restive 
temperament of the Jews made any concession of autonomy 
seem dangerous, the old system of centralized bureaucratic 
government was maintained under the direction of an imperial 
procurator. When after the great revolt of a .d . 67-70 a legion 
was posted at Jerusalem, a legate was substituted for—or perhaps 
rather superimposed upon—the procurator, but little change 
was made in the system. Vespasian established a new city, 
Neapolis, near Sichem, the religious centre of the Samaritan 
community, which had apparently not joined in the revolt, and 
allotted to it an extensive area of Samareitis; the citizens of 
Neapolis seem to have been native Samaritans. One of the Fla
vian emperors also converted the Joppic toparchy into a city; 
here the citizens were pagans, the greater part of the Jewish 
inhabitants of the town having been massacred in the war.

Hadrian’s attempt to found a Roman colony at Jerusalem pro
voked a second revolt of the Jews, which was suppressed with 
even greater slaughter than the first. He then completed his 
new foundation, peopling it with alien settlers and allotting to 
it two or three toparchies as its territory. He seems also to have 
settled the Jewish cities of Tiberias and Sepphoris, now renamed 
Diocaesarea, and Samaritan Neapolis, with alien colonists—the 
coinage of all three becomes abruptly pagan in type—and per
haps granted to the two first the territorial jurisdiction which 
they had hitherto lacked but later possessed. The process was 
carried a stage further by Septimius Severus, who gave city 
rank to the toparchic capital Lydda, renaming it Diospolis and 
granting it its own toparchy and another, the Thamnitic, and 
founded Eleutheropolis, giving it also two or perhaps three to
parchies. Both these cities were pagan and perhaps peopled with 
immigrants. Severus may also have allotted the toparchy of



Acrabatene to Sebaste when he colonized that city. Elagabalus 
gave city status and the rule of its toparchy to Emmaus; the new 
city was named Nicopolis and was like the others pagan.10®

The total result of these successive foundations was that 
the greater part of the old Herodian kingdom was partitioned 
into city territories; the only important areas still directly admini
stered were northern Galilee, the plain of Esdraelon, and the 
Jordan valley. The development of the whole region seems to 
have been dictated by the intractable character of its inhabitants. 
Ruined and depopulated by their two rebellions it ceased to be 
financially profitable, and one major reason for maintaining the 
Herodian administrative system was thus destroyed. But the 
Jews had shown by these rebellions that it would be unsafe to 
grant them local autonomy, and accordingly the government of 
the country was entrusted to the alien settlers who were intro
duced to replenish the population.

Very little is known of Cappadocia. Its last king, Archelaus, 
who had been appointed by Antony and reigned till a.d , 17, re
named the town of Garsaura Archelais; this may mean that he 
granted it autonomy. He also seems to have converted the town 
of Comana, hitherto ruled by the high priests of the local mother 
goddess and peopled for the most part by her sacred serfs, into 
a city, to which he perhaps gave the name it officially bore later, 
Hieropolis. But these changes did not substantially modify the 
general administrative scheme, which remained of the centralized 
type. The kingdom when annexed was entrusted to a procurator, 
and the old regime was maintained; despite its cultural back
wardness the kingdom was a profitable concern financially, and 
Tiberius was able to make substantial reductions in the taxes 
falling on Roman citizens in view of the additional revenue which 
its annexation brought to the central exchequer. Some few cities 
were founded in Cappadocia in the course of the principate. 
Nazianzus acquired in the first century the name of Diocaesarea, 
which presumably implies city status, and in the second century 
the legionary camp of Melitene was granted autonomy by Trajan 
and the Roman colony of Faustinopolis was founded by Marcus 
Aurelius. But the total number of cities remained under ten, and 
as each had quite a small territory, the great bulk of the country 
remained under bureaucratic rule."0

The kingdom of Thrace was of recent growth when it was in 
a.d . 44 annexed by Claudius. The royal house of the Sapaei, the 
tribe which occupied the Aegaean coast adjacent to Macedonia,
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had partly by conquest and partly by marriage alliances and 
partly by imperial favour extended its rule over the greater part 
of Thrace during the reign of Augustus. The policy of the 
dynasty was naturally directed to breaking down the tribal 
sentiment of its warlike subjects, and with this end in view it 
suppressed the dynasties of the several tribes and whatever 
rudimentary organs of self-government they may have possessed, 
and substituted direct administration by royal officers, entitled 
strategi. The districts which these officers ruled may at first have 
coincided with the territories of the tribes, but later each territory 
was subdivided into several strategiae. There are traces at a later 
date of a further subdivision into toparchies and comarchies, 
which last comprised a small group of villages, and it is probable 
that this scheme was introduced by the kings.

On the annexation this system of government was maintained 
by the emperors, probably for the same reasons for which it had 
been introduced by the kings. An equestrian procurator was put 
in charge, but the strategi were drawn, as probably they had been 
hitherto, from the Greek or hellenized parts of the local popu
lation. There were a number of Greek cities on the coasts— 
of which some had belonged to the kingdom, others had not, 
being free—but their territories were small. Inland there was 
one city only, Philippopolis, when the kingdom was annexed, 
and the emperors during the first sixty years of their rule added 
only two more, both Roman colonies; these were Aprus, founded 
by Claudius, and Deultum, founded by Vespasian.

Trajan began and Hadrian completed a radical transformation 
of the system of government. Nine new cities were founded, and 
the entire area of the province—except for the territories of the 
old coastal cities and small districts allotted to some of them— 
was partitioned between these nine and Philippopolis and the 
two Roman colonies. The majority of the new cities were old 
native towns; many of them, such as Pautalia or Topirus, re
tained their native names with the addition of the title Ulpia, and 
others, which were given dynastic names, are known to have had 
native names—Augusta Trajana for instance later reverted to 
Beroe. They had in all probability mostly been tribal capitals by 
origin; Serdice was obviously the town of the Serdi, Bizye is 
known to have been the residence of the kings of the Astae and 
Uscudama, later Hadrianopolis, had been the capital of the Bessi. 
Under the kingdom they had no doubt continued to be adminis
trative centres, and their population had thus become hellenized.
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All that Trajan probably did in effect was to grant autonomy to 
the Greek or hellenized official class in these towns—in other 
words to make the officials administer the country on their own 
responsibility instead of as agents of the central government.

How slight the real change was is shown by the survival under 
the new regime of the lower grades of the old bureaucratic 
scheme; toparchs were appointed by the city council of Augusta 
Trajana, and in the territory of Philippopolis phylarchs super
vised groups of comarchies. The motive of the change was 
probably idealistic; Trajan no doubt felt that the Thracians were 
sufficiently detribalized to make direct administration no longer 
necessary, and, since the existing system cannot have been par
ticularly profitable financially, there was no objection to raising 
the culture of Thrace to a higher level by the introduction of 
civic autonomy. The effects of the change must have been nuga
tory; for, as in most schemes of artificial urbanization, the number 
of cities in relation to the total area was far too small, and the 
peasants who inhabited the vast territories subject to the several 
cities can hardly have noticed whether their toparchs and com- 
archs were imperial officials or city magistrates.111

Geographically a part of Thrace, the Chersonese was adminis
tratively separate. The Attalid royal lands of this district—which 
did not comprise the whole peninsula, since Sestos and Callipolis 
were cities during their supremacy and after—passed into the 
hands of Augustus, and were henceforth administered by a procu
rator. Two cities were subsequently founded in this area. The 
Roman colony of Flaviopolis was built by Vespasian on the 
isthmus, and on the narrows of the Hellespont there appears in 
the middle of the first century a.d . the Greek city of Coela, which 
was raised by Hadrian to the rank of a Roman municipium. The 
origins of Coela are obscure, but the town is known to have been 
the head-quarters of the imperial administration; many officials 
no doubt resided there and these would have become the govern
ing body of the city. The fact that these officials would have been 
Roman citizens may have suggested to Hadrian the grant of muni
cipal status, a privilege almost unknown in the East, to the town. 
These two cities did not absorb in their territories the whole of 
the imperial lands. An inscription proves that ‘the Chersonesites 
by the Hellespont' remained under the jurisdiction of the pro
curator and that they possessed no communal organization; for 
when they wished to thank him for his good offices they could 
only do so by a decree of the Aelian municipium of Coela.112



CHAPTER V

DURING the middle decades of the third century a.d. the 
Roman empire seemed to be doomed to collapse. In every 

province the local armies set up pretenders, and no sooner had 
one established himself as sole emperor than he in turn fell before 
another pretender; meanwhile, taking advantage of the inter
necine struggles of the Roman armies, the Persian kings and 
hordes of barbarians from the north swept over the undefended 
provinces. At length Diocletian arrested the growing anarchy, 
and initiated a period of relative stability and security. The order 
which he established was based on a greatly strengthened central 
control. The imperial bureaucracy was enormously enlarged and 
reorganized in a regular pyramid, the apex of which was the 
emperor and the palatine ministries and the base the innumerable 
officials who minutely supervised the administration of the pro
vinces, now greatly multiplied in number and correspondingly 
reduced in size.

This increase of centralization was not favourable to local 
self-government, but it was inevitable because local government 
was decaying from within. Since the beginning of the second 
century a.d . and perhaps earlier the vitality of city life had been 
imperceptibly ebbing, and the anarchy of the third century had 
accelerated its decline. The emperors had perforce, since they 
were unable to arrest the decay of local government, to introduce 
more and more direct control, but they strove by legislation to 
infuse new life into the cities. They had been in the past very 
useful institutions—they had collected the taxes, maintained 
public security, built the roads and performed countless other 
functions for the imperial government—and if they could retain 
sufficient vigour to continue to perform these tasks, so much the 
better.

Despite the efforts of the imperial government the growth of 
the bureaucracy absorbed more and more of the strength of the 
cities during the fourth and succeeding centuries. But this 
movement only added another motive for endeavouring to 
maintain local self-government. The bureaucracy as it grew 
became more and more unwieldy and less and less obedient to
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its master; the officials became a class whose interests were far 
from identical with those of the empire they served and who 
pursued those interests without scruple. The only effective 
check on their depredations was to give the provincials whom 
they oppressed more effective power to resist them, and some of 
Justinian’s measures show that he realized the value of local 
autonomy as a means of curbing the bureaucracy.

The emperors thus had practical motives for maintaining the 
cities, and indeed for promoting the growth of city life where it 
did not hitherto exist. But it would be unjust to assume that the 
Byzantine emperors were moved by practical reasons only. It 
was still in this age, despite the actual decay of civic institutions, 
accepted as an axiom that civilization meant cities, and it is 
probable that many of the emperors genuinely felt that in their 
efforts to sustain and promote city life they were the champions 
and missionaries of culture. Constantine’s letter to his prae
torian prefect Ablabius authorizing the foundation of Orcistus 
is worth quoting as testimony to this sentiment. ‘The inhabi
tants of Orcistus’, he writes, ‘now a town and city, have afforded 
a joyful occasion for our munificence, my dear Ablabius. For 
to one whose ambition it is either to found new cities or to 
revive those that are moribund, their petition was most welcome’. 
Such phrases were no doubt a common form of the imperial 
chancellery, but they do at least show that city life was still an 
ideal to be treated with respect. And that it was still considered 
a meritorious act to found a city is amply proved by the vast 
number of dynastic names with which the emperors from Dio
cletian to Justinian commemorated their foundations, genuine 
or spurious.113

In very many cases a dynastic name seems as in earlier periods 
to denote no change of importance and probably commemorates 
only some passing benefaction. Nevertheless, the emperors of 
the later empire did found many cities. They did something to 
liquidate the remaining fragments of direct administration. In 
Egypt Diocletian completed the changes initiated by Severus, 
converting the nomes into the territories of the metropoleis, 
henceforth officially cities. The change was chiefly one of termi
nology, since the office of straiegus was replaced by that of 
exactor civitatis, whose character was so similar to it that the 
Egyptians for a time used the two titles synonymously. How
ever, the Egyptian cities henceforth shared the general develop
ment of civic institutions throughout the empire, and as tne
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office of exactor soon became elective, in practice they ultimately 
gained in autonomy. To celebrate his reform Diocletian founded 
in Egypt two new cities, named after himself and his colleague, 
Maximian.114.

In Palestine he founded a city named Maximianopolis, whose 
territory comprised the plain of Esdraelon, and Constantine’s 
mother built another, Helenopotis, probably in northern Galilee; 
the Jordan valley, where the four toparchies of Amathus, Gadara, 
Jericho, and Livias still survived as ‘regions’, thus was the only 
substantial area left to direct administration. In Cappadocia also 
cities were founded. The south-eastern part of the country, the 
Byzantine province of Armenia II, consisted of six cities, three 
of which—Comana, Ariaratheia, and Melitene—were old, but 
the others probably were recent creations. The western part of 
the country, made into the separate province of Cappadocia II 
by Valens, also consisted mostly of cities, some of which—Tyana, 
Cybistra, Archelais, Diocaesarea, and Faustinopolis—were old, 
but some—Nyssa, Parnassus, Sasima—were probably new. The 
central part of the country, Cappadocia I, surrounding the 
capital Caesarea, remained almost entirely under direct admini
stration, even after Justinian had founded the two cities of 
Mocissus and Camulianae. There was a special reason for this: 
the revenues of this district were earmarked for the imperial 
privy purse.” 5

Some even of the Armenian satrapies annexed by Diocletian 
and by Theodosius I were converted into cities. Amida, founded 
by Constantius II, probably replaced one, Theodosius I and Leo 
built cities named after themselves in Daranalis and Acilisene 
respectively, and Justinian raised Martyropolis, the chief town 
of Sophanene, into a city which ruled that satrapy and Ingilene. 
There were also a number of isolated pieces of public land and 
great imperial estates which were converted into cities. The 
‘region’ of Lagania, for instance, which had apparently once been 
part of the Bithynian public land, but had been detached from 
the province of Bithynia, in the extreme south-eastern corner of 
which it lay, had thus been withdrawn from the jurisdiction of 
the Bithynian city to which Pompey had allocated it and brought 
under direct administration: Anastasius made it a city. Two 
areas in the Axylon, which had apparently been royal land of 
king Amyntas, and had passed to the emperors on his death, 
became the cities of Eudocias (Gdammaua) and Verinopolis 
(Psibela). The saltus of Zalichen, a large imperial estate which
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had been detached from the territory of Sinope, was similarly 
raised to city rank by Leo.116

These changes were probably in part at any rate dictated by 
practical motives. Though nominally direct administration 
might bring in a higher revenue, the peculations of the officials' 
of the res private were often so exorbitant that the imperial 
exchequer did not actually get much of i t : it was better for the 
emperors to cut their losses and be satisfied with the usual 
tribute, guaranteed by the decurions of the newly founded city. 
In other cases the motives of the imperial government seem to 
have been less interested. There were still a few communities 
at a tribal stage, and some of them were raised to the status of 
cities. The Oresti of Macedonia were concentrated into a city by 
Diocletian. The Upper Cilbiani became, over two centuries 
after the Lower Cilbiani, like them a city, which was named— 
apparently in honour of Valentinian III—Valentinianopolis,while 
the Hyrgaleis of the Maeander valley were organized as a city by 
Anastasius. Many of the villages of the Isaurians were amal
gamated by Leo into the new city of Leontopolis, while the rest 
seem to have been added to Isaura, the old capital of the tribe.117

In some regions, notably in Batanaea, Auranitis, and Tracho- 
nitis, the unit of government was still the village. In the Byzan
tine period several more of these villages were raised to the rank 
of cities. Saccaea was converted by Diocletian into the city of 
Maximianopolis. Soada became, probably in the same reign, 
Dionysias, and later another village was granted the status of a 
city by Constantine or Constantius II—its new name is variously 
given as Constantine or Constantia. A city of Neapolis also 
appears in this region, and several villages, such as Phaena and 
Neve, were raised in status without change of name. Elsewhere 
isolated village communities were elevated in rank. Tymandus 
in Pisidia, for instance, which had apparently once been subject 
to Apollonia but had since the middle of the second century a.d . 
been an independent village, was made a city by Diocletian.118

A number of fortresses on the eastern frontier also achieved 
self-government in the Byzantine period. Diocletian’s reinforce
ment of the limes involved the advance of the legions and other 
substantial bodies of troops from the cities of Syria and Meso
potamia to posts farther out in the desert. Many of these posts 
grew into substantial towns, as is proved by their becoming the 
seats of bishoprics, and some were given the rank of cities. The 
stretch of desert between Damascus and the Euphrates which
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had once been ruled by Palmyra seems, after the suppression of 
the ephemeral Palmyrene empire by Aurelian, to have been 
divided into two military districts, the Scenarchia, along the 
south bank of the Euphrates, attached to the province of Euphra- 
tensis, and the Eastern District, north-east of Damascus, attached 
to Phoenice Libanensis. In these two areas several military posts 
became cities. In the Scenarchia, for instance, Resapha was con
verted into Anastasiopolis—its rise was not entirely due to its 
military importance, for it boasted the grave of a famous saint, 
Sergius, and was a centre of pilgrimage—and in the Eastern 
District Euaria, the post of the Equiles scutarii Ilfyriciani, was 
granted city rank in a.d . 573. In Syria proper Anasartha, a 
fortress on an inner line of defence, was given by Justinian the 
status of a city and the name of Theodoropolis. In Meso
potamia, where a state of war was almost endemic, fortresses 
played a yet more important part in the life of the population, 
and not a few became cities. Callinicum, a military post which 
had replaced the ruined city of Nicephorium, itself became a city 
under the style of Leontopolis; Anastasius built the fortress city 
of Dara facing Nisibis, surrendered by Jovian to the Persians; 
and Justinian raised to city rank the castle of Circesium which 
Diocletian had built to guard the junction of the Chaboras and 
the Euphrates.119

The principal achievement of the Byzantine emperors was to 
even out in some degree the very unequal distribution of cities 
which had resulted from the different lines on which the several 
provinces had developed. In those provinces where city life 
had grown up spontaneously, the number of communities 
tended to be very large, and though there were some cities which 
had acquired extensive territories, the average size of the com
munity tended to be very small. In Greece, side by side with 
substantial cities such as Athens or Elis there were tiny places 
like Panopeus, ‘a city of the Phocians’, to quote Pausanias, ‘if one 
may call it a city, when it has no government offices and no 
gymnasium; they have no theatre, no market, no piped water 
supply, but live in hovels, rather like the huts up in die moun
tains, on the brink of a ravine. But still the boundaries of their 
territory are marked out against their neighbours, and they 
send delegates to the Phocian federal assembly.’ If Pliny is right 
in stating that the province of Macedonia comprised a hundred 
and fifty communities, many of them must have been as insigni
ficant. In Asia the Augustan formula provindae reckoned two
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hundred and eighty-two communities, and these, we know, in
cluded besides great cities with extensive territories like Cyzicus, 
Pergamum, Ephesus, or Apamea, many tiny communes like the 
Ormeleis, Lagbeis, Tacineis and others around Cibyra, or the 
Upper and Lower Cilbiani, the Mysomacedones, Coloe, Palaeo- 
polis and more round the upper waters of the Cayster. In Lycia, 
too, and in Cilicia Tracheia the majority of the cities were minute, 
and the original province of Galatia comprised no fewer than one 
hundred and ninety-five ‘peoples ana tetrarchies’, while in 
northern Syria there were in addition to the cities twenty to 
thirty tribal communities and tetrarchies on the Augustan 
register. On the other hand in the provinces which had been 
artificially carved up into city territories by the Roman govern
ment cities were few and far between. In Thrace there were in 
Hadrian’s reign only twenty-three, including those in the Cher
sonese, and in the vast area of northern Asia Minor which had 
once been the kingdoms of Bithynia, Paphlagonia, and Pontus 
(including Armenia Minor) between thirty and thirty-five.120

These anomalies had by the sixth century a .d . been rendered 
rather less glaring by the amalgamation of small communities on 
the one hand and the division of the larger territories on the other. 
The first process is in the nature of the case difficult to trace. It 
is far easier to discover when a new city came into being, since 
its creation is often celebrated by a dynastic name, than to dis
cover when an old city was suppressed, particularly since the 
cities suppressed were naturally those that had always been in
significant. The date of amalgamations is therefore almost 
always extremely uncertain. In some cases the civic coinage 
proves that a city which later ceased to exist survived to the date 
of the latest issue at least, but such cases are rare; for it was not 
often that a city important enough to issue coins was later sup
pressed. Sometimes an inscription may prove the continued 
existence of a city which subsequently vanished; but this again 
is a rare chance. Such evidence as we have, however, suggests 
that the suppression of the minor communities in areas such as 
Macedonia, Greece, and south-western Asia Minor was mainly 
the work of the Byzantine emperors.

The final result can be best appreciated from a comparison of 
the figures given by Pliny from tne Augustan register with those 
provided by Hierocles, whose work is probably based on a 
register drawn up in the reign of Theodosius II (428 a .d .?), 
imperfectly revised up to a point in Justinian’s reign rather over



a century later. In the area equivalent to Asia the number of 
communities had sunk from two hundred and eighty-two to 
about two hundred and twenty-five. In the districts which had 
been included in the original province of Galatia the drop is 
more striking—from one hundred and ninety-five to about one 
hundred and twenty. In Macedonia the fall is enormous—from 
one -hundred and fifty to under sixty. For Greece under the 
principate there are no statistics, but the evidence of the coins 
and inscriptions and above all the detailed account of Pausanias 
prove that there were very many small cities then which no 
longer appear in Hierocles5 list; of the eighteen cities of the 
Eleutherolacones, for instance, only three survived. In northern 
Syria, too, where we have no precise figures for the principate, 
there had been a considerable amalgamation of communities; 
nearly all the tribes and tetrarchies had been absorbed in the 
cities. In Lycia on the other hand there were fully as many cities 
in the Byzantine period as there had ever been, and, so far as we 
can tell, there was no appreciable reduction in Cilicia Tracheia.121

The extent to which the smaller communities were suppressed 
depended no doubt largely on the economic condition of the 
district. Macedonia suffered greatly from the ravages of bar
barian invaders, and its cities were brought to poverty; hence 
the drastic reduction in their number. Asia was on the other 
hand relatively prosperous, and here the Byzantine lists prove 
the survival of many tiny cities and even some rural communes. 
In Galatia too quite a large number of very small cities, like those 
of the Milyadic group, and a fair number of small rural communes 
survived, and the great fall in the number of communities is 
largely to be accounted for by the amalgamation into cities of 
a few large groups of villages like those of the Homonadeis and 
the Isaurians.

The converse process, the partition of large city territories, is 
easier to trace. There are isolated examples of it in the provinces 
discussed above. In northern Phrygia, for instance, there were 
some very large territories, and here a number of new cities 
appear. iThe town of Orcistus was detached from Nacoleia by 
Constantine, and Ambasum, which seems also to have been 
subject to Nacoleia, became in the Byzantine period the city of 
Metropolis; Meirus likewise, which was in the third quarter of 
the third century a .d . still a village, probably of Dorylaeum, had 
by the beginning of the fourth century gained its independence. 
In Galatia proper also a number of cities sprang up in the
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extensive territories of the three Gallic tribes, Verinopolis in that 
of the Trocmi, Aspona in that of the Tectosages, Eudoxias and 
Justinianopolis in that of the Tobistobogii. But the process is 
most noticeable in the provinces which had been artificially 
divided into huge territories by the Roman government. In 
Pontus three new cities appear, Euchaita, Verisa, and Ibora. In 
Bithynia Julian founded Basilinopolis and Justinian Justiniano
polis in the vast tract of public land under the jurisdiction of 
Nicaea, while Praenetus and Helenopolis were built on territory 
once subject to Nicomedia. In Thrace many new cities appear, 
some like Diocletianopolis, Diospolis, Maximianopolis, or 
Sebastopolis in the northern and western parts of the country, but 
mostly in the province of Europe, the area adjacent to the Pro
pontis, where Arcadiopolis, Eudoxiopolis, and some half-dozen 
others came into existence during the Byzantine age.122

The foundation of new cities was, like the suppression of old 
ones, normally dependent on the economic condition of the 
district. The government did not normally create new towns, 
but granted the status of a separate city to a town which had 
grown up spontaneously. Hence there was little development in 
the economically backward regions of north-eastern Asia Minor. 
In Thrace on the other hand the foundation of Constantinople 
greatly stimulated trade, especially along the shores of the Pro
pontis, where the sea route up the Hellespont and the land route 
along the Via Egnatia converged, and in this region many towns 
sprang up, to be subsequently made cities. Bithynia also bene
fited from the transference of the imperial capital to Constanti
nople ; Helenopolis and Praenetus owed their prosperity to their 
position at the terminus of the land route across Asia Minor to 
the new capital. And even farther afield the increased importance 
of the direct route across Asia Minor from Constantinople to the 
Cilician Gates stirred up the long stagnant agricultural life of the 
Gallic tribes, and encouraged the growth of towns among them.

The motive of the government both in suppressing the smaller 
communities and in creating new cities in the larger territories 
was probably in the main administrative convenience. In the 
former process there can hardly have been any other motive. 
Throughout the empire the number of decurions was falling, and 
in small cities it might fall to so low a figure that the council 
could no longer fulfil its most important function in the eyes of 
the central government, the guarantee that the full amount of the 
taxes would be collected. When therefore the number of de-
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curions fell below the safety-point, it was better to amalgamate 
the city in some neighbour whose council was more flourishing.

In the creation of new cities other motives entered in. There 
was the glory of being a founder. There was also during the 
fourth century religion. One of Constantine’s avowed motives 
in granting independence to Orcistus was the fact that the 
majority of its inhabitants were Christians, whereas it is to be 
inferred that the Nacoleans who had hitherto ruled them were 
not. Constantine also detached Antaradus from Arad and its 
Maiuma (or port) from Gaza for the same reason; the people of 
Arad and Gaza were stubborn pagans, while the inhabitants of 
their ports were Christians. But the main motive must have 
been administrative. It was difficult for the council even of so 
great a city as Nicaea to govern a territory parts of which were 
eighty miles distant, and in many cases the cities ruling large 
territories were not particularly rich, and their decurions might 
not be able to give an adequate guarantee for the revenue. 
Decentralization was obviously desirable, and if there existed in 
the territory of a city flourishing towns whose leading inhabitants 
could take up the burden of the decurionate for their districts, 
the additional security gained by spreading responsibility was a 
great gain. But even if no addition was made to the number of 
decurions, their geographical distribution might be advantageous. 
In normal course Nicaea sent out its decurions to the various 
‘regions’ of its vast territory. Julian converted one of these 
‘regions’ into the city of Basilinopolis by transplanting thither a 
number of Nicene decurions.123

The essential point in the foundation of any city was in the 
Byzantine period the creation of a council of decurions, numerous 
and wealthy enough to guarantee its taxes to the central govern
ment. In raising tne village of Tymandus to city status Diocletian 
is insistent on this point; ‘whereas’, he writes, ‘it is our natural 
desire that throughout the whole of our empire the dignity and 
number of the cities should be increased, and we see that they 
are exceedingly eager to receive the honourable designation of 
a city; seeing that they also clearly undertake that there will 
always be an adequate supply of decurions among them, we have 
thought fit to grant their petition.’ Here the emperor orders the 
governor to create new decurions. Valens in his abortive attempt 
to found a new city in the ‘region’ of Podandus, a directly ad
ministered area in Cappadocia II, used the alternative method, 
transporting thither many of the decurions of Caesarea.124
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But though qualitatively city life was degraded, the area in 
which it prevailed was substantially increased by the Byzantine 
emperors. There were by the sixth century very few tribes and, 
except in the province of Arabia, very few villages, and direct 
administration was confined to Cappadocia I, the Armenian 
satrapies, the Jordan valley and a few other scattered areas. In 
the lists of Hierocles and Georgius Cyprius cities are the almost 
universal units of government.



PART II

RELATIONS WITH THE SUZERAIN
CHAPTER VI

THE KINGS

THE constitutional relation of a Hellenistic king to the cities 
in his dominions is obscure; nor perhaps did either party 
wish it to be very clear. The king wished to control the cities, 

but in deference to public opinion preferred not to express this 
control in set constitutional terms. The cities, if they could not 
be free, took care at least, from motives of amour propre, to behave 
as if they were. The ambiguity of the mutual relations of kings 
and cities arises in fact from two conflicting political theories. A 
king tended to regard his dominions as a complex of territories, 
within which, it might be, there were a number of privileged 
communities. The cities, while not disputing the sovereignty of 
the kings over their Macedonians and over the barbarians whom 
they had conquered, liked to regard themselves as sovereign 
states in alliance with the king. This conflict of ideas is illustrated 
by the varying terminology used on the one hand by the cities 
and by the kings when they were addressing cities, and on the 
other by subjects of the kings and the kings themselves in un
guarded moments. The Ilians in a complimentary decree in 
honour of Antiochus I make a pointed distinction between the 
cities and the kingdom; ‘he established the cities in peace’ they 
write, ‘and the kingdom in its ancient condition’. The person 
who made a dedication to Ptolemy III at the distant trading 
station of Adulis, on the Red Sea coast, more realistically asserts 
that he ‘inherited from his father the kingdom of Egypt, Libya, 
Syria, Phoenice, Cyprus, Lycia, Caria and the Cyclades’, and 
‘made himself master of all the land within the Euphrates, 
Cilicia, Pamphylia, Ionia, the Hellespont and Thrace’; no dis
tinction is drawn between barbarian lands and districts like Ionia 
and the Cyclades which consisted entirely of Greek cities.1

In the oriental kingdoms the ‘country’ (x<opa) is normally dis
tinguished from the cities. Antiochus I, it is true, in a letter to 
his satrap Meleager, is not very precise on this point: in one 
passage he speaks of ‘the cities in our alliance’, in another of ‘the



cities in our country and alliance’. The distinction is, however, 
usually observed. Alexandria was not technically in Egypt, but 
‘by Egypt’, and one spoke of going from Alexandria into the 
‘country . In Cyrenaica similarly Ptolemy the Younger in his 
will used the phrase ‘either the cities or the country’. And in 
one matter, land tenure, the distinction seems to have been real. 
In the territories of the cities private ownership of land was the 
rule; some land belonged to the city corporately, but the rest was 
the absolute property of the gods, the citizens or those to whom 
the city gave the right of ownership. Outside the cities the land 
was deemed, in accordance with the Greek conception of the 
oriental monarchy, to be the property of the king. The Persian 
king was in Greek eyes a master whose subjects were slaves, and 
it naturally followed that he was in the same sense master of his 
dominions—he owned the land, and his subjects had only such 
precarious tenure as their master might from time to time allow 
them. This position the Hellenistic kings of the East inherited 
by right of conquest. They were proprietors of their kingdoms, 
and it seems in fact to have been deemed impossible for them to 
alienate land in their kingdoms to their subjects. A king could 
only create private property by detaching the land in question 
from his kingdom, and this he could do only by incorporating 
it or authorizing the occupier to incorporate it in the territory of 
a city.2

Tiiis distinction did not of course arise in the Macedonian 
kingdom proper, where the king was the chief of the Macedo
nians, not the owner of Macedonia. But the relationship to the 
king of his Macedonian and Greek subjects differed. The former 
were his subjects in the full sense of the word, owing personal 
allegiance to him: the latter were members of communities under 
his sway but had no direct contact with him.

The cities were thus not exactly part of the kingdom in the 
strict sense of the term. What positively their relation to it was 
it is more difficult to say. Their own ambition was to be free, 
that is independent sovereign states, and many of the kings 
sought to gratify this desire, in the letter at any rate, by treating 
them as allies. Alexander laid it down as the first clause in the 
treaties which bound the Greek cities to the league of Corinth 
that ‘the Hellenes should be free and autonomous’—the two 
terms are in practice interchangeable—and as he conquered the 
Persian empire declared the Greek cities hitherto subject to the 
Great King to be free. His regent in Macedonia, Antipater,
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provoked by revolts, abandoned the principle, establishing olig
archies of his supporters and stationing garrisons in the cities, and 
his son Cassander followed the same line. This gave an oppor
tunity too good to be missed to his opponents. Polyperchon, 
whom Antipater had appointed his successor as regent of the 
kingdom, when he saw that Cassander was going to challenge his 
position, promptly circularized the Greek cities, renewing the 
policy of Alexander. When, despite the support which he thus 
won from the Greeks, he was defeated by Cassander, Antigonus, 
ambitious to step into Alexander’s shoes, revived the doctrine 
that the Hellenes should be free, and, aided by the revolts which 
his proclamation provoked, succeeded in winning many of the 
Greek cities from Cassander. But it was a game at which two 
could play, and Ptolemy issued a proclamation in the same terms. 
After indecisive fighting Antigonus was compelled in 311 b.c. to 
sign a peace with his rivals, Cassander, Ptolemy, and Lysimachus; 
but he made astute use of his defeat by insisting that the peace 
should include a clause guaranteeing the freedom of the Hellenes 
and widely advertising the fact among the cities. He doubtless 
gained popularity thereby; but Ptolemy again turned the tables 
on him by accusing him of having violated the pact and freeing 
the cities under his control. At a later stage in the struggle his 
son Demetrius, when forced to withdraw from Greece to assist 
his father, inserted a similar provision in the treaty he made with 
Cassander on this occasion, hoping thereby to retain the good 
will of the cities when he was no longer able to control them.3

The principle that the Greeks should be free was thus widely 
acknowledged by the Successors in their early struggles. But by 
becoming so widely acknowledged it ceased to serve the puipose 
for which it was intended by its authors. I t does not need the 
express statements of Diodorus to prove that the several kings 
championed Greek freedom not from the idealistic motives that 
they professed but in order to win the support of the cities 
against their rivals, and if their rivals adopted the same policy 
they were checkmated. One king would of course represent the 
‘protection’ given by another to his cities as tyranny, and in fact 
normally did so. And since the cities as a rule found the control 
of their suzerain irksome and always hoped for better things 
under a new master, this line was often successful. But as the 
policy of the kings grew clear to the cities, it became more and 
more difficult to rouse enthusiasm by the cry of the freedom of 
the Hellenes; it is last heard of as a universal doctrine, until the
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Romans revived it, in 267 b .c ., when Ptolemy II championed the 
Greeks against Antigonus Gonatas, and in this case the Greek 
cities might reasonably hope that the distant king of Egypt would 
be a less exacting suzerain than the king of Macedonia.4

Furthermore the doctrine was not only useless but embarrass
ing to the kings in dealing with cities which were genuinely free. 
To a city which was independent and thought that it required no 
champion to protect its liberty, proclamations that all the Greeks 
should be free made no appeal. Already in the fourth century 
Rhodes had been an awkward problem for Antigonus. Rhodes, 
relying on its wealth and its naval power, preferred to maintain 
a policy of strict neutrality in the struggle of the Successors, and 
its sympathies were, in view of its trade connexions, with Ptolemy 
Antigonus on the other hand needed the Rhodian fleet in his 
struggle against Ptolemy. Since the Rhodians rejected his pro
posals of alliance he was obliged, despite his professed advocacy 
of the freedom of the Hellenes, to attempt to subdue the city by 
force, and his failure to do so was only more disastrous to his 
military prestige than his success would have been to his political 
reputation.5

In these circumstances the tone of the royal chancelleries began 
to change. They no longer proclaimed as a universal dogma that 
all the Greeks must be free, but instead offered freedom to 
individual cities as a prize for their support or a reward for their 
loyalty. As early as 301 b .c . Lysimachus, in attacking the 
dominions of Antigonus, gave autonomy to Lampsacus and 
Parium, because they submitted voluntarily, but subdued cities 
which resisted him. The Seleucids, when their conquest of Asia 
Minor brought them into contact with the Greek world, seem to 
have pursued the same policy. We hear of no general promise of 
freedom to the Greeks, but a number of inscriptions record the 
grant or confirmation of liberty to individual cities—Erythrae, 
Smyrna, Miletus—or groups of cities—the Ionian league—by 
Antiochus I and II in view of their loyalty to the dynasty. 
Philip V of Macedon adopted similar tactics in Greece. In 216 
b .c . he offered freedom to Elis, then a member of the Aetolian 
league, if it would side with him, but the suggestion did not 
attract the Eleians. Later in his reign (202 B.c.) a similar offer to 

’ Thasos, being backed by armed force, was accepted, and Lysi- 
macheia was rewarded for its submission by being received into 
Philip’s alliance; Cius, on the other hand, which refused his 
offers, was stormed and destroyed.6
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The later attitude of the kings to the question of Greek auto
nomy is well illustrated by the measures taken by Antiochus III 
to restore Seleucid rule in Asia Minor. The situation there was 
complex. Some of the cities were under Ptolemaic suzerainty. 
Some had been recently acquired by Philip V of Macedon and 
were held by him, although the Romans had ordered him after 
his defeat at Cynoscephalae to evacuate them. Others had taken 
advantage of the weakness of the Seleucid power in the previous 
generation to make themselves independent. Antiochus’ view, as 
expressed, perhaps rather crudely, by Appian, was that the cities 
‘belonged to him as ruler of Asia, because they used in times past 
to obey the kings of Asia’: he regarded his kingdom, that is, 
territorially, as an area over which he had rights of sovereignty. 
He had, on the other hand, no objection to the cities being free, 
provided that they owed their freedom to him. His policy was 
accordingly to menace the cities which did not acknowledge his 
suzerainty, at the same time offering them freedom if they should 
willingly accept it.7

Seeing that he was in a position to enforce his will, most of the 
cities accepted his terms. We possess a letter of Antiochus con
firming to Amyzon the status which it had possessed ‘in the 
alliance of Ptolemy’, and from a decree of Iasus we learn that the 
autonomy of that city, recently occupied by Philip, was main
tained by Antiochus when it passed under his sway. But three 
of the independent cities made a stand—Lampsacus, Alexandria 
Troas, ana Smyrna. Antiochus’ offer to Lampsacus well illus
trates the view of freedom taken by the kings. Antiochus pro
tested ‘that they would soon have what they wanted, but only 
when it was apparent both to themselves and to every one else 
that their freedom had been granted by the king and not surrep
titiously usurped’. To Antiochus his sovereign rights were para
mount, and freedom he regarded as a privileged status which he 
and he alone was entitled to confer. The appeal of the free cities 
to Rome and Rome’s intervention on their behalf yet further 
complicated the problem. Antiochus might have been prepared 
to tolerate the freedom of an independent city which owed its 
liberty to its own efforts, but he could not permit the existence 
in his kingdom of free cities which leant upon a foreign power. 
As he himself is reported to have described his position, ‘those 
of the Asiatic cities which were autonomous ought to receive 
their freedom not by the order of the Romans but by his own 
grace’.8
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How generally freedom was granted by the kings to the cities 
under their suzerainty it is difficult to say, but since the privilege 
was in fact a harmless formality most kings preferred to bestow 
it. The Antigonids technically treated even the Thessalian cities, 
which were in fact virtually a part of the Macedonian kingdom, as 
free allies. The Seleucids were extremely liberal in their grants 
of autonomy to the Greek cities of western Asia Minor. Even the 
Ptolemies, who were in fact hard taskmasters, professed to treat 
their cities as allies. The league of the Nesiotes, comprising the 
Cycladic islands, speaks of itself as free under Ptolemy I, and 
about a century later the Rhodians protected ‘the freedom of the 
cities allied to Ptolemy’ on the coast of Caria. Attalus I made 
treaties with the Greek cities which accepted his suzerainty.9

The position of the later Attalids was rather different. The 
older dynasties had for the most part acquired their cities by 
expelling in the role of liberators a rival power. Eumenes re
ceived his as a gift from the Romans, the conquerors of Antiochus 
III, and had, moreover, since the Romans had professedly fought 
the war as champions of the freedom of the Hellenes in Asia 
and the Rhodians had after their victory tactlessly pressed for the 
fulfilment of this pledge, been obliged expressly to oppose the 
liberation of the cities subject to Antiochus in order to establish 
his own sovereignty over them. In fact no allusion to freedom is 
found in any Attalid document, whether royal letter or civic 
decree, and it may be that the kings and the cities subject to them 
thought it prudent to avoid this awkward topic. But the apparent 
silence on the subject of liberty may be accidental. For it might 
be argued that what the Rhodians urged and Eumenes opposed 
was freedom in the sense in which the cities used the word; if the 
cities had been freed by Rome at the instance of Rhodes they 
would have been independent; or, if they owed allegiance to any
one, they would have owed it to their conqueror and liberator, 
Rome. And Eumenes might, while opposing this step, have been 
willing as sovereign of the cities to confirm their freedom in the 
royal sense of the word. The Roman government in fact found 
it convenient at a later date to represent that they had granted the 
Lycian and Carian cities to Rhodes ‘not in gift but as allies’, and 
the same conditions presumably applied to the exactly analogous 
grant to Eumenes of the rest of Asia Minor. If this phrase has 
any meaning it must mean that the Romans, when they refused 
freedom to the Greek cities of Asia, meant by freedom indepen
dence, and expected the powers to whom they gave the sovereignty
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of Asia to maintain the freedom which they had hitherto enjoyed 
under Seleucid suzerainty.10

The doctrine of freedom applied, it may be noted, to Greek 
cities only. Alexander interpreted the term ‘Greek’ generously, 
freeing not only the Aeolian, Ionian, and Dorian cities of Asia 
and the Greek colonies of later date, but also Pamphylian and 
Cilician cities whose claim to Greek origin was more shadowy; 
he did not, however, grant liberty to the Cypriot cities, but 
maintained the power of their kings. In 189 b .c. the Rhodians 
apparently took a narrower view; they pressed the claims of 
Soli, as a sister colony- of Argos, but took no interest in the other 
cities on the south coast of Asia Minor, and they ignored utterly 
the colonies which the kings had founded in the interior of Asia 
Minor, and the cities of barbarian origin which had in course of 
time come to regard themselves as Greek.11

But both the royal foundations and hellenized barbarian cities 
came gradually to regard themselves as on the same footing as 
old Greek cities, and therefore as entitled to freedom; and the 
kings naturally found it expedient to humour them. Carian 
Alabanda informed the Ampnictyonic League that Antiochu9 III 
preserved their ‘democracy and peace’, and we possess a letter 
wherein one of the last Seleucids, Antiochus VIII or IX, notifies 
Ptolemy IX of Cyprus that he has, in view of its devoted loyalty 
to himself and to his house, granted freedom to Seleucia in 
Pieria; the kings were evidently slow to grant freedom to cities 
which their ancestors had founded and which they no doubt 
regarded in a proprietary manner. Seleucia adopted the date of 
this grant—108  B.c.—as a new era, and in the light of this 
evidence we may deduce that the various Phoenician cities which 
started new eras about this time—Tyre in 125 b.c., Sidon and 
Tripolis in h i  B.C., Ascalon in 104 b.c., Berytus in 80 b .c.— 
were granted freedom by the Seleucid kings.1*

The content of the term ‘freedom’ is defined in many royal 
proclamations and letters and civic decrees. It meant the mainten
ance of the city’s own or ancestral constitution and laws, and it 
further included immunity from tribute and from a garrison and, 
it is sometimes added, from billeting of troops. In practice it 
rarely meant any of these things. The kings preserved the form 
of democracy—which was generally assumed to be the ancestral 
constitution of every city—-but they often introduced such modi
fications in the constitution as would give them effective control. 
They expelled the garrisons-put in by their opponents, but they
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normally left a garrison of their own to protect the city’s new-won 
liberty. Indeed the cities themselves on occasion demanded a 
garrison, for they did not want to be left at the mercy of their 
former masters from whom they had just revolted; and once a 
garrison was installed it was difficult to ask for its withdrawal 
without arousing suspicions of disloyalty. Finally, the kings 
abolished the tribute which the cities had paid to their- former 
masters. But the cities could hardly refuse a contribution to the 
war chest of their liberator, if only to cover the cost of their own 
protection.13

The position of a city differed very little in fact whether it was 
free or not, and in considering the practical relations of the kings 
to their cities the constitutional status of the latter may be ignored. 
But this of course does not mean that all cities were treated 
uniformly. Much depended on the general policy of the king or 
the dynasty; some kings preferred to rule with a light hand, 
others kept a very tight rein on their cities. Much again was 
determined by the position of the city in question. An outpost of 
the kingdom would be strongly garrisoned against external attack 
and against rebellion, while a city which was secure from foreign 
enemies and had no hope of revolt might have no garrison. 
Important cities, which were the centres of the royal administra
tion, in particular the royal capitals, were naturally more closely 
supervised than small cities remote from the king’s eye. No 
uniform scheme was in fact applied, and as our evidence is too 
fragmentary for us to attempt to draw a detailed picture, we must 
be content to summarize what is known of the relations of various 
kings to various cities.

A very convenient instrument of political control was a federa
tion. Greek cities could without loss of autonomy surrender 
some of their sovereign rights to a league, and if the king were 
executive head of the league he thereby won a locus standi in the 
affairs of the constituent cities. Philip established his power oyer 
Thessaly by getting himself elected archon of the Thessalian 
league and his friends put in command of the four tetrarchies 
into which it was divided. The successive kings of Macedon in 
this way kept a close hold on the Thessalian cities without 
violating their autonomy till 197 b .c . Philip likewise evolved the 
more ambitious project of a league of all the Greek cities, of which 
he was hegemon. Alexander succeeded to this position, and as he 
freed the Greek cities of Asia from the Persians seems to have 
added them to the league. The constitution of the league of
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Corinth carefully safeguarded the rights of members—the cities 
were to be ‘free and autonomous’, and the constitution existing in 
each city at the date when it swore the oaths of federation was 
guaranteed—but the hegemon had certain prerogatives such as 
that of leadership of the federal army in a war declared by the 
league. Philip maintained some garrisons in Greece—they are 
perhaps the enigmatic persons ‘ appointed to watch over the public 
security’ alluded to in another clause—and Alexander assumed the 
right of arranging the constitution of cities freed from the Persians 
and himself trying disputes arising therefrom. He later interfered 
in the internal affairs of all the cities by decreeing the restoration 
of all exiles, but this measure was probably ultra vires and 
certainly aroused bitter indignation.14

Antigonus, who in so many ways carried on his master’s ideas, 
endeavoured to revive the Panhellenic league, but in the wars 
which followed Alexander’s death the idea of a universal federa
tion faded away. A number of local leagues were, however, 
created by the kings. To Antigonus is probably due the creation 
of the league of the Islanders, which was taken over by Ptolemy I 
when he gained the supremacy of the Aegean. We know little 
of its constitution, but the chief officer of the league, the nesiarch, 
was apparently a nominee of the king—it is notable that none of 
the nesiarchs known was a citizen of any of the member states— 
and acted in close collaboration with the royal admiral. Various 
other groups of cities were later organized as leagues under royal 
suzerainty. The Pentapolis of Cyrenaica seems to have been 
created by Demetrius the Fair, when he ruled the country as 
husband of Berenice, daughter of Magas. The Cypriot cities 
formed a league in the later part of the Ptolemaic period, and it 
may well be that the Lycian league dates from the Ptolemaic 
supremacy—it appears a very few years after its close. Antigonus 
Doson formed a federation of Greek cities under his own presi
dency, and, more curious, organized his own kingdom as ‘the 
league of the Macedonians’, thus liquidating the archaic tribal 
monarchy of Macedonia, and raising its communities to the full 
status of cities.15

The kings controlled some cities by reserving to themselves 
the appointment of one or more of their executive magistrates. 
Cassander seems to have invented the system when on the capture 
of Athens in 318 b.c. he ordered that his supporter Demetrius 
of Phalerum should be elected strategus, perhaps with enlarged 
powers, year after year. Antigonus Gonatas similarly arranged
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that the commander of his garrison, who happened to be an 
Athenian, should be elected strategus by the people. Ptolemy I 
when he rearranged the constitution of Cyrene ordained that 
besides the five elective annual strategi he should himself be 
perpetual strategus; in fact he delegated his office. It may be 
suspected that a similar arrangement prevailed in Ptolemais of 
the Thebaid—it is at any rate suspicious that a royal officer was 
prytanis for life in that city, in which the chief magistracy was a 
board of six prytaneis. The Attalid kings were more exacting; 
in Pergamum they appointed all five strategi.16

In other cases the kings seem to have reserved to themselves 
the right to disallow decrees of the assembly. The people of 
Aegina, in the period when it was subject to the Attalids, conclude 
a decree with the clause ‘that the strategi send this decree to the 
king, in order that its provisions may be with his consent put 
into force’, and the preamble of a decree of the people of Hali
carnassus runs: ‘whereas king Ptolemy, in response to a delegation 
of the city, has permitted that the young men have a gymnasium’. 
In yet other cases the control of the assembly seems to have been 
vested in a local representative of the king, the superintendent 
(cmcTaTTjs). A decree of Thessalonica is proposed by the deputy 
superintendent and the five judges, who are apparently the execu
tive board of magistrates, and a decree of Seleucia in Pieria is 
moved ‘with the assent of Theophilus, the superintendent, and 
the magistrates’. In the second case the letter of the king 
(Seleucus IV) which is the occasion of the decree makes it plain 
that the superintendent is not a city magistrate but something 
in the nature of a royal governor; it is addressed ‘to Theophilus 
and to the magistrates and city of Seleucia in Pieria’.17

The precise character of these superintendents is obscure, but 
it is on the whole simplest to regard them as in origin and in 
essence commandants of the local garrison. It is evident from 
both the literary and epigraphic sources that the kings very 
frequently stationed garrisons in the cities within their sphere of 
influence, whether free or not; for the ostensible object of the 
garrison was not to control the city but to protect it from its 
enemies. The practice of the different dynasties varied in accor
dance with the character of their kingdoms. The Antigonids, 
who incidentally were too poor to afford a large standing army, 
contented themselves with garrisoning a few places of importance; 
in Greece they do not seem to have regularly occupied more than 
Athens and the famous three fetters of Hellas, Demetrias, Chalcis,
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and Corinth. The Ptolemies maintained large numbers of troops 
in their scattered empire; they were rich enough to do so, and 
the isolated cities which they held dotted along the south coast 
of Asia Minor and the shores and islands of the Aegean were 
highly -vulnerable. The Seleucids for their part were obliged to 
garrison their coastal cities to protect them from the Ptolemaic 
fleet.18

Thte commandersof these garrisons bearavarietyof titles. The 
straightforward ‘commander of the garrison' (fpovpapxps) is found 
in early documents but seems to have been regarded as offensive 
and was generally abandoned. More usual was ‘general of the 
city’ (orptmiyos rrj? wdAfais) or ‘general in charge of the city’ 
(arpanjyos eVl -rijs iroAetu?) or more vaguely and tactfully ‘he who 
is stationed in charge of the city’ (o reraynevos ini rfjs noXetas) or 
even ‘he who is in charge of the city’ (6 ini rfjf irdA«oj). Or 
finally the title of ‘superintendent’ (eWramj?) is used. That this 
title was military is definitely proved in some cases. At  Seleucia 
in Pieria itself, in 219 B.c., when it was in Ptolemaic occupation, 
officers styled ‘superintendents’ were in charge of the city, and 
these officers were clearly military, since the commanders of the 
units comprising the garrison were subordinate to them. At 
Panamara in Caria a Rhodian superintendent—the Rhodian 
republic, it may be noted, adopted, as an imperial power, pre
cisely the same methods as tne kings—is praised for having 
watched over ‘the security of the country’.>9

These officers had in origin no civil function, being merely 
in command of the troops protecting the city. But it was natural 
for the king on the one hand to delegate to them, as his local 
representatives, such constitutional powers of control as he pos
sessed over the cities, and for the cities on the other hand to 
appeal for their aid when they required help from the royal 
power; and, it may be added, for individual citizens to do the 
same. They thus acquired something of the character of ‘resi
dents’ or ‘high commissioners’. They might sometimes, as ap
pears to have been the case at Thessalonica and Seleucia, possess 
some measure of political control over the cities, and they seem 
very frequently to have had police or judicial functions of a some
what ill-defined character.

The kings on the whole made little attempt to interfere 
systematically with the administration of justice in the cities. 
Alexander at Chios and Ptolemy at Cyrene reserved to themselves 
the decision of cases between the old citizens and the exiles whom
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they restored when they remodelled the constitutions of these 
cities; but this usurpation of jurisdiction was temporary only— 
at Cyrene a time limit of three years is expressly set—and was 
obviously necessary. In other cases the interference of the kings 
was less direct, and always sporadic in character. It is evident 
from many inscriptions that the jury courts of the cities were 
extremely inefficient. They worked slowly and huge arrears of 
litigation were piled up. The machinery for enforcing their 
judgements was cumbrous and ineffective. Above all, suits 
between citizens of different cities, which were governed by 
treaties, took long to settle and the verdicts-eventually reached 
were particularly difficult of enforcement. In these circumstances 
it was natural for citizens who sought redress for their wrongs to 
appeal to the local military commander instead of instituting legal 
proceedings: he would often by virtue of his prestige secure a 
settlement with dispatch and without long legal formalities.20

Two examples may serve to illustrate this tendency. A decree 
of Carthaea thanks Timocrates the superintendent of Arsinoe 
(both cities lay on the island of Ceos) for his services and gives 
details of one: the country-house of one of the citizens had been 
robbed, and Timocrates liad recovered and restored to its owner 
most of the stolen property and exacted the price of the rest. The 
Zeno correspondence gives another instance of the use made of 
the local officers by citizens in distress. Theopropus of Calynda 
had supplied wine on contract to his city for a festival, but when 
the festival was over the treasurers paid him only 600 drachmae 
of the 850 stipulated, alleging that the subscriptions had not come 
in. Theopropus took them before the general and the comptroller 
(a royal finance officer). The result in this case was not satis
factory, for the treasurers claimed that they could not pay without 
a decree of the city, and the prytaneis and the secretary delayed 
moving the decree. Theopropus thereupon, happening to besent 
on a mission to Alexandria, appealed to the great Apollonius, the 
Egyptian finance minister, asking him to write both to the council 
ana people of Calynda and to the local general.21

Both the cities and the kings were conscious of the short
comings of the courts, and both tried to remedy the situation. 
No radical reform was however attempted, but instead a thorough 
clean-up of arrears was undertaken from time to time. The most 
usual method was for a city whose litigation was in hopeless 
confusion to ask another city to send a judicial commission to 
settle all outstanding cases. The parties were by various devices
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encouraged as far as possible to accept arbitral awards; the re
maining cases were then formally tried. Cities often adopted this 
procedure spontaneously; at any rate the majority of the docu
ments relating to it contain no reference to a king, though this 
may be due partly to the amour propre of the cities, which pre
ferred as far as possible to ignore their suzerains. But sometimes 
it is definitely attested that a king or a royal officer suggested the 
adoption of the procedure, laid down the rules governing it, or 
arranged for the dispatch of the judicial commission. In some 
cases the interference of the royal government was more direct. 
Antigonus Gonatas sent a special commissioner to Syros to settle 
arrears of litigation. The Ptolemaic admiral Patroclus sent a 
‘superintendent and judges from Iulis’ to Thera. Two Rhodian 
‘superintendents’, one at Syros, the other the officer already 
mentioned at Panamara, are recorded to have exercised this 
emergency jurisdiction. Finally, at Aegina the jurisdiction of 
the Attalid ‘superintendent’ though remaining extraordinary in 
character—arbitral awards were favoured as against regular legal 
verdicts—ceased to be an emergency measure and became the 
standing rule: one superintendent, Cleon, exercised his judicial 
functions for a period of sixteen years.22

Though the kings interfered in its administration, they did not 
attempt to change the law itself except to meet special emer
gencies. Alexander, when he decreed the return of the exiles, 
apparently enacted certain rules respecting the return of their 
property, and the cities decided the cases which arose according 
to Alexander’s decree and their own laws. Similarly when the 
kings ordered judicial commissions they enacted special rules to 
expedite procedure; in order to encourage settlement of cases 
out of court Antigonus enacted that defaulting debtors who paid 
up voluntarily should pay twice the original debt only, whereas 
those who were convicted should pay three times the amount. 
For the cities which they founded the kings must presumably 
have often drawn up new codes or arbitrarily imposed codes 
already existing elsewhere. But in some cases the choice was left 
substantially to the citizens; Antigonus allowed the people of 
Teos and Lebedus, when he amalgamated them, to agree on a 
code ad interim—that of Cos was actually chosen—and to appoint 
a commission to draw up a definitive body of law, reserving for 
himself only the right to decide on clauses over which dispute 
arose. Some such procedure may have been the general rule, for 
it is noticeable that the foundations of each dynasty are far from
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uniform in their constitutions, which usually follow a type 
prevalent locally.23

The financiaf relations between the kings and the cities were 
diverse and complicated. In principle freedom included im
munity from tribute, and few kings seem to have exacted 
money from their cities under this opprobrious name; but very 
few cities were immune from any kind of payment to their 
suzerains, Under the provisions of the league of Corinth the 
original members, the cities of Greece proper, were obliged to 
supply contingents for a war, and some of the cities freed 
from the Persians were admitted on the same terms: Chios 
for instance contributed twenty ships. But in other cases Alex
ander, while abolishing the tribute they had hitherto paid to the 
Persians, imposed a ‘contribution’ (eiWafty), which is probably 
to be interpreted in the sense in which the term is used in the 
Second Athenian league, as a payment in lieu of men or ships 
made to the federal war chest. Antipater exacted levies {dcfopai) 
for war expenses from the cities, probably under the terms of the 
Corinthian league. Antigonus demanded military contingents, 
from the members of his Hellenic league, but he, like Antipater, 
seems also to have exacted levies, and Ptolemy I maintained this 
system of levies in the league of the Islanders. Lysimachus is 
likewise known to have exacted from his cities regular payments, 
which his opponents at any rate called tribute, and the early 
Seleucids levied a variety of payments, including a special 
Galatian tax—whether to finance military operations against the 
Gauls or to pay the blackmail that they demanded is not clear.2*

These various levies rapidly developed into a regular system of 
taxation which was in one way more oppressive than the old 
tribute. The kings did not, as a rule at any rate, demand, as the 
Great King had done, a block sum from each city, and leave it 
to the city authorities to collect it in any way they thought fit. 
They normally appropriated to themselves certain specific taxes 
and collected these taxes through their own agents, usually by 
farming them.

This system is amply attested in the Ptolemaic kingdom. The 
Ptolemies maintained royal comptrollers (oUovoftoi) in the over
seas dominions; one is recorded at Calynda in the third century 
B.c. and others at a later date, when the Ptolemaic sphere was 
reduced to parts of Crete, the island of Thera and Arsinoe 
(Methana) in the Argolid, in control of this circumscription. 
There were also royal treasurers (ya$ô i5Acuc«); one of these was
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stationed at Halicarnassus and it is interesting to observe that 
he had at his disposal the proceeds of a civic tax (rd tarpued). 
A papyrus of the end of the third century B.c. records a number 
of taxes levied in Lycia—the money revenues, the purple tax, 
the timber tax (or tax on fruit trees) and the octroi; several of these 
taxes are spoken of in terms which show that they were farmed 
by the royal government. A more detailed picture is given by 
an inscription of Telmessus in Lycia, which had been granted 
to a certain Ptolemy, son of Lysimachus, probably a cadet of the 
royal house; the new prince remitted the tax on fruit-trees and 
the pasture dues, and regulated to the satisfaction of the citizens 
and the tax farmers the tithe on cereal crops. It is probable, in 
view of the existence of local treasuries, that taxes on the overseas 
dominions were farmed locally. In Syria on the other hand it 
would appear from the famous story of Joseph son of Tobias 
that the contracts were allocated at Alexandria. In Egypt itself 
the revenues of the few cities were taken over by the crown—a 
comptroller of Naucratis is recorded—and eventually their terri
tories were assimilated to nomes.25

For the Antigonids there is little evidence, but a letter from 
Philip V to Abae in Phocis, granting it immunity for its sacred 
land, implies the existence of a land tax. Still less is known of 
the Seleucids, but the remission by Antiochus I to Erythrae of 
‘all payments including that for Galatian affairs’ implies the 
existence of a number of taxes, and a very fragmentary letter of 
Antiochus III to Seleucia (Tralles) contains allusions to a tithe, 
perhaps on cereal crops, payable to the royal exchequer. The 
Attalids, according to Antony, levied not percentages but fixed 
taxes based on assessments; this presumably applies to land tax 
only. Their system of financial exploitation was extremely 
thorough-going. They appropriated so many taxes that the cities 
had not enough left to carry on their own services, and then 
returned a portion of the revenues to the cities in the form of 
treasury grants.26

Regular taxation did not exhaust the liabilities of the cities. 
They were expected to vote ‘crowns’ to their suzerains on festal 
occasions. They were furthermore liable for various services. 
The Successors do not seem to have levied contingents of troops 
from them, preferring to use mercenaries, but the cities were 
apparently sometimes expected to pay the wages of the troops 
which protected them and generally to find quarters for them 
and to supply hay and fodder for the horses of the cavalry. An
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inscription from Cilician Soli has preserved a severe letter from 
one of the Ptolemaic kings, correcting abuses of billeting, and a 
letter in the Zeno correspondence throws vivid light on the sys
tem. The writer, Neon of Calynda, urges a friend, Damonicus, 
to make representation to Zeno, the secretary of the finance 
minister Apollonius; it appears that his father, Therarchus, had 
had exemption and that he wished the privilege to be expressly 
confirmed to himself, ‘for as it is I have men billeted on me and 
supply hay and fodder to the cavalry’. Zeno was sympathetic 
and a letter was duly sent to the local comptroller and to the 
council and people, who, it would appear, apportioned the burden 
among the citizens. Another letter in the Zeno correspondence 
suggests that the cities had to supply ships to the royal navy 
under a system resembling the Athenian trierarchy. The trier- 
arch concerned, Xanthippus, did not command his ship in person, 
entrusting it to a deputy, Antipater, but he was responsible for 
its expenses: the object of the letter is to extract from Xanthippus 
certain sums borrowed by Antipater from the royal treasurer at 
Halicarnassus for his ship.27

The above account has of necessity, since our information 
comes almost entirely from their inscriptions, been largely con
cerned with the Greek cities in the narrower sense, and princi
pally with the cities of the Aegean area. What little evidence 
there is indicates that in point of fact the policy of the kings was 
more or less uniform to all cities. Of the evidence already cited 
some concerns royal colonial foundations—Seleucia in Pieria 
and Ptolemais of the Thebaid—and some hellenized barbarian 
cities such as Tralles and Amyzon in Caria. Such differences in 
policy as can be detected are clearly attributable to practical 
causes. In the highlands of Pisidia the arm of the kings was not 
strong enough to introduce the elaborate system of control and 
taxation which was employed in more civilized regions, and here 
we find the Attalids were content to exercise rough and ready 
methods of government more like the old Persian regime. The 
letter of Attalus to the Ambladeis shows that the kings secured 
the obedience of the Pisidian communities by exacting hostages 
from them, punished their insubordination by communal fines, 
and levied from them block payments of tribute, leaving it to the 
local authorities to collect the amounts due. On the other hand 
when cities were founded in regions previously under a bureau
cratic regime, the kings often retained much of the existing 
machinery of administration side by side with the new autono-
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mous government. There was, for instance, still a royal officer 
who held the combined posts of strategic and meridarch at 
Jerusalem long after the foundation of the city of ‘the Antiochenes 
in Jerusalem’, and it may be suspected that the control of Jeru
salem and its district, especially on the financial side, remained 
substantially in his hands. Under the Herods similarly the district 
of Tiberias did not cease to be a toparchy when that city was 
founded.28

The attitude of the kings to the cities was superficially polite 
and even genial, but this politeness veiled a deep and justifiable 
suspicion. It was rarely that a king so far forgot himself as to 
issue commands to a city; he was usually scrupulous to give 
advice and offer suggestions. But the kings did all in their power 
to rob the cities of any effective means of rejecting their advice. 
On the political side they obtained for themselves or their agents 
what was virtually a power of veto on the acts of the assembly. 
But the methods of political control devised by the kings were on 
the whole unsatisfactory since they felt obliged to support demo
cracy in the cities, and were thus unable to create and effectively 
support monarchist parties which should rule in their interest; 
the few attempts made—notably by Antipater and Cassander— 
to establish oligarchies of their supporters roused such violent 
discontent that this policy became utterly discredited.29

Instead the kings relied partly on military force, partly on 
financial pressure. How little the kings trusted the cities is shown 
not only by their methodical use of garrisons, but also by the 
fact that they never, as the Persian kings had done, raised 
military contingents from the cities subject to them. They 
formed military alliances with genuinely free cities, it is true, and 
the contingents of those cities fought side by side with the royal 
armies. But if a city was in their power they exacted money 
from it to pay their own mercenaries; the Ptolemaic trierarchy is 
no exception to this rule, for it was primarily a financial burden. 
And in their methods of taxation the same mistrust is evident. 
Instead of raising contributions from the cities, a system which 
would have left them to some extent dependent on the loyalty of 
the city governments who collected and paid over the sums 
demanded, they levied taxes directly through their own agents in 
the cities; and the Attalids perfected the system by taking for 
themselves nearly all the taxes and thus making the cities de
pendent on the royal government for the revenue needed to 
meet their own internal expenses.



On their side the cities were effusive in their expression of 
loyalty and gratitude to the kings, heaping upon tnem every 
honour which they could bestow on friends and benefactors and 
even worshipping them as gods. It is hard to say what their 
genuine feelings were. Some kings were really popular—Anti
gonus and Demetrius for instance when they started on their 
campaign of liberating the Greek cities from Cassander, and 
Antiochus I when he saved Asia from the Galatian terror. But 
such popularity was usually transient; as soon as he had done 
his work and freed them from their oppressors the citizens had 
no further use for their benefactor, as the Athenians plainly 
demonstrated when, in 301 b.c., after his defeat at Ipsus, they 
refused to admit within their walls their liberator Demetrius, 
whom they had only six years before deified for his services.

The cities must be judged by their deeds rather than their 
words. Free cities would fight desperately for their liberty, but 
subject cities rarely put up a serious struggle for their suzerains; 
indeed they often welcomed a change of masters, since it afforded 
them an opportunity of bargaining for better terms. And even 
their language, it may be noted, though effusive, is not servile. 
They contrive in praising their masters to emphasize the fact 
that the true glory of kings is to protect the liberty of the cities, 
and make even their panegyrics into sermons. And they always 
maintain a strictly correct constitutional attitude; when the king 
sends them ‘advice’ they place the matter before the assembly, 
and only when the royal command has become a decree of the 
people <So they act upon it.30
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CHAPTER VII

THE ROMAN REPUBLIC

THE Roman republic was first drawn into Greek politics by 
its fear of Philip V, king of Macedonia, and was shortly 
afterwards still further involved in them by its fear of Antiochus 

III. It was natural therefore that in its search for allies it should 
have revived the ancient cry of the freedom of the Greek cities, 
first in Greece proper, then in Asia also. After the defeat of 
Philip at Cynoscephalae Rome proclaimed at the Isthmian games 
the fulfilment of her pledge, declaring that she left ‘free, without 
garrisons or tribute, under their own ancestral laws’ the peoples 
hitherto subject to Macedon, ‘the Corinthians, Phocians, Locrians, 
Euboeans, Phthiotic Achaeans, Magnesians, Thessalians and 
Perrhaebians’. As far as garrisons and tribute were concerned 
the pledge was fulfilled. But Titus Flamininus and the ten 
commissioners sent to settle the affairs of Greece, being Romans, 
did not think that freedom included the right of each community 
to determine its own foreign policy. They assigned some cities 
to the Aetolian and Achaean leagues and grouped others in 
separate federations, laying down rules for their mutual relations 
therein. The clause regarding ‘ancestral constitutions’ was also 
curiously interpreted; for we are told that in Thessalian cities at 
any rate Flamininus ‘chose the council and the jurors principally 
on a property qualification and gave preponderance to that part 
of the cities in whose interest it was that everything should be 
secure and quiet’. The Roman republic thus from the first took 
up the attitude of a suzerain to the cities which she freed. And not 
only did Rome arrange the mutual relations and internal constitu
tions of the cities before allowing them to govern themselves; 
she maintained these arrangements. The cities in their quarrels 
with one another, and the parties within the cities in their internal 
struggles not unnaturally appealed to the senate, and the senate 
in its decisions upheld and interpreted the rulings of its commis
sioners.3'

In the settlement of Asia which followed the victory of 
Magnesia the senate was less meticulous in fulfilling its pledges. 
Though it had fought the war largely on the pretext that the 
Hellenes of Asia must be free, it actually granted freedom only



to those cities—apart of course from those which were already 
free when the decisive battle was fought—which had been sub
ject to Antiochus and had supported the Roman cause. Those 
which had been subject to Rome’s ally King Attalus were re
stored to his successor Eumenes, and those which had accepted 
Antiochus’ rule without protest were divided between Eumenes 
and Rome’s other principal ally, Rhodes. In Asia the senate 
thus demonstrated even more clearly than in Europe its view 
that Rome could dispose at will of the cities which it had won by 
war. Twenty years later it showed that it regarded the right of 
sovereignty thus acquired as permanent, when it took from 
Rhodes the cities of Lycia and Caria which it had granted and 
declared them free.32

When in 169 b .c. the Antigonid dynasty was abolished, Rome 
maintained her principles. The decree of the senate which settled 
the fate of Macedonia opened with noble phrases: ‘in the first 
place it is our pleasure that the Macedonians and Illyrians [the 
subjects of King Genthius deposed at the same date] be free, 
that it may be plain to all peoples that the arms of the Roman 
people do not bring servitude to free men but on the contrary 
liberty to men in servitude’. But from the practical content of 
the decree it appeared that the concept of freedom was being 
gradually watered down. Not only was the Macedonian league 
arbitrarily divided into four parts, the inhabitants of which were 
forbidden to intermarry or to hold real property in one another’s 
territories, but various other restrictions were laid down—gold 
and silver mines might not be worked, ship timber might not be 
felled, the import of salt was forbidden, troops might not be 
maintained except on the barbarian frontiers. The constitutions 
of the individual cities were probably remodelled with an oli
garchic bias, though this is nowhere very explicitly stated. 
Finally, freedom did not bring immunity from tribute, though 
the amount was reduced by half.33

In 149 b .c. a pretender who claimed to be of the old royal line 
appeared, and the Macedonians, or at any rate the majority of 
them, willingly threw away their freedom in his favour. On the 
suppression of this rebellion most of the Macedonian com
munities probably ceased to be even technically free, being placed 
under a Roman governor: it is possible that the peoples of Upper 
Macedonia—the mountainous western district which had always 
maintained separatist tendencies—did not support the false Philip, 
and this may account for their later being still free, as were two
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or three coastal cities of Greek origin, which may also have 
resisted the pretender.34

In Greece the cities conquered by Rome from Macedonia 
already enjoyed a qualified freedom by grace of their liberator. 
The stages whereby the remaining cities fell under the suzerainty 
of Rome are complex and obscure. Some forfeited their inde
pendence by taking the side of Rome’s enemies; the Aetolian 
league for instance and some other cities allied themselves with 
Antiochus III, the Epirot league and a number of Boeotian cities

S orted Perseus. The senate, moreover, by deciding appeals 
; to it by the remaining independent states in their mutual 

quarrels, imperceptibly assumed the attitude of a suzerain over 
them, and when in 146 B.c. the Achaean league disregarded its 
decision and declared war on its seceding member Sparta, this 
act was regarded by Rome as a casus belli, and the Achaean 
league with those cities which had supported it, notably Thebes 
and Chalcis, was subdued by force of arms. Not even now, 
however, was the theoretical doctrine of the freedom of the 
Hellenes abandoned. Corinth was destroyed, but the other 
vanquished cities were declared free and autonomous. But 
aristocratic constitutions were imposed upon them—and main
tained by force if the cities proved restive. And freedom was not 
deemed incompatible with the tribute, which was levied hence
forth from most of the Greek cities. After this nothing occurred 
to modify the status of the Greek cities till the Second Mithridatic 
war, and it is questionable whether even then Sulla made use of 
the support given to Mithridates by the Greeks to take their 
nominal freedom from them. The chief culprit, Athens, was 
certainly allowed to retain its liberty under a constitution not 
much more oligarchic than that which it had adopted not long 
before the war.35

The Hellenes of Asia do not seem to have inspired in the 
breasts of the Romans the same sentiments as did those of Europe 
and their treatment was considerably more brusque. What 
Attalus III precisely meant by his last will and testament is a 
matter of some doubt, but it is a reasonable hypothesis that he 
intended the cities of his kingdom to be free under Roman 
suzerainty in much the same way that the Macedonians were 
after 169 B.c., and that the senate accepted the bequest in this 
sense. In Asia, however, the experiment was never put into force, 
for a pretender, Aristonicus, arose at once and many of the cities 
supported him. Rome was thus compelled to instal a governor
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from the first, and in all probability revoked the grant of freedom 
for all cities save those that had resisted the rebels. In Caria 
also it would appear that many cities supported the revolt, 
and their freedom, which dated from 168 b .c., was likewise 
cancelled. On the other hand Phrygia Major, which was granted 
on the suppression of the revolt to Mithridates V of Pontus, 
was declared free, when a few years later it was taken from his 
infant son.

According to Antony, as reported by Appian, no taxation was 
levied on the cities till Gaius Gracchus instituted the tithe in 
122 b .c., but this is scarcely credible. It may be, however, that the 
senate originally, before the rebellion, remitted taxation, and 
imposed it only on those cities which took part in the rebellion. 
The tithe on the other hand seems to have been imposed on all 
cities, subject and free alike, except, if we may believe Sulla, 
again as reported by Appian, those of Phrygia Major, who did 
not come under Roman protection until after its establishment.36

The Second Mithridatic war completely upset all these ar
rangements. Since the cities had with a few exceptions accepted 
the rule of Mithridates, and had, moreover, on nis orders mas
sacred their Roman residents, Sulla had no scruples in revoking 
the freedom of all except a favoured few who had shown con
spicuous valour in opposing the enemy; these seem as a rule to 
have enjoyed immunity from taxation. Some more were freed 
by Lucullus and Pompey as a result of the Third Mithridatic 
war, and others, for services rendered during the civil war, by 
Pompey, Caesar, and Antony, but the free communities re
mained henceforth in a very small minority.37

When Ptolemy Apion left his kingdom of Cyrenaica to the 
Roman people the senate declared its cities free, and as no gover
nor was installed it is probable that they enjoyed liberty for a 
while; tribute was paid from the beginning, but perhaps only by 
the inhabitants of the crown lands. After twenty-five years, 
however, the district fell into such disorder that a governor was 
installed and the freedom of the cities was probably thereby 
revoked.38

With this exception no general grants of freedom are recorded 
after 133 b .c. The communities of ‘Cilicia’, that is of the south
eastern part of the Attalid kingdom not taken over in 129 b.c., 
seem to have been treated as subject from the time that a command 
was set up in these regions, and the cities of the kingdoms of 
Bithynia and of Pontus and of Seleucid Cilicia and Syria and of
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Cyprus were not declared free on the deposition of their kings, 
nor was their liberty restored to the Cretan cities upon their 
subjugation in 67 b.c.; later, in 43 b.c., Antony secured the 
passage of a decree whereby no governor was to be appointed 
after Brutus, and the Cretans were to be free. In all these regions 
liberty was granted to a few communities only, either those which 
had obtained it already from their kings and secured its recogni
tion by the Roman people, or those which won it by special 
services to Rome or to one of the rival factions which disputed 
the control of the republic.39

Though legally, and still more actually, freedom came under 
the later republic to be increasingly restricted, the notion still 
survived that transference from the rule of a king to that of 
Rome was liberation, and in literature and in semi-official docu
ments cities are still said to have been freed from kings when 
they in fact became subject to Rome. Thus the Ephesians on the 
conclusion of the Second Mithridatic war were not constituted 
a free city, but in a dedication at Rome they assert that by the 
defeat of Mithridates Rome conserved ‘their ancestral freedom’; 
Josephus can say without consciousness of contradiction that 
‘Pompey liberated and assigned to the province’ of Syria the cities 
hitherto ruled by the Hasmonaean kings. Even under the princi- 
pate the same idea underlies the adoption of the date of annexa
tion as the starting-point of a new era by cities which had been 
subject to client kings; for new eras celebrate the beginning of 
freedom.40

In Roman constitutional law free cities were divided into two 
classes, civitates foederatae and civitates liberae sine foedere. In the 
former case the status of the city was assured by a treaty of 
mutual guarantee, in the latter it depended on a unilateral act, 
normally a senatus consultum or a lex of the Roman people. 
Theoretically therefore the status of federate cities was more 
secure than that of those which were merely free, since a 
foedus was irrevocable, whereas a law or decree could be repealed. 
In effect the difference was not very great, for free cities were not 
arbitrarily degraded and if a federate city offended Rome it could 
generally be found that it had violated the terms of its foedus, 
which thereupon became void.

The actual degree of freedom enjoyed by different cities varied 
enormously, but this depended not so much on their constitutional 
status as on the circumstances in which they acquired or gained 
recognition of their liberty from Rome. Some cities entered into
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treaty relations with the Roman republic or were recognized as 
free when they were in fact independent states, and in such cases 
Rome had no say in their internal affairs. The extant foedera 
with Methymna and Astypalaea, the latter dated 104 b .c. and 
the former about thirty years earlier, are treaties of mutual 
guarantee pure and simple, and the internal affairs of either party, 
which are not mentioned, were presumably unaffected by them. 
Rhodes when it signed its foedus in 168 B.c. was still an indepen
dent state, and though thereafter it ceased to have a foreign policy 
of its own, it still kept its peculiar democratic constitution and 
full internal autonomy. The same probably applies to Byzantium 
which formed an alliance with Rome in the reign of Philip V, and 
perhaps to Tyre and Sidon, which seem to have signed foedera 
at an early date, and to Athens.41

In fact a foedus did not protect a city from interference by 
Rome in its internal constitution; shortly before the defection of 
Athens to Mithridates its constitution was under review by the 
senate, and the constitution which was established shortly before 
100 b .c. is stated by Appian to have been imposed by Rome. It 
must be presumed that the Athenians had submitted theirtroubles 
to Rome, but Rome was only too willing to consider the pleas of 
discontented elements in free cities, particularly if they were 
pro-Roman, and it was difficult for a city, however free in theory, 
to reject the authoritative advice of the senate.42

Some non-federate free cities probably also enjoyed complete 
internal autonomy. Rome probably recognized the freedom of 
Seleucia in Pieria as soon as it was granted to that city by its 
Seleucid king in xo8 b .c., and since Seleucia maintained that era 
when Syria became a province it is to be presumed that Pompey 
did no more than confirm that recognition. Ascalon similarly 
maintained its primitive era of freedom (104 B.C.). In these cases 
the Roman republic, since it did not grant freedom, can hardly 
have defined its content.43

When on the other hand a city was conquered from a king and 
liberated, or a hitherto subject city was granted freedom, the situa
tion was very different. Here Rome defined the liberty which it 
bestowed, and even if a foedus was signed this foedus merely 
guaranteed the privileges previously granted; this fact comes out 
most clearly in the senaius consultum de Plarasensibus et Aphro- 
disiensibus where the privileges of the double community are fully 
set forth and the foedus is a mere annex. The actual privileges 
vary considerably. The principal clause normally guarantees
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autonomy (suts legibus uti), but from the beginning this phrase 
meant to the Romans not freedom to use what laws the citizens 
preferred but the right of self-government under a constitution 
which might be imposed by Rome; the modification of the con
stitutions of the Thessalian and Achaean cities has already been 
mentioned. Freedom of jurisdiction was also normally granted, 
somttimes over all residents including Romans, sometimes with 
reservations in favour of the latter. The free cities continued 
under Roman suzerainty their old practice of borrowing judges 
from one another; the system is attested by inscriptions at Mylasa 
and Stratonicea, and in the Lycian league it was regularly 
organized on a federal basis. The right to levy local taxation, in 
particular customs dues, is often mentioned; in this matter also 
there were sometimes reservations in favour of Roman tax- 
farmers or even all Romans and Latins. Immunity from billeting 
of Roman troops and from military requisitions is also sometimes 
specified, again with reservations—at Termessus troops might 
be billeted by a special decree of the senate and requisitions under 
the Lex Porcia were allowed.44

Finally, immunity from taxation might be granted. Rome soon 
severed the notions of liberty and immunity. The Macedonian 
communities, as already stated, paid tribute, and so did the 
Achaean and some other Greek cities after 146 b.c., despite the 
restoration of their liberty. It would seem too that the free cities 
of Asia were subject to Gaius Gracchus’ tithe; Ilium, which was 
almost certainly free, paid tithe before the Mithridatic war. But 
as freedom became a more exceptional privilege it became usual 
to couple immunity with it. Most of Sulla’s grants to Asiatic 
cities included freedom from tribute, and so also did most of the 
grants of the rival leaders in the civil wars. That immunity from 
tribute was regarded as a privilege and not a right of free cities is 
shown by the limitation often put upon it, that it applied only to 
land within the city territory possessed by the city corporately 
or the citizens individually. This limitation expresses perhaps 
in the clearest form the attitude of Rome to free cities. They 
were not sovereign states—if so Rome could have had no con
ceivable right to levy taxation in their territory—but subject 
states to which certain specific privileges and no more had been 
granted. And these privileges were often limited to those persons 
who were citizens at the date of the grant and their descendants: 
the city might admit others to its citizenship, but these new 
citizens would not share the privileges which Rome hadgranted.4S
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The obligations of the free and federate cities are difficult to 
define, largely because the Roman government left them un
defined. The foedera of the eastern cities did not, like those of the 
Italian cities, oblige them to provide a specified contingent of 
troops (or ships), but merely to assist Rome in case of war. It was 
generally expected that free cities also should in this circumstance 
give aid to their suzerain. In point of fact Roman commanders 
demanded from them troops, ships, corn or money, as the case 
might be, and it was difficult to refuse. This practice was 
obviously liable to abuse, and in 168 B.c. the senate passed a 
decree to the effect that no demand not specifically authorized by 
itself need be obeyed. This appears to have remained the official 
rule—the Rhodians appealed to it when Cassius demanded ships 
of them—but it was, especially during the civil wars, frequently 
ignored.46

The status of the subject cities in each province was uniform, 
being regulated by its fundamental law, tne lex provinciae. The 
methods of control adopted by the Roman republic were different 
from those of the kings who preceded it. The Romans did not 
normally garrison cities or appoint high commissioners with 
power of constitutional control or nominate to the important 
magistracies. Instead they so arranged the constitution of the 
cities that the power rested with the wealthier classes; the precise 
arrangements will be discussed in the next part.47

That this policy was possible for them, whereas it had not 
proved successful in the hands of the kings, was due to a number 
of causes. In the early Hellenistic period democracy was still full 
of vigour, and it had public opinion overwhelmingly on its side. 
If they wished to be popular, the kings were obliged to follow 
Alexander’s example and uphold democracy; and even if they 
defied public opinion the oligarchies which they installed were 
often too weak to maintain themselves. By the time that Rome 
entered Greek politics the vogue of popular government was on 
the wane, and the Roman republic had itself no strong sentimental 
regard for democracy in its Greek form, preferring a form of 
government more closely approximating to its own. Rome had 
thus no scruples in imposing timocratic constitutions, nor did 
these constitutions evoke the storm of protest that would have 
arisen in the fourth or third century b.c.

There was, it is true, some opposition, but the Roman governor 
had discretionary power to suppress ‘faction’, that is, attempts to 
upset the constitution imposed by Rome, and to confirm the
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authority of the ‘best people.’, that is, the wealthy. On the whole 
the system worked smoothly. The oligarchies were naturally 
loyal to the power that guaranteed their supremacy, and the 
wealthy, having more to lose, were prone to support the existing 
state of affairs rather than to risk the penalties of unsuccessful 
revolt for the sake of the problematical blessings of independence; 
particularly since the enormous military power of Rome made it 
very improbable that a revolt could succeed. Such rebellions as 
did occur were generally the sequel of a popular revolt against the 
local oligarchies.48

Having established in power persons likely to watch over her 
interests, Rome left them in practice a fairly free hand. There was 
little direct political interference. Financially the cities were 
allowed as a rule to manage their own affairs, levying local taxes, 
raising loans, and spending their money as they thought fit, 
though in this sphere also the Roman governor had discretionary 
power to intervene. He could veto expenditure; Cicero greatly 
angered his predecessor Appius Claudius by severely curbing the 
grant of travelling expenses to the envoys which the cities were 
sending to honour him, and there were some standing regulations, 
inscribed in every governor’s edict, restraining the cities from 
unnecessary expenditure. He could forbid the levy of extra
ordinary taxes; here again Cicero offended Claudius by veto
ing a property-tax which the city of Appia was imposing on 
its citizens in order to erect some monument in Claudius’ honour. 
It may be also that he had power to enact extraordinary taxation; 
Cicero speaks of the poll-tax, clearly an internal levy, as imperata, 
that is, presumably, ordered to be raised by Claudius. He also 
had power to audit the accounts of the cities, a power which 
Cicero exercised to good effect; he discovered that the financial 
embarrassment of the cities was largely due to the peculations of 
their own magistrates, whom he compelled to refund the moneys 
that they had embezzled over the past ten years.4’

In one sphere, jurisdiction, Rome interfered far more syste
matically than had the kings. The precise division of jurisdiction 
between the local courts and the governor, both in theory and 
practice, is difficult to discover, and it certainly varied in the 
different provinces. Our information is fullest for Sicily, where 
Cicero recounts the provisions of the Lex Rupilia in some detail. 
Here cases between citizens of the same city were decided accord
ing to local law in the city concerned; cases between citizens of 
different cities by judges chosen by lot by the governor according
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to rules not specified; cases between citizens and communities by 
the council of a city agreed upon by both parties out of three 
selected by the governor; cases between Romans and Sicilians by 
a judge of the nationality of the defendant, apparently selected by 
the governor; there were also special courts for revenue cases 
under the Lex Hieronica; other cases, it is not clear of what 
character, came before judges selected from the resident Roman 
population.50

In Cyrenaica the system was far less liberal. Cases involving 
death and exile were either tried by the governor personally or 
before a jury, presided over by the governor, composed of 
resident Romans; civil cases were decided by a judge of Roman 
nationality appointed by the governor. In Cilicia the governor 
could apparently claim all cases for himself, for Cicero in his edict 
allowed ‘the Greeks to litigate with one another according to their 
laws’, as a result of which all the cities ‘using their own laws and 
courts and recovering their autonomy have sprung into new life’. 
Thus it appears that the cities of Cilicia had no jurisdiction 
guaranteed to them by the lexprovinciae, and the same apparently 
applied to the cities of Asia, for Cicero copied this clause of his 
edict from that of the famous proconsul of Asia, Scaevola.51

It would seem then that in the eastern provinces the cities 
rarely if ever had any rights of jurisdiction secured to them by 
the lexprovinciae. How much jurisdiction was in practice allowed 
to them is another question. In a small province like Cyrenaica it 
may be inferred from the Augustan edicts that the governor with 
the conventus of resident Romans actually tried all cases. In large 
provinces like Asia this obviously cannot have been the case. 
Much must always have been left to the cities, and the point of 
Scaevola’s edict was probably that he guaranteed not to take cog
nizance of cases between citizens of one city, whereas the normal 
governor, while in practice leaving most local cases to the local 
authorities, reserved to himself the right of trying any case if he 
wished. It would seem to have been usual for the governor to 
claim for himself and try personally (cognoscere) cases involving 
death or exile. He was probably obliged to appoint a judge 
(iiudicem dare) in cases between citizens of different cities, certainly 
in any case involving a Roman citizen; some privileged pro
vincials also had the right of being tried before the governor or a 
judge appointed by him (or, should they prefer it, in their native 
cities by their own law). On the other hand the governor had the 
power either to try personally or to appoint a judge to decide any
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case—except when a privileged provincial opted for the local 
courts.®2

The governor went round on circuit to administer justice. 
Each province was divided for judicial purposes into a number of 
conventus (SuHwrjcretj) in the principal city of which he periodic
ally held his court. In Asia there were under the republic twelve 
such conventus, their capitals being Adramyttium, Pergamum, 
Smyrna, Sardis, Ephesus, Tralles, Magnesia on the Maeander, 
Mylasa, Alabanda, Laodicea, Apamea, and Synnada. In Cilicia 
there seem in Cicero's day to have been five, the Lycaonian, the 
Pamphylian, the Isaurian, Cilicia proper, and Cyprus. The con
ventus were arranged to suit the convenience of the governor 
rather than that of litigants; in Asia, for instance, he did not have 
to leave the coastal area except for one journey along the main east 
road up the Maeander valley, whereas litigants from northern 
Phrygia had to come all the way to Synnada, and those from 
eastern Mysia to Adramyttium. The governor could moreover 
summon (evocare) cases from other conventus—Cicero in fact 
tried at one session all the cases arising from several conventus.53

The law administered by the governor was defined by himself 
in his edict. It was in practice, it would seem, the law adminis
tered by the praetors at Rome, as set forth in their edicts, with 
some additions, which in effect became stereotyped by custom, 
dealing with specifically provincial problems, especially revenue 
cases. In the local courts the code of the city was applied. The 
constitution of these local courts is obscure, and it is indeed 
doubtful if it is correct to speak of courts, in the Greek sense of 
jury courts, at all. The phrases officially used to define local 
jurisdiction {domi suis legibus, ev rats rrarpLaw Kara rovs tSlavs 
voftovs) are extremely vague, and Cicero, in explaining Verres’ 
perversion of this clause of the Lex Rupilia, seems to imply that 
even in these cases the practice was that a judge {index) should be 
appointed, by what procedure it is not clear. In expatiating on the 
effect of his own edict in Cilicia, he declared that the Greeks were 
pleased at having ‘foreign judges’ (peregrinis iudicibus)t as if the 
only difference lay in the nationality of the index. It is possible 
then that the Romans abolished the jury system, which was 
already moribund, and substituted for it in the cities an arrange
ment like their own civil procedure, whereby a judge was 
appointed to try each case, perhaps by the local magistrates.54

In the matter of taxation the Roman republic wavered between 
two systems, that of levying from each city a block sum, leaving



the collection to the local authorities, and the practice of the kings 
which it succeeded, the collection of certain specific taxes through 
farmers from the actual taxpayers without the interposition of the 
city governments. If specific taxes were levied, the use of the 
contract system was inevitable; for the Roman republic possessed 
no machinery whereby it could calculate their yield, and the 
cities, if left to assess it themselves, would naturally have' under
estimated it. The republic could safeguard its own interests only 
by putting the taxes up to auction, in the hope that competition 
would force the price up to a point somewhere near their maxi
mum yield in the estimation of the bidders.

The decree of the senate which settled the affairs of Macedonia 
in 169 B.c. speaks with such violent disapprobation of farmers— 
‘where there was a tax-farmer public law was void and the freedom 
of the cities null’—that it must be inferred that the tribute im
posed on the Macedonians was not farmed, and from certain 
clauses in the decree it would seem that the four federations 
collected it. It is, however, not improbable that with the establish
ment of the province of Macedonia farming was introduced; the 
tribute imposed at about the same time on the Greek cities was 
certainly farmed at a later date.35

We know more of the taxation of Asia. This consisted—apart 
from the customs dues (portoria) which were levied at the frontiers 
of all provinces and were naturally no concern of the cities—of 
two main taxes, a tithe (decumae) on the crops and pasture dues 
(scriptura), and these taxes were put up to auction, apparently en 
bloc, at Rome by the censors for five-year periods. This procedure 
in effect gave the contract to large companies, managed by Roman 
business men, since they alone could raise sufficient capital to 
guarantee the vast sum involved. In practice these companies 
subcontracted with the city governments for the amount due each 
year from each city, but this was in theory a voluntary arrange
ment. To the company it was obviously convenient; and the tax- 
farmer could make himself, with the support of the governor, so 
unpleasant, that the city government preferred by payment of a 
block sum to keep him out of its territory, and, though pressure 
from the governor was often required to induce it to come to an 
agreement (pactio) satisfactory to the farmer, it seems invariably 
after some tedious haggling to have yielded in the end. This 
system was, as is well known, extremely oppressive, since in effect 
the cities had to accept quite arbitrary valuations of the amount of 
the tithe and pasture dues. After the first Mithridatic war Sulla
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exacted five years’ arrears of tribute and a war indemnity directly 
from the Asiatic cities, allocating its quota to each according to an 
assessment which was used by subsequent proconsuls for the 
collection of special levies. There is no evidence, however, that 
he abrogated tne Sempronian law so far as the regular taxes were 
concerned. Levies whose total was fixed in advance—and arrears 
clearly come under this heading since they must have been 
arbitrarily assessed at a lump sum—could without great difficulty 
be apportioned among the cities and collected by them. But so 
long as the tithe subsisted it had to be farmed. The Gracchan 
system in Asia was finally abolished by Caesar, who apparently 
substituted for the existing taxes a fixed tribute equivalent to two- 
thirds of their current yield and entrusted its collection from the 
cultivators to the cities.56

For the other provinces our information is extremely scanty. 
Tax-farmers seem to be ubiquitous, but it is not always certain 
that they dealt with direct taxes levied in the city territories. In 
Cilicia—in the Roman sense—the Lex Antonia de Termessibus 
envisages Roman tax-farmers transporting produce across Ter- 
messian territory, and unless some of the Asiatic tithe was shipped 
from Pamphylian ports this implies that a similar tithe was levied 
in a similar way in Cilicia. Cicero also as governor of Cilicia had 
much to do with tax-farmers, but since his province included three 
dioceses of Asia we cannot be certain that in the recently annexed 
parts of it, Cilicia proper and Cyprus, the farming system was 
employed. In Cyrenaica we hear of farmers again, but they may 
have been concerned only with the public land, and the same may 
be true of Bithynia. Here pasture dues and tithe are recorded, ana 
the former at any rate were collected by a Roman company, which 
as in Asia subcontracted with the cities; but many of the cities had 
large areas of public land under their jurisdiction. Farmers are 
incidentally mentioned by Caesar in Pontus.s?

For Syria more detailed evidence is supplied by the decree of 
Caesar preserved in Josephus—unfortunately in a very corrupt 
form—regulating the taxation of the ethnarcky of Hyrcanus. It 
would appear from this document that Judaea paid a quota and 
Joppa a fixed sum (both in wheat). It is tolerably certain that the 
former tax had under Pompey’s arrangements been farmed— 
Cicero speaks of Judaea being elocata by him and inveighs 
against Gabinius for ‘delivering the tax-farmers into slavery to the 
Jews and Syrians’ and cancelling their contracts. We may then 
distinguish two systems, block sums levied from the cities—
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presumably without the intervention of a farmer, who would have 
been superfluous—and quota taxes levied by farmers from client 
kingdoms and from public land. This distinction may be due to 
Pompey, who would thus have compromised between the interests 
of the equestrian order and those of the cities, both of which he 
patronized. It may on the other hand be due to Caesar, whose 
preference for fixed taxes collected by the cities may not have been 
confined to Asia.58

In addition to regular taxation the cities were liable to sundry 
services and supplementary levies. They had to supply labour for 
building the military roads. They had to provide lodging, a 
certain amount of hospitality, which was defined and redefined by 
various laws to little effect, and beasts of burden for Roman 
magistrates and others furnished by them with a pass (diploma) 
and for envoys of the Roman people. The first heading normally 
meant the governor and his agents, under the second were in
cluded many senators travelling for pleasure or on private busi
ness, who secured the grant of a libera legatio. They had to supply 
quarters to Roman troops billeted upon them; many cities pre
ferred to pay substantial sums to avoid this unpleasant charge. 
The governor had the right to make compulsory purchases of 
corn for the use of himself, his staff, and his army. As the price 
was fixed at a quite reasonable figure by the senate, this would not 
seem to be a burden; but the cities were obliged to deliver the 
corn free of charge, and governors took advantage of this rule to 
order their corn from extremely remote cities and then to offer to 
commute it for a money payment which was considerably in 
excess of the price they paid lor it.59

The Roman republic, like the kings, does not seem usually to 
have levied detachments of troops, but again like the kings it 
levied ships. The normal practice would seem to have been that 
described by Cicero as prevailing in Sicily, whereby the several 
cities had each to produce its quota of ships, seamen, and marines 
and each supplied to its captain or captains the money and corn 
required for upkeep, pay, and rations. Verres preferred to handle 
the money himself, and Flaccus in Asia commuted the whole 
service for a tax. These were normal peace-time burdens. In time 
of war the cities were subject to levies of men, ships, com, and 
money, which seem to have been limited only by the discretion of 
the Roman commander, and during the civil wars were on a 
fantastic scale. Unofficial charges on the cities included the 
nominally voluntary offer of crowns to the governor to celebrate
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his real or fictitious military exploits. This fornuof exaction be
came so shameless that Caesar in his first consulship passed a law 
forbidding the offer or acceptance of crowns except when a 
triumph had been voted to the governor.60

That the rule of the Roman republic over the cities of the east 
was oppressive can hardly be denied, though the sources from 
which we derive most of our information—the speeches of Cicero 
against provincial governors and the letters which he wrote from 
Cilicia contrasting his own enlightened policy with that of his 
predecessor—give us an exaggerated idea of its faults. Control by 
the home government was ineffective and half-hearted. Most 
governors were out to make money and used their almost un
limited military, judicial, and financial powers to- levy various 
forms of blackmail, some of which, like the device outlined above 
for making a profit out of compulsory purchase of corn, and the 
money received for not billeting troops, were so normal as not to 
be condemned by public opinion. The tax-farmers, with the 
assistance of the governors, undoubtedly extorted far more than 
the amounts to which they were legally entitled, and their friends 
the money-lenders often extracted fantastic rates of interest from 
cities which were forced to borrow from them. But perhaps the 
republic was on the whole more easy-going than the kings in the 
degree of control it exercised. Having put in power a class which 
was bound from self-interest to support them, the Romans in 
practice left the cities very much to their own devices.

It is indeed somewhat surprising that since they allowed the 
cities so much freedom they did not devolve more of the business 
of government on to them. The republic did at the very begin
ning, in the case of Macedon, entrust both the collection of the 
revenue and the military defence of the country to the cities. But 
it soon abandoned both experiments. In the question of taxation 
the introduction of the tithe and with it the farming system in 
Asia by Gaius Gracchus, whatever its motive, whether it was 
from the first intended to put money into the pockets of the 
equestrian order at Rome, or aimed at producing a higher 
revenue for the treasury, or even, as Antony later suggested, was 
a humanitarian measure, designed to make taxation vary accord
ing to annual income, actually created a powerful vested interest 
which insisted on the retention and expansion of the system. On 
the military side the revolt of the false Philip probably proved 
that local levies, which would naturally be drawn from the 
humbler strata of the population, and not from the pro-Roman



aristocracy, were unreliable. Thus in these two spheres the 
Roman republic continued the policy of the kings, farming the 
taxes and maintaining its own army at the charge of the cities. 
Where it intervened most conspicuously in the internal affairs of 
the cities, in jurisdiction, Rome was probably actuated in the 
main by the desire to protect the interests of its own citizens. In 
this sphere therefore the republic was naturally less liberal than 
the kings, who had no interests to protect save their own and seem 
normally to have intervened in the administration of justice from 
the mainly disinterested motive of relieving the judicial anarchy 
into which the cities tended to fall if left to themselves.61
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CHAPTER VIII

THE ROMAN EMPIRE

AUGUSTUS seems to have made free use of his rights as 
./^conqueror of the East from Antony to revise the status of 
many cities, usually in a downward direction. He revoked the 
freedom granted by Antony to Crete except in two cases, Cydonia 
and Lappa. In Macedonia he would seem to have rescinded the 
ancient liberty of Upper Macedonia, preserving only the rights of 
the Oresti, who had been free ever since they deserted Philip V 
in the Second Macedonian war. On the Adriatic coast Apollonia, 
which had been declared free as early as the First Illyrian war, 
had its ancient status revived or confirmed, and two neighbouring 
tribes, the Amantini and the Dassaretae, were likewise left free. 
The only other free communities recorded in Macedonia by Pliny 
are Thessalonica, Amphipolis, Scotussa, and the islands of Thasos 
and Samothrace: in all cases their liberty probably dated from an 
early period.62

In Greece proper Augustus was yet more drastic. He made it 
into a regular province, annulling the nominal liberty which the 
Greeks had apparently up to now possessed except in a relatively 
few cases, Pharsalus in Thessaly, Amphissa, and the Ozolian 
Locrians (who are recorded in Pliny as immune but were appar
ently later attributed to the newly founded colony of Patrae), 
Thespiae and Tanagra and perhaps Plataea in Boeotia, Abae and 
Elatea in Phocis, Athens, Delphi, Sparta, the eighteen little cities 
of the Eleutherolacones, and the island cities of Corcyra, Cephal- 
lenia, Zacynthus, and Aegina—the last taken from Athens to 
which Antony had given it : Nicopolis was also constituted a free 
city by Augustus, its founder. Nero granted freedom and im
munity to the whole of Greece, but this concession was quickly 
revoked by Vespasian. Other emperors added a few members to 
the ranks of the free cities. The Thessalian league, whose liberty 
Augustus had revoked despite its recent confirmation by Caesar, 
was free again under Hadrian. Trajan gave freedom to Mothone in 
Messenia and Antoninus Pius raised the village of Pallantium in 
Arcadia, the legendary home of Evander, to the status of a free 
and immune city.6*

In the other provinces, where free cities were more sparse,
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Augustus was more conservative. On the coast of Thrace Abdera 
and Aenus (but not Maronea) still preserved the liberty which 
they had gained after the Third Macedonian war, and Byzantium, 
which had broken its original foedus by aiding the false Philip, 
retained the freedom which had been granted to it in Cicero’s day. 
This city had many vicissitudes; it was deprived of liberty by 
Vespasian, regained it shortly after—perhaps under Titus, was 
degraded to a village by Septimius Severus, but.soon restored by 
him to the status of a free city. Of the new cities created in the 
interior of Thrace by Trajan and Hadrian one, Augusta Trajana, 
is later recorded to have been free. In Bithynia-Pontus Augustus 
did not restore the freedom of Cius (Prusias ad Mare) which had 
been put under dynasts by Antony, but regranted its liberty to 
Amisus in similar circumstances. Chalcedon remained free as it 
always had been, and on the suppression of the Pontic kingdom 
in a.d . 64 Trapezus was granted its liberty.6*

In Asia free cities were relatively numerous. Rhodes, Chios, 
Ilium, Stratonicea, Alabanda, whose liberty had been confirmed 
or granted by Sulla, Mitylene, Cnidus, and Aphrodisias which 
owed theirs to Pompey, Caesar and Antony, all retained their 
rights. Astypalaea, Mylasa, and Bargylia also remained free, and 
Samos and probably Caunus were liberated by Augustus himself. 
On the other hand two cities, Magnesia by Sipylus and Apollonis, 
lost the liberty granted them by Sulla; Tabae, also freed by Sulla, 
and Phocaea and Miletus, freed by Pompey and Antony respec
tively, though not recorded to have been free cities in the princi- 
pate, may still have been so. Cyzicus lost in 20 b .c . the liberty 
that Lucullus had granted to it, and after recovering it in 15 b.c. 
finally lost it in a.d. 25. Of the later emperors only one, Claudius, 
is recorded to have added to the list of free cities: he granted 
immunity to Cos, the home of his doctor Xenophon. Hadrian 
confirmed the liberty of Minoa of Amorgos, but it is not known 
who granted it. Several cities temporarily or permanently lost 
their freedom. Vespasian degraded Samos. Claudius took away 
and then gave back its liberty to Rhodes, Vespasian took it away 
again and Titus finally restored it. Nerva restored to Stratonicea 
the freedom it had lost on some unrecorded occasion. Caunus 
had ceased to be a free city by the reign of Titus, when it was 
subject to Rhodes.65

The Lycians had maintained their liberty, confirmed by Sulla 
after the Mithridatic war and by Antony after their conquest by 
Brutus, ever since they were declared free in 168 b.c . They kept
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it under the principate until a.d . 43 when Claudius reduced Lycia 
to provincial status; after having been for a brief while again 
freed, probably by Nero, they were degraded again by Vespasian. 
In Pisidia Termessus Major retained the liberty it had acquired in 
72 b.c. In Cilicia Tracheia, Seleucia on the Calycadnus remained, 
despite the grant of all the surrounding districts to kings and 
dynasts, a free city. In Cilicia Pedias Tarsus, freed by Antony, 
and Aegae and Mopsuhestia retained their status, but Soli Pom- 
peiopolis, constituted a free city by Pompey, lost hers under 
Augustus; on the other hand Elaeussa Sebaste, which was subject 
to the various kings of Cilicia Tracheia, gained its liberty in the 
later principate. In Syria Seleucia in Pieria and Ascalon still 
retained the freedom granted to them by the Seleucid kings, as 
did Laodicea on Sea and Antioch by Daphne that granted them 
by Caesar and Antony. Tyre and Sidon, on the other hand, 
despite their foedera, were deprived by Augustus of their ancient 
liberty, but seem to have recovered their old status not long after.66

The policy of the emperors was thus distinctly illiberal. They 
made very few new grants—with the exception of the romantic 
philhellene Nero—and many of them, particularly Augustus, 
Claudius, and Vespasian, freely cancelled old privileges. Some of 
these were later restored, but on balance the number of free cities 
was severely pruned. Foedera were still struck under the early 
principate at any rate; Augustus conferred them on Amisus, 
Cnidus, Mitylene, and his own foundation of Nicopolis. But a 
foedus was in this period very little protection. Augustus is re
corded by Suetonius to have ‘deprived of their liberty several 
cities which were federate but were heading for ruin by their 
licence’—in other words internal disorders were a good enough 
excuse for cancelling a foedus.67

The legal privileges of such cities as remained free do not seem 
to have been impaired except that appeals from the local courts 
now lay to the emperor or even to the provincial governor. In the 
matter of taxation it is difficult to say what the position was. 
Many of the later republican grants of freedom are expressly stated 
to have included immunity. Pliny on the other hand distinguishes 
between free and immune cities, placing in the latter class only 
Amphissa, the Ozolian Locrians, and Ilium. His list is incom
plete—Strabo states that Sparta paid no tribute and Alabanda on 
its late imperial coins boasts its immunity—but the distinction 
which he draws is probably derived from the Augustan formulae 
provinciarum, and implies that exemption from taxation was now
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a rare additional privilege. We happen to know that two free 
cities—Byzantium and Mylasa—did pay tribute under the princi- 
pate.68

The constitutional status of free cities was on the whole more 
scrupulously observed under the principate than it had been 
under the republic, when governors had often ridden roughshod 
over their privileges. It was, however, observed in so meticu
lously legal a spirit that it gradually came in practice to be re
stricted. Trajan’s attitude to Amisus is typical. Pliny had re
ceived information—it must be remembered that there were 
always persons in the free cities ready to call in the Roman 
government—that the Amisenes permitted friendly societies, 
which were always frowned upon by Rome, and asked for the 
emperor’s instructions. Trajan replied: ‘if by their laws, which 
they enjoy thanks to the foedus, it is permitted to have a friendly 
society, we cannot prevent their having them’. If every free or 
federate city had to prove, whenever the Roman government 
objected to any activity, not that such activity was not forbidden 
by any clause in its charter but that it was expressly allowed by 
its constitution as guaranteed by its charter, the scope for 
Roman interference was enormous. No innovation was possible, 
and even old customs which had no express legal sanction 
might be abrogated.69

Two new classes of privileged cities made their appearance in 
the eastern provinces in the principate, colonies and municipia of 
Roman citizens; the Latin right was so far as we know never 
granted in the East. Colonies, which were actually first intro
duced by Caesar before the establishment of the principate, have 
already been discussed: the earlier were really colonies of settlers 
from the west, later the status was often granted without or with 
very little settlement. Municipia were not even theoretically 
supposed to be settlements, but were created by granting Roman 
citizenship to a provincial community. It is another proof that 
the imperial government had no desire to Romanize its Greek
speaking subjects that such grants were excessively rare. Two, 
Denda and Stobi, were on the western and northern fringe of 
Macedonia, in areas which were scarcely hellenized and where 
Latin culture was as strong as Greek: these two were relatively 
early—they existed before the publication of Pliny’s Natural 
History. A third municipium was created by Hadrian at Coela in 
the Chersonese; here again special reasons may be urged, for 
Coela, as the centre of the imperial administration of the Cherso-
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nese, is likely to have contained a substantial number of imperial 
civil servants who with their families would be Roman citizens.?0

But little is known of the privileges of colonies and municipia. 
According to Strabo even communities of Latin right were 
exempt from the authority of the provincial governor, and a for
tiori Roman communities must have been so under Augustus. 
But their independence seems to have been gradually encroached 
upon, and their fate was probably like that of the free cities. 
The colony of Apamea stated to Pliny when he desired to investi
gate its financial position that ‘it had the privilege and very 
ancient custom of administering its public affairs at its own 
discretion’, and that no proconsul had hitherto examined its 
accounts. This ‘privilege and very ancient custom’ was probably 
nothing more than the normal right of a Roman colony, which 
had, evidently in a rather exceptional manner, been hitherto 
unchallenged in this case. In this particular instance the Apa- 
menes were quite willing to submit their accounts to Pliny, and 
Trajan, remarking rather impatiently that he had been wondering 
why they were so anxious to prove that previous proconsuls had 
refrained from inspecting their accounts when they did not 
object to Pliny’s doing so, ordered Pliny to proceed ‘saving the 
privileges which they possess’. Despite this saving clause the 
precedent established was no doubt used to claim further powers 
of interference in the future, and it was probably in this kind of 
way that the status of colonies and municipia was gradually 
degraded.71

In the matter of taxation some Roman communities were 
privileged and others were not. Claudius’ colony of Ptolemais is 
known to have possessed no exemption, and Caracalla in granting 
colonial status to Antioch by Daphne reserved the tribute. 
Others had partial or complete immunity. Vespasian exempted 
Caesarea from tributum capitis, and Titus from tributum soli also; 
Hadrian’s Aelia Capitolina enjoyed the same immunity. A fuller 
form of immunity was provided by the ius Italicum, wherebythe 
community was placed on the same level as an Italian city. This 
would mean that its land came into the full Quiritarian ownership 
of its possessors; the most important practical result was probably 
that it paid no taxes whoever possessed it, whereas in an immune 
city only the citizens held their land-tax free. Many of the 
Caesarian and Augustan colonies are recorded to have possessed 
the ius Italicum, and it may have originally been assumed to be 
a natural corollary of colonial status. If so the right was soon—as
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early as the reign of Claudius—separated from colonial status, 
but was granted as a special privilege down into the third century; 
Severusgave it to Tyre and Laodicea on Sea, Caracalla to Emesa.72

The universal grant of Roman citizenship by Caracalla in 
a.d. 212 should presumably in theory have raised all the cities 
of the East which were not colonies to the rank of municipia. In 
fact no change of status is perceptible. Even special grants of 
colonial rank were not deemed to extinguish previous peculiarities 
of status, but were superimposed on them. Thus Ascalon in the 
late third century calls itself a ‘free colony’, and the colony of 
Tyre was ‘most tenacious of the foedus which it struck with the 
Roman people’. It is difficult to see how a part of the Roman 
republic could be other than free, and still more difficult to under
stand how the part could be in treaty relations with the whole. 
In fact the constitutional origin of the various classes of cities was 
forgotten, and cities proudly accumulated incompatible titles, 
which might in fact carry with them certain specific privileges 
worth keeping—Aphrodisias was, for instance, still in the reign 
of Severus Alexander immune from visits from the proconsul in 
virtue of its ancient freedom.73

The system of control employed by the imperial government 
was in its general lines the same as that invented by the republic 
•—to maintain the ascendancy of the wealthier classes. As before, 
the constitutions of the cities were so arranged as to give the 
control to the rich, and any attempts to upset this arrangement 
were severely checked. Left-wing politicians found themselves 
relegated to islands. If the assembly proved too active its meet
ings were suspended. Above all the formation of clubs which 
might organize the voting power of the lower orders was strictly 
supervised and often prohibited: Trajan would have no friendly 
societies in cities where his writ ran, and forbade the organization 
of a fire brigade at Nicomedia because ‘whatever title, on what
ever pretext, we grant to those who form unions, they will become 
highly noxious political clubs’.74

Jurisdiction tended more and more to be concentrated in the 
hands of the governor, though local courts still existed. The law 
administered in the provinces therefore tended to approximate to 
Roman law, which after the Constitutio Antoniniana in a.d. 212 
became officially the universal code of the empire; local variations 
however survived even after this date and some Hellenistic 
practices were eventually incorporated in Roman law.75

In general the vague powers of supervision which the governor
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had always possessed were more methodically exercised. This 
applied in particular to the internal finances of the cities, which 
by their incompetence and extravagance tended to endanger their 
own solvency, impoverish their citizens, and ultimately, it was 
feared, might imperilthe imperial revenue. The gradual encroach
ments whereby the imperial government asserted its control are 
difficult to date because our principal sources of information are 
the Digest and the Code, and lawyers naturally quote the latest 
and not the earliest enactment on any subject. The rule, for 
instance, that ex gratia payments from public funds were void 
is cited in the Digest from Ulpian, who wrote in the first half of 
the third century, but it appears from Pliny’s letters that it was 
contained in Trajan’s mandates, and was at that time a well- 
established principle; for Trajan in allowing grants made over 
twenty years ago to stand implies that even then they were illegal. 
Similarly, the rule that cities could not institute new taxes nor 
alter those which existed by increasing or decreasing them is 
cited from Hermogenian, who wrote not earlier than the late 
third century. The Code, however, contains two constitutions 
of Severus forbidding the enactment of new taxes, a rescript of 
Marcus and Verus is cited in the Digest to the effect that a tax 
might not be abolished even if money had been left to the city 
with that specific purpose, and from Vespasian’s letter to the 
Saborenses it appears that even in his day a city had to obtain 
leave from the governor to levy new taxes.76

The main purpose of the regulations which were gradually 
built up by successive precedents was to restrain the cities from 
extravagant expenditure. Not only was the expenditure of public 
funds severely regulated, but even private munificence which 
might involve the city in expense of upkeep was curbed. Other 
rules were designed to prevent the cities from dissipating their 
revenues and also from overtaxing their citizens. The prohibition 
of ex gratia payments (or remissions of debt) and of increases in 
taxation has already been discussed. Vespasian limited the 
number of a delegation which a city could send to the governor 
or to the emperor to three. The establishment of new games 
seems also to have been subject to imperial licence; Valens, a 
contemporary of Hadrian, cites a decree of the senate forbidding 
money left to a city for the celebration of games to be used for 
that purpose and ordering it to.be converted to the more pressing 
needs of the city.77

But the greatest extravagance of the cities was building, and
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it was here that regulation was most rigid. According to the 
third-century lawyer Aemilius Macer no new building might 
be erected from public funds without the emperor’s permission, 
nor even by a private citizen if it were in emulation of another 
city or might cause sedition, or were a circus, theatre, or 
amphitheatre. This precise rule may be of late date, but Marcus’ 
rescript that the governor when consulted on the building of 
city walls or gates must refer the matter to the emperor implies 
that provincial governors exercised regular supervision in his 
day, and a rescript of Antoninus Pius directing that money 
left to a city for new works should be converted to the upkeep 
of existing works rather than spent on starting new ones shows 
that the imperial government took an interest in the building 
programmes of the cities at an even earlier date. In Trajan’s 
reign Pliny as legate of Bithynia evidently had instructions 
to scrutinize all projects for public works, but since his was 
an extraordinary commission it cannot be inferred that such a 
scrutiny was one of the normal functions of a governor, and the 
fact that the Bithynian cities had been recently embarking on 
building projects on a reckless scale might suggest that hitherto 
the proconsuls of Bithynia had not been instructed to intervene. 
It is equally possible, however, that they had been too accom
modating in granting permits, and Dio Chrysostom, in his 
speeches about the colonnaded street which he caused to be 
erected at Prusa, seems to imply that the governor’s consent was 
already in Nerva’s reign required as a matter of course for any 
important building project.78

This tendency to interfere in the internal finances of the cities 
culminated in the appointment of special commissioners, usually 
called in Latin curatores but in Greek ‘auditors’ (Aoyiorot), a title 
which better conveys their functions. Apart from a perhaps 
apocryphal auditor of Smyrna in the reign of Domitian, men
tioned by Philostratus, the earliest imperial commissioner of 
whom we know in the East was appointed by Trajan ‘to regulate 
the position of the free cities in Achaea’—free cities being to 
some extent exempt from the regular supervision of the governor 
were most in need of special commissioners, and could only be 
dealt with by them. Under Hadrian we hear of another man who 
was legate of the emperor in Athens, Thespiae, Plataea, and 
Thessaly; he was evidently a special commissioner in a senatorial 
province and his sphere was again free cities. We.also read in 
Hadrian’s reign of a corrector et curator of Bithynia, who evidently
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had special powers which Pliny had not possessed, and of two 
men who are described as ‘auditor of Syria’ and as commissioned 
‘to audit the accounts of the cities of Syria’.79

These early commissioners ail supervised fairly large groups of 
cities, and the same practice is sometimes found later; in the late 
second century a man is recorded to have been auditor simul
taneously of three important Bithynian cities, Nicaea, Nicomedia, 
and Prusa, and another of a group of Greek cities including 
Thebes, Chaeronaea, Coronea, and Epidaurus. Under Caracalla 
we hear of an auditor of Seleucia in Pieria, Alexandria by Issus, 
Rhosus, Augusta Traiana, Tropaeum Trajani, and Colonia (the 
first three were probably a group, and perhaps the last three, but 
which Colonia is meant is obscure), in the same period of another 
curator et corrector of the free cities of Achaea, and even later an 
auditor of the diocese of Pergamum is recorded. But it became 
more usual to appoint auditors to individual cities—Hadrian gave 
one to Apolloma on the Adriatic, Antoninus Pius one to Ilium, 
and probably another to Ephesus, and others are known in the 
late second century at Gordus, Aphrodisias, Cius, and Nico
media. By the early third century the appointments of curatores 
had become so regular a policy that Ulpian wrote a treatise on 
their duties; these were to manage and safeguard the property 
and revenue of the city and to veto illegal expenditure.80

The persons originally appointed as curatores were of senatorial 
rank and often of senior standing. Senators continued down to 
the third century to be sent to important cities, but as the number 
of curatores rose the office was thrown open to men of equestrian 
status and also to distinguished provincials—men who were 
Roman citizens and often had held the high priesthood of their 
province: a Cyzicene was appointed curator of Ilium by Anto
ninus Pius, Asiarchs are found holding the office at Gordus under 
Marcus Aurelius and at Aphrodisias under Commodus, a Bithy- 
march and Pontarch at Cius at the same period. As the office 
became more and more common it tended to pass into the hands 
of provincials altogether.81

The last stages in its degradation are obscure, but it would 
seem that about the middle of the third century it had become 
normal for the curator to be a citizen of the city which he super
vised, and that his appointment, though subject to imperial 
approval, was in effect left to the city itself. This attempt to 
exercise direct control over the cities thus broke down, probably 
because the central government was unable to keep up with the
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enormous number of appointments that had to be made, and the 
cities regained control of their finances. The only effect of the 
attempted reform was to create a new civic office which over
shadowed the others because its holder had no colleague, had 
unusually wide powers, and served for longer than the usual 
annual term.83

The central government found itself obliged to intervene from 
about the middle of the second century in another sphere of the 
internal affairs of the cities. For reasons which will be discussed 
in the next chapter the cities found it increasingly difficult to fill 
their offices, and in response to this difficulty successive emperors 
issued a growing stream of constitutions regulating and limiting 
the grant of immunity from these offices, and establishing rules 
for their equitable distribution. By the third century the govern
ment was passing beyond the stage of laying down general 
regulations to direct intervention. According to Ulpian it was the 
duty of a provincial governor to see ‘that public charges and 
offices are equitably imposed in the cities in rotation according to 
age and rank’. This remark may refer primarily to the judicial 
functions of the governor, for it was to him that appeals against 
illegal or inequitable nominations went. But in another passage 
Ulpian states that governors were in the habit of writing to a city 
council instructing it to elect a person named to a specific office, 
and even that governors often attended the sessions of a city 
council and gave it verbal instructions. It is to be noted, however, 
that in such cases the governor was deemed to be giving advice 
in his private capacity, so much so that the person that he 
nominated could appeal to him in his official capacity against his 
own proposal.83

The emperors made much more systematic use of the cities 
than had the republic, regularly devolving upon them the local 
administration of imperial services. The modest part played by 
the cities is naturally little noted in our authorities, but scattered 
hints make it clear that in many spheres they did the spadework 
under the supervision of imperial officers. In taxation for instance 
the farming system, already abolished in some provinces by 
Caesar, was completely abandoned by Augustus for direct taxes. 
Many points are obscure in the imperial fiscal system, but it 
would appear that two fixed taxes, tributum soli on land and 
tributum capitis on personal property (probably including a poll- 
tax), were normally substituted for the old cpiota taxes. Both 
were based on detailed assessments, the materials for which were
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collected by a series of censuses carried out in different provinces 
in Augustus’ reign. These assessments had obviously to be kept 
up to date, and the census was therefore periodically revised. 
From inscriptions we know only of the higher officers responsible 
for provinces, who were of senatorial or equestrian rank, but it 
seems very probable that, after the initial census, much of the 
routine work of the periodical revisions was entrusted to officers 
appointed by the cities; two lawyers of the late third century a.d. 
allude to civic officers deputed to receive the census returns.84

The collection of the taxes was certainly carried out by the 
civic authorities; in Lycia the machinery of the league was 
utilized for this purpose, federal officers exacting the imperial 
tribute. Little is known of the precise method of collection. 
There were collectors of tribute, elected by the cities, who are 
mentioned by Papinian, Paulus, and Ulpian. From the second 
century an important part was played in the imperial fiscal 
system by the ‘first ten’ or ‘first twenty’ (Sticdirpami, fUocrdirfxuroi) 
of each city. This body, first attested in the latter years of the 
first century ajd., would seem to have been in origin a finance 
committee of the council. During the second century it became 
responsible for the city’s quota of taxation, and the collection of 
the tribute seems to have been its principal function by the early 
third century, when it was introduced into Egypt. Tfie relation 
of the ‘first ten’ to the collectors is obscure; both are stated to 
have exacted the tribute and both were liable to make good 
deficits from their own property. The ‘first ten’ seem, however, 
to have been of higher rank than the collectors, who no doubt 
worked under their orders, and their liability was perhaps limited 
to making good deficits which were not covered by the property 
of the collectors.8®

It is further stated that the ‘first ten’ ‘make up the fiscal 
deficits for the names of persons deceased*. The meaning of this 
statement probably is that each city was liable for the amount 
assessed at the last census until another was held, and that the 
‘first ten’, had to make good any deficits arising from a fall in 
taxable value in the interval. The imperial treasury was thus 
assured of the full payment of the tribute assessed on each city, 
first from the property of the collectors, then from that of the 
‘first ten’, and finally from that of the council as a whole, which 
had to stand surety for the officers whom it elected. This system 
was not perhaps inequitable so long as the taxes were regularly 
readjusted in accordance with the census returns, but it became
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an instrument of oppression when Aurelian made the city councils 
liable for the taxes on deserted estates, which should have been 
written off. The cities were entitled to make up their quota of 
tribute from what sources they pleased. Mylasa used the profits 
of its banking monopoly for the purpose. Lycosura in Arcadia 
drew on the revenue arising from its mysteries, to which many 
strangers flocked. In Tenos a local benefactor established an 
endowment to pay the citizens’ poll-tax, and in Andros it would 
seem that the revenue of certain public lands was allocated in 
Hadrian’s reign to the same purpose.86

An irregular but not infrequent addition to regular taxation 
was exacted in the form of ‘crown money’ (aurtim coronarium). 
In theory and in origin ‘crowns’ were voluntary gifts voted by 
the cities to the emperor by way of congratulation for some 
notable achievement. In practice they were regularly decreed to 
each emperor on his accession as well as on other auspicious 
occasions, such as triumphs, and were from the beginning com
pulsory, since no city would dare to be behindhand in snowing 
its loyalty. They gradually became a normal charge. Some 
considerate emperors—Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus 
Aurelius, and Severus Alexander are cited—either refused crown 
money or remitted a proportion of it, but others, such as Caracalla, 
multiplied the occasions on which it should be offered.87

The majority of the old services continued to be exacted from 
the cities. Our information on road-building in the provinces is 
very limited, and it is difficult to distinguish between local roads, 
which were naturally a civic responsibility, and the military 
trunk roads. The milestones tell us that the latter were built 
under the direction of the provincial governors and procurators, 
and many were, we know, paved by military labour, presumably 
at the expense of the imperial treasury. Sometimes, however, the 
milestones record that the expense was borne by the cities; a road 
near Gortyn was paved under Commodus ‘from the money of the 
Dictaean Goddess’ and another near Damascus under Marcus ‘at 
the charges of the Abilenes’. Another inscription of the second 
century A.D. records that the city of Amyzon paved ‘the portion 
allotted to it’ of an imperial road (the work was done under the 
supervision of a procurator), and yet another preserves an im
perial letter allocating the expense of building a road—probably 
the via Egnatia—between the city of Heraclea Lyncestis and the 
tribe of the Antanes. In the third century the expense seems 
regularly to have been laid on the cities, for milestones are often no
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longer erected by the emperor but dedicated to the emperor by a 
city. Third-century lawyers allude to the election of officers by 
the cities to superintend road construction; the duty of provi
ding labour and money was incumbent on all landowners.88

The duty of providing lodging, hospitality, and beasts of 
burden also survived. The charge was naturally very severe 
when the emperor and the court or the army travelled, and many 
inscriptions record the munificence of rich citizens who under
took on behalf of their cities the burden of entertaining emperors 
—notably Hadrian—who toured the provinces. But such occa
sions were fortunately rare. A less exacting but more regular 
burden was inflicted by the tours of the provincial governor and 
his subordinates through the province.89

To facilitate the journeys of imperial officials and messengers 
a regular imperial post (cursus pubhcus) was organized by Augus
tus. The system was that passes (diplomata) were issued by the 
emperor and by provincial governors, and that persons armed 
with these passes were entitled to receive horses, beasts of burden 
and draught animals, lodging and hospitality from the cities 
through which they passed. Lodging (with, it would seem, fuel, 
bedding, and fodder) was provided gratis; provisions and animals 
were obtained by requisition against payment, that is by com
pulsory purchase in the one case and compulsoiy hire in the 
other. The city magistrates had the duty of organizing the supply 
of these requirements, and we hear of civic officers deputed to 
requisition animals {ad cogendas angariai), to collect provisions, 
and to furnish lodging {ad exhibendum cibum, potum, tectum et 
similia, xenoparochi)-, some cities preferred to maintain public 
rest-houses rather than billet their guests on private houses.90

The system was liable to abuse and was constantly abused; the 
emperors strove in vain to limit the number of passes issued— 
often to persons who were not travelling on public business and 
had no right to them—and to check the arbitrary exactions of 
officials and soldiers who, though not armed with a pass, de
manded the services of the post none the less. But apart from its 
abuses the post was a severe burden on the cities; for it would 
appear that it was they, and not the imperial exchequer, that 
indemnified the owners for the requisitions. Hadrian was the 
first emperor who attempted a radical reform. He is stated to 
have instituted ‘a regular fiscal post, to prevent the magistrates 
being overburdened by this charge’. No details are known of this 
reform, and it must have been soon abandoned—perhaps by
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Pius. Septimius Severus is next stated to have transferred the 
burden of the post .from private persons to the Jjscus. It was 
perhaps he who introduced the contract system, which is attested 
in Italy under Caracalla, and the remnants of which are found 
throughout the empire in the fourth century. Under this scheme 
state contractors (mancipes) maintained supplies of animals in 
public stables along the trunk roads. The reform must have 
greatly relieved the cities on frequented routes, which were the 
most heavily burdened. The obligation to provide animals re
mained in force, however, perhaps for emergencies only on the 
trunk roads, but as the regular system on others.91

With the establishment of regular imperial fleets there was less 
need to exact ships from the cities, but Rhodes continued to 
contribute a few vessels to a fleet stationed at Corinth. The 
institution of a standing professional army likewise meant that 
the cities were more rarely ordered to supply military contingents 
than under the republic. The obligation however survived. 
Arrian mentions that in his campaign against the Alani he had 
under his command a contingent from the free city of Trapezus, 
and in Cestius Gallus’ hastily improvised expedition against the 
Jewish rebels the cities supplied troops whose military incapacity 
was, according to Josephus, compensated by their anti-semitic 
zeal. Roman colonies, it may be noted, were expected to con
tribute troops in emergencies: Berytus furnished Varus with 
1,500 men at the time of the disturbances in Judaea which 
followed the death of Herod the Great.92

The cities also had many duties in connexion with the regular 
army. The army seems normally to have been recruited by 
voluntary enlistment, but conscription was occasionally enforced 
when numbers fell low. The officers in charge of the conscription 
were Romans of senatorial or equestrian rank, but it was the 
cities that had to send up the recruits to them. This practice was 
already in force in the period of civil wars, when large armies wrere 
raised from the eastern provinces by Pompey, Brutus and Cassius, 
and Antony, and it seems to have continued under the principate. 
The land surveyor Agennius Urbicus notes that boundary dis
putes between cities often arose in connexion with the furnishing 
of recruits, and the third-century lawyers mention this function 
(tironum productio) as a civic office. The supply of remounts 
was similarly allocated to the cities; civic officers were elected to 
furnish horses (eguorum productio) and camels (xa^Xoata, came- 
iorum agitatio exhibitioque) for the use of the army; the animals
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were obtained by compulsory purchase, the imperial treasury pro
viding the cities with the money to indemnify the owners.9*

Finally, army supplies (annona) of all kinds, wheat, barley, 
beans, meat, oil, wine, vinegar, even uniforms, wood for spear 
shafts, and hides for the manufacture of shields, were supplied by 
a similar method. During the first two centuries of our era 
requisitions were occasional and the imperial treasury normally 
paid for supplies, though not perhaps at full market-prices. An 
inscription of Lete in Macedonia, dated a.d. 123, in honour of 
one of its citizens, Manius Salarius Sabinus, records it among his 
benefactions to the city that ‘when the armies of pur lord Caesar 
passed through he supplied for their annona 400 bushels of 
wheat, 100 bushels of barley, 60 bushels of beans, and 100 
measures of wine at far below the current price’. The implication 
is that the indemnity paid by the government was ‘far below the 
current price’ and tliat but for Sabinus’ generosity the city would 
have had to bear the loss. From the reign of Septimius Severus 
requisition of annona became a regular routine, and by the time 
of Diocletian no indemnity was paid, so that the annona became 
a tax—the principal direct tax. The history of this transformation 
is obscure, but it is probably to be connected with the inflation 
of the currency which began at the end of the second century. 
As the imperial treasury became more embarrassed owing to the 
decline in the real value of the taxes which it received-in cash, it 
must have found it increasingly difficult to pay for the supplies 
which it required, and payment grew more and more irregular. 
At the same time the scale of indemnity was, it may be suspected, 
not adjusted to meet rising prices, so that, when payment was 
made, it was worth very little.94

The reaction of the local authorities to this state of affairs 
seems to have varied. Sometimes, it would appear, they made up 
from civic funds the gap between the market-price of the supplies 
and the indemnity, if any, provided by the imperial treasury. 
More usually they passed on the burden to their citizens, requisi
tioning the supplies from them and letting them wait for payment 
till the money was forthcoming^-if it ever arrived. The machin
ery of collection is best seen in Egypt. The provincial govern
ment fixed the quota of goods to be delivered by each city, and 
the cities on its instructions elected officers to collect, deliver, or 
in general to take charge of the several assignments. The follow
ing notice posted by Aurelius Eudaemon, the president of the 
council of Oxyrhynchus, in a.d. 284 gives a good idea of the
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procedure: ‘The transport of the annona of the most noble 
soldiers does not admit even a short delay, and for this reason 
and because letters from his excellency the finance minister, 
Aurelius Proteus, and also from his excellency Ammonius are 
pressing us on this matter, and the ships to receive the supplies 
are already in port, it has become necessary to call a special

general meeting of the council in a suitable place to discuss this 
usiness only, in order that the services may be performed as 

quickly as possible. . . .  I have thought it right that you should 
Know by this notice that I have instructed you, being in possession 
of the facts, to assemble without delay in view of the orders, 
since no other business remains for the present meeting, and to 
vote on the election of those who are to serve.’ Earlier minutes 
of the council of Oxyrhynchus record the election, on the instruc
tions of the central government, of other similar officers to 
supervise the ‘convoy of wine’, ‘convoy of barley’, and ‘the 
convoy of animals’ for ‘the most noble soldiers’, and in a docu
ment from Hermopolis dated a.d. 261 an officer appointed ‘for 
the supervision and preparation and delivery of uniforms for the 
school of gladiators’ undertakes to deliver at Alexandria ‘half the 
quota of tunics allotted to the city’.95

The emperors thus made free use of the cities as local agents 
for executing the business of the central government. They left 
to them, to a greater or a less extent, the assessment and collection 
of direct taxes, the building of roads, the management of the 
imperial post, the supply of recruits, remounts, and provisions 
for the army. It was perhaps unfortunate that they did not see 
their way to trusting the cities with responsibilities of a more 
interesting kind. They n6 longer threatened any danger; separa
tist sentiment was dead, and the governing class no longer 
aspired to freedom but were proud of their membership of the 
empire. There would seem therefore to have been little risk in 
trusting the provincials with arms, and had the cities been 
afforded the opportunity of supplying military contingents they 
might have found in this service a useful outlet for their civic

fiatriotism and, if the service had been organized on competitive 
ines, for their mutual emulation. But the emperors preferred to 

rely on an exclusively professional army, and the services which 
they entrusted to the cities were of a menial type such as they 
could hardly feel much pride in fulfilling: it is significant that in 
the thousands of honorific inscriptions to patriotic citizens which 
we possess there is scarcely a mention of the various civic offices
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enumerated above which were concerned with imperial services. 
The result was that the very genuine civic patriotism which 
flourished under the principate was directed into futile channels, 
the celebration of games and the erection of vast and unnecessary 
public buildings, and the healthy spirit of rivalry between the 
cities found vent in trivial disputes over titles and precedence or 
in competitive displays of magnificence which were, owing to the 
heavy expense which they involved, positively harmful.

This lavish and futile extravagance was the principal cause for 
the increasing intervention in civic affairs of the imperial govern
ment, though other reasons contributed. There can be no doubt, 
for instance, that the civic authorities were often incompetent, 
failing to get as much out of their revenues as they might and 
allowing themselves to be cheated by dishonest contractors, and 
that sometimes they were corrupt, winking at the misappropria
tion of public funds. But whatever the causes which contributed 
to it, the growing financial embarrassment of the cities and the 
increasing burden thrown on their wealthier citizens, who had 
usually to foot the bill, caused grave concern to the emperors, 
who feared not only that the prosperity of the empire would be 
undermined but that eventually their own revenues would be 
imperilled.

Their intervention was not very effective. It was easy to frame 
general rules, but the application of these rules demanded the 
study of each individual case, and this was beyond the powers of 
most provincial governors, who had often several hundred cities 
under their charge. The appointment of special commissioners 
for small groups of cities or later for individual cities brought 
more effective control for a time, but as this system became 
universal it broke down through the difficulty of finding suitable 
candidates for the ever-increasing number of posts, and eventually 
the imperial government virtually abandoned this form of direct 
supervision by allowing the cities to choose the officers who were 
supposed to control them.

In another way imperial control was positively harmful, in that 
it tended to deaden local initiative. It is difficult to apportion the 
responsibility for this tendency between the central government 
and the cities. The fault lay in the system of provincial adminis
tration, which gave virtually unlimited powers to the governor, 
should he choose to exercise them, and guaranteed no definite 
rights to the cities. The result was that, once the imperial govern
ment began to interfere, the cities, never knowing whether any
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given measure would be approved, tended to ask approval for all. 
This feeling of helplessness undoubtedly accentuated the decay 
of civic patriotism, already moribund for lack of any useful outlet.

From the beginning of the second century, if not earlier, there 
are signs that the governing classes of the cities were beginning to 
regard civic office as an irksome task rather than a coveted honour. 
The extravagant standard of living which the cities adopted and 
the emperors had failed effectively to curb threw a heavy burden 
on the civic officers, and the increasing demands of the central 
government, caused by the many wars, foreign and civil, in which 
the empire was involved from the reign of Marcus Aurelius on
wards, by the increase in the size and pay of the army, and above 
all by the inflation of the currency begun under Commodus, 
which forced the government to supplement regular taxation by 
requisitions in kind, laid a yet heavier financial responsibility on 
them. In the second century evasion of office was already com
mon, and by the third century the city governments were in 
danger of breaking down from the reluctance of the governing 
classes to undertake their responsibilities. Thus the emperors 
were forced to intervene, first by general regulations and then by 
the direct interposition of the provincial governor, in order to 
force qualified persons to take their due share in the government 
of the cities, whose survival was essential not only for the civiliza
tion of the empire but for the proper functioning of its adminis
trative machinery.
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CHAPTER IX

THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

ONE of the leading principles of Diocletian’s reforms was 
uniformity, and it is questionable whether any diversity of 
status between cities survived them. Free cities are certainly 

heard of no more. The title of colony was, on the other hand, 
still granted in the fourth century and it may be that the ius 
Italicum still meant something then: it is probable that Valen- 
tinian and Valens in restoring to Constantinople in a.d. 370 its 
ius Italicum were conferring something more than an empty title. 
How long the ius Italicum survived is again doubtful—the fact 
that Justinian inserted in the Digest such obiter dicta of the jurists 
as he could find on colonies and their privileges may mean that 
these privileges were still in force in the sixth century, or may 
on the other hand be mere antiquarianism. It probably did not 
amount to much in any case; for, seeing that the cities of Italy 
itself were subject to taxation, it is unlikely that the cities in the 
provinces whose status was assimilated to theirs remained tax free. 
Perhaps colonies with ius Italicum retained their immunity from 
the old tributum, but this was a negligible item compared with the 
annona, the aurum coronarium, and the new taxes invented by the 
Byzantine emperors.96

The main preoccupation of the Byzantine emperors with the 
cities was to keep them alive. This anxiety was to some extent dis
interested, for the city was still in this age the symbol of civiliza
tion, and die emperors wished them as far as was compatible with 
the pressing needs of defence to be prosperous and to continue to 
afford to their inhabitants the amenities of Greek culture. But to 
a very large extent the efforts of the emperors to prop up civic 
institutions were actuated by the interests of the central govern
ment. The cities were essential cogs in the administrative 
machine; they collected most of the taxes and performed many 
other services in a far more reliable manner than did the central 
bureaucracy. From time to time, it is true, the imperial govern
ment, wishing to relieve the cities of a part of their burden or 
despairing of their future, transferred some of their functions 
to the bureaucracy. But these experiments were not a success. 
The imperial civil service might at first sight seem to be more



amenable to the emperor’s will, being directly appointed by and 
responsible to him, but in fact its members were far harder to bring 
to book than the civic officers, whose defaults could be visited upon 
the council which elected them. And not only did the imperial 
civil service cheat the emperor, but it also grossly oppressed the 
taxpayers. Hence arose a third motive for maintaining the civic 
governments; if the emperor could not himself protect his subjects 
from the ruinous rapacity of his own servants, he could at least 
encourage them to protect themselves.

The efforts of the emperors to keep the cities alive found ex
pression in a huge volume of legislation designed to prevent their 
governing classes from shirking their duty. The execution of 
these laws was, as in the preceding period, entrusted to the pro
vincial governors. The burden laid upon these officials had 
already by the end of the third century become intolerable, and it 
steadily grew as the city governments required more and more 
active goading to make them perform their duties. For this reason 
Diocletian multiplied the number of the governors by sub
dividing the provinces, and subsequent emperors pursued the 
same policy. This measure of Diocletian is often attributed to 
his desire to weaken the power of the governors, whose constant 
rebellions had in the recent past endangered the stability of the 
empire. It is true that some of the governors were dangerously 
powerful, and that some of Diocletian’s reforms, notably the 
separation of civil from military commands and the subdivision 
of the latter, were directed to breaking their power. But it is not 
on record that the governors of the unarmed provinces had during 
the third century raised rebellions, and yet these were as drastic
ally divided as the great frontier commands—Asia for instance 
became five provinces—and the policy of subdivision continued 
in the fourth and fifth centuries, when the provincial governors 
had lost all importance. It seems probable therefore that Dio
cletian’s main motive was, by reducing the number of cities 
subject to each governor, to enable him to exercise more effective 
control over them; and this is the motive attributed to him by 
a contemporary, Lactantius.97

Even the domestic services of the cities, especially the mainten
ance of their public buildings, tended in the Byzantine period to 
depend on the initiative of the governor. The cities had some 
excuse for neglecting them, for not only were their governing 
classes, who had in times past paid for a large proportion of them, 
greatly reduced in numbers and wealth, as well as in willing-
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ness, but their corporate revenues had mostly been swallowed 
by the imperial exchequer. The details of this process are obscure. 
The sacred lands were perhaps the first to go, under Constan
tine. The revenue from these was not strictly civic, and, since the 
purpose to which they were devoted, the public worship of the 
gods, was not encouraged and was soon prohibited, the cities 
could not greatly complain. The civic lands and taxes were 
perhaps seized by Constantius. Julian restored both the sacred 
lands to the gods and the civic lands and taxes to the cities, but 
both measures were revoked by Valens.

The result was that the cities abandoned even their most 
essential services, and Valens was obliged to return to them a 
third of the revenue derived from their lands and taxes in order to 
enable them to keep their walls in repair. The cities thus became 
pensioners on the imperial treasury for their internal expenses, 
and they found the situation most unpleasant: Eutropius, the 
proconsul of Asia, reported in 370 that ‘the same revenues are 
both long and piteously demanded and grudgingly and reluctantly

!>aid by the agents of the resprivata’, who managed the confiscated 
and; nor did the imperial exchequer profit, for these same agents 

swallowed up all additional profits over and above the fixed 
revenues payable to the cities and to the state.

Valens in this case rather favoured the plan of placing all the 
civic lands in the charge of the cities once more, allowing them to 
keep their proportion of the fixed revenue and any additional 
profits that they made out of them, but holding them responsible 
for the payment of the rest of the fixed revenue to the imperial 
exchequer. This plan does not seem to have been generally 
adopted, for we subsequently find civic lands under the adminis
tration of the resprivata. The third of the lands whose revenues 
went to the cities seems, however, to have been later placed in the 
charge of the civic authorities, as were also the buildings and sites 
within and adjacent to the city walls when these—both those that 
had been sacred and those that had been civic—were restored to 
the cities in A.D. 401. The management of the third of the civic 
taxes which was allocated to the cities was also later—in A.n. 431 
—restored to the city governments, which thus regained full 
control of what remained of their former revenues for a while. 
Justinian appears to have made the cities once again dependent 
for their revenues on the central government.98

Whether they managed it themselves or received it from the 
imperial exchequer, the cities found their third quite inadequate



for their needs, and they therefore naturally undertook no ex
penses that they could avoid. The initiative in maintaining civic 
services was thus thrown on to the provincial governor, and it 
became his responsibility to see that the games were celebrated, 
that the food-supply was maintained, and in particular that public 
works, especially fortifications, were kept in repair. He was 
usually instructed to use for this purpose the portion of the city 
concerned. If one city was in exceptional need, he might spend 
upon it those of others. If this failed he fell back on a general 
levy upon the landowners of the city territory; the use of imperial 
revenue was strictly forbidden."

The governors, after the manner of the age, used their power 
over the civic revenues to claim a rake-off for themselves, and 
Zeno attempted to check this abuse by restoring full control of 
the city’s income and public works to its ‘father’, as the curator 
civitatis was now called. Justinian in his mandates (535) in
structed the provincial governors to keep civic buildings in repair 
and to use the civic revenues for the purpose, but later in his reign 
(in a.d. 546) he reverted to Zeno’s policy; the collectors were 
ordered to pay over their revenues to the cities without deduc
tions of any kind, and the governor was strictly forbidden to 
meddle with the way in which they were spent. During the sixth 
century the praetorian prefects also began to intervene in civic 
finance by sending out special commissioners, ostensibly to super
vise public works. Justinian set his face firmly against this abuse, 
forbidding any commissioner to be dispatched without his per
sonal authorization, and empowering the civic authorities to refuse 
admission even to those armed with an imperial letter until 
reference had been made to Constantinople and its authenticity 
proved.100

The city courts seem by the end of the third century to have 
disappeared entirely, and all jurisdiction devolved upon the pro
vincial governor, who was authorized to delegate minor cases to 
indices pedanei (xaficuBiKocrrai). This concentration of jurisdiction 
in the hands of the governor bore hard on the provincials, and 
in particular on the humbler classes, who had often to travel 
to the metropolis of the province to obtain justice and could not 
afford the gratuities expected of litigants by the governor and his 
officials. Moreover, when as was often the case their grievance 
was oppression by these very officials, they had little chance of 
satisfaction if they obtained a hearing.101

To remedy this state of affairs the emperors adopted the
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curious device of the defensores civitatum (exhwoi). These officials, 
though not mentioned in the Theodosian Code till a.d . 368, when 
they were introduced into the prefecture of Illyricum, appear in 
Egypt in a.d. 332. They were according to the Code persons of 
high official standing (decurions were specifically excluded) and 
they were appointed by the praetorian prefect. Their function 
was to protect the humbler classes (with whom the decurions are 
later classed) from the oppression of the great, among whom the 
governor and his officials are expressly included, and they were 
accordingly armed with petty jurisdiction. In minor civil cases 
they could deliver a verdict; in major civil and in criminal cases 
they acted as juges d’imtruction, drawing up a statement of the 
issue with the relevant documents and depositions, and forward
ing it to the governor, who might be expected to take more notice 
of complaints thus officially on record.102

It is questionable whether this attempt to set a thief to catch a 
thief—for the defensores were drawn from the same class and 
appointed by the same authority as the provincial governors— 
was very successful. At any rate in a.d . 387 Theodosius decided 
to allow each city to choose its own defensor subject to the 
approval of the praetorian prefect, and since the rules regarding 
the rank of the defensor were allowed to become dead letters, the 
office became in effect a civic magistracy. Its later history will 
accordingly be discussed in the next part; here it may suffice to 
state that the defensores ceased when they became civic magis
trates to be very effective champions of their cities, but that the 
imperial government did its best to maintain their authority. 
Justinian still hoped to find in them a check against the ever- 
encroaching powers of the provincial governors, who at this date 
were in the habit, despite the fulminations of the emperor, of 
appointing a deputy (rtwonj/wpTj?) in each city, who was to all 
intents and purposes its governor.103

Of the services performed for the state by the cities the collec
tion of direct taxes—the tributum with which the annona had now 
been consolidated—remained the most important. The part 
played by the cities in this work varied very considerably not only 
at different dates but in different regions at the same date, and it is 
difficult to draw from the material at our disposal—principally 
the Codes and the papyri—any very coherent picture, especially 
since in the imperial legislation the humble role of the cities tends 
to be taken for granted. The general rule was that the provincial 
governor with his officials apportioned the taxes between the cities



and that the cities then appointed collectors who extracted the 
taxes from their inhabitants and handed them over to the gover
nor, but there were many temporary and local exceptions to this 
rule, and the functions of the city collectors and the officials of 
the governor seem often to overlap.

On two occasions the imperial government tried the experi
ment of appointing a collector of taxes for each city. Early in the 
fourth century (the first dated example is in a.d. 309) there 
appears the exactor civitatis. This official seems originally to have 
been a member of the imperial bureaucracy, and he was certainly 
appointed by the central government. His function was perhaps 
rather to supervise the activity of the civic collectors, who were 
his subordinates, than to undertake the collection himself, though 
it would appear that he extracted arrears. The office still survived 
in a.d. 345 in its original form, as we learn from a letter written by 
Aurelius Eulogius, president of the council of Arsinoe, to his 
friend Flavius Abinnaeus, asking the latter, who is going up to 
court, to obtain for him from the emperors the post of exactor of 
the city. At this date the post was a desirable one; Eulogius is 
even willing to pay Abinnaeus what he euphemistically calls the 
expenses involved in the transaction. But the office was no longer, 
as it apparently had originally been, reserved to members of the 
official bureaucracy, since a curialis could aspire to it. Within the 
next forty years the exactor had become a civic officer, elected by 
the city council. The reason for the change is probably to be 
found in a papyrus from Hermopolis, in which the city council 
objects to being made responsible for the default of an exactor 
whom it had not elected. As taxation grew more difficult to 
collect, the liability of the exactor for arrears became more press
ing—though it would seem that the office was still often lucrative 
—and might exceed his assets. This liability could not legally be 
passed on to the city council as long as the exactor was appointed 
not by them but by the emperor. The only solution was then to 
transfer the appointment, and with it the liability, to the city 
council, and the exactor thus sank to be merely the head of the 
civic taxation service.10*

The second experiment was the institution of vindices by 
Anastasius. The constitution creating the office has not been 
preserved and we possess only literary evidence on its nature. We 
therefore have little precise knowledge about it. A vindex was 
appointed by the imperial government in each city, and the post 
is said to have been allocated to the highest bidder. Anastasius’
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reform thus amounted to a revival of the farming system aban
doned some five centuries earlier. But the city councils do not 
seem to have been relieved of their burden by the change. Like 
the exactor, the vindex appears to have been a director of collec
tion rather than a collector himself, and the civic officers still 
continued to do their work, presumably as his subordinates. 
Vindices still existed under Justinian, who, though he alludes to 
them in abusive terms, is proved by these very allusions not 
to have abolished them.105

The actual collection of the taxes seems normally to have been 
entrusted to civic officers, usually styled procuratores (ivi/xeXyp-ai) 
or susceptores (vnoSeKrat, anoSeKral). Officers were also appointed 
for the erogatio or divisio annonae (SwSortu). An important part 
in the business of tax collection was also played by the praepositi 
pagorum (usually irpmnooiros ttaycv, sometimes translated myap- 
xos); these officers were instituted in a .u . 307-8, and took over 
many of the functions of the ‘first ten’, who were at this time 
abolished. Their duties seem however to have been administra
tive rather than strictly fiscal; they administered the several dis
tricts (pagi) into which the city territory was divided, appointing 
the collectors of each village, who delivered the quota of the 
village to the city collectors. The Code also mentions praepositi 
horreorutn, the managers of the state granaries where tne annona 
was stored. All these officers were normally elected by the city 
council. The compulsores (dwamjrat), on the other hand, were 
usually officials of the provincial governor, though the title is 
sometimes applied to civic officers; their function seems to have 
been to extract arrears either from or in conjunction with the 
susceptores or procuratores.106

This was the normal division of functions. Valentinian and 
Valens at the beginning of their joint reign endeavoured to trans
fer the entire work of tax-collection to the offidtmt of the governor, 
but many governors protested that their officials were unequal to 
the task and the rule was never uniformly applied—Cilicia is 
mentioned as an exception—and seems soon to have lapsed. The 
cities were subsequently from time to time relieved of a part of 
their burden. A constitution addressed to the vicar of Pontica in 
385 directs that the officials of the governor collect the taxes from 
the potentiores, that is, the great landlords who were exempt from 
service on the city council; the council was according to this con
stitution to collect from its own members, the defensor from the 
lower orders. In 396 the taxes on the estates of senators were
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transferred to the care of the provincial officia; this reform was 
short-lived, for next year it was found that these taxes were in 
arrear to the extent of 50 per cent and their exaction was accord
ingly restored to the city councils. In 412 the praetorian prefect 
of Illyricum was instructed that governors must not expect the 
cities to collect the annona destined for their own use but exact it 
for themselves through their own officials. Finally, during the 
fifth century many great landlords obtained or arrogated to them
selves the right 01 ‘self-collection’ (autopractorium); that is, they 
collected the taxes of their tenants and forwarded them direct to 
the provincial governor; the same right was also accorded to some 
villages of peasant proprietors,107

Or the other taxes the aurum coronarivm was at this date sub
scribed by the members of the city council, which naturally 
organized its collection. The collatio lustralis, a tax on traders, 
was at first exacted by the councils, but was transferred by Julian 
to the trade guild of each city, which elected the officers respon
sible for its collection; this arrangement, as far as we know, re
mained in force till the tax was abolished by Anastasius. Even 
the indirect taxes (vectigalia) were sometimes collected by the 
cities. In theory they were farmed, but in practice the contractors 
(conductores) were often not voluntary entrepreneurs but were 
arbitrarily allotted their contracts at a figure fixed by the govern
ment. These pseudo-contractors were in some dioceses—notably 
Egypt—elected by the city councils. In some provinces, amongst 
them Macedonia, the cities were responsible for revenue arising 
out of mining royalties, electing the superintendents of mines 
(procurators metallorum). In Egypt—but not, it would seem, 
elsewhere in the empire—they collected the rents of the imperial 
estates: a papyrus records a city councillor holding the office of 
praepositus patrimonialtum in the tenth pagus of Oxyrhynchus.108

The Codes make no mention of the cities in connexion with 
recruiting, but the papyri prove that in Egypt at any rate they 
were responsible; they elected the recruiting officers (
Ti/japmn') and likewise the collectors of the recruit tax which was 
often levied instead of recruits (vmStia-al %pvoov npJivwv). Roads 
and bridges were in the Byzantine period regarded as a purely 
civic concern, and were paid for either from the civic revenues or 
by levies on the landowners of the city territory. The imperial 
post was also generally a charge on the cities. It was still managed 
by persons called contractors (mancipes) and the government in 
some provinces at any rate provided (by way of taxation, levied of
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course by the cities) the animals and fodder for them. These 
allowances do not, however, seem to have covered the cost of the 
post, and the contractors were in fact compelled to undertake 
their expensive charge. The class from which the contractors 
were drawn and the method by which they were selected varied 
from time to time and from district to district; but very frequently 
they were elected by the city councils. This is stated in 392 to 
have been the normal practice in Egypt, and the statement is 
confirmed by a papyrus of 322, wherein a singularly illiterate 
city councillor of Oxyrhynchus complains of His appointment 
as contractor of the post (KovbovKropla rov ogeas Sp<fytou). Not 
all roads were provided with a fiscal post, and on these requi
sitions (jparangariae, paraveredi) remained the rule; the civic 
authorities were still responsible for organizing these. The duty 
of providing lodging for the emperor, imperial officials, and 
soldiers on their travels remained in force, and this sendee (metata) 
was also, it would seem, managed by the civic authorities, who had 
likewise to prepare baths for travelling officials of high rank.109

By the Byzantine age the attitude of the central government 
was precisely the opposite to what it had been in the Hellenistic. 
The Icings had feared the cities, had endeavoured to curb their 
independence, and as far as was possible had dispensed with their 
support. The Byzantine emperors had no need to hold the cities 
in check; their chief anxiety was to galvanize them into activity. 
And so far from wishing to increase the powers of their civil 
service they preferred to use the cities as their agents. The cities 
had in the nine hundred years which passed between the reigns of 
Alexander and of Justinian sunk from independent states which 
resented submission to any external authority, to organs of local 
administration. As such they were still in Justinian’s day of some 
importance, as is proved by the sedulous efforts of that emperor 
to maintain them. They were still useful servants of the emperor, 
and Justinian hoped that, as a result of the measures he had taken 
to check their decay, they always would be so. And he hoped that 
they might be something more, bulwarks against the licence of 
the common enemy of the emperor and his subjects, the bureau
cracy, and to this end he endeavoured to give them a larger degree 
of independence. But the attempt was doomed to failure. The 
vigorous spirit of civic patriotism which had once inspired the 
cities had been allowed by the emperors to die for lack of any
thing to feed upon, and now that it might have been useful 
to the emperor it could not be revived by a stroke of his pen.
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PART III

INTERNAL POLITICS

C H A P T E R  X

THE HELLENISTIC AGE

WHEN Alexander freed the Greek cities of Asia he every
where deposed the tyrants and oligarchies which had been 

ruling them in the Persian interest and established democracies. 
From this time on democracy and freedom became closely allied 
concepts. The old ideal of autonomy, that every city should keep 
its own or its ancestral constitution, was not formally abandoned, 
it is true; but it was tacitly assumed, often without much historical 
justification, that democracy was the normal constitution of every 
city. Popular sentiment being unanimous on the point, the kings 
for the most part followed suit. Antipater and Cassander tried 
the experiment of governing the cities through oligarchies of 
their supporters, but the experiment was unsuccessful. Though 
they gained for the moment what all the kings desired, control 
over the policy of the cities, they incurred in so doing enormous 
unpopularity, which Antigonus was quick to exploit. By pro
claiming himself the champion of freedom and democracy, he 
won for himself the support of public opinion, and in his cam
paigns in Greece his armies were materially assisted by uprisings 
of the citizens against the governments which his rivals had 
established. Antigonus* policy was so abundantly justified by its 
results that it was generally copied by later kings. Whatever 
devices they might invent to secure their control over their cities, 
there was one which they could not use, the formal limitation of 
political power to a small class.1

Democracy was then in the hellenistic age universally recog
nized as the proper constitution of a Greek city, and as the 
institutions of the Greek city spread over barbarian lands it was 
the democratic type of constitution which was accepted as 
the norm. The colonies planted by the kings seem, from the 
scanty information that we possess as to their internal institu
tions, to have been democratic, and as barbarian cities adopted 
Greek constitutions they too followed the mode. Theoretically
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democracy was universally triumphant. It is more difficult to 
discern how far it prevailed in spirit and in actuality.3

The people were in almost every city divided into a number of 
tribes. These were often of great antiquity, and the original basis 
of the division can only be conjectured. Many cities of Asia 
Minor, for instance, preserved the primitive six Ionic tribes, with 
local variations, and in most Dorian cities the traditional threefold 
division survived, again with occasional local differences. In 
some old Greek colonies the citizens were grouped into tribes 
according to their provenance. In some Carian cities also the 
tribes were bodies of great antiquity and had perhaps once been 
separate communities which had united to form the city. But in 
the vast majority of cases the tribal division seems to nave been 
artificial and of relatively recent date. This was so in many old 
Greek cities; at Athens for instance the ten tribes had been 
created by Cleisthenes. In the royal foundations of the Hellenistic 
age and in the cities which during that period adopted Greek 
constitutions the tribes seem almost invariably to have been 
purely artificial. Artificial tribes were usually named after gods, 
heroes of local fame, and, in the case of royal foundations, kings 
and queens of the dynasty and their reputed divine and heroic 
ancestors. Dynastic tribes were also often introduced into exist
ing cities; it was a common form of compliment to create a new 
tribe or rename an old one after a royal benefactor. These names 
are of no very great interest, save in so far as they reveal the 
dynastic affiliations of the cities or their foundation legends, for 
barbarian cities often named their tribes after the heroes of 
antiquity whom they appropriated: Pergamum thus commemo
rated Telephus, Pelops, Cadmus, and others, and Sardis had a 
Mermnad and a Masdnid tribe.3

The real basis of division is unknown, but it was probably in 
most cases local. There is no evidence that other cities had so 
complicated a system as Athens. A tribe appears not infrequently 
to have corresponded to a block of the city territory, or again to 
a ward of the town—at Antioch by Daphne the tribes were of this 
character, and it may be suspected that the five tribes of Alexan
dria of Egypt were identical with the five wards. No doubt in 
most cases the tribes each comprised a section both of the town 
and of the territory in order to maintain an even balance. The 
number of tribes varied greatly, from two (at Samos) to ten or 
twelve, both very popular figures, or even more (Antioch had 
eventually eighteen), and bore no relation to the size of the city:
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insignificant places like Ilium had twelve and huge towns like 
Alexandria or Ephesus five only.4

The tribes were regularly subdivided into smaller units, 
generally called as at Athens demes. In the old cities these 
divisions were either villages or family groups. In the new cities 
they were as artificial as the tribes, bearing the names of gods, 
kings, and heroes: demes of this type are recorded at Alexandria 
and Ptolemais of Egypt, at Seleucia in Pieria, and at Cassandreia 
and Thessalonica, and were no doubt universal in the royal 
colonies. In the Lycian cities the demes were named after 
Homeric heroes connected with the country, Bellerophon and 
the like.5

A primary rule of any democratic constitution is that all 
citizens irrespective of their birth or wealth should have equal 
political rights. It is probable that in theory this principle was 
generally observed. The constitution drafted by Ptolemy I for 
Cyrene is an exception, for here the exercise of political rights 
was limited to a body of ‘ten thousand’, defined by a property 
qualification. But this constitution was drawn up in exceptional 
circumstances, since Ptolemy had intervened in Cyrenaean affairs 
on the appeal of exiled oligarchs, and was therefore bound to 
show some respect to their interests; it is indeed noteworthy that 
in the circumstances Ptolemy adopted so liberal an attitude as he 
did, for it is plain that his constitution was far less oligarchical 
than that under which his prot6g£s had previously held sway, in 
which the ‘thousand’ was the governing body. In any case, the 
Cyrenaean constitution was probably drafted in 321 b.c., that is 
to say before Ptolemy had adopted the slogan of freedom and 
democracy.6

There are, however, other instances which indicate that in 
Africa, whatever their policy in Greece, the Ptolemies did favour 
restriction of citizen rights. In the third century B.c. Ptolemais 
of the Thebaid passed a decree that in future members of the 
council and of the jury courts should be chosen from a select list, 
and by the end of the Ptolemaic period there was at Alexandria 
a distinction between those citizens who were enrolled in the 
demes, and the rest who were Alexandrians merely. The signifi
cance of the distinction is not known, but it has been conjectured 
that full political rights were confined to the former class. This 
distinction did not exist in the third century b.c., and was perhaps 
the result of the troubles in the reign of Euergetes II. Elsewhere 
in the Greek world there is no trace of any limitation of political



rights, and in Greece proper the action taken by the Romans 
in introducing property qualifications implies that none had 
hitherto existed; even in the cities which had been subject to 
the Antigonids it seems to have been the work of their liberator 
Flamininus to limit democracy in this way.7

Though all citizens seem as a rule to have possessed equal 
rights, the citizenship might itself be limited to a relatively 
restricted number of the inhabitants. In all Greek cities citizen
ship was of course determined in principle by birth and not by 
residence. Citizen descent on both sides was normally required, 
unless, as came to be increasingly common, a special arrangement 
was made whereby men and women of two cities or of a whole 
group might contract legal marriages with one another. Citizen
ship was frequently granted by special decree to foreigners who 
had been benefactors to the city, and it also became increasingly 
common for pairs or groups of cities to make their citizenship 
interchangeable; there survive for instance treaties between 
Miletus and several of its Carian neighbours, Heraclea, Mylasa, 
and Tralles, whereby any Milesian establishing a domicile in one 
of these cities became automatically a citizen and vice versa.8

There were, however, in every city a number of domiciled 
aliens (usually called xdtoikoi and not as at Athens fU-nuan), many 
of whom had no doubt lived there for generations. Slaves, 
moreover, did not as a rule acquire citizenship on manumission, 
as they did in Roman law, but freedmen ana their descendants 
remained a separate class, which might in some cities become a 
substantial element in the population. Philip V of Macedon was 
greatly struck by the Roman practice of admitting freedmen to 
citizenship, and commented upon it in a letter which he wrote to 
Larissa, recommending them to fill up their depleted population 
by the enfranchisement of aliens. He did not, however, venture 
to advise the Larissaeans to follow the Roman practice. Greek 
sentiment seems to have been far more exclusive towards freed
men than Roman. At Pergamum in the crisis which followed the 
death of Attalus III they were raised only to the status of domi
ciled aliens.9

Apart from immigrants and freedmen and their descendants 
there was in some cities a portion of the native population ex
cluded from the citizenship. It is doubtful if any such class 
survived in Greece proper after the final break up of the Laconian 
state, whereby the communities of the perioeci became indepen
dent cities. In the old Greek colonies the native population was
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certainly sometimes and perhaps often a subject class. At Hera- 
clea Pontica the Mariandyni who inhabited the neighbouring 
country are known to have been reduced to serfdom. At Zeleia 
an inscription mentions the Phrygians who cultivated the public 
lands of the city; these appear from other inscriptions to have 
been serfs. At Priene the Pedieis seem to have been a similar 
class. Strabo also records that at Cyrene the population was 
divided into citizens, domiciled aliens, Jews—a privileged class 
of aliens—and peasants; the last are probably the native Libyans.10

These situations arose from conquest. It seems likely, though 
there is no evidence on the point, that a situation of this sort 
might also arise when a Greek city added barbarian country to its 
territory by purchase or by grant; it is for instance difficult to 
believe that, when the lands granted by Antiochus I to Aristo- 
dicides of Assus were incorporated in Ilium, the Ilians admitted 
the native serfs who tilled these lands to citizenship, and at 
Pergamum the inhabitants of ‘the places’, that is, probably the 
royal lands incorporated in the city territory by the will of 
Attalus III, continued after that event to be listed separately 
from the old citizens, who alone were enrolled in the tribes. In 
the new colonies planted by the kings it would also seem highly 
probable that only the Greek colonists were citizens, and that the 
natives, not only those that inhabited the surrounding territory 
but those that had been moved into the new town, •remained 
outside the pale; at Alexandria the citizens were certainly a very 
small percentage of the population and are sharply distinguished 
from the Egyptian residents of the city.11

Not all Greek cities, however, adopted so exclusive an attitude. 
Rhodes, as it acquired its mainland territory, incorporated the 
Carian communities as demes of the repuSlic, granting their 
members Rhodian citizenship; and Miletus similarly, when it 
swallowed up Carian Pedasa, accepted the Pedasians as Milesian 
citizens. Much no doubt depended on the degree of culture 
attained by the native population. Carians were by this period so 
fully hellenized that they could be readily assimilated to the body 
politic. Egyptians, and no doubt Syrians, were still too alien to 
be accepted as fellow citizens.1*

Where a city, Greek by blood, was planted in a barbarian 
environment, tne racial, or perhaps rather cultural, exclusiveness 
of the Greeks might result in the disfranchisement of a large 
proportion, often the majority, of the inhabitants of the town and 
its territory. When a native community adopted the institutions
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of a Greek city, there was Jess reason why any part of the popula
tion should have been excluded from the citizenship. But no 
doubt there were cases where there was already in existence a 
governing and a subject class, and in such circumstances it may 
often have happened that the former became citizens of the new 
city and the latter remained in their previous condition.

Many of the towns of Lydia and Phrygia seem to have deve
loped on much the same lines as the towns of medieval Europe. 
They were essentially centres of industry and commerce, and 
trade guilds were the basis of their development. When they 
attained the status of cities, they seem still in many cases to have 
based their civic organization on the guilds, which took the place 
of the tribes of a normal Greek city; in one instance, Philadelphia 
of Lydia, the guilds were actually given the title of tribes. It 
would follow that in these towns the citizenship was confined to 
members of the guilds. Originally the towns probably pos
sessed no territories; an inscription of the late fourth century 
B.c. suggests that the country round Sardis was royal land, 
and was granted out on a quasi-feudal system by the king 
to his officers. But in the course of the Hellenistic period, pre
sumably as the towns were granted the status of cities, they 
acquired territorial jurisdiction: an inscription alludes to a royal 
demarcation between the territories of Thyateira and Hieracome. 
It seems unlikely that the peasants of these rural areas brought 
under the rule of the town would have been enrolled in the 
guilds, and they no doubt remained a disfranchised class.13

It was an essential principle of Greek democracy to curb as far 
as possible the power of the executive, the magistrates, and to 
ensure that the magistracies were equally accessible to all citizens. 
One of the devices by which the Athenians secured these objects, 
the appointment to all but the most important posts by lot, does 
not seem to have been greatly favoured in the Hellenistic east; 
magistrates appear generally to have been elected by the people, 
except for certain priesthoods which were hereditary, and others 
which were sold by auction for a limited term or for life—a 
practice very commonly adopted by Hellenistic cities. On the 
other hand many cities limited the term for which the posts were 
held more severely than did the Athenians. A year was the most 
usual period, but at Rhodes, for instance, at Cnidus, at Stratoni- 
cea, at Tenos, and at Tarsus, magistrates were changed every six 
months, and at Erythrae and Chalcedon some of them, including 
the most important, the strategi, served for four months only.1*
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The practice of entrusting each department of state not to a 
single officer but to a board, the members of which were often 
drawn in proportion from the tribes, was very general, though it 
does not seem everywhere to have been carried to such an extreme 
as in fourth-century Athens. The important offices, in whose 
hands lay the direction of policy, were invariably collegiate. 
Those whose duties were of a more routine character were often 
entrusted to a single magistrate, or if a board were elected, its 
members served in rotation for a month each. Property qualifica
tions were demanded only for certain financial offices in which 
it was desirable to have a substantial surety against peculation. 
AH magistrates were subject to a scrutiny, both financial and 
general, on laying down their office.15

The titles and functions of the several departmental magistrates 
will be described in the next part, and here it will suffice to 
'mention certain offices whose powers were of a more general kind. 
In many cities there was an eponymous magistrate by whose 
name public documents were dated. His functions were as a rule 
purely formal—to make certain sacrifices on behalf of the state 
and to walk at the head of civic processions—but he was usually 
expected to entertain on a lavish scale during his year. The title 
of the eponymous magistrate is often curious and interesting, for 
in many cities he had in the distant past been the head of the 
state, whose powers had been gradually whittled down to a purely 
formal presidency. Elsewhere a priest was eponymous; this was 
a practice indigenous in some old Greek cities and widely adopted 
in the Hellenistic age, when royal foundations commonly dated 
their acts by the priest of the dynastic cult and the sacred office 
of the stephanephorus was made eponymous over a large area of 
western Asia Minor.16

In cities which forwent the luxury of a special eponymous 
magistracy, public acts were generally dated by the chief board 
or its chairman. In some districts one supreme college dealt with 
both civil and military affairs; in Macedonia, for instance, there 
were the politarchs, in Thessaly the tagi, in Laconia the ephors, 
in Crete the cosmi. Elsewhere there were two boards, one civil and 
one military: thus in the cities of the Achaean league the demiurgi 
directed home affairs while the strategi led the armed forces. The 
balance of power between the two boards varied greatly from 
place to place. In some cities the strategi were, as at Athens, 
virtually the heads of the government, and the civil board had, 
like the Athenian archons, almost purely formal duties. At Rhodes,



on the other hand, the civil ]>rytaneis directed policy, and the 
generals were confined to their strictly military duties, and the 
Rhodian example was widely followed in southern Asia Minor.17

The key institution in any Greek democracy was the council. 
It had very considerable executive functions, especially in the 
sphere of finance, since it had to co-ordinate and control the 
multifarious boards of magistrates. It also had important de
liberative functions. All Greek cities, however democratic, 
recognized that the primary assembly was a dangerously irrespon
sible body, and therefore, while leaving to it the ultimate decision 
on every point of importance, took care that no ill-considered 
proposal could be suddenly sprung upon it and passed in a snap 
division. One precaution, which seems to have been universal, 
was that no measure might be brought before the assembly which 
had not been considered and approved by the council. In some 
cities this procedure is expressly set forth in the preambles of 
decrees—‘whereas the council has passed a preliminary resolu
tion’ is part of the regular formula employed in the cities of 
Lesbos. More usually it is briefly summarized in the formula ‘it 
was enacted by the council and people’.18

In the council naturally no measure could be moved except by 
a member, or in some cities by the principal magistrates, who 
might attend its sessions. A private citizen, or even a magistrate, 
unless specially empowered, was obliged therefore, if he wished 
to promote a measure, to apply for leave to address the council: 
this procedure in the decrees of some cities is expressly set forth in 
such formulae as ‘whereas so-and-so approached the council and 
stated that . .  .’ or ‘whereas so-and-so made a communication in 
writing to the council’. The usual procedure was then—if the 
proposal found favour, and naturally we have record only of 
proposals which ultimately became law—that a member or the 
council or a magistrate or board vested with the requisite powers 
should formally move a resolution in the sense of the proposal; 
this appears from the fact that the formal mover of a decree is 
generally not the person who appeared before the council. In 
some cities, however, a private person might obtain leave from 
the council himself to move a measure; in Syros the formula was 
‘So-and-so, having made a written application to the council, 
moved’.19

Under such rules of procedure it is plain that the council had 
a very complete control over legislation. It might not necessarily 
use its powers. It might regularly hand on private motions to the
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assembly. It might also frame its preliminary resolution in the 
vaguest terms, making no definite recommendation to the 
assembly, but merely inviting it to make a decision on a topic 
which had been brought to its notice: members of the assembly 
had also the power of moving amendments of a far-reaching 
character to the resolutions of the council. But only with its 
approval and by its formal initiative could any measure be moved 
in the assembly. It was therefore essential, if democracy was to 
be effective, that the council should accurately reflect the general 
sentiments of the people. As far as can be discerned from our 
scanty evidence the same means were employed for achieving this 
end as at Athens. The council was a large body—five hundred 
was probably a fairly typical figure—selected in equal numbers 
from the constituent tribes of the people; and its membership was 
changed at frequent intervals. The usual term of office was a year, 
but at Rhodes and its neighbour Stratonicea it was only six 
months; in the Ptolemaic constitution of Cyrene members seem 
to have sat for two years, and the council to have been renewed 
annually by halves. The method of selection seem^ usually to 
have been, as at Athens, the lot.10

The chairmanship of the council and of the assembly (the 
office was usually one) might be a position of some authority, 
since it was the chairman who drew up the agenda of either body, 
and nothing not on the agenda might be discussed. Not all cities 
took the elaborate precautions of Athens to secure that the office 
should be held by a member of the council selected by chance 
for one occasion only. In some cities something like the Athenian 
system prevailed: the council was divided into committees which 
were in rotation responsible for the conduct of business and from 
which the actual chairman was selected. At Magnesia on the 
Maeander, for instance, the tribes of the council took it in 
turn to serve for a month as npotSpoi, and from the ■npoehpot was 
selected the enwonj?. At Cyzicus similarly the tribes served for 
monthly periods as npvravet?, and at Carystus the council was 
divided into twelve groups of wpô ouAot, who evidently served for 
a month each, and in each group was an ot/Ao?. It may
be noted that most cities preferred to change the presidency by 
the month, though this might involve complicated adjustments if 
the number of their tribes were not a factor of twelve, rather than 
to divide the year, as did the Athenians, into a number of presi
dency periods equal to the number of tribes. Allusions to presi
dents (known by a great variety of titles including besides those
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mentioned above vpoorarat, «araAoyot and atmifitnfTaT) who served 
for the term of a month are fairly frequent, and many of these 
committees were probably subdivisions of the council, as were 
clearly oi hnfirpnot. tijs fiovkrjs at Smyrna and Lampsacus.21

In other cities, however, the principal magistrates had at least 
a concurrent power of putting motions on the agenda and pre
siding. In Thessaly for instance the tagi, jointly or severally, 
presided at many, but not all, assemblies of the people. In tne 
Aeolian cities the strategi both tabled motions and presided in 
the assembly, but not, it would appear, in the council. In other 
cities, Iasus for instance and Rhodes, the presidency both of the 
council and assembly was vested in a board of magistrates; this 
system doubtless prevailed, though definite evidence is lacking, 
in many cities where the principal magistrates bore such titles as 
prytaneis, probuli or proedri, which mean presidents. Yet larger 
powers were given to the executive in the cities of the Achaean 
league, where every proposal had to be approved by the magis
trates before it could be submitted to tne council and people. 
A similar practice is implied in Crete and in Lycia by the formula 
of the decrees, which was ‘it was enacted by the magistrates and 
people’.22

These last provisions had a distinctly oligarchic trend, for 
though in theory there might be no restriction of birth or wealth 
to debar the humblest from office, in .fact persons of standing and 
substance tended always to be elected. This tendency had been 
prevalent even in fifth- and fourth-century Athens; the reasons 
seem to have been partly that for elections the peasantry, always 
a conservative body, came into town and voted, and partly that 
even the city proletariat, though they might be persuaded by the 
arguments of a humble orator and frame policy accordingly, did 
not like to entrust responsibility to such persons—nor, it may be 
noted, were they very willing to take it.

This tendency grew in strength during the Hellenistic period, 
and for new reasons. In foreign politics the most important 
persons with whom the cities had to deal were the kings and their 
ministers and later Roman magistrates. All these were much 
more likely to treat with respect citizens of wealth and standing 
with whom they had a natural fellow feeling, than plebeian 
demagogues. And in the second place the people liked magis
trates both willing and able to spend. The standard of living was 
rising throughout the Hellenistic age; cities were ambitious to 
beautify their public buildings, to raise the level of education in



their gymnasia, to ensure their food supply more adequately and 
to make their festivals more numerous and more magnificent. 
Yet at the same time they had less money to spend on these 
objects. Cities subject to kings had to pay a large proportion of 
their taxes into the royal exchequer and those that kept their 
independence had to maintain more expensive military and naval 
establishments than had been necessary in the past. The obvious 
solution, heavy taxation of the rich, was in practice not feasible. 
The upper classes were, whatever professions might be made to 
the contrary, under the protection of the kings; the League of 
Corinth even had a specific clause whereby the royal troops could 
intervene to check anything savouring of a social revolution— 
redistribution of land, confiscation of property, remission of debts, 
or freeing of slaves, and Antigonus’ League seems to have had 
a similar clause. A certain amount was it is true raised by taxation, 
and more by voluntary subscription. But on the whole the most 
common solution was a tacit convention whereby the people 
elected rich men to magistracies, and they as magistrates con
tributed freely to the public services under their charged

A result of this tendency was that the old distinction between 
magistracies and liturgies became blurred. In the old days at 
Athens a magistrate was either elected or chosen by lot (from 
voluntary candidates) and had no expenses but might on the 
contrary draw pay; liturgies were imposed compulsorily by a 
magistrate on wealthy persons whose whole duty was to spend 
money. The liturgies were abolished at Athens by Demetrius of 
Phalerum, who created elective magistrates to fulfil their func
tions and gave assistance to these new magistrates from public 
funds. Some such system seems to have prevailed generally in 
the Hellenistic world. The term liturgy continued to be used, 
but it apparently ceased to bear any technical meaning, denoting 
merely minor offices, and posts such as the gymnasiarchy, which 
had been liturgies, were everywhere elective. Legally therefore it 
would seem that compulsory spending ceased. On the other hand 
a moral obligation to spend rested not only on the magistracies 
which had formerly been liturgies but on all alike.24

When times were good no difficulty was found in filling the 
magistracies. But in times of stress citizens hesitated to offer 
themselves as candidates. Unessential offices were in such cases 
often left unfilled; the ornamental eponymous stephanephory at 
Miletus and Priene for instance, which by custom involved a vast 
expense on public entertainments, was in many yearn held by the
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tutelary god of the city or a tribal hero. How essential offices 
were filled in difficult times is not clear. The procedure of election 
was that names were proposed; the persons proposed might then 
either accept or refuse nomination; and if more than one candi
date stood, a vote was taken; but even after election a magistrate 
might refuse office, though in this case he had to make an affi
davit, adducing some reasonable cause. There seems little room 
for compulsion in this procedure, but compulsion was apparently 
sometimes exercised: in the sympolity between Stiris and Medeon 
it is decreed that citizens of t&e former city who have already held 
office shall not be compelled to hold office in the latter—the 
phrase used (ras apxos XtiTovpyeiv) is an interesting revelation of 
the merging of magistracy and liturgy .2*

Democracy was then in the Hellenistic age tempered by a 
convention that the rich should have a virtual monopoly of office, 
provided that they paid for it liberally. And on the whole the 
compromise seems to have worked very well. The sanguinary 
class war which was the curse of Greek politics in the fifth century 
died down, and the upper classes fulfilled their part of the bargain 
in no grudging spirit. A very strong sense of civic obligation 
grew up among them, and they served their cities loyally both 
with their persons and their purses, as countless inscriptions 
testify.

But the inscriptions reveal another and less desirable result of 
the compromise. More and more frequently as time goes on 
motions in the assembly are proposed not by an individual but 
either by the presiding committee of the council or by a board or 
boards of magistrates or by both jointly. In some cities this 
practice is so uniform that it has been conjectured that only these 
bodies had the right of proposing motions. At Pergamum for 
instance the strategi (who were incidentally appointed by the 
kings) invariably—with one exception, the earliest decree but one 
extant—propose; and it has been suggested that the king thus 
possessed an indirect veto on the acts of the assembly. At 
Erythrae also the same combination of boards—the strategi, the 
exetastae (a financial office) and the prytaneis (probably the pre
siding committee of the council)—bring forward all the decrees 
extant save one, which is of early date. In these two cases the 
exceptions may be explained by their date: the rule was not yet 
absolute in early times. But in many cities a board normally 
proposes, but individuals occasionally, and no chronological 
sequence can be established. The phenomenon is therefore
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perhaps better to be explained as the result not of a definite legal 
restriction but of custom. If so it indicates that public interest 
in politics was waning. The ordinary member of the council no 
longer liked to face the responsibility either of bringing forward 
motions of his own or of sponsoring those of other citizens. He 
preferred to leave the initiative and the responsibility to ‘the 
government’. This meant that in effect the control of policy was 
left in the hands of the upper classes.26
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C H A P T E R  XI

THE ROMAN AGE

DEMOCRACY had in these ways ceased by the beginning of 
the second century B.c. to be a living reality, but it remained 
a popular ideal. No government, however oligarchic, would 

confess to the hateful title of oligarchy, or even to the more 
respectable name of aristocracy, and the term democracy came 
to be watered down so that it meant little more than constitu
tional republican government. The cities were thus able to 
welcome the Romans as champions of democracy without any 
misgivings, despite the tendency of the Romans to favour aris
tocracy. Lampsacus in appealing for Roman aid against Antio- 
chus III uses the familiar slogan of freedom and democracy, and 
more curiously the cities freed from Philip V by Rome pointedly 
call themselves free and democratic, though as a matter of 
fact they had recently had definitely timocratic constitutions 
imposed upon them.27

The Roman method of controlling cities was quite frankly to 
place the power in the hands of’the well-to-do. Flamininus after 
the defeat of Philip V established a property qualification for 
councillors and jurors in Thessaly, and after the destruction of 
Corinth the tenure of magistracies was similarly restricted in the 
Achaean cities. For the other provinces we have no evidence, 
but there can be no doubt that this rule was universal. In the 
Achaean cities the Romans seem to have judged that no other 
constitutional changes were necessary. The structure of the 
council remained unaltered, though membership, being techni
cally a magistracy, was presumably confined to the rich: an 
inscription dating from shortly after the settlement of 146 B.c. 
implies that the council of Dyme was still an annually changing 
body. The Roman government probably relied on the magis
trates, who under the already existing rules of procedure had the 
power to disallow legislation, and it appears to have given similar 
powers to the magistrates in other Greek cities: in Boeotia the 
formula ‘it was enacted by the magistrates and council and 
people’ makes its first appearance in the middle of the second 
century b.c .28

Later Roman policy underwent a change. In Asia the powers
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of the magistrates do not seem, at first at any rate, to have been 
enlarged, but the character of the council had already by Cicero’s 
day been transformed: the members now sat for life unless 
expelled for misconduct. Rome was tending to assimilate the 
councils of Greek democracies to the model of her own senate, 
but it is not certain that as yet she had introduced her own 
system of recruiting new members. Election is the term still 
used by Hadrian for the appointment of an Ephesian councillor, 
and it may be that in Asia, as in Sicily, members of the city 
council were elected by the people. The final step was taken by 
Pompey. We know, thanks to Pliny’s letters to Trajan, much of 
the constitutional scheme which he established in the cities of 
Bithynia. Here the system was quite Roman. Censors enrolled 
the council at intervals; their choice was limited by various rules 
—there was for instance a minimum age and ex-magistrates had a 
right to a seat; and members once enrolled could not be removed 
from the list except for certain specified causes. Pompey no 
doubt applied similar rules in the other provinces he annexed, 
and Cato followed his example in Cyprus, where an inscription 
records that a citizen of Citium ‘held the censorship of the 
council’. The same policy was maintained under the principate; 
in Galatia, annexed in 25 b .c ., officers styled enrollers of the 
council (/fouA6ypatf>oi) are found.29

The policy of giving the power to the upper classes was thus 
achieved by two principal measures. The one, the property

Qualification for office, probably did not actually make much 
ifference. It gave legal sanction to what was already the general 

practice, making illegal for the future what had in tKe past been 
theoretically possible—that the people might elect to office radi
cally minded politicians of humble station. Perhaps also it 
affected the composition of the city councils, since hitherto these 
would not have been completely dominated by the well-to-do. 
The second measure was far more revolutionary in its effects. 
The council was already vested with very wide powers, including 
a potential veto on the proceedings of the assembly. When it 
came to be no longer a mere committee of the assembly, renewed 
at frequent intervals and responsible to the popular courts for its 
acts, but a permanent and therefore irresponsible body, it in
evitably became the governing body of the city.

Apart from these innovations the formal constitution of the 
cities seems to have suffered little change throughout the princi
pate. In the existing cities the people continued to be divided
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into tribes, many of which were given names commemorating 
the imperial families. In newly created or reorganized cities also 
a tribal division 'was introduced. This was normally on a local 
basis; at Philippopolis, for instance, after Trajan’s reorganization 
of Thrace, the tribes represented blocks of territory, each com
prising a number of comarchies or groups of villages, and when 
the second instalment of civic autonomy was granted by Severus 
to Egypt, the wards of each metropolis were grouped into tribes, 
which were in an unimaginatively practical spirit given numbers 
instead of names. In the earlier Roman colonies the population 
was divided into wards (vici), which sometimes were given names 
recalling the city of Rome, sometimes merely numbered; in later 
grants of colonial status the original organization of the community 
was preserved though the tribes might be renamed. At Palmyra 
and perhaps also at Bostra the tribes of the city were by exception 
genuine tribes, the several clans who united to form these cities 
thus retaining their corporate existence.30

Citizenship was, it would seem, based on the same general 
principles as before, but there is no more record of general inter
change of citizenship between cities ([isopolity), and some restric
tions were placed on the grant of citizenship to individuals. At 
Alexandria such grants were the prerogative of the emperor, and 
in Bithynia under the Pompeian law the cities were forbidden to 
confer their citizenship on one another’s citizens; this law was 
however by Pliny’s day a dead letter, and in fact double or 
multiple citizenship was not uncommon throughout the east. 
Roman citizenship was under the principate compatible with 
local citizenship, whose obligations were unaffected by it.31

Freedmen apparently continued to remain outside the citizen 
body. The Ephesians to strengthen themselves against Mithri- 
dates gave the citizenship to the descendants of their freedmen; 
freedmen of Alexandrians are mentioned in the Gnomon as a 
separate class; and at Sillyum they are distinguished from citizens 
in a second-century inscription. No doubt such other sections 
of the population as had hitherto been excluded from the citizen
ship remained excluded,* and in newly created or augmented 
cities a similar disfranchised class seems sometimes to have 
been created. At Prusias ad Hypium a distinction is drawn be
tween ‘those on the register’ and ‘those who inhabit the rural 
district’: the latter are perhaps the Bithynian peasants who 
cultivated the royal lands assigned by Pompey to the city territory. 
In Egypt the citizenship of the metropoleis was confined to a
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hereditary caste which apparently comprised the Hellenized 
stratum of the urban population.32

The planting of Roman colonies may also have sometimes 
created a subject class. This result would naturally follow when 
a colony was founded in an area which had hitherto lacked self- 
government or where the population was hostile; in such cases 
the old inhabitants would certainly have become subjects of the 
colony. But when colonists were planted in a city which had 
deserved no punishment, it is difficult to believe that the citizens 
were disfranchised. Theoretically two alternatives are possible. 
The inhabitants of the city might be granted the Roman citizen
ship and enrolled in the colony. For this there is no evidence, 
but it is not improbable that it was often done in the later founda
tions, when colonial status was beginning to be granted to Greek 
cities without colonization. In the earlier foundations, however, 
the Roman settlers certainly formed a separate body; when they 
were massacred at Heracles Pontica, the colony ceased to exist 
and the city reverted to its previous status. The facts rather 
suggest the second alternative, that the old city continued to 
exist side by side with the colony. There is no evidence for such 
double communities in the east, where the coinage of the city 
invariably ceases when that of the colony begins, but it may be 
that the Greek cities continued to exist though subject to the 
colonies and therefore deprived of the right of coinage.33

The whole concept of local citizenship was revolutionized by 
the Constitutio Antoniniana of A.D. 212, whereby all free inhabi
tants of the empire were given the Roman citizenship. The 
cives of the several cities thereby became municipes, and local 
citizenship was converted into origo. Under the rules governing 
this concept, legitimate children acquired the origo of their 
father, illegitimate that of their mother, freedmen that of their 
patron. It is probable that the measure was also made retrospec
tive, and that all persons (except deditidi) who had hitherto 
lacked local citizenship acquirea the origo of their domicile. 
Henceforth therefore every free inhabitant of the Roman empire 
was the municeps of some city except for the deditidi. These were 
probably the inhabitants of directly administered areas, and seem 
to have included the Egyptians, who remained excluded from 
citizen registers of the metropoleis.34

Formal restriction of political rights to a limited section of the 
population does not—apart from the universal property qualifi
cation for office—seem to have been usual. Cases are however
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known. At Tarsus a fee of 500 drachmae was required for the 
exercise of political rights, and as a result the great mass of the 
industrial proletariat who worked in the linen mills were in effect 
disfranchised. This seems, however, to have been a local rule 
and perhaps of pre-Roman origin. In Egypt, both at Alexandria 
and in the metropoleis, the magistracies were reserved by 
Augustus to a select hereditary class, called in the latter ‘the 
members of the gymnasium’. At Sillyum and at Pogla in Pisidia 
a distinction is drawn between members of the assembly and 
mere citizens. Since both cities belonged to the original province 
of Galatia, it is possible that this distinction reflects a provision of 
the lex provinciae, in which case Augustus here also went one 
step farther than the republican government in applying timo- 
cratic principles; for no doubt there was a property qualification 
for membership of the assembly.35

Of the magistracies there is little to say. The eponymous 
magistrates and the executive boards continued for the most part 
to be known by their old names, and many picturesque titles 
survived to a late date. Thus Chalcis still dated its acts by its 
‘commander’ (ifrejiwv) in the third century a.d., and Cyzicus 
continued under the principate to name the year after its ‘master 
of the horse’ (&mapx°s,)» Samothrace and Heraclea Pontica after 
their ‘kings’, Cos after its ‘monarch’. Caracalla and Severus 
Alexander held the demiurgate at Anazarbus and Tarsus, and in 
Aeolis and Ionia the ancient eponymous office of prytanis sur
vived, though it tended to be superseded by that of stephan- 
ephorus, which continued its triumphant career during the Roman 
period, spreading over the islands of the Aegean and even pene
trating to Boeotia, where hitherto the rather colourless title of 
apxcov had been eponymous. Many cities on coming under Roman 
rule established a priesthood of Rome, or later of the emperor, 
which either superseded the old eponymous office or was com
bined with it or existed side by side with it. Now that the 
provision of feasts and entertainments was one of the principal 
functions of the magistrates, ornamental offices which existed for 
that end alone tended to be multiplied. The executive boards on 
the other hand became less prominent; their principal field of 
activity had been military and foreign affaire, and here there was 
nothing to be done. In the newly created Egyptian cities there 
was no separate executive magistracy, the several departmental 
officers forming a board which fulfilled its functions.36

Magistrates continued, technically at any rate, to be elected by
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the people, and the term of office was still normally one year, 
though offices involving heavy expense, such as the gymnasiarchy 
were often held for shorter periods—six, four, or three months. 
‘Perpetual* (o&uvuh) magistrates are indeed not infrequently 
recorded, but the title was honorary only, denoting that its 
holder had provided a perpetual endowment for the office. The 
qualification ‘for life* (Sia fttov) seems on the other hand to bear 
its literal meaning. It is generally applied to agonothetes and to 
priests, and in both cases the further qualification ‘by hereditary 
right* (S«j yevovs) is sometimes added. The priesthoods were 
often hereditary offices of immemorial antiquity, but sometimes 
life tenure or even the hereditary right to a priesthood was granted 
to a citizen who founded a new cult or simply endowed an old 
one. Similarly, a benefactor who endowed new games was 
often rewarded with—or himself stipulated for—the privilege of 
himself being their agonothete and handing on the office to his 
descendants. Some priesthoods were still sold by auction in the 
Roman age, though the practice does not seem to have been 
so common as in earlier times. Women, now that ability to 
spend was the principal qualification for office, not infrequently 
held magistracies, particularly those of a more ornamental 
character.^

The distinction between magistracies and liturgies remains 
almost as obscure as before. The line drawn between them 
varied, we know, in different cities, the office of treasurer, for 
instance, being reckoned in some a magistracy and in others a 
liturgy. But a definite line must have been drawn, for consti
tutionally the distinction was of a certain importance: in many 
cities a magistracy entitled the holder to a seat in the council, 
while a liturgy did not. Liturgies in general were deemed less 
honourable, and immunity from them was a privilege, whereas 
exclusion from magistracies was a penalty. Thus a man who 
became a Roman senator was deemed to cease to be a citizen as 
regards liturgies, but not as regards magistracies, and contrariwise 
an accused person, a man condemned for a scandalous offence, or 
a public debtor, was excluded from being a magistrate but might 
hold liturgies. Similarly, it is probable that before the Consti
tute Antoniniana only citizens could be magistrates, while 
liturgies were imposed on all residents: the Jews complained that 
in Greek cities they were compelled to take part in liturgies. 
After the Constitute Antoniniana this last distinction lapsed: 
though the city of his origo had a prior claim on his services,
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a man might, and indeed must, hold magistracies in the city in 
which he was domiciled. The other distinctions had likewise 
ceased to be enforced, since a magistracy was by now as much to 
be avoided as a liturgy. By the third century there seems to have 
been no distinction between magistracies and liturgies in the 
method of appointment, and it is possible that there never had 
been any. Liturgies were probably always like magistracies 
elective; and magistracies from the beginning might be, as in 
practice they later generally became, like liturgies compulsory.38

The council was in most cities the element of the constitution 
most affected by the Roman supremacy. In Greece it is possible 
that it continued even under the principate to be an annually 
changing body. An inscription from Carystus, which is not 
known to have been a free city, reveals that in Hadrian’s reign the 
council was still chosen by lot each year: it is worthy of note that 
the gerusia of Sparta was under the principate, in defiance of the 
Lycurgan constitution, an annual body. Some of the free cities 
of Asia also retained councils of the ola democratic type; those of 
Stratonicea and Rhodes still changed every six months. All 
councils seem however by the end of the third century to have 
become permanent bodies: no doubt it gradually became custom
ary to re-elect the same members, and eventually the annual 
election became purely formal.39

Elsewhere the council was in theory as well as in practice a 
permanent body, but even so it retained some features re
miniscent of its past. It was in the first place as a rule far larger 
than the ordo of a western city; at Ephesus it numbered 450, at 
Oenoanda 500, at Tiberias ana in most Syrian cities 600. In the 
second place it was still divided into tribes. There is evidence 
for this fact at Laodicea and perhaps Eumeneia in Phrygia and 
at Bostra, and it is significant that the new councils introduced 
into the Egyptian metropoleis by Septimius Severus had a 
tribal division: the arrangement must still have been normal in 
the Greek world at the very end of the second century. There 
would, it may be noted, be no great difficulty in maintaining the 
balance of the tribes on a permanent council. Where, as probably 
in Asia, vacancies were filled by popular election, only candidates 
of the tribe of the deceased would be eligible. Where as in Bithynia 
and elsewhere censors enrolled the council their choice was to 
some extent limited by the right of ex-magistrates to a seat, but it 
must be remembered that the boards of magistrates were often 
elected one from each tribe, and in any case many more vacancies
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must have occurred on so large a body as a Greek council than 
ex-magistrates could fill.40

The assembly was still in theory the sovereign body, electing 
the magistrates and passing decrees. The former process was, 
it is true, as will be explained later, gradually reduced to the 
acclamation of a list of candidates presented by the council, and 
the latter amounted to no more than ratifying the council’s 
resolutions. But the assent of the people was still technically 
necessary for the enactment of any decree which was not a matter 
of mere administrative routine. Resolutions of the council alone 
are relatively rare, and if some of them deal with matters of 
practical importance, they, are matters which had always been 
within the council’s competence. The decree of the council of 
Palmyra on the tariff, for instance, did not establish a new tax 
but merely regulated one which already existed; and finance had 
always been part of the council’s business. And the decree of the 
council of Hierapolis on the misconduct of police officers merely 
defined the penalties to which they were liable; here again the 
council had always exercised a disciplinary control over magis
trates. Decrees of the council and people are on the other hand 
very frequently of no practical importance: the vast majority are 
grants of honours. But some deal with serious topics, such as 
gifts of immunity or of pensions, which were probably not valid 
without the assent of the people; and several are concerned with 
finance.41

As time went on the assent of the people became more and 
more formal, and eventually, the assembly ceased to meet. But 
the process of decay was slow. Plutarch speaks as if oratory still 
flourished in the assemblies of the Greek cities in his day, and it 
is easy to believe that in an age so passionately devoted to 
rhetoric so admirable an opportunity for its display was not 
neglected. An inscription from Chalcis in Euboea gives a report 
of an assembly held in the third century. ‘Novius Lysanias, 
strategus for the second time, said: “You do well in rewarding 
good men and in conferring honours not only on themselves but 
on their children; for only thus do we encourage others to do the 
like. This decree has already been passed by the council. If 
you also agree, hold up your hands.” The people shouted: 
“Agreed.” *

The forms of popular government might be expected to linger 
longest in Greece, their homeland, but curiously enough the latest 
record that we possess of a meeting of the assembly comes from
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a country where self-government was not introduced till it had 
ceased to be democratic. A papyrus has preserved the official 
minutes of an assembly of the people held at Oxyrhynchus at the 
very end of the third century. The proceedings consist for the 
most part of frequently repeated loyal acclamations, but the gist of 
the matter is that the people demand that a decree be passed that 
very day in honour of the prytanis, who is they assert worthy of 
many decrees. The prytanis is, however, bound to refuse the 
honour: ‘I welcome the honour from you and am deeply pleased 
at it; but I beg that such testifications may be postponed to a 
lawful occasion, when you may confer them securely and I may 
receive them without danger/ The syndic—the legal adviser to 
the city—then proposes that the matter be referred to the council. 
From this it would appear not only that the assembly really did 
meet to pass honorary decrees even in third-century Egypt, but 
that it sometimes had ideas of its own: in this case the council 
had apparently not passed a resolution to honour the prytanis, 
and the demand of the people for a decree was therefore unconsti
tutional.42

It is a much vexed question whether under Roman rule the 
initiative in legislation came to be confined in Greek cities as in 
Latin to the magistrates. Where any restriction of this type 
already existed the Roman government certainly maintained it. 
It has already been mentioned that in the Achaean league, where 
it was already the rule that proposals had to be sanctioned by the 
magistrates before they were presented to the assembly, decrees 
continue under Roman rule to be enacted by the magistrates (and 
council) and people. In Crete also the old formula, ‘it pleased 
the cosmi and the people’, persists in the Roman period. In 
Greece the Achaean system was extended, apparently by the 
Roman government, to other groups of cities; the Achaean form 
of decree, as noted above, appears in Boeotia from the middle of 
the second century b .c . Outside these areas the magistrates 
are included in the actual formula of enactment only in the 
metropoleis of Egypt, where no council existed and the magis
trates had to fulfil its functions, and in two cities of Amorgos, 
Minoa and Aegiale; here the strategi, with whom are later asso
ciated the decaproti, are definitely stated to possess ‘the authority 
of prytaneis', which perhaps is a translation of ius agendi cum 
populo.*3

In the republican period there certainly was no such restrictive 
rule in the cities of Asia. Decrees are still moved by non-official
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persons at Priene and at Ephesus after they had become subject 
cities. Under the principate the formal mover of a decree, if put 
on record at all, is almost invariably a magistrate or group of 
magistrates, and private members of the council are stated 
merely to ‘introduce the proposal’ and to ‘request a vote’ on it, 
processes which were apparently preliminary to the formal 
motion: in a number of cases the introducer and his seconder, if 
he may be so called, are alone recorded, but in these it is probably 
assumed that the magistrates moved. Decrees of the people 
moved by private persons are recorded only at Athens and 
Delphi, both free cities. Resolutions of the council are proposed by 
unofficial members at Ephesus and Carystus, which were not free 
cities; but it is questionable whether these are relevant to the issue. 
The evidence thus points strongly to the conclusion that it was 
the universal practice, outside a few free cities where democratic 
tradition was strong, that magistrates should propose decrees, 
and that private members of the council should confine them
selves to introducing proposals. This uniformity of practice, 
however, hardly justifies the assumption that magistrates alone 
had the right of moving decrees; if they had possessed such a 
right the fact would have been expressed, as it was in the cities of 
Amorgos, by a change in the formula of enactment.44

It is rarely recorded in the Roman period who presided in the 
council or tke assembly. In a few old-fashioned cities, such as 
Athens and Cyzicus, the old formulae, stating which tribe of the 
council was presiding and the name of its foreman, still survive 
under the principate. These were probably, however, excep
tional cases, and in general no doubt the magistrates took the 
chair. In many cities, such as Rhodes, this had always been the 
rule. In Macedonia there is evidence that the politarchs sum
moned the council in the Roman period. Many cities of Asia 
possessed magistrates styled bularchs during the principate; 
nothing is known of them save that they were annual, but their 
title implies that they presided in the council, and no doubt, 
according to the usual Greek practice, in the assembly also. 
When councils were instituted in the Egyptian metropoleis a 
new magistrate with the title of prytanis was created to preside 
over them; the office was annual and elective.45

To turn from formal rules to realities, one of the most import
ant changes which took place under Roman rule was the formation 
of a curial class, consisting of members of the city council with 
their families, sharply distinguished socially and legally from
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commoners or plebeians. A sign of the social distinction is that, 
when distributions of money were made by public-spirited magis
trates or from the proceeds of benefactions, councillors often 
received a substantially larger sum than commoners. In the 
public law of the empire also city councillors and their families 
enjoyed certain privileges. They were not subject to the more 
degrading punishments of flogging or hard labour in the mines, 
ana if apprehended for a crime involving the death penalty , could 
not be tried and executed by the provincial governor; their cases 
had to be sent up to the emperor for decision. Most of these legal 
distinctions are first observable in Hadrian’s reign, and it may be 
presumed that by that time the social stratification was clearly 
marked.46

An inscription which draws a distinction between plebeian and 
curial magistracies indicates that, though no such rigid cursus 
honorum as existed in the west ever established itself in the east, 
nevertheless the dictum of Paulus, that plebeians are forbidden to 
occupy the magistracies of decurions, applied to Greek as well as 
to Latin cities. The higher offices were reserved for persons 
already members of the council; only the minor offices were 
accessible to commoners. The line seems to have been drawn at 
different levels in different cities—the prefect of Egypt had to ask 
the representatives of the council of Arsinoe whether in their city 
councillors or commoners are appointed to the office of cosmete— 
and was no doubt fixed by custom, but it was none the less 
rigidly binding. A similar distinction was also drawn between 
curial and plebeian liturgies, the former being esteemed honour
able if expensive, the latter less costly but menial.47

The curial class was primarily determined by wealth. There 
was in the first place the statutory property qualification. This, 
however, was probably not very high and many well-to-do families 
must have possessed it, at any rate in the prosperous days of the. 
early principate, without holding curial rank. A more severe test 
was the scale of expenditure on public purposes demanded of a 
local politician; this must have debarred many men in moderate 
circumstances from aspiring to office. The standard of wealth and 
of expenditure varied of course enormously in different cities, but 
as a rule curial rank was confined to the richest citizens, though 
once again within the council of any city there were great differ
ences between the wealthiest and poorest members.48

The curial class tended as time went on to become hereditary. 
As early as Trajan’s reign this tendency was strong in Bithynia:
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Pliny, finding that the cities had some difficulty in filling their 
councils, advocated lowering the minimum age of entrance rather 
than admitting commoners. The hereditary character of the 
curial aristocracy is frequently emphasized in inscriptions, which 
laud the ancestral patriotism of prominent citizens. It was not of 
course absolute. Many men of moderate means no doubt neglected 
Plutarch’s advice to them—‘there is nothing ignoble or mean in 
acknowledging your poverty and standing out from the munifi
cence of the wealthy instead of making yourself both pitiful and 
ridiculous by borrowing for your liturgies’—and even wealthy 
men like Dio’s grandfather at Prusa could easily dissipate their 
ancestral fortunes and unlike him not have the enterprise to rebuild 
them but end their days, as did Julius Piso of Amisus, on a pen
sion granted by the city that they had enriched. Old families thus 
sometimes became impoverished and dropped out, and new 
families which acquired wealth came within the charmed circle. 
But until the economic crisis of the late third century at any rate 
there seems to have been little fresh blood infused into the curial 
class.49

A second change which took place concurrently with that 
already described was the virtual transfer of the election of magis
trates from the people to the council. The cause of this transfer 
was in the ultimate analysis the growing aversion of the upper 
classes from taking office. This again was a tendency which did 
not operate uniformly everywhere or follow an uninterrupted line 
of development in time. It was due in part to heavy financial 
burdens associated with office, burdens which tended to increase 
as the standard of munificence expected by the public rose. This 
cause operated most strongly in places which were poorly endowed 
with public revenues and therefore depended more on supple
mentary expenditure by the magistrates; an extreme case was 
Egypt, where the metropoleis had practically no financial re
sources. In old cities with ample endowments magistrates might 
have to spend little, and might indeed find opportunities of filling 
their own pockets; an inscription of the reign of Claudius reveals 
how at Ephesus the vast wealth of Artemis found its way, by 
means of corrupt bargains with the priests appointed, into the 
hands of the city government, and to judge by Plutarch’s tone 
peculation was by no means unknown in second-century Greece. 
The strength of this cause also varied with the prosperity of the 
upper classes, which naturally differed from region to region— 
there is evidence of great financial embarrassment in Greece in
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the early principate—and fluctuated from time to time. There 
was throughout the eastern provinces much distress under the later 
Republic, followed by complete exhaustion during the civil wars. 
With the principate more prosperous times began, though famines 
and frontier wars, with their accompanying requisitions, caused 
local distress from time to time, until in the latter part of the 
second century prosperity began to wane generally.50

A less easily discernible but probably more important cause of 
the growing unwillingness to take office was the flagging interest 
in local politics. Of the two main subjects which had occupied 
politicians in the past, foreign policy had ceased to exist ever since 
the Roman empire had destroyed its last effective rivals, and the 
class war had been settled once for all by the strong hand of Rome. 
As Plutarch regretfully remarks, ‘Now that politics comprise 
neither leadership in wars nor the overthrow of tyrannies nor 
diplomacy, what opening can a man find for a distinguished and 
brilliant political career?’ Local politics had become a rather 
futile make-believe in which no important question could ever be 
raised, and it is little wonder that the upper classes tended to lose 
interest in them. It had been worth their while to spend money in 
order to secure their own dominance, but now that their position 
was assured by an outside power, the heavy demand on their 
purses made by the political game was an irritating nuisance.51

The tradition of local patriotism indeed maintained itself for a 
surprisingly long period, all things considered. Men still in the 
third century a .d . took pride in their cities, and the great families 
still in many cases felt the traditional obligation to pay for their 
position by lavish expenditure, and still appreciated the cheers of 
their fellow citizens and the statues and inscriptions which were 
the rewards of their public spirit. But the spirit of politics had 
changed. Office was no longer so much an honour to be keenly 
contested as an obligation which should be loyally fulfilled, but 
might by less public-spirited persons be shirked: the recurring

fihrase in the inscriptions, ‘having fulfilled every magistracy ana 
iturgy’, reflects the former spirit, the latter is naturally not re

corded on stone, but is revealed by the legal texts.52
In these circumstances a man might be willing to undertake the 

regular series of posts which his rank and wealth demanded of him, 
but there would be no competition for office. The members of 
the local aristocracy would therefore arrange among themselves 
who was to hold which magistracy, and one candidate would be 
presented to the people for each vacancy. The machinery of
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election was, as recorded above, first the proposal of names 
(irpofiofoj) and then a vote {̂ eiporovia) between them in the as
sembly. The latter process, if there was one name only, would 
become a mere formality, and was no doubt often dropped in the 
course of time; but even in Egypt, where elections ceased very 
early to be a reality, ‘the bystanders from the city’ of Hermopolis 
still shouted ‘let Achilleus be crowned to the office of cosmete* in 
a .d . 192, and elsewhere a formal acclamation of the candidate may 
have lasted longer.

The proposal of candidates could apparently in Athenian con
stitutional law take place either in the council or in the assembly: 
the election of magistrates, like every act of the assembly, required 
a preliminary resolution of the council, which might include a list 
of candidates submitted by the council, and additions to this list 
might be suggested in the assembly. In later practice, it would 
seem, the council, always submitted, a complete list, and no addi
tions to it were ever made. Thus in effect the resolution of the 
council became the act of election, and it is sometimes spoken of 
as such by the early third-century lawyers and in papyri of 
similar date. The actual proceedings in council, however, as 
revealed by the papyri and the legal texts, are confined to the 
proposal of names.53

The recruitment of the council itself followed a similar course 
of development. Where, as apparently in Asia, vacancies were 
filled by popular election, the procedure would be precisely 
similar to that of electing magistrates: the council would draw up 
a list of candidates for ratification by the people, Hadrian, when 
supporting the application of his friend Erastus for a seat on the 
council of Ephesus, addresses himself to the magistrates and 
council only, ignoring the people: popular election had evidently 
already become a formality. Where, as perhaps happened in 
Achaea, the council was appointed annually by lot, the existing 
council could easily arrange who should offer themselves for the 
next year. In provinces in which the councils were enrolled by 
censors it is more difficult to see how the development occurred, 
but it would seem that the censors failed to do their duty and were 
eventually abolished. An early third-century inscription from 
Ancyra records that a censor held an enrolment of the council, 
which had been omitted for many years. If the council had mean
while been supplemented only by ex-magistrates its numbers 
would have gradually dwindled, and eventually nomination by 
the council must have been introduced to keep up numbers. The
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city council was, it would appear, normally a co-optative body by 
the end of the second century, for the new councils created in 
Egypt at that time chose their own new members.54

The next logical stage in the degeneration of civic politics came 
when there was no longer a sufficient number of candidates to fill 
vacancies. It is impossible to put a date to this stage any more 
than to the others which logically preceded it, since the pheno
menon might occur in any time of depression, and might be more 
prevalent in some regions than in others. It has already been 
recorded that eponymous offices were at times filled by a god in 
Hellenistic times: this phenomenon recurs under the rule of the 
Roman republic and occasionally under the principate. Some 
difficulty was found in filling essential offices in Greece during 
the early principate. It is not recorded in these cases that com
pulsion had to be employed to secure a supply of magistrates, but 
m Egypt we are told that the wealthy Lampon was compelled 
to undertake the eymnasiarchy at Alexandria in the reign of 
Tiberius, and in a decree of the province of Asia dating from the 
reign of Augustus there is a mysterious allusion to appeals in 
connexion with elections which may indicate that candidates were 
forced to stand against their will. On the whole, however, it 
would seem that after the effects of the civil wars had worn off 
there was a sufficient supply of voluntary candidates till the latter 
part of the second century, when imperial legislation on the 
subject becomes common, and inscriptions and papyri begin to 
praise magistrates for serving of their own choice {avdatfXToi) or 
spontaneously (eVouaioi).55

Compulsion was applied by the process of nomination (<>«>- 
ftatria), which must be carefully distinguished from proposal 
(irpofioXri). A man proposed might refuse, but a man nominated 
must serve unless he could claim legal exemption, or prove that 
his nominator was actuated by malice, indicating another more 
suitable candidate. The legal exemptions are complicated and 
confused. The principal classes which had immunity were the 
following. Roman senators and their descendants for three 
generations ceased to belong to their native cities as regarded 
liturgies; they could hold magistracies but it may be doubted if it 
was easy to compel them to accept them. Persons absent on the 
service of the state were exempt from all claims; this elastic 
phrase included not only senatorial and equestrian officials, but 
members of their staff (comites), and also soldiers. Veterans 
enjoyed a plenary exemption for life from the reign of Severus;
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they had previously possessed certain privileges but their precise 
character is obscure. Farmers of state revenues and cultivators of 
state lands, whose property was pledged to the fiscus, were not 
liable to civic liturgies and might indeed be forbidden to under
take them. Members of the guild of shippers engaged in trans
porting foodstuffs to Rome were rewarded for the risks which 
they undertook in this speculative and apparently not very profit
able business by immunity from liturgies, which were later inter
preted to include magistracies. Doctors and professors of gram
mar and rhetoric employed by the cities were granted immunity 
by Vespasian. Athletes and Dionysiac artists victorious in the 
sacred games already enjoyed exemption from civic liturgies in 
Antony’s day, and the privilege still survived in a modified form 
under Dioc/etian. There were also exemptions (from liturgies 
only) on the score of age or number of children, and temporary 
exemptions for those who held or had recently held other offices 
in the city.56

Those who considered themselves wrongfully nominated had 
to enter a legal appeal before the governor of the province within 
a statutory time limit, and no claim to exemption, however just, 
could be entertained unless such appeal was made. In default of 
any statutory or equitable objection to the nomination, the nominee 
had only one other chance of escaping, to offer to cede his 
property, less a competence for himself which was, it would seem, 
conventionally fixed at one-third, to his nominator. This cession 
had apparently to be approved by the governor and in the event of 
its being sanctioned, the nominator had to serve himself. This 
application of the rule of cessio bonontm to nomination is first 
mentioned under Caracalla and was finally prohibited by Dio
cletian.57

To prevent frivolous nominations of men of straw it was laid 
down that the nominator automatically stood surety for his 
candidate. Nomination was thus a dangerous game to play, and 
there is some evidence that it was at first used sparingly and with 
hesitation. A document from Hermopolis dated a.d. 1 9 2  gives 
a vivid picture of how a magistrate was then appointed; it is not 
quite typical, because as yet the metropoleis of Egypt had no 
councils, but mutatis mutandis it illustrates what must have been 
happening in many cities of the empire. The principal magis
trates produce one Achilleus—actually before the strategus, in a 
normal city it would have been before the council. They are 
apparently under the impression that he has offered himself for
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the office of cosmete, but unexpectedly he declines the honour: 
‘In deference to the wishes of my native city’, he declares, *1 

undertake the crowned office of exegete, on condition of con
tributing two talents annually and being released from the in
spectorship of leased lands.’ An advocate who has been briefed 
for the magistrates replies: ‘The fortune of our lord the emperor 
provides magistracies in abundance and increases the prosperity 
of the city, as might have been expected under the auspicious 
government of Larcius Memor. If then Achilleus wishes to be 
crowned to the office of exegete, let him pay the entrance fee 
forthwith, but if not he has none the less proposed himself for the 
urgent vacancy in the office of cosmete.’ Achilleus bluntly rebuffs 
this ironical suggestion that he might serve as exegete and cos
mete at once: ‘I have undertaken the office of exegete on condi
tion of contributing two talents annually: I cannot manage the 
office of cosmete.’ The advocate now also drops his irony: ‘He 
ought not by undertaking the lesser office to shirk the greater.’ 
After an irrelevant interlude, in the course of which a bystander 
accuses Achilleus of assault, the cosmetes are summoned. They 
explain that there is no vacancy for an exegete and that Achilleus’ 
offer is therefore unconstitutional, but this hardly advances the 
real problem, which is to induce Achilleus to undertake the office 
of cosmete. At length one Aspidas, father of Hermas ex-cosmete, 
announces, ‘I crown Achilleus to the office of cosmete at my own 
peril.’ The advocate seizes on these words: ‘We have the declara
tion of Aspidas that he crowns him at his own peril; and he should 
be crowned. Now the office is assured to the city.’58 

This kind of thing must have been happening everywhere: 
magistrates were bullying and prospective candidates were hagg
ling. Often no doubt a candidate yielded to moral suasion and 
made a ‘spontaneous’ offer, in which case he bore the risks of 
office by himself; but sometimes, as in this case, he was obdurate, 
and had to be nominated by some one, who thereby became 
surety for him. It is clear from the scene depicted above that any 
citizen could nominate—Aspidas has no official standing in the 
matter—but that no one was anxious to do so, or would do so 
unless he had some pressing motive. Aspidas’ motive was prob
ably that his son though ex-cosmete was still making an annual 
contribution towards the expenses of the office, from which he 
might be relieved on a new appointment. Similar motives would 
induce magistrates in general to nominate successors for them
selves, ana for regular magistracies this form of nomination



(dvTovofiaata) became the normal practice and eventually, by the 
middle of the third century at least, the legal rule. For posts 
which did not occur in a regular sequence, including membership 
of the council itself, this device was not applicable, and here, as 
we learn from the papyri, the rule was laid down that the several 
tribes into which the council was divided served in rotation for a 
year as nominators.59

How the fully developed system worked we can see from the 
unfortunately fragmentary minutes of the council of Oxyrhyn- 
chus. The prytanis introduces the business: ‘You exegetes’, he 
says for instance, ‘suggest some names’, and the exegetes reply: 
‘Let Serenus be suggested for the office of exegete/ ‘Nominate 
others’, goes on the prytanis t ‘so that the body of exegetes may be 
completed.’ ‘Let Ion be suggested’, reply the exegetes. ‘Let the 
other magistracies nominate also; and nominate councillors too.’ 
The reply comes—evidently to the second appeal—from the 
member of the third tribe. At intervals the process is interrupted 
by bouts of haggling. A certain Ptolemy, the high priest, has been 
nominated by the officiating tribe to the post of public banker. 
He protests: ‘I beseech you, I cannot; I am a man of moderate 
means; I live with my father.’ The prytanis hounds on the 
nominators: ‘Ptolemy still needs pressure from you; by himself 
he shrinks from so great a liturgy/ Another councillor, Eudae- 
mon the exegete, speaks up for Ptolemy: ‘Ptolemy is a man of 
moderate means and cannot support the burden/ Ptolemy re
iterates hisplea: ‘The liturgy is beyond my strength, I beseech you. 
I cannot undertake two liturgies at the same time.’ The council 
meanwhile shouts: ‘Upright loyal Ptolemy!’ ‘Ptolemy will not 
refuse his tribe!’ And eventually Ptolemy seems to have yielded.60

This haggling, it may be noted, is now no longer directed to 
extorting a ‘spontaneous’ candidature, which seems to have been 
beyond the wildest dreams of the council, but to secure the con
sent of the nominee: if he consented he forfeited his right to 
appeal, and this would save the council much trouble. But 
despite his consent he was nominated and his nominator was thus 
surety for him. The syndic, or legal adviser of the council, is 
careful to get the minutes precise on this vital point. After an 
undisputed nomination of new members of the council he states: 
‘Those who were nominated just now were nominated by Pheleas 
and Heraclidion/ The council protests that they were nominated 
by the whole tribe and to make assurance doubly sure proceeds 
to acclaim its members, with their property, individually: ‘Loyal,
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upright Horion, landowner at Nesmeimi! Loyal, upright Leon
ides, landowner at Dositheus!’, and so forth.61

If the appropriate persons refused to nominate an awkward 
situation arose. The ultimate responsibility lay with the president 
of the council, and he might himself make a nomination. But this 
would involve his standing surety and he was better advised to 
report the matter to the provincial governor. We possess a letter 
from the prytanis of Oxyrhynchus reporting such a crisis to the 
prefect of Egypt. The office of eutheniarch and agoranomus had 
of late years been suspended, and had recently been revived. 
There being no ex-eutneniarchs or ex-agoranomi the gymnasi- 
archs had been ordered to nominate, but had revolted at the 
additional burden. They had nominated only two out of the 
three candidates required, and these had after protest eventually 
consented to serve for eight months of the year. The prytanis 
now appeals to the prefect to take steps which are unfortunately 
not on record. In a later case, also concerned with the agoranomy 
of Oxyrhynchus, an agoranomus is haled before the prefect, and 
obliged to nominate a successor in his presence. It might also 
happen that the provincial governor would send orders to the 
council to nominate a person named, or even himself attend a 
session of the council and put forward a name: he of course did 
not in such cases stand surety, being deemed merely to be giving 
advice, on which the appropriate persons acted.62

Evasion of office was no doubt very often due to genuine 
poverty. It is clear that no one would resort to cessio bonorum 
unless he calculated that the expense of office would amount to 
not less than two-thirds of his property—though no doubt more 
than the legal third could be saved with the help of an ingenious 
lawyer. Persons also sometimes absconded when nominated to 
office; if however they succeeded in converting their property 
into cash and taking it with them, this was no very great sacrifice. 
Public office must indeed have been a heavy drain on the poorer 
councillors. But unwillingness to spend money is not a peculiarity 
of the poor, and there is evidence that the rich were often as 
reluctant to take office. It had for instance been laid down that 
magistracies and liturgies should be undertaken in due order 
according to seniority of membership in the council. Antoninus 
Pius had to reprove one city for abusing this rule, designed to 
secure an equitable distribution of burdens: the rich members, he 
complained, would only take their exact share of offices and com
pelled the poor councillors to fulfil the same number.63
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Though every effort was made to evade magistracies and 
liturgies, the rank of councillor seems still to have been valued in 
the third century. An edict of Caracalla makes expulsion from 
the council and reduction to a dishonourable station the penalty 
for assault or abusive language towards the president or a fellow 
member, and the lawyers of the same period regard deprivation 
of curial status as a severe punishment. The reason for this was 
probably in part the social prestige enjoyed by councillors, but 
more their legal privileges, which had no doubt been originally

franted as a compensation for the burdens of curial status and a 
ait to tempt men into the councils, and became progressively 

more valuable as the arbitrary violence of the imperial officials 
increased. But though members of the curial class were unwilling 
to sink in the social scale in order to escape the burdens incumbent 
on their position, some of them endeavoured to exploit such grants 
of immunity as would allow them to keep their status or acquire an 
equivalent or higher rank. The imperial government did not as 
yet attempt to prevent members of the city councils from adopt
ing careers which carried immunity from civic duties, but it set 
its face against the fraudulent exploitation of the privileges 
granted to certain professions, and in some cases tightened up the 
conditions on which immunity could be earned and limited the 
numbers of those who could earn it.64

Abuses seem to have begun earliest and been most prevalent in 
connexion with the guild of shippers. Hadrian remarks that 
wealthy persons, having bought a few ships for a modest sum, 
claimed exemption from their civic obligations on that score, 
although the greater part of their property was invested elsewhere. 
Antoninus Pius laid down the ruling that, when inquiry was being 
made into the case of a shipper, it should be established whether 
he was assuming the empty title to avoid liturgies. Marcus 
Aurelius remarked that there were some who neither sailed nor 
had the greater part of their property in shipping but nevertheless 
claimed exemption from liturgies as members of the guild. Pap- 
inian records a similar ruling with regard to contractors for state 
revenues: only those who personally did the work were immune. 
Antoninus Pius had to limit the number of doctors and professors 
to whom the cities might grant exemption. Ulpian states that, if 
a man liable to liturgies in his city enlisted in the army to avoid 
them, the city’s claim was not affected, and also that, when per
sons who were among those who could be elected to the highest 
magistracies in the city, in order to avoid the greater burden,
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became lessees of state lands, so as to be subject to a lesser burden, 
their claim was not to be admitted. Diocletian found that the 
immunity granted to victors in the sacred games was being ex
ploited, and ‘to prevent the opportunity of evading civic liturgies 
being offered to every one on the pretext of crowns’, which were 
sometimes obtained by bribing the other competitors and some
times apparently existed on paper only, he limited the privilege 
to bona fide professionals who nad won at least three crowns.6s

Towards the end of the second century many councils were 
finding it difficult to keep up their numbers. A certain number of 
persons obtained immunity in one of the ways suggested above 
—doubtless the wealthiest, who possessed the necessary in
fluence-and could afford bribery on an adequate scale. Many 
modest families must have sunk under the strain and gone bank
rupt. Moreover, each family tended to supply fewer members to 
the council: an inscription records it as unique that a father and 
two sons had seats on the council simultaneously. It therefore 
became necessary to infuse fresh blood into the councils. One of 
the objects of the Constitutio Antoniniana was probably to widen 
the field from which councillors could be drawn by sweeping 
away many archaic distinctions. Hitherto only citizens had been 
available, and many wealthy persons, such as descendants of 
freedmen and members of the various other disfranchised cate
gories which existed in many cities, were exempt. Now every one 
was bound to serve the city of his origo or, if not, that of his 
domicile.66

In the third century we find cities hunting in the highways and 
byways to fill their magistracies. The tenants of an imperial estate 
in Lydia complain that they are molested and robbed on the score 
of magistracies and liturgies despite their legal immunity, and in 
Egypt the city of Arsinoe endeavoured unsuccessfully to impose 
its magistracies on the villagers of the nome, who were likewise 
legally exempt. Under the pressure of economic necessity the old 
snobbery began to break down: Callistratus recommended, though 
with evident distaste, that even shopkeepers who possessed suffi
cient means should be allowed to stand for the council if it was 
greatly depleted. Some commoners were apparently willing to 
pay the heavy price exacted for social advancement, but some pre
ferred their modest obscurity: Septimius Severus had to reprove 
a plebeian father for endeavouring to veto his son’s nomination to 
the council by the exercise of his paternal authority.67

The city councils must have changed considerably in their
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composition during the last century of the principate: many old 
families must have vanished one way or another, and many new 
have been enrolled. But the extent of the change must not be 
exaggerated. Libanius paints a picture of the council of Antioch 
as it was in the recent past which is very different. The councillors 
are all of ancient family: their ancestors have all held magistracies 
and liturgies for generations and have trained up their descen
dants to a proper sense of civic spirit. They are still a rich and 
exclusive clique, owning large landed estates and intermarrying 
among themselves. The picture is doubtless idealized, and the 
break-up of the old order of things is probably post-dated— 
Libanius attributes it to the hated Christian emperors. But many 
old families certainly survived the third century and continued to 
serve their cities loyally.68
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C H A P T E R  X I I

THE BYZANTINE AGE

MEMBERSHIP of the city council was in effect by the end of 
the third century a$ obligation incumbent on any one who, 
while not disqualified, by servile birth or infamous character, 

possessed the requisite amount of property, and, since property 
normally passed From father to son, was hereditary in the family 
of any one who had once been nominated. Hitherto, however, it 
had been possible to avoid the obligation by taking up certain 
professions which carried with them immunity from curial 
burdens. From the end of the third century imperial legislation 
begins to take a harsher tone. As the councils dwindled in 
numbers the emperors became alarmed lest the whole machinery 
of local government, on which depended not only the mainten
ance of city-life but the collection of the imperial revenue, should 
collapse, and they began to oppose not only fraudulent evasion of 
curial obligations but any attempt by members of the curial class, 
that is, councillors and their sons and others financially qualified 
for a seat on the council, to adopt careers which would remove 
them from the service of their cities.69

Imperial legislation thus tended to make of the curial class a 
hereditary caste, from which every avenue of escape was barred. 
Even in theory, however, the emperors were not consistent in 
pursuing this repressive policy, and in practice they were only 
very partially successful. A vivid, if confused, picture of their 
efforts to preserve the city councils is presented by the title ‘de 
decurionibus’ in the Theodosian Code, whose one hundred and 
ninety-two constitutions cover the years 312 to 438, and by the 
corresponding title in the Code of Justinian, which includes some 
earlier and later legislation. This same body of laws betrays how 
ineffective the efforts of the imperial government were. Time and 
again the same rules are re-enacted, and often retrospective 
sanction is given to past breaches of them. Ambition and wealth 
could defy every law, when the law was administered by a civil 
service never proof against corruption, and even men of modest 
means found it possible to evade their obligations by exploiting 
their obscurity or by trading on the greed of their richer neigh
bours to gain immunity at the cost of their property.



One effect of the reorganization of the empire by Diocletian 
and his successors was to throw open to members of the curial 
class avenues of escape which had hitherto been in effect closed to 
them. The equestrian service had up to now been relatively small, 
and but few members of the city aristocracies can have obtained 
posts in its ranks. Now it began to be rapidly expanded: new 
positions were being created everywhere and many naturally fell 
to members of the city councils. At the same time the privileges 
of the equestrian order began to be increased. Hitherto only 
members on active service had been excused from their civic 
duties; the emperor Carus had reasserted the rule that ex
procurators had no immunity. Under Diocletian officials were 
allowed to retain their exemption after retirement, and thus mere 
membership of the equestrian order (egregiatus) became a title to 
immunity. Under Constantine a new class'of civil servants, that 
of the imperial counts, was created, and this rank (comitiva) like
wise gave exemption for life from civic duties.70

Many of the most enterprising and the richest of the curial class 
must during this period have transferred their services from their 
cities to the state; but the imperial government needed their 
services and was unwilling to curtail their rewards, and no attempt 
was made to stop the movement. The emperors did, however, do 
their best to check the exploitation of the egregiatus and the 
comitiva by unscrupulous persons who, usually by interest and 
bribery, obtained honorary codicils which gave them the privileges 
of these ranks without any service to the state. A series of laws 
directed against this abuse shows that it was prevalent in the 
fourth century, and that the government had little success in 
combating it. Since the immunity obtained by these means was 
personal only, it was not refused to those who had performed all 
their obligations to their cities, and an honorary comitiva was 
indeed the lawful prize of those who crowned their civic services 
with the tenure of the high priesthood of their province.71

As the fourth century progressed more and more posts in the 
imperial bureaucracy began to carry senatorial rank, and the 
senatorial order, hitherto a very select body, gradually expanded 
to vast dimensions. This development was far more dangerous to 
the welfare of the cities than the earlier expansion of the eques
trian order and the creation of the comitiva. These had been 
personal privileges only, and the sons of members of the two 
orders, though their fathers naturally tried to obtain for them the 
same rank, and in fact often did so, were legally liable for the
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obligations of their native cities. Senatorial rank was on the other 
hand hereditary, and thus, if a member of the curial class gained 
admission to the senate, not only he but his sons after him ob
tained immunity. It was accordingly around the question of 
senatorial rank that the battle between the imperial government 
and the curial class raged most fiercely.72

In 326 Constantine forbade access to the senate to persons of 
curial status, at the same time confirming the rank of existing 
senators of curial origin. It proved impossible to maintain this 
repressive rule and in 340 the government was merely insisting 
that decurions must fulfil all the obligations to their cities before 
entering the senate. Access to the senate was again absolutely 
barred in 361; this time the law was made retrospective. Three 
years later the government tacitly admitted that this rule was a 
dead letter, and at the same time began to evolve a more construc
tive policy. To debar decurions from the senate was not only 
impracticable but unjust and inexpedient, since it involved the 
exclusion of many able men from the service of the state. The 
interests of the cities would be safeguarded if decurions in the 
first place performed their civic obligations before entering the 
central administration, and secondly left an heir to serve their 
city after they had risen to a higher sphere. It was accordingly 
rufed that only sons bom to a decurion after his ennoblement 
inherited his senatorial rank, and that he must leave at least one 
son to the curia. In 371 these principles were further elaborated. 
A decurion who had no son was excluded from the senate: a 
decurion with one son must leave him to serve the city; but one 
who had several sons was allowed to take one of them with him 
to the senate. With this exception only sons born to men already 
senators inherited their rank. It was further enacted that ‘empty 
shadows and vain image of dignities’ were, with the exception of 
the consulate, no title to exemption: in other words only those 
who won senatorial rank by the actual tenure of administrative 
offices gained immunity from their curial obligations.73

In 380 and 382 constitutions were addressed to the praetorian 
prefect of Illyricum, ordering the return of all senators of curial 
origin to their native cities; but these were apparently emergency 
measures, limited in their application to the sorely tried Illyrian 
prefecture. Elsewhere the compromise of 371 remained in force 
till 390, when a much harsher rule was introduced whereby 
decurions might indeed enter the senate but gained no exemption 
thereby from their civic duties either for themselves or their sons
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whether born before or after their promotion. This proved 
difficult to enforce because decurions alleged, perhaps sometimes 
with truth, that they could not afford the very expensive obliga
tions of senatorial as well as those of curial status, and accordingly 
neglected the latter. The government therefore fell back on its 
original policy, and in 392 closed the senate once more to 
decurions. Five years later it reinforced this rule by forbidding 
decurions to aspire to provincial governorships, which conferred 
the clarissimate, the lowest of the three grades of the senatorial 
order.74

The clarissimate was once again forbidden to decurions in 416, 
and seems never again to have been officially open to them. But 
persons of curial status were, by being expressly excluded from 
the clarissimate, given implicit leave to enter the two higher 
grades, and in 436 a constitution acknowledged this fact. It 
confirmed the status of all who had so far acquired the rank of 
spectabilis or illustris and ruled for the future that decurions who 
became spectabiles must fulfil their curial duties in person, while 
those who obtained the honorary rank of illustris might perform 
them through deputies. Those on the other hand who earned 
the illustrate by tenure of an office carrying that rank became, 
with their sons bom after their ennoblement, immune from curial 
obligations.75

Three years later, finding once more that senators of curial 
origin could not or would not perform their curial as well as their 
senatorial duties, the government again forbade access to the 
senate to decurions for the future, remitting to curial senators 
already admitted under the new law their senatorial burdens. In 
444 it was again found necessary to prohibit decurions from as
piring either to illustrious offices or to the honorary illustrate. 
But neither of these two laws remained for long in force, and the 
constitution of 436 was in substance the last word of the imperial 
government on the question of the admission of decurions to the 
senate. It was emended by Zeno, who struck a number of 
illustrious offices off the list of exemptions, and as emended by 
Zeno was re-enacted by Justinian. In his reign it was only by 
holding the praetorian or urban prefectures or the mastership of 
the soldiers or by being decorated with the consulate or patriciate 
that a man of curial origin could free himself, and his children 
born thereafter, from his obligations to his city.76

This tangled mass of legislation concerns tfie richest stratum 
of the curial class. Only men of very considerable means could
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maintain the status of a senator, who (till 450) had to pay a super
tax, the collatio glebalis, over and above the regular tribute, and 
had in the aurum oblaticium a heavier burden than the aururn 
coronarium, and in the praetorship a liturgy heavier by far than 
all curial charges. It was, moreover, in the ordinary way a very 
expensive matter to acquire senatorial rank. The posts which 
conferred the rank might on occasion be won by luck or merit, 
but were normally purchased: honorary codicils nearly always 
involved bribery on a vast scale. For decurions the transaction 
must have been more than usually expensive, since it was 
generally illegal.77

Those who could not afford the glories of the senatorial order 
sought refuge in the lower ranks of the central services. This 
career was closed to them as early as 326 and always remained in 
principle illegal. The law was, however, as its frequent re
enactment proves, laxly enforced, and the government often 
condoned the offence of men who had been long in the service. 
Thus in the law of 326 those who had served twenty years were 
allowed to retain their posts. In a comb-out of the services held 
ten years later decurions in the palatine ministries were left 
undisturbed. In 341 and 357 five years’ service earned exemp
tion, in 362 fifteen years’, in 382 thirty years’, in 423 fifteen years’. 
The palatine service secured a personal exemption only, till in 
413 those who reached the rank oiprinceps in the corps of the 
agentes in rebus were rewarded with immunity from curial duties 
both for themselves and for their sons bom after their promotion. 
Men who achieved the position of proximi in the scrinia also 
enjoyed this privilege in Justinian’s reign: it is not recorded when 
it was granted.78

Closely allied with service in the palatine ministries was prac
tice at the bar of the praetorian or urban prefects. This career is 
not stated to have been closed to decurions till 436. With its 
usual illogicality however the government in 440 granted to 
advocates at the bars of the praetorian prefect of the East and the 
urban prefect who attained the rank of patronus fisd  immunity 
from curial status for themselves and all their sons: this privilege 
was extended in 500 to the bar of the praetorian prefect of 
Ulyricum. Justinian limited the privilege to sons born after their 
fathers’ promotion.79

These careers required a certain amount of capital; for posts in 
the palatine services and admission to the bars of the supreme 
courts of the empire were greatly coveted and could not be
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obtained save by those who could pay for them. Decurions more
over must have had to pay at a higher rate to cover the vendor 
against the risk that he underwent in breaking the law. Both 
careers furthermore required a relatively expensive training. For 
the bar a legal course, obtainable in the East only at Berytus, or 
after 425 at Constantinople, was necessary. For the palatine 
services a knowledge of Latin was in the fourth century essential, 
and it seems to have been usual to spend a few years studying 
at Rome in order to acquire a competent grasp of the language.80

Decurions who could not afford so great an outlay had to be 
content with a post on the staff of the master of the soldiers in 
the East or of the vicar of a diocese or even of a provincial 
governor: this last was esteemed the lowest grade of the civil 
service, and was, like the curia, the hereditary obligation of a 
caste to which all promotion was debarred, but it was apparently 
preferable to membership of a city council. These careers were 
also legally debarred to decurions, but here again the frequent 
re-enactment of the prohibition shows that it was laxly enforced. 
The government was not, however, so complacent to these 
humble officials as to the members of the palatine ministries, and 
rarely permitted a decurion, whatever his length of service, to 
retain his post if his curial origin were detected. His sons, 
moreover, always remained liable to curial obligations. Decurions 
of a more active spirit might endeavour to enlist in the army. 
Military service was closed to them by Diocletian, and remained 
in principle always closed. Here the imperial government was 
at times generous in condoning past offences. Decurions who 
had served five years were in 357 allowed to retain their rank: 
in 362 ten years’ service was required, and again in 423. By 
military service a decurion did not free his son from the service 
of the curia.81

Of the other immune professions little is heard after the third 
century. The privileges of victors in the sacred games fell into 
desuetude as the sacred games themselves ceased to be celebrated. 
Public doctors and professors retained their exemption, but, 
since the cities could scarcely afford to employ their legal quota, 
they were not a numerous class. Decurions were, except in Egypt, 
excluded from contracting for state revenues, and in Egypt 
revenue contracting was regarded as one of the regular curial 
burdens, and carried no exemption. Tenants of state lands were 
after 342 no longer exempt from their civic duties if they owned 
more than a minimum acreage of private land. Members of the
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guild of shippers were still in the fourth century immune from 
civic burdens and decurions were allowed to join the guild: in 
371, when a separate eastern guild was organized, decurions are 
specifically mentioned among the classes eligible for enrolment. 
In 390, however, service as a shipper ceased to carry exemption 
from curial charges for decurions who thereafter entered the 
guild. Persons of curial status were debarred from membership 
of other guilds, like that of the armament manufacturers, which, 
in virtue of their service to the state, were immune from civic 
duties.82

One new professional immunity was created in the fourth' 
century. Constantine in the ardour of his recent conversion 
granted exemption from civic duties to the Christian clergy. 
The result was that a flood of decurions rushed into holy orders, 
and in 329 Constantine, while not revoking his former grant, 
robbed it of its effect by ordering that henceforth no person of 
curial status should be ordained. This restriction was clearly 
unfair both to the curial class and to the church, and later a 
compromise was achieved whereby decurions might take holy 
orders, but had to prove, the sincerity of their vocation by sur
rendering their property to a relative or to the curia itself. This 
rule seems to have been applied in the East from the year 368, 
but with no great success, and in 398 the government fell back 
on its old policy of banning the ordination of decurions. By 
442 this law had become a dead letter, for in that year bishops 
and priests of curial status were permitted to fulfil their civic 
duties by deputy. Finally in 531 Justinian revived the ban of 398 
on the ground that persons so inured to extortion as decurions 
were unfit to preach the gospel of charity. In consonance with 
this reasoning he permitted persons of curial status who had 
become monks before reaching man’s estate (and had abandoned 
their property, one-quarter, later three-quarters, going to the 
curia) to receive ordination after fifteen years’ probation in their 
monastery.83

Some decurions, probably those of the humbler sort, en
deavoured to evade their curial duties merely by absconding. 
Some retired no farther than their own country estates; the 
government ordered them back to town and confiscated the 
estate on which they had taken refuge. In Egypt many withdrew 
into the desert, taking up the life of hermits: since, however, 
they did not first sell all their goods and give to the poor, the 
government suspected the genuineness of their vocation and
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ordered them to return to their cities under pain of surrendering 
their property to the curia. Others went farther afield, hoping 
that all track of them would be lost; the imperial government 
ordered that when they could not be traced their councils might 
distrain upon their property. Others again took refuge under 
the wing of some powerful landlord, serving as bailiff or tenant 
a senator who could defy the council and even the provincial 
governor.84

The flight of decurions was not the only cause of the gradual 
depletion of the curial class. Two other factors contributed to 
the same result, the loss of their property, and therewith of their 
seats on the council, by decurions of the humbler sort, and the 
refusal of richer decurions to breed legitimate sons who could 
succeed to their property and their rank. ‘ A decurion might sell 
his estate to secure ready cash for the purchase of a post under 
the government—Libanius mentions a decurion of Antioch w'ho 
bought a provincial governorship with the proceeds of his ances
tral estate, and then, having secured his object, senatorial rank, 
bought back his lands and more also with the ill-gotten gains of 
his office. He might also sell his estate to a senator whose 
patronage he wished to gain. But not all sales were voluntary. 
Libanius inveighs bitterly against the unscrupulous greed of tne 
richer members of the council, who misused their power to 
grind the faces of their poorer colleagues and bullied them into 
selling their estates either to themselves or to powerful outsiders 
whose favour they wished to win.83

It was apparently to remedy this abuse that a constitution was 
issued in 386, ordaining that henceforth no decurion might sell 
his property without authorization from the provincial governor, 
who was to hold a thorough investigation into the circumstances 
and to disallow sales unless a reasonable cause, such as payment 
of debt, could be proved. The penalties of the law were directed 
against the purchaser, and a hope was expressed that, in view of 
the publicity of the new procedure, vendors would have no reason 
in future to complain that they had been the victims of conspiracy 
or intimidation. It was for many years assumed that this pro
cedure was applicable only when a leading councillor (principalis) 
wished to purchase his colleagues’ estates. In 423, however, it 
was expressly ruled that purchasers ‘of other rank or dignity’ were 
equally liable to the penalties of the law. The purchase of curial 
estates by great men exempt from curial duties was of course an 
even more serious abuse than their concentration in the hands of
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the upper ring of decurions. In the latter case the numbers of 
the council were reduced, but the property remained liable to 
curial charges, in the former the property also was lost to the 
council. Justinian applied the same restrictions to deeds of gift!.86

Decurions were already in the latter part of the fourth century 
beginning to refrain from regular marriage and content them
selves with concubines, usually slaves. By so doing they gained 
two advantages. They avoided the curial charges which they 
would otherwise have had to bear on behalf of their sons; for 
illegitimate sons did not inherit their fathers’ status, and, if their 
mothers were slaves, as they generally were, were ineligible on 
the score of servile descent. Secondly, since illegitimate children 
were by a law of Constantine incapable of inheriting more than 
a small fraction of their father’s estate, the father was free, both 
legally and morally, to leave his property to whomsoever he 
wished, and was therefore courted by persons of influence who 
hoped by present favours to win a future inheritance. The 
council thus suffered a double loss: it was deprived of its future 
members, and the property which they would have inherited 
often passed to members of the official aristocracy, who were 
exempt from curial charges.87

The government for long neglected this abuse, but eventually 
in 428 attacked the second aspect of it by authorizing the council 
to claim one-quarter of the estate of a decurion bequeathed to an 
outsider. In 443 it tackled the whole problem from a different 
angle, by permitting a father to legitimize his natural sons and 
leave them all his property, provided that he enrolled them on 
the council of his native city: this law it may be noted applied to 
all fathers, and not only to those who were of curial status 
themselves. All these rules were tightened up in various ways 
by Justinian, who raised the proportion of the estate which the 
council could claim to three-quarters, and worked out a most 
elaborate scheme whereby this three-quarters must go either to 
the legitimate sons of a decurion or failing these to his illegitimate 
sons, if enrolled in the council, or to his daughters if married to 
decurions, or finally to the council corporately. This awkward 
arrangement was later, on the suggestion of members of the 
curial dass, abrogated in favour of die simple rule that a decurion 
might leave his estate to whom he wished provided that the heir 
to three-quarters became a decurion of the testator’s city.88

Despite all the efforts of the imperial government the curial 
class steadily dwindled in numbers and in wealth until in 536
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Justinian could say, probably with little exaggeration, ‘if one 
will count the city councils of our empire one will find them very 
small, some well off neither in men nor in wealth, some perhaps 
with a few men but none with any wealth’. The chief factor in 
their decline was probably the emigration of their richest mem
bers into the senatorial order. Against this movement the emper
ors, as their extant legislation shows, were never able to maintain 
a firm stand. Time and again the senate was closed to decurions, 
but they continued none the less to trickle in, and the emperors 
generally had in the end to admit defeat and condone past 
offences. The compromise whereby decurions were obliged to 
leave one son at least to their native cities was, as its frequent 
reaffirmation proves, often evaded, and, even if it had been 
enforced, betrayed half the battle; for a part of the property— 
and no doubt the lion’s share—passed to the senatorial branch 
of the family and thus became permanently exempt from curial 
charges. The experiment of making senators of curial origin 
continue to serve their cities is frequently admitted by the 
emperors themselves to have been a failure, and in 436 curial 
service ceased to be required of those who were already senators. 
From 439, when curial senators were relieved of the praetorship, 
decurions who entered the senate had less excuse for shirking 
their curial charges, and it may be that they were really compelled 
to undertake them. If so, only the illustrate duly earned by office 
henceforth carried exemption.89

It is interesting to note that a certain number of persons of 
curial status actually did rise to illustrious offices in the latter 
part of the fifth century—a fact which proves that there were 
still some decurions of considerable wealth and standing. This 
conclusion is borne out by the strange story of Valerian, a 
decurion of Emesa, who in 445 secured for himself honorary 
codicils of illustrious rank—decurions, it may be noted, had 
been expressly forbidden to aspire to the senate six years before— 
and in the pride of new dignity broke into the provincial governor’s 
palace with a band of barbarian retainers, cleared out the staff, 
and sitting on the governor’s right hand took over the administra
tion. A man who could venture on such an escapade, and more
over go unpunished, must have possessed considerable means.90

Another important factor in the decline of the curial class was 
the migration of its members into the palatine services. Heredi
tary exemption could, it is true, be legally gained only by reaching 
the highest posts in certain favoured ministries, and even this
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privilege does not seem to have been formally granted till the fifth 
century. But there can be little doubt that many decurions not 
only managed to retain their posts till retiring age, since the laws 
reinforcing the ban against decurions generally exempted those 
of any long standing, but also secured posts for their sons; sons 
of civil servants had a practical—and eventually a legal—prefer
ence in filling vacancies, and the services tended as time went on 
to become hereditary. Many also migrated into the legal profes
sion. Here again permanent exemption from curial status was 
granted only to those who rose to the top of the profession and 
that not till the fifth century. But the same conditions prevailed 
here as in the palatine ministries; sons of advocates were given 
priority in filling vacancies in the bar, and the profession tended 
to become hereditary.91

That these were the most important among the many causes 
which contributed to the impoverishment, if not to the numerical 
decline, of the curial class is suggested not only by the Codes but 
also by two speeches of Libanius, one addressed to the council 
of Antioch and the other to the emperor Theodosius on behalf 
of the councils of the empire. His emphasis is all on the evasion 
of their duties by the rich. The instances which he cites are men 
who have obtained governorships of provinces, posts in favoured 
corps like the agentes in rebus or protectores, or commissions in the 
army. He is especially indignant against those who send their 
sons to the law school of Berytus or still farther afield to Rome to 
learn Latin. Here the professional jealousy of the Greek rhetori
cian for his own subject no doubt colours Libanius* view, but he 
was certainly right in stating that it was no abstract interest in 
Roman law or Latin literature which prompted fathers to give 
their sons so expensive an education.92

The principal reason why the laws could not be enforced is 
taken for granted both by the Codes and by Libanius. They 
state quite frankly that offices of state, codicils of rank, and pasts 
in the services were bought, and it is evident that if the price 
paid were high enough no legal prohibition was of any avail. 
Libanius stresses another aspect of the problem, the reluctance 
of the councils themselves either to restrain or to recall their 
errant members. The councils admitted their weakness but 
alleged in excuse that it was useless to institute proceedings 
against persons of influence—even if restored to the curia they 
would soon find another avenue of escape—and secondly that 
they were afraid of incurring the enmity of ex-councillors who
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now held positions of authority. Libanius admits the partial 
truth of both pleas, but insists that they were not the real causes 
of the criminal negligence of the councils in failing to assert their 
rights. He openly accuses the councils of corruption—‘the 
decurions of Apamea have granted—the word is more polite than 
sold—many such favours’. But a stronger force than ready cash 
was the hope of favours to come: the surviving members of the 
council hoped one day to secure exemption themselves, and their 
former colleagues who had obtained posts of influence could, if 
their favour were secured, lend a helping hand. Finally, Libanius 
asserts, the last thing that the leading men in the council desired 
was that former members wealthier than they should resume 
their seats. They were now the cocks of their dunghills, and 
even if they could not use their position to secure exemption, 
made a very good thing of it: their restored ex-colleagues would 
not only block their way to promotion but appropriate the per
quisites which fell to the dominant clique on the council.93

Such considerations as these obviously did not apply to de
curions of the humbler sort. They could not afford to bribe their 
colleagues on any adequate scale, nor did the modest posts which 
their purses could command—in the ranks of the army or on the 
staff of a provincial governor—give them any influence or patron
age. None the less the frequent repetition of the laws prohibiting 
these careers shows that many decurions did gain admittance to 
them. Whether many maintained their footing is more difficult 
to estimate. The government was relatively lenient to soldiers, 
but always ruthless to officials, and in any case never spared the 
sons of either class. Humble decurions had, however, one great 
asset, their obscurity. If they migrated to another province they 
might reasonably hope never to be traced, and if so they might 
well shake off curial status permanently: both the army and the 
provincial offices were hereditary services, and their sons would, 
unless challenged, automatically succeed them in their new way 
of life. Other humble decurions may have insinuated themselves 
into hereditary guilds, like that of the armament manufacturers, 
and been with their descendants lost to view. But those who 
succeeded in evading the law must generally have forfeited their 
property—unless they had prudently disposed of it before abs
conding—since they would rank in the eyes of the law as 
vagrants, and the curia thus suffered in numbers but not in 
wealth.94

The numbers of the councils were also depleted by the
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extinction of many curial families through lack of legitimate heirs 
and by the elimination of poor decurions who, under duress or to 
secure the patronage of a wealthier neighbour, sold their estates; 
and if the heirs in the one case and the purchasers in the other 
were, as they often were, of privileged status, the councils also 
lost the property. To these many causes for the decline of the 
curiae must be added yet another, the bankruptcy of poorer 
decurions who were unafcle to meet their curial charges.

It is highly improbable that many bankruptcies were caused, 
as in the spacious days of the principate, by reckless munificence. 
This tradition had clied by tne fourth century, and the public 
services of the city, which had been maintained to a large extent 
at the expense o£ the members of the council, were gradually 
whittled down. Cases are, however, known in which a poor 
decurion, Unfairly saddled with a heavy liturgy, had to sell his 
land. The liability of the council for the collection of taxes may 
have sometimes involved the curial collector in bankruptcy. 
Libanius draws a highly coloured picture of a tax-collector 
returning empty-handed and being sold up and struck off the 
roll of the council. But the circumstances here envisaged are 
exceptional: the peasants from whom the taxes were due had 
enlisted the support of the local garrison and put up an organized 
resistance. In the ordinary way the members of the council 
usually managed to pass on their burdens, and more also, to their 
humbler neighbours. On occasion it may have been impossible 
for them to extract the amount demanded from the taxpayers, 
but the government, despite its bluster, was very lax in collecting 
arrears, and made a regular practice of remitting them at inter
vals, so that defaulting collectors had a fair chance of escaping. 
The most damage seems to have been caused by extraordinary 
war-time levies: the decurions responsible for these were very 
liable to be ground between the upper and the lower millstone, 
for the taxpayer often could not support the additional burden, 
and the government in an emergency gave little grace. Libanius 
laments the ruin of many old Antiochene families by the pro
longed exactions of the Persian wars which dragged on through
out the reign of Constantius.93

While the curial class was continually subject to all these forms 
of leakage and attrition, it acquired very few recruits after the 
middle of the fourth century. The laws of Diocletian and Con
stantine debar from privileged status not only decurions and their 
sons but all persons financially qualified for the curia. Later
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legislation does not generally mention any save those who were 
bound to the curia by birth, and the enrolment of commoners 
becomes an exceptional measure. Julian, who took a very real 
interest in the condition of the city councils and was in the 
opinion of Ammianus Mareellinus excessively severe in enforcing 
the laws designed to maintain them, gave a general licence to the 
cities to enrol commoners: ‘plebeians, citizens of the same town, 
whom ampler means have advanced to support the charges of 
decurions, may be nominated in regular form’. After this the 
promotion of commoners is recorded in two constitutions only, 
which prescribe special measures for two poverty-stricken pro
vinces, Moesia (383) and Tripolitana (393): ‘It is conceded to the 
councillors of the province of Moesia that, if they have any 
persons from the commons suitable, they may summon them to 
the charges of the decurionate, that persons rich in the possession 
of slaves may not evade the burdens for which property is 
demanded owing to the obscurity of a despised name’; and 
‘Whoever among the plebeians are proved in the presence of the 
councils of the several cities to be qualified by land or money, 
are to be enrolled for curial duties. Those who have no family 
property are not forbidden to serve on the governor’s staff’. The 
phraseology of these two laws suggests that conditions were 
desperate and that normal rules were relaxed for the emergency: 
the commoners to be enrolled possessed no land, which was the 
normal qualification, or at any rate a fortune below the standard 
usually required.90

It would seem then that by the middle of the fourth century 
all persons who possessed the property qualification for curial 
rank were decurions, and that the councils could henceforth hope 
for no more recruits from the commons. Their only resource, 
apart from the sons of members, was such sons of veterans as 
refused to join the army. These were by a number of fourth- 
century constitutions relegated to the curia, but even this meagre 
source seems to have dried up; for none of the laws in question, 
the latest of which is dated 381, is reproduced in the Code of 
Justinian, and all had probably by then long fallen into desuetude. 
From 443 onwards persons of whatever position were invited to 
enrol their natural sons in the curia, but it may be doubted if the 
offer appealed to many fathers who were not themselves of curial 
rank.97

Many motives contributed to the general urge to escape from 
the curia. One of these was undoubtedly the desire to evade the
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financial burdens incumbent on decurions. This is not to say 
that the curial class as a whole was crushed beneath the weight 
of its burdens. This is manifestly untrue of the wealthier mem
bers of the class, who preferred to undertake the much heavier 
charges imposed by senatorial rank. Curial charges cannot have 
been a serious burden to them, eyen if they had shouldered their 
fair share, which in fact they often did not. They had the domi- 
nant voice on the council, and, what was more important, they 
had the ear of the governor, and complaints are common that 
they exploited their position to thrust all the more onerous tasks 
on their humbler colleagues, while they themselves appropriated 
the perquisites of office.98

For the poor decurions the financial charges of their position 
were thus rendered heavier than they need have been, but even 
so they cannot have exceeded the capacity to pay of any save 
perhaps the poorest. The curial class was from the middle of the 
fourth century, as has been pointed out above, virtually a closed 
hereditary caste. That, despite the enormous leakage of men and 
money that still went on, it still subsisted two centuries later, 
and still consisted of men of property, if on a modest scale, is 
proof enough that curial charges were well within the average 
decurion’s income. But it is not in human nature to pay a super
tax if one can avoid it, and civic liturgies, now that the spirit of 
local patriotism which had prompted them was dead, were a mere 
super-tax. Nor is it surprising that the most persistent efforts to 
evade these charges were made by those who could best afford 
to pay them.

The personal aspect of curial charges was perhaps as important 
as the financial. The decurion was obliged to organize public 
entertainments, see to the heating of the baths, inspect the 
market, and perform multifarious other functions in the ad
ministration of his city, and also on behalf of the imperial govern
ment to collect the taxes, levy recruits for the army and labour 
for road-building and other public works, requisition animals and 
supplies for military purposes and for the public post. These 
tasks were, now that the service of one’s native city had no 
emotional appeal, felt to be exacting and tedious, and it is natural 
that many decurions aspired either to more interesting work in 
the higher grades of the public services or the dignified ease which 
was the lot of the many senators who did not pursue a public 
career."

The financial risks involved in tax-collection and analogous



duties must also have contributed to make curial status unpopu
lar. These functions were probably in the ordinary way not 
unprofitable. Curial collectors, like all others, allowed them
selves a small commission—exacted as a surcharge from the tax
payer and not deducted from the total due to the state—and their 
position gave ample opportunities for extortion which they did 
not neglect to use. Nevertheless, every decurion must have been 
haunted with the fear of being saddled with the collection of some 
exorbitant requisition which no violence could extract from the 
taxpayer, and in bad years the curial collectors must have watched 
with trembling the mounting total of arrears, wondering whether 
an edict of remission would be issued in time.100

But more important than all these considerations was social 
status, and all that social status implied in the Byzantine world. 
Under the principate the members of the city councils had been 
the aristocracy of the provinces. Senators and eqtdtes, it is true, 
ranked above them, but these were rare and distant luminaries. 
From the reign of Diocletian the enormous growth of the imperial 
bureaucracy altered the whole scale of values. As imperial 
officials became more numerous and more intrusive the prestige 
of decurions correspondingly fell, and as the wealthier decurions 
entered the ranks of the imperial aristocracy, the social status of 
the poor decurions who remained in the council sank yet lower. 
'Decurions, it is true, still ranked substantially above the com
mons. They were down to the end of the fifth century distin
guished from them in dress, wearing the toga which had once 
been the official costume of every Roman citizen, but had since 
the universal grant of Roman citizenship been reserved to the 
upper classes. In the penal law also they still were counted 
among the superior ranks of society: as late as 439 decurions, 
with senators, members of the government services and the 
clergy, are condemned to deportation for an offence which in
volved for plebeians the death penalty, and a century later 
Justinian could still take from Jews, Samaritans, and heretics of 
curial status the privileges attaching to their rank.101

But as the social status of decurions sank, their privileges 
tended to be neglected and curtailed. Several fourth-century 
constitutions re-emphasize the immunity of decurions from cor
poral punishment, and Libanius indignantly recounts case after 
case in which provincial governors, in flagrant defiance of the 
law, flogged men of curial rank. In 387 flogging was authorized 
as a punishment for peculation and extortion in collecting the
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taxes. The flogging of decurions, Libanius asserts, was the major 
cause of the flight from the curia, and Theodosius II confirms 
his verdict: ‘we have learnt’, he declared in 439, ‘that certain 
persons of curial status, in their desire to escape the outrages 
of provincial governors, seek refuge in the prerogatives of the 
senatorial dignity’. Personal security could only be found in high 
rank, in the government service, or in the church; for senators 
could be condemned only by the prefect of the city and a jury 
of their peers, government servants as a rule by the head of their 
department, and clergy by their bishop. In an age when govern
ment was so brutal and so arbitrary it is little wonder that 
decurions sought refuge in these classes, and were even willing 
to become the clients of senators, who could in practice shelter 
their agents and tenants under their own dignity and might prove 
kinder masters than the governor of the province.102

Curial status gradually sank so low that it came to be regarded 
as a penalty for persons of standing. The emperors were shocked 
at this development. Valentinian wrote in 365: ‘No one must be 
enrolled in the ranks of the councils, whose dignity we have 
greatly at heart, except those who have been nominated and 
elected and whom the councils themselves deem fit to be enrolled 
in their numbers; no one must be introduced into the council for 
an offence for which he ought to be expelled from it’. In 384 the 
provincial governors of. the East were warned not to relegate their 
officials to the curia as a penalty. This law is reproduced in the 
Code of Justinian, and was therefore presumably still in force. 
It was however, it would seem, deemed to apply only to officials 
guilty of a-scandalous offence, for imperial constitutions dated 
442 and 471 order that officials who presumed to seek a higher 
rank than was legally permitted to them should be degraded to 
the curia of their native city.103

By the end of the fifth century the councils, reduced to a hand
ful of small landowners, had ceased to be in any way represen
tative of the aristocracies of the cities; in every city most person
ages of importance were by now of senatorial rank and as such 
had no responsibility for the local administration and no voice 
in it. This anomalous situation was rectified by Anastasius. The 
principal magistrate of each city was at this time the defensor 
(effSiftoff), whose function it was to protect the city and its citizens 
against the oppression of the central officials. Originally himself 
an imperial official, his appointment had in 387 been vested in 
the council, subject to the confirmation of the praetorian prefect,
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and the natural result had followed—the office had fallen into 
contempt, and the defensor had often become a tool of the pro
vincial officials whose usurpations he was supposed to check, 
being appointed on their nomination. In 505 Anastasius vested 
his appointment no longer in the council but in the bishop and 
clergy and the principal landowners and decurions. Anastasius 
made the same body responsible for the election of a corn-buyer, 
whenever the city required to make purchases of corn from civic 
revenues, and it is likely, though the actual constitution has not 
been preserved, that he transferred to it the appointment of the 
other important regular magistrate which every city possessed, 
the curator (Aoytcrn??) or, as he was called in the sixth century, 
father of the city who controlled civic finance.104

By Justinian’s time the defensor, the father of the city, and other 
minor magistrates, including the corn-buyer, were all elected by 
the bishop and clergy and the principal landowners—decurions 
are not mentioned as such, but the more important of them would 
no doubt be included in the last category. Anastasius* reform 
had apparently not been so effective as had been hoped, because 
the great men of the cities, though made electors to the office of 
defensor, had not been obliged to hold it and had refused to do so. 
Justinian, determined to make the office a reality, decreed that 
all inhabitants of the city, however elevated their rank, should be 
compelled to hold it in rotation for two years.103

By these measures the council ceased to be the governing body 
of the city, and, it would seem, to have any corporate existence. 
John of Philadelphia, who was born in 490, writing as an old man 
at the end of Justinian’s reign, declared that he could himself 
remember decurions wearing their white togas ‘in the days when 
the councils still governed the cities, but now that they are gone 
the species has vanished with the genus’—this enigmatic clause 
apparently means that decurions, when they lost their powers, 
also lost their distinctive dress. Evagrius, in the latter part of the 
sixth century, definitely attributes the ruin of the city councils to 
Anastasius, and paints a rosy picture of their past glories—‘for 
before that time the nobles used to be enrolled on the registers 
of the cities, each city having in its councillors a kind of senate*. 
Evagrius rather unexpectedly associates the degradation of the 
city councils not with the measures recorded above but with the 
contemporary creation of the office of vindex. This measure, 
which took out of the hands of the councils the control of— 
though not, it would seem, the responsibility for—imperial
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taxation, must indeed have greatly diminished their impor
tance.106

Though the council ceased to meet, the curial class still sub
sisted as a caste, responsible for the performance of certain menial 
tasks, principally, it would seem, the collection of taxes. As such 
it was still an important cog in the administrative machine, as 
Justinian’s meticulous legislation testifies. The precise date of its 
disappearance we do not know, but when Leo the Wise deleted 
from the Code all titles concerned with decurions, they had long 
ceased to be operative.107
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T H E  CIVIC SERVICES

CHAPTER XIII

MATERIAL NEEDS

THE public services which the cities provided for their in
habitants naturally varied both in scope and in scale accord
ing to their size and wealth. Ephesus and Smyrna, Nicomedia 

and Nicaea, Tarsus, Antioch, and Alexandria could offer to their 
citizens amenities and luxuries which the average large town, the 
capital of a province or of a judicial circuit, could not afford. 
These again lived on a grander scale than ordinary provincial 
cities, and among these last there were many gradations, from 
substantial towns, which took a pride in their games and public 
buildings, to humble rural communes, which, though officially 
dignified with the name of city, lacked the barest essentials of 
civic life—municipal offices, a gymnasium, a theatre, a market
place, and a public water-supply, to quote Pausanias’ list. But 
despite these wide contrasts in achievement, the ideal to which all 
cities aspired was monotonously uniform. The spread of Hellen
ism through the near East was to a large extent the product of 
imitation, and the place of any city in the scale of civilization was 
gauged by its success in reproducing the culture of the universally 
acknowledged archetype, the cities of the Aegean basin. Archi
tecture, athletics, music, drama, and education were cosmopolitan; 
and from Macedonia-and Thrace through Asia Minor and Syria 
to Egypt the cities, one and all accordingly to their varying re
sources, erected the same type of buildings, celebrated musical 
and gymnastic games with identical programmes, and provided 
for their citizens the same opportunities for physical and intel
lectual culture.1

What is to-day considered the most elementary duty of any 
government, the maintenance of law and order, seems, from the 
absence of reference to it, to have been almost ignored by the 
Hellenistic cities. There was indeed in Ptolemaic Alexandria a 
commander of the night watch (wKreptvos oTparĵ oy), but he was 
probably a royal officer; and in general police functions in 
cities governed by kings seem to have been fulfilled by their
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commandants. The only civic police on record in the Hellenistic 
age are the frontier guards of Miletus and Heraclea, one of whose 
duties it was to arrest runaway slaves. Under the p rincipate many 
more civic police officers are recorded. These were of several types. 
Commanders of the night watch (wKTooTpdrrryot), perhaps based 
on the Alexandrian model, are found in the second century in 
several cities of Asia, and regularly in the Egyptian metropoleis 
of the third century. They commanded a corps of night watch
men (vwwŵvAtucss), who in Oxyrhynchus, a modest town, 
numbered fifty or sixty: we possess a list of the posts to which 
they were assigned, seven to the principal temple, the Thoereum, 
six to the Serapeum, three to the theatre, two to the gymnasium, 
one to the Iseum, and the remainder one to each street. The 
watchmen were humble citizens, cobblers, potters, fullers, and the 
like, and were conscripted for the service, but apparently paid for 
their trouble.2

Frontier guards are in the Roman period commonly found in 
Asia Minor. The magistrates in charge of this force were styled 
irapotfnjXaiets, and their men, the op<xf>v\a.Kcs, who were naturally 
mounted, were drawn from the sons of the gentry; at Apollonia of 
Caria a party of ten, with their cadet officer (veavioKapxys) and the 

himself, were attended by six slaves, who served as 
grooms. The service was perhaps modelled on the Athenian 
ephebate, in which cadets in their second year of training gar
risoned the frontier forts. It was their duty to tour the outlying 
villages of the city territory; a decree of the Phrygian Hierapolis 
forbids them to demand hospitality from the villagers over and 
above lodging, wood, and chaff, and reproves them for extorting 
‘crowns’ from the village headmen. Another inscription, probably 
also of Hierapolis, bears more directly on their duties: they are 
instructed to deal with shepherds who graze their flocks in other 
people’s vineyards.3

Neither of these forces was capable of dealing with serious 
crime; to suppress this was the duty of the wardens of the peace 
(clmvdpxa*). This magistracy is found from the beginning of the 
second century throughout the Roman East, and was probably 
created on the order of the Roman government, which controlled 
appointments to it; irenarchs were not directly elected, but 
nominated by the provincial governor from a list submitted by the 
city. They commanded a force of mounted constables (Snuŷ crai), 
ana their principal activity seems to have been to hunt down 
brigands: they acted as examining magistrates, but had no
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authority to inflict punishment, sending up the delinquents whom 
they captured to the governor, with a dossier of the evidence 
against them. Their sphere of operations was the country-side. 
At Smyrna the irenarch pursued Polycarp, when he fled from 
justice into the country, whereas in a later persecution Pionius, 
who stayed in town, was arrested by another officer, the com
mander of the cavalry {’irnapxos). This office, originally military, 
survived under the principate in a number of Asiatic cities, 
where no doubt, as at Smyrna, it sank to be the captaincy of 
the city police: the hipparch was also supported by mounted 
constables (Swoŷ irtu). Every city had its jail, where prisoners were 
confined pending their trial: tfie warders were normally public 
slaves.4

What are to-day regarded as the municipal services par excel
lence are not very frequently mentioned in antiquity. They were 
in the larger cities at any rate entrusted to a special board, the 
controllers of the town (aarwonot), and what we know of them is 
largely derived from the Pergamene law defining the duties of this 
office: as this law, framed by one of the Attalid kings, was in
scribed under the principate, it may be inferred that Hellenistic 
and Roman practice was uniform in this field. The first duty of 
the astynomi was the care of roads and bridges, both in the city 
itself and in its territory. They had to prevent encroachments on 
the public highway; the Pergamene law lays down minimum 
widths for country roads, thirty feet for a main road, twelve feet 
for a by-road. They had to remove obstructions; shopkeepers 
were allowed to display their wares outside their shops, but not in 
such a manner as to block the traffic. They had to prevent rub
bish being tipped into the streets, and were themselves respon
sible for having them scavenged. They had finally to see to the 
maintenance of the surface. According to the legal authorities, 
landowners and householders were responsible in both country 
and town for the paving of the roads on which their property 
fronted, and the astynomi had to enforce this obligation and only as 
a last resort to give out the work to contract, claiming the expense, 
plus a fine, from the delinquents. It is difficult to believe, how
ever, that the magnificent and uniform paving which we see to
day in the principal streets of excavated cities was maintained by 
this system, and it seems likely that householders regularly com
muted their obligations for a cash payment, and that the city 
undertook the work; we know that cities maintained gangs of 
public slaves for street paving.5
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The cities were very proud of their streets and spent enormous 
sums on them. The regular chequer-board system of town plan
ning invented by Hippodamus of Miletus was universally admired 
in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, and not only were new 
cities laid out according to this scheme, but many old towns were 
gradually remodelled to conform to it. The principal streets 
were very generally flanked by colonnades which sheltered pedes
trians from the rain in winter and from the sun in summer. Street 
lighting seems to have been something of a rarity; the brilliant 
illumination of Antioch by night was a source of great pride to its 
citizens, as two of them, Ammianus and Libanius, testify. Some 
few lights outside public buildings, like the brilliant festoon of 
hanging lamps outside the praetorium, were no doubt maintained 
by the city, but the ordinary street lamps by the occupants of the 
shops outside which they hung.6

Another care of the astynomi was drainage. Progressive cities 
had a regular system of drains, running under the streets, which 
carried off both surface-water and sewage. Strabo remarks with 
surprise that Lysimachus’ architects in building New Smyrna 
failed to provide any, so that the sewage had to flow along open 
gutters; Josephus praises the up-to-date system installed by Herod 
in Caesarea; and a century later Pliny, as governor of Bithynia, 
covered in a malodorous canal which served as the main drain of ' 
Amastris. It was the duty of the astynomi to see that the drains 
were maintained in good condition and cleaned; a gang of public 
slaves did this work. They had also to keep clean the public con
veniences, which Pergamum and probably most large cities pro
vided.7

For their water-supply all ancient cities relied to some extent 
on wells and rain-water cisterns, and it was the duty of the asty
nomi to see that the owners of these kept them in good order. As 
late as the reign of Hadrian so flourishing a place as Alexandria 
Troas had no other source of supply, but in the Roman period an 
increasing number of cities built themselves aqueducts which 
tapped springs often many miles away. These great arched 
structures, of which many impressive ruins still survive, were 
enormously expensive, but they brought the advantages of pure, 
copious, and regular supply, which could moreover be distributed 
under pressure to all parts of the city; the last advantage was so 
much appreciated that at Arsinoe of Egypt, where there was no 
possible source of supply save the canal on which the city lay, a 
costly pumping-system was maintained. The public water-supply
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was devoted mainly to public buildings, such as baths, and to 
street fountains. These were often architectural features of great 
magnificence—the ‘nymphaea’ of Syria were particularly splendid 
—and it was one of the duties of the astynomi to see that they 
were kept clean and in repair, and to prevent the citizens from 
washing clothes or watering animals in them. At Arsinoe only a 
few private institutions, such as a brewery and a Jewish synagogue, 
had a private supply. At Antioch many private houses indulged 
in this luxury, but Libanius suggests that the citizens were lucky 
in not having to queue up round the public fountains. Aelius 
Aristides implies that Smyrna was as well off in this respect as 
Antioch. At Alexandria many private houses had cisterns, fed by 
a system of underground channels from the Nile, but the com
mon people had to draw their water direct from the river, there 
being no public fountains. Private users naturally paid a water 
rate, but this by no means covered the cost of the service.8

Precautions against fire were as a rule most inadequate. Nico- 
media in Trajan’s reign had no apparatus and no brigade; and, 
though Pliny saw to it that in future hoses and hooks (for 
pulling down adjacent buildings and thus isolating the outbreak) 
should be available, he was unable to persuade the emperor t<. 
allow him to establish a volunteer fire brigade, such as existed in 
many Italian cities. The reasons which Trajan gave for his refusal 
were based on local circumstances; Bithynia, and Nicomedia in 
particular, was a hotbed of faction, and any associatidn would in
evitably be turned to political ends. But a story in the life of 
Polycarp reveals that in Smyrna also at this date, though appara
tus was provided, the general public were expected to turn out to 
extinguish fires. This suggests that the imperial government, at 
this time at any rate, uniformly forbade the formation of fire 
brigades in eastern cities; there is no evidence that it later changed 
its policy.9

Astynomi are not very frequently mentioned, and it is probable 
that in many smaller cities their functions devolved on the con
trollers of the market (dyopavô oi). The market was normally a 
paved square, surrounded by colonnades, on to which opened 
shops. The city drew a. considerable revenue from the rents of 
these shops, and from leasing sites for stalls, which were regularly 
placed between the columns of the colonnades; and it was the duty 
of the agoranomi to keep the fabric in repair and to collect the 
rents. They fixed the hours at which the market opened and 
closed, and proclaimed them by ringing a bell. They had further
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to inspect the quaiity of the goods exposed for sale, and to see that 
correct weights and measures were used. For this purpose 
standard wdights and measures were kept in their office and those 
used by traders were tested and stamped by them. The agoranomi 
also enforced currency laws, controlling the rate of exchange, a 
complicated matter wnen almost every city issued its own copper 
coins for local use and these bore no fixed relation to the gola and 
silver currencies of various standards minted by kings and im
portant cities, or later by the imperial government.10

But these were the least onerous duties of the board. It was 
also required to regulate the hiring of casual labour, enforcing the 
payment of wages and performance of work as stipulated, but not 
apparently interfering with the rate of wages or labour conditions. 
Finally, it was the duty of the agoranomi to see that an adequate 
supply of provisions was put on the market at a fair price: vivid 
evidence of what was expected of them is afforded by a series of 
inscriptions in the market of Ephesus, recording the names of 
agoranomi ‘under whom there was plenty and fair dealing', and 
appending the prices which prevailed in their year of office. The 
means adopted to secure this happy state of affairs varied accord
ing to circumstances. Agoranomi were authorized to fix prices by 
decree and in some cases did so. At Cyzicus, for instance, when 
Antonia Tryphaena was financing great public works and there 
was an influx of labour, the agoranomi were instructed by the 
city to punish any tradesman who raised his prices by disfranchi
sing or deporting him and boarding up his shop and placarding his 
offence upon it. This was a special measure to meet an emergency, 
but other inscriptions prove that the agoranomi of Messene in ttie 
first century b .c . and of Pergamum in the second century a .d . 
regularly fixed the prices of certain wares.”

Such measures, however, could for obvious reasons be applied 
only to home-grown produce, and in dealing with importers less 
drastic methods were used. Delos in the third century b .c . ruled 
that importers of firewood must declare their prices on arrival to 
the agoranomi, who could compel them to fulfil their undertaking 
by banning sale at a higher price and meanwhile charging them 
for the stall which they occupied. The same law forbade sale by 
importers to middlemen; Hadrian similarly at Athens en
deavoured to keep down prices by eliminating unnecessary middle - 
men—importers were allowed to sell to local dealers but no 
further resale was permitted. In times of scarcity, however, no 
mere regulations were of avail to prevent prices from rising, and in



these circumstances not a few public-spirited agoranomi, especially 
in the Roman period, are recorded to nave taken the heroic course 
of entering the market themselves and underselling the dealers, 
bearing the loss out of their own pockets.12

The most crucial question was the supply of com, which was 
at once the staple foodstuff, especially for the poorer classes, 
and was subject to the most violent fluctuations of price. Some 
larger cities, whose territories were not suited to the production of 
corn, regularly depended on supplies imported from overseas, and 
their position was peculiarly insecure: owing to the very high cost 
of transport imported com was always dear, and any disturbing 
factor, a crop failure in one of the producing areas, storms at sea, 
or political troubles, might raise the price above the purchasing 
power of the humbler classes. As early as the fourth century b.c. 
many cities of the Aegean adopted special measures to secure a 
regular supply. The system was to establish a capital fund (mma) 
irapaQeois) which was lent each year to merchants on condition 
that they used it to import com to the city. This system ensured 
a regular supply in normal times, but it did not cope with times of 
serious shortage. Even cities which were normally supplied from 
their own territory or the immediate neighbourhood not in
frequently got into difficulties: if the local harvest failed, mer
chants who imported corn to supply the deficiency charged much 
higher prices than the local population was used to paying.13

In such emergencies a persuasive agoranomus might occasion
ally induce a merchant to sell below the inflated market price: not 
a few Hellenistic decrees are preserved which heap honours and 
privileges on such generous merchants. Local landowners also 
often came forward and either sold at a cheap rate or distributed 
free the com from their estates. But often the city took action: 
a fund was raised by public subscription or by an extraordinary 
levy, and corn-buyers (ontivcu) were appointed to purchase com 
with this sum and retail it below cost.14

The sitonae, originally extraordinary officers, had already in 
some cities, such as Delos, which depended entirely on imported 
com, become a permanent institution in the second century b.c. 
In the Roman period they were almost universal; by the second 
century a.d. they were established, under the name of directors of 
the corn supply (wS&jvufcxat), even in the metropoleis of Egypt. 
The cities thus undertook as a normal part of the administration 
not merely the supervision of the corn market but the actual 
supply of corn. They did not always have to rely exclusively on
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purchase; for some had the right of levying com from all land- 
owners in their territory, and most drew some rent in corn from 
public lands. Usually, however, they had to buy in the open 
market, and many are recorded to have possessed standing funds 
for the purchase of corn (tA amovum xp̂ lMXTa)) administered by 
special treasurers. It would seem that these funds were capital 
sums, which the sitonae spent each year on buying corn, and 
repaid as the corn was sold, and that the corn supply did not 
ordinarily involve the government in a loss. When there was a 
shortage, however, the richer citizens were expected either to give 
corn to the city or subscribe additional sums for its purchase, and 
public-spirited sitonae often sold corn at below cost price; thus 
at Magnesia on the Maeander a sitones boasts that he lost 5,000 
denarii, and at Aphrodisias a father and two sons call themselves 
4sitonae of the 10,000 denarii which they themselves gave’.15

It is unlikely that the sitonae went very far afield for their com 
save in exceptional cases. For an inland city import of com from 
any distance was quite impracticable owing to the prohibitive 
cost of transport. The most that the sitonae could try to do in a 
famine was to buy up local stocks and put them on the market at 
a moderate price, and in this they were often embarrassed by the 
avarice of the landowners, who withheld their corn from the 
market, hoping for a rise. In Domitian’s reign Antioch of Pisidia 
had to appeal to the provincial governor, who ordered all land- 
owners in the territory to sell their entire surplus stock to the 
emptores coloniae at one denarius the bushel (the normal price was 
about half this sum), and at Aspendus Apollonius of Tyana is 
alleged to have achieved the same result by the sheer force of his 
personality: the anecdote is interesting as showing how much even 
maritime cities relied on local production. Import from Egypt 
was, it must be remembered, subject to imperial licence, which 
was very sparingly granted to the cities. It is recorded among 
Hadrian’s great benefactions to Ephesus that he allowed ship
ments of corn from Egypt, and a sitones of Tralles relates with 
very great pride that he ‘bought the sixty thousand bushels of 
com from Egypt which was conceded to his native city by our 
lord Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus and advanced out of his own 
pocket the price of the com and all the expenses incurred up to its 
arrival’.16

Having supplied the corn, the cities naturally maintained a very 
strict control on the millers and bakers, lest tliey should turn the 
cheap supply to their own profit. At Ephesus the city council was
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so exacting that it provoked a strike among the bakers, who were 
however soon brought to heel by the proconsul. At Oxyrhynchus 
the directors of the com supply themselves leased mills and had 
the corn ground, and it would seem that the city also bought the 
monopoly of baking from the Roman government and operated 
its own bakeries.17

The most direct contribution of the cities to the department of 
public health was the maintenance of salaried public doctors. 
Some Greek cities had employed doctors from a very early age, 
and in the Hellenistic period the practice became general. Under 
the principate almost every city had a number of official doctors 
(dpxtarpot); Antoninus Pius limited their number to ten for 
metropoleis of provinces, seven for capitals of assize districts, 
five for ordinary cities. The principal business of these doctors 
was to give medical attention to the citizens; they were apparently 
allowed to take fees but were not expected to confine their atten
tions to those who could pay. They also served as police doctors, 
certifying the authorities of the causes of deaths, when suspicious, 
and of the injuries sustained by plaintiffs in alleged cases of 
assault. They often also gave instruction in medicine: at Perge 
a public doctor is praised for the excellent lectures that he gave in 
the gymnasium, and at Ephesus under the principate they were 
members of the medical faculty of the local ‘museum’ or univer
sity, and took a prominent part in the annual competitions which 
were held in surgery, instruments, and, it would appear, a pre
pared thesis and an unprepared problem set by the examiners.18

Under the heading of public health may also be reckoned the 
public baths, of which most cities maintained several, besides 
those attached to the gymnasium. A charge was made for ad
mission, but it was very small and by no means covered the cost 
of upkeep: fuel for the heating of the public baths was a large item 
in the city budget, and there were also the salaries of the bath 
attendants and stokers, usually public slaves, and the cost of the 
water. Oxyrhynchus ingeniously made a little money by leasing 
out the post 01cloakroom attendant: stealing the clothes of bathers 
was a very popular form of petty larceny, and the attendant no 
doubt made a good thing out of tips. Oil was not normally pro
vided for bathers, but public-spirited citizens often supplied it 
gratis to all comers on festal occasions.19
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CHAPTER XIV

EDUCATION

TOWARDS the end of the fourth century b.c. the Greek cities 
began to take an increasing interest in education, a subject 
which hitherto most of them had left to private enterprise. Educa

tion to the Greeks meant both physical and intellectual training, 
and it centred in the gymnasium. This institution became in the 
Hellenistic age an essential element of Greek life and a hallmark 
of Hellenism. Wherever any body of Greeks was gathered to
gether a gymnasium would spring up as a centre of communal life: 
thus the Greek settlers in Egypt, though denied city life by the 
policy of the Ptolemies, built gymnasia for themselves in every 
town and village in which they were planted, and these associa
tions ultimately formed the nuclei around which in the Roman 
age civic institutions were built. Any barbarian community 
which aspired to the status of Greek city must found a gym
nasium: the petition of the progressive party in Jerusalem to 
Antiochus IV comprised two main items, leave to establish a 
gymnasium and incoiporation as a city, and Ariarathes V, when 
he gave a Greek constitution to Tyana, at the same time endowed 
it with a gymnasium. Any city with pretensions to civilization 
thus had to provide itself with at any rate one gymnasium, and 
the richer and more progressive built several, allotting them to the 
several age groups of the population. The Attalid kings provided 
Pergamum with three, for the boys; the ephebes and tne young 
men respectively, built one above the other on the terraced slope 
of the acropolis; and by the Roman period these had become five. 
Many cities are recorded to have possessed three—Tralles, Thy- 
ateira, Salamis of Cyprus, and Miletus, where they were devoted 
to the young men, the citizens, and the fathers. So small a city as 
Iasus had in the Roman period four gymnasia.20

The building was in essence an open court for wrestling and 
similar sports (mxAafoipa) and a running track (S/jo/w?). To these 
many refinements were gradually added, and the fully-developed 
gymnasium of the Hellenistic and Roman age was a most elaborate 
structure. The central court was surrounded with colonnades, 
and off these opened a variety of rooms—a cloakroom (dwoSvrjjptov) 
where the members undressed and left their clothes, an anointing
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room (aX&irrqptov) where they nibbed in the oil which was kept 
in a neighbouring store (eX<uo64mov), a dusting room (kowot̂ - 
piov) where they powdered themselves, rooms for ball play 
(â atpurr̂ puxj and for the punch ball («wpy«€wv), a bathing estab
lishment with its usual suite of cool, tepid, and hot rooms and 
plunge baths, loggias, fitted with seats (i{48pai), and halls (oucot), 
which could be used for rest and conversation or alternatively for 
clashes: some gymnasia possessed regular lecture-rooms (aKpoa- 
TTjpia), planned like miniature theatres.21

In supreme charge of the institution was the director of the 
gymnasium (yvuvaaiapxpsY who was sometimes assisted by a sub
director (y7Toyvjj.va.oio.pxos): when there were several gymnasia 
there were usually several gymnasiarchs, of the boys, of the 
ephebes, of the young men, of the old men, though on occasion 
a public-spirited citizen might undertake the entire charge of 
them all. One care of the gymnasiarch was the fabric, and zealous 
holders of the office are often recorded to have repaired or im
proved the buildings at their own expense; to have added new 
rooms, or, if their means were more modest, to have presented 
smaller gifts, whether practical, such as wash basins, or orna
mental, such as statues. The gymnasiarchs had also to attend to 
the heating of the baths and to manage the staff of public slaves: 
these included at Tegea in the second century a.d. a watchman 
(7TaXaurrpotj)vXo4), a furnace man («-a/«viW), attendants to serve out 
the oil (eAawTrapox0̂ ) snd towels (mvSoiffopos), a barber, a doctor, 
a huntsman, and a secretary.22

Above all the gymnasiarch had to see to the provision of oil. 
Members generally expected to get this free. Some cities assigned 
a portion of their revenues to the purchase of oil, and in many 
there were trust funds which benefactors had left for this pur
pose. The funds thus available ( to iXamnna xpvfiaTa) were some
times managed by special treasurers, and oil buyers (eXwZvat) 
were elected to buy oil with them. At Rhodes on the other hand 
the provision of oil was a liturgy, the richer citizens being ap
pointed in rotation to supply the oil for a number of days, varying 
according to their wealth. But, even if such arrangements existed, 
a generous gymnasiarch would supplement them, not content 
with the regular distribution at a fixed hour but serving out oil 
uninterruptedly all day. And in many cities he was expected to 
undertake the whole burden: in the Egyptian metropolis in the 
third century a.d. a rota of gymnasiarchs provided oil for a few 
days each, and if, as often happened, one of them failed to do his
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duty, the members of the gymnasium had to do without it. No 
form of generosity is more universally attested of gymnasiarchs, 
both in the Hellenistic and in the Roman period, than the pro
vision of oil. The office of gymnasiarch tended to be very onerous, 
and in a number of cities it was endowed by generous bene
factors.23

The gymnasiarch had general control over the physical and 
intellectual training provided in the gymnasium, but on this side 
of his duties he was often assisted by other magistrates. Primary 
education was in many cities entrusted to the controller of the 
boys (toiSovofios), who sometimes, as at Teos, looked after the 
girls as well: elsewhere, at Smyrna and at Pergamum, there were 
special magistrates in charge of female education (ol ini -rfjs 
evKocrfita? rwv napBevojv), and at Magnesia on the Maeander it was 
included in the department of the controller of the women (ywai- 
Kovofios). The actual teaching was often, perhaps usually, left to 
private enterprise, but some cities had a regular system of public 
education. Eumenes II and Attalus II endowed Rhodes and 
Delphi with funds for the payment of teachers, and at Miletus and 
Teos private citizens at about the same period left money for this 
purpose. These latter specify in some detail how the money was 
to be laid out. At Miletus there were to be four schoolmasters 
(ypapfiaToSiSdoKaXot) and four athletic trainers (naiSoTpifUai), who 
were to be elected annually by the people and paid forty and thirty 
drachmae a month respectively. At Teos the boys and girls, who 
were taught together, were divided into three classes, and a 
master was provided for each, at 600, 550, 500 drachmae re
spectively. There were also to be two trainers at 500 and a music 
master at 700, who was to teach the two top classes and also the 
ephebes. These were elected by the people: the gymnasiarch and 
paedonomi were also to appoint, subject to the approval of the 
assembly, an instructor in arms drill and another in archery and 
throwing the javelin, who were to teach the top class of boys and 
the ephebes: they received only 300 and 250 drachmae but wrere 
not full-time employees.24

Even where no public instruction was provided, the cities often 
sought to maintain the standard of teaching by holding competi
tions for boys: the gymnasiarch or paedonomus organized these 
and often gave the prizes out of his own pocket. The lists of prize
winners which have been preserved give some idea of the curricu
lum: subjects mentioned include reading, writing, recitation, 
arithmetic, painting, playing on and singing to the lyre, comedy,



tragedy, verse and song writing and general knowledge, besides 
running, wrestling, boxing, and in some cases military exercises 
such as archery. The only surviving record of a girls’ competi
tion includes epic, elegy, reading, and singing. Not only did the 
pupils thus demonstrate their progress, but the teachers had to 
prove their efficiency by exhibitions of their prowess («m8ft£«r), 
which were often rewarded with prizes.2s

Nearly all our information on primary education dates to the 
last three centuries b.c., and the bulk of it comes from the Aegean 
area. Under the principate the offices of paedonomus and 
gymnasiarch of the boys are still occasionally recorded, and occur 
as far afield as Attaleia of Pamphylia, Termessus, Pessinus, and 
Lapethus of Cyprus. But the rarity of the records and the lack of 
any detailed descriptions, such as abound in the Hellenistic age, 
of the activity of these magistrates, suggest that public interest in 
primary education was not very widely diffused and nowhere in
tense : in the majority of cities the first stage in education was left 
to private enterprise and was not even subject to public control. 
It was far otherwise with the second stage of education, the 
ephebic training. This was instituted in Athens in about 335 B.c. 
and spread like wildfire through the Greek world, and into bar
barian lands beyond. It was regularly given in the gymnasia of 
Ptolemaic Egypt, and even Jerusalem had its corps of ephebes 
under Antiochus IV. Moreover, it continued to flourish under 
Roman rule, and to be yet more widely diffused; it may be taken 
as evidence both of the vitality of the institution and of the 
extreme backwardness of north-eastern Asia Minor that the 
ephebate was first organized in Pompeiopolis of Paphlagonia to
wards the end of the second century a.d. A papyrus from 
Oxyrhynchus shows that ephebic training still survived in that 
city in the reign of Constantine.26

In this department the gymnasiarch was often, but by no means 
always, assisted by a magistrate called the leader of the ephebes 
(itfnjfiapxos or less commonly apxt<hP°s) or the director (Koâ ip̂ y): 
the latter title was used at Athens, in some Bithynian cities and 
throughout Egypt. The training was in origin primarily military. 
Young men were enrolled at Athens when they reached the age of 
eighteen and served for two years, which was soon reduced to 
one. Elsewhere the age of admission varied and tended to sink: 
in Roman Egypt it was fourteen. Length of service also varied 
from one up to three years. The ephebate was originally at Athens 
compulsory, and to enable the poor to serve rations were given.
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During the third century B.C. it became voluntary, and naturally 
came to be a preserve of the leisured classes, whose sons alone 
could spare the time for it and support the incidental expenses, 
which were many—uniforms, subscriptions for special lectures, 
for the library and for crowns, statues and other dedications, not 
to speak of oil, in so far as it was not provided by the city or the 
magistrate in charge. It was in this form that it became diffused 
over the Greek-speaking world, as a kind of university training 
for the sons of the well to do. Normally it seems to have been 
open to any one who could afford it, though in Roman Egypt it 
was confined to the hereditary class of ‘the members of the 
gymnasium’.27

The training, as originally constituted, included both athletics 
and specifically military exercises. In the little city of Coresus on 
the island of Ceos the gymnasiarch was in the third century b .c. 
himself expected to lead out the ephebes three times a month to 
practise archery, throwing the javelin, and firing the catapult, and 
in many small cities there were probably no professional instruc
tors. Athens, however, provided salaried instructors in these arts 
and in arms drill and also athletic trainers; and at Teos, as has 
already been mentioned, the public instructors of the older boys 
also trained the ephebes in military exercises. At Teos the 
ephebes furthermore received instruction in music, and every
where intellectual training was soon added to the original athletic 
and military course. At Athens it became the practice in the 
second century for the ephebes to attend lectures at the philo
sophical schools established in the city. Other cities, less fortu
nate, had either to provide teachers or to rely on lectures from 
itinerant sophists. At Pergamum there were two teachers (wat- 
Samu) whose salaries were paid from public funds, but several 
Hellenistic gymnasiarchs, not content with these, added one or 
two more at their own expense. At Eretria in the second century 
b .c. one gymnasiarch paid out of his own pocket not only for an 
instructor in arms drill but also for a professor of rhetoric, while 
another provided a Homeric scholar, and at Priene in the early 
first century B.C. the gymnasiarch secured the services of a teacher 
of literature. Gymnasiarchs are also praised for entertaining 
visiting professors and for supplementing from their own pockets 
the fees paid by the students. Libraries were not infrequently 
founded in gymnasia. A famous instance is that of the Ptolemaeum 
at Athens, to which each ephebic year had to contribute one 
hundred volumes.28
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The cities regularly held competitions to stimulate and test the 
proficiency of the ephebes, prizes being offered in running, wrest
ling, boxing, and other athletic sports, in military exercises such 
as archery, javelin throwing, and shooting with the catapult, and 
also in physical fitness, discipline, and industry. Conscientious 
gymnasiarchs organized additional competitions, giving the prizes 
themselves: several emphasize that in these they paid special 
attention to the intellectual attainments of their charges. Ephebic 
games continued to be popular throughout the principate. As late 
as the reign of Septimius Severus a citizen of Oxyrhynchus be
queathed a sum of money to the city to provide prizes in the local 
contest, and even in a.d. 323 the ephebes of this city gave a gym
nastic display. The inscriptions of the Roman period tell us less 
of ephebic training, but from the legal sources we learn that cities 
usually maintained a number of salaried professors of literature 
and rhetoric, whose courses were doubtless attended by the 
ephebes; Antoninus Pius limited their number to five in either 
subject for metropolis, four for capitals of assize districts, three 
for other cities. In some cities the professors together with the 
public doctors formed associations styled, in emulation of the 
famous institute at Alexandria, museums.29

When an ephebe had completed his training and become 
officially a ‘young man’ he often did not wish to abandon his 
exercises and studies altogether, but continued to attend the 
gymnasium. From quite an early date such young men formed a 
club (cveoSos or mv&ptov rC)v v«ov) under the patronage of the 
city, which often provided them with a gymnasium of their own 
and elected a gymnasiarch to direct their activities. These 
societies became in the course of time a regular feature of city life 
in the Greek east. They often acquired by way of gifts and 
legacies considerable funds, which were usually devoted to sup
plementing the allowance of oil which the city granted to them, 
and these funds were managed by special administrators, treasurers 
and auditors; they also had their own secretaries to keep their 
records. They pursued much the same activities as the ephebes, 
though no doubt in a less strenuous and systematic fashion. The 
cities often stimulated their zeal by competitions on the same lines 
as those of the ephebes.30

For men of mature age there was formed in many cities a 
similar society (ytpovaia, ovorqpo. rwv irpeoflvTipuiV, &c."). This also 
centred in a gymnasium and its principal officer was a gymnasi
arch. Like the young men, the elders often received an allowance
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for oil from the city, and they too acquired endowments, chiefly 
for the provision of oil or for the distribution of cash bonuses. 
They had their secretaries to keep their records, and their 
treasurers, administrators, and auditors to manage their funds: the 
finances of the Ephesian gerusia were sufficiently important to 
justify the appointment of an external auditor by the proconsul in 
Marcus Aurelius’ reign. The societies of elders seem to have 
been more select than those of the juniors. In some cities, at any 
rate, membership was limited to a fixed number. Thus, when a 
gerusia was established at Sidyma in the reign of Comtnodus, 
fifty-one councillors and fifty commoners (including himself) 
were enrolled by the first gymnasiarch, and at Pergamum the 
rules of a society which seems to be the gerusia envisage contested 
elections for vacancies caused by deaths. From these rules it 
further appears that an entrance fee was charged, and that it was 
twice as high for an outsider as for the son of a member of five 
years’ standing. These rules suggest that birth and wealth were 
more important qualifications for membership than age in the 
societies of the elaers. These aristocratic clubs naturally enjoyed 
some political influence, and are frequently coupled with the 
council and people in honorific decrees: there is, however, no 
evidence that they had any legal prerogatives. Some gerusiae had 
religious functions, being responsible for the conduct of certain 
cults.31



CHAPTER XV

RELIGION AND GAMES

IN the worship of the gods the cities played a prominent part.
There were, of course, in every city many unofficial cults, chiefly 

importations of relatively recent date, maintained by private 
societies. There were also in many cities very ancient cults 
which had never been completely assimilated but retained some 
degree of independence .The Egyptian temples continued through
out their history to be managed by their native priests, who 
formed a hereditary caste. They were strictly controlled by the 
Ptolemaic, and even more strictly by the imperial government, 
but the metropoleis, even when in the thira century they had 
almost acquired the status of cities, never had much say in their 
affairs. Little is known of the later history of the great native 
temples of Syria and central Asia Minor, whose high priests had 
often under the Hellenistic kings been territorial dynasts, but in 
several cases Strabo asserts that their power was broken when 
Rome took over the government, and it is probable that in general 
they were brought under municipal control. Many, however, 
seem to have retained some remnants of their former indepen
dence. It is noteworthy that at Pessinus the college of priests 
which governed the temple of the Great Mother consisted under 
the principate of five Phrygians and five Galatians, the Phrygian 
members ranking as senior: the control of the temple was thus 
shared between the old native priesthood and representatives of 
the tribe whose capital Pessinus was. At Emesa the high priest
hood of Elagabal was, it would seem, still hereditary in the third 
century A.D., and even in old Greek cities the priesthoods of 
certain ancient cults were not infrequently hereditary in old 
families.31

Normally, however, the appointment to priesthoods was vested 
in the people. The people might in consideration of great services 
to the city or to the cult in question grant a priesthood to a citizen 
and to his heirs for ever: thus at Gytheum in the first century b .c . 
one Philemon and his son offered to repair a derelict temple and 
were duly rewarded with its hereditary priesthood. Priesthoods 
were also not uncommonly conferred for life on distinguished 
citizens. But usually they were either assimilated to magistracies,
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vacancies being filled annually by election or more rarely by lot, 
or were sold by auction for a term of years or for life. The latter 
practice was very common in the Hellenistic age, and, though 
records are scarce, is sometimes mentioned in the Roman period. 
It was very reasonable; for the duties of priests were purely 
mechanical and their qualifications formal, and their posts were as 
a rule lucrative. Not only were priests very generally immune 
from liturgies, but by universal custom they received as their per
quisite certain portions of all animals sacrificed and must nave 
made a considerable income from this source alone: one gathers 
from the Acts that most of the meat placed on the market had 
been ‘sacrificed to idols’. In some cities they were also paid 
salaries from the public funds, probably in commutation for their 
primitive right to free meals in the town hall. In such cases the 
city in selling priesthoods was virtually raising a loan: the pur
chaser paid a capital sum into the city treasury, and the city paid 
him interest for life in the form of salary and sacrifices, the 
majority of which were provided at public expense.33

The sale of priesthoods was, however, a device which might also 
be used for a more questionable object, to tap sacred funds in the 
interest of the city. The property rights of the gods were as a rule 
scrupulously respected. The sacred revenues were, it is true, 
normally administered by the city, which elected sacred treasurers 
(teporofiiai) or other officers, such as temple-builders (wnroiotj, 
to keep the accounts, lease the sacred lands and gather in their 
rents, and lay out the capital and collect the interest. But sacred 
revenue could be used only for sacred purposes, such as building 
and repairing temples and paying the staff: for secular purposes 
loans might be raised, but these must be repaid with interest. 
In many native temples it was customary for the priests to ap
propriate the surplus revenue, and since some gods enjoyed an 
income far in excess of their needs, their priests wereoften extreme
ly rich: in Strabo’s day the high priest of Zeus at Venasa drew fif
teen talents a year. In these cases it was natural for the cities, 
when they acquired the right to appoint, to sell the posts for what 
they would fetch, and where the priests were not entitled by custom 
to enjoy the revenue, it was tempting for the city to allocate to 
them very large salaries from sacred funds in order to increase the 
purchase price of the posts. The council of Ephesus, tempted by 
the fabulous wealth of Artemis, went yet further in the early prin
cipate. According to Paullus Fabius Persicus, proconsul of Asia 
under Claudius, they had reduced Artemis to penury by the



enormous salaries that they granted to her priests. But the price 
paid to the city was not correspondingly high: gifts to individual 
councillors made up the difference.34

Besides administering the sacred funds and appointing the 
priests the cities offered sacrifices to the gods and organized the 
festivals held in their honour: these duties might be entrusted 
to the relevant priests, but were often attached by custom to 
secular magistracies; and for more important festivals special 
commissioners were elected. Into the multifarious rites and 
ceremonies performed it is unnecessary to enter, but it may be 
noted that official representatives of the city played a large part 
in them. The magistrates and the boys, the girls and the ephebes 
marched in the processions which were a feature of most festivals. 
The young people were also often called upon to sing hymns to 
the gods: thus at Stratonicea it was one of the duties of the 
paedonomi to select and train a choir of thirty noble boys, who 
sang a hymn to Hecate in the council chamber once a month. 
Some cities also maintained professional choirs. At Ephesus 
there were the choristers of Artemis, and under the early princi- 
pate many cities in the province of Asia supported ‘choristers of 
the Goddess Rome and the God Augustus’. This practice, how
ever, the imperial government considered extravagant: Paullus 
Fabius Persicus complained that the choir absorbed the greater 
part of the revenues of Ephesus, and ordered that in future the 
ephebes should sing the hymns, stipulating however that they 
must be properly trained.35

The great festivals were occasions for popular merry-making, 
and some attracted vast crowds not only from the city which 
celebrated them but from far afield: Lucian has described the 
feast of the Syrian Goddess at Hierapolis, to which pilgrims 
flocked from all Syria, and inscriptions reveal that Stratonicea 
extended official invitations to all die cities of the neighbourhood 
to attend the festival of Hecate at Lagina. Such great feasts were 
naturally very profitable to the inhabitants of the cities which 
celebrated them, and sometimes to their governments also, since 
fees might be charged for admission: initiation fees at popular 
mysteries were a valuable source of revenue to the cities which 
controlled them. These large gatherings required careful organiza
tion : a long decree of Messene on the conduct of the mysteries 
of Andania, passed in 92 b.c., illustrates the elaborate arrange
ments. The rites were celebrated by a body of ‘holy men’ and 
‘holy women’, chosen annually by lot from a select list, under the
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direction of ten commissioners elected by the people from the 
same list. This body had to place the contract for supplying 
the victims required, to engage musicians, to marshal the pro
cession, and to inspect the dress of all participants, male and 
female, to see that it conformed with the sacrea law. But their 
duties were not merely ritual. They were also responsible for the 
pitching of tents in the sacred enclosure, for the maintenance of 
order and decorum, and for the punishment of theft and assault 
and the recovery of runaway slaves. For these purposes twenty 
of the ‘holy men* were enrolled as special constables, armed with 
rods, while the whole body formed a court of summary juris
diction. A temporary market was also organized unaer the 
supervision of the city agoranomus, who likewise controlled the 
water-supply and the provision of baths. Five commissioners 
were also elected to collect the fees paid by initiates.36

Priests had many opportunities of displaying their public 
spirit. An obvious form of munificence was to refuse the money 
allocated by the city to pay for public sacrifices and to supply 
the victims at one’s own expense. It was appropriate also for a 
priest to restore and beautify the temple of his god and adorn it 
with dedications. But it was in connexion with festivals that 
priests had the greatest opportunity of spending money. They 
could remit to the citizens their subscriptions, if these were pay
able, and they could add to the general gaiety by giving public 
banquets to all and sundry, by distributing wine free of charge, 
by providing oil gratis in the gymnasia and baths during the 
festival, or, more simply, by giving to every citizen a present in 
cash which he could spend as he wished. They also very fre
quently provided additional entertainments for the crowds, hiring 
singers and musicians and dancers, or organizing the baiting of 
wild beasts with dogs, bull fights, or, most expensive of all, fights 
of gladiators.37

The most characteristic form of festival remains to be de
scribed: the celebration of competitions in athletics, with which 
were often associated chariot-races, and in music, including the 
drama and later oratory. These games, inasmuch as they were 
normally celebrated in honour of some god, may be ranked as 
religious festivals. Those of the boys and girls and the ephebes 
and young men already described may be more properly regarded 
as part of the educational system of the cities, and So also may 
those which were officially limited to citizens, or, being on a 
modest scale, attracted local competitors only. For the most part,
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however, the games were public entertainments, in which the 
citizens were mere spectators and the competitors professionals.38

In the musical games the professional status of the performers 
was openly recognized from the very beginning of the Hellenistic 
period, since they received wages. Musical performers, or as they 
called themselves ‘artists in the service of Dionysus’ (ol regriTiu 
ot irepl rov Awwoov) had already in the Hellenistic age grouped 
themselves into international trade unions. The oldest of these 
comprised the performers at Athens, another those who attended 
the Isthmia and Nemea: these two societies covered all Greece 
proper. There was a third whose sphere was Ionia and the Helles
pont, and this society after the dissolution of the Attalid kingdom 
absorbed the artists who served Dionysus Kathegemon, who 
were probably the court troupe of Pergamum. Other groups 
embraced Egypt and Cyprus. These local unions eventually, 
probably in the reign of Trajan, amalgamated into one ‘holy 
ecumenical synod’. They included not only singers, musicians, 
and actors, but also poets and dramatists. Athletics, on the other 
hand, never became officially professional, wages never being 
paid, and athletes seem on the whole to have belonged to the 
wealthier classes. Inasmuch, however, as they spent the whole 
of their lives in touring from festival to festival, they may be 
regarded for all practical purposes as professionals, and in one 
way or another, as will appear, many of them made a good 
income out of their career. Athletes also formed local unions, 
though not, it would seem, till the Roman period, and these 
unions eventually amalgamated into a universal synod, which is 
first recorded under Hadrian.39

Games fell into two main grades, those in which money prizes 
were offered (fle/xartrot), and the sacred games (Upoi) in which 
the victors were crowned (are^avlnu). Any city which could 
afford the necessary outlay could celebrate games of the former 
class, and they were exceedingly common and became with the 
progress of time steadily more numerous. During the Hellenistic 
and Roman periods the cities were constantly founding new 
games, often in honour of kings and emperors, and no form of 
benefaction was more popular than a sum of money whose 
interest could be spent on providing the prizes for a new com
petition. The quality of the games naturally depended to a large 
extent on the value of the prizes offered. The contest founded 
in the third century a.d. by Aurelius Parmenides at Ambryssus, 
where the maximum prize was fifteen denarii, did not attract a
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very large field of competitors: the victors recorded mostly hail 
from northern Greece. On the other hand, even international 
champions did not despise talent and half-talent games, and 
complacently record the vast number of prizes that they had won, 
often running into three figures.40

Originally the only sacred games at which victors received a 
crown were the four great festivals of Greece. The crowns were 
of no intrinsic value, but owing to the great reputation of the 
games competition was extremely keen and victors received high 
honours from their native cities: they made a triumphal entry 
êiae'Aaair)-—whence games of this class were technically known 

in Roman times as ‘iselastic’—and also were granted material 
rewards, usually in the form of a pension and immunity. During 
the Hellenistic age a number of cities were desirous either of 
raising their local games to the status of the four great festivals 
or of founding new games of equal status. This of course they 
could not do by their own act, since the whole essence of the 
matter was that the games should receive general recognition as 
worthy of sacred rank, and in particular that the cities of the 
Greek world should award to victors the same privileges that 
victors in the four great festivals received. The only way in 
which a city could establish sacred games was to send envoys to 
all the kings, leagues, and cities of the Greek world, requesting 
them to recognize the new foundation; a great collection of 
decrees at Magnesia on the Maeander, relating to the games of 
Artemis Leucophryene, illustrate this cumbrous and lengthy 
procedure. It is little wonder that in these circumstances rela
tively few cities managed to establish sacred games.41

Under the principate the recognition of iselastic games rested 
with the emperor, and it was thus a much simpler matter for a 
city to establish them. Whether it was easier or not would depend 
on the temperament of the individual emperor. There were 
strong reasons for being sparing in the grant of sacred games; for 
not only was it inadvisable to cheapen the title by indiscriminate 
grants, but the question of expense had to be considered. This 
fell not only on the city which celebrated them—for there is 
reason to believe that prizes of substantial value were offered in 
the newer sacred games, and not mere crowns as in the old—but 
on all other cities, on which fell the burden of the privileges 
granted to ‘sacred victors’. Nevertheless, the number of sacred 
games increased steadily under the principate. During the first 
two centuries it was still a matter of some difficulty to secure
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them: a ‘sacred contest’ is recorded among the great benefits that 
the famous rhetorician Polemo persuaded Hadrian to grant to 
Ephesus. In the third century grants became far more frequent, 
and by the end of the principate many cities of quite modest rank 
celebrated sacred games, and great cities like Ephesus, Pergamum, 
or Tarsus had three or four. These games were often old local 
celebrations, and preserved their primitive title: there were for 
instance the Didymeia of Miletus or the Chrysanthina of Sardis. 
Others were more recent foundations in honour of emperors: 
Sebasteia or Augusteia and Hadrianeia are particularly common. 
A large number were granted not only the privileges but the title 
of the old Greek games: more than a score of cities by the third 
century a.d. celebrated Olympia and as many Pythia.42

In tfce athletic games the events were the usual Greek series, 
foot races of various lengths, a race in armour, boxing, wrestling, 
the pancration and the pentathlon; competitors were divided into 
age classes, boys, youths, and men. Chariot racing was quite 
common: even the modest celebration at Ambryssus contained it. 
Prizes were also offered for the herald and trumpeter who should 
announce the results. No buildings were necessarily required for 
these sports, but many cities provided their stadia and hippo
dromes with tiers of stone benches to accommodate the specta
tors.43

Musical games comprised playing the flute and the lyre and 
singing to these instruments, and also tragedy, comedy, and 
satyric drama; for these prizes were offered to both the authors 
and actors of new plays, and to the actors in old plays. The 
production of new plays continued at least to the end of the 
second century a.d.—games founded at Aphrodisias in the reign 
of Commodus included competitions for tragic and comic poets 
—but would seem to have ceased in the third century, by which 
time the mime was ousting genuine drama. Prizes were also 
offered for the composition and recitation of epic verse, and for 
the writing of panegyrics, both in verse and in prose, to the 
patron god of the festival, and later to the emperor also. For 
musical games a theatre was necessary, and there were few cities 
that did not possess one. In the Hellenistic age they were usually 
contrived against the slope of a hill, but in Roman times they 
were sometimes built on level ground, the auditorium being 
supported on vaults. Many cities indulged in a second smaller 
roofed theatre, specially designed for music, called an odeum.44

All games of importance were celebrated at intervals of four
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years, only minor celebrations being annual or biennial; as a rule 
they comprised both athletic and musical events. Their organiza
tion was entrusted to special ‘stewards of the games’ (ayuivodtru.), 
whose office was usually elective but might be hereditary in the 
family of the founder. It was the duty of the agonothete to 
engage musical artists, and to enrol athletic competitors. At the 
actual celebration he umpired the contests, assisted by attendants 
armed with whips (paonyofopoC), and awarded the prizes, except 
in the more pretentious Olympic games where there was a board 
of Hellenodicae, modelled on that of Elis. These formal duties, 
however, were but a small part of what a public-spirited agono
thete might undertake. Titus Flavius Gerrhenus, agonothete of 
the new games founded at Gerasa in honour of Trajan, is praised 
by the synod of Dionysiac artists not only for his efficiency in 
organizing the competition and his fairness in awarding the 
prizes, but more particularly for the lavish hospitality with which 
he entertained the competitors, victors and defeated alike: one 
may well imagine that the success of a competition depended not 
a little on the style in which the competitors were received. Gaius 
Julius Epaminondas of Acraephiae went yet farther in his efforts 
to popularize the recently revived Ptoia in Gaius’ reign, serving 
refreshments to the audience in the theatre, and distributing wine 
and money to citizens, strangers, and slaves for the duration of 
the festival.45

In addition to the festivals and games officially celebrated by 
the city there were many entertainments provided for the citizens 
by magistrates and other members of the local aristocracy. It was 
customary for magistrates, and in particular for the holders of 
ornamental offices, such as the eponymous magistracy of the city, 
to celebrate their coronation by public entertainments on a vast 
scale. Owing to this custom eponymous magistracies became 
among the most difficult to fill; it has already been remarked that 
in any time of stress they had to be conferred on the tutelary god 
of the city in default of a human candidate, and in some cities 
benefactors endowed them with perpetual revenues. A good idea 
of the kind of thing expected of an eponymous magistrate is given 
by some inscriptions of Priene. One stephanephorus who held 
office about 130 B.C. is praised for giving a collation to the whole 
citizen body, as well as distributing to them corn and wine. A 
second, about fifty years later, revived the custom, suspended 
during the Mithridatic wars, of giving a sit-down dinner to all the 
citizens, ranged in their tribes, hired a musician and a mime for
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their entertainment, threw open the baths free of charge and 
supplied oil to bathers gratis, and later during his year of office 
provided more feasts ana performances by a singer, a flautist, and 
a singer to the lyre, lasting over two days. Such entertainments 
may be counted as semi-official, being given by magistrates in 
virtue of their office. Festivities on as large a scale were com
monly given to the citizens by members of the aristocracy on 
more domestic occasions, such as coming of age and marriage.46
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CHAPTER XVI

PUBLIC WORKS AND RECORDS

PUBLIC works rivalled public entertainments in the claims 
they made on the revenues of the cities and the purses of their 
richer citizens. Throughout the Hellenistic and Roman age the 

cities were perpetually erecting new buildings or rebuilding old 
on a more magnificent scale, impelled by a rising standard of 
luxury and excited by mutual emulation. Of the buildings which 
every self-respecting city had to possess many have already been 
mentioned—colonnaded streets and market squares, aqueducts 
and fountains, temples, gymnasia, baths, a stadium, a hippo
drome, a theatre, an odeum. To these may be added buildings 
to house the various administrative services—the offices of the 
several boards of magistrates, the record office, the treasury, and 
the council chamber; for meetings of the people the theatre 
was usually employed, and there was rarely a special hall of 
assembly. Furthermore defence required city walls. These were 
universally necessary in the disturbed centuries during which the 
Hellenistic kings and the Roman republic were fighting out their

Siarrels; and even after the establishment of the Roman peace 
ey remained essential on the frontiers and in many other un

settled districts, and, though frequently neglected, were retained 
even in peaceful areas, to become useful once more when in the 
third century civil wars and barbarian raids again threatened the 
security of the cities. Finally, many cities indulged in purely 
ornamental buildings, notably triumphal arches, of which many 
fine specimens survive in the eastern provinces.47

Except in so far as sacred funds were allocated to the building 
of temples, the cities rarely found the money for their public 
works out of revenue. Some during the Hellenistic age voted a 
regular credit for the essential work of maintaining the city walls, 
and a few endowments were ear-marked for the repair of build
ings ; but as a rule all public works were treated as extraordinary 
expenditure. By no means all buildings were erected at the 
expense of the city which possessed them. Cities newly foun
ded by kings or emperors generally started life equipped with a 
fine set of public buildings, and many old cities were rebuilt 
on a lavish scale, sometimes on new sites, "by royal or imperial



benefactors. The Hellenistic kings also presented many individual 
buildings to the cities which were subject or allied to them, and 
to others whose favour they wished to win, and this tradition was 
maintained not only by the emperors but by the client kings of 
the empire—Josephus gives a long list of theatres, gymnasia, 
baths, aqueducts, and other monuments presented by Herod the 
Great to various cities of Syria—and even by millionaires of 
private station, like Herodes Atticus or Opramoas of Rhodiapolis, 
whose liberality was on an international scale.48

External benefactions, however, account for a very small pro
portion of the total number of public buildings which all the 
cities possessed, and the vast majority were financed in various 
ways from public revenues or from the subscriptions of the 
citizens. Money normally allocated to some other service might 
be diverted to building; thus Prusa paid for its new baths in 
Trajan’s reign out of the revenue usually spent on buying oil. 
New sources of revenue hitherto unallocated, like the admission 
fees of the additional councillors allowed by Trajan to Claudio- 
polis, might be employed. Pliny also found it possible to finance 
many public buildings out of arrears of regular revenue which he 
extracted. Alternatively a loan or an extraordinary levy might be 
raised, but such a proceeding was never popular and during the 
principate was usually forbidden.49

The great majority of buildings, however, were erected from 
more or less voluntary contributions from the richer citizens. 
A wealthy man might give or bequeath a whole building or a 
sufficient sum to cover its entire cost. But often when a large 
building was projected a subscription list was opened and gifts 
and promises were collected; the latter were often in kind, in
dividual donors undertaking to supply a column or an architrave. 
Such promises were sometimes conditional on the grant of some 
favour by the people, such as election to a magistracy, and were, 
if so, enforceable according to the normal principles of Roman 
law. But promises for building were also by exception enforce
able at law, even though no consideration had been received, if 
made on the occasion of some public disaster, such as an earth
quake, or in any case where work had been begun on the building 
concerned.50

The erection of public buildings was entrusted to special 
commissioners (em/icAijrat, ipyemardrai, &c.) appointed ad hoc. 
Their duties were arduous and responsible. They had in many 
cases to negotiate the purchase of the site: Dio Chrysostom
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complains bitterly of the obstruction offered to his grandiose 
colonnaded street by the owners of shops which had to be ex
propriated and demolished. Then, since large-scale contracting 
was unknown, they had to purchase the materials or arrange for 
the quarrying of the stone and the felling of the timber, contract 
with many small building firms for separate parts of the building, 
and compel citizens who had promised columns to produce them 
when the building had reached the stage at which they were 
required. The commissioners were likewise responsible for the 
quantity surveying: Plutarch recalls that he spent many hours in 
the wearisome work of counting tiles. And finally they had to 
present accounts showing exactly where all the money with which 
they had been entrusted had gone. Some Hellenistic cities 
maintained an official architect to advise o'n public buildings, 
but this practice seems to have been abandoned in the Roman 
period.51

The administration of the city involved a heavy burden of 
clerical work. Some Hellenistic cities like Athens appointed a 
clerk to serve almost every board of magistrates; at Rhodes for 
instance the presidents, the generals, the treasurers, the over
seers, and the curators of aliens each enjoyed the services of a 
clerk. Such profusion was not, however, at any time common, 
and seems to have been abandoned even by the greatest cities in 
the Roman age. Normally there was one clerk, variously styled 
of the council, of the people, of the council and people, or of the 
city, who, assisted by a staff of permanent employees, often public 
slaves, was responsible for keeping the records of the city. He 
had to take the minutes of the council and assembly, to file copies 
of decrees, of treaties, of correspondence with foreign powers, of 
edicts of emperors and governors and of a vast mass of miscel
laneous documents, and to publish them, painting or chalking 
up those of transitory interest on a wooden noticeboard or a 
convenient wall, and inscribing those of permanent importance 
on stone.52

The post demanded a certain degree of specialized ability, and 
sometimes tended to become almost professional. Thus at Priene 
in the late fourth century B .c .  one Apellis was re-elected for 
twenty years continuously as clerk of the city, and during fourteen 
of these held concurrently two subordinate clerkships, that of the 
generals and that of the guardians of the laws and the timuchi. 
The post was not, however, one of great political importance 
during the Hellenistic age. But as the vitality of politics ebbed
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and the magistrates tended to become lay figures, the clerk of 
the city, who was bound from the nature of his office to know 
the ropes of the ship of state, became a more and more dominant 
figure, and in the Roman period he, either alone or supported by 
the principal magistrates, very frequently moves decrees and 
takes the lead in council and assembly: it will be recalled that it 
was the clerk of the city who dealt so firmly with the riotous and 
unconstitutional assembly at Ephesus which Demetrius the silver
smith provoked. Being of such political importance the office 
was no longer allowed to remain for a long period in the hands 
of one man, but was held, like the other magistracies, by the 
greatest in the city in rotation: in some places, in order to give 
it greater eclat, a priesthood was regularly combined with it. The 
post, though demanding much hard work, would hardly seem to 
give as much scope as the other magistracies for generous expen
diture. The wealthy Zosimus of Priene, however, who held a 
number of offices early in the first century b.c., found an outlet 
for his munificence even in the clerkship of the city, by keeping 
all the records in duplicate, not only on papyrus but also on the 
durable, and expensive, parchment.55

The clerk of the city was sometimes relieved of parts of his 
multifarious duties by other magistrates. In the cities of Bithynia 
and Galatia, for instance, a censor (iroXvroypd̂ os) is found, whose 
duty it was to keep the register of citizens. In other cities there 
was during the Hellenistic period a board charged with recording 
or guarding the laws {vopaypafoi, vopô vXaKfs). The latter 
office, which still survived in Asia under the principate, was of 
some importance. Its duties seem to have comprised not merely 
keeping a record of the laws but enforcing their observance on 
magistrates.54

Not only were all public documents filed in the archives, but 
in most cities of the Hellenistic and Roman east a registry was 
maintained in which certified copies of private deeds could be 
deposited. The types of records which could be registered differed 
according to local law and custom. In some cities births, adop
tions, and marriages were recorded, and in many manumissions. 
It was very usual to register loans and mortgages, wills, convey
ances of real property and of slaves, leases, deeds of gift, and 
dowries, in fact any transaction important enough to demand a 
written deed. How far registration was compulsory is not clear, 
but it gave greater security to any transaction, and was very 
commonly employed, despite the fact that fees were normally
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charged. The management of the record office was in some cities 
entrusted to one of the magistracies concerned with the market, 
to the agoranomi for instance in Egypt, to the astynomi in Tenos. 
In very many cities, however, there was a special magistracy, 
known by a variety of titles (xpcofoXag, ypafifMrô vXai, cwroSoxeu? 
ruiv ipxeuov, &c.). A building with considerable storage capacity 
was naturally required. Sometimes a temple was utilized, but 
more often a structure specially designed for the purpose: the 
record office of Aphrodisias was an imposing building with a 
colonnaded central court.ss
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CHAPTER XVII

FINANCE

FINANCE was the weakest point of the cities. Few drew up 
anything like a budget, ana in the tortuous undergrowth of 
departmental accounts even an expert may have found it hard to 

discover how much the city was spending and how much revenue 
it was receiving, whether it was accumulating an unnecessary 
surplus or was undertaking commitments which it could not 
afford. The general supervision of finance was nominally the duty 
of the council, but so large a body could hardly be expected to 
exercise any very effective control. Some few cities had a magi
stracy in supreme charge of finances; at Athens, for instance, 
there was for a period the controller (or controllers) of the 
administration (eVi rrjs btoucfotw), and the same title is recorded 
at Priene in the Hellenistic age. in the Roman period a controller 
of the revenues («m twv -npoodSow) is found at Laodicea on the 
Lycus, and in an Aeolian city one of the generals had finance as 
his department (arporayos eirl rutv iropov). In Hellenistic Miletus 
some degree of centralized control was exercised by a board 
(dvaraKTai), who both farmed the revenues and allotted their 
credits to the several spending departments, and in Roman 
Smyrna and Thyateira the receiver of the civic funds (airoSe/cnj? 
twv TroAemwSv xp̂ ftartw) may have exercised similar functions. 
A number of cities, both in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, 
elected magistrates styled oiKovopai, who may have exercised a 
general control over finance. But in general there was a lament
able lack of centralization until the imperial government imposed 
euratores to pull the financial systems of the cities into shape.s6

The treasurers (rap-lai), which every city possessed, were as a 
rule magistrates of very junior standing, and their functions were 
quite mechanical, receiving revenue which came in and paying 
out sums in accordance with laws or decrees or on the order of a 
senior magistrate. They kept the books and generally had cus
tody of the actual cash; in a number of Hellenistic cities, however, 
this was lodged in a public bank, managed by an elected banker 
or bankers. Sums were allocated to the different public services 
according to a permanent law, or, if annually voted, were fixed 
by custom. Thus at Athens there was an annual sum allotted for



expenses arising out of decrees of the people—that is, the cost of 
engraving them and so forth—and at Ephesus and at Abdera 
there was an allocation for sacrifices, and at the latter city another 
for embassies. Usually these allocations took the form of grants 
to the various magistrates in charge of the public services: at 
Apamea of Phrygia, for instance, 15,000 denarii was voted 
annually by custom to the gymnasiarch in the Roman period. 
Some departments were financially autonomous: the funds for 
buying corn and oil had their own treasurers in some cities, and 
the societies of young men and old men often had their separate 
financial system, as did the several gods. Many cities also pos
sessed trust funds under separate management, whose revenues 
were ear-marked according to the donors’ wishes for specific 
purposes. The accounts were regularly audited by special boards 
of magistrates, who bear a bewildering diversity of titles (Aoy«rr<u, 
avriypafeZs, e^eraorai, Karoirrat, &C.).57

The principal expenses of the cities have been indicated in the 
account of the public services given above, and it will suffice here 
to summarize them under their main headings. The wage bill 
was not on the whole a very heavy item. In some Hellenistic 
cities, as at Athens, members of the council, jurors, and certain 
magistrates received small allowances, but tms practice did not 
survive under Roman rule save in a few free cities like Rhodes: 
priests also received similar allowances in some cities. Salaries 
were paid both in Hellenistic and Roman times to the public 
doctors, and to the instructors of the ephebes and boys—if any— 
in the Hellenistic age, to the public professors of rhetoric and 
literature under the principate. Wages were also paid to the 
lower grade employees of the city, if free men. Paullus Fabius 
Persicus reproved Ephesus for its extravagance in employing 
free men for work that might be done by slaves, and it would 
therefore appear that the wages of free employees were on a 
higher level than the allowances given to public slaves, but these 
were in many cases no mere pittances. Scales no doubt varied 
according to the duties performed, which might range from 
cleaning the sewers to the management of the city’s property; 
and while some public slaves may have got little more than their 
keep others ranked socially high enough to be elected to cult 
societies and athletic clubs of citizens, and were rich enough to 
buy deputies who did their work for them while they enjoyed 
the emoluments. In a large city the total number of public 
employees—the police, the gymnasium and bath attendants, the
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repair gangs for the streets, aqueducts, and public buildings, the 
clerks and accountants—must have been very considerable, and 
the total wage bill cannot have been an altogether negligible 
sum.58

The cost of controlling prices was a variable item: in a normal 
year it might be little or nothing, in a famine it would be crippling. 
Fuel for heating the baths and the gymnasia was a heavy charge, 
but heavier beyond all comparison was the expense of providing 
oil. The worship of the gods involved the provision of numerous 
victims and also of incense, a very costly commodity. Games 
required prize money for all victors, wages for the artists who 
competed, and indirectly pensions for iselastic victors. Large 
sums were also spent both at religious festivals, at the games, 
and on other occasions, on feasting and merry-making. Public 
buildings involved a very heavy initial outlay, and considerable 
charges for upkeep.

Some other expenses must be added. As time went on the 
cities became ever more lavish in setting up honorific inscriptions 
and statues to kings, emperors, and governors and to local 
benefactors and worthies. Inscriptions, unless inordinately long, 
were not very expensive, but statues were quite a heavy charge. 
Local celebrities not infrequently displayed their public spirit by 
paying for their own, but outsiders, especially those of elevated 
rank, could hardly be expected to do this: the Rhodians solved 
the problem by reinscribing old statues, of which they had a 
plethora, in honour of new benefactors.59

In the second place the cities were much given to sending 
embassies to their suzerains. Some of these served a practical 
purpose, to call attention to a grievance or to beg a favour. But a 
very large number were entirely otiose, and merely conveyed 
expressions of the city’s loyalty, and greetings and congratulations. 
Such complimentary delegations were no doubt more or less 
obligatory on important occasions, such as the accession of a 
monarch, but some cities in their thirst for self-advertisement 
carried the practice to absurd extremes: Pliny found that Byzan
tium was sending one envoy to greet the emperor and another to 
greet the governor of Moesia every year. Since the cities liked 
their representatives to cut a dash, the bill for travelling expenses 
(ê oSta) was heavy: Byzantium allocated 12,000 sesterces to its 
envoy to the emperor. Public-spirited citizens not infrequently 
waived their allowance.60

Thirdly, the cities were much addicted to litigation, often on
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trivial issues. This proclivity, since the office of counsel to the 
city (txSiKos, ctwSiko?) was unpaid, was not so heavy a charge on 
civic finance as it might have been; but as the trial was often 
held at a distance before the provincial governor or the emperor, 
it might involve many incidental expenses. Counsel were nor
mally, like ambassadors, appointed ad hoc to plead each case, but 
in some cities standing public counsel seem to have been regu
larly elected with the function of prosecuting all who might 
infringe the rights of the city. Finally, most cities had under the 
principate federal expenses as members of a provincial diet: we 
know that the cities of Asia contributed in proportion to their 
means to the provincial cult of the emperor.61

The revenues which covered these expenses fall into three 
main categories, taxes, with which may be reckoned monopolies, 
fees, and fines; income from property, including endowments; 
and contributions, some voluntary, some fixed by custom, from 
magistrates and other members of the aristocracy. Regular 
direct taxation was rarely imposed by the cities. In the Hellen
istic age some independent cities are known to have levied a 
land-tax or a percentage of the crops, but in subject cities the 
suzerain power generally appropriated such revenues, and Mylasa 
seems to have been exceptional in imposing a civic land-tax in 
addition to the royal. In the Roman period the tithe, and later 
the tributum soli, was invariably imperial, and the only form of 
civic land-tax known is the quota of com which some cities were 
entitled to levy in order to feed their urban population. Extra
ordinary property taxes (ela<j>opaC, in Latin tnbuta) were not 
infrequently imposed on the wealthier citizens in the Hellenistic 
age to meet emergencies—to purchase corn in a famine or to pay 
for public buildings—and became increasingly common under 
the rule of the Roman republic in order to meet deficits in the 
tribute or to cover extraordinary requisitions. When under the 
principate the tribute was regularized and requisitions were 
curbed, levies for these purposes ceased to be necessary, nor did 
the imperial government view with favour extraordinary taxes to 
meet internal expenses.62

Among the indirect taxes the most profitable were import and 
export duties. These were regularly raised by the Hellenistic 
cities, and probably continued under Roman rule. The Roman 
government, it is true, collected its own customs at the fron
tiers of provinces, but there are allusions to civic customs 
also, levied by each city at its boundaries. The tax might be a
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uniform ad valorem duty—2 per cent, was the standard figure in 
the Hellenistic age—or might consist of specific dues on various 
types of merchandise, as in the Palmyra tariff. Its value would 
naturally vary enormously according to the commercial impor
tance of the city concerned.63

Market dues of various kinds were universal. These might 
take the form of a charge for a site in the city market, or of a 
licence for selling: licence taxes were also often imposed on 
various professions, such as prostitutes and cooks. A tax was 
sometimes exacted on sales of land, slaves and so forth, graduated, 
like the modern stamp duty, according to the amount of money 
which changed hands, and in some cities a duty was charged on 
manumissions.64

Many cities made a profit out of monopolies. Salt was a civic 
monopoly at Palmyra, money-changing at Pergamum and Mylasa. 
Fishing rights were also frequently monopolized, not only in 
lakes and rivers, but in the open sea: thus Byzantium drew a 
large revenue from the tunny fishing of the Bosporus. Myra 
made the ferry across its harbour into a civic monopoly. Some 
cities are also stated to have enjoyed regalian rights in mines and 
quarries, but these were generally imperial property in the Roman 
period. All these indirect taxes and monopolies were farmed to 
concessionaires.65

Certain public services brought in a little revenue. Those who 
had a private supply paid water-rate. A charge was made for 
admission to the public baths, to some religious functions, and 
also, it would seem, to the theatre. Ephebes had to pay subscrip
tions, and there was an entrance fee for membership of the clubs 
of young and old men. Fees were also exacted for the registration 
of deeds. Fines for breaches of civic by-laws—especially those 
which, like the market regulations or the rules for the disposal of 
rubbish, were frequently broken—brought in some revenue. 
The owners of graves also often directed that a fine should be 
payable to the city by any one who violated them, but it may be 
doubted whether such fines were often collected. In cities whose 
priesthoods were sold, their price went, into the civic treasury.60

Almost every city possessed some public land. Some no doubt 
was common land, which had belonged to the community from 
time immemorial. Some again had been acquired by conquest: 
thus Zeleia owned lands cultivated by Phrygian serfs who had 
doubtless been subdued in war. Other tracts had once been 
royal land, and had been bought or usurped by the cities: it is
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noteworthy that Apamea on the Orontes, where the Seleucids 
had maintained the herds of horses and elephants which supplied 
their armies, in Roman times possessed extensive public pasture 
lands. Some public estates had been confiscated from felons, 
others had escheated to the city from citizens who left no heirs. 
Under Roman rule most of these sources dried up, only a few 
cities preserving the right of escheat. Henceforth public lands 
could be increased only by purchase, gift, or bequest. Many 
inscriptions record gifts and bequests of land to cities: the 
revenue was normally ear-marked for special purposes by the 
donor or testator. Purchase was probably rarer, but gifts and 
legacies in cash were frequently invested in land, and unexpected 
surpluses in revenue might be used to buy real estate. Pliny 
would have liked to put the funds which he had realized for the 
Bithynian cities by his financial reforms into land if he could 
have found suitable properties on the market, and in the regula
tions of several endowments it is directed that any surpluses 
must be invested in land. Most cities also owned a certain 
number of houses and shops. These were partly the product of 
confiscation, escheat, gift, or bequest, but many were the result 
of civic enterprise. The markets and colonnaded streets built by 
the city were flanked with rows of shops, and shops were often 
accommodated on the street fronts of public buildings, such as 
baths and gymnasia.67

Not only the city itself but its constituent elements, the tribes, 
owned land and houses and shops. So also did various public 
institutions, such as the clubs of young and old men. But the 
greatest holders of real estate beside the city itself were the gods. 
The origin of these possessions is for the most part unknown, 
blit it is probable that they were in the main the result of the 
gradual accumulation of pious gifts and bequests; some were 
perhaps also acquired by purchase and by foreclosure of mort
gages, for the great temples were rich in cash and often carried on 
an extensive banking business. Public and sacred lands were 
exploited in different ways according to their character and to 
local custom. Some were rack-rented, some let on hereditary 
leases. Pasture lands were often kept in hand and grazing dues 
charged, 68

Many cities also possessed funds in cash, which were lent out, 
normally on mortgages, and brought in interest. These funds 
were sometimes the result of budget surpluses: Pliny’s financial 
reforms in Bithynia resulted in the cities finding themselves
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possessed of substantial sums of money. More usually they were 
trust funds, given or bequeathed for some particular purpose.6®

Whatever their resources in taxes, rent, and interest, all cities 
relied to a greater or less extent on contributions from their 
richer citizens. These contributions might take a great variety 
of forms. In the first place magistrates were generally expected 
to pay some part of the expenses of their own departments. 
Agoranomi and sitonae would keep prices down in a shortage by 
underselling, gymnasiarchs would supply oil gratis, priests would 
furnish victims'for sacrifices and entertain the citizens at religious 
festivals, agonothetes would offer hospitality to the athletes and 
artists at the games.

Secondly, candidates for magistracies were expected to offer to 
the city some quid pro quo for the honour of being elected. 
Inscriptions of the Roman period very frequently record gifts of 
sums of money, of buildings or parts of buildings, or of other 
services—an unpaid embassy to Rome for instance—in con
sideration of various offices, t ’hese gifts were in some cities made 
obligatory and stabilized at a fixed sum, or at any rate a fixed 
minimum, but this practice was not introduced so early in the 
east as in the west, and perhaps never became so universal. In 
Bithynia Pliny was surprised to find that in some cities no regular 
fee was paid by councillors, and that the amount varied from city 
to city when it was paid, having been fixed at various dates by 
successive proconsuls. He itched to introduce a uniform scale, 
but Trajan preferred to leave the matter to local custom and law, 
and this seems to have been the general attitude of the imperial 
government. Allusions to fixed obligatory payments are not 
common in the inscriptions, but from the papyri we know that 
‘coronation fees’ or ‘entrance fees’ ctWqpta) were
paid by the councillors and magistrates of the Egyptian metro- 
poleis. Apart from the contributions made by candidates in 
order to obtain office and by magistrates when in office all wealthy 
citizens were expected to respond to special appeals, for a new 
public building, for instance, or for the purchase of corn in a 
famine, and to entertain the citizens when they came of age or 
married.70

It is impossible to calculate how much of the civic expenditure 
was covered by taxation, endowments, or contributions. The 
proportion of course varied very considerably from city to city. 
In the great commercial centres the customs must have brought 
in a substantial revenue, and cities fortunate enough to control
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popular mysteries drew large sums from initiation fees. On the 
whole, however, taxes and fees cannot have been a very important 
source of revenue. Some cities again were richly endowed with 
public lands; others, especially those of recent origin, had little 
income from this source. Whatever expenses were not covered 
by taxation or endowments the local aristocracy had to make up, 
and their burden therefore varied considerably from place to 
place. This is a point emphasized by Arcadius Charisius in his 
monograph on civic liturgies. ‘But’, he writes, ‘the liturgies 
which we have stated above to be personal, if those who fulfil 
them by the law of their city or by custom also make payments 
from their own means . . . will be included under the heading of 
mixed liturgies.’ And he gives many concrete instances: as a 
personal liturgy, for instance, he cites the heating of the public 
baths, but only ‘if money is furnished to the overseer from the 
revenues of a city’. In practice the burden was to some extent 
equalized, because the public expected more lavish services in 
the richer cities than in the poorer. But in very poor cities, the 
Egyptian metropoleis, for instance, which were destitute of 
taxes and had scarcely any endowments, the burden on the local 
aristocracy was severe.71

As time went on the share of the expenditure borne by taxation 
steadily sank. When the principal taxes had been appropriated 
by the kings, and later by Rome, the cities had not many im
portant sources of revenue left to exploit; and under the princi
pate they were rarely allowed to\use the levy on property which 
had been their last resort, and were also restrained from imposing 
new taxes or increasing the rate of old-ones. The revenue from 
taxation therefore remained more or less constant, but expenditure 
was constantly increasing as the standard of living rose. The new 
luxuries were partly paid for from endowments, which were 
generally ear-marked for such purposes as new games, a more 
generous supply of free oil, and especially distributions of cash to 
the citizens on festal occasions. But the bulk of the expenditure 
on every department, and especially on public works, was con
tributed by the aristocracy.72

The lavish expenditure of the upper classes on public purposes 
is a phenomenon which demands some explanation. It was to a 
large extent the expression of civic patriotism, which, denied an 
outlet in politics, found vent in munificence. Even under the 
principate men still regarded their cities not merely as the towns in 
which they happened to have been born but as their native
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countries. They were intensely proud of them, and since they 
could no longer add to their glory by war or diplomacy, they 
endeavoured to magnify them in the only ways still available. 
The emulation between cities which had in times past provoked 
wars still survived: the feuds between Nicomedia and Nicaea, 
Smyrna and Ephesus, Antioch and Apamea were notorious, and 
Tarsus quarrelled with all its neighbours, Mallus, Soli, Adana, 
and Aegae. Now, however, this mutual rivalry found its outlet 
through less destructive channels. The cities pursued endless 
litigation over frontier disputes and hotly contested honorific 
titles and points of precedence. But emulation was keenest in 
magnificence. A city, as Dio Chrysostom reminded the Prusans 
when they grumbled at the disturbance which his colonnaded 
street had caused, is assessed by the splendour of its games and 
of its buildings. Or, as Aelius Aristides expresses it in his 
lyrical address ‘To Rome’: ‘All the world makes holiday, and, 
laying aside its former raiment of iron, has turned with freedom 
to adornment and all jollity. All other rivalries have ceased 
among the cities, and this one quarrel occupies them all, how 
each one shall appear as beauteous and lovely as it may. Every
where is full of gymnasia and fountains, of propylaea and temples, 
of studios and schools. . . .  So the cities all shine with brightness 
and grace, and all the earth is adorned as a garden. The smoke 
and the beacons of friends and of foes have vanished from the 
plains, as if the wind had blown them beyond land and sea. 
Instead have entered every grace of spectacle and a countless 
multitude of games. So that like a holy unquenchable fire holiday 
never ceases, but moves around, now here, now there, but 
somewhere always.’73

To civic patriotism was added personal ambition. A man who 
wished to make a name for himself could no longer under the 
Roman peace lead his fellow citizens to victory in war, nor had 
he, as Plutarch remarks, much chance of suppressing tyrannies 
or winning fame as a wise legislator, when the constitution was 
fixed by the lex provinciae. If blessed with rhetorical gifts, he 
might cover himself with glory by persuading the emperor to 
make the city an assize town or a centre of the imperial cult, but 
once again the most obvious way of making himself prominent 
was to spend lavishly on the magistracies which he held and to 
give shows and feasts and distributions and buildings.74

It must not be imagined, however, that all the expenditure 
of the upper classes was entirely voluntary. The richest and
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most munificent set the pace, and the force of custom and 
public opinion compelled the rest to follow. Once a public- 
spirited magistrate had set a precedent, it was difficult for his 
successors to do less without incurring the odium of meanness, 
and it must have needed courage to refuse a subscription to a 
new public building when an ambitious colleague had opened the 
list with a magnificent donation. In a small community, such as 
most ancient cities were, the force of public opinion is very 
strong. No councillor would wish to be cold-shouldered by his 
colleagues, and the people, though deprived of political power, 
could still hiss and boo in the theatre, and, when driven to 
extremity, could riot. Dio Chrysostom nearly had his house 
burnt about his earn because in a famine he did not sell corn 
from his estates cheap or subscribe adequately to the corn 
buying fund.7s

And finally it must be remembered that the city aristocracies 
had plenty of money to burn. Many provincials enjoyed very 
large incomes, and, for lack of anything else to do with tnem, had 
to spend them. The possibilities of investment were very limited, 
since there was no public debt—the cities did it is true occasion
ally raise loans but only in extreme emergency and on short 
terms—and no large-scale industry organized on capitalistic lines. 
Virtually the only investments available were either land or mort
gages, and these were in the nature of things limited in amount. 
Pliny found it impossible to dispose of the public funds of the 
Bithynian cities, because there was no land on the market and no 
one wanted to borrow the money, and though the rich certainly 
did gradually increase their estates, they had to be cautious, for 
land-grabbing was unpopular: Dio Chrysostom is most anxious to 
convince the people of Prusa that though he had many humble 
neighbours he had never pressed them to sell. The great men of 
the cities were therefore obliged to spend the greater part of their 
incomes, and since the amount which any one can spend on per
sonal luxuries is limited, especially in a small community, they 
spent it on winning glory and popularity.76
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE BYZANTINE AGE

THE finances of the cities received a succession of crushing 
blows in the late third and early fourth centuries. The de
preciation of the currency must have destroyed the value of their 

outstanding mortgages. Constantine confiscated the sacred lands, 
and about the same period the civic lands and civic taxes were 
appropriated by the imperial treasury. Julian restored their 
property and revenues to the cities, but on his death this measure 
was promptly rescinded. Under Valens, however, a compromise 
was reached whereby a third of the rent of the civic lands and of 
the product of the civic taxes was remitted to the cities.77

Gradually new sources of revenue were acquired. Early in the 
fifth century the cities were empowered to impose additional in
direct taxes, and under various laws they acquired new lands. 
The right which some cities still possessed to the bona vacantia of 
their deceased citizens had been abolished by Diocletian, but in 
352 Constantius granted to all cities the property of such of their 
decurions as died intestate without heirs. Under various fourth- 
century laws the estates of decurions who absconded and of 
those who took holy orders and left no substitute to fulfil their 
functions passed to the city councils, and in 428 one-quarter of any 
curial estate which was bequeathed to an outsider was allotted to 
the council; the proportion was raised by Justinian to three- 
quarters. The cities also continued to receive a certain number of 
gifts and legacies, but these were probably not numerous: in the 
Byzantine age piety was a stronger force than patriotism, and the 
church was the usual beneficiary. The civic funds were ad
ministered by the curator (AoywmJ?) or, as he came to be called in 
the sixth century, the father of the city (narr}p rfjs wdAews).78

The partial loss of their lands and taxation revenue made the 
cities all the more dependent on the contributions of their leading 
citizens. But this source of income also dried up during the late 
third and fourth centuries. Civic patriotism had for long been 
living on the past. It derived its vitality from an age when the 
city had been the state, and, as its object sank to be a mere organ 
of local government, the emotion gradually died of inanition. 
The liberality of the governing class had by the end of the third
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century largely ceased to be spontaneous. The contributions of 
magistrates had hardened by an accumulation of precedents into 
obligatory payments, and the tenure of magistracies had become 
compulsory. Wealthy and ambitious decurions regarded their 
curial duties as a tedious and exacting burden and preferred to 
spend their money in buying themselves positions in the imperial 
aristocracy, which freed them from local ties, and the men of 
humbler means who remained on the council did all they could to 
evade their obligations, which, as the council grew poorer, 
weighed more and more heavily on each member. In these 
circumstances it is surprising that the cities managed to maintain 
their public services as efficiently as they apparently did. Our 
evidence is, it is true, meagre for the Byzantine age, and perhaps 
ill balanced. Public inscriptions, our principal source of informa
tion in Hellenistic times and under the principate, almost cease, 
and we are thrown back on the legal codes and on literary texts. 
These deal very largely with the great cities, which were perhaps 
better able to maintain their services than the ordinary provincial 
town.79

Police was still in the Byzantine age a civic service. As under 
the principate, irenarchs were nominated by the city councils, 
subject to the approval of the provincial governor. Commanders 
of the night watch were still elected in the cities of Egypt, and 
Libanius alludes to night-watchmen in Antioch. He also mentions 
a paid force of constables, armed with truncheons (Kopwrrfopoi), at 
the disposition of magistrates whom he describes as guardians 
of the peace (elpTjvô vXaices). Service in the police, though paid, 
was in Egypt at any rate compulsory on the humbler stratum of 
the population.80

Roads and bridges had still to be maintained, the expense being 
normally covered by levies on the local landowners. What little is 
known of ancient street lighting refers to fourth-century Antioch. 
Here the cost fell mainly on the shopkeepers, who had to maintain 
lamps on their street frontages, and Libanius make a bitter attack 
on a provincial governor who insisted on a higher standard of 
lighting and thus aggravated the burdens of the humbler classes. 
Procopius, however, alludes to the lighting of public places as one 
of the normal charges on the civic budgets. Aqueducts were a 
heavy burden on the depleted resources of the civic treasuries and 
many cities found it hard to keep these great structures in repair. 
Theodosius II was moved to restore to the cities lands wrong
fully usurped from them by the miserable condition of Heraclea,
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whose walls and aqueducts had fallen into ruin for lack of funds 
to repair them, and among Anastasius’ and Justinian’s benefac
tions to the cities the rebuilding of aqueducts is several times 
mentioned. The baths were still maintained at public expense, and 
the cost of heating them seems to have been one of the heaviest 
items on the civic budget: it is specially mentioned in 395 as a

H sse to which the third of the revenues restored to the cities 
t be properly devoted, and again in Justinian’s edict on the 

civic revenues of Alexandria. In many cities, however, the cost of 
providing the fuel fell on the magistrate deputed to manage the 
baths: Libanius often cites it as one of the heaviest liturgies.81

In a Christian age, in which nudity was condemned and the 
human body vilified, the Greek cult of gymnastics did not flourish. 
Ephebic training is last mentioned in a .d . 323, and the gymnasia 
are heard of no more after the fourth century. On the intellectual 
side, on the other hand, the public educational system was main
tained. The cities still in Justinian’s reign supported salaried pro
fessors of rhetoric and literature. The stipends were, it is true, 
according to Libanius meagre and irregularly paid, and the pro
fessors supplemented them by charging fees to their pupils. 
Nevertheless, the city councils took a real interest in education 
and competition was keen for famous men of letters: Libanius 
occupied the chairs of Nicaea and of Nicomedia and received an 
offer from the council of Athens before he finally settled down at 
his native Antioch. The cities also still paid salaries to their public 
doctors.82

The suppression of paganism relieved the cities of one item on 
their budgets. Public sacrifices were prohibited, and the temples, 
when they were not destroyed by Christian mobs, were either 
converted into churches, or more commonly allowed to decay, 
being gradually pulled to pieces for building materials. The ex
penses of Christian worship did not fall on the cities; for the 
church had already developed its own financial organization by 
the time that it was recognized, and preferred to maintain its in
dependence, living on its own endowments and the offerings of 
the faithful. The revenues of the church were spent, it may be 
noted, not only on the salaries of the hierarchy and the building 
and upkeep of places of worship, but also on services of a more 
secular kind. Orphanages and hospitals, institutions unknown to 
the pagan world, were established everywhere, and poor relief 
was regularly given. Some bishops even employed church funds 
for public services normally undertaken by the city. Theodoret
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of Cyrrhus states that he had built out of ecclesiastical revenues 
two bridges and a number of colonnades, as well as maintaining 
a bath and an aqueduct. Inscriptions record the erection under 
the auspices of the local bishop of a bath at Gerasa and an aque
duct at Zenonopolis.83

Despite their pagan associations the games were too dear to the 
heart of the populace to be abandoned. The Olympia of Antioch 
were regularly celebrated down to a.d. 520, and though their 
specifically pagan features were no doubt gradually eliminated, 
public entertainments continued to be given by the cities down to 
Justinian’s day. Though frowned upon by the church, theatrical 
shows remained very popular. The genuine drama had by this 
time died a natural death, and the standard form of entertainment 
was the mime: the themes of the ballets continued to be drawn 
from Greek myth, a fact which reconciled Libanius to the low 
artistic level of the production. Another form of entertainment 
which was highly popular in the Byzantine age was the maiuma. 
It also was considered licentious by the church, and was banned 
by the imperial government on at least two occasions. Very, little 
is known of it save that its name is of Semitic origin and is 
derived from the word meaning water: a small theatre adjoining 
the city reservoir was built for its celebration at Gerasa in 535. 
Rhetoric was still highly prized and declamations were an im
portant feature of the games—Libanius regularly composed 
a panegyric for the Antiochene Olympia—and were frequently 
delivered in the theatre by local or visiting orators of repute.84

Athletic competitions of the old type still formed part of the 
Olympia at Antioch in the last decade of the fourth century, but 
seem later to have been abandoned. Chariot racing on the other 
hand enjoyed a tremendous vogue in the Byzantine age. The 
production of a chariot for the races is frequently mentioned as 
one of the most onerous liturgies incumbent on decurions, but it 
was apparently one of the least unpopular: Libanius complains 
that the frivolous decurions of his day thought and talked of 
nothing except horses and charioteers. The competition was 
based on the two factions of the Greens and Blues, to one or other 
of which every inhabitant of the empire seems to have attached 
himself, and whose rivalry not infrequently culminated in san
guinary riots.85

We know of one chariot race where the interests at stake were of 
a higher order. Italieus, one of the few Christian decurions of the 
still predominantly pagan city of Gaza, was allotted the task of
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starting a chariot against one of the principal supporters of the 
local deity, Mamas. Italicus was anxious to uphold the glory of 
the true faith, but he was despondent, because his rival had re
tained a very potent magician, who it was believed would infallibly 
baulk the opposing chariot. In his extremity he went to the famous 
Christian hermit Hilarion. Hilarion was at first contemptuous and 
told him to sell his horses and give to the poor, but being at length 
convinced that Italicus had no option in the matter, and was ful
filling a compulsory public duty, he consented to bless the chariot. 
The rivalry of the two decurions and their respective holy men was 
well known and on the day of the race excitement was high. Amid 
cries of ‘Marnas-is beaten by Christ’ the Christian chariot was 
victorious, and many pagans were converted to the true faith on 
that day.86

Certain other forms of entertainment which had commonly 
been given by magistrates under the principate had become so 
regular a feature of public life that they could not easily be 
abandoned. Gladiatorial shows do not seem to have endured 
long in the East, where they had never had so universal a vogue as 
in the West, and where Christian sentiment, which condemned 
them, was stronger: in the West they were abolished by Honorius, 
but in the East they probably were extinct half a century earlier. 
The baiting of wild beasts with dogs and fighting with wild beasts 
continued on the other hand to be popular down to Justinian’s 
reign. The task of providing the animals and the fighters was 
another very heavy liturgy. Shows of this type, expensive though 
they were, were nevertheless given in quite small places. Libanius 
relates how Tisamenes, governor of Syria about 385, when he 
was unable to bully the council of Antioch into providing a wild 
beast fight, put them to shame by ordering a decurion of the 
obscure city of Beroea to bring his animals and men to Antioch.8’

The city market was as vigorously controlled as under the 
principate and the agoranomi still punished traders who used false 
measures or sold above the prices fixed by authority. The 
tendency was to rely on drastic penalties rather than subsidies to 
keep prices down, and this policy in times of real shortage often 
produced disastrous results: Libanius records how on several 
occasions the bakers of Antioch fled en masse to the mountains 
rather than continue to work on the terms laid down by the 
authorities. The office of public corn-buyer still survived, how
ever, in Justinian’s reign, and the purchase of com is still men
tioned as one of the principal items on the civic budget.88
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A certain amount of expenditure on public works was in
evitable. Themajority of the cities had in the peaceful days of the 
principate neglected their walls. Now that public security was 
deteriorating and foreign invasions were becoming more common 
fortifications were essential, and many cities found themselves 
obliged to devote large sums to extensive repairs, and not a few 
which had spread beyond their original circuit or shrunk within it 
had to build new wails. Apart from this few new buildings were 
required except churches, and these were provided from ecclesi
astical, not from civic funds. But provincial governors were very

Erone to demonstrate their energy and gratify their self-importance 
y initiating large public works, especially in the metropoleis of 

their provinces, where they themselves resided. Imperial con
stitutions again and again reprove governors for this practice, and 
instruct them to spend the available funds on repairs rather than on 
new buildings. Repairs were a very heavy liability. In their pros
perous days the cities had saddled, themselves with a superfluity 
of grandiose public monuments, and now that their revenues had 
shrunk the maintenance of these was a serious problem. Some 
attempt was made to keep up appearances, but as their buildings 
collapsed from old age or were overthrown by successive earth
quakes or burnt in war, the cities found it impossible to keep 
pace with repairs, and as time went on they must have presented 
an increasingly dilapidated appearance.89

If the resources of the cities were severely curtailed in the 
Byzantine age, their expenditure was also considerably reduced. 
Certain items were removed from the budget altogether. The 
cult of the pagan gods ceased and the Christian worship which 
replaced it was not paid for out of public funds. The closing of 
the gymnasia released the cities from their previous heavy ex
penditure on oil. Luxuries such as public banquets and distribu
tions of cash gradually ceased to be expected on festal occasions: 
in Libanius’ day the agonothetes of the Olympia at Antioch were 
still expected to give a public banquet at the conclusion of the 
festival but the practice of giving presents to the guests was 
suspended, since it was feared that the festival might lapse 
altogether unless the expenses of the agonothesia were reduced.90

Other items were greatly reduced. Though public entertain
ments of all kinds figure prominently among civic expenses, there 
can be little doubt that the games were considerably reduced in 
number. Expenditure on public works again, though in view of 
their depleted resources a heavy burden to the cities, was on a far
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more modest scale than in the principate. Relatively few new 
works were undertaken at the expense of the city, and the cost of 
both new works and repairs cannot have been high. It was scarcely 
ever necessary to quarry new stone, since there was a super
abundance of worked stone available from abandoned temples and 
other public buildings ruined beyond repair: nearly all the build
ings of the age are in fact a patchwork of re-used blocks of classical 
date, and the only expense, apart from the cartage of the stone, the 
burning of lime, and the actual laying of the blocks, must have 
been for roofing timber and for the fittings—the mosaics of the 
floors and the revetments of the walls.91

The incidence of civic expenditure is difficult to gauge. At first, 
when the old civic revenues had been wholly or partially con
fiscated and as yet no new lands had been acquired or taxes im
posed to fill the deficit, and at the same time expenditure had not 
been scaled down correspondingly, a very large proportion of the 
civic expenditure must have fallen on the decurions. The burden 
was, however, soon readjusted. Of the expenditure which was 
cut down the greater part had hitherto come out of the pockets of 
the decurions, and they were better off than before in no longer 
being expected to give feasts and distribute money to the citizens, 
to supply oil for the gymnasia, or to subscribe to public works; 
for such works as were undertaken were no longer financed by 
public subscription but out of civic funds or, if these were in
adequate, by a general extraordinary levy.

Furthermore though a number of public services hitherto 
usually provided by public funds or endowments were made into 
liturgies, the decurions did not necessarily bear these liturgies 
unaided. The councils were authorized by Arcadius to allocate 
any additional taxes which they raised either to public require
ments or to the charges borne by their members, and civic lands 
were similarly often distributed among the members of the 
council. Libanius mentions the practice and does not criticize it, 
in so far as the beneficiaries undertook liturgies. Julian granted 
3,000 iuga of land which had ceased to be cultivated to Antioch 
tax free, and blamed the council only for distributing it to those 
who did not need it: he himself allotted it to the decurions who 
bred horses for the chariot races. The system was liable to abuse, 
as the examples cited above show, and Libanius more than once 
declares that the dominating clique of the council drew all the 
profits and paid none of the charges; but it must have appreciably 
lightened the burden of the curial class. Gradually as services
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were reduced and corporate revenues built up, liturgies seem to 
have been suppressed almost if not quite completely. In the reign 
of Justinian all the normal services—salaries, games, the heating 
of the baths, the purchase of com and public works—were 
covered by the civic revenues, and extraordinary works by general 
levies.92
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PART V

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE CITIES
CHAPTER XIX

ECONOMIC

TN assessing the contribution of the cities to the civilization of 
JLthe Greek East it will be convenient to begin with an aspect of 
the question on which ancient writers say little, their economic 
function. Since they speak so little of the subject, it is a reason
able deduction that the Greeks and Romans took but a slight 
interest in it, and it is therefore on the whole improbable that in 
the foundation of cities economic motives were dominant. Kings 
and emperors naturally chose for the cities that they built sites 
which promised to them future prosperity, and they often took 
into account not only the fertility of the soil but the prospects of 
commercial activity. But it may be strongly doubted whether 
they founded cities with the object so often attributed to them by 
modern historians of promoting the economic development of the 
country. Nevertheless, the effect of the policy of colonization on 
the economic life of the ancient world must be assessed if a just 
balance is to be struck between the benefits and the disadvantages 
which that policy involved. A full study of this subject would 
mean a complete social and economic survey of the Greco- 
Roman world, and all that can be attempted here is an outline 
sketch of the problem, which may be most simply posed in the 
question how far the wealth which was concentrated in the towns 
was earned by services rendered to the country.

Every city was a market for the surrounding district, whence 
the peasants came in to sell their produce, receiving in exchange 
the cash with which to pay their taxes, and in some cases rents 
also, when these were payable in money, and to buy imported 
goods and such manufactured articles as village industries could 
not supply. There were thus in every city a number of retailers, 
who marketed agricultural produce, and also groups of artisans, 
who made such simple articles as the peasants required, and 
usually also sold them in their own workshops. The volume of 
such local trade was naturally not large, and, in view of the very 
limited purchasing power of the peasants, local industry was
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negligible. Moreover, the area which each city served was 
small, since a peasant would normally prefer to walk in with his 
donkey, do his business, and walk back within a day. Where 
cities were closely set, they were no doubt the sole markets of 
the country. But in many districts territories were large, and 
here the cities served only their immediate neighbourhood, and 
in outlying areas the peasants frequented small market towns or 
seasonal fairs.

Market towns (ipnopui) are attested in the vast rural districts 
ruled by the Thracian and Bithynian cities; the imperial govern
ment sometimes artificially created them in areas where they did 
not exist, but not, it may be noted, to foster the economic life of 
the district, but in order to provide more comfortable accommoda
tion and more abundant supplies for officials and soldiers travel
ling by the imperial post. Fairs (wavijytlpet?) are frequently men
tioned. An inscription records a monthly fair held at Baetocaece 
in the territory of a city which is probably Apamea: it was already 
in existence under the Seleucids and still flourished in the reign 
of Valerian. Another inscription mentions the establishment of a 
similar monthly fair at Tetrapyrgia in Lydia during the third 
century a.d. Libanius emphasizes the importance of village in
dustries and fairs in the extensive territory of Antioch. He speaks 
of ‘large populous villages which have a greater population than 
some cities and possess industries like towns; they share their 
products with one another by means of fairs, each inviting the 
others and being invited in turn; in this they take pride and 
pleasure and profit at once, giving what they have in excess and 
receiving what they lack, selling some things and buying others’. 
The final sentence of this passage is an interesting commentary 
on the role of the cities in local trade: ‘Through their mutual 
exchange they have little need of the city.’1

In long-distance commerce and large-scale industry the cities 
played a greater part, but it must be remembered that in the 
ancient world the total volume of these activities was relatively 
small. That this was so was due to the slowness and expensive
ness of transport. For the former reason perishable goods could 
not travel far. For the latter it was rarely profitable to carry heavy 
or bulky goods any distance, especially by land; for though 
maritime heights were maintained at a high level owing to the 
heavy risks involved in navigation, transport by land was vastly 
dearer since the actual carriage or haulage was so laborious.

Thus there was, apart from the state-controlled transport of
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corn from Egypt to Rome, which was not commercial in character, 
very little trade in corn, and this little was largely dependent on 
subsidies from the city governments. Some large maritime cities 
regularly imported corn and in them the price was, despite sub
sidies, far above the average. Most cities, even the greatest, 
normally lived on the harvest of their territories, and imported 
only on emergency, if at all. Such great towns as Ephesus, Tralles, 
and! Tarsus, record the import of com from Egypt as an event. 
At Antioch of Pisidia the governor, when appealed to by the 
council in a famine, could only order local producers to sell their 
stocks, and even at Aspendus it was to the landowners of the city 
and not the merchants that Apollonius of Tyana appealed in a 
shortage. In the fourth century Antioch seems normally to have 
depended on its own territory; for Julian imported corn from 
Chalcis and Hierapolis as an emergency measure to redress the 
shortage caused by the residence of the imperial court and army. 
At Caesarea of Cappadocia in the same period the import of corn 
was, according to Gregory of Nazianzus, impossible even during 
a severe famine owing to its prohibitive cost.*

There was a more extensive trade in other staple foodstuffs, 
such as dried or salt fish, wine, and oil, whose price was greater in 
relation to their weight and bulk. But the volume of this trade 
also cannot have been very large since it catered mainly for the 
well-to-do. It is known that for the wine and oil trade one of the 
most important markets was Egypt, which was unsuited for 
the culture of either vines or olives. But the Egyptian peasants drank 
beer and filled their lamps, washed, and cooked with sesame oil, 
and even in Alexandria the populace drank either beer or a local 
wine which Strabo found disgusting: it was only the Hellenized 
aristocracy of Egypt that could afford imported wine and oil. 
Otherwise trade in agricultural produce was confined to special 
delicacies, such as the Salonite cheese of Bithynium or Syrian nuts 
and fruit, and to rare plants usedformaking up drugs and perfumes, 
many of which are enumerated by Pliny. Of other natural pro
ducts, base metals and salt, which were universal necessities of life, 
were probably alone of serious commercial importance. The trade 
in rare woods and marbles catered only for a wealthy minority; 
local stone or brick was normally used in building, and where 
timber was not obtainable locally it was dispensed with—in the 
villages of Trachonitis and Auranitis basalt slabs were used for 
roofing and even for doors. Trade was in fact mainly confined, 
apart from a few necessities which even the poorest could afford



in small quantities, to luxury or semi-luxury articles for which the 
well-to-do were prepared to pay a substantial price.3

The same factors which restricted trade naturally affected 
industry also. Since it was as expensive to transport manufactured 
articles as natural products for any considerable distance, it was 
on the whole only those industries which produced luxury goods, 
for which a high price would be charged, that commanded an 
extensive market. The principal industries of which we have 
record in the Greek East are in fact mostly of a luxury type. 
Purple dyeing, which flourished at various points on the Greek 
coast, at Nicaea, Miletus, and a number of Lydian towns, in 
Cyprus, and above all at Tyre and other places in Phoenicia and 
northern Palestine, obviously catered only for the rich, as did the 
perfume and unguent industry of Alexandria. The papyrus manu
factured at Alexandria was used chiefly by the government and 
the literate stratum of the population, a small minority. The glass 
industry of Sidon and Alexandria produced for the most part 
highly-priced objets d'art, and even the pottery made at Perga- 
mum, Tralles, and above all Samos, was designed for the tables 
of the upper classes. Only textiles, which were very easily port
able, may have commanded a larger market. Linen was woven in 
the cities of Cilicia Pedias, the Syrian and Phoenician coast, 
northern Palestine and Egypt. Woollen cloths were manufactured 
chiefly in Galatia and the districts of Miletus and the Phrygian 
Laodicea. These industries produced not only fine fabrics but 
cheap cloth of lower grades, which may have been bought by the 
humbler classes; it is not known, however, how far their products 
supplanted those of local cottage industries.4

Large-scale industry and commerce were sufficiently import
ant to make the fortunes of a few cities and to contribute sub
stantially to the prosperity of a number of others. Most of the 
principal industrial centres have already been mentioned. Trade 
profited chiefly a few great ports, such as Thessalonica, Ephesus, 
or Alexandria, which tapped extensive areas. A number of cities 
along the eastern fringe of Syria, Palmyra, for instance, and 
Damascus and Petra, served as ports for the caravan traffic of the 
Arabian desert, which carried to the Roman empire the valuable 
products of the Far East. A few other inland towns, like Apamea 
of Phrygia, Were owing to their position at the junction of several 
roads important as clearing houses for large districts. But for 
most cities trade can have been of little importance. All ports no 
doubt had some share in the coastal trade which distributed goods
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from the great commercial centres and collected local produce for 
export, and towns on the principal roads and waterways took a 
similar part in inland traffic. But trade on such branch routes 
cannot have been sufficient in volume to play any appreciable part 
in the economic life of the average town.5

In answering the question asked at the beginning of this 
chapter it must further be remembered that industry and com
merce mainly served the towns and not the country. Merchants, 
it is true, bought not only manufactured articles from the towns 
but also the agricultural produce of the country-side, but they 
sold both in the main to the well-to-do, who were town-dwellers; 
the balance of payments to the peasants was completed chiefly in 
cash, with which they paid their taxes and rents. Both trade and 
industry in fact were dependent upon a rich urban class, which 
cannot itself have derived any large proportion of its total wealth 
from these activities.

A certain number of cities owed a large part of their prosperity 
to factors which were not strictly economic. Centres of govern
ment drew great profit from their official rank. Dio Chrysostom 
enlarges on the benefits brought to Apamea of Phrygia by the 
assizes held there every other year by the proconsul of Asia: 
‘There gathers together a countless multitude of litigants, judges, 
advocates, officials, servants, slaves, procurers, muleteers, mer
chants, prostitutes, and workmen, so that those who have goods 
for sale obtain the highest prices, and nothing in the city is un
employed, donkeys, houses or women.’ If even an occasional 
assize counted for so much in the prosperity of a city, provincial 
capitals must have profited enormously from the regular presence 
of the governor.6

Other cities owed much to their reputation as centres of learn
ing : Athens seems to have lived very largely on its university, the 
sophists of Smyrna attracted pupils from all western Asia Minor, 
and later the law schools of Berytus catered for the whole of the 
Roman East. Towns which controlled religious festivals and 
mysteries of wide repute often drew considerable profit from the 
pilgrims who resorted to them. Lucian describes the huge con
course which flocked to the festival of the Syrian Goddess at 
Hierapolis, and Strabo notes the prosperity which its religious fame 
brought to Pontic Comana. Here again it is to be noted that the 
special prosperity enjoyed by these cities was in the main derived 
from and dependent on the urban upper class; for it was from this 
class that most of the students at the universities and the pilgrims
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at religious festivals came, and lawyers and most litigants were 
persons of means.7

Since the wealth of the cities was mostly concentrated in the 
hands of their aristocracies, the question whence the cities derived 
their wealth can be more concretely put in the form, how did their 
ruling class make its money ? Obviously no single answer will 
cover the whole field. Some members of the class earned their 
fortunes in the professions. The few who made their way into the 
equestrian service received good salaries, and those who obtained 
commissions as centurions in the army got high pay and a sub
stantial bonus on retirement. Famous rhetoricians and sophists 
made fabulous fortunes from the fees, gifts, and bequests of 
grateful pupils, and even the ordinary professor no doubt made 
a comfortable living from his salary and the payments of his 
students. Doctors similarly received salaries from the cities as 
well as fees from their richer patients. Architects must have done 
well in an age when building activity was so intense, and are 
known to have sometimes been men of considerable means. 
Athletes seem to have made a good living out of their pensions 
and prize money, and actors and musical artists were paid for 
their performances as well as winning prizes. Lawyers are little 
heard of, probably because rhetoricians were engaged to plead in 
the courts.

Professional earnings cannot however have formed a sub
stantial part of the income of the upper class. A small minority 
only were engaged in the professions, and many of these were 
already wealthy men before they embarked on their careers. To 
enter the equestrian order a man had to possess a fortune of 
400,000 sesterces, and we know that many of the famous sophists 
came of wealthy families, and that athletes also were often the 
sons of rich men. It is further to be noted that, though part was 
derived from the imperial treasury and part from the civic 
revenues, a fair proportion of professional earnings came out of 
the pockets of the rest of the upper class, either directly as fees, 
or indirectly, in so far as prize money at the games ancf the cost 
of buildings were provided by donations.8

Industry, as has been already stated, was except in a few cities 
on so small a scale that it can have produced little wealth. It is 
in fact questionable whether the upper class took much part 
even in the important industries. Some of these were imperial 
monopolies, or at any rate to a large extent owned by* the 
government. Mines and quarries and salt-pans were for instance
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generally claimed by the state; the manufacture of papyrus at 
Alexandria was managed by an imperial procurator; and in the 
third century a.d. the state began to establish its control over 
purple dyeing. Such imperial industries were not necessarily 
run directly by the state, but even if they were leased to conces
sionaires, these were not allowed under the principate to make 
more than a bare minimum of profit. Other industries seem for 
the'most part to have been in the hands of small craftsmen, each 
operating his workshop with the aid perhaps of a few slaves, 
apprentices, and hired workmen. Some of tnese craftsmen may 
have been slaves or freedmen themselves and have paid their 
masters a percentage of their earnings, but the fact that they were 
commonly grouped in guilds suggests that most were free 
men. The aristocracy can therefore have drawn little profit from 
industry save as landlords of the workshops in which it was 
conducted.1’

Trade probably contributed more substantially to the wealth 
of the upper classes in the great commercial towns. In some 
cities the aristocracy themselves engaged in commerce: we know, 
for instance, from their inscriptions of the merchant princes of 
Palmyra, who personally conducted caravans across the desert, 
and among the shippers of Alexandria was a figure important 
enough to raise a rebellion in the third century a.d. And even 
when they did not own ships and themselves engage in trade, 
the rich men of the great ports no doubt often invested their 
money in nautical loans, which, if speculative, carried a very 
high rate of interest. Commercial activity on a large scale was, 
however, as stated above, confined to a few important centres. 
Who conducted the branch traffic which alone reached most 
cities we do not know, but it was probably in the hands of small 
itinerant merchants and tramp shippers.10

It would then appear by a process of elimination that the greater 
part of the wealth which the urban aristocracy undoubtedly 
enjoyed was derived from the ownership of land. This 
conclusion is supported by what meagre evidence we possess 
on the subject. We rarely have any record of the estates owned 
by the aristocracy until they passed by confiscation to the 
imperial treasury, or their owners gave or bequeathed them to 
their cities. The type of gifts presented to the cities by their 
magistrates and councillors is, however, suggestive. Corn and 
oil are the commonest; wine is fairly frequently mentioned; 
some benefactors are recorded to have given timber for public
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buildings, and one at Hierapolis of Phrygia contributed the 
labour of his rustics. It is moreover significant that in times of 
shortage the rich men of the city, in particular the members of 
the council, are often accused of holding up large stocks of corn 
for a rise in the price.11

How they acquired their land it is more difficult to say. In 
most parts of the Greek East there had no doubt existed from 
time immemorial a class of landed gentry, and the growth of 
cities meant that they tended to move into towns and leave their 
estates in the charge of bailiffs. Land was also in antiquity 
almost the only safe and permanent form of investment, and all 
wealth however earned therefore tended to be put into land for 
the sake of security as well as for the social prestige which it 
brought. Thus many estates represented the invested profits of 
a successful professional career or a fortunate commercial specu
lation by an ancestor of the owner. Others again resulted from 
the gift of crown land by the kings to their favourites, officials, 
and officers, or from similar grants of land by the imperial 
government to time-expired soldiers. There was also a con
stant tendency for existing landowners to increase their estates 
at the expense of peasant proprietors. This class has always in 
the near East lived near subsistence level, and in a run of bad 
harvests must have found it very difficult to pay the imperial 
taxes, which were under the principate a fixed sum assessed on 
the value of the land, payable in cash, and not a quota of the 
crop. The landlords on the other hand had large reserves of 
cash, which they were only too willing to invest in mortgages, 
many of which were no doubt ultimately foreclosed.

Not only was land (including mortgages) the principal source 
of the wealth of the urban aristocracy in the wider sense of all 
rich men residing in cities: it was almost the sole asset of the 
governing class of the cities in the narrower sense of those who 
bore magistracies and liturgies. Most of the important profes
sions—government service, the army, higher education, medicine, 
athletics, and the theatre—were exempt from civic obligations, 
and though some patriotic professional men are recorded to have 
held office in their native cities, most no doubt made use of their 
privileges. Even incomes made in commerce seem in practice 
to have been exempt; for what was required for civic offices was 
capital, and capital in practice meant land or mortgages, since 
money invested in commercial enterprises was owing to their 
highly speculative character a very unsafe guarantee of solvency.13
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In the Byzantine age conditions remained fundamentally simi
lar, the tendencies of the previous period being accentuated. 
The total volume of trade and industry diminished owing to the 
general economic decline, and with the growing concentration 
of wealth in the hands of a small minority and the increasing 
dominance of the state both tended to devote themselves more 
and more to luxury articles and the requirements of the govern
ment. Industry came increasingly under the control of the state, 
which both requisitioned ready-made articles by way of taxation 
and operated its own armament factories, weaving establishments 
and dyeworks to supply the needs of its servants. The workers 
in these industries were either state slaves, or, if technically free, 
hereditarily bound to their crafts and grouped in guilds with a 
corporate obligation to supply goods to the government. Private 
trade was also to a large extent elbowed out by the state, which 
used the imperial post and the compulsory services of the guild 
of shippers to transport its goods; and these, since taxation was 
now largely in kina and much of industry was state owned, 
formed a large proportion of the total volume of goods in circu
lation. Commerce and manufacture therefore contributed even 
less than before to the wealth of the urban aristocracy. Some of 
the professions—architecture, athletics, and the theatre—waned, 
but the bar on the other hand prospered, and government service 
became a very important factor owing to the increase in numbers 
of the imperial bureaucracy and the huge fortunes made by its 
members, usually by corrupt methods. Land, however, remained 
the principal source of wealth, and, as before, all profits tended to 
be invested in land, a growing proportion of which passed out of 
the hands of peasant proprietors, who were severely hit by the 
increased taxation and multifarious requisitions and exactions, 
into those of large owners, who could evade many of these 
demands.'^

In the economic life of the cities the principal change was that 
the greatest landowners, though they still often resided in the 
towns, ceased to be members of their governing bodies and to 
contribute directly to their public expenses. It is, however, 
abundantly clear from the legal sources that the curial class still 
consisted in the main of rentiers, though of more modest means 
than in the preceding age. Decurions were forbidden to retire 
to their country estates in order to evade their civic duties, or to 
sell their real property without authorization: the only outsiders 
who were normally enrolled in the curiae were the sons of army
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veterans, who had received a grant of land from the government. 
The curial class was not liable to the collatio lustralis, the tax on 
trade, ‘unless by chance it be established that a decurion conducts 
some commerce’, and this impost was collected not by the curia 
but by the guild of traders (corpus jiegdtiatorum). Traders are 
classified by several laws as distinct from and inferior to de
curions, and were, another law suggests, liable to civic duties 
only if they purchased land: it was as an emergency measure that 
in 383 persons whose wealth lay in slaves were enrolled in the 
councils of the much tried cities of Moesia.14

Throughout the period under review the cities were, it would 
thus appear, economically parasitic on the country-side. Their 
incomes consisted in the main of the rents drawn by the urban 
aristocracy from the peasants, and the trade and industry which 
flourished in some of them catered largely for this class and were 
dependent on it for their existence. The movement of urbaniza
tion was not, it is true, responsible to any large degree for the 
creation of the landlord class: only in the relatively few colonial 
foundations did the establishment of a city include the grant of 
estates to its members. But the growth of cities meant the con
centration in towns of the larger proprietors and converted them 
into absentee landlords. This in itself was an unhealthy state of 
affairs. The wealth of the country-side—and it must be empha
sized that the bulk of the wealth of the empire was derived from 
agriculture—was drained into the towns. The peasants were thus 
reduced to a very low standard of life, and this fact in turn 
impoverished the urban proletariat.

We know very little of this class. In the great industrial centres 
the majority were naturally occupied in the workshops; Dio 
Chrysostom tells us that at Tarsus the bulk of the common 
people were linen weavers. In the large commercial towns most 
of them earned their living as sailors, muleteers, and porters— 
guilds of porters are recorded at several great ports, such as 
Ephesus and Cyzicus—or by keeping inns, eating-houses, and 
brothels. In the average city the opportunities for employment 
were more limited. Domestic servants and civic employees were 
normally slaves, and the only occupations left to free men were 
retail trade and handicrafts: even in small towns inscriptions 
record guilds of bakers, potters, fullers, smiths, shoemakers, 
builders, market gardeners, and so forth. These trades catered for 
the peasants and die aristocracy: but as the purchasing power of the 
former was very slight, and the latter could not spend the whole
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of their incomes on consumable goods, business must have been 
rather slack. The urban proletariat seems in fact to have been 
miserably poor, since any substantial rise in the price of corn 
meant starvation to them, and it is probable that without the 
frequent free meals and distributions of corn and cash given by 
the aristocracy they could hardly have subsisted. Whether they 
were poorer than the peasants it is difficult to say. They received 
more assistance, by way of a subsidized price for corn and direct 
gifts, but this may have been because they were more vocal and 
indeed active in demanding the right to live: a shortage which 
produced famine in the country would provoke a bread riot in 
the town. It is, however, significant that in the Byzantine age 
the government did not attempt to levy from the urban prole
tariat the poll-tax (capitatio plebeia) which it collected from the 
peasantry, and that the one tax which hit the lower classes in the 
towns, tRe collatio lustralis, by general consent caused dreadful 
hardships, driving them to sell their children into slavery: its 
abolition almost redeemed Anastasius’ good name from the taint 
of heresy.IS
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CHAPTER XX

POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE

IF their economic life was so unhealthy, it is all the more neces
sary that the cities should be justified by their political and 
cultural achievements. Politically the movement of urbanization 

was, judged by the standards of the democratic faith in which it 
was launched, far from successful. The suzerainty exercised by 
the kings of course limited the sovereignty of the cities, but as 
they usually interfered only in their own imperial interests, which 
were mainly military and fiscal, this limitation was of no very great 
importance. Even in their internal constitutions, however, the 
ideal of Greek democracy, that all should rule and be ruled in turn, 
was rarely realized. Apart from slaves, freedmen, and aliens, for 
whom Greek political theory did not profess to cater, there was, 
as has been pointed out in an earlier chapter, in a fair number of 
cities, especially colonial foundations, a substantial disfranchised 
class of natives, who usually comprised the bulk of the peasantry 
and often a fair proportion of the urban proletariat. But, such 
legal qualifications apart, effective power tended even in the 
Hellenistic age to be concentrated in the hands of the well to 
do, who alone possessed the authority expected of magistrates 
and the money to meet the expenditure increasingly demanded 
of them.

This tendency was accentuated and given legal sanction by the 
Roman republic, which further assured the dominance of the 
upper class by making the city councils permanent, and therefore 
irresponsible, bodies. The part of the common man thus came 
more and more to be to elect his betters to office and to pass 
decrees approved by the council, whose members, though elected, 
directly or indirectly, by him, he could no longer unseat. These 
powers became under the principate increasingly unreal, and the 
election of the magistrates and councillors passed gradually, in 
substance if not in legal form, to the council, while legislation was 
not only dependent on the initiative of the council but was more 
and more closely controlled by the central government in the 
interests of economy and efficiency. In a.d. 212 all legal dis
tinctions between citizens and non-citizens within each com
munity were swept away by the universal grant of the Roman



franchise, but by this time any active share in politics was confined 
to the curial class, which was a limited clique determined by 
wealth, chiefly in land, and therefore in effect largely hereditary. 
Finally, in the Byzantine age, this class grew weary of its duties, 
and the government of the cities almost ceased to function, save 
in so far as it was prodded into movement by the central adminis
tration.16

As long as they retained any formal powers, and indeed after 
they had lost them, the urban proletariat had some influence on 
the policy of the governing class. They could easily attend 
meetings of the assembly, especially as, being chronically under
employed, they had plenty of time to spare, and even though they 
could initiate nothing, they could cneer those candidates anti 
measures which pleased them and hiss those that they disliked. 
To judge by Plutarch’s advice to a young politician, the manage
ment of the assembly was an important art in the second century 
a.d., and it would even appear that there were still bold dema
gogues who proposed radical social reforms, such as cancellation 
of debts and redistribution of land, whose alluring programmes 
had to be countered by a judicious mixture of advice, threats, and 
moderate largess. The imperial government evidently thought 
that the danger to the existing regime was serious; for it was 
prompt in applying such disciplinary measures as the deportation 
of agitators and the suspension of the right of assembly when 
disorders occurred, and it was very careful about licensing clubs, 
which, according to Trajan, however innocent their ostensible 
purpose, invariably became political cells (£nu/>«ai), with the 
object presumably of promoting demonstrations and perhaps 
even of organizing the voting power of the lower classes behind 
revolutionary candidates and programmes. Apart from such 
more or less constitutional methods, it was easy for the towns
people to hold informal protest meetings, like that at Ephesus 
against Paul’s missionary activity, or to voice their feelings at 
social gatherings, in the theatre or the hippodrome. Finally, they 
could in an extremity raise a riot and burn the houses of unpopu
lar councillors. These powers the urban proletariat still preserved 
and frequently exercised even in the Byzantine age, as the 
speeches of Libanius abundantly prove.17

The country people, on the other hand, even when democratic 
institutions really functioned, could not come into town for every 
assembly, and probably as a rule attended only important meet
ings, like the elections, whose date was fixed. As city politics
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became more and more meaningless, they no doubt ceased to 
attend at all; for, unlike the urban population, they could not 
easily spare the time, and living scattered in villages they de
veloped no sense of common interest, much less a common policy 
for which to agitate. In their own villages, however, they had by 
the principate evolved a lively local political life, the evidence 
for which comes chiefly from western Asia Minor and central 
Syria. The villages (*c3/*a»), known also, particularly in Lydia, 
as settlements («arcM«oi) and, if of large size, as communes 
(S%«h), were democratic in constitution, and long remained so 
when the cities had fallen under the rule of oligarchies.

The sovereign body was a mass meeting of the villagers, 
usually not officially styled the assembly (ewcAijafa), but known 
by less formal names (o u A A o y o ? , o ^ A o s ) .  Some villages also pos
sessed a council of elders (yepovma), never officially called the 
council O f o v A i j ) ,  which institution was the hallmark of a city, and, 
it would seem, lacking the constitutional prerogatives of that 
body. The assembly, guided no doubt by the elders, who are 
sometimes recorded to have occupied seats of honour in front, 
passed decrees on all manner of topics of local interest—the use 
of common land, the contributions of magistrates to the village 
funds, the organization of trust funds, and so forth—and annually 
elected the magistrates. These formed a board and were known 
by a great variety of titles. The commonest was perhaps village 
headmen (xwfiapxoi), but arbiters (ppafevrai) are frequently found 
in Lydia, and administrators (Siot/ojTcw) or trustees (marol) in 
Syria; the civic title strategi seems to have been reserved for 
independent villages. In the third century the auditor ( A o y M m fc )  
becomes the chief magistrate in the Lydian villages, and in 
Syria the advocate (ckSikos) rises to prominence in the fourth. 
Some villages had secretaries ana treasurers also.18

Political life was most flourishing naturally enough in villages 
inhabited in the main by peasant proprietors, but even those 
owned by great landlords (including the imperial government) 
possessed some communal organization on a more modest scale. 
At Ormela, for instance, which was owned by a great Roman 
family, in whose honour most of the inscriptions are dedicated 
and by whose bailiff, agents, and lessees they are dated, the 
villagers had their own headman (npodyutv) and assembly ( o ^ A o ? ) .  
Only in the bureaucratically administered areas, or in some of 
them, at any rate, was village self-government given no chance 
of development. In Ptolemaic Egypt and in Judaea under the
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Herodian regime the village clerk was appointed by the crown. 
Under Roman rule all the village officials, including probably 
the council of elders, were conscripted for service by the strategus 
of the nome on the nomination of the clerk, or in the third 
century the headmen of the village, who were themselves ap
pointed in the same way on the nomination of their predecessors. 
The same procedure was followed when city government was 
finally introduced into Egypt by Diocletian, except that the duties 
of the strategus were early in the fourth century taken over by the 
praepositi pagorum, who were elected by the city council.19

The political development of the villages certainly owed much 
to the example of the cities, some of whose institutions they 
patently borrowed. But there is no indication whatever that the 
city governments in any way actively promoted the growth of 
village autonomy, and the curious local titles often borne by the 
magistrates suggest that the growth proceeded from indigenous 
roots: it is also notable that in one of the areas where village life 
was, on our evidence, most developed, the region of Batanaea, 
Trachonitis, and Auranitis, the cities were few and insignificant, 
and mostly of very late origin.

Furthermore, there was no organic connexion between the 
political institutions of the city and the villages subject to it. 
The villages certainly had no say in civic affairs, and, what is 
more curious, the city government very rarely intervened in 
village affairs. In areas once administered on bureaucratic lines 
the cities sometimes inherited the functions of the central govern
ment. This was so in Egypt, as explained above, and in Thrace 
there are traces of a similar phenomenon. The territory of 
Philippopolis was divided into ‘tribes’, over each of which pre
sided an officer (4>vXapxos) who was probably elected by the city 
council: his precise functions are unknown, but the groups of 
villages which constituted the ‘tribe’ thank him for
his upright, humane, and law-abiding rule. Elsewhere there is 
no trace of political control till the Byzantine age, when the office 
of praepositi pagorum was introduced throughout the empire by 
the imperial government. It is improbable, however, that these 
officers had in other provinces such far-reaching powers as in 
Egypt, where they inherited a ready-made system of control. 
They were probably concerned mainly with rural police and 
taxation, which had always been civic departments.20

Even as individuals the members of the civic aristocracy seem 
to have taken little interest in village affairs. City magnates some-
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times acted as patrons (wpoardrat) of villages in the territory: a 
prominent Thyateirene is thanked by two communities for 
championing their rights. They sometimes also held village 
magistracies, but evidently in the capacity of local landowners; 
for city councillors are found holding office as often in indepen
dent villages as in those within their territory, and at Apateira, a 
village of Ephesus, not only prominent Ephesians but a councillor 
of Hypaepa take a part in local politics.21

The cities changed gradually from political corporations to 
administrative districts. The Hellenistic kings made but sparing 
use of the civic governments as agents for their administration, 
preferring to keep taxation in the hands of their own officials and 
concessionaires and to maintain mercenary armies with which 
not only to fight their wars but to police the cities. The Roman 
republic on the whole kept up the same policy, and it was not until 
the principate that the central government made any extensive 
use of the cities for imperial services. From now on the civic 
authorities took a predominant part in collecting taxation, in 
maintaining the post and, from the third century at any rate, the 
roads along which it ran, in policing the country, and in supply
ing recruits, remounts and provisions for the army. These 
functions they continued to fulfil as long as they retained suffi
cient vitality to shoulder the burden, and even in the sixth 
century a.d. their part was important, though by now the central 
government was obliged to intervene extensively through its own 
officials to goad the councils into action. The responsibility of 
the councils varied enormously in accordance with the size of 
their territories, which ranged from the tiny areas, extending no 
more than five or six miles from the town walls, ruled by the 
average Lycian city, to the vast tracts, running into thousands of 
square miles, with which Nicaea or Antioch had to cope. But 
big or small, between them they did most of the routine work of 
administering the empire, and the unpaid services of the council
lors, both their actual time and labour, and even more their 
financial guarantee for their districts, were probably in the eyes 
of the central government the principal use of the cities, ana a 
cogent motive for the policy of urbanization which it pursued.22-

How efficiently and how justly the civic aristocracies performed 
their duties it is difficult to say. That they were more efficient 
than the lower grades of the imperial bureaucracy is suggested 
but not proved by the growing preference of the emperors for 
local self-government as against direct administration; for it was
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not so much the superiority of the civic magistrate over the 
imperial official that counted as the corporate financial guarantee 
of the council for its members and the wealth that lay behind 
that guarantee. As to their justice to the governed our evidence 
is on the whole not unfavourable to the city magnates, due 
allowance being made for the standards of the age. An inscription 
from Hierapolis of Phrygia reveals the civic policemen in a rather 
unpleasant light, extorting from the villagers hospitality to which 
they were not entitled and, to add insult to injury, demanding 
crowns from their headmen. But such conduct was mild com
pared with that of imperial officials and soldiers travelling by the 
post, and the council did in this case endeavour to curb the mis
conduct of its members. Of their behaviour as tax-collectors we 
hear almost nothing, and what little we do hear is laudatory: a 
president of the Macedonian League paid the whole poll-tax of 
the province, for which he was probably responsible, out of his 
own pocket, and an officer of the Lycian League advanced the 
money due for tribute and subsequently collected it humanely 
and with strict regard to the assessments. This evidence is not 
worth as much as it might seem, because those who were most 
likely to suffer, the lower classes, have left no record, but there 
can be no doubt that the conduct of the civic collectors con
trasted very favourably with that of the tax-farmers of the later 
republic.23

In the Byzantine age we get more detailed evidence, and the 
effect of it is not so favourable; but even then decurions were 
not worse than their contemporaries. That they should have 
levied an extra-legal commission for themselves from the tax
payers and should have adjusted the assessment to their own 
advantage are not very serious charges: the collector’s tip was 
a regular feature of all ancient systems of taxation, and tax evasion 
by the rich, who thereby throw a heavier burden on the poor, is 
after all not unknown to-day. That decurions were sometimes 
brutal in their methods of collection cannot be denied. We 
possess two pictures of curial tax-collectors, both from northern 
Syria. In one, drawn by Libanius, the decurions at first present 
their demands to the villagers ‘mildly and in a subdued tone; 
then, when they are treated with contempt and derision, with 
annoyance and more loudly’. Only as a last resort do they have 
recourse to threats and endeavour to lay hands on the villagers. 
In the other, presented by Theodoret, there are no preliminary 
displays of politeness: ‘about this time collectors arrived who
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compelled them to pay their taxes and began to imprison some 
and maltreat others’. I'heodoret’s story is, from its matter of fact 
brevity, more convincing than Libanius’, and there can be no 
doubt that it is more typical. But even so decurions had to suffer 
as much and more themselves from the provincial governor and 
his officials.24
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CHAPTER XXI

CULTURAL

IT remains to consider how far the cities fulfilled their mission 
of maintaining and developing Greek culture and diffusing it 
over a wider area. The promotion of civilization in backward 

areas had been the original mainspring of the movement of 
urbanization and remained its professed object to the end. It is 
therefore by its success in the cultural field that it ought in the 
ultimate resort to be judged.

On the material side the cities provided their inhabitants with 
many minor but not unimportant amenities of civilized life— 
drainage, a pure water-supply, baths, medical attendance, com
modious and healthy streets and markets. In a higher sphere they 
were generous patrons of the arts. Of the visual arts two in 
particular, sculpture and architecture, owed much to the lavish 
expenditure of the cities. Their demand for statues must have 
been prodigious. The temples, gymnasia, streets, and public 
places of every city were lined with statues of emperors,.em
presses, provincial governors, and above all of local worthies who 
had served their city well. Older and more distinguished cities 
such as Rhodes positively suffered from overcrowding: every 
available space was filled by the end of the first century a .d . and 
room could only be found for new benefactors by ejecting the 
old. The work produced in response to this demand was not

Eerhaps of very high quality, but for this the cities can hardly be 
lamed. They were generous patrons and they can at any rate 

be credited with keeping the art of sculpture, and particularly of 
portrait sculpture, alive. It is noteworthy that when the cities in 
the late third century withdrew their patronage the art very 
rapidly declined from inanition and soon died out.25

In architecture their patronage was even more lavish. Their 
mania for building must have given employment to countless 
architects. We know that they swarmed in the eastern provinces. 
Trajan was provoked to momentary irritation when Pliny asked 
that one be sent from Rome to Bithynia: ‘You cannot be short 
of architects; there is not a province that has not men of skill and 
talent; do not imagine it is simpler to have one sent from Rome 
when they habitually come to us from Greek lands.’ The



principate must have been a golden age for the profession. The 
cities never stinted their architects for funds. They were willing to 
put huge sites at their disposal, buying out the owners and sweeping 
away whole streets. They were prepared to pay for the most 
grandiose buildings: indeed, the more extravagant the design the 
better were they pleased. And there was no monotony in their 
demands. Buildings of the most diverse types were required— 
temples, theatres, baths, gymnasia, triumphal arches, fountains, 
colonnaded streets and squares.26

The response of the architectural profession to the stimulus 
offered by the cities was more lively than that of the sculptors. 
Much of the civic architecture of the principate is, it is true, 
banal. Temples in particular, though often grandiose and even 
impressive from their sheer size and splendour, tend to be un
interesting : the rigid form prescribed by tradition cramped the 
designers’ originality. Other types of building which were not 
confined by any set canons gave more scope to original treatment. 
On the structural side the vaulting of great halls like the chambers 
of the baths presented new problems and evoked interesting 
responses. The problem of super-imposing a dome on a square 
substructure, was solved by the Syrian architects of the princi
pate. In the great baths of Gerasa there still stands a square 
chamber—the survivor of three in the original plan—vaulted with 
a dome: the mathematical problem has been successfully solved 
and the whole building is beautifully executed in ashlar. On the 
decorative side also a new technique was required for the orna
mentation of great facades such as those offered by the proscaenia 
and exteriors of theatres. Here again there was an interesting 
response. The traditional orders of Greek architecture which 
were the architect’s stock-in-trade were modified to fit new re
quirements. Entablatures were recessed, pediments were broken, 
orders on different scales combined in one facade and eventually 
an interesting and vigorous baroque was developed.27

The credit for the development of what is generally called 
Roman architecture is probably to be ascribed in large measure 
to the . Greek cities of the East. The architecture of the 
eastern provinces seems actually to have been more progressive 
than that of the capital: new experiments seem to have been tried 
out in the east before they were adopted in Rome. Whether this 
is true or not there is no doubt—we have Trajan’s word for it— 
that the eastern provinces were the training school from which 
imperial architects were drawn. When the cities in the late third
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century ceased to build, architecture fell rapidly into a decline: 
Constantine was alarmed at the decay of the profession and issued 
legislation to protect and encourage it. Eventually the church 
and the imperial government stepped forward to fill the place 
vacated by the cities as patrons of architecture. But there had in 
the interval been a great relapse in technical skill: the masonry 
of the provincial buildings of the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries 
is shoddy in the extreme; the columns and ornamental carving 
are almost invariably old work re-used; the structure is primitive 
—the wooden-roofed basilica, the simplest of all architectural 
forms, replaces the vaulted halls of the baths. Gradually, how
ever, in response to the patronage given by the imperial govern
ment and the church, the architects of the empire recovered their 
mastery of their craft. The new style which they evolved, the 
Byzantine, carried to their logical conclusion two lines of develop
ment to which the architects of the cities had pointed the way, 
the free treatment of classical motifs of decoration and the use 
of domical construction.28

One of the most characteristic features of Greek culture was 
the emphasis which it laid upon athletics. Here also the cities 
played their part. Every city provided at least one and often 
several gymnasia for the use of its citizens, and a regular course 
of athletic training for boys and youths. It also encouraged 
athletics by the celebration of competitions and the presentation 
of prizes. It is rather difficult to tell how genuine the cult of 
athletics was in the Roman east. The more important games 
were dominated by men who were in all but name professionals: 
numerous inscriptions record long series of victories won in every 
important city of the east by men who clearly must have made 
athletics their career. It does not follow from these facts that 
athletics were entirely professionalized. In addition to the great 
games, which were open to general competition, the cities some
times also celebrated civic games, confined to their own citizens, 
and more regularly held competitions open only to boys and 
young men who had been trained in the city gymnasium. Such 
games were clearly intended to encourage local talent. On the 
whole it seems probable that among the upper classes at any rate 
athletics were genuinely cultivated. Most upper class boys went 
through the prescribed course of training and competed in the 
ephebic games. Many kept up their training in later life, though 
in a less intensive form, and some competed in local games. In 
the more widely advertised games the standard was too high for
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the amateur and these were reserved for men who devoted their 
whole time to athletics.29

The cult of athletics declined in the fourth century under the 
disapproval of the church and eventually died out. The only 
element of the old athletic games which survived in the Byzantine 
period was chariot racing. Chariot racing was enormously and 
universally popular. Libanius complains that the aristocracy of 
Antioch thought and talked of nothing else, and the populace was 
passionately devoted to it: every city was divided into the rival 
tactions of the Blues and the Greens and popular excitement 
often culminated in riots. The only rivals to the chariot races in 
popular esteem were the wild beast hunts, which had been 
mtroduced into the east under Roman influence during the 
principate. The cities spent large sums on providing both these 
forms of entertainment, but neither can be counted as a notable 
contribution-to civilization.30

Music and the drama were encouraged by the celebration of 
competitions. Every city possessed a theatre and often a concert 
hall as well, and in them it periodically gave at public expense 
displays of music and drama. The holy oecumenical synod of 
Dionysiac artists, the union of singers, musicians, actors, and 
poets, depended for its existence on the patronage of the cities, 
which paid them for their performances, rewarded the successful 
competitors with prizes, and gave them the most lavish entertain
ment during their visits: many inscriptions testify to the gratitude 
of the synod to the managers of the competitions for their muni
ficence. Of the quality of the performances given we have no 
means of judging. No work of the numerous composers, song
writers, and dramatists who competed has come down to us. It 
can only be said that the cities offered the best that there was to 
give to their citizens, and that they endeavoured to stimulate 
excellence by the presentation of prizes. Taste nevertheless 
declined, and by the third century the mime was ousting the 
drama. In the Byzantine period the entertainment offered in the 
theatres was, according to the judgement of moralists at any rate, 
of the crudest kind.31

Higher education was regularly subsidized by the cities, 
which maintained professors of rhetoric and grammar who 
received salaries from the civic funds and were immune from 
civic charges. They similarly encouraged one branch of science, 
medicine, by supporting public physicians, who were expected 
not only to practise but to teach and conduct research. They
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also provided appreciative audiences to travelling rhetoricians 
and poets, who often made substantial incomes by their lecture 
fees.32

The vast bulk of literature produced in the eastern provinces 
is a testimony to the high standard of education maintained by 
the cities in the Roman age. During the first two centuries after 
Alexander’s conquest the east made but little contribution to 
Greek literature. Nearly all the great authors of that period came 
from the old Greek lands. The native cities were as yet gradually 
assimilating Greek culture and had not reached a productive 
stage. The colonial foundations of the Hellenistic kings were, 
with the exception of Alexandria, as barren as the native cities, 
and Alexandria drew its talent ready-made from the home 
country. Already, however, in this early period outlying areas of 
the Greek world like Pamphylia and Cilicia which had hitherto 
made no contribution to literature and learning began to rise into 
prominence. Perge of Pamphylia produced the celebrated mathe
matician Apollonius. From Cilician Soli came the Stoic philo
sopher Chrysippus and the scientific poet Aratus, from Mallus 
the grammarians Crates and Zenodotus. Even Tarsus, whose 
claim to Greek origin is very dubious, produced an epic poet 
Dioscurides and had the singular honour of contributing in 
Dionysiades a star to the Pleiad of tragedians. By the first 
century B.c. Tarsus was the home of a very active philosophical 
school, rivalled only in Strabo’s estimation by that of Alexandria, 
and more remarkable than it in that it relied almost exclusively 
on local talent.33

By this time barbarian lands were becoming so completely 
imbued with Greek culture as to compete with the old Greek 
world in the literary field. Districts like Lydia and Caria which 
had long been in contact with Greek culture naturally took the 
lead. Sardis produced two famous rhetoricians both named 
Diodorus, the earlier of whom flourished at the time of the first 
Mithridatic war, the later towards the end of the first century b.c. ; 
the second Diodorus was also a historian and a lyric poet. Many 
Carian cities possessed flourishing schools of rhetoric. From 
Alabanda came Apollonius Malacus, one of the protagonists of 
the Asianic school of oratory, Menecles and Hierocles and the 
celebrated Apollonius Molo. From Tralles Strabo records 
Dionysocles and Damasus. From Mylasa came Euthydemus and 
Hybreas under whom Cicero studied. In Nysa the Stoic philo
sopher Apollonius taught. Nysa also produced a celebrated
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family of grammarians under one of whom Pompey studied and 
another of whom was tutor to Pompey’s sons.

More remarkable is the rapid progress which Greek culture 
made in Semitic lands. From Marathus came the philosopher 
-Menelaus, from whom Gaius Gracchus was alleged to have 
borrowed his ideas. Towards the end of the second century 
Phoenicia produced a Greek poet, Antipater of Sidon. By the first 
century philosophy was flourishing in Phoenicia and Palestine. 
From Sidon came the peripatetics Boethus and Diodorus, from 
Tyre the historian of Greek philosophy Apollonius, from Ascalon 
Antiochus the founder of eclecticism. In Gadara there flourished 
a notable circle of literary men, Meleager the poet and the com
piler of the first anthology, Philodemus the poet and epicurean 
philosopher, Menippus the satirist and at a rather later date 
Theodore the rhetorician, who was tutor to the emperor Tiberius.

By the first century b.c. the colonial foundations of the east had 
also begun to awake. Nicaea produced the epigrammatist Par- 
thenius, Laodicea upon the Lycus the rhetorician Zeno, Apamea 
of Syria the celebrated philosopher and historical geographer 
Poseidonius, Antioch of Syria the epic poet Archias whom Cicero 
defended in a well-known speech.

It would be wearisome to continue this catalogue into the 
principate. The bulk of the literature has perished, and of what 
survives little is now read. But it would be unjust to deduce from 
this fact that it was all of poor quality. The scientific writing of 
the age has naturally now become obsolete, but the medical 
treatises of Galen of Pergamum and the mathematical, geo
graphical, and astronomical works of Claudius Ptolemy of Ptole- 
mais, to name two notable figures only, were for centuries the 
standard text-books on these subjects. Nicomedia and Nicaea 
produced two very competent historians, Arrian and Cassius Dio, 
who are still appreciated, and the biographies of Plutarch of Chae- 
ronea, if not his other voluminous works, have a perennial appeal. 
In philosophy two new schools arose in the eastern provinces, the 
Neopythagorean and the Neoplatonic, and one exponent of the 
latter, Plotinus of Lycopolis, is not forgotten.

On the belles lettres of the age it is more difficult to be charitable. 
Poetry sank to a low ebb, and except for a few epigrams of a 
certain charm, its products were tedious and uninspired: instruc
tive poems, like the still surviving treatises of Oppian of Anazarbus 
on hunting and fishing, were the chief vogue. Prose was domin
ated by a vicious rhetorical training which concentrated entirely



on form to the neglect of matter. It is difficult to-day to appreciate 
the diffuse speeches even of Dio of Prusa, who was an intelligent 
man and often had something to say. It is still harder to under
stand the enthusiastic response which the banal orations of Aelius 
Aristides of Hadrianutherae evoked throughout the civilized 
world. But it must be remembered that technically the rhetoricians 
of the principate, who are legion, were highly skilled, and that 
formal perfection of composition, though not greatly appreciated 
by the modem European mind, still in the near East commands 
immense admiration, as any one can testify who has heard an 
Arab audience groaning in raptures of delight at a speech of quite 
trivial content, if well composed and delivered in the classical 
tongue. Some other forms of prose literature are more interest
ing. The satirical sketches of Lucian of Samosata still amuse some 
readers. The romances of such writers as Charito of Aphrodisias 
or Heliodorus of Emesa deserve mention as forerunners of the 
novel. The monumental collection of gastronomical anecdotes 
compiled by Athenaeus of Naucratis is, on the other hand, valu
able only as a mine from which fragments of more ancient authors 
can be quarried.

What is remarkable about the literary culture of the principate 
is not its quality, which is mediocre, but its wide diffusion. Many 
authors naturally came from the ancient seats of learning, but not 
a few, though they tended to migrate to the large centres to com
plete their training and secure a larger audience, were citizens of, 
and presumably received their early education in, the smallest and 
most remote cities. This can be seen even from the brief cata
logue of notable figures given above. If minor stars be taken into 
account, there is scarcely a district, with certain significant excep
tions, which did not produce some literary figure. Phrygia was 
rich in rhetoricians of note—Polemo of Laodicea, Alexander of 
Cotiaeum, Metrophanes from tiny Eucarpia. Lycian Rhodiapolis 
possessed in Heracleitus ‘the Homer of medical poems’. Even in 
barbarous Lycaonia Laranda could boast of two epic poets, Nestor 
and his son Pisander. The recently and imperfectly urbanized 
areas of Thrace and north-eastern Asia Minor produced very little, 
however—Strabo of Amaseia is a brilliant exception—and the 
bureaucratically administered areas practically nothing. The few 
Cappadocians who attained literary eminence came from the two 
ancient cities of the region, Caesarea and Tyana. In Egypt, 
though Alexandria, Ptolemais, and above all the tiny city of Nau
cratis were quite productive, the nomes and their metropoleis
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were utterly barren till in the third century Lycopolis gave birth 
to the exotic genius Plotinus. The coincidence may be fortuitous, 
but it would seem that city life was a real stimulus to literature.

Byzantine literature is perhaps even less read than that of the 
principate, but it does not entirely deserve its ill repute. The bulk 
of what was written was theology, and theology, however good— 
and much of the Byzantine work is excellent in its kind—is not 
congenial to the modern mind. The age is, however, notable for 
a number of excellent historians, mostly Syrians, foremost among 
them Ammianus Marcellinus, who though he wrote in Latin was 
an Antiochene, and Procopius from the Palestinian Caesarea. 
Poetry had a remarkable revival, and prose, though it was still 
permeated by rhetoric, sometimes, despite its verbosity and 
pedantry of form, attains real eloquence, particularly in the 
mouths of Christian preachers who had some real message. But 
what is striking about Byzantine literature is its ever-widening 
geographical range. Cappadocia blossomed out with such great 
figures as Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory 
of Nyssa: northern Asia Minor could boast of two leading 
rhetoricians of the fourth century, Himerius and Themistius; and, 
strangest of all, Upper Egypt produced a bevy of epic poets; the 
Dionysiaca of Nonnus of Panopolis has survived, and shows that 
the school was not altogether contemptible.

Perhaps the most striking evidence of the wide diffusion of 
literary culture in the Byzantine age is the high development of 
the art of letter writing. We possess many large collections of 
letters written not only by prominent literary figures of the age 
such as Libanius, Basil, or Theodoret, but also by others like 
Isidore of Pelusium whose correspondence is their only title to 
fame. Letter writing was a fine art: every letter, however trivial 
its content, was a finished literary piece, composed in the elaborate 
antithetical style taught in the rhetorical schools and often 
adorned with erudite historical or mythological allusions. The 
vast range of correspondents to whom the letters of the surviving 
collections are addressed shows that it was a very widely ana 
indeed universally practised art.

The culture of the Greek East may have been banal. It may 
have lacked originality and venerated too obsequiously the classical 
past. It may have laid too much emphasis on the more superficial 
qualities of correct style and formal exactitude, and too little on 
the spirit and meaning of the arts. But such as it was, the Greek 
culture of this age was geographically diffused over a remarkably
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wide area. From the shores of the Adriatic to the upper waters of 
the Euphrates, and from the Black Sea coast to the cataracts of 
the Nile, there were scattered, in some parts thickly, in others 
more sparsely, communities where the arts were appreciated and 
literature was read, where a travelling poet or orator would find an 
enthusiastic reception and actors and musicians could reckon on 
a discriminating audience.

It remains to be seen how far down into the social scale this 
culture penetrated. The urban proletariat obviously had a certain 
share in the amenities of city life. They had the benefit of the pure 
water-supply, the drainage, the well-paved and airy streets and 
squares with their shady colonnades. They had luxuriously fitted 
baths at their disposal for a few pence. They could enjoy as much 
as their betters the splendid public architecture of the cities, 
though it would seem that they were more appreciative of such 
solid benefits as free meals and gifts of cash.34

Technically the educational services of the city were probably 
as a rule open to them. In the Egyptian metropoleis, it is true, 
membership of the gymnasium was restricted to a hereditary class, 
comprising the best families of the town; but no similar rule is 
known elsewhere. Nevertheless it seems unlikely that the poorer 
citizens can in practice have often been able to put their children 
through the boys’ and ephebes’ course of training, which, even if 
no fees were demanded, involved many heavy incidental expenses. 
It is significant that the professional athletes, who were the flower 
of the city gymnasia, seem as a rule to have belonged by birth to 
the aristocracy. The literary education offered by the cities must 
also have been largely inaccessible to the lower orders. Primary 
education, though sometimes endowed by Hellenistic cities, seems 
rarely to have been provided at public expense in Roman times: 
schoolmasters did not even enjoy that immunity from civic litur
gies which was accorded to professors. It was thus only the class 
which could afford to send their sons to a private school that 
profited from the subsidized higher education given by the public 
rhetoricians and grammarians. The lower orders were probably 
for the most part-not even literate: it is highly significant that, 
when in the late third century the richer among them were being 
pressed into the city councils, Diocletian had to rule that illiteracy 
was no bar to the decurionate.35

Public entertainments the proletariat could and did enjoy. It is 
rather difficult to believe, it is true, that in the Roman period they 
can have greatly appreciated the literary, dramatic, and musical
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events of the games, if the works produced were as erudite and 
precious as is most of the surviving literature of the age. But they 
no doubt enjoyed the show, which became as time went on more 
adapted to popular taste. Even the most illiterate could under
stand and appreciate the mime, which was the standard theatrical 
entertainment of the Byzantine age; artisans and shopkeepers, 
according to Libanius, though they had never opened a book in 
their lives, knew all the Greek myths from watching the ballets 
and hearing the songs of the theatre. We do not know how much 
interest was taken by the general public in professional athletics, 
but Libanius’ description of the Antiochene Olympia shows that 
in the fourth century this part of the programme was watched by 
a very select audience; nor can the spectators have ever been very 
numerous, for the plethron where the athletic events took place, 
which was built in the reign of Commodus, had a very limited 
seating accommodation. Chariot racing, on the other hand, 
aroused universal enthusiasm, as did side-shows such as gladia
torial combats and the baiting and hunting of wild beasts.36

The peasants could partake of the culture of the cities only by 
going to them. Except for collecting the taxes, maintaining public 
security, and providing roads, the civic authorities did virtually 
nothing outside the town walls. If a village wanted a pure water- 
supply, it had to build—and sometimes actually built—its own 
aqueducts and fountains. If it wanted baths, it provided them 
from its own funds. The villages maintained their public buildings 
—temples, rest-houses, fortifications, watch-towers, markets, even 
sometimes theatres and gymnasia—all at their own expense, and 
celebrated their own festivals without any assistance from the 
city. Whence the villages derived the common funds to which they 
frequently allude, it is not very easy to say. There is no allusion 
to any local rates, and it seems unlikely that they had the power 
to levy them. Many rural communities, however, possessed land, 
either commons, from which pasture dues may have been derived, 
or estates left by benefactors: we have records of a number of 
bequests of land to villages, the rent of which was assigned to 
feasts and merry-makings. Some villages also held cash endow
ments, similarly arising from bequests and usually ear-marked 
for special purposes. For the rest the villages like the cities relied 
to a large extent on the generosity of their magistrates and leading 
residents. The records of Ormela consist largely of such items as 
‘Aurelius Artemes, son of Chares, son of Mongus, stood the 
people a breakfast and 370 Attic drachmae’. It is interesting to
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observe that several Lydian villages aped the cities by demanding 
a money payment from candidates for local offices: at Apateira 
the price of the auditorship was fixed by a resolution of the 
villagers at 250 denarii.37

The scale of the rural services was, as the sums of money cited 
above suggest, very moderate. The major item in their festivals 
was usually a common meal, and their public buildings were very 
simple. The only village, it may be remarked, that is recorded to 
have possessed a theatre, was the important independent com
mune of Saccaea in Auranitis, which was raised by Diocletian to 
the status of a colony, and a gymnasium is mentioned only at 
Orcistus, which, though subject to Nacoleia, proudly cherished 
the memory that it had once been a city, and regained that rank 
under Constantine. Such minor amenities as the villages pro
vided for their inhabitants were a very pale reflection or the 
glories of civic culture, and, though they were for the most part 
obviously inspired by the shining example set by the cities, they 
owed nothing either to the initiative or to the financial aid of the 
civic governments. Since the latter drew very little by way of 
direct taxation from their territories—the corn levy was the only 
official contribution made by the country to the town, and it was 
not universal—the villages had, it is true, little cause for complaint 
against the cities corporately. It must, however, be remembered 
that the splendours of civic life were to a large extent paid for out 
of the rents which the urban aristocracy drew from their estates, 
and to this extent the villages were impoverished for the benefit 
of the towns.38
. It is highly improbable that either the masses in the towns or 

the peasants in the country had any share in the literary culture 
of the age. This is indicated by the character of the literature it
self. The products of the Roman and Byzantine periods, whether 
in poetry or prose, are highly erudite: they teem with historical 
and mythological allusions which only the highly educated could 
have understood. Their style becomes progressively more arti
ficial and pedantic; its subtleties could only be appreciated by 
persons who had gone through the laborious rhetorical training 
which the rich alone could afford, and the very meaning of many 
sentences must have been as obscure to the ordinary man as it is 
to the reader of to-day. Finally, all literature was written in an 
artificial classical dialect which became as time went on more and 
more divorced from ordinary spoken Greek: the orators of the 
Byzantine age still tried to speak the language of Demosthenes
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and studiously avoided such vulgar neologisms as dux (Souf) or 
jugutn (iovyov). The literature of the Roman and Byzantine ages 
is, in fact, a typical product of an aristocratic culture, and with a 
very few exceptions, such as the sixth-century chronicle of John 
Msualas of Antioch, made no attempt to cater for the popular taste.

A final test of the diffusion of Greek culture is language. It is a 
negative test only; for, even if it be proved that the proletariat and 
the peasantry spoke Greek, that is no proof that they were 
educated or even literate. But as a negative test it is damning: if 
the lower orders knew no Greek or even habitually spoke a bar
barian tongue, it is a fortiori certain that they can have had no 
share in the literary culture of the aristocracy.

The language question is from the nature of the case a difficult 
one. Literature was written for a Greek-speaking public and 
dealt with their interests and activities. Our literary sources 
therefore give an overwhelming impression of a Greek-speaking 
world. Greek was also the official language of the eastern pro
vinces. Official documents are invariably in Greek even if they 
deal with the lower classes or proceed from them; not only were 
edicts published in Greek but petitions had to be drafted in 
Greek, The epigraphic and papyrological material therefore also

fives the impression of a Greek-speaking world. Greek was 
nally to all intents and purposes the only written language: even 

the humblest peasant therefore had his tombstone inscribed in 
Greek, or, if he wished to send a letter, went to a Greek letter 
writer. In these circumstances only the most fragmentary 
evidence of the existence of native languages can be expected. 
But any casual references which do occur acquire very great sig
nificance. And the later in date that the evidence is, the more 
convincing does it become. In the principate the Hellenization 
of some backward areas was still in progress, and the survival of 
native languages in that period may nave been merely a vanishing 
relic of the past. If in certain districts and in certain social strata 
native languages survived in the Byzantine age despite centuries 
of Hellenization, it is plain that Greek culture never penetrated 
to them.

First may be cited two pieces of evidence of general bearing. 
John Chrysostom, in a sermon delivered in the Gothic church at 
Constantinople, declares that the scriptures have been translated 
into Scythian, Thracian, Sarmatian, Moorish, and Indian. Gregory 
of Nyssa, discussing the diversity of human speech, cites, appar
ently as languages current in his day, Greek, Latin, Hebrew,
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Syriac, Persian, Cappadocian, Moorish, Scythian, Thracian, and 
Egyptian. Both passages are rhetorical, and cannot be pressed, 
but it is probable that John and Gregory were alluding to well- 
known languages. Hebrew (unless Aramaic is meant) was, it is 
true, not a living language at that date, but was known to scholars. 
Of the others most can be proved to have been spoken in the 
fourth century, and some, such as Thracian and Cappadocian, 
which possessed no literature, can only have been cited as living 
tongues.39

In Greece and Macedonia Greek was of course the indigenous 
language of all classes of the population. In Thrace, however, the 
native tongue seems to have survived till a late date. Apart from 
the evidence quoted above, we are told that in the monastery of 
the Bessi in Palestine the monks still in the sixth century recited 
their prayers in their native language.40

In Asia Minor Greek had in some districts been from time im
memorial the universal language, on the west coast, in Pamphylia 
and in Cilicia Pedias. In other districts the native languages had 
been superseded by Greek in the Hellenistic age. There was 
according to Strabo not a trace of Lydian in the Lydia of his day. 
Carian seems also to have been obsolete by the first century b.c. : 

• in discussing the Homeric phrase ‘Carians of barbarous speech’ 
Strabo cites the evidence of an antiquarian for the character of the 
Carian language though he himself knew Caria well. Lycian 
probably died out at the same time as Carian: it disappears from 
the inscriptions at approximately the same date.41

In inner Asia Minor the native languages made a more stub
born resistance. In the Cibyratis, according to Strabo, four 
languages had been in use; the remark apparently refers to the 
recent past. Beside Greek, there were current the language of 
the ‘Solymi’, by whom are apparently meant the original Caba- 
lians; Lydian, introduced by the colonists who founded Cibyra; 
and Pisidian, spoken by the invading tribes who had overrun the 
country from the east. If Pisidian survived so long in the com
paratively accessible district of the Cibyratis, it may be inferred 
that it endured yet longer in the remote mountain fastnesses of 
Pisidia proper; of this there is, however, no positive evidence. In 
Lycaonia we know from the Acts that the common people still 
spoke the native language in the middle of the first century a.d. 
This piece of evidence is of particular value since it shows that the 
urban proletariat there still spoke Lycaonian: a fortiori the 
peasantry must have continued to speak it far later.42
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For other districts there is later and therefore better evidence. 
In parts of Phrygia inscriptions prove the survival of the native 
language in the third century. There was at this date an attempt 
to rehabilitate Phrygian as a written language, and many tomb
stones in country districts are inscribed in the Phrygian language 
written in Greek characters. The Celtic language of the Galatians 
certainly survived in the fourth century and probably in the fifth. 
Jerome in his commentary on the Epistle to the Gafatians attests 
that Celtic was spoken in his own day and adds the circumstantial 
detail that the dialect resembled that of the Treveri. One of the 
posthumous miracles of Saint Euthymius suggests that in or rather 
shortly after his day Celtic was the normal speech of the Galatians. 
Basil of Caesarea alludes in a sermon to the Cappadocian language 
as being familiar to all his hearers. If it was still commonly 
spoken in Caesarea side by side with Greek, it was probably the 
only language of the vast rural districts of Cappadocia. We 
possess no evidence for northern Asia Minor, Mysia, Bithynia, 
Paphlagonia, and Pontus, but since cities were so sparse in these 
regions and their literary output was so small, it is probable that 
Greek did not make much headway in them and that the rural 
population remained untouched by Hellenism.45

From Syria the evidence is fuller. In some outlying districts 
Hellenization began very late. Aramaic was the official language 
of the Nabataean kingdom until its annexation. In Palmyra 
Aramaic remained an official language side by side with Greek 
down to the third century. In these regions the long survival of 
the native languages is not very significant. In Mesopotamia 
similarly, though Greek civilization had been introduced at an 
early date, it had not been able to take firm root. Under Parthian 
rule the growth of the Greek cities had been stunted and native 
dynasties had been favoured. It is not therefore very surprising 
that in Mesopotamia Syriac retained its hold on the educated 
classes and was revived as a literary language as early as the third 
century a.d 44

More significant is the evidence for the survival of Aramaic in 
apparently Hellenized regions. From the epigraphic evidence it 
would appear that even in Batanaea, Trachonitis, and Auranitis, 
admittedly backward districts, where cities were rare and village 
life was the rule, Greek was nevertheless universally spoken: the 
thousands of inscriptions, some recording the humblest villagers, 
are all in Greek. One inscription, which records an interpreter 
of the procurators, destroys the illusion. Commagene was again
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a remote district, but the inscriptions both of the royal and of the 
imperial period give the impression that Greek was its language, 
ana its capital Samosata produced a notable figure in Greek 
literature, the satirist Lucian. Lucian himself betrays the super
ficiality of the hellenization of Commagene. He was of humble 
origin, and was apprenticed to a sculptor. He casually remarks 
of this period of his life, ‘being <̂ uite a boy and still a barbarian 
in language’. The admission is highly significant: even in Samo
sata, the former royal capital and the metropolis of the district, 
the lower classes spoke Aramaic."*5

In the Byzantine period the evidence is much more abundant. 
John Chrysostom in a sermon delivered at Antioch urges his 
congregation to give a kindly welcome to the peasants from the 
city territory, who would soon be thronging into the town for a 
great festival; for they are, he says, ‘a people divided from us in 
language but agreeing with us in faith’. The tales of the hermits 
who swarmed in northern Syria abound in references to the 
common, and indeed exclusive, use of Aramaic in country 
districts. Of one of these, Maesymas, Theodoret says, ‘He was 
a Syrian by language, brought up in the country’. On interview
ing another, Thalelaeus, he was surprised to find that he spoke 
Greek: the explanation was that he was a Cilician by origin. 
Another, Macedonius, called by the people Gubba, was per
suaded to go into Antioch to intercede for the city in the matter 
of the destruction of the statues of Theodosius. Theodoret gives 
his speech to the imperial commissioners and adds, ‘This he said 
using the Syrian language, and, as the interpreter rendered it into 
Greek, they listened and trembled’. The story of Publius of 
Zeugma is very instructive. He was himself a decurion and spoke 
Greek, and his early associates in the eremitic life were also 
Greek-speaking. But presently he attracted ‘those who spoke the 
native language’. He admitted them after some hesitation, 
remembering our Lord’s command, ‘Go, teach all nations’; but 
he built a separate monastery for them and the two communities 
met only at divine service, and then they were ‘divided into two 
sections, each using its own language’. After Publius’ death it 
was found more convenient to have separate abbots for the Greek 
and native communities.46

It is fairly clear that the peasantry was untouched by the Greek 
culture of the cities. There is evidence that the urban proletariat 
was but little affected by it. Jerome records that when the towns
people of Elusa in the course of a pagan festivity met the hermit
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Hilarion they approached him reverently, saying, Barech. Elusa 
was, it is true, according to Jerome a half-barbarian town, but it 
certainly possessed a cultured upper class: several of Libanius’ 
correspondents, one of them a rhetorician, were residents of 
Elusa. But there is evidence from cities whose claim to Hellenism 
is less ambiguous. In Scythopolis it is recorded that there was 
a reader in the church who translated the liturgy into Aramaic 
for the benefit of the common people. Socrates thought it 
necessary to mention that two Tyrian boys, one of whom was 
destined to be the evangelist of Abyssinia, were ‘not unacquainted 
with the Greek language’; and they were relations, if poor rela
tions, of the philosopher Meropius. An anecdote in the life of 
Porphyry bishop of Gaza is particularly instructive, since Gaza 
was in the Byzantine period one of the most flourishing centres 
of Greek literary culture. Porphyry had received from Arcadius 
an authorization to destroy the pagan temples of Gaza, but the 
Marneum, the principal temple, resisted all efforts at demolition. 
At this juncture a miracle occurred. A small boy of the lower 
orders propounded the solution of the problem first in Aramaic 
and then in Greek. The point of the miracle was not so much 
the precocious intelligence of the boy as the fact that he spoke in 
Greek: it was proved on investigation that neither he nor his 
mother knew a word of the language.47

In Egypt the papyri prove that the knowledge of Greek was 
comparatively widely disseminated. Thousands of administrative 
documents survive drafted by village officials, and thousands of 
private letters written by persons of quite humble station. The 
explanation probably lies in the administrative system of the 
country. The elaborate bureaucratic regime established by 
the Ptolemies required scores of minor officials with at any rate 
an elementary knowledge of Greek, and it was a paying proposi
tion for upper-class peasants to learn enough Greek to apply for 
a post under the government. It was, moreover, in a country 
where the government interfered so intimately in the daily life 
of its humblest subjects, a matter of practical importance for 
every one to know the language of the administration.

The papyri do not, however, prove that Greek was the normal 
language of the country. It gradually became the normal written 
language. The use or the demotic script was deliberately dis
couraged by the Ptolemies. A demotic contract was valid only if 
a Greek copy was attached: demotic notaries thus naturally lost 
their practice and with their extinction the art of committing the
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native language to writing gradually waned, surviving chiefly 
among the priests. Receipts tor taxes were, however, still issuea 
in demotic under the principate, especially in Upper Egypt, and 
it is recorded that Paul, the first hermit, knew both Greek and 
Egyptian letters: the demotic script lived long enough to con
tribute some letters to the Coptic alphabet.48

Egyptian thus never ceased entirely to be written. It probably 
always was the normal spoken language, at any rate of tne lower 
classes, and there were very many people who knew no Greek at 
all. An incident in Rufinus’ Historia Monachorum is revealing. 
A party of Greek visitors, whose tour of the monasteries of 
Egypt Rufinus describes, having enjoyed the hospitality of Abbot 
Apollonius were preparing to move on to their next objective. 
The abbot with kindly forethought picked out three of his monks 
who knew both Egyptian and Greek to accompany them, with 
the object, says Rufinus, ‘that they might both interpret for us 
as was necessary and also be able to edify us with their conversa
tion’. It is evident that it wras difficult to travel cross country in 
Egypt without a knowledge of the native language. Even the 
government in the sixth century admitted that many of its 
subjects were unacquainted with Greek. An edict of that period 
survives which was issued in both Greek and Egyptian.45

The most convincing proof of the general prevalence of the 
native languages both in Syria and in Egypt is the fact that the 
national churches of these countries adopted Syriac and Coptic 
respectively as their literary and liturgical languages. The ortho
dox church, which the government supported—it is significant 
that it is known in the Near East to-day as the royal or Roman 
church—clung to Greek. The monophysite churches to which 
the mass of the people belonged abandoned Greek in favour of 
the native languages. Syriac and Coptic were thus resurrected 
from the condition of peasant patois to which they had fallen. 
They began to be written once more, Coptic in a new alphabet 
which was the Greek with the addition of a few demotic letters, 
and they became the vehicles for such literature as the church 
provided for the edification of the faithful.

When the Arab conquest brought an end to Roman rule in 
Syria and Egypt, Greek rapidly died out. The few surviving 
champions of the orthodox church continued to use Greek for 
a while; St. John of Damascus still wrote in Greek under Arab 
rule. Greek was also at first presefved as the language of govern
ment: it was the only language which possessed the necessary
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technical vocabulary. But when orthodoxy died and the Caliphs 
insisted on the substitution of Arabic for Greek in the govern
ment offices, Greek perished utterly. Syriac and Coptic on the 
other hand survived far into the middle ages as the popular 
languages of Syria and Egypt.50

Another sign that the mass of the population did not speak 
Greek is the survival of pre-Greek town names, Semitic and 
Egyptian. The Greek names in some cases, when the town was 
a completely new creation or was substantially remodelled, have 
survived. Instances are Alexandria (Iskanderiya in Arabic, though 
Rakoti in Coptic), the cities of the Syrian tetrapolis (Antakiya and 
Latakiya still current in modern times, Selerkiya and Afamiya 
mentioned in Arabic geographers), some other Seleucid founda
tions, such as Nicopolis (Niboli), Seieucia ad Belum (Selukiya), 
and Europus (Jerabis), and several Herodian foundations, Sebaste 
(Sebastiya), Caesarea (Kaisariya), Tiberias (Tubbariya). In very 
many cases, however, the old name has survived. In Syria there 
are Kinnesrin for Chalcis, Haleb for Beroea, Hama for Epi- 
phaneia, Baalbek for Heliopolis, ‘Amman for Philadelphia, ‘Akka 
for Ptolemais, Baitjebrin for Eleutheropolis, Amwas for Nico
polis, Arsuf for Apollonia, to name only some of the well-attested 
cases. In Egypt similarly names such as Latopolis, Apollinopolis, 
Panopolis, Lycopolis, Hermopolis, Heracleopolis, and Cynopolis 
have vanished, and the modern names are derived from the 
ancient Egyptian, Esna from Tesnet, Edfu from Dfot, Akhmim 
from Khemmi, Assiut from Siaut, Ashmunein from Khmunu 
(via the Coptic Shmun), Ahnas from Hat-nen-nesut (via the 
Coptic Hnes), Qeis from Kais. The conclusion to be drawn 
from this phenomenon is that the mass of the people continued 
throughout the period of Roman rule to call the towns by their 
native names, ignoring the names universally used in Greek 
because they did not speak Greek.

No similar evidence from survival is available for Asia Minor. 
Asia Minor remained for another five centuries under the rule 
of a Greek-speaking government and under the influence of a 
Greek-speaking Church. The native languages eventually died 
and Greek conquered. Even in the most backward regions the 
Greek names of cities have survived rather than the indigenous. 
InPontus Niksar is derived from Neocaesarea, not Cabeira, Sivas 
from Sebasteia; even the fancy name Ionopolis has supplanted 
the old name Abonuteichus, and survives as Ineboli. In Cappa
docia Caesarea (Kaisarieh) and not Mazaca has survived. In
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Lycaonia Ladik represents Laodicea, In the mountains of Cilicia 
Tracheia a large number of Greek names survive, Sebaste (Se- 
vasti), Germanicopolis (Ermenek), Irenopolis (Imebol), Domi- 
tiopolis (Dindebol), and even Zenonopolxs (Isnebol). This fact 
is, however, no proof that by the sixth century Greek was univer
sally spoken. Tnere is no indication that hellenization was more 
complete in many parts of Asia Minor than it was in Egypt or 
Syria; in some parts there is every reason to believe that it was 
less advanced.

The difference in language between the urban aristocracy and 
the peasantry implies a deep cultural cleavage, and there was, it 
would seem, little love lost between them. As in many sophi
sticated societies there was, it is true, a literary cult of the simple 
life among the aristocracy. The Idylls of Bion of Smyrna draw 
a rosy picture of Arcadian shepherds and shepherdesses, and the 
same theme is repeated by many later writers, such as Longus, 
who wrote his ‘Pastorals concerning Daphnis and Chloe’ in the 
third or fourth century A.D. A famous example of this genre, 
which has sometimes been taken too literally by modern scholars, 
is Dio Chrysostom’s Euboicus, which describes the author’s 
adventures in the wilds of Euboea, where he is entertained by a 
peasant who is a typical product of a townsman’s imagination. 
John Chrysostom in a sermon delivered at Antioch likewise 
paints a highly idealized picture of the simple joys of rustic life, 
but on this occasion with a purpose: real peasants of flesh and 
blood would soon be coming into town for a great festival, and 
John was anxious that his aristocratic congregation should give 
them a decent welcome. It is plain from this sermon that the 
gentry regarded the peasants as boors and barbarians, and this 
was probably the general attitude; in a third-century letter which 
we possess from Egypt the writer asks his correspondent with 
rhetorical horror: ‘Do you take me for a barbarian or an in
human Egyptian?’51

Of the attitude of the peasants to the city aristocracy we have 
little direct evidence, but they had not much ground for liking 
them. The city magnates came into contact with the villagers in 
three capacities only, as tax-collectors, as policemen, and as 
landlords. The tax-collector is never a popular figure, and, as 
we have seen, the decurions, in the Byzantine period at any rate, 
did not trouble to endear themselves to the humbler inhabitants 
of the city territory. The policeman again has never been beloved 
by the lower classes, and in this capacity also the decurions do
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not seem to have made themselves popular. On the conduct of 
the urban aristocracy as landowners it is of course impossible to 
generalize, but they had as a class the usual failings of absentee 
landlords. They seem to have done little for their tenants, and 
they were inconsiderate about the rent in bad seasons.

John Chrysostom fiercely denounces the rapacity of the Anti
ochene aristocracy. ‘Should one examine how they treat the 
miserable long-suffering peasants, one will see that they are more 
brutal than savages. The peasants are wasted with hunger and 
toil their life long. The landlords impose unceasing and in
tolerable payments on them, and demand from them laborious 
services. They use their bodies like asses or mules, or rather 
stones, never allowing them to pause a moment for breath, and 

’ ’ ' ' ' '  ’ not yield, they keep them at it
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more pitiable than when, having toiled the whole winter through 
in frost and rain, spent with work, the peasants return with 
empty hands and even in debt, dreading and fearing more than 
this ruin and more than hunger the torments inflicted by the 
bailiffs, the seizures, the demand notes, the arrests, the unes- 
capable forced labour?’ Elsewhere he castigates the owners of 
vineyards for their treatment of the casual labour employed at 
the vintage. ‘They fill their presses and vats from the toil and 
sweat of the labourers, but they do not allow them to take home 
even a small measure of the produce, but put it all into the jars 
of their iniquity, throwing them a little money for it.’ These 
denunciations cannot be discounted as mere commonplaces of 
Christian oratory; for the pagan Libanius, whose sympathies 
lay on the whole with the city magnates, confirms them in one 
passage. ‘Some treat them like slaves: if the cultivators do not 
praise their extortionate treatment of them, a few syllables are 
spoken, a soldier with chains appears on the estate, and the jail 
receives them.’52

These denunciations are borne out by an anecdote told by 
Theodoret, which vividly illustrates the ordinary relations of a 
great landlord to his tenants. ‘They say that one day the owner 
of the village—he was Letoius, who held the first rank in the 
council of Antioch, but was wrapped in mists of impiety—came 
down and proceeded to exact the crops from the peasants with 
more violence than was right.’ The parish priest endeavoured 
to induce him to take pity on the villagers, ‘but he remained 
inexorable. But in the event he learned the wickedness of his
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disobedience. For when it was time to start back, and the car
riage was ready, he took his seat and ordered the driver to whip 
up the mules. They pulled, straining with all their strength and 
struggling to draw the shaft, but the wheels were as if bound with 
iron and lead. When the crowd of peasants had tried to move the 
wheels with crowbars, and this had also proved unavailing, one 
of the more friendly of them, taking Letoius’ side, told him the 
reason’—which was that the priest had cursed him.53

This story shows that the peasants regarded their landlords 
with a certain hostility. A passage in one of John Chrysostom’s 
sermons suggests that their discontent might reach dangerous 
proportions. He is urging Christian landowners to build churches 
ana endow priests in their villages, and having made his appeal 
to higher motives he ends up with a word of worldly wisdom; 
‘this will be useful for the tranquillity of the peasants. For the 
priest will be revered and this will contribute to the security of 
the estate.’ Libanius in his speech on patronage reveals that 
where the peasants could secure armed support by bribing 
soldiers stationed in the village, this unrest developed into open 
revolt against the landlord, and that villages of peasant pro
prietors often in similar circumstances drove off the decurions 
who came to collect their taxes with showers of stones.54

The normal attitude of the peasant proprietor to the tax- 
collector and of the tenant to his landlord was thus one of sullen 
hostility, which, if opportunity offered, developed into revolt. 
It cannot be concluded from this that the peasantry had as a 
whole any class consciousness or that they regarded the cities 
with hatred as the symbols of an alien domination. Their atti
tude to the cities was rather one of indifference. This indiffer
ence is strikingly illustrated on the tombstones of the Syrian 
villagers who migrated to western lands to make their fortunes. 
These exiles always record their village on their tombstones. 
Their city they either ignore or record merely as a geographical 
determinant. A typical inscription runs: ‘Here lies Azizus son 
of Agrippa, a Syrian of the village of Caprozabada in the territory 
of Apamea.’ Azizus did not regard Apamea as his native city: 
it was to him merely the capital of the district in which his native 
village lay.55

One important contribution the men of the cities made to the 
life of the country-side, Christianity. Till the rise of Chris
tianity town and country had in religion, as in other things, 
little in common. The gods whose cults the cities maintained were
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naturally often worshipped throughout their territories, and 
sometimes over a wider area; and the peasantry flocked in at 
festivals to enjoy the sumptuous shows provided by the civic 
authorities. But they also continued to worship their own local 
gods, building them temples and altars and celebrating their 
feasts with merry-making, and it was probably to these gods that 
their real devotion went. Scores of village inscriptions record 
dedications to obscure local deities with uncouth names, and 
from a number of rural temples in Lydia and Phrygia comes an 
interesting group of documents which show how dominating an 
influence these village gods had on the life of the peasantry: they 
are records of penances imposed on worshippers by the god for 
ritual or moral offences ana faithfully performed. Of the inter
national cults of the Hellenistic ana Roman world none save 
emperor worship, which was more or less obligatory on all 
classes, took root in the country-side till Christianity.56

Christianity, though it originated in a rural environment, be
came very rapidly an essentially urban religion. It appealed 
mainly to the proletariat, and especially to its upper stratum, the 
prosperous freedmen. When in the third century members of this 
class began to be pressed into the councils, Christianity rose in 
the social scale and gradually conquered the curial order, though 
the richest and most aristocratic decurions, most of whom 
filtered into the imperial bureaucracy, remained for long, despite 
the pressure and the patronage of the Christian court, pagan at 
heart. But all this while the country-side was hardly affected. 
In the West the name given to the adherents of the old religion, 
pagans or countrymen, testifies to this fact. In the East, by a 
literary tradition deriving from the Jewish writers of the Hellen
istic and Roman periods, pagans were called Hellenes, a title 
appropriate enough to the aristocratic intellectuals who were the 
most vocal section of the opposition, but singularly ill fitted, as 
Julian once remarks, to describe the barbarian peasantry who 
formed the bulk of the conservative party.57

This sketch is of course highly schematic and ignores many 
local variations. Some cities long remained obstinately pagan: 
Gaza for instance was still almost solidly devoted to its old gods 
in the reign of Arcadius. Elsewhere villages early became Chris
tian : in Bithynia Pliny notes with alarm the spread of the super
stition into the rural areas as early as Trajan’s day, and in Cyprus 
and Cyrenaica the large number of village bishoprics testifies to 
the early popularity of Christianity in the country. But in
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general the fact that bishoprics nearly always correspond with 
cities shows that in the formative period of the Christian hier
archy the faithful were normally to be found in the towns. 
Julian’s pagan revival found its chief support, apart from the 
old aristocracy, in the villages. He himself comments on the 
welcome change when he left the rabidly Christian atmosphere 
of Antioch and Beroea and passed through villages where the 
smoke of sacrifices rose to welcome him. In the internecine 
struggles which raged in the cities of the East during Theo
dosius I ’s reign the followers of the old gods are stated to have 
called in bands of peasants to their aid, and Libanius’ pamphlet 
on behalf of the temples, addressed to that emperor, defends 
almost exclusively the still flourishing rural sanctuaries.58

The conversion of the country-side was a long task which was 
still incomplete in Justinian’s reign. It was in part the work of 
hermits, who were particularly active and numerous in Syria and 
Egypt. Many of these were townsmen who had fled from the 
turmoil of urban life: Publius, for instance, who made many con
verts in north-eastern Syria, was a decurion of Zeugma. More 
were peasants themselves, but many of them owed their conver
sion to a city education: the famous Hilarion, son of a prosperous 
peasant family in the territory of Gaza, was converted as a school
boy at Alexandria. Some credit is therefore due to the cities for 
this casual missionary work. But more important was the work 
of the bishops of the cities, who, unlike the secular magistrates, 
regarded the whole territory and not merely the town as their 
charge. The correspondence of Basil of Caesarea gives a vivid 
picture of the minute care with which he supervised his vast 
diocese and directed the fifty ‘rural bishops’ (x<upemoKoirot) who 
ruled its subdivisions. John Chrysostom as a priest at Antioch 
is insistent in his sermons on the duty of the rich members of his 
congregation to build churches and endow priests in the villages 
which they owned. Theodoret of Cyrrhus tells us in one of his 
letters that his diocese comprised no less than eight hundred 
parishes. It was the parochial system, whereby the bishop 
ordained a priest for every village, that won the country-side for 
the faith of the town. In Asia Minor the church by its means 
eventually succeeded where the cities had failed, and made the 
peasants Greeks.59

It would scarcely be an exaggeration to say that the history of 
Greco-Roman civilization is the history of the cities. So long as 
they held the loyalty of their citizens, they supplied the motive
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power which kept the mechanism of society in action: when 
they lost their attraction, the machine ran down. For the ancient 
world evolved no larger loyalty than that of the citizen to his 
native town. The leagues of the Hellenistic age, important as 
were their achievements, never superseded their constituent cities 
in the regard of their members, and for that reason they failed in 
the struggle for existence against the monarchies. But the 
Hellenistic kingdom had no essential unity: it was a mere ag
glomeration of communities, united only by their common sub
jection to the king, whose power rested on tfie co-operation of his 
‘friends’ and the support of a mercenary army. The empire of 
Rome, which succeeded to the kingdoms, had greater stability, 
since its ruler was not an individual but a community. But it too 
lacked organic unity. The force which built it and held it together 
in its early days was the tenacious loyalty of the Roman people, 
both the ruling aristocracy and the mass of citizens who formed 
the army, to the city of Rome. Under the principate this senti
ment gradually mellowed among the aristocracy into a sense of 
imperial responsibility for the welfare of the subject communities: 
and as the governing class developed into a cosmopolitan 
bureaucracy, what remained of the spirit of civic loyalty was 
transmuted into professional solidarity. The army similarly, 
once inspired by a vigorous patriotism, became a professional 
body, held together by its own esprit de corps. But neither in the 
bureaucracy nor in the army did any true imperial loyalty emerge. 
The force which maintained their efficiency was rather professional 
pride, and though they successfully fulfilled their functions of 
administering and defending the empire, they ruthlessly neglected 
the interests of its inhabitants.

If in the imperial services themselves no genuine loyalty to the 
empire developed, still less could it be expected to arise among 
the provincial population. For the vast majority of men their city 
remained the focus of their loyalties and the boundaries of its 
territory their political horizon. Under the Hellenistic mon
archies very little attempt was made to stimulate any sentiment of 
unity. There was no common citizenship, no term even to 
describe membership of a kingdom; the ordinary inhabitant of 
a kingdom, who was not one of the king’s 'friends’ or soldiers, was 
the citizen of such and such a city, which was in alliance with the 
king. The sole bond of unity—and it was a weak one—was the 
cult of the monarch and the dynasty. Under the Roman empire 
there was some progress. Since the mistress of the empire was a
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city there was an imperial citizenship which could be extended to 
the provincials. In the West it was granted to an ever increasing 
number of subject communities: in the East, however, wholesale 
grants were very rare and on the whole only selected members of 
the upper classes achieved the Roman citizenship till the universal 
grant of a.d. 212. After that date, it is true, all tree inhabitants of 
theempire were technically citizens of Rome; but the sentimental 
effect of this sudden transformation was nugatory—‘Roma 
communis nostra patria cst’ was in the East, at any rate, a mere 
lawyer’s maxim. The cult of Rome and of the emperors meant 
pCrhaps rather more. As the memories of their freedom faded, the 
cities had ceased to chafe at subjection to a sovereign. The estab
lishment of peace and orderly government after the oppressions of 
the republican period and the horrors of the civil wars produced 
under the principate a revulsion of gratitude to the imperial 
house, and gradually there grew up a sentiment of pride in 
membership of the Roman empire. But it was a purely passive 
sentiment. The empire was regarded almost as an external 
power, whose benefactions were received with gratitude, whose 
triumphs excited admiration, and whose demands were met with 
proper submission.

The sentiment of civic loyalty was, on the other hand, deep and 
strong. Unhappily the development of larger political units, 
useful and indeed necessary though these were to curb the bad 
side of local patriotism, the never-ending internecine wars 
between cities, tended to deprive it of any useful outlet. Since 
political unity was imposed by force against the will of the cities, 
the kings who first imposed it could hardly count on their co
operation. They were therefore driven to restrict as far as possible 
the powers and responsibilities of the cities and to build up an in
dependent military and administrative system. They thus took out 
of the hands of the cities the departments of war and taxation, 
and entrusted them to their own mercenary armies and revenue 
officials and contractors. The Roman republic' continued the 
same policy, partly because it too ruled by force, and partly from 
mere inertia, and furthermore, in order to protect the interests 
of its citizens, deprived the subject cities of the department of 
justice. Under the principate the cities no longer resented their 
subjection, and it was safe to return to them certain powers. But 
by this time the system of imperial administration had hardened 
and it was impossible to make a radical reversal of policy. In 
fact the cities were entrusted only with minor administrative
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functions in connexion with taxation. These services, which 
allowed no initiative and no responsibility, save to fulfil orders 
punctually, made little appeal to the spirit of civic pride.

Little attempt was thus made to guide the forces of civic 
patriotism into the service of the empire. The imperial army 
and the imperial judicial and fiscal system were divorced from 
the local governments, and the ordinary citizen could in effect 
enter these services only by severing his connexion with his city. 
Only the social services were left to the civic authorities, and 
even here they were cramped by inadequate finance, since the 
major taxes were appropriated by the central government, and 
by restrictions imposed in its own interest by the suzerain power. 
The kings as a rule felt more sympathy for the propertied classes 
than for the commons, and, since this sympathy was reciprocated 
by political support, used their influence to maintain the cause of 
the rich. Democracy was in the Hellenistic age so powerful a 
movement that they were unable to do this overtly or with 
complete success, and the democracies of the Hellenistic age 
were able to make striking progress in the sphere of the social 
services. Public control of the market and direction of the corn 
supply kept the prices of essential foodstuffs within the means of 
the lower classes. Drainage, a pure water-supply, baths, and a 
state medical service made for a better standard of health. Some 
cities even supplied free education and physical training to all 
alike. But the kings set their faces against radical readjustments, 
the abolition of debts and redistribution of the land which were 
the slogans of the left wing, and in default of these the concentra
tion of wealth in the hands of the few continued unchecked, as it 
invariably does in a peasant economy, especially when, as in the 
ancient world, taxation is not steeply enough graded. Moreover 
the social services were financed, not by taxation of the rich, but 
by voluntary subscription, and those who gave the money 
naturally gained control. Thus the cities gradually fell under 
the dominion of the upper classes, whose rule was legally 
established by Rome, when she became the suzerain power. 
From now on the cities were governed by a narrow and mainly 
hereditary clique of wealthy men, and simultaneously the social 
services ceased to expand. In some spheres there was, it is true, 
no retrogression: the public health services were maintained, and 
the food supply had still to be controlled and subsidized in order 
to keep the masses quiet. But education and athletics seem to 
have become an upper class preserve,, and an ever increasing
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proportion of expenditure was devoted to amusements, whose 
quality as steadily deteriorated.

Civic patriotism was thus not only debarred by the jealousy 
of the central government from diplomacy, war, justice and higfi 
finance, but, owing to the composition of the governing classes, 
which was largely the work of the suzerain power, found no 
outlet in the social services. It slowly degenerated into arid 
bickerings between the cities over points of precedence and 
honorific titles or an equally futile but more harmful emulation 
in magnificence. Civic extravagance in its turn provoked stricter 
control by the central government, which began to interfere more 
extensively in the narrow field which was still left to the local 
authorities. At length even the governing classes, wearied by 
the tedium of their petty duties, irked by continual interference 
from above, and resenting the drain upon their purses, lost 
interest in local politics and were no longer willing to perform 
the services that they traditionally owed. The urban pro
letariat, deprived of political power and responsibility, had long 
ceased to care for their cities. The peasants had in most regions 
never learnt to take any interest in the town which governed 
them; only intensive education could have awakened their 
loyalty, and this neither the urban democracies nor the landlord 
class which succeeded to power ever troubled to give to them.

Civic patriotism died from inanition, and as it died the machinery 
of local government began to run down. The only remedy was 
to apply compulsion, and from the third century onwards the 
conscription of the local gentry for the work of civic administra
tion became more and more overt. To enforce this system in 
every city of the empire the imperial bureaucracy had to be 
enormously enlarged, and the flood of new officials—many of 
them drawn from the very class which they were supposed to 
control—which poured into the service swept away its old code 
of professional honour. There set in an age of dreary individual
ism. The imperial administrative machine, its lower ranks filled 
by unwilling conscripts, its direction in the hands of careerists 
whose main objects in life were power and money, lumbered on 
more from the momentum of the past than from any present 
driving force, and friction and leakage steadily slowed down its 
action, as the increasing brutality needed to enforce compulsory 
service set up a stronger antagonism and as the unashamed 
venality of tne officials absorbed more and more of the public 
revenues. Imperial patriotism was stillborn: civic patriotism,
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which had eased the strain on the central government by taking 
off its hands the local administration, was dead: there remained 
no force to keep the empire alive, for the religion which re
sponded to the mood of the age was one of escape. The church 
urged submission to authority upon the lower orders, and casti
gated the brutality and corruption of the ruling class. But it had 
no positive political doctrine to offer and propounded no ideal 
of civic duty. Rather it despaired of the republic; the world was 
evil, and if a man would save his soul he had better withdraw 
from it. In the West the empire crumbled before the attack of a 
few thousand barbaric invaders. The East received a new lease 
of life only when the onslaught of Islam infused into Chris
tianity a fighting spirit and thus gave the empire in its religion 
a principle of unity and a motive for survival.
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i« C.B.R.P., pp. 4-5. Ph ilippi: Diod., xvi, 8. heraclea: Steph. Byz., s.v. 
Ηράκλεια, κγ' Μακεδονίας, *Αμνντον του Φίλιππον χτίσμα (no such person existed, 30 
Philip, son of Amyntas, is probably meant); Oberhummer (P.W ., vni. 429) is 
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M r. C . H. Roberts, whose commentary should be consulted.

3. A lexandria: C.E.R.P., pp. 303-4. eastern colonies: Arrian, Anab., iv. 4,22, 
24, v. 29, vn . 21, cf. v. 27; Diod., xvn. 83; Pliny, N.H., v i. 138.

4. games: Arrian, Anab.> n. 24, in . 5, 6, 16, 25, iv. 4, v. 3, 8, 20, vn . 14, Plut., 
A t ex., 29, 72. intermarriage: Arrian, Anab., v ii. 4, 12; Wilcken would have 
Alexander favour intermarriage only with the (Aryan?) Persians {Alexander der 
Grosse, p. 195) but Arrian speaks of the * Ασιανά γυναίκες of the common 
soldiers; the nobility naturally married women of native nobility, i.e. Persians.

5. C.E.R.P., pp. 239 (Antigoneia of Syria), 151 (of Bithynia), 306-7 (Ptolemais).
6. Ib., pp. 216-19, 243-8; cf. also Amm. Marc., xiv. vail. 5-6, Libanius, Or., xi. 

101 seqq.
7. Lesquier, Let institutions militaires de 1‘lSgypte sous les Lagides. C.E.R.P., 

PP- 44- 5·
8. C.E.R.P., pp. 198, 227-19, 244-7, 441-2. I was perhaps too sceptical about 

Cyrrhua and Arethusa; though their Macedonian names may have been sug
gested by their native names, they may none the less have been genuine colonies.

9. antipatreia: Polyb., v . 108, Livy, xxxx. 27; since Antipater the regent could 
not have assumed die quasi-royal prerogative of giving his name to a city, his 
son Cassander must be the founder, cass andrei a: Diod., xix. 52, Strabo, vii, 
fr. 25, Paus., v . xxiii. 3, Livy, xxxx. 4-5, xliv. io- i i . thessalonica: Strabo, 
vn , fr. 21, Dion. Hal., 1. 49. fhthiotic thbbes: Diod., xx. n o .  acarnanians: 
id., xix. 67. demetrias: Strabo, 436, Plut., D m ., 53, SylL3t 1157, Steph. By2., 
s.v. Δτιμφρίά* ( i) ;  Stephanus’ second Demetrias in  Macedonia is otherwise 
unknown and probably a doublet of the first. Other early royal foundations in 
Greece and Macedonia include Pyrrhus* Berenice (Plut., Pyrrhus, 6, Steph. Byz., 
s.v. BqxyiKcu (1), Appian, Mith., 4), and Alexarchus* Uranopolis (Strabo, vn, 
fr. 35, Pliny, N .H ., iv. 37, Ath., m . 98c, Head, Hist, Num.2, p. 206).

ro. C.E.R.P., pp. 5 (Lysimacheia), 42 (Arsinoeia), 150 (Amastris), 41-2 (Lebedus 
and Teos, Smyrna, Alexandria Troas), 198-9 (Seleucia ad Calycadnum, Alexan
dria ad Zesum), 245 (Seleucia in Pieria).

11. Ib., pp. 42 (Pleistarchela), 201 (Antioch on the Cydnus). T he name Demetrias 
taken by Sicyon (Diod., xx. 202, Strabo, 382) celebrated only the rebuilding of 
the city on a new site by Poliorcetes. Lysimacheia and Arsinoe in Aetolia 
(Polyb., v . 7, Livy, xxxvi. i t ,  Strabo, 460, Steph. Byz., s.v. Άρσινάη (8), were 
presumably so named by die Aetolians themselves, who were allies but never 
subjects of Lysimachus.

12. antigoneia in  chaonia: Polyb., u. 5, 6, Livy, xxxii. 5, xliii. 23, Steph. Byz., 
S.V. ’Avnytvua ( l) , Pliny, N .H ., IV. 2, Ptol., HI. Xlii. 5. ANTIGONEIA IN ΡΑΕΟΝΙΑ: 
Pliny, iv. 34, Ptol., in . xii. 33, Tab. Pent., vn . 5 ; probably Steph. Byz., s.v.
Άνηγόν€ΐ* (3), Μακεδονίας, χτίσμα τον Γονάτου. ANTIGONEIA IN CHALCIDICEJ
Livy, xliv. 10, Scymnus, 631, Ptol., ill. xii. 3s, probably O .G .I., 441. On these
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three see Tarn, Antigonus Conatas, pp. 197-8, 312, 321. stratonicea: Ptol., m . 
xii. 9, Q .G .I,, 442; probably founded by Gonatas in honour o f his sister. 
ph ila  : Steph. Byz., s.v. Φίλα, L ivy, x u v . 2. ferseis : L ivy , xxxix. 53. There is no 
reason to doubt that all these were true cities: L ivy, x liii. 23 shows that Anti- 
goneia in Chaonia had a territory, and the ethnic Antigonensis (of which city is 
not clear) is used by L iv y  (xlii. 38) o f  officers o f Perseus. Mmyew.® \ 0» 

and Στρατονίκκ* ή iv Μακ6$ονίψ are cited in the Sc. de Stratoni- 
censibus (0 ,0 ,1., 44s) among the  cities accepting the όσνλία o f  Hecate. A n ti· 
gonenses in Pliny, N .H ., iv . 2, m ust come from the Augustan formula provtnciae 
and proves that Antigoneia in Chaonia was a city  then. I find the Antiocherues 
o f Pliny’s list o f  Macedonia (N ,H .t iv . 35) very puzzling; can they be named 
from  Antiochus, Stra to nice’s second husband, or are they a mistake for A nti· 
gonenses? fh ilippo po lis-co m ph i: Steph. By2., s.v. Φίλιπποι, L ivy , xxxix . 25. 
PHILIPPOPOLIS-TKEBES: Polyb., V. ZOO, Diod. XXVI. 9, Steph. B yz., S.V. Φίλιπποι. 
olym pias- gonnocondylum  : L ivy, xxxdc. 23. Antigoneia-Man tinea was not a 
royal foundation, being so named in honour of Doson by the Achaean league 
(Paus., Vill. viii. 11, Plut., Aratus, 45).

13. arsinob-l y t t u s : Steph. Byz., s.v. 'Αρσινόη (9), fnschr. Magn. M ae., no. 21.
ARSINOE IN CEOS! ib., ΠΟ. $Ot J.G ., XU. V. Io6 l, cf. 1906, p. 97. ARSINOE-
m fth ana: O .G .I . , 102, cf. 115. F or the others, see C .E .R .P ., pp. 42 (Lebedus), 
100 (Pataxa), 200 (Pamphylia and Cilicia), 372 (Marium), 359 (Cyrenaica), 241 
(Ace).

14. F or the Red Sea stations, see Tscherikower, 'D ie  hellenistischen Stadte- 
grundungen*, Philologus, Suppl. xix. (1927), pp. 12-15. ^or the metropolis and 
villages o f the Arsinoite, see P . T e b t n, pp. 343 seqq. Syr ia n  foundations:
C .E .R .P . , pp. 241-2.

15. Jb., pp. *28-9.

z6. Ib ., pp. 42-4» cf. 70, 74·
17. Ib ., pp. 246 (Arad), 251 (Berytus).

18. lb., pp. 200-r, 218, 248-53.

19. Ib., pp. 47, 54-5, 130-1.
20. Ib., pp. 151—2.
21. Ib·, pp. 153 (Phamaceia), 175-6, 278-82 (Cappadocia).

22. Ib., pp. 48-50 (Docimium, See,), 265 (Samoaata), 467 (Eboda), 256 (Chalcis).

23. See the authorities cited in C .E .R .P ., pp. 552-2.

24. F or Ptolemaic Syria add to the account in C .E .R .P ., p. 241, d ie  papyrus since 
published in Aegyptus, 1936, pp. 257 seqq,

25. F or the survival o f  the system under the Seleucids see C .E .R .P ., pp. 253-4; 
in  the Jewish kingdom, ib., pp. 274-6; in  the Ituraeaa principality, ib ., pp. 
283, 285; in  the Nabataean kingdom, ib., p. 292.

26. Ib .,p p . 177-8 (Cappadocia), 155 (Pontus), 163 (Paphlagonia), 16 1-2  (Bithynia) 
265-6 (Commagene), 203-6 (Cilicia).

27. seleucid satrapies: Ib., pp. 46 (Asia Minor), 242-3, 248 (Syria). Mace
d o n ia : Macedonians are from  the days o f Philip and Alexander officially known 
by their ethnic (city or tribe), cf. SyU.3, 267-9, Arrian, Anab., in ,  5, § 3, vi. 28, 
$4, Ind., 18, and for later times, SyllS, 492, 585, L ivy , x l . 24, x lii. 51, 58, 
x l iii. 19. W hen the monarchy was weak the cities were capable o f independent 
action (Xen., Hell., v. ii. 23) in  the fourth century B.c. U nder the Amigonids 
they seem to  have been subject to royal governors (Polyb., v. 26, Syll.3, 459) but 
had their own revenues (ror sc. προσόδους in Syll.3, 459) and could
pass decrees (Ath. M itt., 1905, p. 273). Royal governors o f frontier districts are 
recorded in L iv y , x l . 21, *Didas ex praetoribus regiis unus qui Paeoniae praeerat’,

3 0 6
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23» Taeoniae praetor’, x lii. 58, ‘Paeoniae praefectus Dldas’, xxxix. 34, ‘ Ono- 
masto qui praeerat maritimae orae', xxxi. 27, 'Athenagoras quidam regiu? 
praefectus’ (in Illyria). ptolem aicrule: C.E.R.P., pp. 240 (Phoenicia), 99-zoo 
(Lycia), 371-3 (Cyprus), 360-2 (Cyrenaica). attalid rule: ib., pp. 5 5-6 ,13Z-3.

28. For the military colonies, vtd. sup., notes 7 and 8; to the Macedonian settle*· 
ments in Syria may perhaps be added Dium, Samaria, and Gerasa (C.E.R.P., 
pp. 238-9), in Mesopotamia Batnae and Carrhae (ib., pp. 216, 218). For Egypt 
Lesquier (Les institutions militaires de V Egypte sous les Lagides, pp. n o  seqq.) 
gives some useful figures: the ‘r6guliers* and «£ emyoHfo who are alone relevant 
to the issue, since they alone were settlers, number 24 Macedonians and 34 
Greeks; but it  is noteworthy that of the latter 9 are Cyrenaeans, who hardly rank 
as immigrants in Egypt, and 5 Thessalians, i.e., Macedonian subjects. The 
more up to date but less clearly analysed figures in Griffith, Mercenaries of the 
Hellenistic World» p. 242, are (again for * military settlers’ and Anyowj) 41 Mace
donians and 33 Greeks (including Thessalians but excluding Cyrenaeans). For 
Macedonians in the cities, see C.E.R.P., pp. 470 (Alexandria), 306 (Ptolemais), 
239 (Antioch), 151 (Nicaea), 43 (Stratonicea), 244 (Apamea). POPULATION of 
Macedonia: Beloch, Grieck. Geseh.*, m . ii, pp. 322 seqq.

29. creek mercenaries : Griffith, op. d t., pp. 236-46; for recruiting in the second 
century b .c ., see Polyb., xxn. 17, xxix. 23, xxxt. 17, xxxm . x8, Jos., A n t,  xin. 
86, Strabo, 477. wage rates in  Greece : T am , in The Hellenistic Age (Cambridge, 
1923), pp. 115-27. depopulation of greecs: Polyb., xxxvi. 37.

30. the bactrian colonists : Diod., xvii. 99, xviii. 7, cf. Arrian, Anab., v. 27 and 
Paus., I. xxv. 5 for the unpopularity of Alexander's policy o f colonization among 
the Greek mercenaries. T he levying o f drafts of colonists is attested in O.G.J., 
233 (from Magnesia on the Maeander for Antioch in Persia) and may be sus
pected in the case of Antigoneia of Syria and Bithynia {C.E.R.P., pp. 239, 152) 
and Antioch of Pisidia (ib., p. 229).

31. T he number of colonists at Antigoneia of Syria is given as 5,300 b y Malalas 
(p. 201, ed. Bonn). T he dti2ens o f Seleucia in Pieria numbered 6,000 at the end 
o f the third century b .c . (Polyb., v. 61).

32. C.E.R.P., pp. 1-5 (Thrace), 248-9 (Pontic coast).

33· Ib·» PP- *8, 32-7.

34. Ib., pp. 28-32; cf. Thuc., VIII. 85, Κάρα Μγλωοοον, Xen., HAL, II. i. 25, ijowtt 
μιξοβάρβαρο* o« AviKofrrtt (in Cedreae), and Herod.» i. 246, for the mixture of 
races at Miletus.

35. Ib., pp. 96-9.

36. Ib., pp. 224-8.

37. Ib., pp. 192-8.

38. Ib., pp. 365-9·

39. Ib., pp. 351-6.

40. Greeks in  saitb εουρτγ Herod·, n . 252 seqq.; in the fourth century, Diod., 
xv. 90-3, xvi. 42, 47-50, [AriatJ, Oec., u . ii. 25. T he tomb o f Petosiris is pub
lished by Lefebvre, Le Totnbeau de Petosiris (Cairo, 1924).

42. PHOENICIANS AT ATHENS: J.G., II. I70-X, 2836, 3326-24. ATHENIANS AT ACB: 
Isaeus, iv. 7, [Dem.], lii. 20. strato: Ath., xii. 531. H e made a commerdal 
treaty with Athens (J.G., n . 86).

42· A n early example of the celebration of games is Diod., xx. 208 (Antigonus in 
302 B.C.).
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43. T h e  employment o f natives in administrative posts is illustrated b y  the 
Egyptian papyri; most o f the early nomarchs and royal scribes are Egyptians» 
working under Greek strategi; cf. also JAriatJ, Oec., n . ii. 33,35.

44. democedes: Herod., in . 129 seqq. ctesias: Diod., it. 32. chabrias as finan
cial  adviser: [Arist.]» Oec., 12.ii. 25. co n o n : Xen., Hell., iv .iii. 1 1 . iphicrates, 
etc.:  D iod.t xv. 41-3, 90-3, xvr. 42-52. m em non: Arrian, Anab., 1. 12, 15, 20, 
23, II. 1. For Greek mercenaries see, besides Xenophon’s Anabasis and the 
passages o f  Diodorus d ie d  above, Arrian, Anab., 1 . 12, r6, if. 7, 8, in . 11, 16, i t .  
It m ay be noted that orientals did not distinguish Macedonians from Greeks; 
cf. Daniel, viii. 21, x. zo> I Macc., vi. 2, and the Prophecy o f the Potter (56 . Ak, 
Berlin, 1915, pp. 287 seqq.).

45. A t Palmyra and in Nabataean Arabia the official use o f  Aramaic is proved by 
the inscriptions (collected in C .I.S ., n . i. 2, and iii). For the use o f  Syriac in 
Mesopotamia, see Cumont, Etudes Syriennes, p. 144 (an inscription), Yale 
Classical Studies V  (1935) (a contract) and C.E.R .P., p. 234.

46. Some very late hieroglyphs are published in The Buchetm  (by S ir  Robert M ood 
and others, Oxford, 1934). For  the use of demotic in legal documents, see Bevan, 
A  History of Egypt, the Ptolemaic Dynastyt p, 159; in priestly decrees, op. cit., 
pp. 208, 232, 262; in tax receipts, H . Thompson in Theban Osiraca; as a literary 
vehicle, 56 . A k . Berlin, 19x5, pp. 287 seqq. Professor Glanville informs me that 
there are a fair number o f legal documents (mostly concerning priests) and some 
literary pieces in demotic as late as the second and third centuries a ,d.

47. For the original language and the date o f the biblical literature, see the En
cyclopaedia Biblica under the several books.

48. Some o f the best preserved temples of Egypt are Ptolemaic or Roman (Baede
ker, Egypt, pp, 261-7, 370-8, 390-5). hbrod's  tem ple: Jos., A nt., xv. 391-420 
(especially 414), B ell. v. 184-226. pessinus: Strabo, 567.

49. For the άγραφος γάμος in Egypt, see Mitteis, GrundzUge% pp. 200-8; it was also 
practised in Mesopotamia, Rostovtzeff, &c., Excavations at Dura-Europus 
(sixth season), p. 432. F or brother and sister marriage in Egypt, see D iod., 1. 27 
and Nietzold, D ie Eke in Agypten, pp. 12 -14 ; c?· P  Gnomon, 23; in  M eso
potamia, C .E .R .P ., p. 224. gymnasia : Ib., pp. 3 0 9 -n  (Egypt), 350 (Jerusalem), 
179 (Tyana). g am es: Ib., p. 250.

50. T h e adoption o f  Greek names by oriental gods is o f course almost universal. 
T h e best attested examples are from  Egypt, where the hieroglyphic texts give 
the native names. Elsewhere we often know o f  gods who are obviously oriental, 
e.g., ‘Zeus' o f Venasa and *Enyo' o f Comana with their sacred serfs (Strabo, 537, 
535) or ‘Artem is1 o f Castabala and ‘Zeus' o f Heliopolis with their primitive rites 
(Strabo, 537, Soc., H.E.y 1. 18), only by their Greek names: it may be noted that 
‘Artem is' and ‘Enyo* had linked themselves with Greek myth, posing as founda
tions of Orestes. Some oriental gods, e.g., M en Pharnacu (Strabo, 557), kept 
their own names, some, e.g., the Syrian Goddess or the Persian Goddess (Head, 
Hist. Num.3f p. 777, O.G.J., 333), preserved a discreet anonymity. T h e 
identification o f Jehovah with Zeua by the Samaritans (Jos., Arts., x ii. 257-64), 
whether genuine or not, probably represents the average reaction o f an oriental 
city.

51. For Antiochus IV ’s enforcement o f  Greek ritual, see 1 M ace„  i. 44-50,
2 Mace., vi* 1-7 , F or popular oriental cults, see Cumont, Les religions orientales 
dam le paganime romain.* F or religious prostitution, see Robert, £ t. Anat.t 
pp. 406-7 (Tralles), S dc., H .E., l. 18 (Heliopolis and Aphaca), Strabo, 558, cf. 
Dig., L. i. 1, §2 (Pontus).

52. C .E .R .P ., p. 249-50; other examples are the later Hasmonaeans (see Head, 
Hist* N u m pp* 807-8). T h e  Palmyrene bilingual inscriptions afford many

308
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examples of a later date. For Egypt, see Polyb., xxxi. 18, Πτολεμαίον rov Συμπετηοιν, 
os to y4vo$ Aiyνπηος, Diod., XXXI. 15Λ, diovvoios 6 καλύύμ€νο$ Πετοοάπατηξ . . .  mimuv
Alyvmuuv ιτροεχων, Ckr., I. 5 1, Ειρήνη [*]α* Beofiva . . .  ah «at Αιγύπτια, ονόματα for tv 
Νεφερσονχος καί θανή?>

53, rules OF citizenship: C.E.R.P., pp. 302, 304, 306-7, cf. 318 for the analogous 
fofopt<719 rules. EGYPTIANS AND ALEXANDRIAN CITIZENSHIP: P .S .I ., Il6o, Bell, 
Jetvs and Christians in Egypt, p . 24 (lines 53-7). P . Gnomon, 44. intermarriage 
at europus: C.E.R.P ., pp. 223-4; the Ptolemaic charter of Cyrene (Oli verio, 
Rw. Fit., 1928, p. 186) established the singularly liberal rule that children of 
Cyrenaean fathers and Libyan mothers were admissible, but this was no doubt 
an emergency measure to make good the depletion o f the population by recent 
wars, and perhaps reflects Alexander's policy. Hellene as a cultural term: 
Cic., Vert., iv, 21, cf. the pro Flacco, passim; Mark, vii. 26, cf. 2 Macc., vi. 8, eh 
ras avruyeiW es 'Ελληνίδα* πόλεις. A  very clear example is Jos., Bell., if. 266-8, 
where the Syrian population of Caesarea is equated with οl 'ΕλΧψε*; cf. also 
Ant., xvil. 320, Bell„  11. 97, where Gaza, Gadara, and Hippos are called
*Ελλ ηνιΒες.

54. C.E.R.P ., pp. 308-11.
55· lb., pp. 227-58 (Syria), 365-72 (Cyprus), 216-21 (Mesopotamia), 192-202 

(Cilicia).
56. lb., pp. 118-19 (the Gauls), 148-57 (Bithynia, Pontus), 162-3 (Paphlagonia), 

175-82 (Cappadocia). The anxiety o f these dynasties to pose as philhellene is 
well cxempiiflcd by their cordiality to Athens, the spiritual centre of Hellenism 
(see Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 300-11).

57. Carian was in Strabo's day a dead language, studied by antiquaries, and 
Lydian he expressly states to have been extinct save in Ctbyra (Strabo, 661—3, 
631). For the survival of Phrygian, see Calder, M .A .M .A ., I. p. xii.

58. C .E .R .P pp. 28-40. I ought perhaps, if only out of respect to the memory of 
its author, Sir William Ramsay, to whom I and all students of ancient Asia 
Minor owe so much, to explain my reasons for rejecting the view held by him, 
and by many other scholars who follow him, the primitive social structure of 
Asia Minor; though I feel that the onusprobandi rests rather on them, since they 
have not to my knowledge anywhere systematically set forth the theory and the 
evidence on which it rests. The theory is, if I am not mistaken, that all Asia 
Minor was once ruled by temples, which were owners of the soil and lords of a 
serf population, and that this system was broken up by the Hellenistic (and 
earlier ?) kings and the Roman government, which confiscated the land and either 
granted it to their followers, held it in domain, or founded cities on it. The 
evidence cited is:

(а) The large amount of royal, public or imperial land found in Asia Minor: 
this in itself o f course, unless it can be demonstrated that the kings and the 
Roman government obtained their land by confiscation from the temples, 
proves nothing, and can 1 think be more simply explained on other hypo
theses: for the imperial estates, see Broughton, Trans. Am. Phil. Ass., lxv 
(*934)» PP· 207-39.

(б) The existence in later times of a number of temples which owned 
extensive landed property. Instances are Aezani (I.G .R ., iv. 571), Antioch of 
Pisidia (Strabo, 577), Cabeira (id., 5S7)> Comana of Cappadocia (id., 535), 
Comana of Pontus (id., 558), Pessinus (id., 567, O .G .I ., 315, § t), Venasa 
(Strabo, 537), Zela (id., 559). It is assumed on the view in question that 
these temples were a remnant which survived the confiscations of the Hellen
istic kings. It is also, I take it, assumed that the lands owned by these temples 
in historical times were a small residue which remained after most of their 
property had been taken from them. The second assumption is necessary for
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the theory» for the figures given by Strabo show that the areas owned by the 
temples, though very considerable if  the temples be regarded as landlords, 
were not on the scale of principalities; the case of Comana Pontica, where 
Pompey converted a high priesthood into a principality by vastly enlarging 
the area ruled by the high priest, is conclusive evidence on this point. I can 
find no justification for these assumptions. I know of no proved instance of 
the confiscation o f sacred land by the Hellenistic kings. T he often cited case 
o f Aezani is evidence in the opposite direction; the sacred lands of Zeus still 
in the second century a .d . belonged to Zeus and paid their rent to him, and 
all that ‘ the kings1 had done was to plant settlers as tenants on the land· T o  go 
farther afidd there is evidence in Syria of the Seleucid kings giving land to die 
gods (at Baetocaecc, O .G .L , 262) but none of their taking it away. In Egypt 
similarly there is evidence of gifts to the gods by the kings (the Cairo stele and 
the Edfu inscriptions, cited in Bevan, A  History o f Egypt, the Ptolemaic 
Dynasty, pp. 28 seqq. and 186) but no evidence o f confiscations. In Pontus 
and Cappadocia in particular Strabo strongly implies that the kings had 
studiously respected the temples. Furthermore if the sacred lands of historical 
times were the remnant of a once more extensive principality, one would 
expect them to form a solid block surrounding each temple, and it is generally 
assumed that this was the case. In most instances we have no means of telling 
whether this was so or not. But at Antioch Strabo’s words (ηλήθος ίχουσα 
itpolουλοΛ» *cu χωρίων Upwv) suggest rather scattered estates, and a boundary 
stone o f Men found at Apolioma iv., p. 417, no. 32), confirms this
suggestion; for it can hardly be imagined that in the Roman period Men of 
Antioch owned all the land between Antioch and Apollonia, and the boundary 
must therefore mark an isolated estate. Similarly at Aezani it is clear from 
the correspondence recorded in L G .R n iv. 571, that parcels of the sacred land 
o f Zeus existed in the territories of cities contiguous with Aezani; it is hardly 
likely that Zeus in the second century a .d. owned the whole of the territory 
of Aezani and parts o f the territories o f the contiguous cities, and it is more 
plausible to assume that the sacred land consisted of widely scattered estates. 
It is more likely that the scattered estates owned by the various temples were 
acquired by the process suggested in the text than that they were remnants of 
a once continuous domain. There is positive evidence, it  m ay be noted, of 
die acquisition of lands by a temple through mortgage in Buckler and Robin
son, Sardis, vn , no. Σ.

T he theory needs very substantial evidence to prove it, for it rune counter 
to all historical analogy. Religious foundations in all ages tend to accumulate 
property, because they hold in mortmain and because they are generally 
protected by their sacrosanctity against spoliation. In medieval Europe the 
church owned vast areas, but this does not prove that it once owned the whole 
of the land: we know how it gradually accumulated its lands by gift, bequest, 
and occasionally by purchase or conquest. Medieval Europe seems to me to 
offer a striking analogy to ancient Asia Minor, with its territorial lords and 
their serfs, its ecclesiastical foundations with their lands and serfs, and its 
commercial towns, organized by guilds. I suspect that these phenomena had 
a more or less similar origin in cither case.

5$. C.B.R.P., pp. 40- 57·

60. Ib., pp. 99-105.

61. Ib., pp. 128-33 (Pisidia, See.), 49 (Cabalis).

62· M uch of the evidence cited below is perforce, in the absence of Hellenistic 
inscriptions, of Roman date; its use for m y purpose is justified by the conserva
tism of the cities in preserving old titles, stephanbphorus: Miletus, Milet, 
122-8 (cf. Rehm’s commentary); Priene, Intckr. Priene, 3 ,4 , 8, Scc. (contrast 2);
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Magnesia, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 9, See. (contrasts, 4, 5, 8); Smyrna, O .G J., 229, 
11,I.G .R., iv. 1393, 1464; Iasus, Michel, 460, 463—5, 469; Mylaaa, ib., 472-6; 
Stratonicea, Wadd., 517, 519; Aphrodiaias, ib., 1630 seqq·; Tralles, Milet, in, 
p. 321; Amyzon and Heracles, Inschr. Priene, 51; Nysa, SyllΛ  781; Gambrium, 
ib., 1219; Sardis, Sardis, vn, 21,105-10; Magnesia by Sipyius, I.G .R ., iv. 1342; 
Maeonia, ib., 1374; Hypaepa, ib., 1608. strateci: Pergamum, O.G.J., 265, 
267, 299; Sardis, Sardis, vn. 4; Hierapolis, O.G.7., 308; Synnada, Michel, 545; 
Tralles, Milet, 143B; Antioch by Pisidia, Inschr, Mag. Mae., 80-1; examples of 
Roman d ate are common. dim  I u rgus : 1. G ., xn . i. 696,703-4 (Camirus of Rhodes), 
cf. Syll.*, 722 (Astypalaea), J.G., xn. v, 38 (Naxos), both under Rhodian in
fluence, and SyllΛ  953, C.7.G., 2654 (Cnidus); the title also occurs at Samos 
(Michel, 368, Inschr, Priene, 67), whose influence may have affected southern 
Asia Minor, where it had colonies (C.E.R.P., p. 195). In southern Asia Minor 
the demiurgate is attested as eponymous in the fourth century B.c. at Aspendus 
(Mon. Line., xxi 11, p. r 16, no. 83 ), and i n the sccon d at Ani sa (M i chel, 5 46); also at 
Side in A.D. 151 (Chr., 11. 272). Elsewhere the office is not directly attested as 
eponymous, but was highly honourable and expensive and often associated with an 
important priesthood; it was not the principal executive magistracy (see below). 
Examples are Perge (7.G.J?., III. 794, 796), Sillyum (ib., 800-2), Selge (ib., 378), 
Pogla (ib., 407-8), Isinda (Mon. Line., xxm , p. 13, no. 1), Ariassus (B.C.H ., 
1892, p. 433), Tarsus (7.G.R., iii. 879, 880, 883, Head, Hist. Num.2, p. 733), 
Anazarbua (ib., p. 717), Aegae (Hcberdey and Wilhelm, Denksckr. Ak. Wien, 
xliv. vi. 42), Mail us (ib., 19), Seleucia on the Calycadnus (ib., 181), Antioch by 
Cragus (ib., 260), Soli (B.C.H ., 1881, p. 318), Castabala (I.G.R., iii, 901, 906, 
909-ri), Olba (ib., 844, 851), Iotape (ib., 831, 833-4), Nlcopolis of Syria 
(Inscr. gr. et lat. de la Syrie, 166). prytaneis: Rhodes, Syll.*, 619, cf. n o , 581,
1. 91, 644, Polyb., xur. 5, xv. 23, xvi. 15, xxn. 5, xxvii. 7, xxix. 10, Livy, xlu . 
45; Tarsus, Dio Chrys., xxxiv. 35—6; Castabala, 7.G.J?., m . 904; Seleucia on the 
Calycadnus, Jahresh., 1915» Beiblatt, 23, Mon. Line., xxm , p. 59, no. 48; 
Goman a of Cappadocia, S.E.G .r vi. 794; the office also occurs at Aspendus 
(Lanckorohski, Stadte Pamphyliens, 1, no. 98, »ρντα«ΓταΟ, Isaura (B.C.H., 
1887, p. 70), Iotape (I.G.R., Hi. 833), and commonly in Lycia (ib., 476, 514, 516, 
59°> S96, 605, 640-1, 648, 650-3, 658, 680, 692, 714» 736, 764)·

63. cebal-byblus: Head, Hist. Num.\ p. 791. lycian s: C.E.R.P., pp. 96-7, 
100-2.

64. PELLA AND ORTHOS!A: ib., pp. 232-4.

63. apollonia: ib., p. 231.

66. Ib.» pp. 163 (Paphlagonians), 89 (Mysians), 67, 71, 82 (Phrygian cities), 100-1 
(Lycians), 249-50 (Sidon).

67. Ib.» pp. 126 (Selge), 193 (Tarsus), 242 (Scythopolis), 34 (Pergamum), 128 
(Iconium), 67 (Nacoleia, &c.). A ntioch : Strabo, 750, Libanius, Or., xi. 44-57, 
MaJalas, p. 28, ed. Bonn, nicaea: Mcmnon, xli, F.H .G ., n ,  p. 547. Such 
legends may be found ad nauseam in Stephsnus of Byzantium.

68. C.E.R.P., pp. 30 (Alabanda), 49 (Cibyra), 126 (Selge and Sagalassus), 132 
(Amblada), J.G., v. i. 452 (Synnada). sfartans and jew s: i Macc., xii. 5-23, 
Jos., Ant., xn , 225-7, xiii. 166-70.

69. SETTLEMENT OF 167 B.C.: Livy, XLV. 17-18, 29. SETTLEMENT OF 148 B.C.t 
Livy, Ep.t l , Florus, I. 30, 32. That Macedonia included the Illyrian and 
Thracian districts is proved by Cic., de prov. cons., 5, in P i s 83, 86, 93, Caesar, 
B .C ., iii. 4 ; Polybius' description of the Egnatian W ay (Strabo, 322-3) makes 
it very probable that this arrangement dated from 148 B.c. For the free cities 
of Greece, see pp. 113, 115.



NOTES ON THE PART I

yo· ANNEXATION OP ASIA: C . E . R J pp. 57-9. ROYAL LAND NEAR PERGAMUM! ib., 
pp. 48, 57. THE CHERSONESE: ib., pp, 15-16. THE TROCNADES: ib., p. 65. STRA- 
tonicea: ib., pp. 84-5. cibyra: ib., pp. 75-6.

71. C.E.R .P., pp. 132-3.
72. Ib., pp. 360-2.
73. Ib., pp. 202 seqq. (Cilicia), 258 seqq. (Syria).
74. Ib., pp. 160-2.

75. Ib., pp. is8-6o,

76. Ib., p. 259.

77· Ib,, p . 373·
78. D io Chrys., m . 127, Ael, Arist., xxvi. 92 seqq.
79. Not only Egypt but naturally poor countries like Cappadocia (Tac,, Ann., II. 4a) 

and Judaea (Jos., Ant., χνπ. 318-21, xix. 352) produced considerable surpluses.

80. M y account of the Caesarian, triumviral, and Augustan colonies is based on 
M r. Michael Grant's forthcoming book, From Imperium to Auctoritas, which he 
kindly allowed me to see in M S .; the numismatic evidence which he has collected 
and interpreted has revolutionized the history and in particular the chronology 
o f these colonies. I give below the published evidence only, buthrotum: Pliny, 
N .H ., iv. 4, Strabo, 324, Head, Hist. N u m p. 320, Cic., ad A tt., xvi. 16. 
corinth: Pliny, N.H ., iv. 11, Strabo, 381, Paus., 11. i. 2, Cassius Dio, x liii. 50, 
§ 4 , Head, Hist. Hunt.*, pp. 404-5. c y m e : Pliny, N .H ., iv. 13, Head, HisU 
Num,,2 p. 414. fatrab: Pliny, N .H ., iv. 11, Strabo, 387, Paus., vii, xviii. 7, Head, 
Hist. N um *, p, 415; attribution of Dymc, Paus., vn. xvii. 5; M r. Grant informs 
me that the colonial coins of the reign o f Tiberius assigned to Dyme (Head, 
Hist. Num*, p. 414) really belong to Dyrrachium. actiu m : Pliny, N.H.y IV. 5, 
‘colonia Augusti Actium cum templo Apollonis nobili ac civitate libera Nicopo- 
litana*, there is no other evidence of a Roman colony, but even in the sixth 
century Actium seems to have been a separate community from Nicopolis 
(Hierodes, 651, 7, Άκνίού). Megara is also styled a colony by Pliny (N.H ., iv. 
23), but the coinage (Head, Hist. Num.1, p. 394) .disproves this, cnossus: 
Strabo, 477, Head, Hist. Num.*, 463, Dessau, 8901. dyrrachium: Pliny, N .H ., 
ill. 145, Cassius Dio, li. 4, § 6, Dig., l . xv. 7, 8, § 8, Dessau, 7188. b y l l is: Pliny, 
N.H ., iv. 35, Dessau, 2724. pella: Pliny, N .H ., iv. 34. diu m : ib., 35, Ptol., 
m . xii. 12, Dig., l . xv. 8, § 8, C.I.L., m . 7281, cassandreia: Pliny, N.H ., iv. 36, 
D i g l . xv. 8, § 8. ph ilippi: Pliny, N .H ., iv. 42, Strabo, vn, fr. 41, Cassius Dio, 
LI, 4, §6, Dig., l . xv. 6, 8, § 8, Coll art, Philippes, ville de Macedoine. For the 
coinage of the last four, see Gabler, Die antiken Miinzen Nordgneckenlands, π 1. 
ii, pp. 52-5, 60-r, 97-100, 102-3, and Z.N ., 1926, pp. 116-41, 198-9, 1929, 
pp. 260-9. lampsacus: Appian, B .C ., v. 127. parium and Alexandria troas: 
C.E.R.P., p. 86. a pa mia, heraclea, and sinope : ib., pp. 163,167. the p is id 1 an 
colonies: ib., pp. 136, 140, 143-4. BERYTUS: ib., p. 272. On Augustan colonies 
in general, see Mon. Anc., cap. 28. later colonies: C.E.R.P ., pp. 18 (Aprus), 
182 (Archelais),28i (Ptolemais), i7-i8(D eu!tum and Flaviopolis), 278 (Caesarea), 
123 (Germa), 213 (Ciaudiopolis), 136 (Iconium), 278-9 (Aclia), 363 (Cyrene, 
Taucheira), 183 (Faustinopoiis).

81. buthrotum: Cic., ad A tt., xvi. 16. purchase of lan d : M ow. Anc., cap. 16.

82. FREEDMEN AT CORINTH: Strabo, 381. DISPOSSESSED ITALIANS A T PHILIPPI AND 
dyrrhachium: Cassius Dio, Li. 4, § 6. The evidence for veteran settlements is 
collected by RitterlinginFMP., xii. 1215,1241-2,1252,1274-5. satala: C.E.R.P., 
p. 172. melitenb: ib., pp. 182-3.

83. For the provenance o f the soldiers of the eastern legions, see Parker, The 
Roman Legions, pp. 169 seqq.
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84. severan co lo n ies: C .E .R .P ., pp. 2 2 i-2  (Mesopotamia), 267-8, 280, 283, 
289,467 (Syria), 182 (Tyana), 209 (Mallus). later colonies: C .E .R .P , , pp. 172, 
286-8,406,424, 463, 556-7, Head, Hist. N um .\  p . 246* I.G .R ., n i. 479.

85. Broughton, Trans. Am. Phil. Ass., lxvi, pp. 20-4. Isaura was perhaps colo
nized without receiving colonial status, cf. I.G.R.·, in . 292, 294, C .E .R .P ,, 
pp. 556-7. Apollonia o f Pisidia may be another case (ib., pp. 4 11-12 ). EMMAUS: 
Jos., Bell., vn . 217. Eg y p t : Lcsquier, L'Armde romaine dtEgypte, pp. 328-32.

86. It is impossible in m ost cases to judge on whose initiative a city took a dynastic
name, but Vespasian’s letter to the Saborenses (Dessau, 6092) shows that the 
city  itself sometimes asked for  the honour. F or the cities o f  A sia and Tiberius, 
see T ac., Ann., u .  47, iv. 13, Dessau, 156, I.G .R . , iv. 1351, 1S14; cf. 1502 
(Sardis), 498 (Hyrcanis), Pliny, N .H ., v. 121 (Myrina), Head, Hist.
Num.*, pp. 653 (Mostene), 655 (Philadelphia), 669-70 (Cibyra). titles of 
Cilician  c itie s: Head, Hist. Num.*t pp. 717 , 725, 733.

87. n ic o po lis: Pliny, N .H ., tv. 5, T a c ., Amt., v. 10 (wrongly called a colony), 
Cassius D io, Li. 1, § 3, Suet., Aug., 18, Head, Hist. N um *t p, 321, and especially 
for its territory, Strabo, 325, 450, Paus., v. xxiii. 3, v ii. xviii. 8-9, vm . xxiv. 11, 
X. xxxviii. 4, Anth. P a l., ix. 553. patrae: Strabo, 460, cf. Paus-, vn . xviii. 8-9, 
xx, 1. Pausanias also states (x. xxxviii. 9) that Augustus attributed the Ozolian 
Locrians to Patrae; but as they are styled immunes in Pliny, N .H ., iv . 7  (which 
is probably derived from the Augustan formula provindae), this change must be 
later, hadrianopolis OF epirus: Ilierocles, 651, 8, Proc., Aed., tv, i .

88. tribes: B .C .H ., 1897, p. 162 (Antani and Lyncestae), B .S .A . , xviii, p. 179, 
y .H .S ., 1913, p. 337 (Oresci); cf. also Pliny, N .H ., iv. 3, ‘Dassaretas supra 
dictos liberam gentem* and Demitzas, 7 5fa«<8owa, no, 330, [Δ)σσσορήτιοι dpvavt* 
Ka[i]mwvQS [το]ν προστάτην. PARTHICOPOLIS1 Ptol., III. Xii. 27, HierocleS, 639, 
8, Schwartz, Act. Cone. Oec., T om . II, vol. I, p. 645 Steph. Byz. gives the name 
as Parthenopolis w ith  an appropriate legend, but the texts cited above are con
firmed by Phlegon o f  Tralles (F .H .G ., n i, p. 609), whose version UaposxomAtt 
is clearly a corruption o f ΠαρθικοποΧι?·, the citizens mentioned have, it may be 
noted, Thracian names,

89. C .E.R .P., p. 363.

90. aphrodisias: ib., pp. 57, 63, 77. atarneus: ib., pp. 82-3. stratonicea: ib., 
pp. 84-5. n e a p o u s : ib., p . 78.

91. CILBIANi: ib., PP- 7 8 -9 , cf. Forseh. Eph., 56, nj*» Nsuealων Κάβιomjjk iroXtv, 
m o xeani: C .E .R .P ., pp. 7 1 -2 . c o r pb n i: ib., p . 66. m o cca o en i: ib., p . 8 i .  
Mysjan tribes: ib ., pp. 89-90.

92. sebaste: C .E .R .P ., p , 72. sebastopolis ; ib., p, 77· ju lia : ib .f p. 65* hiero- 
caesarea: ib., p. 83.

93. Ib., pp. 106-9.

94. M1LYAE: ib., pp. 143-4. ETBNNEIS: ib., p . 140.

95 · Ib., pp. 137- 40-
96. Ib., pp. 120-1.

97· Ib., pp. 163-5, 169.

98. Ib., pp. 167-72.

99- Ib., pp. 168-9, 172·
100. Ib., pp. 209-14 (Cilicia Tracheia), 136 (Lycaonia).

101. Ib., pp. 203-6 (Cilicia), 265-6 (Commagene).

102. Ib., pp. 262-5 (northern Syria), 282-3 (Area), 220-2 (Mesopotamia).
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X03. Ib;, pp. 271-3 , 282-8.

104. Ib., pp. 291-5.

105. Ib., pp. 316-29>?.E.A .t 1938, pp. 65 seqq.

106. C . E . R . P pp. 312-13.

107. Ib., pp. 316-17.

108. Ib., pp. 329—38.

Z09. Ib., pp. 273—81. I am now inclined to doubt whether Anti pat ris was originally 
a city. On its earliest coins (Elagabalus) it bears the surname Aurelia, and it may 
be that Elagabalus (who founded Nicopolis) first gave it city status. Perhaps the 
curious entry in  Steph. Byz., S.V. ΆντιπατμΙς, πάλι* (7ουδα*αί), 'Hptahov κτίσμα Μ  
Άντωνινοΰ (or Vitrwwov) Κα(<ταρος m ay be a conflation by the epitomator of 
two statements in the original, that Herod was the founder and that it  was re
founded under Antoninus Caesar (i.e. Elagabalus).

n o .  C .E.R .P., pp. 177-83.

1x1. Ib., pp. 8-22; Abdera apparently gained territory under the reorganization 
{Annie Epigr., 1937, 170-1).

1x2. C .E .R .P ., pp. 15-17.

113. orcistus in scription : Dessau, 6091; cf. the similar language in the Tym an
dus inscription (Dessau, 6090).

114. C.E.RJP., pp. 338 seqq.

115. lb ., pp. 281-2 (Palestine), 183-91 (Cappadocia).

1x6. Ib., pp. 224-6 (the satrapies), 166 (Lagania), i37(Gdam m aua andPsibela), 
172-3 (Zalichen).

117. T h e  peculations o f the adores rei privatae are openly admitted by Valens 
(Bruns, 97a), w ho preferred management by decurions. diocletianopolis : 
Hierocles, 642, 12, Proc., Aed., iv . 3; the town is clearly identical with the 
Celetrum o f L ivy, xxxi. 40, §§ 1-4, which was a town o f  the Oresti (cf. B .S .A  
xv in , pp. 178-9). vALENTiNiANOPOLis: C .E .R .P ., p. 79. anastasiopolis: ib., 
p . 73. LEONTOPOL1S: ib., p. 139.

1x8. lb ., pp. 286-8 (Auranitis, &c.), 142 (Tymandus).

119. Ib., pp. 269 (Syria), 222-3 (Mesopotamia).

120. Paus·, x . iv. x· Pliny, N .H ., iv . 33. F or the other provinces see C .E.R .P., 
passim.

121. F or the Augustan formulae, see C .E .R .P . App. I, for Hierocles, ib. A pp. I l l  
and IV. I  have not analysed the evidence for Macedonia and Greece in detail, 
but from a comparison o f Pliny, N .H ., iv . 33 seqq. (the figure 150 and extracts 
from the formula giving many names later non-existent) with Hierocles’ lists o f 
Macedonia 1 and II and N ew  Epirus it is plain that the number o f  communities 
in Macedonia had been drastically reduced. A  comparison o f  Pausanias with 
Hierocles gives a similar result for G reece; for the Eleutherolacones, see Paus., 
in . xxi. 6-7, Hierocles, 647, 9, 11-12 .

122. C .E .R .P ., pp. 68-9, 72-4 (northern Phrygia), 122-3 (Gauls), 172-3 (Pontus), 
165-7 (Bithynia), 23-7 (Thrace).

123. orcistus: Dessau, 6091. antaradus : CJS.R.P., p. 268. maiuma of gaza: ib., 
pp. 281-2. F or Basilinopolis and Nicaea and its 'regions’, see C .E .R .P ., pp. x66, 
424, note 28,426, note 35.

124. tym an d u s: Dessau, 6090. podandus; C .E .R .P ., p. 184.
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2. T h e  relations, both theoretical and practical, o f the Hellenistic kings to the 
Greek cities have recently been exhaustively analysed b y A. Heuss, ‘Stadt und 
Herrscher des Hellenismus', KHo, Beiheft, xxxix (1937), whom I may refer 
the reader for a fuller account; in some points, it will be seen, I  disagree with his 
conclusions. Cf. also Zancan, II monarcato ellenistico net suoi elementi federative, 
and for the Seleucids, Bikerman, Institutions des Sileuctdes, pp. 133 seqq. 
DECREE OF ILIUM! O .G .I., Zip. ADULIS INSCRIPTION.* ib., 54.

a. LETTER OF ANTIOCHUS i:  ib. 221. TERM χώρα'. P . Tebt., 5, line 98, rots Z' iv rfi 
ΆΧεξαίνΖρεων) χώρ$ προς rots err* rijs χώ(ρα$) wpoaZovwu elAAjo («ttj) y\ 6, line 26, iv 
‘AXefavZpriq και t o  χώρ? (Egypt), Annie Epigr., 1932, $0, y rats πόλεσιν 4j rg χώρ$ 
(Cyrenaica). title %4A«fav$pr/a npis Aiyfarov: O .G .I., 193. For land tenure 
see Rostovtzeif, ‘Studien zur Geschichte des romischen Kolonates’ (Archiv. Pap., 
Beiheft i, 19x0). For the Greek conception o f property rights in the Persian 
kingdom, Xen., Hell., in . i. 26 is illuminating.

3. Alexander: [Dem.], xvn. 8 (league of Corinth), D iod.,xvir. 24, Arrian, Anab., 
1. 18 (Asiatic cities), cf. 19 (Miletus), O .G .I , 1, Syll.*, 278 (Priene), O .G .I., 223 
(Erythrae). anti pater and cassander: Diod., xvm . 55, cf. 18, Plut., Phoc., 
27-8 (Athens), Diod., xvm . 68 (Megalopolis), polyperchon: Diod., xvm . 
55-6, cf. 69. antigonus : id., xix. 6zt cf. 64, 66, 74-5, 77-8, 87, xx, 45-6, 
100, 102-3, Plut., Dem., 8, S y ll3, 322, 328, 342-3, O.G./., 223. ftolem y: 
Diod., xix. 62, cf. xx. 19, 37. peace of 311 b.c,: id., xix. 105, cf. xx. 19, O .G .I., 
5, 6. truce of 302 b .c,:  Diod., xx. m .

4. See Diodorus' comments (xvm . 55, xix. 61-2). Polybius, too, makes some 
caustic remarks about the kings and freedom (xv. 24). For the attitude of the 
cities, see Livy, XXXV. s% f  7. ptole^  12 in  267 B.c.: Syll.3, 434.

5. Diod., xx. 81 seqq.

6. lysjmacnus: Diod., xx. 107. the early sELEuciDs: O .G .I., 222 (Ionia), 223 
(Erythrae), 226 (Miletus), 228-9 (Smyrna), ph ilip v : Polyb., tv. 84 (Elis), xv. 
24 (Thasos), 23, cf. Oikonomos, 'Entypô aL ttJ? Μακεδονίας, no. 1 (Cius and 
Lysimacheia).

7. Appian, Syr., 1, 2.

8. amyxon: Anz. A k. Wien, 1920, p. 40. iasus: O .G .I,, 237. lampsacus: Livy, 
xxxm . 38. antiochus and THE romans: Polyb., xvhj.  51, Appian, Syru 3. 
Bikerman (R .E.G ., 1934, pp. 346 seqq.) contends that there was from Alex
ander's day a de jure distinction between the freedom which the cities of Greece 
and the islands enjoyed of right and under treaty, and the freedom granted as a 
revocable favour to the cities o f Asia conquered from the Persians. T he view 
seems to me excessively legalistic, and the arguments on which it rests prove 
only (a) that Alexander conquered the Asiatic cities before freeing them, which 
no one denies, and (6) that his treatment of them was often arbitrary: but so 
was his conduct to the cities of Greece and the islands. T h e Successors im
partially enslaved and freed Greek cities wherever they were situated, and 
Antigonus proclaimed freedom to the Greeks of Europe and Asia in the same 
terms (Diod., xx. iii). There certainly was a difference between genuine freedom 
(independence) and bogus freedom (under royal protection), but it depended 
on the de facto  situation, and 1 question whether the kings ever gave it precise 
legal formulation— it was to their interest to maintain the ambiguity of the term
iXsit&tpia.

9. thessaly: Polyb., tv. 76. sesw tes: Syll.3, 390. carian  cities: Livy, xxxm . 
20. attalus i ; Polyb., v . 77.
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10. For the dispute between Eumenes and Rhodes over the free cities, see Polyb., 
xxi. 19-23, Livy, xxxvii, 53-4; for the senate’s  interpretation of its grant to 
Rhodes, Polyb.» xxv. 4, Livy, xli. 6.

11. Arrian’s language is not very clear, but the grant of democracy to Soli and the 
remission of tribute to Mallus (Anab,, n . 5) are analogous to the treatment of 
Ephesus (ib., 1. 17). T he terms imposed orv Aspendus for its contumacious 
resistance (ib., 1. 27) imply that otherwise it would have been free. For Cyprus 
see C.E.R.P ., p. 369. rhodians' view : Polyb., xxi. 22-3, Livy, xxxvii. 54.

12. seleucia: O .G .I., 257. alabanda: ib., 234. For the Phoenician cities, see 
C£.RJ>., pp. 254-5.

J3. T he fullest definitions of freedom are in Polyb., iv. 84, xv. 24; cf. O .G .I., 223, 
228 (immunity from tribute), Diod., xrx. 61 (freedom from garrison). T he 
league of Corinth guaranteed the maintenance of existing constitutions ([Dem.],
xvii. 10), and so apparently did Antigonus’ Hellenic league (/.<?.*, iv. 68, line 39). 
For the association of freedom and democracy, see Part III, note r, For political 
control and financial exactions sec pp. 103-10. Garrisons figure frequently in 
the wars of the Successors. They were the tegular policy of Antipater (Diod.,
xviii. 55, 18, 68) and Cassander (id., xix. 63-4, 66-7, 77-8, 89, xx. 45-6, 103)» 
also, it would appear, of Lysimachus (id., xix. 73, xx. 111) and Aaander of Caria 
(id., xix. 75). It is more significant that Alexander the Great used them (SyllΛ  
283, Diod., xviii. 8, 10), as did other champions of freedom such as Polyperchon 
(Diod,, xix, 64), Antigonus (id*, xix. 66, xx, 37)and Demetrius (id., xx. 103, i n ,  
Plut., Dem., 31, 33-4, 39), or Ptolemy (Diod., xrx. 19, xx. 37, Γ02); garrisons 
were asked for by Corinth (Diod., xx. 103) and Athens (Plut., Dem., 34) of 
Demetrius. For later garrisons, vid. inf., note 18.

14. Philip’s election as or chon o f the Thessalian league is inferred from Diod.»
xvii. 4, Justin, xi. 3; for the tetrarchies, see Theopompus, fr. 234 (F.H.G., I,
p. 317), Dem., ix. 26. the league op corinth: Diod,, xvi. 89, Syll?, 260, 
[Dem.], xvn. 8» 10, 15-16, 19, cf. Syll?, 261, 283, Arrian, Anab., 1. 16, II. 
1, 2, rn. 24; for discussions, see Wilcken, Sb. Ak. MQncken, 1917, no. 10» 
Sbt A k . Berlin, 1922, pp. 97 seqq. T he constitution o f Antigonus’ Hellenic 
league (LG .2,  iv> 68), which i% probably based on that of the League of Corinth, 
illustrates the prerogatives of the ηγξμων. Ph ilip 's garrisons: Diod., xvn. 3, cf. 
[Dem,], XVII. 15, rovs 4nl TiJ φνλακβ πταγμάονξ. ALEXANDER AND THE
CONQUERED CITIES: Syll?, 283. ALEXANDER AND THE EXILES: Diod., XVII. I09,
xviii, 8, O .G .I., 2, Syll.3, 306. Bikerman (R.E.G., 1934, pp. 346 seqq.) contends 
that only the cities o f Greece and the islands, autonomous under the K ing’s 
Peace, were admitted to the League of Corinth: £hrenberg (Alexander and the 
Greeks, pp. 1-51) also denies that die Asiatic cities were enrolled. T h e  evidence 
either way is slight, but the σύνταξις o f Priene (relegated by Bikerman to a foot· 
note as ‘obscur’) seems to me best explained as a federal payment. I would also 
claim in my favour the case of Chios, which was treated as a league member after 
its reconquest from the Persians (SyU.9, 283). Ehrenberg denies that it was, but 
his arguments do not convince me: why mention ol ’Ελλην*$ if Chios was not to 
be a member? Bikerman gets over this case by the curious assumption that cities 
autonomous under the King’s Peace were autonomous for ever. He does not 
explain why this particular treaty had so sacrosanct a validity. One would 
naturally think that Chios by accepting Persian rule put itself in the same 
position as other cities ruled by the Persians.

15. antigonus'  league: Diod., xx. 46, Plut., Dem., 25,1.G? ,  iv. 68. T he nesiotes :
SyU?, 390; on the nesiarchs and their relation to the navarchs o f the Ptolemies, 
see T am , 19x1, pp. 251 aeqq. I do not agree with Tarn’s view o f the
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office of nesiarch, which must b y  analogy with Boeotarch, Lyciarch, &c., mean 
president o f the league; T a m ’s evidence shows that whatever his constitutional 
position he was in fact a Ptolemaic agent, cyrenaica : C .E .R .P ., p . 359· Cyprus : 
O .G .I., 164-5. l y c ia : O .G .L , 99. boson ’s GREEK league : Polyb., II. 54, cf- IV. 
9, 22, 25-6, Plut., Aratus, 45. Macedonia: Sy ll?, 575, *ό Kotvov 
βασιΜα ΦΙ\[ιπ*ον βασάίνς] Δημψρίον; the date o f the change is inferred from 
the alteration o f the title of the kingdom from βασιλεύς Αντίγονος Μαχεόών to 
βασιλεύς Αντίγονος καί Μακεόόνες", see Holieaux, B .C .H ., 1907* P· 97* T am , 

1909, p. 268. In Perseus’ reign the cities o f Macedon offer their aid to 
the king, thus maintaining the fiction o f their independence (L ivy, XUI. 53).

16. CASSANDER and  Athens: D iod., xvui.' 74, cf. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, 
pp. 47-8. GONATAS AND ATHENS: S .E .G ., HI. 122. CYRENE: C . E . R . P pp. 357“ 8> 
486, note 13. ptolem ais: O .G .L , 5 1 ; for a conjecture about Alexandria, see 
C .E .R .P ., p. 305. pergamum : O .G .I., 267, cf. Cardinal!,// regno diPergamo, 
pp, 244 seqq.

17. DECREE OF AECINA! O .G .L  t 329. DECREE OF HALICARNASSUS '.Jahresk., Γ908, p. 56. 
ΈπιστΑταιζ M ichel, 322 (Thessalonica), S .E .G ., vn . 62 (Seleucia).

18. F or garrisons in the wars o f the Successors, vid. sup., note 13. th e  antigonids : 
Sy ll?, 454, S .E .G ., m . 122, B .C .H ., 1930. P· 269 &c. (Athens under Gonatas), 
Polyb., x viii. 11 (the three fetters o f Greece); it may be noted that in Euboea 
Oreus and Carystus had no regular garrisons (Livy, xxxi. 46, xxxii. 16). the 
Ptolemies: Polyb., v. 63 (in general), O .G .I ., 59 (Thera), 102 (Thera, Crete, and 
Arsinoe), cf. I .G ., iv. 854, S y ll? , 41® (Erythrae), Polyb., v. 36 (Caria and Syria), 
60 (Seleucia), C .E .R .P ., p. 371 (Cyprus), Griffith, Mercenaries o f  the Hellenistic 
World, pp. 126 seqq. (Alexandria), Chr., I. 447 (Ptolemais). For the early 
Seleucids there is little evidence; see CAr., r. 1 for Soli. Antiochus III  regularly 
garrisoned his cities, Appian, Syr,, 2.

19. Φρούραρχος: O .G .L , 20 (Citium), 119 (Itanus), J.G ., iv. 769 (Troezen), Diod.,
XVIII. 68, xx. 45 (Athens), 103 (Aegium). Στρατηγός της ηόλεως: O .G .I., 743 
(Alexandria), 268 (Nacrasa), cf. 754 (Castabala under the Tarcondimotids), 
Hermes, 1901, p . 445 (Thera); cf. the use o f στρατηγός without qualification to 
denote a royal commandant, e.g., Diod. xx . 102 (Sicyon), 103 (Corinth), O .G .L , 
12 (Priene), S .E .G ., in . 122 (Athens), P . Zen. Cairo, 59341 (Calynda). Στρατηγός 
ini της ηόλεωςΐ D iod., XIX. 63 (Argos), Syll.3, 368, στρατηγός ini των πόλεων των 
Ίώνων, 454, στρατηγός Μ  του ΠεφαιΙως κοί των άλλων των ταττομίνων μετά τον 
Πειραιεως; cf. O .G .I., 134* πόλεως ήγεμόνα (Citium),
Strack, Die Dynastie der Ptolemaer, p. 252, no. 99, τόν γενόμεν[ο]ν ini της πάλεω[ς 
ηγεμόνα (?)] (Sal ami s). Τεταγμενος, etc. cwl της πολεωςι D iod., xrx. 88 (Leucas), 
O .G .I., 102, n o ,  735 (Thera), S y ll? , 642 (Aegina), S .E .G ., ix .  5 (Cyrenaica).

πόλεως: O .G .L , 1 13 (Citium), 155 (Salamis), Strack,op. cit., p. 275, no. 171 
(Amathus), O .G .I . , 329 (Aegina), 483 (Pergamum), Polyb., v . 39* S B .,  2100 
(Alexandria), B .C .H ., 193** P· *69» γεμένος, M ichel, 54*
(Mazaca), Rott, Kleinas. Denkmdler, p. 370, no. 78 (Tyana). T h e  transition from 
Μ  της ττόΧεως to Ιποτάτης is made by O .G .L , 329, where Cleon is given both 
titles. Clear examples o f military «™τ*ίτα* are Polyb., v. 60 (Seleuda), Michel, 
479 (Panamara). For other royal επιστάτη, see Polyb., v. 26 (in Macedonia and 
Thessaly generally; perhaps the unspecified officers in Sy ll?, 459 and 552, are 
imordrat), O .G .L , 44 (Thera), Michel, 395 (Syros), I.G ., xir, ii. 5^7 (Eresus), 
v. 1061 (Arsinoe o f Ceos), S .E .G .t 11. 536 (Caria), Robert, Etudes Amtoltennes, 
p. 229 (Prusa); it is questionable whether the επιατάται o f O .G .I., 268 (Nacrasa), 
B .C .H ., 1922, p . 36 (Amphipolis) are royal officers. F or a full discussion o f the 
office, se tB .C .H .,  1933, pp. 25-31.

2 0 .  ALEXANDER AND CHIOS ? Sy ll?, 2 8 3 , PTOLEMY AND CYRENE: RtV. F tl., 1928, p .  1 8 7 , 

lines 40-2.
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21. cabthaea : 7.G ., Xii. v. 1061. calyn d a ; P , Zen. Cairo, 59341.

22. JUDICIAL com m issions: M ichel, 235, .155» 357» 44$> 462, 468, 508, 514, 542, 
543. Royal initiative is mentioned in O .G .I·, 7, 4 3 ,J.G., xn. v. 1065, Michel, 417, 
Syll.3, 426, S .E .G ., i. 363. anticonus and syr o s: Durrbach, Ckoix d’inscrip· 
Horn de D 4k s y no. 45. patroclus an d  thera: O .G .I., 44. rhodian  Αηστάται: 
M ichel, 395 (Syros), 479 (Panamara). attalid  έπιστάτης at  a e c in a : O .G .I., 
329.

23. Alexander's decree on the exiles is mentioned in Syll.3, 306, O .G .I., 2; cf. also 
O .G .I ,  8, lines 35, 12 7 ,14 1, κατά τον [νάμο\νκάί τάνδιαγράφαντώβαοιλέος*ΑΧςξάνδρ[α)], 
Ι49» τάν τ€ νόμον τόμ ττίρ* [τ]ών τυράννων γ€γρά[μμ[*νον έν τ£ οταΛΑα τ£ [παλαί]  ̂καί ταΐ; 
Staypa[ ]̂«ur των βασιλέων τα*? κατά τοντων. Royal διαγράμματα, governing procedure, 
are mentioned in O .G .I., 7, έπ*ίδη τ© δικαστήριο v το wepyfyo/i«[vov] έγ Μαγησίας κατά 
το διάγραμμα το *Αντΐγάνω έπι ταις δίκαις t'US ιδίαις έγδ&ικακ*, Syll.3, 344» § 6» κ[ατα 
τού? «κατέρινν ν]ομους και το παρ* ημών διάγραμμα (with the suggestion about debts), 
M ichel, 417, κατά TC το διάγραμ{μα too]  βασιλέως και τούς νομούς, Γ.Ο., XII. V. 1065· 
Alexander ordered the election o f vopoypafci at Chios to draw up a constitution, 
to be submitted to him for approval (Syll.3, 283); for Antigonus* procedure 
at Lebcdus and Teos, see Syll.3, 344, § 8. O n the other hand the constitution 
o f Cyrene is styled a διάγραμμα (Rtv. F il., 1928, p. 187, line 38, p. 188, line 65) 
and at Pergamum the astynomic taw is entitled βασιλικός νόμος (O .G .7-, 483).

24· Alexander: military contingents, D iod., xv i. 89, xvn . 17, 74, Arrian, Anab., 
w .  19; naval contingents, S y ll.3, 283; σύνταξις, O .G .I., x. antjpatex .* O . G J 4, 
>Α[νηπ]άτρω yap «Vivafavros χρήματα €ts τόμ ττάλβμον άσφέρην. ANTICONUS: military 
contingents, 7.G.*. iv. 68, lines 95—9 j levies, ib., line 127 (where elofopal are 
mentioned), c f. Syll.*, 390. pt o lr m y : Syll.3, 390, τών *\οφορώγ κουφίοας.
LYSIMACHUS: Afilct, 138, τών χρημάτων ών δίι άποδουναι ηρά? βασιλ ί̂ Λυσιμάχψ «Ις την 
δηυτίραν καταβολήν, 139» φέρων τt σκληρών και χολ<πών άπολυσαντα καί ηαραγωγιων trap* 
νμΐν ά τα*ς τώμ βασιλέων κατέστησαν (PtolemaeuS loquitur). SELEUCIDS: O .G .I ., 223, 
a4opo[Aoy}ifrovs <lvot σνγχωρονμ*ν τών τ* άλλων απάντων και [τών €*VJ τά Ρβλατικά 
σιναγομένων.

2ξ· Οικονόμοι: O .G .7., 59» *©2 (Thera, &c.), Ρ . Zen. Cairo, 5934* (Calynda). 
ΓαζοφύλαH€s: ib ., 59036. T axes: P. Tebt., 8 (Lycia), O .G .I., 55 (Telmessus), 
Jos., Ant., x ii. 167-85 (Syria), P . Zen. Cairo, 59036 (Halicarnassus); for the  
ιατρικά here recorded cf. S .E .G ., n . 579. For Alexandria and Naucratis see 
C .E .R .P ., pp. 303, 305. Further evidence for the appropriation o f  specific taxes 
is providdti by grants o f immunity passed by the cities, which now  have a saving 
Clause, πάντων ών η ηόλις κυρία or ών ή πάλι? έπιβάλλα τίλών (M ichel, 349» 4^3» 5*9* 
C .I.G ., 2673» *675-7» S .E .G ., π . 5&>).

26. a b a e : S y ll3, 552· erythrae: O .G .7., 223. tralles: W elles, Royal Corre
spondence in the Hellenistic Period, 4 1 ;  the suggestive phrases are [τών aimp]op<-
vtuv &<κάτην and [την άποτίλονμύνην ets το] βασιλικόν δικά την τώ[ν σικιρομένων], ATTALID 
TAXATION: Appian, B .C ., V. 4, S.E.G s, Ii. 580, έκ τ[ών πρ]ώτων δοβησομένων αύτοΐς 
έγ βασιλικσΰ its τ[ην τη]? πάλβω? διοικηαιν (Teos), cf. for the ‘ administration fund*, 
Inschr. Perg., 157 (Temnus), S.E .G ., n . 663 (Apollonia ad Rhyndacum?), 
Intckr. Mag. M ae., 94, 98 (Magnesia ad Maeandrum). Other allusions 
to Seleucid and Attalid taxation in  Asia M inor are not very illuminating. 
Polyb., xxi. 24, 46, would, i f  taken strictly, im ply that both dynasties exacted 
block sums o f  tribute; but the language is obviously untechnical (φόρος and 
oiAroft? are used synonymously). Inscriptions speak o f a num ber o f προσοδο* e.g. 
S .B .G .j II. 663, άτίλίΐα? έπικιχωρημένης ττασών τών προσόδων, Sardis, VII. no. 2, <*ας 
μέν έτών ίπτα μηθέν α[ύτού$ δι©ρ0οί]σ0β4 eiy το /?ασιλι[κ]ον άλλα άπ©λί[λάσ0αι ά]πά δ« τσΰ 
8y$&v erovy SiSovcu rpr[<? αναφοράς €*] πασών τών γινομένων προσόδων πα[ρ* ικαατον] cmattrov 
άργ&{ρ]Ιον μνας
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27. crow ns: Syll·*, 390 (the Nesiots), O .G .I., 223 (Erythree), P . Zen. Cairo, 
59036 (Halicarnassus), S.B .G ., t. 366 (Samos), I.B .M ., 247 (Cos), pa t  op 
TROOPS: Syll.3, 283, τράφβιν 34 ταντην (sc. φυλακήν) Xiov$ (Alexander and Chios), 
410 (the Ptolemies and Erythrae), 502 (the Ptolemies and Samothrace),
I.B .M ., 247 (Antigonus and Cos), billeting  : Welles, op. cit., 30, P . Zen· Cairo, 
59341. fodder :P . Zen. Cairo, 59341. tribrarchy: P. Zen. Cairo, 59036.

28. amblada: O .G .L , 751. For Jerusalem and Tiberias, see C.E.R.P., pp. 252-3, 
277.

29. A  good example o f royal modesty is Antigonus’ correspondence with Lebedus 
and Teos, where the phrase used repeatedly is οίομώα Ulv (SyU.3, 344). Philip 
V  addressing Larissa is less diplomatic, saying κρίνω (Syll.3, 543, line 6, but 
παρακαλώ in line 34). Attalus in 206 B.c. is brutally frank, saying τάς ύπ* Ιμ*

and jwI oi πόλεις hi ai *1αθόμ*]ναι βμαί vauftrownv ομοίως, but even he only gives 
advice— [άγραφα] yap am is παρακαλώ» (O.G.I., 282).

30. Examples of meticulous constitutional procedure are Syll.*, 543, S.E.G ., vn . 62, 
I.G ., xn . v. 1065.

31. rome and freedom: Polyb., xviii. 44. Livy, xxxiii. 30. the proclamation at  
the isthmia: Polyb., xviii. 46, Livy, xxxiii. 32. m ilitary evacuation: Livy, 
xxxiv. 51. territorial arrangements : Polyb., xviii. 47, Livy, XXXIII. 34. 
CONSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: Livy, XXXIV. 51. Syll.3,674, κατα νόμους των Θ<σνα- 
[Λω]ν, ofe [wJ/uh? ίως ro!y\Cv χρών[τ]αι, ovs νόμονς Τίτος Κοίγκτιος ΰπατος από τήί των 
8ίκα προσβίντών γνώμης Ιδωκ*ν.

32. T he Roman attitude to the free cities of Asia can be traced in Polyb., xviii. 47, 
50, xxi. 14,24,46, Livy, xxxiii. 34, xxxiv, 57-8, xxxv. 16, xxxvii. 35, ss, xxxviii. 
39. FREEDOM OF LYCIA AND CARIA: Polyb., XXX. 5, Livy, XLIV, 15.

33. Macedonia : Livy, xlv. 18 (senatus consultum), 29-30 (detailed arrangements). 
T he only hint of a constitutional reorganization is in Chap. 18, *ne improbum 
volgus ab senatu Romano aliquando libertatem salubri moderatione datam ad 
licentiam pestilentem traheret’. Cf, also Justin, xxxiii. 2, ‘magistratibus per 
singulaa civitatcs constitutes libera facta est, legesque quibus adhuc utitur a 
Paulo accepit'.

34. For the annexation of Macedonia, see p. 54. upper Macedonia free: Strabo, 
326, Caesar, B .C ·, in . 34. For the other free communities o f Macedonia, vui. 
inf., note 62.

35. That the Greeks were declared free in 146 B.c. is attested by Zoharas, ix. 31, 
Syll.3, 684, [τ]ί$? αττο&*δομ*νης κατά [ii]Qtv&» rats Έλλ^σ*  ̂ 4]Acp0<p*es. There IS 
evidence that an the last years of the republic most at any rate of the Greek 
cities were free; Appian, Mith., 58, Cic., in Pit., 37, ad A lt., 1. 19, $ 9, Caesar, 
B .C ., US, 3, CONSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS: Polyb., XXXIX. 5, τήν &€&ομβντρ> 
noXiTttav, Syll.3, 684, τη άπο&οθ*ίση ταΐς [’ 4̂]χαίοι* ύπ6 'Ρωμαίων ιτολιτ[€«ρ], Paus.,
VII. XVI, 9» δημοκρατία* μίν κατίΐταυ€, καθίστατο $« άπό τιμημάτων τάς άρχάς. TRIBUTE!
Paus., loc. cit., Bruns, 41 (Euboea), 42 (Oropus), Paus, x. xxxiv. 2 (Elatea); 
I see no reason for regarding these communities as exceptional cases.

36. C.E.R.P., pp. 57-60.

37. Ib·, PP- 62-3.
38. Ib., pp. 360-2.

39. crete freed: Cic., Phil. II , 97, Cassius Dio, xlv. 32, § 4. For individual free 
cities, tid. inf., notes 41, 43.

40. Dessau, 34, Jos., Ant., xiv. 76. The phrase M p  rc τής 1Ρωμαίων ηγεμονίας «*» 
τής κοινής ΙλτιAcplas (Syll.3, 742) used by the Ephesians in 85 B.c. is a curious 
contradiction in terms.
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41. FOEDERA: Polyb., xxi. 32, L ivy, xxxviu . u  (Aetolia), Polyb., xxx. 31, cf. L ivy, 
x lv . 25, Cic., ώ  Fam., x ii, 15, $ 2 (Rhodes), I.G .R . , iv. 2 (Methymna), 1028 
(Astypalaea), O .G .I., 762 (Cibyra), Syll.3, 694 (Elaea), 732 (Thyrreum ), I .G .2, 
TV. 63 (Epidaurus). F or Byzantium the evidence is T ac., Ann., x ii. 62, whose 
history is fantastic; as Henze, de civitatibus liber is, pp. 62-3, points out, Byzan
tium must have signed herfoedus in or before the Second Macedonian W ar and 
broken it in the Third (cf. D iod., fr. xvr, F .H .G ., ir, p. xv). F or T yre  and Sidon 
the evidence is slight; both were free in Antony's day (Jos., A nt., xv. 95) and 
were deprived o f their freedom by Augustus (Cassius D io, liv . 7, § 6) and 
Suetonius m ay refer to them when he writes (Aug., 47), 'urbium  quasdam 
foederatas sed ad exitium licentia praecipites libertate privavit'. In the case of 
T yre  the argument is reinforced by Dig., l . xv. 1, ‘foederis quod cum Romanis 
percussit tenacissima’, cf. C .I.L ., x . 1601. I t  seems to me not improbable that 
many independent cities of the east may like the Jews (1 Macc., viii. 17-32, cf. 
xii. 1-3, xiv. 24, xv. 15-24, Jos., A nt., xti. 417-19 , cf. xm . 163-5, 264) have 
made treaties with Rome as a guarantee against the possible aggression of kings. 
F or Athens there is no earlier evidence than T ac., ti. 53. Other cities which 
may have been federate under the republic are Cyzicus (on the basis o f Cassius 
D io, Liv. 7, § 6, Suet., Aug., 47) and Dyrrachium (Livy, x l ii. 48, cf. C ic., ad 
Fam ., xiv. x, § 7* which proves that it was free).

42. Appian, M ith., 39, Ath., v. 213 c, d.

43. K in g Antiochus notified the freedom o f  Seleucia in Pieria to the Roman 
senate (O .G .I., 257), which presumably recognized it; for the era o f the city, see 
Head, Hist. Num.z, p. 783. For other free cities under the republic see C .E .R .P ., 
pp. 7  (Abdera, Aenus, Maronea), 62-3 (Asia after Sulla; add M iletus, Milet, 
126), 10 1,10 5-6  (the Lycian League), 130-1 (Pamphylia and Pisidia), 153, 160 
(Chalcedon, Heraclea in Pontus, Prusias ad Mare), 167 (Amisus), 203, 207, 
209 (Cilicia), 259-61 (Syria). F or Asia before Sulla's day our information is too 
fragmentary to be of much value. W e knoiv some at any rate o f  the cities which 
were recognized as free in 189 B.c. (see C .E .R .P ., pp. 52-4), but the situation 
seems to have been entirely changed by Aristonicus* revolt, and for the early 
provincial period we know scarcely anything (see C .E .R .P ., p. 59); to Sardis and 
Ephesus may be added Smyrna (Cic., pro Balbo, 28) and perhaps Mylasa and 
Bargylia which were free in Augustus' reign, and, as no grant is recorded, may 
have maintained their freedom from 189 B.C. without interruption. Byzantium, 
having broken i tsfoedus in 148 b .c ., was granted freedom in Cicero’s day (Verr.,
11. 76, deprov. cons., 7).

44. T h e  actual foedus (fytttov) o f Aphrodisias is not preserved b u t is alluded to in 
Antony*8 covering letter (O .G .I., 453). au to n o m y: Bruns, 14, ‘eique legibus 
sueis ita utunto itaque ieis omnibus sueis legibus Thermensis maioribus 
Pisideis utei liceto quod advorsus hanc legem non hat', O .G .I., 441, line 47, 
[SttfotW re *]ai wijtfws καί 10̂ σμ[οΐς rot$ ihiois ols όχρώντο endvjtu όπως χρωπαι, line 89, 
[off] τί νομόις έθιομot? re Ιδίοις irporepov [ίχρώντα toutois] χράσθωααν (Stratonicea),
O .G .I·, 442, [δηως ιδι]«* roir νόμοις alpeoeoiv re draw (Tabae), I.G .R ., IV, 943, Sntas 
νόμοις re καί e$eoiv και δ*κα/οι$ \j(pdv]rai α €οχον ore rfi *Ρχυμαία>ν φιλία ηροσήλθον (Chios). 
independent jurisdiction: Bruns, 14, ‘quae leges quodque ious quaeque 
consuetudo L . M arcio Sex. Iulio cos. inter civeis Romanos et Termenses 
maiores Pisidas fuit, eaedem leges eidemque ious eademque consuetudo inter 
ceives Romanos et Termenses maiores Pisidas esto (this implies some reservation 
in favour o f Romans), O .G .I., 455, ™  TaZ? *ψ
πάλιν] την Πλαρααίιαν και *Αφρο&€ΐοκ<Μ> χρήσθαι μήre ίγγνη* *[ί$ ‘Ρα/μτην αυτού? Kara δόγμα π  
κ[α! κόλευοιν όμαλαγεκν, I.G .R ., IV, 9431 °* Τ€ οντοΐς om f *Ρ<Λ»\μαΧ]οι τοι? Xeίων 
ύπακούωσιν νόμοις. F or the exchange of judicial commissions under Roman rule 
see W add.t 349-58 (cf. S.E .G ., II. 556-63, B .C .H ., 1890, p. 621, nos. 19-21) 
(Mylasa), B .C .H ., 1891, p. 200, 1904, p. 39 (f*ηκόνδικαστήριο*at Stratonicea; for
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this term see M ichel, 543), L G .R ., m . 563, 680, 736, cf, Strabo, 665 (jxrίημπτα  
δικαστήρια in L ycia ; for this term see M ichel, 357), L G ., xn . v, 722 (Adramyt- 
tium). local taxation  : Bruns, 14, *quam legem portorieis tenestribus mari- 
tumeisque Termenses maiores Phisidae capiundeis intra suos iineis deixserint, 
ea lex ieis portorieis capiundeis esto, dum nei quid portori ab ieis capiatur quei 
publics populi Romani vectigalia redempta habebunt, I.G .R ., iv , 3 3 ,^  cfctm
όμΐ[ν . . . rets] WAiftis καί της χώρας irpocoBots καθ' ·ή[σ»χΙαν χρτ}σ0ατ βούλομαι ονν] 
άποφήναοθαι οτι ouSw συγχωρώ ουδ̂  συγ̂ χωρήσω άτ«λ«ι παρ* νμΤν efco*] (Mitylene), 
L iv y  xxxviii. 44 (Ambracia). billeting  and  requisitions : Bruns, 14,11. 6 -17  
(Termessus.)

45. im m unity  : O .G .I., 455 (Aphrodisias), R.E.G., 1898, p. 258, Hermes, 1899, p. 305 
(Alabanda), Appian, b .c ., v . 7 (the Lycians, Laodicea, Tarsus), Paus., x . xxxiv,
3 (Elatea), I .B .M ., 792 (Cnidus), C ic., Phil., 11. 97 (Crete), F .H .G ., iii , p. 43* 
(Apollonia). T h e  limitation o f immunity is proved by Cic., Verr., in . 91-3 
(Halicya and Segesta). T h e  passages cited by Mommsen, Staatsrecht, in , 
p. 657, note 3, prove that (a) stipendiariae was a convenient labelfor subject cities, 
which in fact all paid tribute. But it cannot be argued that therefore no free 
cities paid tribute; on this line o f  argument it could be proved that civitates 
foederatae were not free because they are distinguished from civitates liberae; 
(6) that freedom and immunity commonly went together. B ut the very phrase 
liberae et immune* seems to im ply that a city could be libera and not immunis. 
I  do not think that the cases of the Macedonians, Illyrians, and Greeks can be 
lightly brushed aside. F or freedom and immunity under the principal*, vid. inf., 
note 68. T h e  limitation of privileges to citizens by birth is clearly set out in 
Bruns, 14, ‘Quei Thermeses maiores Peisidae fuerunt queique eorum legibus 
Thermesium maiorum Pisidarum ante k. April, quae fuerunt L . GaIJio Cn. 
Lentulo cos. Thermeses maiores Pisidae factei sunt queique ab ieis prognati 
sunt arum, iei omnes postereique eorum Thermeses maiores Peisidae leiberi 
amicci socieique populi Romani sun to.'

46, For the terms of the eastern foedera, see the texts cited in note 41. It is hardly
necessary to quote the ample evidence in Polybius and L iv y  for %he aid given by 
the Greek cities to Rome in the First and Second Macedonian, the First Syrian, 
and Third Macedonian Wars. For the senatus consultum regulating contributions, 
see Polyb., x x v m . 13, L ivy, x lih . 17, cf. Appian, B .C ., iv. 66 (Rhodes and 
Cassius). For the later republic the following examples m ay suffice, sh ips: 
Jahrtsh., 1908, pp. 69-70 (Halicarnassus in 130 B.c.), I.G .R ., iv . 1116  (Rhodes 
in 102 B.c.), Memnon, xxix, F .H .G . , in , p. 540» I.G .R ., 1. 118 (HeracleaPontica, 
Miletus, Clazomenae, Carystus in the Social War), Appian, M ith ., 33, 56, Plut., 
Luc., 2-3 (Rhodes in the First Mithridatic War), C ic., ad. A tt., v. 1 1 ,9  4» *2» 
§ 1 (Rhodes and M itylene escort Cicero), Caesar, B .C ., iii . 3» 5* Cic., 
ad A tt., ix. 9, § 2 (Athens, Coreyra, Achaeans, Rhodes, Chios, Lycians, Byzan
tium, Tyre, Sidon.with Pompey in the Civil War), Caesar, B .C ., 106, B. Alex, 
1, I I ,  13-15, 25, B . A fr .t 22, S y ll\  763 (Rhodes, Lycians, C y z k u s  with Caesar 
in the Civil War), Appian, B .C ., iv. 60-1 (Tyre, Sidon, Rhodians, Lycians with 
Cassius in the C ivil War), troops: R .E .A ., 1919» PP· 2. 7 (Bargylia in 129 B.c.), 
Diod., xxxvii. 8 (Thessalians and Acamanians in the Sicilian Slave W ar o f 103 
b .c .), Appian, M ith., 30, 41, B .C ., 1. 79» Plut·· Sulla, 16 (Greeks in the First 
Mithridatic W ar and with Sulla in Italy), I.G .2, iv. 66, SyllΛ  74*  (Epidaurus 
and Gytheum  with Antonius Creticus), C ic., ad F a m xv. 4, § 3, ‘populorum 
liberorum regumque sociorum auxilia Yoluntaria4, ad A tt.f v u  5, § 3  (Lycians 
with Cicero), Appian, B .C ., n . 49» 7©» 75» **» Caesar, B .C ., m . 4, 61 (Greeks 
with Pompey and Caesar), Appian, B .C . iv . 88, Plut., 41 (Thessalians and
Spartans with Brutus), Paus., iv. xxxi. 1, vm . xiii. 12, xlvi, 1 (Greeks with Antony 
and Octavian). money, supplies, etc. : S.E .G ., in . η ιο  (M ethymna in 131-129 
b.c ,), Appian, M ith., 30, Plut., Sulla, 12 (Greeks in First M ithridatic War),
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Syll.1, 748 (Gytheum and AntoniusCreticus), I.G ., v. 1432-3 (Messene, occasion 
uncertain). F o r the exactions o f the civil war it  is scarcely necessary to cite 
evidence. I suggest that the auxiliary units o f the imperial army named after 
free cities (e.g. Aritioch, Seleucia, Tyre, Ascalon, see Cheesman, The Auxiliaries of 
the Roman Imperial Army, pp, 181-2) may have been in origin contingents raised 
by these cities.

47. Leges provinciarum o f which anything is known are the L ex Rupilia o f Sicily 
(Cic., V e r r n . 32) and the L ex Pompeia o f Bithynia (Pliny, Ep,, x. 79 ,112 , 114). 
F or constitutional arrangements, see pp. 170-1.

48. suppression o f  ‘faction*: S y ll.\  684, C ic., ad, Q.f>, 1 . 1» § 2$,

49. Cicero speaks o f  cities raising money without any apparent sanction, e.g.,
pro Flacco, 20. F or the legationes, see ad. Fam., h i. 8, §§ 2 -5 ,10 , § 6; from  8, § 4 it 
appears that one caput in Cicero’s  edict was ad minuendos sumptus civitaium, and 
that one clause in it, forbidding public embassies on private business, was tralati- 
ciwn. O n the tributum at Appia, see ad Fam., ill. 7, §§ 2-3. imperata «Λ*ί^αλα*ο: 
ad A tt., v . 16, § 2; from the context it is clearly like the ciwn {i.e., the farmed civic 
vectrgalia) a local levy; cf. also ad Fam., in . 8, § 5, *ne in venditionem tributorum 
et istam acerbissimam exact:onem, quam tu non ignores, capitum atque osriorum 
inducerentur sumptus minime necessarii*. For Cicero’s examination o f accounts, 
see ad A tt., v i. 2, $ 5, cf. vx. 1, § 15 (the heading de rattonibus civitatum in the 
edict) and ad Q . 1, §25.

50. lex r u pilia : C ic., Verr,, 11. 32.

51. cyrenaica: J .R .S .,  1927, pp. 33 seqq. cilicia  and a sia : C ic., ad A tt., vi. 1, 
§ 15, ‘multaque sum secutus Scaevolae: in eis Ulud in quo sibi libertatem 
censent Graeci datam, ut Graeci inter se disceptent suis legibus*.

52. T h e  distinction between cognitio and iudicis datio is clearly drawn in J .R .S ., 
1927, pp. 33 seqq. It appears from the L ex Rupilia that all mixed cases in
volved the intervention o f the governor in Sicily. In Cilicia the evidence on 
this point is not clear, but Cicero had to try cases involving Romans (ad Att., 
V. 21, § 6). PRIVILEGED PROVINCIALS: Bruns, 41, Ιξονοία *αι a ifxcts [j] 4w  τβ «V 
ται? TTtxrpifHv «ατα τού? iSibf? νομον$ βούλαitnai κρίποθολ η 4πί τών Tjptriptov άρχόντο>ν ( )̂ cirl
'Ιταλικών κριτών, Syria> 1934» Ρ· 35» § 8«

S3· CONVENTUS OF ASIA: CJS.R.P., p. 61. CONVENTUS OF CILtCIA: Cic., ad Att., 
v. 21, § 9, cf. v . 16, § 4, vi. 2, § 4, ad Fam., in . 6, § 4, 8, § 6, for Cilicia Pedias, 
ad A tt., v. 21, § 6, for Cyprus. e v o c a t iO : Cic., loc. cit., ‘nam evocari ex insula 
Cyprios non licet*, cf. v . 21, §9 , vi. 2, §4 , for Cicero’s great combined con- 
ventus.

54. T h e  only provincial edict o f which we know' much is Cicero’s (ad Att., v i. 1, 
§ 15, cf. v. 21, § 11, ad Fam., in . 8, § 4). Cicero also quotes parts o f Verres* 
dealing with taxation (Verr., III. 25, 26, 35, 37) and jurisdiction (11. 33). LOCAL 
COURTS: Cic., Verr., n . 32, cf. 33, ‘ quod civis cum civi ageret, aut eum iudicem 
quem com mod um e ra t. . .  dabat, aut si legibus erat iudicium constitutum et ad 
civem suum iudicem venerant, liberc civi iudicare non licebat*. ad A tt., vi. 1, 
§ 15, 'Graeci vero exsultant, quod peregrin is iudicibus utuntur’, 2, § 4, ‘omnes 
suis legibus et iudiciis usae αυτονομίαν adeptac revixerunt’, Bruns, 41.

55. Cicero outlines the systems of provincial taxation in Verr., in , 12. Macedonia: 
Livy, XLV. 18 (abuse of publicani), 29, *eo concilia suae cuiusque regionis indici, 
pecuniam conferri, ibi m agistrate creari iussit* (this suggests federal collection), 
cf. D iod., x x x i. 8. farming in  Greece: Bruns, 42 (Oropus and the publicani),
4 1, άρχοντες ημάτεροι otnves av nore * Ασίαν Εύβοιαν μισθώοιν.

56. a sia : Cic., Verr., in . 12, Appian, B .C ., v. 4, Cassius D io, x lii. 6, § 3. T h e 
working o f the farming system can be seen in Verr., in , where it  is plain that the
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pactiones with the cities (67 seqq.) were private arrangements» and that the L ex 
Hieronica envisaged direct dealings between the decumanus and the orator 
(e.g., 25 seqq., 36 seqq.). It is probable that the pactiones to  which Cicero 
alludes in  his own province (ad A tt., v. 13, § 1, vi. 1, § 16) were w ith  the cities; in 
Bithynia this was certainly the case (ad Fam., xm . 63). sulla 's  in d em n ity:
Appian. M itk., 6a, μονοί* ύμίν «ηίγράφω nivrt ότών φόρους ισςηγκτΐν αύτικο. κα* τι)ν 
τον πολέμου hanuvTjv . · . δ*α*ρι?σα> δ< τανθ' «κάσrots <γο> καί κατά πάλα;» Cic.» <Z<i
i. ι ,  § 33» ‘nomen autem publicani aspemari non possunt qui pend ere ipsi vcctigal 
sine publicano non potuerint quod iis aequaliter Sulla discripserat*, pro Flacco, 
32 (subsequent use o f Sulla's discriptio for ship money).

57. c il ic ia : Bruns» 14, Cic. ad A tt., v. 15» § 3 (at Laodicea) 16, § 1 (at Synnada)» 
21, § 4  (at Iconium), vr. 1, § 15-16, 2 , §5» 3, §3 , ad Fam., n . 13, § 3,111. 8 § 4· 
cyrenaica: Cic., proPlancio, 63, Pliny, N .H ., xix. 39-40, cf. C .E .R .P ., pp. 361-2 
b it h y n ia : Cic., ad Fam., xm . 65 (pasture dues), xm . 9, D io Chrys., xxxviii· 
26 (tithe), cf. C .E .R .P ., pp., 161-2. po n tu s: Caesar, B . A lex., 70·

58. Sy r ia : Cic., de prov. cons., 10, ‘iam vero publicanos miseros . . . tradidit in 
servitutem ludaeis et Syris . . . pactiones sine ulla inuria facta9 resetdit’, pro 
Flacco, 69 (Judaea is ‘elocata'), Jos., Ant., x iv. 202-3, 206, cf. m y analysis in
J .R .S ., 1935, pp. 228-9.

59. roads: Cic., pro Fonteio, 17. h o spitality: Cic., ad A tt., v. 10, § 2, 16, § 3, 
21, § 5 ;  these passages mention a L ex Julia regulating hospitality, Bruns, 14, 
records an earlier lex Porcia; animals are not mentioned in these passages but it 
would appear from Livy, x lii. 1, that it was usual to requisition them; cf. also 
the speech o f the elder Cato quoted in Fronto, Ep. ad Ant. Imp,, 1. 2, ‘numquam 
ego evectioncm datavi, quo amici mei per symbolos pecunias magnas caperent*. 
diplom ata: Cic., in Pis., 90, cf. ad Att., x. 17, § 4, ad Fam., vi. 12, § 3. UBBRAB 
LBGATIO.wes : C ic., Leg., 111. t8, pro Flacco, 86, cf. ad Fam., xn . 21, ad Att., xv. 11, 
§ 4. FRUMEXTUM in  CELLAM: Cic., in Pis., 90, pro Flacco, 45, Verr., 1. 95; the 
whole system is fully discussed in Verr., ill. 188 seqq., the abuse o f  commutation 
in 189-94 \ from 21 r it appears that corn was compulsorily purchased for the army 
as well as the staff, billeting: Bruns, 14, Cic., ad Att. x v. 21, § 7, and perhaps §11.

60. sh ips: pro Flacco, 27-33, Verr., 1. 86-90 (Asia), cf. v. 43 seqq. (Sicily); also in 
time o f war, Appian. M ith., 56 (PamphyHa in the First M ithridatic War), 
I.G .R ., 1. 843 (Cos in 84-82 b .c .), Cic,, ad A tt., ix. 9, § 2, Caesar, B .C ., u i. 3, 
5, 7, 40, 101, 106, B . Alex., 1, 13-14  (fleets from all the eastern provinces, in 
particular Arad, Smyrna, Cos, with Pompey and Caesar), Cassius D io, xlvii. 
30 (Arad with Dolabella), troops: Syll.3, 700 (Macedonians jn  border wars). 
Appian, M ith., 41, B .C ., 1. 79 (Macedonians with Sulla in Mithridatic war and 
Italy), O .G .I., 443 (Pocmanenum in 80-79 b -ll), Appian, B .C ., n . 49, 71, 75, 
Caesar, B .C ., in . 4, 102 (provincial levies with Pompey in the civil war), Caesar, 
B .A lex ., 26, Jos., i4»f.,xiv. 129, Bell., r. 188 (contingents from Syrian and Cilician 
cities in the Alexandrine War), C ic., ad Fam., Xll. Γ3, § 4 (Tarsus and Laodicea 
with Dolabella), Appian, B .C ., HI. 79, iv. 75 (Macedonians with Brutus); here 
again I suggest that auxiliary units such as the Damascenes and the Apamcnes 
(Chessman, op. cit., pp. 181-2) may originally have been contingents raised by 
these cities, probably during the civil wars. For the monetary and other exactions 
during the civil w ar it  is superfluous to quote evidence, crowns : C ic., in Pis., 90.

61. Cicero is very outspoken on the unreliability o f levies from the provincial 
cities; ad Fam., xv. 1, § 5, ‘nam sociorum auxilia propter acerbitatcm atque 
iniurias imperi nostri aut ita im bed I la sunt ut non mu 1 turn nos iuvare possint 
aut ita alienata a  nobis ut neque expectsndum ab iis ncque commitrendum iis 
quicquam esse videatur*.

62. cydonia  and LAPPA: Cassius Dio, LI. 2, 3. oresti: Pliny, N .H ., iv. 35, cf. 
Polyb., XVIII. 47, L ivy, xxxiii, 34, Cic., de Harusp. Resp., 35. apo llo n ia :
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F .G .H ., iu , p. 436, cf. Appian, III., 8. other Macedonian com m unities: 
Pliny, N .H ., iv . 3, 35-6» 38, 73, cf. Cic., ad A tt., in . 8 seqq. for Thessalonica, 
Polyb. XVIII. 44, 48, L ivy, χχχιπ . 30, 35 for Thasos.

63. FREE CITIES OF creece: Pliny, N .H .t IV. 5, 7, 8, 16, 24-6, 29* 5*1 54» S7> and 
Paus., x . xxxiv, 2 (Elatea), xxxv. z  (Abac), m . xxi. 6 (Eleutherolacones); the 
freedom o f Plataea is inferred from  its being with Athens, Thespiae and Thessaly 
in charge o f  a special commissioner under Hadrian (Dessau, 1067). nero and  
vbspasian: Suet., Nero, 24, Vesp., 8, Cassius Dio, lx iii. i i , § i , Pliny, N .H ., iv. 
22, Paus., v ii. xvii, 3-4, Syll.1, 814. Thessaly: Appian, B .C ,, Π. 88, Plut., 
Caesar, 48 (Caesar's grant), Dessau, 2067 (free under Hadrian). It is not 
recorded as free  in Pliny and perhaps Plut., Prate, reip. ger., 29, refers to  the 
loss, and Suet., Tib., 8, to the recovery o f its liberty, mothone: Paus., iv. xxxv, 3. 
PALLANTIUM: id ., v iu . xliit, 2.

64. byean tiu m : Suet., Vesp., 8, Dio Chrys., xxxi. 105-6, Cassius D io, lxxiv. 14, 
§ 3, Herodian, 111. vi. 9, Hist. Aug., C a r a c 1. F or the others, see C .E.R .P., 
pp. 74-15 (Abdera, Aenus, and Maronea), 380, note 24 (Augusta Trajana), 160 
(Chalcedon), 163 (Cius), 268 (Amisus), 171 (Trapezus).

63. Ib., pp. 76 (Mylasa), 77 (Rhodes, Bargylia, Cnidus, Stratonicea, Caunus, 
Alabanda, Aphrodisias. Astypalaea, Cos), 80 (Chios), 85 (Mitylene), 86 (Ilium), 
87 (Cyzicus). sam o s: Cassius Dio, liv . 9, § 7> Pliny, N .H ., v. 135, Suet., Vesp. 
8. Apollon is and Magnesia ad Sipylum arc recorded in the Augustan formula 
provtneiae (Pliny, N .H ., v. r20, rzo) without.being qualified as free, and there
fore certainly were not· Tabae is* not mentioned by Pliny, and Phocaea and 
M iletus only in his account o f the coast, not drawn from official sources; it is 
therefore possible that they were free, m in o a : I.G ., xn . vii. 242.

66. l y c ia : C .E .R .P ., pp. 105-6. termessus: ib., p. 244. seleucia on the c a ly-
CADNUS: ib., p. 209. FREE CITIFS OF CILICIA PF.PIAJ4: |b., p. 20?. FREE CTTTIW OF
SYRIA: ib., pp. 260, 263; T yre  had regained itsfoedus by the third century (vid. 
sup., note 41), and the independent attitude of T yre  and Sidon to Agrippa I 
(Acts, xii. 20) rather suggests that they had already recovered their freedom 
then.

67. augustan tOSDERA: Pliny, Bp., x. 92-3, O .G .I., 530 (Amisus; probably granted 
by Augustus since he freed the city), 'Αφηνα, 1899, pp. 283-4 (Cnidus), I.G .R ., iv. 
33d (Mitylene), Servius, in Aen ., in . 501 (Ni copal is). Many cities during the 
principate style themselves (φΙΧη) σύμμαχος 'Ρωμαίων; Aspendus (Head, Hist. 
Num.1, p. 701), Side (ib., p. 704), Sitlyum (ib., p. 705), Sagalassus (ib., p. 710, 
I.G .R ., in . 350-3). Nicomedia(/.G.f?., in . 6), Mopsuhestia (ib., 915), Amorium 
(I.G .R ., iv. 619), Sardis (ib., 1528), Laodicea (/.G., m . 479). A s only two of 
these cities, Mopsuhestia and Laodicea, are otherwise known to  have been free, 
the title was presumably meaningless at this date, though it m ay recall the fact 
that the city had once been an ally o f Rome; the Pamphyltan cities seem to 
have been declared free and perhaps struck foedera in 189 b .c . (C.E.R.P:, 
pp. 130-1). T h e  official Greek iorfoederata was, it may be noted, l»ww&*(0 ,G./,, 
530). cancellation  o f  fo ed er a  ; S u e t, Aug., 47.

68. appeals: L G .1, 11-111. 1100, I .G ,, v. i. 21, I.G .R ., iv. 1031, 1044. amphissa 
and  the o zo u a n  locrians : Pliny, N .H ., iv. 7, 8. il iu m ; ib., v . 124; according
to Strabo, 595» Caesar την «Χ*νθ*ρίαν καί την άλ*ιτσυργηαίαν αύτοΐς συν*φύ\αί<, but
according to Suet., Claud., 25, Claudius gave them immunity from tribute; 
it would seem therefore that Augustus deprived even the Ilians o f immunity, 
unless there is some confusion between different grants o f various immunities; 
Tacitus (Ann., XII. 58) describes Claudius* grant as ‘ut Ilienses omni publico 
munere solverentur* and the Ilians had a very complete set o f  privileges (Dig., 
xxvn. i. 17, § 1). sparta: Strabo, 365. ALABANDA: Head, Hist. Num.1, p. 607. 
tribute paid b y  byzan tiu m : T ac., Ann., xn. 63; by Mylasa, O .G .I., s i 5, xal
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tovto καί ή tu[iropta 17 προς τούς κυρίους auJroKparopas των φάρων βραδύW*. T h e often 
cited cases o f Apollonts and Magnesia ad Sipylum  (Tac.» Ann., n . 47) are 
not valid, since these cities were not free in the principate (vid. sup., note 
65). T h at o f A ntioch (Dig., l . xv. 8, § 6) is also doubtful, since Severus had 
annulled the privileges o f the city. T h e  case o f  Chios (Jos., Ant., xvi. 26) is 
probably irrelevant, for τα προς Καίσαρος ίπ*τρ6πον$ χρήματα cannot mean tribute, 
which was paid to  the proconsul, but must be a private debt: the ίίαφοραί are 
a civic property tax— it is the normal word. Cos (Tac., Ann., XII. 61) and 
Pallantium (Paus., vm . xliii. x) are the only Greek cities known to have been 
granted im m unity during the principate, if  N ero’s short-lived grant to the 
Greeks -(Syll.\  814) be excepted.

69. trajan an d  am isu s: Pliny, Ep., x. 92-3.

70. denda: Pliny, N J I m . 14s. s t o b i: ib., iv. 34, Head, Hist. Num.*, p. 245. 
co ela : C .E .R .P ., p. r6.

7 1. latin  r ig h t : Strabo, 186-7. privilege op apam ea: Pliny, Ep., x . 47-8; 
Pausanias’ statement (v ii, xviii. 7) that Augustus ffo«c μχν iXeMpots * Αχαιών 
μόνοις Πατρ*ΰαιν ttvai, «$ω*€ δέ «at τα αλΑα yipa σφιοιν οποαα τοΐς άποίκοίς ν4μ*ατ οΐ 
'Ρωμαίο* νομίζουν* implies that Roman colonies enjoyed the status o f free cities.

72. tax-p a y in g  colon ies: Dig., l . xv. i ,  § 3, 8, § 5. From I.G ., iv. 1600 it appears 
that Corinth paid taxes under Hadrian, immune colon ies: Dig., L. xv. x, § 6, 
8, § 7. ius ita licu m : ib., l . xv. r, 6, 7, 8; the following colonics are stated 
definitely to have had the right: Philippi, Dyrrachium, Cassandreia, D ium , Alexan
dria Troas, Parium, Antioch o f Pisidia, Berytus among the early foundations, 
T yre , Laodicea, Heliopolis, Emesa among the Severan, also the municipium o f 
Stobi. A bout Apam ea and Sinope (early), and Palmyra and Sebaste (Severan), 
U lpian’s language is ambiguous. A n  inscription (B .C .H ., 1909, p. 35) proves 
that Nicopofis o f  Armenia M inor had the tus Italicum. i f  a Marsyas statue be 
accepted as evidence o f ius Italicum (see Philologus, 1891, p. 639, M il. Arch. 
Hist., 1898, p. 146) the doubtful cases o f Apamea (Head, Hist. Num.*, p. 510) 
and Palmyra (B .M .C ., Galatia & c ., p. Iviii) are confirmed, and the following 
colonies are added: Olbasa (C./.L., 6888), Cremna (Head, Hist. Num.*, p. 708), 
Patrae, Deultum  (Eckhel, Doctr. Num. Vet„  iv, p . 439), Claudiopolis (B .M .C ., 
Lycaonia & c ., p. 117), Sidon, Caesarea ad Libanum (B .M .C ., Phoenicia, pp. cxvi, 
lxxii), Bostra (B .M .C ., Arabia, p. 21), Neapolis (B .M .C ., Palestine, p. xxxiii), 
Damascus (Eckhel, loc. cit.); also the municipium o f Coela (Head, Hist. Num.*,
p . 259).

73. ASCALON: B .G .U ., 3x6, κολωνίφ ΆοκΙάλων*] r§ marg «at 4Xev$ap̂ . TYRE: Dig., 
L. xv. x, ‘splendidissima Tyriorum  coionia . . . foederis quod cum Romanis 
percussit tenacissima.’ aphrodisias: R .B .G ., 1906, p. 86.

74. F or constitutional arrangements see p. 171. punishment of left  w ts c  poLrrr- 
cia n s: Plut., Praec. reip. g e r 17. suspension of assem bly: D io  Chrys., lxviii. 
1 ;  cf. A cts, xix. 39-40. Maecenas’ advice in Cassius D io, L iu  30, § z , ο* δήμο* 
μήτ€ κύριοί roe; «στωσαν μήτί κίς «κχληοίαν το παραπαν φοντατωοαν does not, how
ever, represent the policy o f the emperors even in  Dio*s day (see p. 177). 
prohibition  of CLUBS: Pliny, Ep., x . 34,93, Dessau, 7190, Dig., xlviii. xix. 28, 
§ 3·

75. jurisdiction : I  can find no reference (outside free cities) to local courts in the 
east save I .G .R ., iii . 736 (the μ«τάπ*μπτα δικαστήρια o f Lycia) and Plut., Praec. 
reip. ger,, 19, where he laments the decline o f *α* βουλή καί δήμος καί δικαστήρια 
καί αρχή πάσα ow ing to the habit o f referring every trivial affair to  the governor; 
it m ay be noted that these δικαστήρια were not ju ry  courts, cf. Plut., op. cit., 10, 
where a young man is advised to make his mark in politics by a δίκη μ*γαλη καλώς
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76. ex gratia paym en ts: Pliny, Ep., x. 90-1, Dig., L. ix. 4 (Ulpian), ii. 8 (Hermo- 
genian), Cod. Just., x . xlvii. 2 (Diocletian), chances in  taxatio n : Dessau, 
6092 (Vespasian), Dig., l . xii. 13 (Marcus), Cod. Just., iv. Ixii. 1, 2 (Sevcrus), 
D ig; xxxix. iv. x o, (Hermogenian), cf. Pliny, Ep.t x. 24, where Trajan forbids the 
levy of a tributum for the baths at Prusa.

77. delegations: Dig., l . vii. 5 ,§  6 (Vespasian),cf. Pliny, E p x. 43. games: Dig., 
l . viii. 6 (Valens), cf. Cassius Dio, l ii. 30, § 3-8.

78. D io Chrys., XL. 6, xlv. 15, Pliny, Ep., x y passim, D ig., L. x. 7  (Pius), 6 (Marcus), 
3 (Macer), viii. 7 , § 1 (Paulus), cf, Cassius Dio, lit. 30, § 3.

79. early imperial COMMISSIONERS: Philostr., Vit. Soph., i. xix, p . s i 2 (Smyrna), 
Pliny, Ep.t v iii, 24(Achaea), Dessau, 1067 (Athens, Sec.), 8826 (Bithynia), 1066-7 
(Syria).

80· later commissioners op several citxes: Annie Eptgr., 1928, 97 (Nicaea, 
&c.), J.G., m . 677 (Thebes, See.), I .G .R ., iv. 1213 (Seleucia, &c.), J.G ., 
in . 631 (Achaea), Dessau, 8842, cf. in . 2, p. exei (Pergamene diocese), cf. I.G ., 
xii. iii. 1119, -ffoAftov 4πιφαν*στάτ*>ν Xoyiartiiis €χφάμ€νον (perhaps not simul
taneously). e ar ly  commissioners of single cities: O .G .I., 492 (Trapezopolis; 
curator is here by exception rendered ίιτψ.*ληttjs), S J 2.G ., ii. 4*0 (Apollonia), 
I.G .R ., iv. 218 (Ilium), m . 69 (Cius), iv, 1294 (Gordus), Annie Epigr., 1926» 79 
(Nicomedia), 1932, 50, S.E .G ., iv . S19 (Ephesus), C ./.G ., 2741 (Aphrodisias). 
Ulpian’s D e officio curatoris is quoted in Dig., xxn. i. 33, L. ix. 4, x. 5, xii. i ,  15.

81. senatorial commissioners: Pliny, Ep., vm . 24, Dessau, 1066-7, 1140-41,
8826, I.G .R ., 111. 39-40, iv. 1307, I .G ;  in . 10, 631, Annie Epigr.y 1926, 79, 
C .I .G ;  2782, λογιστήν μττα ύπατικσνς $ο$€ντα τη? πόλίω?. EQUESTRIAN
commissioners: I.G .R ., in . 6, iv. 1213, Annie Eptgr., 1928, 97» O .G .I., 500, 
I.G ., xn . iii. 1119 , S.E .G ., iv . 519, vrr. 826. provincial high  priests as com
missioners: O .G ./., 4 9 2 ,1. G . R in . 63, 69, 491, IV. 1168, 1294» i 642» C .I.G ., 
2741, 2912, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 197, 1887, p. 216, S .E .G ., 11. 410.
PROVINCIALS FROM OTHER CITIES AS COMMISSIONERS: I.G .R ., III. 44Ο, 474, IV. 2l8, 
C .I.G ., 2782 (this man’s father had been high priest o f Asia, and his grand
father and great-grandfather senatorial), I .G ., ill. 677 (a very distinguished 
Athenian o f senatorial ancestry).

82. T h e  transition to the Byzantine practice is difficult to trace, but is illustrated 
by inscriptions which record a Χαγιοτης holding local magistracies, e.g. I.G ., v. 
ii. I52, riv «iftoAoywrarov δβκάίτρωτον rraaijr apenjj κ<κοομημίνον b  τί tat? aAAatf troAciriwu? 
και λογιοττυσαντα. άκαταγνόστως (Tegea), C .I.G ., 2926, τον άγορανομον, τον νπ4ρτατον 
λογιστήν *αί κτίστην rifc πατρίδας (Tralles), I.G .R ., IV. 1359» Ao[yw>ri|v] στρατηγόν 
γ[νμναα\1αρχαν irfrth[aw ά]γωνο$«την (Hierocaesarea?), UK. 264, πρίνκίψ καί λογιστής της 
λαμπρές EUo\*4an> koXmvios, cf, S .E .G ., v ii, 826-7 (Gerasa). Even in the fourth 
century the curator ewitatis was appointed by imperial epistula; see Cod. Tkeod., 
xir. i. 20 (PPO . Or., 331). In  the west he continued to be in  the Ostrogothic 
kingdom (Cassiod., Variae, v ii. 12) and after Justinian’s reconquest (Nov.y 75, 
104», where pater is equivalent to curator, see Part III , note 104), but in the east 
no imperial codicil seems to have been issued in Justinian’s reign; the pater does 
not appear in the list o f fees attached to Nov, 8. T h e  duration o f the office 
might be considerable, cf. I.G ., iv . 796, πμηθ4ντα λογιστ4η Μ  της βαοΜας els 
δ«*βίτlav (Troezen), probably an exceptional case. T h e  importance o f the office 
is shown by the practice, almost universal in rite third century, o f dating monu
ments M  Xvytorov. For an account of the system, see Lie ben am, Pkilologus, 1897» 
p. 290, Komemann, P .W ., xv. 1806. A  list o f λσγισταίis given b y  T od, J J I .S  
1922, p. 172.

83. See pp. 184 seqq.
84. In the first census o f  Syria an imperial officer was delegated b y  Quiriniu9 to 

assess a single dry, Apamea (Dessau, 2683). T h is would hardly have been
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necessary later, c iv ic  assessors : £>ig. L. iv. i ,  § 2, 'personalia civilia sunt munera 
• . .  ad census accipiendum* (Hermogenian), 18, § 16, ‘pari modo q u i acceptandis 
8ive suscipiendis- censualibus professionibus destinantur ad personalis muneris 
sollicitudinem anirmim intendunt* (Arcadius Charisius). A s to the date of these 
two lawyers I  agree with Krtiger (Gesch, der Quellen und Litteratur des row. 
Rickts2, pp. 254-5) that the evidence for placing them after A.D. 331 is not 
cogent, and I w ould add that their allusions to the decaprotia (Dig., l . iv. 1, § 1, 
18, § 26), which was abolished in a.d. 307-8 (vid. in f,  note 106), prove that they 
must have written before a.d. 308.

85. TAX COLLECTION IN LYCIA: I.G .R ., III. 739, It, [ά]ρχιφύΧαξ Avkuov τήν μίν άρχί,ν
άπεικώς [καί τελεί της re είρηνης «u rij? μετά ττάσης φροντ&ος προνοουμενα[ς,
τ]β $1 βναλώμβτίσ] μεγαλόψυχες ά#/<ττα{τα4] την προ? τον £[σ]*ον υπέρ τοΰ έθνους ε[ΰ]σεβειαν 
«**τλ7ρ[ώ]ν εν οΓ?· ποιίίται τροο[«]4σοδ[4]ασμ<Η? «V τών [t]5iwv τη δί άνσπράξει μί(τ]α πόσης 
φιλανθρωπίας σ]ν[ν]αρχ6μενos Ιπ)ροο4ρχεσθαι, 739« ΪΠ, ava8«faft€voff hi καί iv τώ 10m τήν 
άρχιφυλακίαν πάντα οεμνώς «cat φιλαγάθως «cal φιλοτείμως hi όλης της αρχής έτέΧβοεν τοάς τε 
φάρους (τττερεισοΰιόσας κομίζεται, 488, όρχιφυλακήσαντα έν τή πρ6ς τώ Κράγω awrcAfetp] «cat 
μττα νάοης είρηνης «c[al] ενσεβείας τήν άρχήν εκτελίσαντα πληρώσαντα «cal [«If] το ίερώτατον 
ταμεΐον τους Ιεροάς φόρους *αί την πράξήν ποιησάμενον έπεικως καί τειμητικώς. It has
been suggested on  the basis o f Άρχ. d«Ar„ 1916, p. 148, where a president o f the 
Macedonian «coivdv pays the poll tax on behalf o f the province, that in Macedonia 
also the κοινά» collected the imperial tribute; but the inference is for from certain. 
CITY co llecto rs: Dig., XLIX. xviii. 5, § 1, *sed et ab exactione tributorum habent 
(sc. veterani) immunitatem, hoc est, ne exactores tributorum constituantur* 
(Paulus), L. i. 1 7 ,§ 7 ,  ‘exigendi tributi munus inter sordida munera non habetur 
et ideo decurionibus quoque mandatur* (Papinian), iv. 3, § 1 1 ,  'exactionem 
tributorum onus patrimonii esse constat* (Uipian). decaproti : Turner, J.E .A ., 
1936, pp. 7 -19 . T h e  low rank o f the exactores appears from the citation from 
Papinian, their financial responsibility from that from Uipian. Decaproti were 
always decurions; it m ay be noted that the office is frequently recorded in 
inscriptions, w hich implies that it was honourable. T h eir responsibility is 
described in Dig., L. iv. 3, § 10, 'decaprotos etiam minores annis xxv fieri, non 
militantes tamen, pridem placuit; quia patrimonii magis onus videtur esse* 
(Uipian); see also the passage cited in the next note.

86. Dig., L. iv. 18, § 6, ‘nam decaproti et icosaproti tribute exigentes et corporale 
ministerium gerunt et pro nominibus defunctor urn fiscalia detriments resar- 
ciunt* (Arcadius Charisius citing Modestinus). T h e  responsibility o f the 
council for the officers it elected is proved by many Egyptian documents, e.g.
Ckr. , 1 .378, ιναεκάστης ουσίας «να ηναφροντιοτηνάίι[οΙχρεων κα&άνψ Ικάντηςβουλήςαίρεθήναι 
ποιήσητε, C . Ρ . Herm., 97» <λό*46[ν©ί] υπογεγραμμένους λειτουργήσοντ[ας τψ κ]ιΜνφ 
«αυτών rai απάοης τής κρατί[α)τ^$ ημών βουλής. A ll the evidence for fiscal responsibility 
is third century, b u t there is no evidence bearing on the question at all at an earlier 
date, and the fiscus must from the beginning have had some guarantee to replace 
that o f the publicans. F or Aurelian, see Cod. Just., x i. lix. i ; Arcadius Charisius 
perhaps refers to  this measure when he writes: *Sed ea quae personalia esse 
diximus, si . . . annonam exigentes desertorum praediorum damna sustineant, 
mix to rum definitione continebuntur* (Dig., l . iv. t8 ,  § 27). For the allocation of 
miscellaneous revenues to payment of tribute, see O .G .I,, 515 (Mylasa), Syll.*, 
800 (Lycosura), I .G ., xit. v. 724 (Andros), 946 (Tenos).

87. aurum coronarium : Hist. Aug., Hadr., 6 , Ant. P ., 4, P . Fay,, 20 (proved by 
Wilcken, Zeitsckr. Sav.-Stift.,XLU (192s), p. 150, to belong to Severn* Alexander, 
and citing Trajan and Marcus as precedents), Cassius Dio, LXXViv. 9, § 2 (Cara- 
calla), P , Oxy., 1413, 1. 25, ο επείκτης χρυοου στεφάνου και νεικης τον κυρίου ημών 
Ανρηλιανοΰ Σεβ(α0τ)ού. Free cities were also expected to pay, cf. Syll.*, 832.

88. g o r ty n : C .I.L ., nr. 13566. a bil a : Dessau, 5864. amyzon : Jahresk., 1910, 
Beiblatt, p. 77. hbraclea: B .C .H ., 1897» P· *62. A t  Beroea the roads built by



Popillius Python (Άρχ. Δΐλτ., 1916, p. 148) may have been local, and at Troezen 
those repaired b y  Ision son o f Timotheus {LG., xv. 758) were almost certainly so. 
For the third century see I.G .R ., iv . 1206, ή λαμπρότατη θναπψηνών trota κατ*σκ*ό- 
aatv τάί ο$ονς, cf. 1x65-6» 1208, 1305» 13 ς s (milestones dedicated by Thya- 
teira). Such milestones are very common, e.g. I.G .R ., x. 828 (Trajanopolis), 669, 
670» 672 (Pautalia), 687-8, 692-3 (Serdice), 724-5 (Philippopolis), 741, 753 
(Augusta Trajana), 772 (Hadrianopolis), xv. 1482-3 (Smyrna), 1380 (Silandus), 
1364 (Daldis). In die legal texts there is some confusion between the munus 

personate of supervising road building and mtmus patrimonii or locorum of 
actually building the road. T h e  former is mentioned in Dig., l - iv. 18, § 7, *sed 
et qui ad faciendas vise eligi solent, cum nihil de proprio patrimonio in hoc 
munus conferant’, § 15, ‘si aliquis fuerit electus ut com pellateos qui prope viam 
publicam possident stemere viam, personale munus est\ and presumably, L. iv· 
1, § 2; the latter presumably in xlix. xviii. 4, L. iv. 24, § 2, v . 11, where it is 
classed with praedionan collatio. T h e earliest reference (l . iv, 12, Javolenus, who 
wrote in the late first century) is ambiguous.

89. ENTERTAINMENT OP EMPEROR, COURT, ARMY: I.G .R ., HI. 62, 66, 68, I42I 
(Prusias), 173, 208 (Ancyra), 714 (Myra), 739» iv  (Rhodiapolis), 1033, O .G .I., 
640 (Palmyra), I .G .R ., iv . 1247 (Thyateira), Forsck. Eph., in . 72, 80 (Ephesus), 
S .E .G ., 1. 276 (Lete); in most o f these cases the entertainment is provided by a 
prominent citizen, but his service is reckoned among his τονργίαι on behalf 
o f  his narpis; that the burden officially rested on the city is shown by I.G .R ., iii . 
739, iv. a letter o f  Caelius Florus, procurator o f Lycia-Pam phylia, to Opramoas 
o f Rhodiapoli$: K<d δημοσίφ. njv} πολιν υμών έπόαταλχα <as r[a] aνανκ[aJ4ότατα tls 
τήν ΐυτνχςοτάτην τον \κ\νρΙου ημών ivavobov ότοΐμάοααθαί.

go. T h e  cursus publtcus is authoritatively analysed by Seeck, P .W ., iv . 1846, and 
I need only quote references for particular points relevant to m y subject. T h e 
system o f requisitioning lodging, provisions and transport is best revealed by 
Egyptian documents; for discussions, see Wilcken, GnmdxUge, pp. 358-9, 375-6, 
Oextel, Die Liturgie, pp. 88-94. T h e  edicts o f Germanicus (S B ., 3924) and of 
Vergilius Capito (O .G .I., 665) show that lodging (f«wot) and certain extras 
(O .G .I., 665, καί τούτους δέ στ4γ$ μόνον $4χ*σθοΑ τον; ό**ρχομ4νου$, ύηοκ*1μβνόν tt  μη$4να 
μηδϊν πρόττίΐν <f<v τών ν*τό ΜοξΙμον oraBhntuv) were provided gratis. T h e  edict 
o f Germanicus shows that a  μισθός was paid for άγγαρ*ϊο* and that o f Aemilius 
Rectus (Ckr., 1. 439) and also P .S .I ., 683, a document concerned with Severus’ 
visit to Egypt, that a τίμη was paid for provisions. T h e  responsibility o f the 
city magistrates is proved b y  Plut., Gaiba, 8, Hitt. Aug., Hadr,, 7. T h e 
proper procedure was probably that the diploma holder should apply to the 
magistrates, not requisition himself; cf. P .S .I ., 446, where the prefect M . 
Petronius Mamertinus complains o f soldiers, &c,, τά μέν αετούς βίαν
άποσπώντας τα 3} καί κατά χαριν ή 6tpair*iav ίτ[α]ρα τών στρατηγών λαμβάνοντας. SPECIAL
officers : Dig., L. iv. 18, § 4, ‘ angariarum praebitio personale munus est1 
(Arcadius Charisius), Cod. Just., x. xliii. 1, 4 curator ad cogendas angaries’ 
(Cams), x i. xxxviii. 1, ‘ munus exhibendarum angaria rum’ (Diocletian); Dig., 
L. iv . 1, § 4, * ad exhibendum cibum potum tectum et similia* (Hermogenian), 
18, § 10, 'xenoparochi1; ib. ‘curatores ad extruenda vel reficienda . . . man- 
si ones’ (Arcadius Charisius), I.G ., v . i. 7, B .S .A ., x in , pp. 39-40, κατάλυμα 
τών 'Ροίμαιατν καί Ιικασταν (at Sparta), I.G ., v . ii. 515 (Lycosura), cf. I.G .R ., h i. 
1119, for a public rest-house built by an independent village. H ere again the legal 
texts apparently confuse the supervisory offices with the duty o f  taking in guests 
(Dig., L. iv. 3, § 13-14  (Ulpian), 18, § 29, 30 (Vespasian and Hadrian), v. 10, § 2 
(Paulus), 11 (Hermogenian), cf. Syll.*, 881) and supplying animals (Dig., L. iv. 
28, § ax, § 29 (Arcadius Charisius), v. 20, § 2 (Paulus), 11 (Hermogenian)).

91. W ho ultimately paid for the eursus pubticus is a difficult question, but Oertel 
(op. c i t ,  pp· 92-3) has, I  think, conclusively shown from  an examination of
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O. G .I., 665, that in Egypt the expense was not paid by the treasury but debited 
to the nome in which it was incurred; his argument is E think reinforced by
P . S .I., 683, where money is paid for provisions «* τον Πρωτάτο» ταμκίου but only 
iv irpoxpelfy i.e., thtfiscus in this case advanced the money which would later be 
raised by supplementary taxation. This supplementary tax was called μ*ρισμά$ 
διπλών (Wallace, Taxation in Egypt, pp. 153-4). By analogy the cities would pay 
in other provinces, and this conclusion is confirmed by their complaints, which 
would not be very reasonable if they were reimbursed, o f  the burden of the 
cursus publicus (e.g., Dessau, 214). abuses of the cu r su s  p u b lic u s: Chr., 1.439,
O. G.I», 665, I.G .R ., IV. 598, I. 674, 1. 31, αναγκάζουν# ήμδ* fcvla$ athots παράχριν
καί erepa πλ*ΐστα us άνάλημφιν αυτών άνςυ αργυρίου χορηγ<ΐν> 1. 37» Kommiyovoiv παράχαν 
avroTs toS fevias καί τά ewMjSita μηδ̂ μίαν τιμήν καταβαλόντπ, 1. 79» καταναγκάζω ήμαϊ
χορηγ*Χν αύτοΐδ προίκα τα άκηβια άλλα μη& ξενίαν αδτοΐς παρίχκtv οΓ? μή font* ανάγκη 
(from these passages it is plain that in a .d. 238 the same rule applied as in the 
first century, lodging gratis, provisions for payment). Hadrian’s  reform : 
H ist Aug., Hadr., 7 ; that Pius discontinued the fiscal post is inferred from 
H ist Aug., A n t  P .f 12. severus* reform : Hist. Aug., Sev., 14, cf. Dessau, 452, 
for the mancipes; these are frequently mentioned in the Byzantine period, vid♦ 
inf., note 109. T he passages cited above from the Digest and the Code show that 
angariae continued throughout the third century; cf. also I.G .R., 1. 766, 1. 43, 
iv. 598,1. 17. Hermogenian and Arcadius Charisius both speak of res vMculans 
or cursus vekicularis soUicitudo as a civic tnunus (Dig., L. iv. 1, § 1, 18, § 4), but 
they differ as to its nature, the former calling it  patrimonial, the latter personal,

92. SHIPS: D io Chrys., XXXI. 103, cf. L G ., XU. iii. Ϊ04, οτραπυσάμκνον iv τριημιολί  ̂
$ ονομα Etwbpla Σεβαστά. MILITARY contingents: Arrian, Exp. c. Alanos, 7 
(Trapezus), Jos., Bell., 11. 502 (Syrian cities), A n t, x v ii. 287, Bell., 11. 67 
(Berytus).

93, recruitin g : J os., A n t , xiv. 225-7, 230-2 (from the fact that the Roman 
governors circularize the cities on the matter of Jewish exemption it would 
appear that the civic authorities were responsible for supplying recruits), 
Agennius Urbicus (Thulin, Corp. Agrim, Rom., p. 45), ‘ res publicae contro- 
versias de iure territorii solent movere quod aut indicere munera dicant oportere 
in ea parte soli aut legere tironem ex vico aut vecturas aut’ copias devehendas 
indicere*, Dig., L. iv. 18, |  3, ‘ tironum sive equorum productio* (Arcadius 
Charisius). remounts: Dig., L. iv. 1, § 2, καμηλααΐa, id est, camelorum agitatio 
exhibitioque’ (Hermogenian), 18, § 3, § u ,  * camel asia quoque similiter munus 
penonale est; nam ratione habita et alimentorum et camelorum certa pecunia 
camelariis dari debet, ut solo corporis ministcrio o b lig e n tu r fo r  the system of 
compulsory purchase see Lesquier, Varmde romaine d'lSgypte, pp. 369 seqq.;
P . F l o r 278, gives an excellent idea of the procedure which must have been 
general in  the empire mutatis mutandis (i.e., city magistrates being substituted 
for the' strategy o f the nomes).

94- a n n o n a : the best evidence for the whole system is from Egypt, see Wilcken, 
Grundzuge, pp. 359-62, Lesquier, VArm ie romaine d*£gypte, pp, 349 seqq. 
That the paid for annona is attested by Pliny, Pan», 29; Tacitus (Agr., 19) 
makes an obscure allusion to malpractices, apparently similar to those described 
by Cicero (Verr., in . 189-94), connexion with compulsory purchase of com. 
LETS in sc riptio n : S.E.G., 1. 276. For the third century annona, see Van Ber- 
chem, Mdm. Soc. N a t Ant. de France, 1937, pp. 117 seqq. T he question of 
payment is very difficult. Most of the Egyptian documents which mention the 
annona are receipts for the delivery of supplies or money in commutation thereof, 
and give no hint of indemnity; but there is no reason why they should, for the 
payment of indemnity was a separate process, and the receipts would presumably 
be filed in the government records. T he legal sources cited by Van Berchem 
also treat annona as a burden on the landowner and mention no indemnity; but
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attnona was in fact a burden, if  payment was inadequate and irregular. On the 
other hand a few documents suggest payment. In P . Oxy., 1414, lines 1—15, 
there is a clear statement that the ./ton* paid a sum, which was inadequate and 
had to be supplemented by the city council, for a delivery of linen: the delivery 
in question was, I suspect, not annona but anabolicum (in line 11 I would read 
τήν οθόνην τοΰ Upov άνα[βολικοΰ] and in line 4 I think that αναβολικοί» has probably 
dropped out between tw Upov and γραφ(ν}ν— the allusion to a temple makes no 
sense, and on the other hand linen was an anabolica species), but if Wallace 
(Taxation in Egypt, pp. 214-19) is right in regarding anabolicum as a special 
variety o f annona> the case is relevant. See also next note.

95. For payments from civic funds for annona, see P . Oxy., 1419, C . P . Herm 
92-3 (the <ιημ*ληται are apparently collectors of annona, in  92, line 9, 93, line 7, 
read τοΣ; γτ^οτάτοις στρατκύταις). In the first document the prytanis demands 
from a collector o f civic revenues 1500 drachmae which the latter has paid to a 
collector as the price of com (commuted annonat) and 300 drachmae «is λόγον 
άννωνης λκγιωναρίων (presumably to pay for supplies in kind). In the other two 
documents civic collectors of annona demand payments from the civic treasury 
Imkp τον €πιβάλλοντοί rfi πόλ*ι τρίτου μόρου* (explained b y Van Berchem as the 
third instalment of the year’s delivery), and promise to account for the money in 
the civic audit: the last clause suggests that they made a number of payments in 
detail— to persons from whom annona was requisitioned. P . Tebt., 404, λάγο[ς]

στατήρων . . .  els λόγον άννώνης (classified under the various species), also 
looks like a civic account. P . Oxy., 1573, proves that payment was made to 
a private person ύπ%ρ τιμή* οϊνου o$ irapeoxe [is λ]όγον άννωνη?, but from what source 
does not appear, machinery of collection : P . Tebt., 403, nap* . . .  alpe9ev[των] 
Μ  τής κρατίστη[ς βουλής] enl οξους άννών[ης] (a.D. 212- 17)» Ρ  Oxy., 1194» (report of 
ίτημίληταΧ άννώνης των aveXBovrwv άμα τψ λαμπροτατφ ήγίμόνι Κλανδέφ Φίρμω στρατιωτών,
mentioning bread, meat and wine, c. a .d. 265), 1414, 1. 19 (κατατημττοί ζψων, 
A .D . 270-5), 1415» II. 5“ 7, (καταπομποϊ οίνον and *ρώήS, ή καταπομπη τής άννώνης 
των yewtorarwv οτρατιωτχ5[ν], late third century), Ι ΙΙ5  (άναπομποί άρτον, also 
styled άπιμβληταί, a .d. 284), 1412 (quoted in the text, a .d . 284), cf. also 1191 
(on the election of άπιμ*λητ*1 in general, a .d . 280). uniforms: P . Lips., 57 
(quoted in text, a .d . 261); cf. also P .S .I., 465, άμολογο6μ€ν Jfa&etv 001 M p  τής 
μητροπόλ*ως i L καί ια L· καί ιβ L δίρματα ..  . χωρονντ[α «Jr] κ<χταοκ*νήν οπλών (a .D. 265)· 
In inscriptions references to officers connected with the annona are rare, but see 
1 .G,R ., III. 407, nopαπίμφ\αΑ>ταϊ\ το δ' tepav άννώναν, 409, τκμφαντα dwa/vav els το 
Άλιξανδρόων ϊθνοζ. In the Digest they are mentioned only by Hermogenian (u  
iv. 1, § 2, ‘annonae ac si milium cura . . . annonae divisio’) and Arcadius Charisius 
(l . iv. 18, § 3, § 8, 'qui annonam suscipit vel exigit vel erogat’, § 27, § 29).

96. βυζαντινέ colonies : C .E .R .P p. 287 (Maximianopolis o f Arabia, Diocletian), 
Dessau, 650 (Nicomedia, probably Diocletian), C .I.L ., ill. 181 (Gadara, Valens). 
lu s  1TALJCUM o f  Constantinople : Cod. Theod., XIV. Xlii. (373), cf. Cod. Just., XI. 
xxi (421). M ost of our information on iui Italkum  is derived from Dig. L. xv.

97. For imperial legislation on decurions, see pp. 192 seqq. dioclftian ’s  provinces : 
Lactantius, de Mort. P e r t 7, 'provinciae quoque in frusta concisae, multi p r e 
sides et plura officia singulis regionibus ac paene iam civitatibua incubare’.

98. sacred lands: confiscated by Constantine, Lib., Or., xxx. 6, 37, l x ii . 8, o fUv 
yap (Constantine) όγύμνωο* τοΰ πλούτου τούς 6eovs, ά δί (Constantius) και κατίοκαφ* 
τούς ναόν;; restored by Julian and confiscated by Valens, Cod. Theod., v. xiii. 3, 
x. i. 8 (364), cf. the many later references to fundi iuris templorum as being under 
the res privata (Cod. Theod., x. iii. 4, x. 32, Cod. Just, vn . xxxviii, 2, cf. Cod. 
Theod., x. x. 24, xi. xx. 6, Marc., Nov, 2, Cod. Just., XJ. Jxii. 14, Ixx, 4, where they 
are classed with patrimoniales, &c.). c iv ic  lands: restored by Julian, Amm. 
Marc., xxv. iv. 15, ‘vectigalia civitatibus restituta cum fundis*, Lib., Or., xm . 45,
to Tats noXeoiv enaνορθώαοΛ την veviav όξίληλαμόναις αρχαίων re καί δικαίω ν κτημάτω ν.
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Cod. Theod., x . iii. i ,  Cod. Just., xi, Ixx. a (36a); confiscated by Valens, Cod. 
Theod., iv. xiii. 7, xv. i· *8 (374), v. xiv. 35, xv, i. 3a, 33 {395)· These laws deal 
with the remission of one-third of the rents to die cities. A  detailed and interest
ing picture of the situation is given by Bruns» 97a, which is an earlier measure 
of Valens (a .d . 371); the system of administration is still in an experimental stage 
and the proportion of the rents to be refunded still apparently unfixed, restora
tion  of urban buildings and  sxtes: Cod. Theod,, xv. i. 41 (401); x. iii. 5 (400) 
apparently refers to the same measure, but is so corrupt as to be unintelligible. 
Since the actual lands are here handed over to the cities with their rents, it may 
be presumed that by this date the cities administered their rural lands also. 
T h ey certainly did in 443, as appears from Theod., Nov., 23; Marc., Nov., 3 
(45j)  is not explicit on this point, but Cod. Just., x i. Ixx. 6 (480) expressly 
restores to Nicaea (ius exactionis quadringentorum sol ido rum annui canonis 
civilis reditus ad suam patriam pertinentis ex possession! bus . . . cum ipsis*. 
References to fundi iuris reipublicae under the management of the res privata are 
frequent, e.g., Cod. Theod., x. iii. 4, Cod. Just., vn . xxxviii. 2, xl  lxxi. 2, cf. Cod. 
Theod., v. xiv. 33, x. x. 24, xi. xx. 2, Marc., Nov., 2, Cod. Just., xi. lxii. 7, where 
they are classed with patrimoniales, &c. civic  taxes: restored by Julian, Amm. 
Marc., xxv, iv. 15, ‘vectigalia civitatibus restituta’ ; confiscated by Valens, Cod. 
Theod., iv. xiii. 7 (374; the heading of the title, de vectigalibus et commtssis, shows 
that the reditus reipublicae include taxes); this law also proves the restoration of 
one-third o f the revenue; management of the third given to the cities, Cod. 
Just., iv. lxi. 13 (431). That the cities no longer collected their own revenues in 
54S appears from Just., Nov. 128, § 16. Perhaps Procopius' assertion (Hitt. Arc., 
26, § 6) that Justinian confiscated die civic revenues, which is palpably false, may 
be a distorted version of a measure transferring the collection of civic revenues 
from the cities to die state.

99. T h e  initiative of the provincial governors in public works is amply illustrated 
by Cod. Theod., xv. i, ‘de operibus pub!ieis*, passim·, the city councils are only 
thrice mentioned, in laws 33-4 (395-6) and 37 (398); cf. Syll.*, 905 (an edict of 
the proconsul regulating die allocation of civic revenues to public works at 
Chalcis). transfer of c iv ic  REVENUES: tit. cit., 18 (374), 26 (390). levies: tit. 
cit., 34(396), 49 (407)» eft 5 (33*), 7 (361), 23 (384)· The use of imperial revenue 
is forbidden in Cod. Theod., v. xiv. 35 (395).

100. zeno’s  refo rm : Cod. Just., vin . xii. Justinian 's mandates: Just., Nov., 17, 
§ 4, cf. 24* § 3 (Pisidia), 25 § 4 (Lycaonia), 26, § 4 (Thrace), 30, § 8 (Cappadocia) 
(535-6). J ustinian 's  reform : Just., Nov., 128, § 16 (545). special commissioners : 
Cod. Just., I. iv. 26, x. xxx. 4 (530), cf. the mandates cited above, For public 
games see Cod. Theod., xv. v. 1, (372) 3, ix. 2 (409); for food supply, Just., 
Nov., 17, § 4  (535)> rijr Αφθονίας των eVtnjSitwv, 24, § 3 (535), των ττόλ(ων αφθονίας, 
30, § 8 (536), των *βλονμίνων σίτων* κων. Li ban iu s’ speeches illustrate the constant 
interference of the governor in civic affairs; e.g. Or., x x x iii . 14 seqq., where 
Tisamenus endeavours to bully the council of Antioch into giving a venatio 
despite a recent law which made the celebration of games voluntary, and even
tually conscripts a decurion of Beroea to produce a venatio in Antioch, and Or., 1 
205 seqq., 226 seqq., xxix. 2 seqq., which describe the measures taken by 
various governors over the head of the council to cope with food shortages. It 
may be suspected that the activities of governors in these fields were generally 
confined to the metropoleis o f their provinces, where their popularity depended 
on their providing the urban proletariat with bread and games.

j o i . pedan ei yuD iCESCod. Just., nr. iii. 2 (294), Cod. Theod., I. xvi. 8 (362).
102. d efe n so e e s: earliest examples, P . Oxy., 1426 (332), 901 (336); appointment 

and qualifications, Cod. Theod., 1. xxix. i, 3, 4 (368); powers and functions, 
tit. cit., 2 (365), 7 (392), Cod. Just., 2. Iv. 4 (385). For a picture of the defensor at 
work, see Kraemer and Lewis, ‘A  Referee's hearing on ownership*, Trans. Am.
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Phil. Ass., lvtii (1957), pp. 357-81. For a full discussion o f the office, see Seeck, 
P .W ., IV. 2366. I  question whether the defensor of Cod. fust., v i . i. 5 (319), is an 
imperial defensor civitatis; his duties suggest rather the civic officer or
σννδικος) discussed on p . 244.

103. Cod. Theod., 1. xxix. 6 (387). For the later history o f the office, see pp. 208-9. 
I t  may be noted here that the defensor was still under Justinian officially ap
pointed by the emperor, as appears from the list o f fees attached to N ov. 8. 
T h e  practice o f appointing τοπστηρηταί is denounced in Just., N ov., 17, §10, 28, 
§ 4,29, §2 (535), 128,§20 (545), 134(556). T w o  inscriptions from G era sa ^ .^ .G ., 
v n . 873-4) testify to their local importance.

104. T h e earliest evidence for the exactor civitatis is from  E gypt; P . Giss., 103R
(309), P . Cairo Preis., 4 (320), CAr., 1. 240 (322). In these documents the office 
is equated with that o f the στρατηγός whose primary function was to direct the 
collection o f the revenue. T h at the exactor was an imperial appointment is to 
my mind proved by Aur. Eulogius* letter (CAr., 1. 44). M artin (Actes du V  
Congres internationals de papyrologte (1938), pp. 260-85) has challenged the 
accepted view  o f this document, on the ground that the post o f  exactor cannot 
have been desirable; but his arguments are not cogent. Cod. Theod., xn . vi. 22 
suggests that the office, even when it had become curial, gave opportunities for 
profit; if  it was imperial, its superior authority would have given even more scope 
for extortion. B ut even if, as Martin argues, Eulogius was applying for an 
epistula honorariae exactoriae (or ex exactoribus), the fact remains that he required 
an imperial epistula, and this proves that the post was imperial. I  can find no 
support in the Codes. for Martin’s  suggestion that the imperial government 
conferred honorary tenure o f civic offices by epistula; in all recorded cases epis* 
tulae (or codicilli), whether honorary or not, are to imperial posts, usually in the 
equestrian or senatorial services. And this was only natural. T h e  normal pro
cedure for making a bona fide imperial appointment was an epistula or codicilli; the 
grant o f honorary epistulae or codicilli was abuse o f this procedure. T hat the ex· 
actor civitatis was at first a member o f the official bureaucracy is indicated by Cod. 
Theod., x i. vii. x (313), which also proves that the institution was not confined to 
Egypt (the law is addressed to the proconsul o f Africa). For the relation o f the 
exactor to the curial collectors and praepostti pagorum, sβ ςΡ , Thead., 13, P . Amk., 
142. ELECTION OF THE EXACTOR: Cod. Theod., XII. VI. 20, 22 (386), P .S .I ., 684, 
την Swrofcr . . . nj** S*ayop<[iioyv<u/] too* εξάκτορας εξ rijr βουλής
K[a]rovr[^wu]. T h is  papyrus further cites τα δυο με[γα]λοφυή ήδίκτα wv το μλν 
προσταττει μηδόνα βουλευτικόν φρόντισμ[α] ντΓ€«σ<λ[0εα'] ακν ον[σ] μαοίας τής βουλής, τό Ac 
άλλο κατ' ά«λο>αΙβμ] rifc έκαστον ύποστασεως τούς πολιτευόμενους τάς [«oAtrtjtfAf λειτουργίας 
e*[. . ] λ [ . . ώστε 'ζ Ταυρινον εξιυθεΐσΰαι τής εξακτορ[ίας ανεν τ]ου βουλευτηρίου *[ατα]οτα· 
θεντα κατά τη[ν Atdrafir] και τά μεγαλοφυή ήδικτα ή οναμερισμον γενεο[θαΛ κ]ατ’
a[va]Aoytav τής έκαστου wroor0o{c]eui ci [κα]τά γνώμην τής βουλής όνομααθεΐς.
T h is amply explains why the imperial government preferred the exactor to be 
elected by the curia, and is incidentally the only explicit explanation of what 
Ktvbvvw βουλής means. See also CAr., 1. 424, for the responsibility o f the council 
for the exactor in  the late fourth century. In P. Oxy., 2110 (a.d, 370), several 
members o f the council o f Oxyrhynchus are styled εξακτορεύσας, which implies 
that the office was already curia] by that date.

105. VINDICES: Joh. Lydus, de Mag., III. 49, Evagrius, III. 42, Malalas, p. 400, ed.
Bonn, Just., NOV., 38 (536), ολέθριους μισθωτός ονς Si) βίνδικας καλοΰσι, Edict, 13 
(538—9), § 14, του *ατά καιρόν βίνδικα τη$ 'Αλεξάνδρειάν, § 15, Πσταμώνος τηνικα&τα 
(under Anastas ius) τών δημοσίων τής * Αλεξάνδρειάν προεστώτος κατά τά του βίνήικος 
σχήμα, Νον., ιζ8 , §5  (545)* άρχοντες eUv είτε πολιτευόμενοι είτε εξάκτιυρες είτε
βίνδικες είτε κανονικάρχοι ι) άλλο* τινες, § 8, οΐ πολιτευόμενοι ήγοΰν εξάκτωρες ΐ) βίνδικες ή
ταξεώται. T h e  last passages show that the decurions continued to collect taxes 
under the new r6gime.
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106. titles of curial officers: Cod. Theod.t vn . iv. i  (325), 'procurators seu 
susceptores vel praepositi pagorum et horreorum* (not specified to be curial but 
probably so in the context), xn· vi. 8 (365), * susceptomm et eorumqui ad prae- 
posituram horreorum et pagorum creantur* (clearly curial from the mention of 
periculum nominators), vn. iv. 32 (412), * procure tores curiarum’ (for annona), 
x ii. i. 49 (361), ‘praepositi horreorum iique qui suscepturi sunt magistratum 
praeposid etiam pacis seu susceptores diversarum specie rum’, xi. vii. 14 (393), 
‘ne longinqui itineris diversitate susceptor abductus et curiae suae desit’, xn. 
vi. 1 (321), xii. i. 54 (362), both mearioning susceptores. For the Egyptian 
evidence, see Gelzer, Studien zur Byz. Verwaltung Agyptens, pp. 36-63, Oertel, 
Die Ltturgie, pp. 214-21 (ίνιμΑληταή, 221-2 (SwS f̂tti), 222-5 (amt· or wffoS&ro*), 
301-2 (praepositi pagorum). T o  the evidence cited in these works may be added 
the very interesting P. Oxy., 2110, which speaks of elections by the council 
els παναρχέα? and ττημίλτιαν orpanum»njs tptas 4οθήτο$ in  A.D. 370. T he date of
the change from decaprotm to praepositus has been fixed to 307-8 by Boak 
(Melanges Maspero, 11, pp. 125-9). Praepositi pagorum are mentioned in their 
police functions in Eusebius, H.E., ix. 1 (the edict of Galerius, a .d. 311), and 
Cod. Theod. t VIII. XV. I (Constantine, τω τόττψ ίκιίνφ ονκ *παγάρχ*ι , . , τοΰ τόνου 
*κ*(νου -πραιπόατος ούκ ψ»), T h e  former passage proves that praepositi pagorum 
were introduced throughout the eastern empire at the same date as in Egypt; 
decapTOii similarly disappear not only in Egypt, but throughout the eastern 
empire— there is no mention of them in the Codes. T he latter definitely 
establishes the identity of the πάγαρχος with the praepositus pagi. For the 
compulsor, see Maj.» Nov., 7 , §24, ‘ compulsor tributi nihil amplius a curiali 
noverit exigendum quam quod ipse a possessore susceperit', Marc., Nov., 2, § 2, 
‘curialis exactor vel cohortalis compulsor’, P . Lips., 55, β**φ[ι]·ηαρ{φ τάξ«α* 
1{γ<μονΙο$ θηβα$0$ απαιτητή τιρώνων, 64» an*0171770?* iXaiou, cf. Chr., I. 424.
A  curial dfrotTTTnj* is recorded in Stud. PaU, n , p. 34.

107 . THE REFORM OF VALENTINIAN AND VALENS: Cod. Theod., XII. Vl. 7  (3 6 4 ), 5 ,  6 ,  
9 (3 6 5 ). THE LANDS OF POTENTJOHES J Cod. Theod.t XI. vii. 12 (3 8 3 ) . THE LANDS 
of senators: Cod. Theod., vi. iii. 2, 3, 4 (396-7). the governor’s an n o n a: 
Cod. Theod., vn . iv. 32 (412). a u to pr a cto r iu m : xi. xxii. 4 (409); it is here 
forbidden to all save officials of the highest rank; for an autopract village, see 
P , Cairo Masp., 6 7 0 1 9 , >ua f t?  κώμη 'Αφροδίτη . . . αΜπρακτος οδσα
«at atrrofiλή* τών (ύθ*βών δημοσίων [νμών] «[ζαφορών . . . Ιχόντω{ν] το ττρονόμιον
αότ[ώ]ν άπό τόπου τοΰ ή?? $ttas Λί[ον]τος. Other examples of the
transfer of taxation from the curiae to the officio are Cod. Theod., xii. vi. 31 
(412, the susceptio vestis in Africa), Val., Nov., 13 (445» Numidia). Regional 
variations are expressly mentioned in Cod. Theod., xi. vii. 16 (401), ‘ apparitores 
sive curiales consuetudine servata regionum’. T he part played by the curiae 
in the collection of taxe9 is not much noticed in the Codes, but in addition to 
the passages already cited, see Cod. T h e o d xii. i. 8 (323), 117 (387), 186 (429)» 
Cod, Just., x . xxiii. 3, 4 (468), Just., Nov., 130, § 3 (545). Edict 13, proem 
(538-^) and Cod. Theod., x i. xxviii. 9 (414), Marc., N ov.t 2.(450)» where the 
curiae are mentioned as beneficiaries in general remissions of taxes. In the 
literary sources especially notable are Libanius’ story (Or., xlvii. 7-10) of 
the collector whom the villagers defied and who was in consequence sold up 
and deleted from the curia, and Theodorct’s appeal for the decurions of 
Cyrrhus (Ep., 42, Migne, P.G ., LXXXIII. 1217), φίίοασθat μέν τών άθλιων συνηλών, 
φΐίσασθαι τών τρίσαθλίων πολιτ€υομ4νων, άπαί7ονμ*νων amp (itmparrtkv ού δνναντσι.

Ιθ8. AURUM CORONARIUM: Cod. Theod.,ΧΙΙ.ΧΪύ. 2 (364), 3 (368X4 (379)· COLLATIO 
LUSTRALIS: ib., XIII. 1. 4 (362), 17 (399)· VECTIGALIA : ib., XII. i. 97 (383). PRO· 
cu r ato r esm eta llo rUm ' ib., i. xxxii. 5 (386). IMPERIAL ESTATES: decurions were 
normally excluded from managing (Cod. Theod., x u . i. 30 (340), xi. vii. 21 (412)) 
and from leasing (ib., x . iii. 2 (372), Cod. Just., XI. Ixxiii. 1 (401)) imperial land,



but the latter rule is relaxed by Cod. Theod., x . iii. 4 (383) for a 'fundus qui ex 
publico vel templorum iure descend* t\ if  a willing conductor could not be found. 
Prom Theodoret (Ep., 42, Migne, P .G ., lxxxxzi. 1220) it appears that in Syria in 
the fifth century the decurions were not responsible for imperial lands (rd 
rcyoowd), which were under central officials (οί κομβηανοί). For Egypt, see Chr., 
1. 437.

109. recruits and aurum  TiRONicuM: Chr., i. 465 (a speech in the council of 
Hermopolis about twv vioXhcrutv τών στρaril^eVr cuv ύφ* ημών}, 466 («ττψβλιγτης τφώηον), 
Ρ . Lips., 34~5» as corrected in Archiv Pap., xu, p. 563 (ννοδέκτης χρνσοΟ τιρώνων 
and προπομποί ηρώνων), cf. Chr., t. 188. ROADS AND BRIDGES: Cod. J u s t 1. IV. 26, 
x, xxx, 4 (530), Just,, Nov., 17, I4 , 24, §3, 25, § 4 <535)* where they are included 
among the public works of the cities, to be paid for from civic funds. In Cod. 
Theod., xv. iii. 'de itinere muniendo*, there is no mention of the cities or of civic 
funds, but only of levies on landowners, but there can be little doubt that these 
levies, like all the sordida munera, o f which there are interesting lists in Cod. 
Theod., x i. xvi, 15 (382), 18 {390), were organized b y the city councils. One 
of them, the provision of operae atque artifices, was certainly so: see P. Tkead., 
34-6, recording βοι/λ^αί Ιργατων and τ*χητών recruiting labour for
the quarries, masons, and carpenters; also, a more exact parallel to roadmaking, 
P . Oxy., 1426, the supply through the curator and defensor of Oxyrhynchus of an 
εργάτην τών αποο\τ\ίλλομ4νωγ M  top Tpuavον τΓθτα[μ]̂ ν. Cf. also Syll.*, 908, which 
regulates the contributions of the cities of Greece for the upkeep of the state 
granaries at Scarphia and Corinth, the cu r su s  PUBLICUS: the mancipes are 
mentioned in Cod. Theod., vni. v. 15, 24, 26, 34-6, 42, 53, 65; for curial mancipes 
in Egypt, see law 51 (392) in the same title and Chr., 1. 437. There is no other 
evidence in the Code for curial management of the post in die East, but Libanius 
in his account of Julian's reform of the cursus publicus implies it was a civic 
liturgy (Or., XVIII. 143—4, την βλάβην Se πάΑ*ν €ΐί χρημάτων λάγον ολ πόλίΐϊ Ιδίχοντο' 
τούτο δέ ήν tows ταΰτα λίιτοvpyονντας άττολιυλςναι). Cod. Theod., VIII. V. 64 (4 3̂)» 
indicates that paraveredi and fodder and money pro equorum cursualium sollemni 
ratione were raised by the decurions of the cities, hospitality: Cod. Theod., 
vn . ix. 2 (340); note the mention of magisiratus. baths: ib., vn . xi. 1 (406).

N O T E S  O N  P A R T  I I I
1. ALEXANDER AND DEMOCRACY: Arrian, Anab., 1. 18, Cf. I. 17, II. 5. ANCESTRAL 

constitutions: [Dem.,] xvn. 10; the same clause is probably to be restored in
I . G Λ  iv, 68, line 39. freedom and  democracy: O .G .I ., 222, 226, 229, 237, 
SyllΛ  317, 322-3, 442.

2. DEMOCRACY IN barbarian Cities: O.G.I., 234 (Alabanda), Diod., xxxiii. sa 
(Balbura), Wilhelm, NeueBeitrdge, ii. (Sb. A k. Wien, clxvi, iii), p. 12 (Termessus 
and Adada).

3. Ionian and dorian tribes: Szanto, Die griechischen Phylen, pp. 39 seqq., 
4 seqq.; for a tribal division by provenance in colonies, cf. Herod., iv. 161 
(Cyrene), Diod., xii. 11 (Thurii), C.E.R.P., p. 419, note 3 (Cierus). carian 
tribes: Szanto, op. cit., pp. 66-9 (cf. A .J .A ., 1935, p. 335). dynastic tribes: 
in  royal colonies, Demitzas, ή Μακεδονία, no. 378, O .G .I., 49, Westermann, Vit, 
script. Graec. min., p, 50, S.E.G., vn. 62, Steph. Byz., s.v, Άνηάχηα (i i ), Van 
Diest, Nysa ad Maeandrutn, p, 68, Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, p. 75, no. 9,
J . H .S., 1897, p. 408, I.G .R ., iv, 1422, Sb. Ak. Berlin, 1888, p. 878; in old cities, 
Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 96, 242, 271, C./.G., 3615-6, Ath. Mitt,, 1907, 
p. 467, S.E.G., 1. 355, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 5, 89, 98. Tribes named after gods and 
heroes are too numerous to be worth recording; for Pergamum, see Ath. Mitt., 
1007, p. 467,1908, pp. 385-6, for Sardis, Sardis, vn , nos. 12, 34,124-7 (cf. Robert, 
Et. Anat.y pp. 155-8); other more or less complete sets are I.G ., v. i. 1433 
(Messene), ii. 36 (Tegea), Inschr. Mag. Mae., 2, 4-6, 9 -11, 14, 90, n o - U .
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4. territorial tribes: L G ., xii. v. 872 (Tenos), cf. Atk. M itt, 1902, p. 118, 

no. 124, πάροικοζ Τηλ*φ$ος (Pergamum) end I.G ., v. ii. 36, where iroAftm and 
μίτοικοι of the several tribes of Tegea are distinguished, wards and tribes: 
Libanius, Or., xi. 231, 245, Wilcken, GrundzUge, p. z6. number of tribes: 
Sy!Lat 976 (two at Samos)» I.B .M ., in , pp. 68-71 (five at Ephesus), Ckr., 1. 25 
(five at Alexandria?), Inschr. Priene, 114 (ten at Priene), O .G .I., 212 (twelve at 
Ilium), Libanius, Or., xix. 62 (eighteen at Antioch).

5. Alexandria: Archiv Pap., v, pp. 82 seqq. ptolemais: Plautnann, Ptolemais in 
Oberdgypten, p. 23. seleucia: S.E.G., vn . 62. cassandkbia: Syll.3, 380. 
thessalonica: Steph. Byz., s.v, KtiepurU, l y c ia : C.E.R .P.9 p. 403, note 7.

6. cyrenb: S.E.G., ix. i, § 1.

7. ptolemais: O .G .I., 48. Alexandria: Schubart, Archiv Pap., v, pp. 104 seqq.; 
contrast P. Hal., r, col. xi. For the changes made by the Romans, vid. inf., 
note 28.

8. T he isopolity decrees mentioned are Milet, 143, 146, 150.

9. frbedmen: Syll.2, 543, I.G .R ., iv. 289. Cf. note 32 for later evidence.

10. heraclea: Strabo, 542. zeleia: Syll.2, 279, Michel, 531. priene: Syll.3, 282, 
cf. Ins ckr. Priene, 17, where ot πολΓτα* and ol τής χωράς are contrasted. 
cyrene: Jos., Ant., xiv. 115.

11. the ilian  grant: O.G.I., 221. pergamum: C.E.R.P., p. 387, note 31. Alex
andria : ib., pp. 303-4; the fact that the tribes of Alexandria and Antioch corre
sponded to wards of the town and not, so far as is known, to regions of the 
territory, suggests that citizenship was limited to the urban population.

12. Rhodes: C.E.R.P., p. 383, note 6. milbtus: Milet, 149.

13. For the Lydian and Phrygian guilds, see C .E M .P., pp. 34, 70, 73,83-4. For the 
organization of the countryside, Sardis, vn. 1, and Keiland Premerstem, ‘Zweite 
Reise in Lydien\ Denksckr. A k. Wien, Liv, no. 18.

14. For the magistrates in Greek democracies, see Swoboda, Lehrbuch der griech.
Staatsallerturner*, 1. Hi, pp. 136-55. sale of priesthoods: 1927, p. 224.
term of six months: Polyb., xxvxi. 7, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 55 (Rhodes), C .I.G ., 
2654 (Cnidus), B.C.H ., 1891, pp. 423-5 (Stratonicea), I.G ., xii. v. 881-6 
(Tenos), Dio Chrys., xxxiv. 35-6 (Tarsus); cf. also O .G .I., 233 (Antioch in 
Persia), term of four months: Syll?, 410, 442 (Erythrae), 64s (Chalcedon).

15. Service in rotation is frequently recorded for ταμίαι, e.g., Syll.2, 284 (Ery
thrae), 368 (Miletus), 426 (Bargylia); in many inscriptions offices are mentioned 
in the singular or the plural indifferently, and the explanation is often no doubt 
that in the former case the board, in the latter the acting member is meant. 
FINANCIAL QUALIFICATION: S y ll2, 976, I.G ., IX. i. 694.

16. For the functions of eponymous magistrates, see pp. 234—5; for some titles,
pp. 46-7, 174. eponymous priests: dynastic, O.G.I., 233 (Antioch in Persis), 
S y ll2, 380 (Cassandreia), 1935, p. 56 (Europus); not dynastic, I.G ., v,
ii. 36» 39, 40, 43, 50 (Tegea), 367 (Demetrias), P.W ., SuppL, v. 834-40 (Rhodes). 
Other eponymous priests, o f whom is not stated, are Inschr. Mag. Mae., 59 
(Laodicea), Michel, 544 (Themisonium), O .G .I., 55 (Teimessus), 229 (Smyrna), 
339 (Sestus). For stephanephori, see pp. 46-7.

17. For the titles and functions of magistrates in Greece proper, see Schdnfelder,
Die stadtischen und Bundesbeamten des griech, FestLandes, cosm i: P.W ., xx. 1495. 
POLITARCHS; Pelekides, Άπο τήν «αί την κοινωνία της αρχαίας Θεσσαλονίκης,
ρρ. 23-51 though there seems to be no very positive reason for dating any 
of the inscriptions before 169 b .c ., it is on general grounds likely that under 
the monarchy the Macedonian cities had magistrates with some title, and 
unlikely that the Romans would have changed it. For the Rhodian magistrates



see Syll.3, 6 1 9 ;  for the importance o f  the prytaneis, Polyb., x x n . 5» xxvu . 7, 
xxix. 10, and especially L ivy, x l ii. 45.

18. O n the functions of the council in a Greek democracy, see Swoboda, Lehrbuch
der grtech. StaatsaltertUmer6, 1. iii, pp. 127-36. F or the procedure in passing 
decrees the standard work is still Swoboda, Die griech. VolksbepcfdUsse; see also 
Brandis, P .W .t v . 2163 seqq. probvlbumata·. O .G.7., 8, M ichel, 357, 7.G., x ii. 
ii. 5, M ilet, 152A , B, C  (cities o f Lesbos), 7.G., xn . v. 72a (Adramyttium), 
S .E .G ., 1. 363, 365, 368 (Samos), M ichel, 351-3, 7.G ., xn . viii. 158 (Samo- 
thrace). In the Boeotian and some neighbouring cities the form ula is different, 
the proposer o f a  decree moving that the council pass a probuleuma, e.g., Michel, 
170-1, 204, 206, 214-15, 222, 346; the double vote is sometimes recorded at 
length, e.g., 7.G ., ix. i. 209 (Elatea), 788 (Cnidus).

19 . APPLICATIONS TO THE COUNCIL: 7.G ., XIX. IX, 6 , Adttnros etnev' επεώή παραγενόμενοί 
τινες των πολιτών eh το βουΧευτηριον αγγΜουοι. . .  (Carystus); Syll.1, 353* 'Hpoytiτων 
ttnev περί ών ol νεωποΐαι καί ol κουρήτες κατασταθεντες Βιελεχθησαν rfj βου\·§ , , , (EpheSUs), 
C f. a!so7.if.A f., 470; R .E .G ., 1923, p. 2, Λύκος *ΑποΧΧοδότ[ου ctirc]* περί ών προεγράφβτο 
είςτημ βουλήν Δημο&αμα**Αρ[ιστεΙΖσυ\ . . . (Miletus); Ι .Β .Μ ., 232- 3, 235“ $» 23^, 25*> 
279—8θ, γνώμα. προσταταν επειδή ο δίϊνα επελθών επί τε τον βονλάν καί τον Βαμον Εμφανίζει , . ,
(Calymnos); Sb ·  A k. Wien, CXXXU. Η, p. 12 {τών άρχ\όντων εισαγγειλάντων τη βύνλη, 
cf. S .E .G ., II. 539» [y*'c*W αρχόντων . . , Έκα]ταίον, Άριστωννμου· περί ών εΐσόγραφτν 
Τ  [ . . .] ,  M ilet, 146Β, γνώμη αρχόντων' ειογραφαμίνω[ν] αυτών (Mylasa) ; M aiuri, NuOVd 
Sill. Eptg. Rodi e Cos, Φίλτος Ααμοηστρατο[υ ει]πεν· ύπερ ώμ προεγραφατο Επίκουρος 
ΆΧκιθου eh τήμ j?ou[Ai}v] . .  ., cf. S .E .G ., I. 366, γνώμη πρύτανεων' υπέρ [ώμ] προεγραφατο 
Ίττποδάμας ΩαντωναχτΙΒον, 368, [γνώμη πρύτανεων νπίρ ώμ προέγραφαντο] Έπιφών 
.£[τ]α<ηλα5 Φιλιόταν . . . καί ή βουλή προεβονAeu[o£ν] X4yetv iv ταΐς άρχαιρεσιαις . . ·
(Samos). In other cases where similar formulae are used the council is not 
named but is probably to be supplied: Michel, 468, πρυτάνεων γνώμη· περί ών
επήλθαν Ωρωτεας Έρμίου καί ‘Εκαταΐος Ποσειδίππου, 469, υπέρ ών οι πρεσβότεροι προε- 
Υράφαντο . . . πρυτάνεων γνώμη* περί ών επήλθαν ol [πρεσ]βύτεροι, 47°> νρι/τάνοων γνώμη· 
ττερί ών επηλθον προστάτου καί στρατηγοί ( la s u s ) ; M ic h e l, 45°» [γτ]ώμα προστατ[αν] · π«ρί 
ών τοϊ Βάκ[χοί] επηλθον ( C n id u s ) ;  7.G ., XU. V. 7  IS '’ 1 6 , *Λρ«Γτο(κ]λι5Γ Βαυκό είπ ετ Μ ρ  
ών Κτησικρατης £[«]ν&^ώ*το5 τήν πρόσοδον εποιήσατο (A n d ro s) \ S y ll.* , 5 6 2 , [/ί]αλλ40€*[δ]ΐ7? 
Νηοιος β[1π]*ν· νπερ ών ol ίρχο[ντ*]? προΐ[γ]ράψαντο . . . .  (PatO S); 7.G . ,  XII. iii. 248* 
αρχόντων Σενομάστον Άριοτομαχρυ Σωοικλευς καί βούλας γνώμα’ υπέρ τάς εφόδου Ss hrot- 
ησατο Τιμ[ο)θεος ΣωοικΧίυζ (A n a p h e ), M tU t,  15 2  A ,  Β, 'Βρμίας Ά ρ χίου  e t w  πτρϊ ών 
α βολΧα προίβούΧ*υστ καί οι στρόταγα προrWeiot καί τών τιμώχων καί πρεσβυτέρων οί παpiovres 
ίπηΧθον (M e th y m n a ) , C ,  ΜανΒρόΒι,κος Άρχίσστρατω etirtir περί ών ά βόλλα προφόλλ^υοκ 
καί τών ορχό[ν]των οι παρέοντες προτίθααι καί επηΧθον (Eresus). T h e  procedure in the 
cities o f Lesbos would seem to be that certain magistrates approached the 
council, the council resolved, the stralegi (or magistrates) now  (note the con
trasted tenses) place the resolution on the agenda o f the assembly. Resolutions 
o f  the council are also made on the suggestion o f outsiders; e.g., M ichel, 528, 
(\<4νδ/30]μαχοί *Ανδροσ$[ενονς eln]ev· . . .  [cjfrd ot οίκτΐοι καί ot ^t[Aot] τον Γ7υθώνακτο[ς 
πρόσοδον όπογραφάμε[νot <?ηαν] (Lam pSaCUS), 7.G., IX. ί. 6 9 4  (C o r c y r a ) . THE SYROS 
FORMULA: 7.G ., XII. V, 652—3, ο δ€?να εφοΒον όττογραφαμενο$ επί την βουλήν εΐπεν.

20. renewal of  c o u n c il : S .E .G ., ix. t ,  § 2 (Cyrene), 7.G ., xn . i. 53, 7.G.J?., iv .
1 n o ,  1127-9, c f · Cic., Rep., m . 35, §48 (Rhodes; twice yearly), B .C .H ., 1920, 
pp. 77-8 (Stratonicea; twice yearly), Syll.1, 261 (Argos; twice yearly), M ilet, ill. 
p. 32Γ, [7] οτεφανηφόρον Μητροόώρου (Tralles), 7.G ., XII. ν. 802, τού?
βουλεντας τους αεί αρχοντο* (Tenos), W add., 406, ytyovtos Si καί βουλευτής πΧεονάκις, 
B .C .Η ., 3888, ρ. 20, πρότερόν τε αίρεθείς βονλειττης (Mylasa), 7 .G., XII. IX. II 
(Carystus), Syll.3, 684 (Dym e); cf. O .G .7., 48, i(  επίλεκτων άνΒρών την βουλήν [καί τα] 
Βικα<ττη[ρια <άρεϊσ]8αι (Ptolemais of Egypt), P .S .I ., 1160, τήν βουλήν κατ' inavrov 
γείνίεσθαι] (Alexandria; the suggestion was no doubt based on precedent). T h e 
committee system (see next note) is also presumptive evidence o f the renewal
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of the council. For non-committal probuleumata, see S.E .G ., 1. 367—8; for an 
amendment which is virtually a substantive motion, see Syll.3, 562.

21. m onthly committees: npvrdv*t$, Hasluck, Cyzicus, pp. 351-2, 266 (Cyzicus), 
I.B .M ., 895 (Halicarnassus), I.G ., xir. iii. 269 (Astypalaea), I.G ., xn . vii. 389, 
5Γ5 (Aegiaie), Inschr. Priene, 64 (Phocaea), Syll.3, 976 (Samos); npMpot, 
Inschr. Mag. Mae., 2 -6 ,9-11,14 ,8 9 -9 0 , 98, cf. 210 (Magnesia); ηρόβονλοι, /.G., 
xn . ix. 11. (Carystua); Ιηιμήηοi, O.G./., 229 (Smyrna), C.I.G ., 3641b (Lamp· 
sacus), cf. O.G./., 4 (Nesos); ηρο<ηάται, I.B .M ., 261B (Calymnos); αίσνμναται, 
G.D .I., 3053-4 (Chalcedon).

22. ‘PRESIDENCY OP MAGISTRATESt I.G .t IX. ii. I I ,  69, 515* 517, B .C .H ., 1935, 
PP* 55-6 (Thessaly), but contrast I .G ., ix. ii. 9, 506; B .C .H ., 1888, p. 360 (— 
Michel, 511), 363 (Cyme); the tagi table a motion at Cierium (I.G ., xx. ii. 258, 
[r]oOv ταγουν λόγον npoBivrow), and the strategi (or magistrates) regularly do so 
in Aeolic cities, I.G ., XH. ii. 15, ώκ ©ι στρόταγοί προτίθ κ̂η προστα{α*οα? τ[ά? 
βόλλ]ας, Milet, 152A, Β , C  (cited in note 19), O.G.I., 4, (μή ί\μμ€ναΛ [nap τ]α&Γ«
μήτ* [α]ρχοντς προθ[{]μ<ναι μψ« ρ[ι)]τορ* «Γηα* μ[ή]τ€ <ηψηέ[φ *]σ4νικθ*· at S[«] κ4 ns 
4 ρ vTt«[pJ *ίη$ V αρχών {«^Joyayj [ξ Ιη}ιμήν[ι}ος 4σ[<ν]ί*1} . .  . T he functions of the άρχοντί? 
and the κπιμήνιοι at Nesos are difficult to distinguish, but since, to judge by the 
practice o f the other Aeolic cities, the magistrates made their npoQms after the 
passing o f the probuleuma, that is to say, in the assembly, i t  m ay be the Ιπψήηοι 
were a monthly committee of council (as at Smyrna and Lampsacus) and 
presided over it  and introduced motions to it. A t las us one of the six ptyianeis 
is stated to preside; C.I.G., 2677b, B .C .H ., 1889, p. 25· A t Rhodes Polybius 
and L ivy (see note 17) reveal the double function o f the prytaneis as chief 
magistrates and presidents of the assembly; cf. Syll.*, 619, where the ύπογραμματές 
βονλ4  «<χί npvraveot shows the close connexion of the prytaneis with the council, 
and Inschr. Mag. Mae., 35. T he probuleutic powers o f the magistrates are 
expressly described in Syll.3, 642 (Megara), Michel, 172 (Aegosthena). The 
same practice is implied by the fact that individuals apply to the magistrates 
instead of the council for leave to present a motion, as for instance at Sparta 
{.I.G ., v. i. 4) and at Gytheum (ib., 2144); cf. also Inschr. Mag. Mae., 97, where 
a citizen proposes a motion mXQwv τού]? apxpvms *ol ίκκληοίαν (Teos). The 
formula of enactment thofe rots αρχονσι τψ Βήμψ (with variations) is found (in
pre-Roman times) at Troezen (/.G., iv* 751, 753, 756), in  Crete (Michel, 30, 
52-3, 55-60, 62-6, 440-2,447-8), and in Lycia (T.A .M ., it. 262, Biv. FiL, 1932, 
p. 446, Annuario, vm -ix , 315).

23. T he civic services and finance are treated in Part IV . For the anti-revolution- 
ary clause in the league of Corinth, see [Dem.], xvix. 15; the phrase ini 
ν€ωτ€ρι[σμψ] in  I.G .2, iv . 68, line 43 is probably part of a similar clause.

24. On the abolition of the liturgies at Athens, see Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, 
pp. 55 seqq. election o f  gymnasiaRCHS : SyllΛ  578 (Teos), 958 (Coressus), 714 
(Eretria), O .G .I., 339 (Sestus); the two last illustrate the extra expenditure of 
gynmasiarchs; for expenditure by ordinary executive magistrates, see Syll.3, 
410 (Erythrae), 547 (Athens).

25. omission of stephanephory: Milet, 122-8, Inschr. Priene, 4, 18, 21, 37, 44,
108-9, 141, 201-2; other instances of the practice are collected by Robert in 
Istros, 11 (1935). procedure of election: Dem., xvm . 149, Aesch., u. 18, 
Syll.3, 591, 671, 976. T he difficulty of securing candidates is alluded to in 
SyU.3, 591 and in O .G .I., 339, ηαρα λ̂^Βέΐ wri ŝtrev cvxtupols dvwcaXois.
COMPULSORY OFFICE: Syll.3, 647, μή Ιατω &  r̂avay[tf]€s λέτουργ*ΐν τού? Iv
Στίρι τας άρχας Set» γ*γόνηνται Iv Μ&ώνi apxovres, cf. also Inschr. Priene, 4, where a 
)*ραμματ«υ? vno 7vC δήμον ..  . τήν rot? στρατηγό is γραμματέαν λζλψτονργηκ< and asks
παραλνθηναί τής γραμματέας, and Syll.3, 1003, where a priest is granted exemption 
from a number of posts some of which, the γνμνασιαρχία, οικονομία, ν*ωποία, and
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apxifkwpia (cf. Inschr. Prienet io8, line 26), must be magistracies* T h e  later very 
common practice o f coupling αψχαΧ λατουργίο* as a single phrase occurs at an 
early date in Z.G., x ii. vii. 26, and O .G .I . , 339» ταΐς άλλοι* άρχαΐς *al λ*ιτουργΙο*ς els 
as ο &}μο* αντσκ π/>0**χ*4»*ται (note that the people elect to liturgies, cf. also Syll.*, 
59 0 ·

26. o fficia l  m o tio n s : O.G./., 265, 299, 323, 338, contrast 267 (Pergamum), 
Syll.9, 285,412*13,442, Michel, 508, contrast Sy ll.9, 410 (Erythrae); on Pergamum, 
see Cardinali, 11 Regno di Pergamo, pp. 253 seqq. For the alternation o f official 
and private motions good examples are Eretria, I.G ., xii. ix. 205-6, 208-9, 212, 
217 (οί πρόβανλοι καί ot στρατηγοί clrrev), 234—6 (οι πρόβονΧοι «Ιίταν), 210—11, 213, 
218-19, 221-2, 224 (° k u -α «&w); IasUS, Michel, 464, 468-70 (ττρντάκων yj'cfyilj), 
463, 465 (0 kZva etirev) ; Calymnos, I .B .M ., 232-3, 235-6, 238, 249-50» *79-&o 
(γνώμη προστατών), 231, 234, 237, 248, 258, 283-5 (<> 8«*να cfiw).

27. lampsacus : Syll.9, 591. the creek cities: ib., 613. A t  s  later date the L yck n s 
use δημοκρατία as a translation o f libertos (Dessau, 31) and the Pergamenes 
celebrate the restoration of constitutional government by Servilius Isauricus as 
δημοκρατία άδονλίυτ©? (O.G./., 449)·

28. property qualification: Livy, xxxiv. 51, Paus., v ii. xvi. 9. For the pro- 
buleutic powers o f Achaean magistrates, vid. sup., note 22; instances o f the 
formula «Soft rols όρχονσι, κ.τ.Λ., in Roman times are Syll.*, 1073 (Elis), /.G ., 
rv. 758 (Troe2en)> 932 (Epidaurus), v. j. 1331 (Cardamyle), ii. 266 (Antigoneia), 
345 (Orchomenus o f Arcadia), cf. SylL*, 736, x i, ol άρχοντας καί ol ovvchpoi 
δογματοποπίοβοϊοαν (Messene), and I.G ., v ii. 190 (Pagae), 2 711-13 , 4148, S.E .G ., 
Π. 184, B .C .H ., 1935, p. 438 (Boeotia); cf. K lio, x, pp. 327 seqq. for Boeotia. 
THE COUNCIL IN ACHAEA: Syll.3, 684, των irepl ΚνΧλανιαν αυν&ρων (Dym e); cf. 
also I .G ., V. ii. 266, TOts αρχονσι km rots owibpois tots iv τψ τρίτψ καί Ικατόστψ 
(Antigoneia).

29. THE council in  asia : permanent, C ic., pro Flacco, 42 seqq.; elective, Syll.*,
838, [r^y άρχαχ)ρ*σΙα$ cf. Cic., Verr., ih  120 seqq. for the Sicilian analogy.
b ith yn ia : Pliny, Ep., X. 79, 1 12 ,114 , cf. I.G .R ., iii. 60,64 for censors (τγ«ρ«0 · 
CYPRUS: I.G .R ., III. 930, τιμηττύσας την βονλήν. GALATIA: I.G .R ., III. 179, £ουλο- 
γραφίήοαντά] τά β\ 2θ6, την βονλογραφίαν 4κ mλλοΟ κατ[oAeAet/ιμ]Ινην μ«τά [Λο]χον
άκρφώσαντα. It is perhaps significant that in the abundant inscriptions o f Asia 
the office o f τιμητής is recorded once only (I.G .R ., iv . 445-6); had the council 
o f every city been enrolled by censors the title must have been more commonly 
found.

30. tribes: named after emperors in old cities, Hasluck, Cyzkur, p. 250,
in , pp. 68-71 (Ephesus), I.G .R ., m . 1422 (Prusias, where eight out o f  twelve 
tribes are imperial); similar in new cities, Kuhn, Antinoopolis, p . 124. regional 
tribes: C .E .R .P ., p. 2z (Phtlippopolis), cf. p. 409, n o »  10 fo r  the tribes o f  
Ancyra, some o f  which bear apparently local names, ward tribes: ib., p. 334. 
clan  tribes: ib., pp. 267 (Palmyra), 293 (Bostra?). vies: Dessau, 5081, 7198 
(Antioch o f Pisidia), 1018, 2178 (Alexandria Troas), Annie Eptgr., 1916, 120 
(Sinope); tribus (φνλαΓ) in later colonies, Ath. M itt., 1905, pp. 324-5 (Iconium), 
cf. /.G J?., in . 1483, cu της κολωκίας (Lystra), Annie Epigr., 1923,4,8,1934, 
4 (Corinth).

31. citizenship : o f Alexandria, P. Gnomon, 40, Pliny, Ep., x. 7 : o f  Bithynian cities, 
Pliny, Ep., x. 114. roman and local citizensh ip: S F .G .,  xx. 8, iii.

32. freedmen: S y ll* , 742 (Ephesus), P . Gnomon, 49 (Alexandria), I.G .R ., m  
800-2 (Sillyiun). disfranchised classes: C E .R .P .,  p. 162 (Prusias), 318 
(Egypt).

33. roman colonies : Heraclea Pontica, Strabo, 542-3. Strabo's phraseology here 
and elsewhere (e.g., 546, vwl δ* καί 'Ρωμαίων άνοικίαν Sftnrm καί μΐρος τής ih&cujs

τη? χώρας itcelvwv iort) suggests that in his day the colonists were a separate
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intrusive body. Pausanias on the other hand regards the people of Patrae 
as a homogeneous body, Greeks enjoying the privileges of Roman colonists 
(vii. xviii. 7); so that perhaps by his time the citizens of Patrae had been 
assimilated to the coloni; on the other hand the Ozolian Locrians are stated 
b y Pausanias (x. xxxviii. 9) to be ruled by the people o f Patrae; their cities 
were apparently subject dependencies o f die colony.

34. See m y article in J.R .S ., 1936, p. 223.

35. tarsus; D io Chrys., xxxiv. 21-3. Eg y p t : C.E.R.P., p. 318; the almost self- 
evident fact that only one of ol άηό γυμνασίου could become γυμνασίαρχος is 
demonstrated by van Groningen, Le gymnasiarque, pp. 40-2. sillyum  and 
pogla: I.G .R ., hi, 8oo-i, 409.

36. EPONYMOUS MAGISTRATES: φ*μων SyllΛ  898; ίτπταρχας, I.G .R ., IV. IJ5, 144-6, 
153-5; β**ιλίυ?, I.G.R.) ill. 8i (Heraclea), 1. 844, 846, 848, 851-2 (Samothrace); 
μόναρχος, I.G .R ., IV. 1087, HOI, Ιθ6θ; Βημίουργο$, see p. 3IO, note 62; irpvravte, 
I.G .R ., rv. 1586^  (Colophon), see also below; στεφανηφορώ, see p. 310, note 6a, 
and for the islands and Greece, 7.G., vu. 4173 (Anthedon), xn. iii. i t  16 
(Melos), v. 6o* (lulls), 659 seqq. (Syros), 804, 813, 820-2, 825 (Tenos), ix, 
11 (Carystus); at Chios the prytanis was superseded by the stephanephorus 
(I.G.R., iv. 953, 941); at Phocaea the two offices seem to have been com
bined (ib., 1322-3, 1325); at Cyme they existed side b y side (ib., 1302). A  
priest of Rome was in the early first century b .c . eponymous at both Ephesus 
and Sardis (ib., 297); in the former city he existed side by side with the prytanis 
(cf. also Forsch. Eph., 11. 30), in die latter he superseded the stephanephorus 
(cf. also Sardis, vn . 93, 112-15). T he offices of prytanis and priest of Rome 
seem to be united at Thyateira (I.G.R., iv. 1228) and Hierocaesarea (ib., 1304), 
those of demiurgus and priest of the emperors at Castabala (I.G.R., in. 906, 
909-11). For the magistrates of the Egyptian metropoleis, see C.E.R.P., 
pp. 319-20.

37. short terms of office: agoranonu, O .G .I., 485, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 171
(Magnesia), I.G .R ., in . 66, 1423 (Prusias), iv. 1169 (Attaleia), 1250, 1255-* 
(Thyateira); gymnosiarchs, O .G .I., 485 (Magnesia), Jahresk., 1898, p. x8r 
(Amphipolis); Kraeling, Gerasa, city of the DecapoHs, p. 374-S, nos. 3-4, (Gerasa), 
Ath. M itt., 1883, p. 318 (Tralles), perpetual magistrates: Laum, Stiftungen, 
pp. 46-50. life offices : examples of agonothetes and priests are too numerous 
to quote; for the origin o f  life (and hereditary) agonothetes, see the will cited in 
Dig., L. Xli. IO, and I.G .R ., in, 360, Π. Λίλ. JfowWov Κλ. Φ&ππιανον Ούαρον, 
ayurvo$4rijv βίου dywvwv KXapeiutv καί OoapfUov (Sagalassus), 489, σνστησαμΐνον 
it? πάντα τον α£ωνα ττανηγυριν άγώνιαν . · . ά[γωνο]$4την διά βίου (Oenoanda), 5 *9» 
αγωνσ&4του δια β[(]ον , , . *7ο[υ}λΐον Μοττίον Ανρηλίου Φιλωτου του */4ττάλ©υ . . . .  τΑμίττης 
αγόμ<νη$ 81μώoi κατ*λιπ€ν Φανισνη η καί Άμμία Φαν* ου του καί Φιλώ τα (Cadyanda);
for the establishment of hereditary priesthoods, see Syll.*> 898, 1007, 7.G., v. 
i. U44, ii. 5J5, 7.GJ?., ill. 933. Other life offices include toAιτογράφο$ (7.G.R.,
III. 65, 69), Socairpturos (ib. 1376), im rqs *ύκοσμίας &ρχων (7.G .R., IV. 582), βούλαρχος 
(ib., 1230, 1233* 1247)» (ib., 1630). sale of priesthoods: Jahresh.,
1915, Beiblatt, 23 (Seleucia on die Calcycadnus), Milet, 203-4, Dbraer, Der 
Erlass des Statthalters von Asia Paullus Fabius Persieus, p. 38. For the tenure of 
offices by women, see Paris, Quatenus feminae ret publtcas . . . attigerint.

38. magistracies and liturgies: Dig., l . iv. 14 (Caliistratus), ‘Honor muni- 
cipalis est administratio rei publicae cum dignitatis gradu sive cum sumptu sive 
sine erogatione contingens . . .  publicum munus dicitur, quod in administranda 
re publica cum sumptu sine titulo dignitatis subimus*;in ordinary language αρχή 
and Xttnvpyia are often used synonymously, e.g., B .C .H ., 1885, p. 128 and 
Syll.3, 876, where the στρατηγία ia implied to be a liturgy. For the variation in 
local usage, see D i g l . iv. 18, § 2 (Arcadius Charisius), ‘et quaestura in aliqua
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civitate inter honored non habetur sed personale munus est\ and for the con
stitutional importance o f the distinction, Pliny, Ep., x . 79> ‘eadem lege compre
hension est ut q u i ceperint magistratum sint in senatu*. Im m unity seems in 
general to have been originally from munera only; D ig., L. iv . 12 (Javolenus, 
in general), i. 23 (Hermogenian, senators), v. 2, § 1 (Ulpian, on the score o f age or 
number o f children), v. 9, § * (navicularii; Paulus interpreted it to include 
konores). exclusion from  office a  pe n a lty : accused persons. Dig., l . 1. 17 
1 12 (Papinian), 21 § 5 (Paulus), iv. 3, § 9> 6, § 2 (Ulpian), 7  (Mercian), Cod. Just 
x . lx. 1 (Sev. A lex.); public debtors, Dig., l . iv. 6, § x (Ulpian); infames, Dig., L. 
ii. 12 (Callistratus), Cod. Just., x. lix. 1 (Diocletian): for the later assimilation 
o f honores to  munera, see Dig., xlviii. xxii. 7, § 22 (Ulpian). T h a t magistracies 
were confined to  citizens is implicit in Pliny, Ep., x, 114» the imposition of 
liturgies on Jews (Jos., A n t, xv i. 28) was illegal only because o f  their peculiar 
privileges. For the rules o f origo and dotnicilitm, see Dig., L. 1. 17, § 4 
(Papinian), Cod. J u st, x , xxxxx, 1 (Caracalla).

39. COUNCIL OF CARYSTUS: I .G ., XII. IX. I I .  SPARTAN GERUSIA: I .G ., V. I. 92-122. 
F or Rhodes, Stratonicea and also Mylasa and Cyzicus, vtd. sup., notes 
20 and 2 i.

40. numbers: I.B .M ., 481, lines 129 seqq. (Ephesus), I.G .R ., in . 492 (Oenoanda),
Jos., B e ll, 11. 641 (Tiberias), Libanius, O r., xi. 33 (Syria); the endowment in 
J G R . iv . 1222 (Thyateira), implies a numerous council, tr ibal  division: 
A th. M itt., 1891, p. 146. 1897, P· 4°8 (Laodicea), B .C .if .,  1884, P- 234
(Eumeneia), I.G .R ., in . 1277 (Bostra? cf. C .E .R .P ., p. 293)* *  * O xy., Z4*3> 
»415 (Egypt).

4 , .  DECREES of γη ε  COUNCIL: I.G .R ., in . 1056 (Palmyra), O .G .I., 527 (Hierapolis). 
Some decrees o f  the council and people o f practical importance are Syll.3, 807 
(grant o f immunity), Pliny, Ep., x . n o  (grant o f pension), O .G .I., 515, 572 
(finance), I.G .R ., iv. >46 (regulation o f prices).

42. o r a to r yin th b a ssk m b ly : Plut,, i4« rent tesp. ger. «V, 21, 26. proceedings at  
ch alcis: S y ll3,  898; at Oxyrhynchus, Ckr., 1. 45. I t  may be noted that the 
advice which Cassius D io  (l ii. 30, § 2) puts into the mouth o f Maecenas, ol Sfrie. 
μήτ* KvptoC rue? ίστωσπν μήτ* c? 4κκλησίαν τύ παράπαν φοιτάτωσαν,, is not true even 
o f his own day but must «present the policy which he himself would have 
favoured.

43. F or Achaea and Boeotia, vid. sup., note 28. Crete: I.G JR ., 1. 960-1. Eg y p t :
Chr., 1. 33. am orgos: L G ., x n . vii. 240 (Minoa), 396-410 (Aegiale); in 395, 
which seems to be the earliest o f the Aegiale decrees, the are omitted
from  the form ula o f enactment, and the clause Ιχοντων Sc wo! τήν vpvταηκην 
ilovoiav is missing, and it would therefore seem that the magistrates had not 
yet acquired their special powers, and at Arcesine they apparently never had 
them (see no. 54, which is third century); the omission o f  the tyxovus in 239 
seems to be accidental.

44. priene: Inschr.  Priene, 108, 112-14· bphesus: I .G J t., iv . 1029, ΜοσχΙων Mevjrov 
[< ]fw  προγραφαμάων els την βουλήν τών <ηρα[τ]ηγών, JoS., A n t, XIV. ζ62,Ν^άνωρ 
Εύφημον elver €Ϊ<τηγησαμ&αν τών στρατηγών, it is unlikely that ‘introduction* b y  the 
strategi, though at this date a regular practice at Ephesus (cf. also Syll.*, 742,
γνώμη νρο&ρων teal τον γραμματίων την βουλής . . . ίΙσαγγ(ΐλαμένων των στρατηγών) WAS
constitutionally necessary, for private members retained till a  m uch later date 
the right to introduce. Under the principate the fullest formula is γνώμη (of the 
magistrates), €ΐσηγηοαμίνον τοΰ 8<tvo?, Φνιφηφισαμ̂ νου τοΰ Seiwfj e .g . I .G ., xn . vii. 
239-40 (Minoa), 396 seqq. (Aegiale), ix. 4 (Alabanda), B .C .H ., 1885, p. 127 
(Nysa); the ίνιφηφίστής is omitted in L G ., x ii. vii. 54 (Arcesine), 395 (Aegiale), 
W add., 1611 (Aphrodisias). Ε1σηγ*ΐα9αι is clearly b y  origin one o f  the many terms 
used for the introduction o f  a proposal into the council by an outsider (vid. sup..
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note 19); it is used as an equivalent of προγράφεσθαι nr την βουλήν or «wj<iyy«AAnv in 
the Ephesian decrees cited above, and <1σαγγ4λλ*ιν is substituted for it in 
the formula o f the Roman period at Nysa (B.C.H., 1885, p. 127). It  is in the 
Roman period still not equivalent to moving a decree, but was a preliminary 
process. T his appears most clearly in SyllΛ  898, where the <ΙοηγηταΙ do not 
figure in the formal voting of the decree, but have already done their part. 
ΈιηφηφΙ&νΦαι (or ίτηψηφίζαν) in classical and Hellenistic usage normally denotes 
the function of the president, and still does in Roman Athens (cf. Syll.3, 796, 
I.G .9, 11,-1 n, 1072). In the regular Roman formula it is clearly a complementary 
action to ‘introducing1 and must mean something equivalent to ‘seconding1. 
That it does not denote the action of the president appears from P. Lond. Znv., 
2565, lines 3-4* 17, 34 (cf. the editors* note, J.E .A ., 1935, p. 238); the πρύταης 
was president o f the β&άή in the Egyptian metropoleis, but each proposal had 
none the less its ύοηγψης *<u έπιφηφιστής. In the Hellenistic age also it might 
mean to second, e.g., I.G ., Xu. vii. 515, «αν δ̂  τ4$«Γιγτ> d ( — fi) ίπιψηφίοτ} ή ο άησκτηρ 

ir]poehpoi προθώσιν. T he full formula is abbreviated in various ways. 
Sometimes γνώμη (of the magistrates) is found alone, e.g., O.G.I., 572 (Myra), 
Syll.3, 807 (Magnesia on the Maeander), Wadd., 1604 (Aphrodisias); or more 
rarely, (a magistrate) « W , e.g., SylL3, 793 (Cos), I.G .R., iv. 144, 146 (Cyzicus; 
in the former decree the mover is actually hipparch though not so qualified). 
Sometimes there is no γνώμη or thrtv and only the ιίσηγητής and π̂νφηφίοτή̂  are 
recorded: e.g., I.G ., xn. iii. 326 (Thera), I.G .R ., m . 582 (Sidyma), iv. 261 
(Antandrus), S.E.G., iv. 263 (Stratonicea), Syll.3, 867 (Ephesus), cf. I.G ., xu. iii. 
247 (Anaphe), where [γ]νώμην άγορίνσαντος is substituted for (£σηγησαμ*νοv. Or again 
the «teijy7?T7fsis alone given; e.g., Jos., Ant., xiv. 256 (Halicarnassus), Syll.3, 898 
(Chalcis); Jos., Ant., xiv. 259 (Sardis), cf. I.G .R., iv. 1756, 1. iii. iv  (Sardis), 
Inschr, OL, 53 (Cos), Inschr. Perg„  260, I.G .R., iv, 293 (Pergamum), where 
tloayyeλλ««ν is used, and O.G.I., 493,1.B.M ., 481, Forsch. Eph., 11. 18 (Ephesus), 
where the formula is π«ρϊ ών Αφάνισαν or €ΐσφ4ρονσ*. That γνώμη (of the magistrates) 
is to be understood in these cases also is, I think, apparent from Syll.3, 898, where 
in the actual proceedings quoted the γραμματ<ν$ η»υ δήμον puts the question 
(Ιπηρώτησί) in the council and the στρατηγός moves («&r«v) in the people. I f  this 
assumption be correct the fact that the «Ισηγητής is not infrequently not a 
magistrate (e.g., L G ., xu . iii. 247, I.G .R., zv. 261, S.E.G., iv. 263, Jos., Ant., xiv. 
256, O.G.7., 493) is of no great significance; from Philo, de Jos., §72, it would 
appear that in Roman times only βονλατταί had the right (Ισηγ*ΐοθαι. Real motions 
by non-magistrates are Syll.3, 796B, 885 (Athens; in the second case αρχων τών 
Εύμολπιδών is not a magistracy), 836 (Delphi; an interesting case, the same man 
<Ινηγη[ο*\μίνον «αι nWvro?) in the assembly, and in the council Inschr. Mag. Mae.,
114 (Ephesus), S.E.G., in . 758 (Carystus); I doubt if  I.G .R ., 1. 421 (Tyre) is 
a decree.

45. Athens: Syll.*, 796B, I.G .1, i h i i , 1072. cyzicus: I.G .R ., iv, 144-6. At 
Tyre the protdti (probably the principal magistrates) took it in turn day by day 
to preside in council (I.G.R., t. 421). bularchi: L G .R ., iv . 116 (Mitylene), 
658 (Acmoneia), 740 (Eumeneia), 820 (Hierapolis), 870 (Colossae), 1230, 1233, 
1247 (Thyateira), 1308 (Hierocaesarea), 1543-4 (Erythrae), 1621, 1634, 1637 
(Philadelphia), C .I.G ., 2811 (Aphrodisias), 2881-2 (Miletus), 2997 (Ephesus), 
3201 (Smyrna), Wadd., 610 (Tralles) 985 (Aezani), B .C .H ., 1890, p. 233 
(Nysa). POLITARCHS: Demitzas, ή MatttSovla, 258, τών ττ*ρΙ . . .  «V JtppUnep woAt- 
ταρχών owayoyovitov τό βονλ̂ ντήριον; the three persons described as τών άποκληρωθώντων 
προέδρων δόγματος αναγραφή are evidently not presiding officers but equivalent to 
the three 80γματόγρα^κ who are often appointed by lot in other cities, e.g., I.G.R., 
iv. 45 (Mitylene), 259 (Assus), 661 (Acmoneia), I.B .M ., 481, lines 297, 315 
(Ephesus), R.E.G., 1893, p. 161 (iasus). For the Egyptian πρντακις, see 
C B .R .P ., p. 330.
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46. the curial order: I.G .R ., h i. 833b, βουλεντι[κ]ο[ΰ τάγματ]ος (late second 
century?), higher payments to councillors: I.G .R ., m . 800-2, cf. 833, iv. 
2 16 ,I.B .M ., 481, Robert, £t. A m t., p. 343. privileges of councillors: Dig., 
xlviii. xix. 9, §§11-15 (Ulpian), 15 (Hadrian), 27, §1-2, 28, §5 (Callistratus), 
xlix. iv. i ,  l . ii. 2, §2 (Ulpian), 14 (Ant. Pius).

47. CURIAL MAGISTRACIES: I.G .R., III. 623, βονλευτου TtMaams *ρχα$ δημοτικήν μϊν 
μίαν βουλευτικός Βϊ naans, Dig., L. ii.  ̂ §2 (Paulus), 'decurionum honoribus plebeii 
fungi prohibentur', P . Lond. Inv., 2565, line 6g (J .E .A ., 1935» Ρ» *3J)» *̂ω[τ«4 
yiyvov]r<u πα[ρ] ήμείν (read ύμιν) [w ]w [r]et ή κσΐ [0]ουλ«[ντ]«; άττ*κρ(Ινατο)4 *3[*]ώται. 
curial liturgies: SB ., 7261, where βουλευτικοί λειτουργίοι are contrasted with 
δημοτικοί νηηρεοιαι, cf. Dig., l . i. 17, §7 (Papinian), ‘exigendi tributi munus inter 
sordida munera non habetur et ideo decurionibus quoque mandatur'.

48. From S B ., yz6i it appears that there were persons who possessed βονλενηκός 
πόρος who even in the third century were not βουλευταί.

49· hereditary tendency: Pliny, Ep., x. 79, ‘ quia sit aliquanto melius honestorum 
hominum liberos quam e plebe in curiam admitti*. Owing to the absence of 
family names it is difficult to work out long pedigrees in the east; some of fair 
length have been established at Sparta (I.G ., v . i, p. 334)» a* Termessus (Heber· 
dey, ‘Termessische Studien\ Denkschr. A k. Wien, lxix, pp. 58 seqq.), at Tralles 
and at Ephesus (J a h r e s h 1907, pp. 282-99)» and at Oenoanda one is given in 
I.G .R ., iii. 500. There are countless allusions to distinguished ancestors in the 
inscriptions but few are precise; some Lycian inscriptions (I.G.R., in . 495* 5*4» 
603, 735, 739, v , viii) are of more than usual interest in that persons who 
flourished in the mid-second century claim for their ancestors federal offices 
which had been abolished in a .d . 43. plutarch’s advice: Plut., Praec. reip. 
g e r 31, Dio*8 grandfather: D io Chrys., xlvi. 3 seqq. julius piso : Pliny, 
Ep., x. n o ;  by the end of the third century such cases were apparently so 
common that a ruling was given permitting the grant of pensions to ruined 
decurions (Dig., l , ii. 8, Hermogenian).

50. T he financial system will be discussed in Part IV . For the case of Ephesus, see 
DOmer, Der Erlass des Statthalters von Asia Paulius Fabtus Persicus, p. 38, col. iv. 
x-vi. 13, and for peculation in general, Plut., Praec. reip. ger., 26.

51. Plut., op. cit., 10.
ζ z. For ηόαα* ά^αΐ rat λατονργίαι see, exempli gratia, I.G .R ., IV. 46°» 6*9* 844» 881, 

1159* 1236, 1525, 1632, 1689. For evasion, vid. in/., note 65.

53. See J.E .A ., 1938, pp. 65 seqq. Proposal m the council is attested in the second 
century by Aelius Aristeides, L. 88 (ed. Keil), *p<v ειαελθεΖν els την βουλήν «με ieol
γενόοθαι λόγον omvoOv περί τούτων— ήσσν V όρχαιρεοιαι κατ' 1 κείνον τόν χρόνον πρυτανεΐαΐ—  
προύβαλετό με η βουλή δνοιν κοί τριών vnti/rtavrwv, cf. 94“9  (β dispute with the council 
o f Smyrna over another nomination) and S.E.G., vi. 59, προτοΒεϊs M  τής Ιερότατης 
βουλής (an agonothete at Ancyra); also D io Chrys., xlix, ΠαραΙτησις αρχής εν βουλή.

54* Hadrian's lkit er to ephesus: Syll.3, 838. censorship at ancyra: I.G .R ., 
III. 206. For the Egyptian councils, vid. inf., note 59.

55. For eponymous offices, see Robert, Isiros, ix ( i935)* The difficulties of the 
Greek cities are revealed by I.G ., iv. 4 (Aegina), Syll.3, 800 (Lycosura), I .G ., 
v n . 2711—12, B.C.H ., 1935, p .438(Acraephia). Alexandria: Philo,inFlatcum, 
§130. ASIA: O .G .I., 458, line 82, rrapa τό,ς tv rots άρχαιρεοίοις επικλήσεις. A  con
stitution of Marcus and Verus deals with persons ‘qui compulsi magistratu 
funguntur* (Dig., L. i. 38, §6). Εκούσιος: Ckr., I. 33» M ilet, χη(>. Αύθοίρετος: I.G ., 
XII. v. 660, 668, I.B .M ., 579» S £ .G .,  iv. 535, W add., 15a, I.G .R ., tv. 15*5» 
Inschr. Mag. Mae., 163; an unusually early example is I.G .R ., iii. 933 (Cyprus in 
a .d . 29). For a case due to a local and accidental cause, see B .C .H ., 1891, p. 186, o*a
r i prfiiva ĉÂ aai ύπομειναι τήν ζερεωούνην 8*β γενομόνην απροσδόκητου τ&ν όλοεινών καΰσιν.
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56. plea of m a u c b : Cod. Just., x. Ixvm. 1 (Sev. Alex.}» plea of another’s 
greater suitability: Cod. Just., x. lxvii. 1 (Caracal la). Both these grounds of 
appeal are suggested in P . Oxy., 1642. senators: Dig., l . i. 22» §5 (Paulus), 23 
(Hermogenian). public service: Dig.* l . v . 4 (Neratius), cf. v. 12, §1 (Paulus» 
comites), iv. 3» $1, 4» §3 (Uipian» soldiers), veterans : Dig., x u x . xviii. 2 (Uipian)»
5» §1-2 (Paulus)» l . iv. 18, §24» §29 (Arc. Charisius), v. 7, ‘ a muneribus quae 
non patrimoniis indicuntur veterani post optimi nostri Seven Augusti litteraa 
perpetuo excusantur’ , cf. 8, §2 (Papinian), Cod. Just., x . xliv. t (Sev. Alex.); an 
edict o f Octavian as triumvir (CAr., 1. 462) giants '[mijlitiae muneribusque 
publicis fu[ngend]i vooat[i]o (sic)’ to veterans but this grant seems to have been 
later restricted, since in a .d. 272 a veteran claims five years* immunity only (CAr.,
1. 396). fiscal CONDUCTORES: Dig., t .  v. 8, §1 (Papinian), vi. 6, §10 (Calli- 
stratus), fiscal COLON/: Dig., L. i. 38, $1 (Papirius Justus), vi. 6, §11 (Callistratus). 
NAVICULAR! J: Dig., L. iv. 5, v. 3 (Scaevola), ii. 9, §1, v , 9, § i (Paulus), vi. 6, §§3-6,
$8-9(Callistratus). doctors, etc. : Sb. A k. Berlin, 1935, p. 9 71,Dig., L. iv. 18,$30 
(Vespasian and Hadrian), xxvn. i. 6, §$1-4, §§8-zo (Ant. Pius and Commodus),
I.G .R ., in , 599, 733, iv. it6, Syll.3, 876, Aelius Aristcides, l . 75, cf. 87 (ed.
Keil), Cod. Just., x . liii. 1 (Caracalla), xlvii. 1, liii. 5 (Diocletian), sacred 
victors: Class. Rev., 1893, p. 476, Hermes, 1897, p. S09 (Antony), CAr., n . 381,
Cod. Just., x . liv. 1 (Diocletian), cf. Dig., xxvn. i. 6, §13 (Uipian); allDionysiac 
artiste seem to have been immune in early times (I.G., vn . 2413-14). ace of 
seventy: Dig., l . ii. 2, §8, iv. 3, §6, §12, 6, §4, v. 1, §3, 2, §1, vi. 4 (Uipian), v. 8 
(Papinian), Cod. Just., x. xxxii. 10, !. 3 (Diocletian), five children: PXg., l . 
iv. 3» §6, §12, 6, §4, v. 1 .2 ,  §2-5 (Uipian), 8 (Papinian), 14 (Modestinus), Cod.
Just., x. Iii. s (Sev. Alex.), Ixix. 1 (Gordian), Iii. 2. 3 (Philip), 5 (Diocletian). 
cumulation and iteration: Dig., l . i. 17, §3 (Papinian), 18 (Paulus), iv. 3,
§<6 (Uipian), 10, v. 14, §1 (Modestinus), Cod. Just., x . xli. 1 (Severn*), 2 
(Gordian), 3 (Diocletian).

57. CESSIQ BONORUM: Chr., i. 402, II. 375, P , Oxy., 1405, 1642, P . Land. Itw.,
2665, lines 95-7 {J.E.A., 1935, p, 232), Cod. Just., vn . Ixxi. 5 (Diocletian).

58. PERICULUM NOMINA t o m s  · Dig., l . i. 11, § 1 ,13 ,15 , | i ,  17, §14-15 (Papinian), 
iv. 14, §4 (Callistratus), Cod. Just., xr. xxxiv. 1, 2, xxxvi. 2 (Gordian), 3 (Cams),
4 (Diocletian), the achilleus case: P . Ryl., 77, cf. Jouguet in R .E.G ., 1917» 
pp. 294 seqq., van Groningen in Mnemosyne, 1923, pp· 421 seqq., and my own 
discussion in C.E.R.P ., pp. 321 seqq. and J.E .A ., 1938, pp. 69 seqq.

59. 'Αντονομασία: P . Oxy., 1642; the word is apparently found only here, but the 
practice is often attested both in Egypt (C.E.R.P., p. 478, note 42) and elsewhere, 
e.g., Dig., l . i. 2, §3 (Uipian), 15, § i, 17, §14 (Papinian), Cod. Just., x i. xxxiv. 2 
(Gordian), nomination b y  tribe: C.E.R.P., p. 478, note 42; a similar practice 
is implied elsewhere than in Egypt by Wadd., 407, [α£*]ω0* ί  νπο rfr φνλήζ ύπ*μ«ο*ν 
yvt&ttoiaflxos (Mylasa).

60. P . Oxy., 1413. *4! 5·
61. P . Oxy., 1413
62. T he prytanis seems to have made a nomination himself in P . Lend. Inv., 2565, 

lines 47-8, 50-1 (J .E .A ., 1935, p. 230). in B .G .U ., 8, vol. ii, and in CAr., 1. 402, 
where a nominee offers him eessio bonorum. application  to the governor:
P .  Oxy., 1252, V , cf. 1642. NOMINATION BY THE GOVERNOR: Dig., XLIX. IV. I, /

§3-4 (Uipian).
63. Flight from liturgies was common in Egypt among the lower classes, but does 

not seem to be recorded of councillors till a late date ( P  Oxy., 1414). evasion 
b y  the rich : Dig., L. iv. 6 (divt Jratres).

64. expulsion from the council : P . Oxy., 1406 (Caracalla*» edict), cf. Dig„  xlvii t. 
xix. 38, §io, 43, §i (Paulus), L. ii. 2, 3 (Uipian), §x, 5  (Papinian). I hesitate to
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use as evidence Pliny» Ep., x . 113, *eos qui inviti fiunt decuriones’, because I 
believe that the textual corruption which has made nonsense of the rest o f the 
sentence has affected this clause also. Trajan’s brief replies to Pliny’s verbose 
queries are always strictly relevant. In this case Pliny has asked whether the 
honorarium decurionatus is to be paid, and has mentioned two classes of de· 
curions, ‘qui in bulen a censoribus leguntur’, and *quos indulgentia tua quibus- 
dam civitatibufl super legitimum numerum adicere permisit’. T h e  first part of 
T rq an ’s reply deals with regular decurions; the second part should mention 
additional» not unwilling, decurions.

65. NAVJCULARJl: Dig., l . vi. 6, §6 (Marcus), §8 (Hadrian), $9 (Pius), fiscal CON* 
djjctorbs ? Dig., l . v. 8, §1 (Papinian). doctors, etc. ; Dtg., xxvn. i. 6, §§2-4 (Ant. 
Pius), m ilitary  service: Dig., l . iv. 4, $3 (Ulpian). COLONI: Dig., l . v. 1, $2 
(Ulpian). sacred victors : Chr., n . 381, Cod. Just., X. liv. 1 (Diocletian).

66. For the frequency of bankruptcies, Dig., u. ii. 8 (Hermogenian) is significant. 
For the unwillingness of a family to have many members on the council, see 
C.I.G ., 2987, μόνον και πρώτον τρέτϋν βονλςντήν ούν πβτρί χαί όΖίλφφ. For the Const!· 
tutio Antoniniana, se e J J l.S ., 1936, pp. 223 seqq.

67· COLONI in  l y d ia : Keil and Premerstein, Denkschr. AM. Wien, lvii. 55, rwv M
ιτροφάν*i αρχών q XetnvpytOv τού? ύμκτίρονς ενοχλούνταν m t σκνλλόνταΛ· ytwpyόύς.

villagers in  th e  arsinoite: P . Lend. Inv., 2565, col. iii. (J.E.A., 1935, p . 231). 
shopkeepers:Dig., l . ii. 12 (Callistratus). plebeians: Dig., L. iv. 14, §4 (Severus).

68. Libanius, Or., xlix. 2, x i. 133 seqq.

69. I can detect no definite date at which curial status became legally hereditary; 
it had long been so in practice, and no doubt became so in law b y a gradual 
process. Freedmen are debarred from the curia and infantes from honores (which 
included the decurionate) by constitutions of Diocletian which were included 
b y Justinian in his Code (x. xxxiii. 1, Jix. i>and were therefore presumably still 
in force: neither class was of course thereby excused munera (x. lviii. 1, lix. 1).

70. In this and the following notes I correct the dates o f the constitutions accord
ing to Seeck, Regesten, I give the addressees of the constitutions because during 
certain periods (e.g., 395-438) constitutions issued by the western emperor were 
not enforced in the east, and some of these constitutions, having already been 
superseded by 438, would not have applied in the east even after the publication

the Theodosian Code; for the same reason I omit western Novels issued after 
438. Moreover, even if  a law was of universal application, it  was usually pro
voked by local circumstances, and the addressee often gives a clue to the region 
where the abuse prohibited was most prevalent, equestrian rank: Cod. Just., 
x . xlviii. 1 (Cams), 'etiam ii qui nostra procuiasse monstrantur muneribus 
civilibus quae dignitati eorum congruunt fungi debent’ ; contrast P. Oxy., 1204 
(a.d . 299), where r£ τής κραηστίας ά(ίωμα is admitted as a valid excuse from curial 
charges, and Cod. Just., x . xlviii. z  (Diocletian).

72. ABUSE OF HONORARY EQUESTRIAN RANK: Cod. Theod., VI. XXXViii. 1 (317), XII. 
i. 5 (317, Bithynia), vi. xxii. 1 (324, PU. Rom.), xn. i. 26 (338, vie. Afr.), 41 
(339* Carthage), 36 (343, PPO. Gall.), 42 (346, Caesena), 44 (358, vie. Afr.); of 
these laws nos. 26, 41» 36, 44 also refer to the honorary comitiva·, other early 
laws which refer to honores and dignitaUs probably mean thereby equestrian 
rank or the comitiva, e.g., Cod. Theod., xn . i. 24 (338, vie. Afr.), 25 (338, dat. 
Emesae), 27 (339, proc. Afr.), 34 (342, praes. Augustamn.). legal grant of 
comitiva to decurions: Cod. Theod., xn . i. 75 {371, PPO. Gall.), 109 (385, 
PPO. Or.), 127 (392, PPO. Or.), 189 (436, PPO. Or.).

72. T he tendency of the equestrian order to become hereditary is regulated in 
Cod. Theod., xn. i. 14 (326, praet. praeff ).

3 4 4
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73. Cod. Theod., xu . κ  14, i8  (326, praet. praeff.), 29 (340, Cirta), 42 (346, Caesena),

J8 (361» Sen. Const.), 57, 58 (364, PPO. It.), 69 (365, vie. As.), 74 (371, PPO. 
*.)» 73 (373* P«>c. Afr.).

74· Cod. Theod., xu . i. 82 (380, PPO. III.), 93 (382, PPO. 111.), 90 (383, com. Or.), 
n o  (385, PPO. It.), i n  (386, PPO. Or.), 1x8 (387, PPO. Or.), 122 (390, PPO. 
Or.), « 3  (39' ,  PPO. Or.), 129 (392, PPO. Or.), 130, 132 (393. PPO. Or.), 
155 (397, PU . Rom.), 159 (398, PPO. Or.), 160 (404» P U . Const.)· Libanius 
cites Cod. Theod., xn . i. 118, 122 in Or., x u x . $, 6.

75, Cod. Tkeod.> xu . i. 180 (416, PU. Const.), 183 (418, PPO . Or.), 187 (436, 
PPO. Or.).

76. Theod., Nov., xv. 1 (439, Sen. Const.), 2 (444, PPO. Or.), Cod. Just., x . xxxii. 
61 (459-65» PPO. Or.), 63 (471-4, Sen. Const.), 64 (Zeno, PPO. Or.), 66 
(497-9, PPO. Or.), 67 (529, PPO. Or.), Just., Nov., 70 (538, PPO. Or.).

77. For the gleba and aurum ohlaticium, see Cod. Theod., vi. ii, Cod. Just., xn. ii. 2; 
for the praetorship, Cod. Theod., vi. iv, Cod. Ju st, xn . ii. 1 ;  the expensiveness 
of senatorial rank is stressed in Cod. Theod., xn . i. 58. It is hardly necessary to 
cite evidence for the universal practice of buying offices and codicils.

78. decurions and the m il it ia  p a l a t is A ; Cod. Theod., x u . i. $ (317, Bithynia), 
vi. xxvii. 1, vn . xxi. z, vu i. vii. 5 ,6  (326, praet. praeff.), x u . i. 22 {336, PPO. It.), 
31 (341, PPO. It.), 38 (357, PPO. 111.), vr. xxvi, 1 (362, PPO. Or.), xn . i. 88 
(382, PPO. It.), 100 (383, PPO. It.), 120 (389, PPO. Or.), vn. xxi. 3 (396, PPO. 
Or.), xn. i. 1 S3 (397, PPO. Or.), 154 (397, PU . Rom.), 147 (416, PPO. It.), vi. 
xxxv. 14 (423, PPO. Or.), Theod., Nov., vii. 4 (441, mag. mil. Or.); I have 
included under this heading all officia in the capitid and the imperial guard. 
There are many other constitutions (vid. inf., note 81), which allude vaguely to 
militia, and some may mean militia palattna, e.g., xn. i. 82 (380, PPO. 111.), 
which speaks o f service in officia maiora, and 188 (436, PPO. Or.), which couples 
militia with cousidicina in foro amplissimae praefecturae. PRIVILEGES OF PRJNCIPES 
and PROXJMi: Cod. Theod., vi. xxvii. x6 (413, PPO. Or.), Cod. Just., x. xxxii. 67 
(529, PPO. Or.).

79. decurions and the bar: Cod. Theod., xn. i. 188 (436, PPO. Or.), Theod., 
Nov., x . 1 (439, PPO. Or.); Cod. Just., 11. vii. 1 1 (460, PPO. Or.), 17 (474, PPO. 
111.), since they exdu4e tohortales, exclude curiales. privileges of PATRONi 
f is c i: Cod. Just., ttyM i. 8  (440, PPO. Or.), 21 (500, PPO. 111.), x. xxxii. 67 
(529, PPO. O tJ.

80. For the purchase of posts it is hardly necessary to quote evidence; for Berytus 
and Rome, vid. inf., note 92.

81. decurions and the lesser QFPIC1A'· under the master of the soldiers of the 
East, Cod. Theod., xn. i. 175 (412, mag. mil. Or.); under vicars, vn i. vii. 6 (326, 
praet. praeff.), 2. xv. 12 (386, all vicars); under provincial governors, xu . i. 96 
(383, PPO. Or.), 134 (393. PPO. Or.), 1. χίί. 4 (393. pn>c. Afr.), 6 (398, proc. 
A fr.);  xu. i. 22 and 31 also refer to other officia besides the palatine; the follow* 
ing laws refer to officia in general, xn. i. 13 (326, PPO. Or.), 42 (346, Caesena), 
137 (393. PPO. Or.), 139 (394» PPO. Or.), 161 (399, PPO. It), t8 i (416, PPO. 
Or.)· decurions and m il it ia  a r m a t a  : Cod. Just., xn . xxxiii. 2 (Diocletian), 
Cod. Theod., xu . i. 10 (325, vie. Or.), 13 (326, PPO. Or.), vn . xiii. 1 (326, praet 
praeff.), xu . i. 38 (357, PPO. 111.), 56 (362, dat. Antiockiae), 88 (382, PPO. It.), 
95 (3$3> proc. Afr.), vn. ii. 1 (383, PPO. Or.), 2  (385, PPO. I t) , XJJ. L  j i 3 
(386, mag. mil. I t) , 154 (397, PU . Rom.), vn. 3 0 c .  12 (400, mag. mil. I t) , xu . 
i. 147, 181 (416, PPO. I t) , Cod. Just., xn . xxxiii. 4 (472, PPO. Or.). The 
following constitutions refer to militia in a quite ambiguous manner: Cod. 
Theod., xn . i. 21 (325, PPO. Or.), 37 (344, PPO. I t) , 43 (355, PPO. It), 40 
(357, PPO. I t) , 45 (358, vie. Afr,), 58 (364, PPO. It.), 94 (383, vie. Pont), 143
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(395, proc. Afr·), 164 (399, PPO. Or.), 168 (409, PPO . Or.)· T h at sons of 
decurions who. successfully completed their militia were still liable to curial 
charges is clearly stated in Cod. Theod,. xn . i. 64 (368, Mauretania), 184 (423, 
PPO. Or·)·

82. doctors and professors: Cod. Theod., xm . iii, 1. (321, PPO. It.), 3 (333, 
adpopulum, dat. Const,), CONductoresxxii . i. 97 (383, C .S .L .); κον&ουκτορίαι are 
treated as regular curial munera in P. Oxy., 2110 (a.d . 370). COLON!: Cod. Theod., 
xn . i. 33 (342, com. Or.), 114 (386, PPO. I t) , n a v icu la ju i: xiii. v . 5 (329, PPO. 
Or.), 14 (371, PPO. Or.), 16 (380, corp. navic.), 19 (390, PPO· Or.), xu. i. 134 
(393, PPO. Or.), 149, xm . v. 25 (395, proc. Afr.)· fabrjcbnses, etc . :  Cod. 
Theod., xu . i. 37 (344, PPO. It.), 81 (380, PPO. I ll) , x. xxii. 6 (412, PPO. Or.).

83. THE church: Cod. Theod., xvi. i t  1 (313), 2 (313, corr. Luc.), 3 (329, PPO. It.), 
6 (329, PPO. It.), 7 (330, cons. Num.), 9 (349, proc. Ach.), xu . i. 49 (361, PPO. 
It.), 59 (364, Byzacium), xvi. ii. 19 (370, PPO. Or.), 21 (371, PU. Rom.), xn. I  
104 (383, PPO. Or.), 115 (386, PPO. Or.), 12 1 · (390, PPO. Or.), 123* (391, 
PPO. Or.), ix. xlv. 3 (398, PPO. Or,), xn. i. 163* (399» PPO. Or.), 17a (410, 
PPO. III.), Cod. Just., 1. iii. a i  (442, PPO. Or.), 52 (531, PPO. Or.), Just., Nov., 
6, Si (535» P*tr. Const), 123, §§1, 4 ,15  (546, mag. off. Or.), 137, §2 (565» mag. 
off. Or.). T he laws marked with an asterisk all refer to the year 368.

84. retirement to  THE country: Cod. Theod., xu. xviii. 1 (367, praef. Aeg.), 
2 (396, PPO. Or.), retirement to  the desert : xu. i. 63 (370, PPO. Or.). 
migration  : XII. I. 119 (388, PPO. Or.), 143-4 (39S* proc. Afr.), 161 (399, PPO. It.). 
patronage: xn . L 6 (318, dat. Aquileiae), 50 (362, PPO. Or.), 76 (371, PPO. Or.), 
92 (382, PPO. Or.), 146 (395, PPO. It.), Theod., Nov,, ix. 1 (439, PPO. Or.).

85. sale of estates: to purchase office, Libanius, Or., xxvm . 22, XLVirr. i z ;  to 
secure patronage, Cod. Theod., xu . i. 6 (318, dat. Aquileiae); under pressure, 
Libanius, Or., XLVnz. 37 seqq.

86. control of sales: Cod. Theod,, xn , iii, 1 (386, PPO. Or.), 2 (423, PPO, Or.), 
Cod. Just., x . xxxiv. 3 (Zeno, PPO. Or.), Just., Nov., 38 (536, PPO. Or.).

87· Libanius in an obscure passage (Or., xlviii. 30) alludes to these abuses; 
cf. also Or., n . 36, 72, xlix. 14.

88. legislation on INHERITANCE: Cod. Just., x . xxxv. i  (428, PPO. Or.), Theod., 
Nov., xxii. 2 (443, PPO. Or.), Cod. Just., x . xxxv. 3 (528, PPO. Or.), Just, Nov., 
38 (536, PPO. Or.), 87, i n  (539, PPO, Or.), legitimation b y  o blatio  c u r ia e: 
Theod., Nov., xxii. 2 (443, PPO. Or.), Cod. Just., v. xxvii. 4 (470, PPO. Or.). 
T h e  normal disabilities of natural children are set forth in Cod. Theod., xv. vi.

89. Justinian's description o f the curiae, together with an analysis of the causes of
their decline, which is not, to my mind, very wide of the mark, is to be found in 
Nov., 38, proem. f

90. * That decurions actually achieved illustrious offices is proved by Cod. Just., 
x. xxxii. 61,63, which cite individual cases, as Well as by Zeno's reduction of the 
number of illustrious offices carrying exemptioV(ib. 64) and by Anastasius' law 
repealing Zeno's in so far as it  was retrospective (ib., 66). T h e  story of Valerian 
is told in Theod., Nov., xv. 2. Even in Justinian’s reign decurions were securing 
codicils o f  the illustrate (Nov., 70).

91. For the hereditary tendency, see Cod. Theod., vi. xxiv. 2 (365, domestics), xxvii. 
8 (396, agentes in rebus), Cod. Just., xii. xix. 7 (444, sacra scrinia), u . vii. 11 
(460, advocatt).

92. Libanius is so aveise from using technical terms that it  is often difficult to see 
what he means. Examples o f άρχαΐ (which means provincial governorships at 
least) are Or., xlviii. 11 and 13 (? proconsul o f Asia). In Or., xlviii. 7, 0 fret 
όιτλίτης, καί ouvnartu· inttvos rag roO βαοίλίως <VroA«?, ofrrerai δ* o&ctf, he means
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presumably in the former clause not ordinary soldiers but some special corps 
like the protectores, in the Utter certainly agentes in rebus. In Or., x l ix . 19, λοχών 
ήγηοαμίνοvs ανθρώπους καί orparu^ms mrafams» are clearly retired army-officers. 
See also Or., xvm . 135, which mentions ayyiAm^pot (agentes in rebus) and 

(curiosi)y and 146, which records the escape of decurions τών μ*ν tig 
τα στρατιωτών τών δ* <ιι το μ*γα owibpiov; here militia, associated with the senate, 
must be palatine. For Berytus and Rome, see not only Or,, x l v u i. 22 seqq., 
x l ix . 27 seqq., but u 214, x liii. 4-5, l x ii. 21-3.

93. Purchase of offices is lightly alluded to in Or., xlviii. ix  and of posts in the 
services in xxvux, 22; references in the Code are countless. T he attitude of the 
councils is the main theme o f both xlviii and xlix. For the two excuses of the 
councils, see Or,t xlviii. 8, xlix. 15 seqq., 22 seqq. Corruption is suggested in 
xlviii. 14-15, xlix. 13; collusion in many passages, especially xlviii. 28 seqq.; 
the reluctance of the leading councillors to readmit wealthier colleagues in xlviii. 
4, xlix. 8-9. Libanius* analysis of the situation is borne out by several laws 
which threaten the councils with penalties unless they reclaim their former 
members, e.g.. Cod. Theod., vn . ii. 2, xix. i. n o  (385, PPO. It), 113 (386, magg. 
mil.).

94. T he difficulty o f tracing decurions who took service in other provinces is 
stressed in Cod. Theod., xn . i, 139 (394, PPO. Or.) and 161 {399, PPO. It.), 
where the penalty of confiscation is threatened.

95. Libanius states in his funeral oration for Julian (Or., xvm . 146) that after 
nearly all decurions had escaped into government service or the senate, the few 
who were left were reduced to beggary *by their liturgies. T he passage is 
obviously rhetorical, designed to throw Julian’s reforms into relief. For strictly 
civic liturgies, see Part I V ; a specific case of bankruptcy is cited by Libanius, 
Or., Liy. 22, 45. For tax-collection, see Part II. Extortion by curial collectors 
is implied by Cod. Theod., xn. vi. 22 (386, praefi aug.), i. 217 (387, PPO. Or.). 
A n imaginary case of bankruptcy is depicted in Libanius, Or., xlvii. 7-10, 
For remissions of arrears, see Cod. Theod., XT. xxviii., Marc., Nov., ii; the curiae 
are often mentioned as beneficiaries in these laws, which were a regular routine 
— Procopius (Hist. Arc., 23, §1) regards Justinian’s refusal to remit arrears as 
gross oppression. For the ruin caused by the Persian wav, see Libanius, Or.,
XLIX. 2.

96. T he nomination of outsiders is regarded as a normal procedure in Cod. Just., 
xn. xxxiii. 2 (Diocletian), Cod. Theod., xn , i. 10 (325, com. Or.), 13 (326, PPO. 
Or.), xvi. ii. 3, 6 (329, PPO. It.); I can find no later instances, special enrol
m ent of plebeians: Cod. Theod., XH. i. 53 (362, PPO. Or.), 96 (383, PPO. Or.), 
*33 (393» due. et corr. lim. Trip.); it is noteworthy that Justinian did not think 
it worth while to reproduce the first half of this law, though he cites the second 
half in Cod. Just., x i i . lix. 4.

97. sons of veterans: Cod. Theod., y u . xxii. 1 (313, corr. Luc.), 2 (318, vie. It.), 
Xii. i. 18 (326, praet.praeffi), 15 (327,pp. Karthagine), vii. xxii. 5(333, PPO. Or.), 
XII. i. 32 (341), 3S, v i i . xxii, 4 (343, PPO. Or.), 7 (365, dat. Beryti), xs (380, 
PPO. 111.), xii. i. 83 (380, cons. Phoen.), 89 (382, PPO. It.); the curia of Edessa 
had the curious privilege of enrolling one son of the princeps o f the provincial 
officiton, Cod. Theod., xn. i. 79 (375, PPO. Or.), 205 (384, PPO. Or.). For 
oblatto curiae, vid. sup., note 88.

98. Unfair distribution of liturgies and emoluments is stressed by Libanius, Or., 
xxxn. 8, x lix . 8—9; cf. Cod. Theod., x ii . i. 140, 148 (399, PPO. I t) , 173 (409, 
PPO. Or.).

99. For civic liturgies, see Part IV, for imperial, Part II. Leisure is frequently 
mentioned as the prerogative of ffie senatorial order, e.g.t Theod., New., xv. 1, 
and Libanius, Or., x lix . 5.
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100. For extortion by curial collectors, vid. sup., note 95. T h e ir  regular quasi* 
legal commission is mentioned in M aj., Nov., vii, §16. T h e  painful situation of 
the curia when ordered to collect a quite impossible sum is depicted by Theo* 
doret, Ep., 42 (M igne, P .G ., lxxxiu . 1217).

101. the to g a : Libanius, Or., xxvm . 23, Joh. Lydus, de Mag., 1. 28. privileges 
IK THE PENAL LAW! Cod. JtU t, II, Xv. 2 (439, PPO . Of.}, Just., NOV., 45 (537, 
PPO. Or.).

102. flo gg in g : Cod. Theod., xn . i. 39 (349, cons. Syr.), 47 (359), 80 (380, praef. 
Aeg.), 85 (381, PPO . Or,), 117 (387, PPO . Or.), Libanius, O r., xxvti. 13, 42» 
xxvm . passim and especially 22, l iv . 51, cf. Theod., Nov., xv . 1 (439, Sen. 
Const,).

103. Cod. Theod., xn . i. 66 (365, PPO . It.), 108 {384, PPO . Or.), Cod. Just., xit. 
lvii. 13 (442, P P O . Or.), 14 (471, PPO . Or.). In Cod. Theod,, xv i. ii. 39 (408, 
PPO . It.) unfrocked priests are to be relegated either to the curiae or to one o f 
the corpora according to their wealth and standing; this law  was revived by 
Justinian (Cod. Just., 1. iii. 52).

104. For the earlier history o f the defensor, see pp. 150-1. T h e appointment was 
transferred in the west as early as 409 (Cod. Just., 1. Iv. 8) bu t it  is doubtful if  
this law was ever enforced in the east, since it was not included in the Theo- 
dosian Code, anastasius’ refo r m s : Cod. Just., 1. iv. 17 (ητώνης), 19 (505, PPO. 
Or., defensor), cf. also M .A .M .A ., u i. 197A , a constitution, probably o f Anasta
sius, putting the election o f the «κβ(*σ? and ίφορος (the title is not mentioned else* 
where and m ay be equivalent to curator) in the hands of the bishop, clergy, and 
twv [Iv ττοχη rots κτψομό\\ κ(αι) οίκήτορσι λογάδων and warning the prtneipes της *ord 
χώραν rafta/s not to interfere.

105. J ustin ian ’s  refo r m s : Just., Nov., 15 {53s, PPO . O r., defensor), 128, §16 
(545, PPO. O r., πατήρ, σιτώντρ, &c.). For the title πατήρ see Cod. Just., xi. xxxiii. 
2 (where it is substituted for curator calendarii), 1. iv. 26, VIII. xii. 1, X. xxvii. 2, 
xxx. 4, x ii. lxiii. 2, Just., Nov., 160 (civic finance); in Cod. Just., x. xliv. 3, the 
pater is evidently a very senior magistrate, and in 1. iv. 25-6, v . iz ,  14, ill. ii. 4, 
xliii. 1, v m . Ii. 3, Just., Nov., 85, the defensor and pater are the chief magistrates 
o f each city. In  C .I.G ., 2746, M ilet, 206, civic monuments are dated by the pater.

106. Joh. Lydus, de Mag., 1. 28, Evagrius, H .E., lit. 42.

107. Leo, Const., xlvi.

N O T E S  O N  P A R T  I V
1. Paus., x . iv. 1.

2. Alexandrian ννκτφνος στρατηγός: Strabo, p. 797, cf. Bevan, A  History of Egypt 
under the Ptolemaic Dynasty, p. 103; for the police functions o f  royal command* 
ants, vid. sup., pp. 104-7. ΌροφύXa *€s o f MILETUS and heraclea : Sy llΛ  6 y , xi. On 
the civic police o f the Roman period the most recent study is Robert, Et. Anat., 
pp. 96-110. Νυκτοοτράτηγοι: Dig., l . iv. 18, §12, I.G .R ., iv . 860 (Laodicea), C .I.G ., 
2930 (Tralles), 3948 (Attuda), B .C .H ., 1885, p . 347 (Sebastopolis), Robert, 
op. cit., p. 322 (Tabae), Oertei, D ie Liturgie, pp. 281-3 (Egypt)· Νυχτοφύλακα: 
Chr., t. 474 (list o f posts, liturgie system), P . Oxy., 2128 (pay implied); Libanius 
alludes to night-watchmen (φόλακτς) at Antioch (Or., xxxiu . 37).

3. Παραφυλ/ixts: I.G .R ., UK. 516 (Cadyanda), 640 (Arneae), 649 (Acalissus), 650, 
653 (Idebessus), 834 (Iotape), iv. 524 (Dorylaeum), 739 (Eumeneia), 870 
(Colossae), 1531 (Aeolis), O .G .I., 485 (Magnesia ad Maeandruxn), M .A .M .A ., 
iv . 152 (Apollonia o f  Pisidia), Ath. Im lt., 1883, p . 328 (Tralles), I .B .M ., 579a, 
Forsch. E p h 11. 53 (Ephesus), B .C .H ., 1883, p. 273 (Nysa), 1885, p. 76 (Aphro- 
disias), p. 347 (Sebastopolis), 1892, p. 432 (Ariassus); for their duties, sec O .G .I,, 
527, M .A M .A .,  iv. 297 (Hierapolis). Όροφνλακ*$: Robert, i t .  Anat., pp. 106-8.



CHS. XI2-X111

4. T he literature on irenarchs is cited in 1928, p. 408, note 3. T hey are
most often mentioned in Asia Minor, e.g., I.G .R ., ru. 203, 208, 226, 407, 450, 
452, 454- 5. 782, 784, 830, 1458, rv. 130, 461, 585, 658, 740, 785, 870, 993, 1x61, 
1250, 1271, 1438, 1541, 1543, C .I.G ., 2768, but occur in  the European Greek 
provinces, e.g., I.G .R ., 1. 698 (Thrace), Collart, Philippes, p. 262 (Macedonia), 
I .G ., ix. ii. 1077 (Thessaly), and in Syria, e.g., S.E.G., v ii. 138 (orparrtŷ s hrl ττ}τ

cf. I.G .R.i iv. 1435), and in Egypt (Oertel, op. d t ., pp. 283-4). duties: 
Dig., xlviii. iii, 6, L. iv. 18, §7, Mart. Poly carpi, vi, vii. appointment: Aelius 
Arist., l .  72 (ed. Keil), S.E.G., vn . 138. ΔιωγμΖτα*: B .C .H ., 1928, p. 409, 
note 2 (literature), S.E.G., vi. 688, 690., M .A M .A ., iii. 305, I.G .R ., iv. 580, 
Mart* Pofycarpi, vj, vii. * Ιππαρχος: Mart. Piomi, x v  (as police officer with 
&ωγμΐΎθλ), cf. I.G .R ., iv. 1167, 1248, 1637; a real military hipparch is mentioned 
at Tabae in 43 b.c. (Robert, lit. Anat., p. 325), but these, who are o f imperial 
date, are probably police officers. It  may be noted that the various types of 
police cited might all exist in the same city at the same time, cf. B .C J I ., 1885, 
p. 347. prisons: Pliny, Ep., x . 19-20.

5. 'Αατννόμοι: Syll*, 313, 375 (Athens), 645 (Cyzicus),I .G ., xn . i. 44, 53 (Rhodes), 
v. 872, 880-6 (Tenos), I.G .R ., 111, 1332 (Bostra), iv. 239 (Hadrianeia),
4019, 4026, 4069 (Ancyra), 4085 (Pessinus). roads: encroachments, O .G .L, 
483, lines 2-23, Dig., xliii. x . 1, §2; dimensions, O .G .I., 483, lines 23-9; 
obstructions, Dig., xliii. x. i , §4; tipping of rubbish, ib., §5, O .G .I., 483, lines 
36-60; scavenging, ib., lines 47-53, 78-89; maintenance, ib., lines 29-35, 7)ig., 
xliii. x. x, §3, cf. Pliny, Ep., x. 32 for the use of public slaves.

6. On Hellenistic and Roman town-planning, see Haverfield, Ancient Town- 
planning, pp. 28-56, 135-6, von Gerkan, Gtieekische Stddteanlagen; on the 
commodity of colonnades, Libanius, Or., xi. 213-17. street ligh tin g : Amm. 
Marc., xiv. i. 9, Libanius, Or., ix. 267, xxn. 6, xxxiir. 36-7.

7. drains : Strabo, p. 646 (Smyrna), Jos., Ant., xv. 340 (Caesarea), Pliny, Ep., x . 98 
(Amastris); cleaning by public slaves, ib., 32; householders had to clean and 
maintain open gutters {Dig., xliii. x. z, §3), which were prohibited at Pergamum 
(O.G.I., 483, lines 60-78). latw nes; O . G J 483, line 220.

8. wells and cisterns: supervision of, O .G .I., 483, lines 190-219; sole supply, 
Philostratus, Vit. Soph., 11. i (p. 348). aqueducts: Jos., Bell., h 422, Pliny, Ep., 
x. 37,90, Philostratus, loc. d t., I.G .R., n i. 466,804, 848, 1273, <276, 1289,1291, 
iv. 1411-12,2505, M .A .M .A ., iv. 70,333, Dessau, 337, C .I.L ., m . 6703. pump
ing  at  arsinoe: P . Lend., n i. p. 181; cf. P . Oxy., 2128 (a payment from civic 
funds νδροπαράχοίς). public fountains: O .G .L , 483, lines 159-89 (care of), 
Sardis, vn . 17 (list of); Jos., Bell., 1. 4 2 2 ,1.G., iv. 875, vir. 3099, I .G J l., rv, 
242, S.E.G ., vii. 866, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 251. nym phaea: I.G Jl., m . 811, 
1273, KUo, x , p. 235; see P.W ., xvn. 1517-24. private su pply: CAr., 1.193 
(payments), Aelius Arist., xvn. 11 (ed. Keil), Libanius, Or., xr. 246-7. For 
Alexandria, see Caesar, B . Alex., 5. It may be noted that in  CAr., 1.193, the water 
account is only balanced by substantial contributions from magistrates. Some 
cities had a special magistrate or board in charge o f the water-supply, e.g., 
Athens (Syll.9, 281), Pergamum (Ath. M itt., 1908, p. 410), Arsinoe (Chr., 
1. 193); cf. Dig., l . iv. 18, §6.

9. Pliny, Ep., x . 33-4, Vita Pofycarpi, xxviii, xxix.
20. astynomic functions of agoraxomi: S y li\  313, cf. 284, I.G ., v . x. 497. 

markets : plan, P.W ., Xiv. 1869-76; rent of shops, CAr., 1.296; charge for sites, 
Syll.3, 736, xx, 975; for the practice of putting stalls between columns, cf, 
Libanius, Or., xi. 254, SJS.G., iv. 539-4©, .7.77.5 ., *93*, P« *74· For the interest 
o f agoranomi in the fabric of market, see C.I.G ., 2930, B .C J I., 1893, P· *79, 
Sterrett, Wolfe Exp., 423. fixing of hours : S y ll3, 736, xx, cf. Robert, Et. Anat., 
p. 290. inspection of q u ality: SyBΛ  736, xx, I .G ., x n . v. 129. weights and
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measures: Syll.3, 736, xx, 945, 975, L G K , 11-in. 10 :3 , cf. 7.G ., v . ii. 125, and, 
fo r  th e  s tam p in g  o f  p riva te  w eights, B .C .H ., 1934, p p · 506-11 . control of 
currency: Syll,*, 729.

11. control o f  labour m arket: 7.G ., x ii. v. 129. cheapness: Syll.3, 946, S J2.G., 
iv . 518, Forsch. E p h in .  10-16. price  f ix in g : 7.G .R ., iv. 146, 352, line 16, 
Syll.3, 736, xx.

12. declaration by  xmforters: Syll.1, 975. pr o h ib it io n  o f  m id d lem en : ib., and 
7.G.», n -m . 1103. underselling : B .6 .H ., 1887, pp. 306, 474» Inschr. Mag. 
Mae., 179, cf. Robert, £ t. Anat., p. 347, note 3, for other examples o f irepanwXeiv 
and ιταρ*νιπρασκ€ο> and pp. 546-8 for ίττίνωηομ6$.

13· O n the problem o f the com  supply, see Francotte, *Le pain k bon march* et le 
pain gratuit* in Melanges Nicole, pp. 135-57. vapd&cms: SyllΛ  344, §io, 
cf. Inschr. Priene, 108, lines 42, 68. A t  Samos a corn-buying fund o f a different 
kind was established (Syll.3, 976). Here the interest only was to be used, and 
the com  purchased was to be distributed free. T h e  document is o f great interest 
as revealing clearly the political ideal behind all schemes o f market control, that 
it  was the duty o f  the city to provide subsistence for its members. But the project 
is, so far as· 1 know, unique: Greek cities as a rule lacked the resources to carry 
through so ambitious an ideal, which even imperial Rome found a heavy burden 
on its finances. A t  Samos, it may be noted, the com  was normally to be bought 
locally from  sacred land belonging to the city, and purchase money thus accrued 
to Hera and formed in effect a reserve fund for the state.

24. cheap sales b y  merchants: M ichel, 2 i6 , 386, Syll.3, 304, 354, 640. cheap 
sales OR gifts b y  citizens : Inschr. Priene, 108, lines 42 seqq., 57 seqq., 68 seqq.,
I.G ., iv. 944, v. ii. 515. SyllΛ  30 4,493,671B, 976, S .E .G ., 1. 366, m .
710; άσφοραί for raising the necessary funds are mentioned in 7.G ., x n . v. i o i i , 
S .E .G ., iii. 710 ; for m W w r, see Kuenzi, ’J&n&wns, pp. 20-1, 41^2, 76-8·

15. F or the Delian siionae, see Larsen in A n Economic Survey o f Ancient Rome, IV. 
pp. 344-8. Sttonae are very frequently mentioned in the Roman period, e.g., Dig., 
xxvn . i. 6, §8, l . iv. x8, §5, L G J t 111. 833-4» iv. 130» 658, 74* . *167, 
1228, 1248, 1273, 1290, 1543. X572* *637-8, O .G J ., 48S, C .I.G ., 2927, 2930, 
L G .,  in . 645,708, iv. 609, V. i. 526,551, xn . ix. 20, S .E .G ., 11.6s 3> M tlet, 263-4* 
Inter. Cos, 108, 1135 for the c^wapxo* o f Egypt, see Oertel, Die Liturgie, 
pp. 339-43; the title is also found at Amastris (I.G .R ., iii . 89) and an <Uhjvlos 
bnptXnrijs at Corinth (L G ., iv . 795). CORN levy : Dig., l . iv. 18, §25, cf. 7.G J i., 1. 
766, line 40, traActnxov Wfrjoi/ [άν]*ιοφορίαν. CORN-BUYING FUNDS* I.G .R ., III. 
1421-2 (with ταμία*), IV. 580, x632, 7.G ., III. 645, 646 (with ταμίας), 687, IV. 2, 
cf. ix . ii. 2029, 1093, mronmittfaas; rules for the administration o f such a fund 
are given in the very obscure inscription, 7.G ., v . i. 1379 and in  Dig., l . viii. 2, 
§{2-5, and suggest that it was normally self-supporting like the Delian (see 
Larsen, loc. cit.). losses b y  sstonae: I.G .R ., iv . 1290, O .G J .,  485, B .C .H ., 
1887, p. 32, 1920, p. 93, Wilhelm, Beitrage, pp. 199-aoo. F or the pressure 
brought on rich citisens in a shortage, see D io Chrys., xlvi. G ifts and cheap 
sales o f com , and gifts and loans o f money to buy com  are frequently recorded, 
e.g., I.G .R ., in . 493. 796, iv. 580, 785. 870, 94L  *523. *632, 7 .G ., in . 687, iv. 
944, V. ii. 5x5, Robert, Et. Anat., pp. 343, 347; agoranom still found it some
times necessary to be generous, e.g., 7.G ., iv. 2, 932, Derrutzas, ή Μακ&ονία, 
no. 248, Klio, X- 235.

16. im portance  o f  local supply  : 7 .R .S., 1924, p. 180, Philostratus, Vii. Apall., 
I. xv, 7.G .R ., iv . 914, cf. the remarks o f Gregory Nazianzen, In  laudem Basiln, 
34-5 (Migne, P .G ., xxxvi. 542-4)· im po r t  from  Eg y pt  j C./.G ., 2927, 2930, 
A th. M itt., 1883, p. 328, Sy llΛ  839. Forsck. Eph., 111. 16, Head, Hist. Num.*, 
733; even Herod found it  hard to get an export licence, Jos., A nt., xv. 307.
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e r a .  χ ι π - χ ι ν

17. bakers1 STOKE; Inschr. Mag. Mae» 2x4. civic m il l in g ; Chr» 1,426. civic 
raking: P. Oxy» 2128; cf, Sardis, vn. 166, άρηνάλου «ολοιηκο*, and Dig» l . iv. 
18» §12» ‘pistrmonnn curatoree*.

18· On public doctors, see Pohl, D e Graecorwn medicis publicis, and Oehler, Epigr. 
Beitrdge xur Geseh. des Arxtestandes. numbers: Dig» xxvii. L 6, $2. salaries: 
ib., l . ix. 4, §2. police functions : P . Oslo» 95 (where other references are 
collected), teaching: Mon. Line» xxm , p. 60, no. 48. competitions: Jahresh,, 
>905, pp. 128 seqq.

19, Baths are very frequently  m entioned in  the  inscriptions, e.g ., L G .R »  in . 
66, 273, 507, 659» 679. 690, 700, 704, 739. xix. *33» Π Γ ,  257. 1378. 1449. 
Μ .Α Μ .Α »  v . 6, S .E .G ., v i. 61, L G ., v. ii. 127. A n  adm ission charge is implied 
b y  In sch r . P riene, 1x2, lines 76-80 ,123 , lines 76-8, and L G .R ·. iv. 555, Acwoovr® 
ix  τ ώ ν  l&tw,cf. th e  anecdote in  A th ., v m . 351 f. cost o f  fu el : Dig» l . iv. 18» §5, 
I .G ., x u . v. 946. attendants and stokers: P . Oxy»  1499,1500 (wages), Pliny, 
E p »  x. 32 (public slaves), P .  G tss»  50 (cloak-room attendant), free o il  in  the 
baths: In schr. P riene, loc. cit., L G »  iv. 597,602, 606, S .E .G ., iv. 301-2.

20» On the gymnasium, see Oehler in P.W »  v ii. 2004-26. For the early gymnasia 
in Egypt, see C.E.R.P., pp. 309-1 x 5 in Jerusalem, 2 Mace» iv. 9-24» in Tyans, 
S E .G »  1. 466. numbers of gymnasia: Pergamum, I.G .R»  iv. 454; Thyateira, 
I.G .R ., iv . 1217, 1246/2264, 1266-9; Salamis, Wadd., 2756; Tralles, Ath . 
M itt»  1883, p. 318; Miletus, Milet, 265; Iasus, P .P .G ., 1893, p. 175.

21. For gymnasium buildings the locus classicus is Vitruvius, v, ix ;  for modem 
discussions, see K . Schneider, Die griechischen Gymnasien und Paldstren, pp. 88 
seqq., Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals, chap. xxii. For the 
Pergamene gymnasia, see Schaxman, Alt. 1ton Pergamm, v i, Das Gymnasion.

22» For a list of gymnasiarchs (now naturally incomplete but hardly worth com
pleting), see Oehler, P.W »  vii. 1970-5; for hypogymnasiarchs, ib., 1979-80; 
for gymnasiarchs o f the several age groups, vid. tttf» notes 26, 30-1. Gymnasi· 
archs of several gymnasia are common, e.g., I.G.R., n i. 783, iv. 446,1269,O.G.I., 
472, Milet, 265, R E .G ., 1893, p. 175, C.I.G»  2885. Additions to the fabric and 
fittings made by gymnasiarchs are listed in P.W . vn . 2019-24, Robert, £t. Anat» 
pp. 77-9, heating  of gymnasjum baths ; Laum, Stiftungen, no. 62 (an endow
ment), P . Oxy» 2127 (payment from public funds), P . Lend» in , p. 104 (payment 
by agymnasiarch), cf. Chr» 1.150. gymnasium staff :LG »  v. 11.46-8, so(Tegea) 
cf. I.G.*, n-π ι, 2960 seqq., for similar lists of attendants at Athens; the δημόσιά 
o f the gymnasium are mentioned in Inschr. Priene, 1 22, line 112 and Ath. M itt., 
1907, p. 274» line 7·

23. o il : supplied by the city, Pliny, Ep» x . 23, Inschr. Mag. Mae» 116,179, Syll.*, 
691, I.G»  xn . ix. 236; supplied by endowments, Laum, Stiftungen, nos. 9, i i , 
x6, 25, 68, 71-2, 73c, 121-4, <36* 'Bketanrucd χρήματα: I.G .R»  ill. 60, 68, 2423, 
Robert, £t. Anat» p. 316, cf. Ath. M itt»  1910, p. 417. ’£feuwrat: Dig» xxvii. i. 
6, §8, L. iv. x8, $5, L G ., xn. ix. 20, I .G *, si-xu. 1100, Iriscr. Cos, 208, 213, 
JUS'G» 1906, pp. 208, 246, B .C JI»  1887, p. 474. o il  liturgy at Rhodes: 
Syll.3, 974. Gifts o f oil by gymnasiarchs are very common, e.g., O .G .L , 339,622, 
713,764, Syll.3, 691,714, I.G »  xu. iii. 204, Milet, 368, Wadd., 496,527, Inschr. 
Mag. Mae»  163,1.G P »  i i i . 801-2, 804, iv. 182, 226, 454, 522,555, 788, 2120, 
1269» Chr» 1.33. For the regular service of oil at a fixed hour, see Wilhelm, Neue 
Beitrdge, v. 45-7, and especially Inschr. Priene, 122, lines 57-61; in Ath. Mitt» 
19ίο , pp. 410, 468, two distributions, morning and evening, are recorded. 
For the rota of gymnasiarchs in Egypt,, see Chr» I. 251, C . P . Herm» 57-65, 
Ρ» Oxy» 14x3, lines 19-20. Auuvuu ννρβΑβ^αι: Laum, Stiftungen, 1, p. 47.

24» O n the educational system, see Ziebarth, Aus dem griechischen Schultceseti*. 
Παώονόμ*: Forbes, Greek Physical Education, p. 229; that they supervised girls
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as well at T eos is  proved by Syll.3, 578 and O.G./., 309. 01M  r$s β«5*©*μ/αί rwv 
mpB&tov; C J .G .,  3185 (Smyrna), Inschr. Perg., 463, Jkfifr., 191a, p. 277 
(Pergamum); for the at Magnesia, see Inschr. Mag. M ae., 98, line 20·
EDUCATIONAL· endowments: Polyb., xxxi. 31 (Rhodes), Syll.*, 672 (Delphi), 
577 (Miletus), 578 (Teos). Teachers {λδώκαΛοι, mu&vni/) o f  the boys are 
mentioned in connexion with the ffotfavopm elsewhere, e.g., C ./.G ., 3185 (Smyrna),
I .  G . , v n . 1861 (Thespiae), Inschr. Priene, 114 (Priene), M ichel, 544 (Them i- 
sonium), C .I.L ., ill. 14X959 (Ephesus), but there is no proof that these were 
state employees.

25. school c o m pet it io n s : C .I.G ., 3088 (Teos), Syll.3, 959 (Chios), 960 (M ag
nesia), I.G ., x u . ix. 952 (Chalcis; athletic only), Ath. M itt., 1912, p. 277 (Per
gamum; girls); these are prise lists, and there are many other allusions to such 
competitions, e.g., Inschr. Priene, 114 (Priene)^ Syll.3, 1028 (Cos), I .G ., x u . vii, 
515 (Aegiale), R .E .G ., 1893, p. 168 (Iasus), LanckoroAski, Stddte PamphyUens,
II. 34 (Termessus). of masters: Syll.3, 577-8, 1028, Inschr. Priene,
1 13, line 30.

26. Under the principate π&δσνομοι are recorded at Nicomedia (I.G .R ., 111. 7), 
Pergamum (I.G .R ., iv . 318), Cyzicus (ib., 145), Colophon (ib., 1587), Ephesus 
(I B M ., 481, lines 170, 174), Miletus (Milet, 265), Iasus (R .E .G ., 1893, p. 168), 
Stratonicea (W add., 529), Termesaus (Lanckororiaki, op. cit., 11. 34, 44), 
Pessinus (Ath. M itt., 1900, p. 441); γυμνασίαρχοι naibatv at Attaleia (I.G .R ., III. 
777' 783) and Lapethus (ib., 933). It may be noted that there is no trace of 
public education for boys in the Egyptian m etropolis, though the ephebate 
was universal, F o r the Athenian ephebate, see P .W ., v. 2737-41, Forbes, Greek 
Physical Education, pp. 109-78; for the ephebate elsewhere, P . W., v , 2741-6, 
Forbes, op. cit., pp. 179-257. early ephebate: in Egypt, O .G ./., 176, 178, 
cf. S B ., 1569, 7246, (κοομητοχ) ; at Jerusalem, 2 M acc„ iv. 9-14. late  develop
m ent in  po n tu s: I.G .R ., 111. 1446. late  survival in  Eg y p t : P . Oxy., 42.

27. 'Εφήβαρχ*: P , XV., v. 273S-6. ΚονμψαΙ (outside Athens): Dessau, 8867 (Nicaea),
B .C .H ., 1891, p. 481 (Cius), Oertel, Die Liturgie, pp. 329-32 (Egypt). F or the 
history of the Athenian ephebate, vid. sup., note 26. age op admission  in  Eg y p t : 
W ilcken, GrundzUge, p. 141. length  o f  service: Syll.3, 959 (Chios; three 
years?), B .C  JR., 1887, p. 86 (Apollonis; two years), expenses : uniforms, Syll.3, 
870, Philostr., Vit. Soph., 11. i. 550; lectures, Ath. M itt., 1908, p. 380; library, 
I.G .1, ι ί-π ι. 2009, 1029-30, 1042, 1043; dedications are regularly listed in the 
Athenian ephebic inscriptions; note also the payments made by incoming 
ephebee to the gerusia in Inschr. Mag. M ae., 116. Athenian cos metes are often 
praised for keeping down expenses, and persuading richer ephebes to pay for 
the poorer (I.G .2, 11-111. 1028* 1039, 1043). A t  Apollonis generous magistrates 
paid the whole expenses o f the course (B.C.H ., 1887, p. 86, K eil and Preraer- 
stein, Denksehr. A h . Wien, liii, no. 96). For the hereditaiy ephebate o f Egypt, see 
Wilclwn, GnmdzQge, pp. 140-1.

28. cohesus: Syll.3, 958. public  instructors: Athens, A ris t, ΆΘ. I7oX.t 42, §2 and 
the ephebic inscriptions, passim; Teos, Syll.3, 578; Pergamum, A th. M itt., 1907, 
p. 279, 1910, p . 417. instructors provided b y  CYMNASiARCHS: Pergamum, 
A th. M itt., 1907, p. 279, 1908, p . 376; Eretria, Syll.3, 714, I.G ., xn . ix. 235; 
Priene, Inschr. Pnene, 112, line 73. Other ephebic instructors are mentioned at 
Priene (op. cit., 112, line 112, 113, lines 26-31), and also at Themisonium 
(Michel, 544), Smyrna (C .I.G ., 3183) and Mylasa (Sb. A h. Wien, cxxxn. ii, p. 12) 
but their status is  uncertain, lectures (a*poaecif): Pergamum, A th. M itt., 1908 
p. 380,1910, p. 404; Sestus, O .G .I., 339, line 75; cf. Ziebarth, op. c i t ,  pp. 122-3» 
for touring professors. A t  Athens attendance at the lectures o f the philosophers 
is recorded in I .G .2, 11-111. xoo6, 10x1, 1028-30; grammarians and rhetoricians 
are also mentioned in 1039-43, as well as extra dnpodeus. gym nasium  libraries:
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Athens, vid. sup., note 27; also Wadd., 1618, [Dio Chrys.], x x x v ii. 8, Maiuri, 
Nuov. SiU. Λ ο Λ  a Co#, 4, cf. t i ,  ΛίΑ. M itt., 1908, pp. 384, 409» cf. Poland, 
Offentlkhe Bibliotheken in Grieckenland und KUinasien.

29. ephebic games: prize lists, Michel, 896, 898-900; prizes for tfefia, rbnfla and 
ι̂λσττον/α are recorded in Michel, 900 (Samos) and O .G .I., 339 (Sestus); contests 

are frequently mentioned elsewhere, e.g., Syll.*, 958, 1028, and the Athenian 
ephebic inscriptions, passim. For extra prizes offered by gymnasiarchs, see 
Syll.*, 714, O .G .L , 339, lines 78 seqq., 764; for intellectual prowess, Ath. Mitt., 
1908, p. 376, Inschr. Priene, 112, lines 80-4, 113» lines 28-31. endowment op 
ephebic games: P . Oxy., 705. ephebic contest in  a .d . 323: P . Oxy., 42· pro
fessors under th e  principate: Dig., xxvii. i. 6, §2 (numbers), l . ix. 4, §2 (salaries). 
O n the ‘universities’ o f the empire, see Herzog, Sb. A k . Berlin, 19 35» PP· 9»7 
seqq., esp. 1001-9. museums: Forsch, Eph., n . 65, nr. 68, Jahresh., 1905, 
pp. 128-38 (Ephesus), I.G .R ., iv. 618 (Smyrna); those of Alexandria and 
Athens {Hesperia, iii . 191-6), being subsidized and controlled b y  the central 
government, do not concern this work.

30. O n the vi<n, see Forbes, N&i (list o f gymnasiarchs on pp. 6-10). endow ments ;
R.E.G ., 1893, p. 159 (Iasus; for oil), O .G .I., 748 (Cyzicus; for oil), I .G .R ., iv. 
1302 (Cym e; a bath and fund for upkeep), 8 .C .if .,  1935» P* 5*4 (Pharsalus; 
for oil and games), allowances from  civic  fu n ds: Jahresh., 1898, p. 180, cf. 
also Ath. M itt., 1910, p. 417. Ταμία.: Denkschr. A k. Wien, 1897. P· 28, no. 28, 
I.G .R ., iv . 657. AuumjTai: R .E .G ., 1893, p. 161. Aoyitmjs: I.G .R ., iv . 1078. 
Γ/μψμαηϊ!: I.G .R ., tv. 350, W add., 1602a, Ath. M itt., 1895, p. 243. gam es: 
Syll.3, 9 59 .10 6 2,1.G ., xn . ix. 952.

31. For a list o f ytpouavu, see Poland, Gesck. griech. Vereinwescns, pp. 577*87 
(gymnasiarchs on p. 401). T h eir character has long been hotly disputed; the 
latest contribution is b y  Turner in Archiv Pap., x n . 179-86, where the previous 
literature is cited (p. 181, note 2). In view  o f their close connexion with the 
gymnasium, I cannot but regard them as primarily social societies, like those of 
the Wot, though being both senior and more select they no doubt had some 
political influence, grant from  public funds: Inschr. Mag. M ae., 1x6, cf. 
Ath. M itt., 1910, p. 4x7. endowments: Laum , Stiftungen, nos. 73a, 85-6, 92, 
108, 113, X2o, 122, 183, 185, *87-8» 190» 202; cf. Forsch. Eph., Π. 20, e* tow 
vwv Hjs ytpovaios χριστών, R.E.G ., ΐ 893» P* 167,I .G J l.,  IV. X572, ytpovnoKoXs χρήμα** 
and Inschr. Mag. Mae., 116 ; among the many curious sources o f  revenue here 
recorded are the rents in kind of various estates, presumably endowments, and 
also what seem to  be taxes, perhaps made over to the support o f the gerusia by 
the city. ΤομΙαι: I.GJR., 1. 7*9» ut· S i* . Ath. M itt., 1900, p. 122. d«**?r®'· 
R .E .G .. 1893, pp. 170,172· Aeytorai: I.G .R ., in . 65. iv. 652· bcternal auditor 
a t  ephesus: O .G J .,  508 (completed in Forsch. Eph., 11. 23), cf. Syll.*, 833. 
Γραμματείς: C .I.G ., 3429, 3462, 3749, O .G .I., 479» I.G .R ., ill. 7* 7» L A M ., 4*3> 
s77> foundation  of THE gerusia of sidvm a: T .A .M ., ii. 175 (decree), 
176 (list o f members); cf. Ramsay, Cities and Bishopries c f  Phrygia, p. 602 for a 
similar list at Sebaste. Lim ited numbers are also suggested b y  P .S .I ., 1240. 
O n  the other hand, the members o f the gerusia o f Istria, refounded under 
Hadrian {S.E.G ., 1 .330), do not total to a round number, rules o f  election at  
pergamum  : A th . M itt., 1907, pp. 294-5,29&~9 (neither inscription mentions the 
getusia); cf, the similar rules.of 1) i*p* yspovel* rou Σωτήρος ‘ΑοκληιτΙον at Hyettus, 
Syll.*, 1112. T hese inscriptions make no allusion to age, but in Egyptian 
documents {Archiv Pap., xn , 179, P .S .L ,  1240) candidates state their age. 
Gerusiae figure quite commonly in honorific decrees, e.g., I.G .R ., in . $57“ 9 . 
561-2, 679,704 π  B, 801,1505, rv. 642, 827» ” 27» but so do the w « also some
times, e.g., I .G .R ., iv, 657, 818. T h e  gerusia o f Ephesus was interested m  the 
cult o f Artemis (J .B M ., 449, 470); other religious gerusiae incLude that men* 
tioned above o f Hyettus and the Athenian Upi ytpovoU which was connected
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with the Eleusinian mysteries (7.G ., m . 702, SyU.3, 872); at Messene too the 
gerusia is interested in the Andaman mysteries (Syll.3, 736, Xi). These gerusiae 
may have been institutions o f a quite different origin and character from the 
normal social club, but it is significant that the Ephesian gerusia had its gym · 
nasiarch (I.B .M ., 587, J a h r e s h 1915, Beiblatt, 281).

32. O n private cu lt societies, see Poland» Gesck. griech. Veretnwesens, p p . 173-270* 
th e  Egyptian  tbm ples: Wilcken, GrundzUge, pp . 128-9. tem ples o f  asia 
m in o r : Strabo, pp . 559-60 (Zela), 567 (Pessinus), 577 (Antioch o f Pisidia); cf.
0 .  G .I., 540-1, for the compromise at Pessinus, and Dessau, 7200, for municipal 
control at Antioch, temples of Sy r ia : Herodian, v. 3 (hereditary priesthood); 
cf. I.G.R*, in . i020, where a temple apparently Independent under the Seleucids 
is subject to a city under Augustus.

33. F or the various types o f priesthoods in the Greek cities, vid. sup,, p. 262* 
pr iv ileg es  o f  PRIESTS: immunity, SyUA  1003, 1007, 1018, I .G ., v . ii. 515; 
perquisites, SyU.3, 1002-3, 1006-7, 1009-10, 1013, 1015-18, 1037; salaries, 
M ilet, 147, lines 18-21, 203, S.E .G ., xv. 706; cf. the προσο&κ attached to some 
posts, e.g., SyU.3, 2009, i o n ,  2018. F or the sale o f sacrificial meat, see Acts, 
xv. 29, xxi. 25, z Cor., viii, Pliny, Ep., x . 96, §10.

34. 'Jtpera+Utu: I .G .R ., iv. 571, 1086, 1129, S.E .G ., u . 829-32, cf. SyU.3, 633, 
line 20, O . G . 473, for ταμίαν vaptbptvovns («ν τφ Ιίρψ), I .G .R ., III. 605, 714, for 
ταμία* τών νατρφων 0c<Zv (τών Stfinorwv), and Dessau, 7200, for curator areas sanctuari. 
Nttunoioi: P.W ., xvi. 2433-9. For the administration of sacred funds, the accounts 
o f  the Upomwi o f Delos (see Larsen in A n  Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, 
iv. 334 seqq.) are typical. F or the incomes enjoyed by native priests, see Strabo, 
pp. 535 (Comana Capp.), 537 (Venass), 557 (Cabeira), 559 (Zela), 567 (Pea- 
sinus), cf. Plut., Cat. M in., 35 (Paphus). F or the Ephesian scandal, see DOmer, 
Der Erlass des Statthalters von Asien Poullus Fabius Persicus, p. 38, col. iv. 
i- v i.  13.

35· COMMISSIONERS FOR FESTIVALS: **ψ*ληrat μυστηρίων, SyUΛ  384, 540, 736; 
πανηγυμέρχαι, O .G .I ., 485, I.G .R ., III. 916, IS45, IV, 143, 493, 555, 584, 993, 
1248, 1525, 1542, 1637, 1640, S.E .G ., n . 653. civic  processions: SyU.3, 589, 
695· 885, I.G .R ., iv . 292. choirs of boys, etc.: SyU.3, 450, 695, O .G .I., 309,
1. G .R ., jv. 1587, W edd., 5x9. professional choirs: I .B .M ., 481, lines 292-3, 
I .G .R ., iv . 1665 (of Artemis), Jahresh., 1908, pp. 101 seqq. (of Rome and Augus
tus); on the latter, note especially Ddrner, op. cit., p. 39, col. viii. 4 seqq. (sup
pression o f the paid choir at Ephesus), and I.G .R ., iv . 353 (the rules o f the 
Pergamene choir).

36. festival of th e  Syrian  goddess: Lucian, de Syria Dea, 49 seqq. invitations 
b y  stratonicea: S .E .G ., iv . 247-61. initiation  fees: SyUΛ  736, xi, cf. 800. 
arrangements at  an d an ia: SyU.3, 736.

37. generosity of priests: refuse allowance for sacrifices, S y ll.3, 384, 540, 
Sardis, v n . 52» S .E .G ., 11. 7 17 ; buildings, I.G .R ., m . 364-5, 1355, iv. IS33,
S.E .G ., iv . 268 seqq.; remit subscriptions, Syll.3, 1045-6; distributions, enter
tainments, & c.t I.G .R ., 1. 1453, nr. 115, 382, 500, iii, 631, 780, iv. 175, 225, 555, 
1632, and S .E .G .,  iv. 301 seqq.

38. F or the games o f the boys, ephebes, &c., vid. sup., notes 25, 29. games 
limited  t o  citizen s: Paus., xn. xiv. 1, C .I.G ., 2758, I.G .R ., in . 382, 411-14.

39. Dionysiac  artists: societies, Poland, Gesck. griech, Vereintvesens, pp. 129-47, 
P .W ., va, 2473 seqq.; pay, S.E .G ., 1. 3 6 2 ,1.G., ix. i. 694, xn . ix. 207, S.E .G ., 
iv . 303,306,308,SyU.3, 1077,c f .489,690,Rev. Arch,, ig2 9 (xx ix),p .85. athletes; 
societies, Poland, op. cit., pp. 147-50; social status, Ret·. Arch., 1934 (in), pp. 55-8, 
cf. also I.G .R ., 1. 382, ill. 500, 623, 625-6, iv. 844, 1344, for athletes o f aristo-
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cratic fam ily; many o f  course were councillors (e.g., I.G .R ., i .  153, u t. 370, 
137s, iv. 855, <419, 1761) and not always merely honorary councillors (e.g., 
L G J tu iv . 460).

40. F or the contrast o f Upol w ith ftcportru, raWrtatot, ήμιταλαντιαιοι ay&vtt, cf. 
I.G .R ., i. 444, C .7.G ,  1720, 2810, W add., 1620b; the contrast is implicit in 
many other inscriptions (e.g., I.G .R ., in . 1012, iv. 161, 1432,1442,2.G ., ut. 128, 
I .B .M ., 605, Inschr. O l ,  237) where a catalogue o f sacred games is followed by 
a* total of prize games, endow ments o f  pr iz e  «gam es: Laum , Stiftungen, 1, 32, 
63, 101, 103, x 18-19, 134-5» 138, 141-2. 143a* 145- 9» 151-61. 163. 165-8, 
1 7 0 -2 ,1 7 9 ,1 9 2 ,194-5» 208. games a t  ambryssv&  7.G ., xx. i. i z  (*» Laum , 32); 
contrast the scale o f the prizes at Aphrodisias (C .I.G ., 2758-9). po t- h u n tin g : 
I.G .R ., 1. 444 (127 prizes), iv. 2442 (over zoo), Inschr. O l ,  237 (250 prizes).

4 1. T h e  locus classicus for the establishment o f  a Upas σηφωΊτης αγών is Imchr. Mag.
M ae., 16 seqq.; cf. also SyllΛ  390, 402, 457, 590, 629. M ost o f  these inscrip
tions mention the honours paid to victors in general terms; Inschr. Mag. Mae., 
85 specifies their <ητηρ4σπ, for which see also M ilet, 147, lines 18- 21, B .C .H ., 
1879» pp. 467-8; for the immunity o f Upovutai, vid. sup., p. 185· For the tech
nical meaning o f  «foctafcir, see Pliny, Ep., x . x 18 -19 » d«Aacr**4r αγών is the 
usual formula in the Roman period, e.g., I.G .R ., ur. 370, rv. 336,460,858» 2519, 
C  I .G ., 2932, 3426, though Upas is still found, e.g., I .G .R ., iv . 496,
I .G . , v. i. 668.

42. IMPERIAL GRANT OF 1SELASTIC. GAMS! Pliny, Ep., X. 118-19, cf. I.G .R ., IV. 336, 
1252, 1431, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 280. pen sions o f  victors (Roman period); 
Pliny, loc. c i t ,  Cassius D io, l u . 30, §§4-6, Chr., 1. 157; I  know o f no evidence 
save for athletic victors. F or the grant o f prizes in later sacred games, cf. Inschr. 
O l,  56, line 12; it is implied in Cassius Dio, loc. cit. F or the num ber and titles 
o f the later sacred games 1 must refer the reader to the relevant indices o f C .I.G ., 
7.G., I.G .R ., and Head, Hist. Num.*; for Pythian and Olym pic games, see also 
Krause, Olympia and Die Pythxen Nemeen und Istkmien. T h e increase in their 
number is  w ell illustrated b y  I.G .R ., rv. 2519 (early third century), where 
many games are qualified as vOv Up6s.

43. ath letic  e v e n ts : 7.G ., vn . 414, 416-17, 420, 1764-5, 1772, ix. i. 12, ix. ii.
5*5- 34» C .I.G ., 2758, S .E .G ., in . 335-6, 367. F or a grandiose stadium, cf. 
I.G .R ., 2V. 845, 86l, r i στά&ον ανφ\Β4ατρον PhiloStr., Vii. Soph., 11.
i, p. 550.

44. m usical e v e n ts : C .7.G ., 2758-9,7.G ., v n . 414,416-20, 54 0 -3,1760 -3,1773, 
1776, 2727, 3195-7, x u . ix. 91 seqq.» S.E .G ., 1 u . 334, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 88,
B .C .H ., 1895, pp. 321-66; on the development o f the mime, see P .W ., xv. 
1738-61. T h ere is a striking example o f a free-standing theatre at Bostra 
(Briixmow and Domaszewski, Die Prov. Arabia, iii , pp. 47 seqq.). F or an 
odeum, cf. I .G .R ., in . 1235, roO fccrpo*dfeffs <J8dov.

45. Annual games are not often mentioned (e.g., 7.G .R ., iv. 144, S £ .G .t vii. 825), 
nor are biennial (properly τρΜτηρικ4$, 7.G .R ., iv. 292—3, sometimes Sunpunfe, 
ib. 850). Quadrennial (wevrofnjpwnk) are very common, e.g., 7.G .R ., 1. 445-6, 
in . 61, 67» 319» 4 Ι 1-Σ4» 48% 780,798, 804, 2422-3, iv. 160, 297» 579. 584» 654. 
858, 2568. 'Aywofttrat: method of appointment, vid. sup., p. 175; enrol com
petitors, Inschr. O l,  56, line z8; attended by μασηγοφάροι, Dig., L. iv. 18, §17, 
S .E .G ., 11. 704» Inschr. O l ,  56, line 52, Libanius, O r., x. 4 ; umpire contests, 
L G .,  xn . ix. 207, Sy llΛ  1076-7; award prizes, νπ» 825. hellenodicab: 
I.G .R ., 2. 444 (Ephesus and Smyrna), 7.G ., rv. 932, 946 (Epidaurus), Libanius, 
Or., x . 15, x i. 269 (Antioch). F or entertainments b y  agonothetes, see Inschr. 
Priene, 111 , lines 167 seqq., 7.G ., vn . 2712, lines 55 seqq., and especially S.E .G ., 
v n . 825; cf. also I.B .M ., 628, 7.G.R., rv. 1568 (extra prizes), S.E .G ., vi. 59 
(lavish expenditure).
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46. For the tenure of eponymous magistracies by gods, vid. sup,, pp. 167* 184; for 
their endowment, Laum, Sti/tungen, 1.48; entertainments, 8cq., Inschr. Priene, 108, 
lines 254seqq., 109, lines 190 seqq., x u ,  lines 238 seqq., 113, lines 36 seqq., 114, 
lines 23 seqq., cf. also M ilet, 134, L G xn . v. 597, 602, 659 seqq., I.G .R ., in . 
800-2. entertainm ents on  DOMESTIC occasions: Pliny, E p., X. 116 -17, cf. 
Inschr. Priene, log, lines 162-70, I .G ., x u . v. 863-5.

47. F or the use o f  the theatre for assemblies, see Cic., pro Flacco, 16, Acts, xix. 29, 
D io  Chrys., v n . 24, XL. 6, T ac., H ist  11. 80·

48. ΤβιχοτΓΟΜκά: SyU.3, 368. endow ments fo r  b u il d in g : Laum , Siiftungen, 46, 
62, 67, 77, 98, 108,168. For the architectural aspect o f the city-foundation* of 
the Hellenistic kings there is little explicit evidence, but the regular plans o f such 
cities as Nicaea, Smyrna, Antioch, or Alexandria suggest that they were at least 
laid out by their royal founders; detailed accounts are given o f Herod’s buildings 
at Sebaste (Jos., A n t,  xv. 296-8, Bell., 1. 403) and Caesarea (Ant., xv. 331-41, 
Bell., x. 408—15). For the emperors also there is little explicit evidence; Citron* 
Pasch., 1. 474 (ed. Bonn) enumerates Hadrian’s buildings at Aelia, and Anti- 
noopolis was dearly set out on one plan. For buildings given b y  Hellenistic 
kings to existing cities, see Robert, E t  A n a t, p. 85, notes 1 and 2 ; for Herod, see 
Jos., BeU., I. 422-5; also for Agrippa I and IK, A n t , XXX. 335, xx. 2 11-12 ; for 
Herodea Atticus, Philostr., Vit. Soph., xu i. 550-1; for Opramoas, I.G .R ., iii . 
739. Examples o f  buildings presented by emperors are SyUΛ  839, I.G .R ., I. 
712, nr. 1472, xv. X21, 202, 902, *5^5; C .I.L ., m . 6703, 1419s4*, Annie Eptgr., 
1912,216 , Paus., X. xv iii. 9, xlii. 5,11. iii. 5, v iu . x. 2, x. xxxv. 4, 6.

49. bu ild in g  fu n d s : by transfer of revenues, Pliny, Ep., X. 23; from unallocated 
revenues, ib., 39; from arrears recovered, ib., 23, 90, 98, cf. I.G .R ., i i i . 729, 
T .A .M ., i i . 396, 651, S S .G .,  v i. 811, Porsch. Eph., n . 40; b y  loan, O .G .I., 46, 
SyU.3, 544; b y  levy, Inschr. Priene, 108, lines 75-9, Inschr. M ag. Mae., 92, but 
Trajan forbade an intributio at Prusa (Pliny, Ep., X. 24).

50· Gifts o f buildings by individuals are too numerous to be worth collecting; for 
bequests, see for example, I.G .R ., in . 402, 468, 848, iv. 1422, 1572, Syll.3, 841, 
T .A M .,  n . 179, Porsch. Eph., n . 41-2 , 61, in . 9, Annie E p i g r 1935, 96. lists 
OF SUBSCRIPTIONS AND PROMISES: I.G .9, I l- I II . 2329-37, I.G ., V. ii. 440-t, VII, 42, 
3077, 3191-2, x ii. v. 185-6, 1019, 1082, ix. 1189, G .D .I., 3722, 4262, I.G .R ., 
iv . 50X (cf. 447,461), 1418 (cf. C .I.G ., 3140-3), 1431, T .A .M ., n . 550-1, S.E .G ., 
1. 367, Ath. M it t ,  1890, p. 261, 1912, p. 281, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 118, Kraeling, 
Gerasa, City  0/ the Decapolis, pp. 373-8, nos. 2-6. O n the law o f promises, see 
Dig.; l . xii. i , 3 -4 ,6 -9 ,1  i-X 4,cf. Pliny, Ep., x. 39-40, D io Chrys., xlvii, 19. M any 
inscriptions record gifts o f parts of buildings, e.g., C .I.G ., 2748, 2751-3, Wadd., 
589-90, 1587, 1591, R.E.G ., 1906i pp. 220-5 (columns and architraves at 
Aphrodisias), W add., 313-18, B .C .H ., 1881, p. 99 (the same at Mylasa); such 
gifts are often stated to be i f  νποσχΙα*ως or i f  iitayyeMas, e.g., S .E .G ., 11.410. For 
gifts in consideration o f office, vid. inf., note 70. Interesting records o f the 
procedure o f promises are Syll.3, 852, I .G ., iv. 203, v. ii. 456, 515, x u . vii. 50.

5 1. On the duties of commissioners o f works, see Dig., l . 1-2 , D io Chrys., 
XL. 7-9, Plut., Praec. reip. ger., 15, Ckr., 1. 34, 194-s, c f. also 48, 196 -̂7,
C .P . Henn., 82-5. On the system o f contracting, see Buckler in Anatolian 
Studies presented to Sir William Ramsay, pp. 33 seqq. official architects: 
SyU.3, 577» v ii, 581, xxi, 679, 725, 736, xviii, xxiv* 969, vii, 97*“ »» **85.

52. F or γραμματείς, see P .W ., να . X710-40 (Athens), 1747-70 (other cities); for 
Rhodes, see S y llJ , 619. O n their duties I.G ., v. i. 1432, x i i . v. 721, Inschr. 
Priene, 112, lines 21 seqq., 213, lines 15 seqq., 1x4, lines 8 seqq., are illuminating; 
cf. W ilhelm, Beitrtige, pp. 229 seqq. for the publication o f documents, pu blic  
slaves as c l er k s : L G .2, ii—h i , 463, line 28, 583, xu . i. 31, 701, Robert, Et. 
A n a t, p. 454·
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53. long tenure of office: Inschr. Priene, 4. later importance of clerk; Acts, 
xix. 35, and numerous decrees, e.g., Syll.3, 742, 807, 867, O.G.I., 493, I.G .R., in. 
582, iv. 145,1756, xii, Wadd., 519-20,1604,1611, Inschr. OL, 53, B.C.H ., 1885, 
p. 127. clerkship combined with priesthood: Iwehr, Mag. Mae., 169-71» 
184-7, 193· Zosimus, see the Priene inscriptions cited in note 52.

54. Πολιτογραφεί: I.G .R., til. 63, 63, 67, 69, 179, 204. Νομογράφοι: Syll.3, 359, 
1051, I .G ., v. ii. 24, 433. ΝομοφνΧαχ€9'. C .I.G ., 3794, /·<?., v. i. 78-91, ii, 367, 
ix, i. 694 *  ii. 1108-9, O.G.I., 483,* Syll.9, 282, I.G.R.* iv. 1x6, 860, 870, 1167, 
1558*, 1637, S.E.G., ix. 131-2; consult the starred numbers for the duties of 
the board, for which see also Cic., de Legibus, in. 46.

55. For the registration of private d^eds, see Weiss, Griech. Privatrecht, 355-425; 
the lo w  classitus on the practice is Dio Chrys., xxxi. 51. scales op fees : B.C.H., 
1926, p. 226, Jahresh., 1915, Beiblatt, 286-306. keepers of archives: αγορανόμot 
in Egypt, Mitteis, Grundssiige, pp. 58-65; αστυνόμοι at Tenos, I.G ., XII. v. 872;

I.G .R., iv. 555, 580, 585, 657, 8ox, 820, 1638, I.G ., ix. u 375-6; 
γραμματαφνAaxcr, C.I.G., 3191, 3201; άποδοχίίς τών άρχ(1ων, &C., I.G .R., IV. 1228, 
1248,1S.E.G., ii. 653. the record office: Jahresh., 1933, p. 57.

56. On the financial system of the Greek cities, see Francotte, Les finances des citds 
grecques, pp. 129-56. Έ*ί Stoudi<jtw$: Athens, Swoboda, Gr. Staatskunde, ll. 
1149-50; Priene, Inschr. Priene, 4, 14, 33, 87. 'ΕπΙτών npoMwv: I.G .R., iv. 860, 
862. Στρόταγos«rl τών ττόρον: ib., 1531· 'Ανατάκται: Syll,9, 577, Ii, 633, XII, O.G.I., 
213, Milet, 147. ΆτοδΑτται: I.G .R., iv. 1248 (Thyateira), S.E.G., II. 653 (Smyrna). 
Οίκονομο*: Inschr. Priene, 6, t8, 83, 108-9, Π 5> U 7 , 119» 174 (Priene), Inschr. 
Mag. Mae., 12, 89, 94, 99, 101, Syll.3, 589, 695 (Magnesia), 352 (Ephesus), 
I.G ., v . ii. 389 (Lusi); in the Roman period, C.I.G., 2717. (S’tratonicea), 2811 
(Aphrodisias), 3162, I.G .R., iv. 1435 (Smyrna), 813 (Hierapolis), 1630 (Phila
delphia). Other οικονόμοι of the Roman period are public slaves, equivalent to 
the Latin actor publicus, e.g., Syll.3, 1231, 1252, C.I.G., 3793. For the imperial 
curatores, vid. sup., pp. 236 seqq.

57. For τομίαι, see P.W ., iva, 2105-34. public banks: Syll.3, 577, n, Milet, 37f, 
141, 143-7 (Miletus), C.I.G., 3641b (Lampsacus), 3679 (Cyzicus), I.G ., xu. 
v. 880-6 (Tenos), Michel, 731 (Ilium), I.G .R ., iv, 1558 (Abdera), Cic., pro 
Flacco, 44 (Temnus). allocations: «V τα κατa ψηφίσματα, I.G .3, ll-m . 330, 338, 
343-4, 347, 351, 360, 368, &c.; <lsras Boo las, O.G.I., 493. B.C.H ., 1913, p. 123; 
els τάς πρεσβείας, I.G .R ., IV. ISs8. VOTES FOR MAGISTRATES: I.G .R., IV, 788, 790, 
cf. Dorner, Der Erlass des Statthalters von Asia Paullus Fabius Persicus, p. 39, 
col. vii. 4-10. For com and oil funds, societies of young and old men, sacred 
funds, vid. step., notes 15,23, 30-1,34. For the management of trusts, see Laum, 
Stiftungen, 1,227-31. AUDITORS :λογιοταί, Syll.3, 742,7.G., xii. iii. 168, v. 880-6, 
vii. 515, ix. 236» cf. Chr,, I. 194-5 for TO πολιτ«*ον Aoytcrnjptov; ίκλογισταί, Michel, 
731, I.G .R., iv. 739, 1756, iii, v , vi; aimypafais» I.G ., IX. ii. 506, Inschr, Priene, 
108-9, Inschr. Mag. Mae., 98; iim m oi, Syll.3, 284-5, 412-13, 442, 694, 976, 
1014 -15,10 47,0 .G .I., 4,46, 229,1.G., xn . ii. 5 ,15 , 527, Inschr. Pnene, 59, 63-4, 
Inschr. Mag. Mae., 53, 80, I.G .R ., IV. 818, 946, CAr,, 1. 193; κατότηαι, I.G ., VII. 
3° 3> 3*7 i - 3. 3202, 4130-1·

58. For the salaries of priests, doctors, and professors, vid. sup., notes 28, 24,28-9,
33. For the extravagance of employing free men, see D 5mer, op. cit., pp. 38-9, 
col. vi. 13-18; for allowances of public slaves, Pliny, Ε ρ .,χ . 31. social status 
of public SLAVES: C.I.L., xu. 633, 7.G., vii. 1777; for their buying vicarii, see 
Dfimer, op. cit., p. 39, col. vi. 18-22. For the various services performed by 
public slaves, vid. sup., notes 5, 7, 22, 52; cf. also I.G .R., iv. 352, lines 45 seqq, 
for those in the finance department, I.G .3, n -u i. 1013 for those under tlv? 
agoranomi, and Forsch. Eph,, 11. 23, for the of the gerusia.

59. expense of statues: Dio Chrys., xxxi., esp. 26.
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60. em ba ssies : viaticum (1φό&ev), Dig,, l . iv. 18, §X2, Syll,1, 833, 7.G ., v n . 2870,
I.G .R ., iv . 566,1156, cf. in . 796, 804, iv . 251, 783* 9 *4» **44 . i 7° *  for embassies 
νροϊκα or extravagance o f Byzantium, Pliny, Ep., X. 43; on the duties of
ambassadors in general, see Dig., l . vii.

61. Έκξικοι, o v V W : Dig,, l . iv. 18, §13 (a personal liturgy); for expenses, see I.G .R .,
iv. 1169, Cod. fa st., x. Ixv. 2. N o  dear distinction seems possible between Mitcas
and σ ύ ώ ι κ ο ς .  O n  the one hand, I.G .R ,, III. 64, &8**ι}σ«τβ, γ ρ α μ μ α τ α 5σ α ν τ α ,  w -  
δμίψταντο π&λλάκις, implies that the former was a regular, the latter an occasional 
magistracy, and this is supported b y  7.G A  11-111. 1100, where <*&$**» are elected 
to plead a special case. O n the other hand, «*&*$« are commonly coupled with 
νρ* σβ< Χαι,  e.g., I .G .R ., tv. io i ,  914, 1169, X757>C.I.G., 2719, 277i* cf. also Cic., 
ad Fam., xm . 56; while in I.G .R ., iii . 1036, the aMtxm are clearly a standing 
board, and in P . Oxy., 1413-14, the is likewise apparently a regular
magistrate, co n tribu tio n s t o .provin cia l  c u l t : D io  Chrys., xxxv. 17, D6m er, 
op. cit., p. 39, col. viii, lines 9-19»

62. O n direct taxation in Hellenistic cities, see Francotte, Les finances des citds 
grecques, pp. 49-53. T h e  coexistence o f royal and civic land-tax at Mylasa is 
attested by W add., 404. For the com  levy o f Roman times, vid.sup., note 15. 
For cw^o/xu for the com  supply and public buildings, vid. sup., notes 14, 49; 
for deficits in tribute, &c., Cic., pro Flacco, 20, cf. the οκτάβoXt* *Ισφορά o f I .G .,
v. i. 1432-3. Trajan did not allow intributiones for public buildings (Pliny, Ep., 
x . 24).

63. For customs in  Hellenistic cities, see Francotte, op. cit., pp. 1 i~r$. It is some
times inferred from  the Lex de Termessibus (Bruns, 14) that the right o f levying 
customs was a privilege o f free cities under Roman rule. Another free city 
known to have levied them is Sparta (/.G., v. i. 18) and Palmyra (J.G.f?., ill. 
1056) is generally regarded as specially privileged in this matter. T h e  Palmyrene 
tariff, however, refers to rules current in other cities (col. iv a , line 53, *«1
iv rals Xowats yeivera·. wiXiot), and Augustus mentions civic as w ell as imperial 
customs (Syria, 1934, p. 35, rwiτων τών πραγμάτων τέλστ om  iroktirtuii' oi[rc &ημ*σι]ώνην
vapa £e[A«wf©v eiewparrfivj).

64. MARKET d u es : I .G ., v . i. 18, I.G .R ., in . 1020, Inschr. Mag. M ae., tax (a tariff);
for charges for ram*, vid. sup., note to. In the Palmyrene tariff there are various 
taxes on shops and itinerant vendors (I.G .R ., ill. 1056» col. iiib, lines 32-9, 
Aramaic, iib, lines 3-7), on prostitutes (Aramaic, col. ita, lines 46 seqq., iic, lines 
26 seqq.), on slaughtering (col. iva, lines 40-6, Aramaic, col. lie, lines 3-10); in 
Inschr. Mag. M ae., 116, the items μαγτιριχής καί Ιχθνικηs (sc. ώνης) and λαχαηιφ 
καί KaravpartKwi seem to be taxes on cooks, fishmongers, and greengrocers. F or the 
cwcuwov in Hellenistic times, see Francotte, op. c i t ,  pp. 19-22. Perhaps the 
ίγκάκΧων τπηκϊν WAoj o f I.G .R ., in . 634, is the same tax in Roman tim es; in Egypt 
the sales tax was called and it may be that the term was introduced
into Lycia when it was under Ptolemaic rule. Manumission taxes were certainly 
paid to the cities of Roman Thessaly (I.G ., ix . ii. 13» 207,280,302, 349,415,
546, 561, X042, 1295-1301).

65. m o n o po lies: salt, I.G .R ., m . 1056, col. iiib, lines 22-6, Aram aic, col. iic, 
lines 3 1-7 ; money-changing, O .G .I ,  484, 515, cf. Inschr. Mag. Mae., xi6, 
τρατηζωνίαε; ferries, O .G .I., 572; fisheries, Dig., x l u l  xiv. 1, §7, Strabo, p. 320, 
S.E .G ., 1. 329. Civic regalian rights are mentioned in Suet., Tib., 49.

66. w ater ra te : Ckr., 1. 193. adm ission  fe e s : to baths, vid. sup., note 19; to 
religious festivals, vid. sup., notes 3 6 -7; to the theatre, implied b y  S .E .G ., 1 .362» 
(an actor) τα μέν in του θτάτρον γ€νόμ€να ««ομ/σατο, τδ Si Xoimr Ιιτάσχη** rfl πάΧκ, and 
W add., 252-8, if fee eytvtro δωρεάν, cf. also Sardis, vn . 56, a gift to every citizen o f one 
denarius M p  θωριών, eph ebic  fees : Inschr. Mag. Mae., 116. bntrance fees to  
t h e  g eru sia : A th. M itt., 1907, pp. 294-5, a98-q> SyllS, m 2 ,  fees fo r  rbgis-
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thation: vid. sup., note 55; fin e s : O.G./., 483, 51s, 527, 572. Funerary fines 
are collected in Liebenam, Stadtevenvaltung, pp. 43-8. For the sale o f priest
hoods, vid. sup., pp. 162, 175.

67. Were «they not confused in such reputable works as Liebenam, Stadtever- 
waltung (pp. 2-12) and Abbott and Johnson, Municipal Administration (p. 138) 
I should not have thought it necessary to emphasize the distinction between the 
territory of a city and its public lands. T he former was the area ruled by a city; 
Pomponius (Dig., L. xvi. 239, $8) defines it as ‘universitas agrorum intra fines 
cuiusque civi tads’ and derives the word from the verb terrere, because the city 
magistrates had the right of terrifying people in it. T he public lands were the 
lands owned by a city and were not necessarily, as Annie Fpigr., 1934, 86 and 
some of the instances quoted below show, within the city territory. T he distinc
tion is carefully drawn by Dio Chrysostom in xxxi. 47-8. T he city drew rents, 
like any other landlord, from the lands which it owned, i t  did not draw rent from 
the land which it ruled, which was owned b y private landlords. It does not seem 
indeed to have derived any direct income from its territory since the land-tax 
went to .th e imperial treasury. In xxxv. 24 Dio Chrysostom compliments 
Apamea on the extent of its territory but he does not say that this increased the 
wealth of the city: it increased the amount of the tribute paid by the city, which 
is likened by Dio to an ass which bears heavy burdens. Occasionally a city 
drew tribute from subject communities, e.g., Stratonicea (O.G.I., 442) and 
Rhodes (Cic., ad Q.f., 1. 1, §33) under Sulla’s arrangements, but it is doubtful 
whether the tributary communities were part of the territory of the city to which 
they were subject. For the public land of Zeleia, see Syll.3, 279, for that of 
Apamea, compare Strabo, p. 752, and Cod. Theod., vn . vii. 3. escheat: Michel, 
546, Pliny, Ep., x. 84, Cod. Just., x. x. 1. gifts and bequests of land : C.I.G., 
3570 (Assus), I.G .R., in. 422 (Ariassus), 452 (Termessus), 499 (Oenoanda), 383-5 
(Sidyma), 679 (Tlos, άγραν iv τβ ΚομνϊαΜικβ), iv. 502-3 (Aezani), 1302 (Cyme), 
Wadd., 2006 (Synaus), 261 z (Aphrodisias), B.C.H ., 1933, p. 502 (Larissa), 
J J I.S .,  1890, pp. 221-2 (Ceramus), Abh. A k. Berlin, 1925, v. 26-9 (Cyrene), 
K eil and Premerstein, Denksckr. A k. Wien, liii, no. 47 (Philadelphia), liv, 
no. 270 (Blaundus), Libanius, Or., L. 5 (Antioch), P. Fay., 87 (Alexandria, estate 
in the Arsinoite nome). purchase of land : from bequests, I.G .R., iv. 1x68; 
from surpluses, Pliny, Ep., x. 54, I.G.R», iv. 915, R .E .G ., 2893, p. 161. civic 
house and shop psoph rty : K eil and Premerstein, Denksckr. Ak. Wien, liv, 
no. 1 17, Pliny, Ep., x. 70, B .C J I., 1935, pp. 514-15, Laum, Stiftungen, 
no. 98; these are bequests, but obviously rents would also accrue from  property 
built by the city, cf. P. Oxy., 2209 (lease of a shop under the Capitol of the 
city), C h r 2. 296 (rents of shops in the civic market).

68. property of t r ib e s : Wadd., 338, 404, Sardis, vu . 12; tribal revenues are 
mentioned in I .G ., xu . v. 863-6, vii. 515, Wadd., z z ir , and are implied in the 
many dedications made by tribes, e.g., I.G .R., 1. 727, in. 173, 176, 179, 191-2, 
194, 199, 202-4, *<>*, 8o i , 811, 1424, 1483, 11. 216, 525-7, 915, *3*5, 163*· 
For the property of the gerusia and >4», vid. sup., notes 30-1. For the sacred 
lands, see Broughton in Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, tv. 676-84 (Asia 
Minor), I.G .R., 121. 1020 (Syria). On the management of public lands, see 
Gaiue, Inst., 111. 145, Dig., l . viii. 2, pr., §1, 3, §2, 5, pr., 11, §2, Cod. Just., xi. 
xxxi. 1, xxxii. 2, Syll.*, 884; for pasture dues, see I.G ., v ii. 2870, cf. I.G .R., i i i ., 
1056, col. ivb, line 34.

69. invested funds: Pliny, Ep., x. 54, Laum, Sttftungen, 1. 140 seqq.

70. honorarium  DECURiQNATUs: Pliny, Ερ.,χ. 39,112-13, Syll.*, 838, Dio Chrys.,
XLVIII. I I ,  P. Oxy., 1413, cf. I.G .R., III. 154, π ρ ο ί κ α  ffovXevrov. T he for
a magistracy is mentioned in P. R y l 77, and P. Oxy., 1413, records σηπτικά 
o f magistrates as well as councillors. Examples of gifts wrip or άντί an office are
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J.G., iv . 303, v . ii. 30a, Wadd., 300,I.G .R ., xn. 66,484, iv . 86a, 941,1294,1637, 
S.E .G .r 11. 591, Syll.*, 875, C.I.G., 3948, Ath. M itt., 1884, p. 18, B .C .H ., 1886, 
p. 454, 1892, p. 425, Jahresh., 1915, Beiblatt, 53, Robert, A m t., p. 339, 

h i . 203.
71. Arcadius Charisius' remarks are in Dig., L. iv. z8, §$5, 27.
7a. For the rules restraining the cities from increasing local taxation, vid. sup., p . 135.
73. For inter-city feuds, see D io Chrys., xxxiv, x x x v iii, x l , cf. also SyB.», 849. 

On emulation in games and buildings, see Dio Chrys., XL. xo, Cassius Dio, l ii . 
30, §3, Dig., L. x. 3. T h e  passage cited from Aelius Aristides is Or., xxvx. 97-9 
(ed. Keil).

74. Plutarch (Praec. reip. ger., to) laments the rarity of the opportunities offered 
in his day to a young politician to make his name and deprecates lavish ex
penditure to this end (ib., 29, 31).

75. Plutarch (ib., 24,30) shows that meanness in a politician was strongly resented 
b y the people, and that it  was difficult for a man of modest means to resist the

ftreasure o f public opinion, even if  he could not afford it (ib. 31). It  appears 
rom Syll.3, 850, that the public preferred games, shows, and distributions to 

buildings. T he riot over the price o f com  is described in  Dio Chrys., xlvi.
76. O n the difficulty o f investment, see Pliny, Ep., x . 54; cf. D io Chrys., XLVI. 

7 on the unpopularity of land-grabbing.
77· For the confiscation of the sacred and civic lands and revenues, vid. sup., p. 149. 
78· NSW c iv ic  taxes perm itted ? Cod. Just., xv. lxi, xo (C .S .L . Or., 400-3); a 

Byzantine civic vectigal is recorded at M ylas*(C./X ., 7151-2) and at Alexandria 
the dinummutm vectigal (Cod. Theod., xiv. xxvi. 2) seems to have been the principal 
source of revenue (cf. Just., Edict 23, §15-26). estates of decurions: if  dying 
without heirs, Cod. Theod., v . ii. x (PPO. Gall., 318), Cod. Just., vi. Ixii. 4 (PPO. 
O r., 429); i f  absconding, Cod. Theod., xn . i. 139 (PPO. Or., 394), 143-4 (proc. 
Afr., 395), 161 (PPO. I t ,  399); if  taking orders, ib., x u . 1. 49 (PPO. It., 362), 
59 (Byzacenses, 364), 123 (PPO. Or., 391), 263 (PPO. Or., 399), 172 (PPO. 111.,. 
410)» th e  ru le  o f  the QUARTER? Cod. Just., x. xxxv. i  (PPO. Or., 428), Theod., 
Nov., xxii. 2 (PPO. Or., 443), Cod. Just., x . xxxv. 3 (PPO. Or., 528); raised to 
three-quarters, Just., Nov., 38. gifts and bequests? Laum, Stiftungen, no. 30 
(Delphi, A.D. 315), Just., Nov., 160 (Aphrodisias); cf. Cod. Just., xi. xxxii. 
3 (PPO. Or., 472). For the Byzantine curator the evidence comes mostly from 
Egypt, seeP .W .,XIII. 1020-1; for the νατήρ rfa woAews, vid. sup., p. 348, note 205.

79. It  is worth noting that even in the Byzantine age civic magistracies were some- 
tunes undertaken voluntarily by persons immune from curial service, cf. Cod. 
Just, x. xliv. 2 (Diocletian), 3 (465), 4 (528).

80. irenarcks: Cod. Theod., xn . xiv. 1 (PPO. Or., 409), Cod. Just., x. lxxvii. 1. 
NvtcrwrrpaTTjyoi: Oertel, Die Liturgie, pp. 282-3. Εφηνοφύλακ€*ι Libanius, Or., 
xlviii. 9. For the rank and file in the police, see Libanius, loc. cit. (κοψντηφόροι), 
xxxiii. 37 (nightwatchmen), Chr., 1. 404 (compulsory service in Egypt), cf. also 
476 for the &ι?μόσκ» and tyoStvrid who served under the ννκπστράτηγαι.

8i. For roads and bridges, vid. sup., p. 334, note 109. For street lighting, vid. iup., 
note 6, cf. Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §7. aqueducts: Theod., Nov., xxiii, Malalas, 
p. 409 (ed. Bonn,), Proc., A e d v. 3, §1, vi. a, §11; in Cod. Just., 1. iv. 26, x. xxx. 4, 
they are mentioned among the civic expenses, heating o f  ba th s: from civic 
revenues, Cod. Theod., xv. i. 32 (C .S .L . Occ., 395). Cod. Just., 1. iv. 26, x. xxx. 4 
(rd λοντρωνικα χρήματα), Just.»Edict 13, §14(Alexandria), Nov., 160 (Aphrodisias); as 
a liturgy, Libanius, Or., 1. 272, n. 34, xxvi. 5-6, xxvm . 6, xlix. 10, cf. xi. 134, 
xxxv. 4.

82. Ephebes are last mentioned to m y knowledge in P . Oxy., 42 (a.d. 323), 
gymnasia in Basil, Ep., 74, Migne, P.G ., xxxii. 448 (a.d . 371), gymnasiarchs in 
P. Oxy., 2110 (a.d. 370); professional athletics continued later (vid. inf., note 85)·
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professors: salaries, Cod. Theod., xni. iii. 1 (PPO. It., 321), Libanius, Or., xxxi. 
19, Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §§5-7; fees, Libanius, Or., x l ii; appointment, Cod. 
Theod., xni, iii. 5 (362), cf. Libanius' career (Or., 1. 48, 82-4). doctors: Cod. 
Theod., xin. iii. i ,  Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §§5-7. T he oaXipta mentioned in Just., 
Nov., 128, $16 are presumably those of professors and doctors.

83. church funds for civic  purposes: Theodoret, Ep., 81, Migne, P.G ., lxxxu i. 
1261, Ann4e £pigr., 1911, 90 (Zenonopolis), Kraeling, Gerasa, City of the 
Decopolis, p. 47s, no. 296.

84. the olym pia of antioch: suppressed in 520, Malalas, p. 417 (ed. Bonn.); they 
are frequently mentioned by Libanius and by John Chrysostom, and also in 
Anastasius* reign (Ma!alas, pp. 395-8). For theatrical shows in provincial cities, 
see Cod. Theod., xv. v. 2 (PPO. Or., 394), 5 (PPO. Or., 425), C od Just., xi. xii, 5 
(kistriones is added by Justinian to the original law, Cod. Theod., xv. v. 3), 
Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §8; for a typical Christian attack on the mime, see John 
Chrys., Contra ludos et theatres, Migne, P.G ., lvi. 263-70, for Libanius* defence, 
Or., lxiv, especially 112. the maiuma: Cod. Theod., xv. vi. 1 (PPO. Or., 396), 
2 (PPO. Or., 399); theatre at Gerasa, Kraeling, Gerasa, City of the Decapolis, 
p. 471, no. 279; cf. P.W ., xiv. 610-12 on the general character of the festival.* 
rhetorical declamations: at the Olympia, Libanius, Or., I. 184, 222;
are constantly mentioned in Libanius, e.g., Or., n. 23-5, cf. liv. 55—7 for public 
recitations by a poet.

85. gymnastic games: Cod. Theod., xv. vii. 3 (proc. Afr., 376), Libanius, Or., 1. 
139, Υ» 43 seqq., x passim, xi. 135, xxxv. 4, cf. xxxiv. 19, Llll. 18, John Chrys., 
Horn, in Matt., xxxiii. 6, Migne, P .G ., lvxi. 395. I presume that the retention by 
Justinian of Cod. Just., x. liv. 1, is a mere piece of archaism, chariot races in  
provincial cities: Cod. Theod., xv. v . 2 (PPO. Or., 394), 3 (PPO. Or., 409), 
5 (PPO. Or., 425), Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §8; for the competition of the Blues and 
Greens in the provinces, see Malalas, pp. 395-8 (Antioch), Proc., Hist. Arc., 29, 
§§26 seqq. (Tarsus), and in general Malalas, pp. 416-17, Proc., op. cit., 7. 
liturgy of ίιητοτροφία: Julian, Mtsopogon, 371, Libanius, Or., xxvu. 13, Xxxv. 
14, Liv. 45, cf. xi. 135, John Chrys., de statuis, xiii. 2, Migne, P.G ., xlix. 139, 
P . Oxy., 2110; for the excessive interest of the decurions o f  Antioch in the races,

; see Libanius, Or., xxxv. 3-5, x l v iii. 9.

86. Jerome, Vita S. Hilarionis, xx, Migne, P .L ., xxm . 36-8.

87. For the abolition of gladiatorial games by Honorius, see Theodoret, H .E., v. 
26; Libanius already alludes to them as a thing of the past in Or., x. 5. w ild - 
beast fights in  provincial cities: Cod. Theod., xv» v. 2 (PPO. Or., 394), Cod. 
Just., xi. xii. 5 (bestias is added by Justinian to the original law, Cod. Theod., 
xv. v. 3), Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §8. liturgy: Libanius, Or., xxvm , 7, xxxiii. 
14 seqq. On the burden of games in general on decurions, see Cod. Theod., xv. 
v. 1 (PPO. It., 372), ix. 2 (PU. Const., 409). On the other hand their celebration 
depended partly on civic funds, Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §f6-8, (where
are mentioned), and Mercian, Nov., 3 {agonotheticae possessiones).

88. T he offices of αγορανομία and σιτωνία are mentioned in Cod. Just., x. lvi. 1 ; the 
wTwwjr also in Cod. Just., x . xxvit. 3 (Anastasius), Just., Nov., 128, §16. The 
mrwvtHa χρήματα of the cities are mentioned in Cod. Just., x . xxvii. 2, §12 (Anasta
sius), 1. iv. 26, x. xxx. 4 (530) and in Just, Nov., 228, §16, οιτοηκά are among the 
normal civic expenses. Alexandria was granted an allowance of com  from state 
revenues by Diocletian (Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §41); this was increased in 436 
(Cod. Theod., xiv. xxvi. 2) and reduced by Justinian (Proc., loc. dt.). T he 
governor often took control in famines, e.g., Libanius, Or., 1. 205-10, 226-9, 
xxix passim. T he officers immediately in charge o f the market were however 
members of the d ty  council (cf. Libanius, Or., xlvi. 5-6, liv . 42), and the council
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was apparently responsible (note the panic among its members when famine 
threatened, Or., xxix. 4). For control of weights and measures, see Or., xxvn, 1 1; 
for price fixing, Or., xxvn. 27, iv. 35*

89. T he urgency of refortifying the cities is stressed by many laws, e.g,, Cod. Just., 
xi. xiii. 1 (Diocletian), Cod. Theod., iv. xiii. 5 (358, vie. Afr.), Bruns, 97a (370-1, 
proc. As.), Cod. Theod., v. xiv, 35, xv. i. 32 (395, C .S .L . Occ.), 33 (395, PPO. 
Gall,), 34 (396, PPO. Or.), 49 (407, PPO. 111.); the extensive repairs executed by 
Justinian (Proc., Aid., n -v i. passim) show how inadequately the walls were kept 
up. For the ambition of governors, see Cod. Theod., xv. i, 3 (362, PPO. Gall.), 
Η  (3 Ŝ» PPO. It.), 15 (365» vie, Afr.)t 16 (365, PPO. It.), 17 (365, cons. Pic.), 
20 (380, praef. Aeg.), 21 (380, PPO. Or.), 28 (390, PPO. It. III.), 31 (394, PPO. 
Or.), Cod. J u s t viii. xi. 22 (472, PPO, Or.).

go. For the banquet of the Olympia, see Libankrs, Or., Liu, passim; for the abolition 
of the presents, Or., xxxviii. 5, l ii i . 16.

91. On Byzantine buildings and the re-use of old blocks, see Crowfoot, Churches at 
Jerash, pp. 35 seqq. The use of temples as building material is authorized in 
Cod. Theod., xv. i. 36 (397, com. Or.); the demolition of other buildings is pro· 
hibited in 14 (365, PPO. It.), 37 (398, PPO. It).

92. T he allocation of tax revenue to decurions is allowed in Cod. Just., iv. 
lxi. 10 (C .S.L. Or., 400-3), Vectigalia quaecumque quaelibet civjtatcs sibi ac 
suis curiis ad angustiarum suarum solacia quaesterint sive ilia function! bus 
curialium ordinum profutura sunt $eu quibuscumque earundem civitatum 
usibus designantur’. For the assignation of civic lands, sec Libanius, Or., xxxi.
16 —1 7 ,  τούς αγρούς τη ς ιτόλςας (απαντα?) ol β ο oXeoom s ν μ ίΐς  . . . .  τούς
μ  ο» otv μ ϊίζο ν ς  ύμετίρονς itvat τώ ν άνάΧιοκόνταν και χορηγούνταν κοί ffoAAals Sawavats

rats μέν έγκνχΧιοις ταΐς hi κ at vats νπακουόντων, cf. Julian, MiSOpOgOft, 370—1, γη$ 
κληρονς ο£μαΐ τρισχιλίανς ςφαττ άσπύρονς rfrac ιταί ητήσανθτ λαβτΐν, λαβόνττς W ϊντίμ&σ&τ 
πάντως οί μή δ<όμ*ν€& . . . .  άφ*Χόμίνο$ hi αντονς 4γά» τών ίχάντων ον δικαίως . . . ταΓ? 
βαρντάταις Ιν̂ ιμα λατονργίαιζ αύτονς τής iroXeas, *αι νΰν άπλίΐς ζχρνοιν οί κα&* έκαστον 
νμΐν Φνιαντόν Ιιπτ&τροφονντίς γης κληρονς 4γγύς τρ&χιλίονς. W ith regard to the mis
appropriation of ‘the perquisites of the decurionate* (m *k toO πολιτίύ*σ9αι tdphη) 
Libanius in two passages (Or., x l v iii, 4 , xltx. 9) alleges that the decurions 
deliberately preferred to be few in number in order that on that score they 
might claim relief from liturgies, while at the same time there were fewer to share 
the profits. In the sixth century civic revenues seem to have covered all services; 
Cod. Just., 1. iv. 26, x. xxx. 4, Just., Nov., 128, §16, 160, Edict 13, §14» and 
Proc., Hist. Arc., 26, §§5—8» cf. Just., Nov., 17, § 4 ,25, §9, 26, §4.

N O T E S  O N  P A R T  V

t. On local trade and industry, vid. inf., note 15. 'Εμπόρια.: I.G .R., in . 1427, 
Am ieEpigr., 1927, 71-3, 75$ B.C.H ., 1900, pp. 407, 415, cf. Robert, Et. Anat., 
pp. 243-5, IstfQSy !* ii; founded by the government, 7.G.R., 1. 766. The motive 
is explicitly stated, line 4, rjj προόφν τών σταθμών, cf. the allusion to τούς «πι[στά]θμους 
οτραηώτας and τα vpatrtopw in lines 49-32. Πανηγνρκςι I.G .R ., ill. 1020, IV. 
1381, Libanius, Or., Xi. 230, cf. Dig., l . xi. 1.

2. Com  was regularly imported in the Hellenistic age to Delos, for instance, 
(Larsen in Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, iv. 344-8; note the high price, pp. 383-6). In the 
principate Tyre and Sidon were apparently dependent on Agrippa’s kingdom 
(Acts, xii. 20). Dio Chrysostom (xlvi. 10) comments on the great local variations 
in price. On import from Egypt and famine measures, vid. sup., p. 350, note 16.

3. T he agricultural products o f eastern lands are catalogued in Ec. Surv. Anc. 
Rome, 11.1-7, iv. 127-40,152-5,483-5,607-20, 626-7; minerals, ib., is· 239-42,



IV. 156·-7, 486-9, 620-6. It is unfortunately impossible in  most cases to deter· 
mine whether these products were objects of commerce, and, if  so, in what 
quantities. Egyptian  wine trade: Strabo, p. 751-2, Expos. Tot. Mund., 29; 
for the use of local wine and beer by the lower classes, see Strabo, pp. 799, 824, 
amply supported by the papyri. Egyptian  o ils: P. Rev., pasHm, cf. Strabo, 
p. 824; on the import of oil, see P . Rev., coll. 52, 54, P. Gnomon, 102; on the lack 
of olive oil in Egypt, see Strabo, p. 809, Expos. Tot. Mund., 34.

4. On industries, see Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, n . 335 seqq., iv. 189-98,485-6,817-39.
5. See Char les worth, Trade Routes and Commerce of the Roman Empire2t Chap, 

n-vir.
6. the assizes: D io Chrys., xxxv. 15 seqq.; the eagerness of cities to become 

8ssize towns (e.g., I.G .R., iv. 2287, S.E.G ., vii. 813) may be partly due to 
economic causes, but was rather a point of honour (cf. Dio Chrys., xl, 
10 seqq.).

7. universities: Athens, Walden, The Universities qf Ancient Greece; Smyrna, 
Philostr., Vit. Soph., t. χιά. $iS, xxv. 531, ii. xxvi. 613; Berytus, Bouchier, Syria 
as a Roman province, pp. 115 seqq. religious festivals: Hierapolis, Lucian, 
de Syria Dea, 49; Comana, Strabo, p. 539; the eagerness of cities for the neo
corate of the emperors (e.g., I.G .R ., iv. 1431, Tac., Ann., 1 v. 55-6) may have 
been due to practical as well as to sentimental reasons.

8· An excellent sketch of the professions is given by Broughton, in Ec. Surv. Anc. 
Rome, iv. 849-57 (for Asia Minor only). Equites are catalogued, ib., 715-33, 
746-94; senators are of course evidence for wealth, but the senatorial career was 
not particularly lucrative. Centurions, especially primipili, are often mentioned 
as civic worthies or among their ancestors, e.g., I.G .R ., in . 451, 474, 500 (111, 
line 30), 576, 810-11, iv. 617, 2695; mere veterans less often, e.g., I.G .R ., 111. 
142, iv. 735. For rhetoricians, see Philostr., Vit. Soph., passim; the only lawyer 
who is at all eminent (an Asiarch) was a rhetor as well (I.G .R ., iv. 2226). Doctors 
ere frequently wealthy and generous, e.g., I.G .R., hi. 534, 693, 732-3, iv. 216, 
182, 520, 1359. F o ra  rich architect, see Wadd., 2381-3. For athletes, vid. 
sup., p. 354» note 39.

9. On the exploitation of mines and quarries, see Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, n . 239-42, 
iv. 461-5,693-5. papyrus: Dessau, 9470,P. Gen. Lat„  1, R  ir, cf. Pliny, N.H., 
xin. 74 seqq. (where all the brands, save one manufactured at Rome, have 
imperial names), purple: Dessau, 2573, Mist. Aug., Alex. Sev., 40. On the 
organization of private industry we are lamentably ignorant. W e sometimes 
hear of small factories operated by slaves (e.g., Libanius, Or., xlii. 21) but guilds 
are very common, especially in Asia Minor (see Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, nr. 841-4). 
On workshops as an investment, see Dio Chrys., xlvi. 9, xlvii. 21, and p. 359, 
note 67.

10. For the merchant princes of Palmyra, see Rostovtzeff, Caravan Cities, pp. 242 
seqq.; for Alexandria, Hist. Aug., Firmus, 3. For a nautical loan, see Dig., xlv. 
i. 122, §t. T he existence of tramp shippers is implied by R.E.G., 1929, p. 36, 
ol κώκλιροι κ[αί of] άτι τον λιμίνος Ιργ[αοτaQ (Chios); the shippers of this guild 
must have been small men; cf. Libanius* scornful account o f the obscure origins 
of Ablabius (nMwv M p 4β4λων) and Heliodorus (ydpov κάνηλor) m Or., xlii. 23, 
Lxti. 46.

ir .  For a catalogue of estates in Asia Minor, sec Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, iv . 664-76; 
cf. p. 359, note 67 of this book for land bequeathed to cities. For gifts of com, 
oil, and wine, vid. sup., pp. 217-8, 222-2, 234-5; timber,X H .S ., 1922, p. 167; 
agricultural labourers, I.G .R ., iv. 808. hoarding of corn d y  the rich : Philostr., 
Vit. Apoll. Tyan., 1. 15, Julian, Mtsopogon, 368-70, Libanius, Or., xvui. 195, 
Greg. Naz., in laud. Bos., 35, Migne, P .G ., xxxvi. 544, cf. the accusations 
brought against Dio Chrysostom (xlvi. 8).
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NOTES ON THE PART V

12. On the immunity o f the professions, vid. sup., pp. 184-5. In  Egypt the ττόρος 
required for liturgies was invariably land.

13. For a general sketch o f economic conditions in the Byzantine age, see Seeck, 
Geschtchte des Untergangs der antiken Welt, it . iii, chaps. 6 and 7.

14. decurions: forbidden to reside on their estates, Cod. Theod., x i i .  xviii. 1(367), 
2(396); forbidden to sell their estates, ib., xn . iii. 1 (386), 2 (423), Cod. Just., x. 
xxxiv. 3 (Zeno); recruited from veterans, vid. sup., p. 347, note 97; not liable to 
collatio lustralis. Cod. Theod., xn . i. 50 (362), xn i. i. 17 (399), x n . vi. 29 (403). 
NEGOTIATORS; COTpUS of, ib., XVI. ii. 15 (360), XIU. i. 17 (399), XII. VI. 29 (403); 
distinct from  decurions and plebeians, ib., v n . xxi. 3 (396), xv i. v. 52 (422); 
enrolled in the curia on acquiring land, ib., xn . i. 72 (370), cf. 96 (383) for the 
exceptional enrolment o f owners o f slaves.

15. linen  weavers of tarsus: Dio Chrys., xxxiv. 2 i-3 ;  cf. the description o f 
Alexandria in Hist. Aug., Satuminus, 8, and of Patrae in Pausanias, v ii. xxi, 14, 
guilds OF porters: W altzing, Les corporations, in , no. 137, A th. M itt., 1881, 
p. 125, A .J .A ., 1885, p. 140, 1938, p. 56, Dumont, Inter, de la  Thrace, no. 66, 
I.G .R ., IV. 1414, cf. R .E .G ., 1929, p. 36, [ot\ τοΰ ΧιμΙνος 4ργ[ασταΙ]. LOCAL 
trades AND g u ilds: Ec. Surv. Anc. Rome, 11. 392 seqq., iv. 208, 839 seqq. 
bread rio ts: D io  Chrys., xlvi. 1-2, Philostr, Vit. ApolL Tyan.t 1. 15, Libanius, 
O r., I. 205, XXIX. 4. IMMUNITY OF PROLETARIAT FROM CAPITATJOl Cod. Theod., 
x iii. 2.2(311). oppressiveness of COLLATIO LUSTRAtls: Zosimus, 11.38, Libanius, 
Or., xlvi. 22; Libanius often expresses sympathy with the poverty and misery 
of the shopkeepers (e.g., Or., IV. 26-9, xxxiii. 33-7, x lv . 4, x lv i. 7, 10 seqq., 
19, a i) .

16. See Part III .

17. F or 'sedition* and its suppression, vid. sup., p. 134. unlaw ful assemblies : 
Acts, xix. 29. r io ts: vid. sup., note 15, cf. the evidence for strikes in Anatolian 
Studies presented to Sir W. Ramsay, pp. £7 seqq. Libanius frequently records 
demonstrations in the theatre (Or., xvm . 195, xxix. 2, xlvi. 5), and warns gover
nors against yielding to popular clamour (e.g., Or., x u ).

18. VILLAGE ASSEMBLIES: 1937, p. 4, O .G .I., 488 ((κκλήσια) ; I.G .R ., iv,
1665 (mttAoyer, also in 1937, p. 4); I.G .R ., in . 1192, iv. 893 (οχλοί).
coun cils: 0 .0 ./., 488,/.G J?., iv. 550,552, JM /.S., 1937, p .4 ; cf. also Swoboda, 
K eil, and K noll, Denkm. aus Lykaonien, Pamphylien und Jsaurien, no. 282. 
decrees: O .G .L , 488, W add., 2505,J .H .S : , 1937, P« 4» L G .R ., iv . 1304, 1666, 
K eil and Premerstein, Denksckr. A k . Wien, 1vii, nos. 109-10, S.E .G ., ix. 354· 
magistrates: κάμαμχοι, I .G .R ., iv. 592, 1492, 1635, K eil and Premerstein, op. 
cit., no. 109, B .C .H ., 1894, p. 539, S.E .G ., vi. 673 (annual election), 674; 
βραβςνταί, I .G .R ., iv. 1304 (annual), 1348, 1497, K eil and Premerstein, Denkschr. 
A k. Wien, liii,n o. 107(annual);forδιοικηταίand*imoi, see J .R .S ., 1931, pp. 271-2; 
for στρατηγοί see I.G .R ., in . 3 1 1, and for Arabia, J .R .S ., 1931, pp. 270-1; in 
Cyrenaica village magistrates bear the title o f πολιανόμοι (S .E .G ., ix. 354); 
λογιστής, I .G .R ., iv. 1660,1664-5, K eil and Premerstein, Denkschr. A k . Wien, Ivii, 
no. 116 ; Mticoe. J .R .S ., 1931, pp. 271-2; γραμμαπύς, J . H . S 1937* PP* 3"41 
άργνροτομίας, I .G .R ., iy. 1657.

19. ormela : I .G .R ., iv. 887-93, esP* 890-1 (ir/»ay<uv), 892(0**©*). F o r the adminis
tration of the Egyptian villages, see Sevan, A  History o f Egypt under the Ptole· 
mate Dynasty, pp, 143-4, Milne, A  History o f Egypt under Roman Rule, 
pp. 129-30, 143, T49. F or Judaea, cf. Jos., Ant., xvi. 203.

20. phylarchs in  th ra ce : I .G .R .,  I. 721, 728. For praeposiUpogonan, vid. sup., 
p. 323, note 106. Στρατηγοί Μ  της χώρο? are found in various Carian cities, e.g., 
W W d., 1604, 1611, C ./.G ., 2837 (Aphrodisias), B .C .H ., 1891, p. 423 (Strato- 
nicea), 1904, p. 80 (Tralles), cf. x886, p. 313 (Alabanda, στρατηγός Μ  τούς δήμους),
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but these officers were probably, like the οτροτηγο* «Vi r$ mpev o f Rhodes, military 
in origin.

21. city  magnates: as npom m , I.G .R ., iv. 1381, 2635, 1665; as legal repre
sentatives, I.G .R ., iv. 1237; as magistrates, &c., I.G .R ., iv. 2665 (an Ephesian), 
1666 (a Hypaepene), cf. Keil and Premerstein, Denksckr. A k. Wien, lvii, nos. 109- 
10 (Hypaepenes), B .C .H ., 1894, p. 539(an Ephesian); see J .R .S ., 1931, pp. 272-3 
for βονλαπαί in the independent villages of Arabia; and I.G .R ., iv. 893. for an 
'Ολβασ<ύς βονληπής at Ormela.

22. See Part II.

23. p0licb at  hierapolis: O .G .I., 527; for the abuses of the imperial post, see 
p. 329, note 91. tax collection: Άρχ, Δ«λτ., 1916, p. 148, I.G .R ., Hi. 488, 
739, ii, iii.

24. UNFAIR ASSESSMENT AND COMMISSION: ifid. sup., pp. 347-8, notes 95, IOO. 
brutality: Libanius, Or., xlvii. 7-10, Theodoret, Hist. Rel., xvii, Migne, P .G ., 
lxxxii. 1421.

25. For Rhodes, see Dio Chrys., xxxi.

26. architects: Pliny, Ep., x. 40.
27. For an appreciation of the helicnistic and 'Roman* architecture of the East, see 

Fyfe, Hellenistic Architecture. For the baths at Gerasa, see Kraeling, Gerasa, 
City of the Decapolis, Plate VIb and Plan X X X V II; the building cannot be 
precisely dated (op. cit., p. 54, note 137).

28. Constantine's la w : Cod. Theod., xni. iv. 1 (334).
29. For the gymnasia and the games, vid. sup., Chap. xiv.

30. Vid. sup., pp. 354“ 5·
31. Vid. sup., Chap. xv.
32. For public education, vid. sup., pp. 2x9, 224-5.

33. For further information on the literature of the Hellenistic, Roman, and 
Byzantine periods, i  must refer the reader to some such standard work as Christ, 
Geschickte der grieckischen Literature voi. n.

34. For the preference of the people for games, &c., rather than buildings, see 
SyU.*, 850.

35. For the gymnasium class in Egypt and the expenses of the ephebate, vid. sup., 
p. 352. note 27. social status of athletes: vid. sup., p. 354, note 39. primary 
education: vid. sup., pp. 220-3; status of schoolmasters. Dig., L. v. 2, §8. 
dxocletian on  illiteracy: Cod. Just., x. xxxii. 6  (293); cf. P . Oxy., 71, col. I  

for an illiterate deeuxion at this period.
36. popularity of the MIME: Libanius, Or., LXIV. 1 12. POPULARITY OF ATHLETIC 

shows: Libanius, Or., x . 1-8; cf. Malalas, p. 290 (ed. Bonn.) for the date of the 
building.

37. village public works: water-supply, I.G .R ., 112. 1317, tv. 1491. 1653, 1657,
Wadd., 2239; baths, Keil and Premerstein, Denksckr. A k. Wien, lvii, nos. 110,116, 
171, I.G .R ., hi. 1155; market, I.G .R ., iv. 1607; theatre, I.G .R ., m . 1192; 
gymnasium, J.H .S., 1937, p. 2; for other buildings, ste jf.R .S ., 1931, pp. 270,272. 
common lands: O .G .I., 488, Wadd., 2505. bequests of lan d : I.G .R ., iv. 1666, 
1675, S.E .G ., vi. 673; cf. 674 for purchase of land from a bequest; of shops, 
Ath. M itt., 1895, p. 24a; of capital funds, 1937, pp. a-4, I.G .R ., iv. 887,
1348; these are mostly for festivities, su m m a  h on oraria  : I.G .R ., iv. 1664-5, 
Keil and Premerstein, Denksckr. Ak. Wien, lvii, nos. 109-20, 116, B .C .H ., 1094, 
p, 539. Funerary fines are sometimes payable to villages, e.g., Keil and Pre
merstein, Denksckr. Ak. Wien, liu, nos. 127-18, lvii, nos. 67, 108, 120,127,133.
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Gifts to villages are frequent» e.g.» I.G .R ., iv. 887 (breakfast), 892 (cash)» 891» 
893, 1653 (altars, buildings).

38. For the history of Orcistus (gymnasium in 1937, p. 2) and Saccaca
(theatre in I.G .R ., h i. 1192)1 see C .E .R .P ., pp. 68-9, 286-7.

39. Joh. Chrys.» How. hah. in eccl. Poult, Migne, P .G ., lxih . 501; Greg. Nyss., 
contra E u n o m xii, Migne, P .G ., xlv. 1045.

40. Simeon Metaphr., Vita S . Theod. Coenob., ix, Migne, P .G ., cxrv. 505.
41. carian: Strabo, pp. 661-3. lyd ia n : id., p. 631. l y c ia n : T .A .M ., 1, pp. 5-8·

42. pisidian: Strabo, p. 631. lycaonian: Acts, xiv. 11.

43. Phrygian: Calder, M .A .M .A ., 1. xii. calatian: Jerome, Comm, in Ep. Gal., 
11, Migne, P .L ., xxvi. 357; I owe the anecdote of S. Euthymius to the Rev.
D . J. Chitty. Cappadocian: Basil, de Spir. Sancto, 29, Migne, P .G ., xxxu. 208. 
7 cannot accept Moll's argument for the survival o f Mysian (Hermes, 1908, 
p . 241); in Byzantine Greek Mvola normally means Moesia, and the language is 
presumably the 'Scythian* of John and Gregory.

44· For the survival of Aramaic in Petra, Palmyra, and Mesopotamia, vid. sup., 
p. 32.

45. batanaea, etc.: I.G .R ., h i . 1191. commagene: Lucian, Bis A  ecus., 27.

46. antioch: Job. Chrys., Horn, ad pop. Ant., xix. 1, Migne, P .G ., xh x-l . 188. 
hermits: Theodoret, H ist. Rel., v, xin, xiv, xxviii, Migne, P .G ., lxxxii. 1352-7 
(Publius), 1404 (Macedonius), 1412 (Maesymas), 1488 (Thalelaeus).

47. elusa : Jerome, V it. H il., xxv, M igne, Ρ Χ . , χχηι. 41; cf. Libanius, Ep., 101-2, 
170, 315, 334, 532. Scythopolis: Schurer, Gesch. JUd. Volkes, 11. 381, note 139. 
tyr e: Soc., H .E ., 1, 19. gaza: Marcus Disc., Vit. Porph., 66-8; cf. Bouchier, 
Syria as a Roman province, pp. 240-4.

48. O n the survival of demotic, vid. sup., p. 33; for Paul, see Jerome, Vita Pauli, 
iv, Migne, P J*., xxm . 20.

49. the m onks: Rufinus, Hist. Mart,, vii, Migne, P .L ., xxi. 4zo. bilingual 
ed ict: P . Cairo M asp., 1 .67031. On the superficiality of Hellenism in Egypt, see 
Bell, J .E .A ., 1922, pp. 139 seqq.

50. M any Greek administrative papyri survive in Egypt from the Arab period 
(see P . Loud. V). T he Colt expedition has recently discovered some in Palestine.

51. Joh. Chrys., Horn, ad pop. A nt., \jx, Migne, P .G ., xlix- l , 188 seqq.; P . Oxy., 
1681·

52. Job. Chrys., Horn, in M a tt, ixi. 3, Migne, P .G .t L vn -rvn j. 591-2; Libanius, 
Or., xlv. 5.

53. Theodoret, Hist. Rel. xiv, Migne, P .G ., lxxxii. 14x3; Letoius was a contem
porary of Libanius and is often praised by him as a model decurion (Or., xxxi. 
47, xlviii. 42, xlix. 19).

54. Joh. Chrys., Horn, in A ct., .xviii. 4, Migne, P .G ., lx . 147; Libanius, Or., 
xlvil  11 seqq.

55. See Br£hicr, B yz. Zeitschr., 1903, pp. 1 seqq.

56. For local gods, consult the indices of I.G .R ., M .A .M .A ., or any corpus. For 
penances, see Steinlcitncr, Die Beicht in Zusammenfuntge mil der sakralen RechU·* 
pflage in der Antike.

57. I cannot here enter into the question o f the rise of Christianity. T he genera] 
outline is fairly clear but a detailed study of the classes from which converts
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came would be interesting and profitable. Julian's remarks on Hellenes are 
in Ep., 27.

58» gaza: Marcus Diac., Vita Porph. bith yn ia : Pliny, Ep., x . 96· Cyprus and 
cyrenaica: C .E JU ?., pp. 489, 486-7. T h e  relation of city to bishopric is dis
cussed ib., 505 seqq.; see also the index under Bishoprics, pagan villages: 
Julian, Ep., 27, Soz., H E ., v ii. 15, Libanius, Or., xxx. 9 -10 ,13 ,16  seqq,

59. Stories of the conversion of pagan villages abound in the many collections of 
lives of hermits, such as Theodoret’s Historic Religiose, or Rufinus's Historic 
Monachorum. For Publius and Hiladon, vid. sup., notes 46-7. diocesan 
organization: Basil, Epp.t passim, esp. 53-5, 169, 270, 290-1, Joh. Chrys., 
Horn, in A ct., xviii. 4-5, Migne, P .G ., u l  146-50, Theodoret, Ep., 113, Migne, 
P .G ., lxxxiii. 1316.
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T his is not & bibliography (in the modem sense) but a list o f books and articles, 
bearing directly on topics discussed in this work, which the reader would in my 
opinion consult with profit. It  is arranged under the same general headings as 
the book.

G EN E R A L

F. F . A bbott and A. C . Johnson, Municipal Administration in the Roman Empire, 
Princeton, 1926.

V. C hapot, Le Monde romtnrt, Paris, 1927.
J. D eclareuil, ‘Queique* probfcmcs d ’histoire des institutions m unicipals en 

temps dc l ’empire remain \ Nouvelle revue historique de droitfrmfats et Stranger, 
1902, pp. 234-67, 437-68, 554-607; 1904, pp. 306-36, 474-500, 578-603; 
1907, pp. 461-90,619-44; 1908, pp. 28-65,543-77,674-89; 1910, pp. 174-212. 

H . D essau, Geschichte der rdmiseken Kaiserzeit, vol. 11. ii, Berlin, 1930. 
j .  K aebst, Geschichte des Hellemsmus1"*, Leipzig, 1926-7.
E . K uhn, Die stadiitche und bUrgeriiche Verfassung des riSmtschen Reiches bis ouf 

die Zeiten Justinian*, Leipzig, 1865.
W . L iebenam, Stadteverwaltung im r6miseken Kaiserreiehe, Leipzig, 1900.
T .  M ommsen, Rdmsche Geschichte*, vol. v, Berlin, 1904 (English translation by 

W. P. Dickeon, The Provinces o f the Roman Empirel , London, 1909).
J. S. Reid, The Municipalities o f the Roman Empire, Cambridge, 1913.
M . R ostovtzbff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, Oxford, 

1926.
W . W . T arn, Hellenistic Civilization, London, 1927.

L I S T  O F  B O O K S  A N D  A R T I C L E S

S P E C IA L  D IS T R IC T S
(a) Europe·

J. K eil, ‘Achaes’, ‘Epirus and Macedonia’, 'Thrace and the Black Sea Pentapolis’, 
Cambridge Ancient History, xi, chap. xiv. ii-iv.

J. A . O. L arsen, ‘ Roman Greece’, in A n Economic Survey c f  Ancient Rome, iv, 
Baltimore, 1938.

P. Rom anelu , 'Crete’, Cambridge Ancient History, x i, chap. xvi. iii.

(P) Asia Minor.
T .  R. S . Broughton, ‘Roman Asia Minor’, in A n Economic Survey qf Ancient 

Rome, iv, Baltimore, 1938.
V . C hapot, La province romaine d*Aste, Paris, 1904.
F . C umont, 'Cappadocia, Lesser Armenia, Cotnm&gene’, Cambridge Ancient 

History, xt, chap. xv. i.
J. K eil, 'Pontus et Bithynia’, 'Asia’, 'Lycia et Pamphylia', 'Galatia', ‘Cilicia’, 

Cambridge Ancient History, xi, chap. xiv. v-ix.
I. L6v y , Etudes sur la vie municipaie de 1’Asie Mineure sous les Antonins’, 

RJS.G., 1895, pp. 203-50; 1899, pp. 225-89; 1904, pp. 350-71.
W . M . Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor, London, 1890.

, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, Oxford, 1895-6.

(c) Syria·
E. S. Bouchser, Syria as a Roman Province, Oxford, 1916.
F . C umont, 'Syria, Arabia and the Empire’, 'Industry and Trade’, ‘Syrian

Culture’ Cambridge Ancient History, x i, chap. xv. ii-iv.
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(d) Egypt.

P . Jouourr, L a  vie mumcipale dans VSgypte romatne, Paris, 1911.

(c) Cyrenaica*

P . R o m a n e lu , ‘ Cyrenaica’, Cambridge Ancient H istory, x i, chap. xvi. iv.

P A R T  I

T h is  section o f the book is based on m y own work, The C ities o f the Eastern Roman 
Provinces (Oxford, 1937}. T o  its bibliography (pp. 541-52) may be added two 
works dealing with Roman colonization:
M . G rant, From  Im perium  to Auctoritas: a historical study o f aes coinage in  the 

Roman Em pire, Cam bridge, in the press.
E . K ornem ann , P .W ., s.v . colomae.

P A R T  II

W . T .  Arno ld , The Roman System o f Provincial Government to the Accession c f  
Constantine the Great, Oxford, 1906.

D . van  B erchem , 'L ’annone militaire dans {’empire romain au iu« stede’, Mdm.
Soc. N at. A nt. de France, 1937, pp. 117-201.

E. B ikerman, ‘Alexandre le Grand et lea villes d ’A sie\ RJB.G., 1934, PP* 346- 74*
------ Institutions des Sdleucides, Paris, 1938.
V . E hrenberc, Alexander and the Greeks, Oxford, 1938.
E. W . H enze, D e civitatibus liberis quae fuerunt in provinciis populi Romani, Berlin, 

1892.
A . H buss, 'Stadt und H em ch er dee Hellemsmu»', KJio, Beiheft xxxix (1937).
M . H olleaux, *Une inscription de Βέίβυοίβ^β-Ρίέπβ*, B .C .H ., 1933, pp. 6-^67.
H . H o rn , Foederati. Untersuchungen zur Geschickte ihrer RecktssUllung im Zeitalter 

der rSmiscken Republik and desfrilhen Prinzipats. Frankfort, 1930.
E. K ornem ann , P .W ., s.v. curatores.
W . L iebenam , ‘ Curator rei publicae’, Philologus, 1897, pp. 290-325*
] . M arquardt, R&miscke Staatsveroxdtung*, vol. I, Leipzig, 1881 (French transla

tion by A . W eiss and P . Louis-Lucas, Organisation de Vempire romain, Paris, 
1889-92), vol. it. i, Leipzig, 2884 (French translation b y  A . V ig i6 ,D elporgamsa- 
tion financikre chez les Romains, Paris, 1888).

V . M artin , ‘Epistula Exactoriae’, Actes du V*** Congris International de papyro- 
logic, Brussels, 1938, pp. 260-85.

T . M ommsen, Rbmisches Staatsrecht, vol. in . i, Leipzig, 1887 (French translation 
by P. F . Girard, L e  droit public romain, v i. ii, Paris, 1889).

M . Rostovtzsff, 'Geschichte der Staatspacht in der rtfmischen Kaiseizeit’, 
Philologus, Suppl. ix  (1902), pp. 332-512.

O . Seeck, P .W ., s .w . cursus publicus and defensor civitatis.
G . H . Stevenson, ‘ T h e  provinces and their government’, Cambridge Ancient 

History, ix, chap. x.
------ ‘T h e  imperial administration’, Cambridge Ancient History, x , chap.vii.
------ Roman provincial administration till the age q f the Antomnes, O xford, 1939*
E . G . T urner, ‘E gypt and the Roman Em pire: the 1*κ**ραττοι>\ J .E .A ., 1936, 

pp. 7-19.
P. Z ancan , R  monarehato ellemstico nei suoi dementi federativi, Padua, 1934·

P A R T  III

G . B randis, P .W ., $.v. Ικκλψτία.
A . Η . M . Jones, ‘T h e  election o f the metropolitan magistrates in  E gyp t’, J fE .A ., 

1938, pp. 65-72.
Β . KOblbr, P .W ., s.v. decurio.
J. O bhler, P .W ., s.v. leiturgie.



F. O ertel, D ie Liturgie, Leipzig, 1927.
W . R . K . SchSnfelder, D ie stddtischen und Bundesbeamten des griechischen FesU  

landes vom 4. Jahrhundert vor Chr· Geb. bis in die rdtmsche Kaiser zeit, Leipzig, 
1917.

H . Swoboda, D ie griechischen Volksbeschliisse, Leipzig, 1890.
------K . F . Hermann's Lehtbuch der griechischen Antiquitateifi, I, iii, Tubingen, 1913.

P A R T  IV

A* D um ont , Essai sur Vephdbie attique, Paris, 1875.
C . A . F orbes, Greek Physical Education, N ew  York, 1929.
------ N eoi (Am. P hil. Ass. Philol. Monog,, 2), Middletown, Conn., 2933.
H . F rancotte, Les finances des citis grecques, Paris, 1909.
------'L e  pain k bon marchd et ie pain gratuit dans les citis grecques1, Melanges

Nicole, Geneva, 1905.
E. N . G ardiner, Greek athletic sports and festivals, London, 1910.
O . H irschfeld, ‘ Die Sicherheitspoiizei imromischenKaiserreich*, KleineScknften  

(Berlin, 1913), pp. 576-623.
A . K uenzi, Έιτί&οσίΓ, Bern, 1923.
B. L aum , Stiftungen in der griechischen und rdmtschen Antike, Leipzig, 1914.
J. O ehler, Epigrcphische Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Aerztestandes, Vienna, 2907.
---------P . W.y a.V V , agoranomoi, αστυνόμοι, ΙφηβΙα, γυμνασίαρχος, gymnasium, κοσμητής.
R . Pohl, D e Graecorum medicis publicis, Berlin, 2905.
F . Poland , OefFentliche Bibliotheken in Griechenland und Kleinasien*, Hist.

Untersuch. E . Fdrstemann zum $ojakngen Doctorjubilaum getcidmet, Leipzig, 
2894.

------ Geschichte des griechischen Vereinwesens, Leipzig, 1909.
------P .W ., s.v. technitai.
L . R obert, Etudes anatoliennes, Paris, 2937.
O . SCHULTHESS, P .W ., S.V. γραμματείς,
W . Sciiw ahn , P .W ., s.v. tamiai.
E. G . T urner, ‘T h e  gerousia o f Oxyrhynchus', Arckiv Pap., 2937, pp. 279-86.
E. W eiss, Griedtisches Privatrecht, Leipzig, 2923.
E. Z iebarth, Aus dem griechischen Schuhuesen2, Leipzig, 2914.

P A R T  V
(4 3 ) Economics.

A n Economic Survey of Ancient Pome (ed. Tenney Frank), vol. 11, ‘Roman Egypt1 
(A. C . Johnson), vol. iv, ‘ Roman Syria' (F . M . Heichelheim), 'Roman 
Greece* (J. A . O . Larsen), ‘Roman Asia* (T . R . S. Broughton), Baltimore, 
1936, 1938.

Μ . P. C harlesworth, Trade Routes o f the Roman Empire2, Cambridge, 1926.

(b) Village L ife.
G . M . H arper, ‘Village Administration in the Roman province o f Syria', Yale

Classical Studies, 1928, p. 105.
A . Η . M . Jones, ‘T h e urbanization of the Ituraean principality’, J .R .S ., 1931, 

p. 265.
H . Swoboda, P .W ., Suppl. iv, s.v. κώμη,

(c) HeUenization.

Η . I. B ell, ‘ Hellenic Culture in Egypt*, J .E .A ., 1922, pp. 139-55.
V . C hapot, ‘L es destinies de l*hellenisrae au delk de I'Buphrate*, Menu Soc. nat. 

ant. de France, 2904, p. 207.
K . H oll, ‘ Das Fortleben der Volkessprachen in Kleinasien in nachchristlicher

Zeit*, Hermes, 1908, pp. 240-54.
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A J .A . 
Annuario 
A n z. A k. W ien

*Αρχ* JeAr. 
Archiv. Pap. 
A th. Mitt:

B .C .H .
B .G .U .

B .M .C .
Brum
B . S.A .
B yz. Zeitschr,
C . E .R.P.

Chr.
C .I.G .
C .I .L .
C .I.S .
C .P . Heim .

Denkschr. A k. W ien

Dessau
F. H .G .
Forsch, Eph.

G . D .I .
I.B .M .

L G ·
I.G .R .

Inschr. M ag. M ae. 
Inschr. Ol.

Inschr. Perg. 
Inschr. Priene 
Im cr. Cos 
Jahresh.

J.E.A.
J.H .S.
j.R .S .
M .A .M .A ,

=  American Journal of Archaeology*
=  Annuario delta Regia Scuola archeologica d i Atene.
=  Anxeiger der (kaiserlichen) Akademie der Wissenschaften 

(in Wien).
=  'Αρχαιολογικόν ΔςλτΙον.
=  Archiv ftir  Papyrusforsckung.
=  Mitteilungen des deutechen archaologischen Institute, Athe- 

nische Abteilung.
=  Bulletin de correspondance hetUnique.
=  Agyptische Urkunden aus den Museen zu  Berlin, Griechische 

Urkunden.
=  British Museum Catalogue o f Coins.
=  Fontes Juris Romani Antiqui, Ed. V I I  (C . G . Bruns).

Annual o f the British School at Athens.
=  Byxantinische Zeitschrift.
=  The Cities o f the Eastern Roman Provinces (A. Η . M . 

Jones, Oxford, 1937).
— Chratomatkie der Papyruskunde (U. W ilcken, L .  Mitteis). 
=  Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.
— Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
=  Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.

Studsen zur Palaographie und Papyruskunde, H eft $ (C. 
Wesaely).

=  Denksckriften der (kaiserlichen) Akademie der Wissen
schaften in Wien (philosophisck-historiscke Klasse).

— Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae (H. Dessau).
=  Fragmenta Historicorvm Graecorum (C. M ailer).
=  Forschungen in  Ephesos (inscriptions by R . Heberdey and 

J. Keil).
=  Sammlung der griechischen Dialektinschriften (H . Collitt). 
=  Ancient Greek Inscriptions in  the British Museum (C . T .

Newton, E. L . Hicks, G . Hirschfeld).
=  Inscriptiones Graecae.
=  Inscriptiones Graecae ad res Romanos pertinentes (R. 

Cagnat).
=  IHe Inschriften von Magnesia am Maeander (O . Kern).
=  D ie Inschriften von Olympia (W . Dittenberger and K . Pur- 

gold).
=  D ie Inschriften von Pergamon (M . Frinkel).
=  Inschriften von Priene (F. H iller von Gaertringen).
=  The Inscriptions o f Cos (W . R . Paton and E. L . Hicks).
=  Jahreshefte des dsterretchuchen archadcgiscken Institute in 

Wien.
=  Journal o f Egyptian Archaeology.
=  Journal o f Hellenic Studies.

Journal o f Roman Studies.
^  Momanenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua.
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Μ έΐ. Arch. Hist.
M ichel
M ilet

M on. Anc.
M on. Line.

O . G .I.
P. Amh.
P. Cairo Masp.

P. Cairo Preis.
P. Fay.

P. Gen. Lat.
P. Giss.

P. Gnomon 
P. Hal.

P. Lips.

P, Lond.

P. Oslo.
P. Oxy.
P. Rev.

P. RyL

P .S .I.

P. Tebt.

P. Thead.
P.W .

P . Zen. Cairo

R.E.A.
R .E .G .
Rev. Arch.
Riv. Fil.
Sardis, V II

Sb. A k. Berlin 

Sb. A k. Munchen 

Sb. A k. Wien

Melanges d'Archdologie et d'Histoire.
Recueil d'inscriptions grecques (C . Michel).
M tlet. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersuchungen sett 
dem jahre 1899 (ed. C h . Wiegand).
Monumentum Ancyranum (Res Gestae D ivi Augusts). 
Monuments Antichi pubblicati per extra della Reale Accademia 
dei Lincet.
Orientis Graeci Imcriptiones selectae (W. Dittenberger).
The Amherst Papyri (B. P. Grenfell, A . S. Hunt).
(Papyrus grecs d’£poque byzantine’, Cat. gbx. des ant. ig . 
du Musee du Caire (J. Maspero).
Griechische Urkunden des dgyptischen Museums (F. Preisigke). 
Fayihn Towns and their Papyri (B. P. Grenfell, A . S. Hunt,
D . G . Hogarth).
Archives militaires du I *  siecle (J. Nicole and C. Morel). 
Griechische Papyri im Museum des oberkessischen Geschichte· 
vereins xu Giessen (O. Eger, E . Kom em ann, P, M . Meyer).

-  B .G .U ., v.
Dikaiomata, Ausztige aus alexandrinischen Gesetzen heraus- 
gegeben von der Graeca Halensis.
Griechische Urkunden der Papyrussammlung zu  Leipzig (L . 
Mitteis).
Greek Papyri in the British Museum (F. G . Kenyon, Η . I. 
Bell).
Papyri Osloenses (S. Eitrem, L . Amundsen).
The Oxyrhynchus Papyri (B. P. Grenfell, A . S . Hunt). 
Revenue Laws o f Ptolemy PhUadelpkus (B. P. Grenfell, J.P. 
MahaiTy).
Catalogue of the Papyri in the John Rylands Library, M an
chester (J. de M . Johnson, V . M artin, A . S. Hunt). 
Pubblicaztoni della Societa Italians per la ricerca dei Papiri 
greet e latini in Egitto.
The Tebtunis Papyri (B. P, Grenfell, A . S. H unt, E . J. 
Goodspeed).
Papyrus de Tkeadelpkie (P. Jouguet),
Real-Encyclopadie der classischen AUertumswissenschaft 
(Pauly "W i sso w a-K ro 11).
'Zenon Papyri’, Cat. gen. des ant. 4g. du Musee de Caire 
(C . C . Edgar).
Revue des etudes anciennes.
Revue des dtudes grecques.
Revue Archeologique.
Rtvista d i filologia.
Sardis, Publications o f the American Society fo r  the Excavation 
of Sardis, vol. V II. Greek and Latin Inscriptions (W . H. 
Buckler and D . M . Robinson).
Sitzungsberichte der (k&niglich) preussischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften.
Sitzungsberichte der (koniglieh) bayeriseken Akademie der 
Wissenschaften.
Sitzungsberichte der (kaiserlichen) Akademie der Wissen- 
schqften (in Wien).



SB. =  Sammelbuch grieckischer Urkunden aus Agypten (F . Preisigke,
F . Bilabel).

S . E .G . =  Supplementurn Epigraphicwn Graecum,
Stud. Pal. =  Studien zu  Palaographie und Papyruskunde (C. Weasely).
Syll. =  Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum (W . Dittenberger).
T .  A .M . =  Tttuii Asiae Minor is.
W add. =  Voyage archdologique en Grkce et en A sie Mineure (P. L e  Baa, 

W . H . Waddington).
Z .N . «  Zeitschrift /Ur Numismatik.
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I .  G E O G R A P H I C A L  I N D E X

Abae, taxation» 109, free, 129.
Abbaeitae, tribe, 42; hellenization, 49; 

urbanization, 67.
Abdera, free, 130; finance, 242.
Abila =  Seleucia, 17, 40.
—  tetrarchy and city, 73.
Abretteni, tribe, 42; urbanization, 67.
Acamania, synoecism, zo; incorporated

in Nicopolis, 65.
A ce  — Ptolemais, 14.
Achaea, province, see Greece.
Achaean league, cities of, demurgi, 263; 

powers o f  magistrates, 166, 178; 
reorganized b y  Rome, 115, 270.

Acilisene, satrapy, urbanized, 87.
Actium, colony?, 61.
Adada, hellenization, 46.
Adora, city suppressed by Herod, 80.
Aegae, military settlement, 9-10 ; free, 

132; feud with Tarsus, 249.
Aegiale o f Amorgos, powers o f magis

trates, 178.
Aegina, under Attalid rule, 104, 207; 

free, 129.
Aela — Berenice, 14.
Aelia Capitolina, colony, 62-2, 64, 81; 

immune, 133.
Aenus, free, 130.
Aetolia, incorporated in Nicopolis and 

Patrae, 65.
Aezani, temple town, 43-4.
Agrippias — Anthedon, 80.
Alabanda =  Antioch, 2 5 ; hellenization, 

28; foundation legend, 50; free, iox, 
130; immune, 231.

Alexandria o f  Egypt, foundation, 3-5; 
territory, 20; Macedonian settlers, 
23; council, 76, 79; tribes and demes, 
158—9 ; citizenship, 161, 272, 174; 
police, 212; water supply, 225; reven
ues, 253; industries, 262; commerce, 
262, 265.

—  b y  Issue, foundation, 21; aerator, 237.
—  Troas, foundation, 1 1 ; free, 99; 

colony, 61; water supply, 224.
Amantini, free, 129.
Amaseia, royal capital, 42; city, 57.
Amastris, foundation, 22; drains, 224.
Ambasum =  Metropolis, 92.
Amblada, under Attalid rule, 46, 220; 

foundation legend, 50·

Ambracia, incorporated in Nicopolis, 
65.

Ambryssus, games, 232-3.
Amida, foundation, 87.
Amisus, free and federate, 230-2·
Amphilochia, incorporated in Nicopolis,

65.
Amphipolis (Macedonia), free, 129.
—  (Syria), military settlement, 9.
Amphissa, free, 229; immune, 131.
Amyzon, free, 99.
Anasartha =  Thcodoropolis, 89.
Anastasiopolis =  Resapha, 89.
Anazarbus, hellenization, 40; =  Cae

sarea, 71-2.
Ancyra, o f the Tectosages, 69; council, 

183.
— , o f the Abbaeitae, 67.
Andeda, o f  the M ilyae, 68.
Andros, tribute, 240,
Anisa, hellenization, 18.
Antani, tribe, 66.
Antaradus, separated from  A n d , 93.
Anthedon, name, 48; =  Agrippias, 

80.
Anthemus, military settlement, 9.
Antigoneia o f Bithynia, foundation, 7 ; 

Macedonian settlers, 23; see also 
Nicaea.

—  o f Syria, foundation, 7 ;  Macedonian 
settlers, 23; see also Antioch by 
Daphne.

—  o f die Troad, foundation, 1 1 ;  see also 
Alexandria Troas.

—  o f Chalcidice, foundation, 23.
—  o f Chaonia, foundation, 13.
—  o f Paeonia, foundation, 23.
Antinoopolis, foundation, 77.
Antioch by Daphne, foundation, 7 ;

later Greek settlers, 26; foundation 
legend, 49; free, 232; colony, 233; 
tribes, 258; street lighting, 224, 252; 
water supply, 213; feud with Apamea, 
249; police, 252; Olympia, 254, 256; 
liturgies, 257; villages, 260; com  
supply, 261.

—  of Pisidia, foundation, 15; colony, 
6 1; com  supply, 218, 262.

—  on the Maeander, foundation, 25.
—  o f  Cilicia Tracbeia, foundation, 72.
—  in Taurus, foundation, 72·
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Antioch, name given to Alabanda, Arad, 

Edeesa, Gerasa, Jerusalem, Nisibis, 
Orrhoe, Ptolemais, Soeitha, Tarsus, 
Urim a, q.v.

Antipatreia, foundation, xo.
Antipatris, foundation, 80.
Antoninopolis — T ela , 72.
Apamea on the Oronte9, foundation, 7, 

io , 23; civic lands, 246; feud with 
Antioch, 249.

—  on the Bridge, foundation, 8.
—  o f  Phrygia, foundation, 15; finance, 

242.
—  o f Bithynia, foundation, 17 ; colony, 

61, 133.
Apateira, village o f  Ephesus, 274,287.
Aphrodisias o f  Cilicia, absorbed in 

Seleucia on the Calycadnus, 1 r.
—  o f Caria, sympolity with Plarasa, 66; 

federate, 118, 130, 134; curator, 137; 
sitones, 2x8; games, 233; registry, 240.

Apollonia on the Adriatic, free, 129; 
curator, 137.

— O n  the M aeander (== Tripolis), 15.
—  o f  Caria, police, 2x2.
— · o f Palestine, name, 48.
•— o f  Pisidia, foundation, 15 ; territory,

88.

Apollonis, foundation, 1 7 , free, 130.
Aprus, colony, 61, 64, 83.
Arabia, province, 74; sec also Naba

taeans.
Arad =  Antioch, 25.
Area, tetrarchy and city, 72.
Arcadiopolis o f  Thrace, foundation, 92.
Archelais o f Cappadocia, foundation, 

82; colony, 61.
—  o f Judaea, village, 80.
Arethusa, military settlement, 9 ; under 

Sampsigeramids, 72.
Ariaratheia, foundation, r8.
Armenia M inor, under client kings, 

57; urbanization, 70.
Armenia, the Satrapies, 87.
Arsinoe, name given to various cities,

24-15·
Arsinoe o f E gypt, council, 190; water- 

supply, 214-15·
Arsinoe ia =  Ephesus, 11.
Arsinoite name =  the Lake, 24; Greek 

settlers, 77·
Ascalon, free, 101, 118, 232; colony,

λ I34<Asia, province, annexation, 54 -5; ur
banization, 66-7, 89-92; free cities, 
115-16 , 130; judicial arrangements,

122— 3; taxation, 224—5; city councils, 
170-1; bularchs, 179; ννκτοστράτηγοιι 
2 X 2 .

Aspendus, com  supply· 218, 261.
Aspona, in the territory o f the Tecto- 

sages, 92.
Astacus, absorbed in Nicomedia, 27·
Astae, tribe, 83.
Astypalaea, federate, xx8, 130.
Atameus, absorbed in Pergamum, 66.
Athene, under Macedonian rule, 103-4; 

federate, 1x8, 129, curator, 136; 
liturgies, 267; survival o f democracy, 
1791 ephebate, 223-4; finance, 241; 
university, 263.

Attaleia o f Lydia, foundation, 17.
—  o f Pamphylia, foundation, 17; con

fiscation of territory, 55·
Augusta, foundation, 72.
Augusta Traiana, foundation, 83-4; 

free, 130, curator, 137.
Auranitis, villages, 73-4 ,2 73 ; cities, 88; 

language, 290.
Autocratoris =  Sepphoris, 80.
Azotus, city suppressed b y  Herod, 80.

Balbura, hellenization, 46.
Bambyce =  Hierapolis, 39.
Barca — Ptolemais, 14.
Bargylia, absorbs Cindye, 44; free, 130.
Basilinopolis, foundation, ,92-3.
Batanaea, villages, 73-4, 273; cities, 88; 

language, 290.
Berenice, see Aela, Euesperides, Pella.
Beroe =  Augusta Traiana, 83.
Beroea, military settlement, 9.
Berytus =  Laodicea in. Phoenice, 15 -  

16; free, io x ; colony, 6 1-2 ; territory, 
72-3; supplies troops, x 36; law school, 
263.

Bessi, tribe, 83.
Bithynia, kingdom, 22-23, 2 1; royal 

foundations, 7, 17.; hellenization, 4 1; 
province, 57; cities, 69-70, 92; taxa
tion, 125; free cities, 130; city 
councils, 17 1; curatores, 136-7; 
market towns, 260.

B ithynium , military settlement, 17; 
city , 57·

Bizye, capital o f Astae, 83.
Boeotia, powers o f  magistrates, 270,178.
Bostra, foundation, 74 ; tribes, 172, 

176.
Bryclice *=* Augusta, 71-2 .
Bubon, hellenization, 46.
Buthrotum, colony, 61-2·
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Byblus, name, 48.
Byllis, colony, 61.
Byzantium, federate, 118; free, 130; 

tribute, 132; embassies, 243; fisheries, 
*45·

Cabalis, hellenization, 48; languages, 
289.

Cabeira, royal capital, 41; city, 57.
Caesarea o f Cappadocia, 87, 93; com 

supply, z t i ;  see also Mazaca.
<— o f Palestine, foundation, 80; colony, 

6 1-2 ; immune, 133; drainage, 214.
— o f  the Proseilemmenitae, foundation,

70.
—  under Libanus =  Area, 72.
—  ( =  Anazarbus), 71·
—  Germanice, foundation, 69-70.
—  Germanicia, foundation, 72.
—  Paneas, foundation, 73.
Calynda, under Ptolemaic rule, 106,108, 

n o  ; absorbed b y  Caunus, 44.
Callinicum =  Leontopolis, 89.
Camulianae, foundation, 87.
Canatha, hellenization, 73.
Cappadocia, kingdom, 13; royal founda

tions, 17-18 ; administrative system, 
2 i ; hellenization, 4 1-2 ; province, 82, 
87; language, 289·

Carana — Sebastopolis, 70.
Caria, under Seieucid rule, 13; royal 

foundations, 15 ; hellenization, 28, 
42-7, 66, 161; under Rhodian rule, 
114; free, 54, 114, 116 ; in province 
o f Asia, 54, 116 ; language, 289.

Carystus, council, 165, 176, 179.
Cassandreia, foundation, 10; demes, 

159; colony, 61.
Castabala =  Hieropolis, 40, 71.
Catenneis, tribe, urbanization, 68.
Caunus, absorbs Calynda, 44; free, 130.
Caystriani, tribe, 42.
Celaenae, royal capital, 43; =  Apamea, 

t S·
Cennatae, tribe, 46; -  Diocaesarea, 71.
Ceos, under Ptolemaic rule, 106; 

gym nasi arch, 224.
Cephallenia, free, 129.
Cetae, tribe, 29, 46, 71.
Chaerones, curator, 137.
Chalcedon, free, 130; four-monthly 

magistrates, 162.
C hakis o f Euboea, eponymous magis

trate, 174; decree, 177.
—  ad Belum, military settlement, 9; 

kingdom, 7*·
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Chaicis under Libanus =  Gerrha, 18; 
kingdom, 73.

Characene =  Flaviopolis, 71-2,
Chersonese, Thracian, royal lands, 55; 

imperial lands, 84.
Chios, under Alexander, 105, 108; free, 

130.
Cibyra, hellenization, 46; foundation 

legend, 30; annexed to  Asia, 55.
Cierus =  Prusias ad Hypium , 17.
Cilbiani, tribe, 42; urbanization, 66-7,

88.
Cilicia, Pedias, under Seieucid rule, 7, 

12—13; royal foundations, n ,  17; 
kingdom o f Tarcondimotus, 21, 40, 
56, 7 1-2 ; hellenization, 29, 40; 
annexation by Rome, 56; free cities, 
131; linen, 262.

Cilicia Tracheia, hellenization, 29, 40; 
annexation by Rome, 56; client kings 
and royal foundations, 70-1.

Cilicia, Republican province, 55-6, 
67-8, 122-3, **5·

Circes ium, foundation, 89.
Cius =  Prusias ad M are, 17; free, 130; 

curator, 137.
Claudiopolis (Ninica), foundation, 7 1; 

cotony, 61-2.
— , o f  the Lalasseis, 7 1 .
Cnidus, federate, 130 -1; six-monthly 

magistrates, 162.
Cnossus, colony, 61.
Coela, municipium, 84, 132-3.
Colonia, o f Armenia M inor, 63-4, 70.
Comana, colony, 61.
Comana o f Cappadocia =  Hieropolis, 

82.
Comana o f Pontus, temple town, 41, 

57 5 city, 70.
Commagene, kingdom, 13, 40, 56; 

administrative system, 2 1; royal 
foundations, 18, 7 1 -2 ; annexation, 
72; language, 290-1.

Constantia (Constantine), foundation,
88.

Coreyra, free, 129.
Corinth, colony, 61-4.
Corones, curator, 137.
Corpeni, tribe, 42; urbanization, 67.
Cos, immune, 130; monarch, 174.
Cotenna, of the Catenneis, 68.
Cremna, colony, 61.
Crete, annexation, 56; free, 117, 129; 

com », 263, 166, 178.
Creteia, military settlement, 17 ; city, 

57-
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Cydonia, free, 229.
Cyprus, Greek culture, 29; under the 

Ptolemies, 12,22,39,10 3; annexation, 
58; city councils, 171; purple dyeing, 
262.

Cyrenaica, 29; under the Ptolemies, 12, 
14, Z03; annexation, 56 ,116 ; colonies, 
6 1-2 ; Hsdriane, 66; judicial arrange
ments, 122; taxation, 125.

Cyrene, under Ptolem y I, 104-6, 159, 
165; Libyan subjects, 161; colony, 
61.

Cyrrhua, military settlement, 9.
Cyzicus, free, 130; council, 265, 176; 

hipparch, 174; price control, 216.

Damascus — Arsinoe?, 15; =  Deme- 
trias, 40; territory, 72.

Dara, foundation, 89·
Daranalis, satrapy, urbanized, 87.
Dassaretae, free, 129.
Delos, price control, 216; sitonae, 217.
Delphi, free, 129, 179; education, 222.
Demetrias o f  Magnesia, foundation, 

10 -11.
—  ( =  Damascus), 40·
Denda, municipium, 132.
Deultum, colony, 61, 63-4, 83.
D io  Caesarea, o f the Lalasseis, 71.
—  Sepphoris), 81.
—  (=5? Nazianzus), 82.
Diocleriacopelis o f  Thrace, foundation,

92.
Dionysias — Soada, 88.
Dionysopolis, foundation, 17.
Diospolis s= Lydda, 8i.
—  o f Thrace, foundation, 92.
Dium , colony, 6x.
Docimium, foundation, 18.
Doliche, o f Comma gene, 72.
Dorylaeum, foundation legend, 49;

territory, 91.
Dym e, council, 170; colony, 61.
Dyrrachium, colony, 6 t, 63.

Eboda, foundation, 18.
Edessa, military settlement, 9; =  A n

tioch, 20; kingdom, 40, 72.
Egypt, before the Macedonian conquest, 

29-30; Greek settlement, 9 ; ad
ministrative system under the Ptole
mies, 18-20, 272-3; hellenization, 
32-5, 38; administrative system
under Roman rule, 75-9, 273; in the 
Byzantine period, 86-7, 154-55
temples, 34, 227; gymnasia, 35, 220;

import o f wine and oil, 261; linen, 
262; language, 32-3, 292-4; see also 
m etropolis in Index III.

Elaeussa, free, 131,
Eiatea, free, 129.
Eleutherolacones, free, 129.
Emesa, under the Sampsigeramids, 72; 

colony, 734; temple, 226.
Emmaus =  Nicopolis, 82.
Ephesus =  Arsinoeia, 1 1 ;  curator, 137; 

tribes, 159; council, 171» 176, 183; 
freedmen, 172; assembly, 179, 239; 
price control, 216; com  supply, 218, 
261; museum, 219; gerusia, 226; 
temple o f Artemis, 228-91 clerk, 239; 
finance, 242; feud with Smyrna, 249; 
porters1 guild, 268.

Epidaurus, curator, 137.
Epiphaneia =  Hamath, 17, 40.
—  (=* Oeniandus), 17, 40·
Eretria, education, 124.
Erythrae, free, 98; taxation, 109; four- 

monthly magistrates, 162; powers of 
magistrates, ;68-

Etenna, o f the Etenneis, 29, 68.
Euaria, foundation, 89.
Euchaita, 92.
Eudocias — Gdammaua, 87.
Eudoxias, foundation, 92.
Eudoxiopolis, foundation, 92.
Euesperides =  Berenice, 14.
Eumeneia of Phrygia, foundation, 17, 

council, 176.
—  o f Caria, foundation, 17.
—  o f Hyrcanis, foundation, 17, 45.
Europus, military settlement, 9-10·
Eusebeia b y  the Taurus =  Tyana, i j .
—  under the Argaeus — Mazaca, 17.

Faustinopolis, colony, 6z, 64, 82.
Flaviopoiis, in Characene, 72.
—  o f  Thrace, colony, 61-2 , 64, 84.
—  (*= Temenothyrae), 67.

Gadara =  Seleucia, 17»
Galatia, province, 68-9, 90 -1; city 

councils, 17 1; limitation o f political 
rights, 174.

Galatians, see Gauls.
Gangra =  Germanicopolis, 70.
G arau ra  =  Archelais, 82.
Gaulanitis, under the Herodians, 73·
Gauls, invasion, 13; culture, 4 1; lan

guage, 290; urbanization, 69, 91-2.
Gaza, chariot races, 254-5; paganism, 

93, 292, 298; Maiuma of, 93·
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Gdammaua =  Eudodas, 87.
Gerasa =  Antioch, 17, 40; games, 234, 

254·
Germa, colony, 6 r.
Germanicopolis o f  Cilicia, foundation, 

71·
—  =  Gangra, 70.
Gerrha =  Chalcis, 18.
Gordus, curator, 137.
Greece, royal foundations, ; o - r r ;  im

perial foundations, 65-6; in the 
Byzantine period, 89, 9 1 ; freedom, 
Γ13, 115, 129; curatores, 136.

Greeks, emigration to the East, 23-5.
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Hadriane (Hadrianopolts), foundation, 
66.

Hadrianeia, o f the Abretteni, 67. 
Hadriani, o f the Olympeni, 67. 
Hadrianopolis o f Epirus, foundation, 66.
—  ( =  Stratonicea), 66.
—  ( =  Caesarea), 70.
—  o f Thrace, foundation, 83.
Hadrianotherae, foundation, 67. 
Halicarnassus, under the Ptolemies, 104,

109.
Hamath =  Epiphaneia, 17,40 . 
Helenopolia o f  Palestine, foundation,

87.
—  o f Bithynia, foundation, 92. 
Heliopolis, colony, 73.
Heracles Sintica, foundation, 2.
—  by Latmus ** Pleistarcheia, 12; iso

polity with M iletus, 160; police, 21a.
—  in Pontus, Mariandyni, 27, z 6 t ; 

annexed by Rome, 57; colony, 6x, 
173; king, 174; aqueducts, 252-3.

Hermopolis, election, 183, 285-6. 
Herodium, foundation, 80.
Hierapolis o f Phrygia, tem ple town, 43; 

city, 44 j police, 177. 2t2, 275.
—  ( — Bambyce), 39; festival o f Syrian 

Goddess, 229.
Hieropolis =  Comana, 82.
—  ( =  Castabala), 40, 71-2.
Hippos, set Susitha.
Holmi, absorbed in Seleucia on the 

Calycadnus, 11.
Homonadeis, tribe, 46, 69·
Hyrcaneis, tribe, 42; =  Eumaneia, 17,

45·
Hyrgaleis, tribe, 42; urbanised, 88.

Iasus, free, 99 ;prytaneis, 166; gymnasia, 
220·

I bora, 92.

Ichnae, military settlement, 9.
Iconium, foundation legend, 49-50; 

colony, 61.
Ilium, territory, 44, 16 1; taxation, 119;  

free, 130; immune, 13 1; curator, 137; 
tribes, 159.

Indeipedion, relations w ith  Stratonicea, 
55» 66.

Ingilene, satrapy, 87·
Iotape, foundation, 72.
Irenopolis o f Cilicia Tracheia, founda

tion, 71.
— in Lacanatis — Neronias, 72.
Isaurians, tribe, 13, 46; urbanized, 69,

88.
Issue, absorbed in Alexandria, 11.
Ituraeans, tetrarchy, 13, 18, a i ,  40, 56; 

dissolution, 72-4.

Jamnia, city suppressed by Herod, 80.
Jerusalem =  Antioch, 17, 40, i i i  ; 

gymnasium, 35, 220; ephebate, 223; 
sea also Aelia Capitolina.

Jews, kingdom, 13, 40; under Pompey, 
56; under Gabinius, 58; under the 
Herodians, 79-82; supposed kinship 
with Sparta, 50.

Joppa, city  suppressed by Herod, 80; 
refoundation, 8z.

Julias, in Gaulanitis, 73·
— , in Peraea, 80.
Juiiopolis, foundation, 70.
Justinianopolis o f Galatia, foundation,

92.
—  o f Bithynia, foundation, 92.

Kadesh =  Laodicea, under Libanus, 8.

Lacanatis a  Neronias — Irenopolis,. 
72-2.

Laconia, ephors, 163.
Lagania, region, urbanized, 87.
Lalasseis, tribe, 46; =  Claudiopolis, 71.
Lampsacus, free, 98-9; council, 166; 

colony, 61.
Laodicea on the Lycua, foundation, 25; 

council, 176; finance, 241; wool, 262.
—  under Libanus ( =  Kadesh), 8.
—  the Burnt, foundation, 15·
—  in Phoenice Berytus), 15-16.
—  o f Syria, free, 131; colony, 234»
Lappa, free, 129.
Larissa, military settlement, 9-10.
Lebed us, synoeciam with Ephesus, π  ; 

with T eos, 1 1 ,1 0 7 ; =  Ptolemais, 14.
Leontopolis, o f  Isauria, 88.
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L eo n top o lis(=  Callinicum), 89.
Livias, in Peraea, 80.
Lycaonia, 13, 55; urbanisation, 7 1; 

language, 289.
Lycia» hellenization, 2 8 ,47-9» 159,289; 

league, 4 5 ,6 8 ,10 3 , i i 9 ; f n e ,  4 5 ,114 , 
130 -1; taxation (Ptolemaic)» 109; 
powers o f magistrates» 166; taxation 
(Roman), 139, 275; in the Byzantine 
period, 90-1.

Lycosura, tribute, {40.
Lydda =  Diospolis, 81.
Lydia, under the Seleucids, 13 ; under 

the Attalids, 1 7 ;  hellenization, 27, 
4 2 -7; in province o f Asia, 54; guilds, 
162; purple dyeing, 262; villages, 
272; language, 289.

Lyncestae, tribe, 66.
Lysias, foundation, 18.
Lysimacheia, foundation, xx; free, 98; 

destruction, 55.
Lystra, colony, 61.

Macedonia, kingdom, 20, 22, 96, 103; 
royal foundations, 22-24; province, 
54; taxation, 124, 275; free cities, 
114-25, 229; politarchs, 163, 179; 
under the principate, 66; in the 
Byzantine age, 89, 91.

— , Upper, free, 114, 229-
Macedonians, emigration to the East, 3, 

7, 9» 15» 1% 23-
Magnesia on the Maeander, council, 

165; sitonae) 228; games, 232.
—  by Sipylus, free, 130.
Magnopolis, foundation, 58; suppres

sion, 70.
Mariandyni, serfs of Heraclea, 27, 261.
Marisa, city suppressed by Herod, 80.
M arium  =  Arsinoe, 14.
Maronea, free, 23*.
Martyropolis, foundation, 87.
Maximianopolis o f  Palestine, founda

tion, 87.
—  o f Thrace, foundation, 92.
—  o f Arabia =  Saccaea, 88.
M azaca =  Eusebeta, 18, 41.
M edeon, sympolity with Stiris, 168.
Megalopolis, foundation, 58.
Meirus, in territory o f  Dorylaeum, 91.
M elitene, colony?, 63-4, 82.
Mesopotamia, Seleucid foundations,

7 -9 ; hellenization, 38-40; colonies, 
63-4; under the principate, 72; fan· 
guage, 32, 290.

Methymna, federate, 2x8.

Metropolis =  Ambasum, 92.
M iletus, incorporates Pedasa, 45, 162; 

free, 98,130; suphanefihvn, 47,267-8; 
isopolity with neighbours, 160; police, 
212; gymnasia, 220; education, 222; 
finance, 241; industries, 262.

Milyae, tribe, 28, 29; hellenization, 
45-6; urbanization, 68.

M inoa o f Amorgos, free, 130; powers of 
magistrates, 278.

M itylene, free, 130; federate, 131.
Moccadeni, tribe, 42; urbanization, 67.
Mociasus, foundation, 87.
Mopsuhestia, free, 131.
Mostene, tribal capital, 42.
Mothone, free, 129.
Moxeani, tribe, 42; urbanization, 67·
Mylasa, hellenization, 28; free, 130; 

tribute, 132, 140; isopolity with 
M iletus, 260; finance, 244-5.

M yra, monopoly, 245.
Myriandus, absorbed in  Alexandria by 

Issus, iz .
M yrleia =  Apamea, 17.
Mysia, under the Seleucids, 13; 

hellenization, 42-4; in province of 
Asia, 54; urbanization, 66-7.

Mysotimolitae, tribe, 42.

Nabataeans, kingdom, 13, 18, 21, 40, 
56; urbanization, 7 4 ; language, 32, 
290.

Nacoleia, foundation legend, 49; terri
tory, 91.

Nacrasa, hellenization, 44.
Naucratis, territory, 20, 109.
Nazianzus =  Diocaesarea, 82.
Neapolia o f Arabia, foundation, 88.
—  of Pontus, foundation, 58.
—  of Ionia, foundation, 66.
—  o f Palestine, foundation, 81.
Neronias =  Irenopolis, 72.
Neve, village and city, 88.
Nicaea =  Antigoneia, . 7 ;  foundation 

legend, 50; territory, 57, 92-3; 
curator, 137; feud w ith  Nicomedia, 
249; purple dyeing, 262.

— , o f the Cilbiani, 67.
Nicephorium, foundation, 8.
Nicomedia, foundation, 17; territory, 

92; curator, 137; fire-brigade, 215; 
feud with Nicaea, 249.

Nicopolis of Syria, foundation, 8.
—  o f  Armenia Minor, foundation, 70.
—  o f Greece, foundation, 65; federate,

129 ,13*·
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Nicopolis ( =  Eromaus), 82·
Nisibis =3 Antioch, 8.
N ysa o f Caria, foundation, 15.
—  ( =  Scythopolle), 40·

Oeniandua =  Epiphaneia, 27, 40.
Oenoanda, hellenization, 46; council, 

176.
Olba, sacerdotal principality, 46, 70 - r.
Olbasa, colony, 61.
Olbia, incorporated in Nicomedia, 27·
Olympeni, tribe, 42; =  Hadriani, 67,
Olympias, foundation, 14.
Olympus, confiscation o f territory, 55.
Orcistus, village and city, 86, 92, 93, 

287.
Oresti, tribe, 66; urbanization, 88; free, 

129.
Ormela, village, 272, 286.
Oroandeis, tribe, 46; confiscation of 

territory, 555 urbanization, 69.
Orrhoe =  Antioch, 8.
Orthosia, name, 48.
Osrhoeni, tribe, 40.
Otrus, name, 49.
Oxyrhynchus, assembly, 278; council, 

243-4, 187-8; police, 2x2; ephebee, 
223, 225; bakeries, 219.

Ozolian Locrians, attributed to Patrae, 
65; immune, 129, 231.

Palestine, Ptolemaic administrative sys
tem, 20^2; under the Herodian 
dynasty, 79-82; urbanization, 81-2, 
87; language, 33; industries, 262.

Pallantium, free, 229.
Palmyra, language, 32, 290; territory, 

89; tribes, 172; tariff, 177, 245; com
merce, 262, 265.

Pamphylia, 17, 28; demivrgi, 46-7; in 
province of Cilicia, 55; united with 
Lycia, 68.

Panam an, under Rhodian rule, 105,
107.

Paneas =  Caesarea, 73.
Faphlagonia, kingdom, 21, 27, 42, 49; 

urbanization, 70·
Pappa, o f the Oroandeis, 69.
Parium, free, 98; colony, 61.
Parlais, colony, 61.
Parthicopolis, foundation, 66.
Patara =  Arsinoe, 14·
Patrae, colony, 6 1 ; territory, 65.
Pautalia, foundation, 83.
Pedasa, incorporated in M iletus, 45, 

261·

Pella o f Macedonia, colony, 61.
—  on the Orontes, military settlement, 9; 

=  Apamea, xo.
—  o f the Decapolis =  Berenice, 25; 

name, 48.
Peltae, hellenization, 45·
Pergamum, hellenization, 27, 49; terri

tory, 55, 66, 161; generals, 204, 268; 
tribes, 158; citizenship, 160-1; 
astynomic law, 213; price-control, 
216; gymnasia, 220; education, 224; 
gerusia, 226; monopoly, 245; pottery, 
262.

Perseis, foundation, 14.
Pessinus, temple, 34, 226; sacerdotal 

principality, 41, 43; capital of Tolis- 
tobogii, 69.

Phaena, village and city, 88.
Phamaceia, foundation, 17 ; under client 

kings, 57, 70.
Pharsslus, free, 129.
Phasaelis, village, 80.
Phaselis, confiscation o f  territory, 55.
Phiia, foundation, 13.
Philadelphia =3 Rabbatamana, 14.
—  o f Lydia, foundation, 17; guilds, 262·
—  o f Cilicia, foundation, 71.
Philetaereia, foundation, 17.
Philippi, foundation, 2 ; colony, 61, 63.
Philippopolis o f Arabia, colony, 74.
—  o f Thessaly, foundation, 14.
—  o f Thrace, foundation, a ; adminis

tration o f territory, 8 3 -4 ,172 , 273.
Philomel ium, foundation, x8.
Philoteria, foundation, 15.
Phocaea, free, 130.
Phoenicia, hellenization, 30, 38-9; free 

cities, 101; industries, 262.
Phrygia, under the Seleucids, 23; royal 

foundations, 15, 1 7 ;  hellenization, 
42-7; annexed to Asia, 54, 116; 
guilds, 162; in the Byzantine age, 92; 
language, 290.

Pisidia, hellenization, 28-9, 4 5 -7; in 
province o f Cilicia, 55 ; colonies, 6 1-2; 
under the principate, 68-9; language, 
289.

Plarasa, sympolity with Aphrodisias, 66.
Plataea, free, 129 ; curator, 236.
Pleistarcheia =  Heracles, 22.
Podandus, attempted foundation, 93.
Pogla, o f the Milyae, 68; limitation of 

political rights, 174.
Polemonium, foundation, 70·
Pompeiopol is, foundation, 38; ephebate, 

223.
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Fontus, kingdom, 12-13 ; royal founda
tion, 17 ; administrative system, 21; 
hellenization, 4 1 -2 ; province, under 
Pompey, 57-8 5 in  the principate, 70; in 
the Byzantine age, 92; taxation, 
125; free cities, 130·

Posideium, absorbed in Seleucia?, ix.
Praenetus, in territory o f Nicomedia, 92·
Priene, Carian subjects, x6x; ttephane* 

phoriy 167-8, 234-5; education, 224; 
clerics, 238-9; finance, 24s,

Prusa, foundation, 17.
Prusias ad H ypium  =  Cierus, 175 

citizenship, 172.
—  ad mare =* Cius, 17.
Psibela =  Verinopolis, 87.
Ptolemais o f Egypt, foundation» 7» 23;

lack o f territory, 20; magistracy con
trolled by the Ptolemies, 204; dernes, 
159; limitation o f  democracy, Z59.

—  ( =  Ace), 14; =  Antioch, 16; colony, 
6 1-3 ; tribute, 133.

—  name given to various cities, 14.

Rabbatamana =  Philadelphia, 14.
Resapha *=* Anaatasiopolis, 89.
Rhesaina, colony, 64.
Rhodes, Peraea, 28, 44; w ar with 

Antigonus, 98; federate, 118, 130; 
naval contingent under the principate, 
142; six-monthly magistrates, 162; 
prytaneiSy 4 7 ,163-a, 166,179; council, 
165, 176; oil-supply, 221; education, 
222; clerks, 238; payment o f  office, 
242; statues, 243,277; see also In d ex ll.

Rhosus, curator, 137.

Saccaea, village, 287; =  Maximiano- 
polis, 88·

Sagalassus, foundation legend, 50.
Samaria =  Sebaste, 80.
Samos, mainland territory, 60; free, 

130; tribes, 158; pottery, 262.
Samosata, foundation, 18, 71-2 .
Samothrace, free, 229; king, 174,
Sardis, hellenization, 43-4; tribes, 158»
Satala, colony, 63-4,70·
Scotussa, free, 129.
Scythopolis — N ysa, 40; foundation 

legend, 49~5β·
Sebaste of Asia, foundation, 67.
—  ( =  Samaria), 80; colony, 82.
Sebastopolis o f Thrace, foundation, 92.
—  ( =  Carana), 70·
Seleucia in Pieria, foundation, 7, ix ;  

άηστάη??» 104-5; free, iox, 118» 132; 
curator, 137; demes, 139.

Seleucia ad Belum, foundation, 8·
—  b y  the Bridge, foundation» 8.
—  on the Calycadnus» foundation, x x ; 

free, 131.
—  the Iron, foundation» 15.
—  name given to A bila, Gadara, and 

Tralles, q.v·
Selge, hellenization, 29; foundation 

legends, 49-50.
Sepphoris =  Autocratoris, 80; =  D io- 

caessrea, 8r.
Serdice, capital o f the Serdi, 8$. 
Sibidunda, o f  the M ilyac, 68.
Sidon, hellenization, 30, 49; territory, 

72; free, xox-; federate, 1x8, 131; 
glass, 262·

Sidyma, gerusia, 226.
Silandus, o f the Moccadeni, 67·
Sill yum, freedmen, 172; limitation of 

political rights, 174·
Sinope, colony, 6 1-2 ; territory, 88* 
Smyrna, refoundation, 1 t fsUphancphoriy 

47; free, 98-9; curatory 136; council, 
:66; police, 2x3; drains, 2x4; water· 
supply and fire-precautions, 2x5; 
finance, 241; feud w ith  Ephssus, 249; 
schools, 264.

Soada =  Dionysias, 80.
Soli, under the Ptolemies, 1x0; free,

*3x.
Sophanene, satrapy, 87·
Sparta, supposed colonisation, 50; free, 

129; immune, 231; gerusia, 176· 
Stectorium, foundation legend, 49.
Stir is, sympolity with M edeon, 168» 
Stobi, nutrticipiumy 132.
Strato’s T ow er — Caesarea, 80· 
Stratonicea o f Caria, foundation, 25, 

23 jfree, 130; six-monthly magistrates, 
262; council, 16 5 ,17 6 ; cults, 229·

—  o f Macedonia, foundation, 13.
—  o f Mysia» foundation, 15 ; relations 

with Indeipedion, 5 5, 66·
Susitha (Hippos) =  Antioch, 17,40. 
Synaus, o f the Abbaeitae, 67·
Synnada, hellenization, 43; foundation 

legend, 49-50.
Syria, Seleucid, royal foundations, 7-9» 

25-17; satrapies, 22; hellenization, 
38-40; Ptolemaic, royal foundations, 
24-15; administrative system, 20-1, 
209; province, 56» 72; taxation, 125-6; 
curatorcs, 137; colonies, 63-4; villages, 
272; language, 290- 4̂.

Syros, imordroi, 107; constitutional 
procedure, 164,
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Tabae, free, 130.
Tanagra, free, 129.
Tarsus =  Antioch, 12; foundation 

legends, 49; free, 1315 six-monthly 
magistrates, 162; fee for citizen rights, 
174; feuds, 249; com-supply, 261; 
linen, 174, 268; philosophical school, 
281.

Taucheira =  Arsinoe, 14; colony, 6z.
Tavium , capital o f  Trocm i, 69.
T e c  to sages, urbanization, 69, 92·
T egea, gymnasium, 221.
T ela  «s Antoninopolis, 72.
Telmessus, Ptolemaic taxation, 109.
Temenothyrae, o f  the Moccadeni, 67.
Tenos, six-monthly magistrates, 162; 

registry, 240; tribute, 140.
T eos, synoecism with Ephesus, 11 ;  with 

Lebedus, s i ,  107; education, 222, 
224.

Termeaaus, hellenization, 29, 46; free,

Thaeos, free, 98, 129,
T hebes, Boeotian, curator, 137.
—  Phthiotic, synoecism, 10.
Them isonium , foundation, 18.
Theodoropolis =  Anasartha, 89·
Thera, under Ptolemaic rule, 107-8.
Thespiae, free, 129; curator, 136.
Thessalonica, foundation, 10; under 

Antigonid rule, 104-5 > demes, 159, 
free, 129.

Thessaly, under the Antigonids, royal 
foundations, x o - u ,  14; free, too; 
league, *025 Flamininua* arrange
ments, 113 ,17 0 ; free in the principate, 
129; curator, 136; tagi, 163, 166.

Thrace, Philip’s foundations, 2; tribes, 
12, 27; kingdom and province, 82-4; 
in  die Byzantine age, 92; colonies, 
6 1-2 ; free cities, 130; market towns, 
260; villages, 273; language, 289.

Thyateira, gymnasia, 220; finance, 241.

3 8 2

Tiberias, foundation, 8 0 -1; lack o f  terri
tory, t n ;  council, 176.

Tiberiopolis, o f the Abbaeitae, 67·
—  (“  Pappa), 69.
Tmolitae, tribe, 42.
Tolistobogu, urbanization, 69, 92. 
Topirus, foundation, 83.
Tsachonitis, villages, 73-4, 273; cities,

88; language, 290.
Tralles =  Seleucia, 15 ; hellenization, 

28; Seieucid taxation, 109; iso polity 
with M iletus, 160; com -supply, 210, 
261; gymnasia, 220; pottery, 262. 

Trapezus, under client kings, 57, 70;
free, 130; military contingent, 142. 

Tripolis o f  Phoenicia, free, 101.
—  ( =  Apollonia), 15.
Trocm i, urbanization, 69, 92. 
Trocnades, tribe, 55.
Tyana =  Eusebeia, 18 ,4 1 ; gymnasium, 

35* « ° ·
Tymandus, foundation, 88, 93.
T yre , hellenization, 35; territory, 72; 

free, 101; federate, 118, 13 1; colony, 
6 4 ,13 4 ; purple dyeing, 262.

Ulatha, incorporated in Caesarea Paneas, 
73·

Urim a =  Antioch, 40.
Uacudama — Hadrianopolia, 83.

Valentinianopolis, o f the Cilbiani, 88. 
Verbe, o f the Milyae, 68.
Verinopolis — Psibela, 87.
—  in the territory of the Trocm i, 92. 
Verisa, 92.

Xanthus, name, 48.

Zacynthua, free, 129.
Zalichen, estate, urbanized, 87.
Zela, temple-town, 4 1; city, 57.
Zeleia, Phrygian serfs, 161, 245.
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Abgarid dynasty o f Edessa, 40» 72.
Agrippa I, king of Auranitis, &c., 73; of 

Judaea, & c„ 81.
Agrippa II, king of Area, 72; o f  Abilene, 

73; of Auranitis, &c>, 73·
Alexander the Great, policy of coloniza

tion, 2 -5 ; frees Greek cities, 97, 101; 
hegemon o f the League o f Corinth, 
102—3; interference with city courts 
and laws, 105-7; levies contributions 
and military and naval contingents, 
108; establishes democracies, 157.

Alexander, king of Cetis, 71.
Amastris, Q u e e n ,  f o u n d s  Am as trie, ix.
Amyntas, king o f Galatia, 68-9; of 

Cilicia Tracheia, 70; royal lands of,
87.

Anastasius, cities founded by, 87-9; 
institutes vindices, 152-3; abolishes 
collatto lustraits, 154, 269; rm odels 
city governments, 208-9.

Antigonids, 12; cities founded by, 
13-14; administration of Macedonia, 
22, 96, X03; o f Thessaly, 100; garri
sons, 104-5>taxation, 109.

Antigonus (Monophthalmus), cities 
founded by, 7, ix , 107; frees Greek 
cities, 97-8; leagues established by, 
103; regulates judicial commissions, 
107; taxation, 108; champions de
mocracy, 157.

—  Gonatas, cities founded by, 13; 
garrison and constitutional control at 
Athens, 103-4; tends judicial com
missioner to Syros, 107.

—  Doson, leagues organized by, 103.
Antiochus I, cities founded by, 15; freed

by, 98.
—  II, cities founded by, 155 freed by, 

98.
—  I l l ,  13; renames Alabanda end 

Tralles, 15; recolonizes Antioch, 16; 
attitude to free cities o f Asia, 99.

—  IV , policy o f hellenization and 
urbanization, 16-17, 39-40.

—  V III or IX , frees Seleucia in Pieria, 
101.

Antiochus I, king of Commagene, 56.
Antiochus IV , king o f Commagene and

*  This index includes magistrates of the
sovereign authority in the provinces.

Cilicia Tracheia, cities founded by, 
70-2.

Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee and Peraea, 
cities founded by, 80-1.

Antipater, imposes garrisons and oli
garchies, 96-7, 157; taxation, 108.

Antoninus Pius, founds Neapolis, 66; 
frees Pail anti um, 129; constitution on 
public works, 136; on the distribution 
of liturgies, x 88; on the immunity o f 
shippers, 189; on public doctors and 
professors, 189, 219, 225; imposes 
curator#t 137.

Antony, kings appointed by, 67-70, 82; 
cities freed by, 116-17, 130-1; letter 
on the immunity o f athletes, 185.

A  rebel axis, king o f Cappadocia, cities 
founded by, 82; rules Cilicia Tracheia, 
70.

— , king of Cilicia Tracheia, 70-1.
— , ethnarch o f  Judaea, &c., 80-1.
Ariarathes V , king of Cappadocia, cities 

founded by, 18, 41-2.
Aristobulus, king of Chalets, 72.
Attalids, 13; cities founded by, X7; 

administrative system, 22, 45, 1x0; 
attitude to free cities, x o o - i; taxa
tion, 109; control o f  Pergamum, 104; 
o f Aegina, 104, 107.

Attalus I, relations with free cities, 100.
Attalus III, bequeaths kingdom to 

Rome, 54-5, i t s ;  bequeaths royal 
land to Pergamum, 55, 161.

Augustus, colonies, 61-4; cities founded 
by» 65, 67; organization o f Egypt, 
75-6; attitude to free cities, 129-31; 
institution o f the cursus publicus, 141.

Caesar, colonies, 6^-3; cities freed by, 
xx6, 129-31; reform of taxation, 
125-6; regulation of aurumcoronarium  ̂
127.

Caracalla, colonies, 133-4; regulation of 
cessto bonorum, 185; constitution on 
order in the city councils, 189; con- 
stitutio Antomrnana, 134, 173, 175-6, 
190.

Caras, constitution on immunity o f 
procurators, 193.

Roman Republic who exercised virtually
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Cassander, cities founded b y, xo; 
imposes garrisons and oligarchies, 
97, 157; constitutional arrangements 
at Athens, 103.

Cato, organization o f Cyprus, 171,
Claudius, colonies, 61, 133-4; annexes 

Lycia, 68, 13 s ;  annexes and frees 
Rhodes, 130; grants immunity to Cos, 
130.

Cleon o f Gordiucome, founds Juliopolis, 
70.

Constantine, cities founded b y, 86-8, 
91, 93; confiscates sacred lands, 249, 
251; excludes decurions from the 
senate, 194; grants immunity to the 
clergy, 198.

Constantius El, cities founded by, 87-8; 
confiscates civic lands and taxes, 149; 
grants bona vacantia o f decurions to the 
cities, 251.

Demetrius Poliorcetes, founds D e- 
metrias, xo; champions the freedom 
o f the Greeks, 97.

—  II, founds Phila, 13.
Diocletian, 85, 147-8, 193; reorganiza

tion o f Egypt, 86-7; cities founded by, 
87-8, 93; regulates immunity of 
athletes, 18 5,190 ; excludes decurions 
from  the army, 297; abolishes the 
right o f cities to bona vacantia, 252.

Domitian, colonies, 6 1; appoints cura
tor} , 136.

Elagabalus, founds Nicopolis, 82.

Flamininus, reorganizes Thessaly, 2x3,
170.

Gabinius, reorganizes Jewish ethnarchy,
58.

Gaius Gracchus, taxation o f Asia, z i6 ,
119, 124-5.

Hadrian, colonies, 61-2, 82, 233; muni- 
ciptumf 84, 232; cities founded by, 
66-7, 77; reorganization o f Judaea, 
8 1; o f Thrace, 83; appoints curatores, 
*36—7 ; reforms cursus publicus, 242; 
regulates the immunity o f shippers, 
289.

Hasmonaeans, destroy cities, 18; ad
ministrative system, 21.

Herod the Great, granted Auranitis, 8ec., 
73; cities founded by, 79-80; build
ings presented to cities, 237.

Herod, king o f Chalcis, 73.

Herodian dynasty, administrative system, 
21, 79“ 8l  272-3.

Julian, cities founded by, 92-3; restores 
lands and taxes to the cities, 149,251; 
regulates collatio lustralis, 254; 
enrols plebeians in  the city councils, 
205; grants waste lands to Antioch,
257.

Justinian, cities founded by, 87, 89, 92; 
the civic revenues, 149-50; the 
defensores, 152, 209; immunity o f 
idustres, 195; o f patrom fisci, 196; o f 
clergy, 198; rules on curial property, 
200.

Leo, cities founded b y, 87-8.
Lucullus, frees Cyzicus, 130.
Lysimachus, cities founded by, 7, 11; 

military settlements, 9 ; attitude to 
free cities, 97-8; taxation, 108.

Marcus Aurelius, colony o f  Fausti- 
nopolis, 6 1; constitutions on civic 
taxes, 2 35; on civic buildings, 136; on 
the immunity o f shippers, 289.

Mennaeus, tetrarch o f  the Ituraeans, 
founds Chalcis, x8.

Moagetid dynasty o f Cibyra, 46, 55.

Nero, frees the Greeks, 229; frees the 
Lycians?, 68, 131.

Nerva, restores the freedom  o f  Stra- 
tonicea, 230.

Obodas, king o f the Nabataeans, founds 
Eboda, 18.

Philip IE o f M acedon, colonization of 
Thrace, 2; archon o f Thessalian 
league, 202; hegemon o f league of 
Corinth, 202-3.

— V  o f Macedon, cities founded by, 
x4;offers freedom to  Greek cities, 98.

— , son o f Herod, founds Caesarea Pan- 
eas, 73.

—  the Arab, colony o f  Philippopolis, 
74.

Pleistarchus, renames Heraclea by.Lat- 
mus, 12.

Polemo II, founds Polemonium in 
Pontus, 70; Claudiopolis o f the 
Lalasseis, 71.

Polyperchon, promises freedom to the 
Greek cities, 97.

Pompey, organizes Cilicia, Syria, Bithy
nia, and Pontus, 56-8, 70, 80; taxa
tion, 125-6; constitutional arrange
ments, 17 1-2 ; cities freed by, 130-2.
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Ptolemaic dynasty, areas ruled by, 12- 

13; military settlements, 9; cities 
founded by, 14-15; administrative 
system in Egypt and Palestine, 18-20, 
272-3; in their other dominions, 22, 
25; attitude to freedom, too; en
courage leagues, 103; constitutional 
methods of control, 104; garrisons, 
105; 4mararaty 105-7; taxation,
108-9; limitation o f democracy, 159'.

Ptolemy I, founds Ptolemais, 7 ;  cham
pions the freedom of the Greeks, 97; 
regulates the constitution o f Cyrene, 
104-6, 159; taxes the Nesiote league,
108.

— * II, cities founded by, 14; champions 
the freedom of the Greeks, 98.

—  Apion, bequeaths Cyrenaica to Rome,
56.

— , tetrarch of the Ituraeans, 56·

Rhodes, republic, champions the free
dom of the Greek cities, 100-1; rules 
Lycia and C am , ioo, 1x4; emordm, 
105, 107.

Rome, republic, acquisition and or
ganization of provinces, 54-8; atti
tude to freedom, 113-20; system of 
provincial government, 51-4, 121 
seqq.; judicial arrangements, 121—3; 
taxation, 114 -16 ,119 ,12 3 -7; methods 
o f constitutional control, 1x3-15, 
120-1, 170-1·

Samos, king o f Commagene, founds 
Samosata, 18.

Sampsigeramid dynasty o f Emesa, 72.
Seleucids, areas ruled by, 12-13; cities 

founded by, 7-8, 10-12, 15-17; 
military settlements, 9-10; adxninis- 
trative system, 20-2, 39-40, 43-5; 
grants o f freedom, 98-xox; imorarat, 
104; taxation, 108-9.

Seleucus I, cities founded by, 7-8, 10- 
12, 39; military settlements, 9-10.

Seleucus IV , renames Berytus, 16; 
le tte r to  Seleucia in  P len a , 104.

Septimius Severus, colonies, 73, 81—2, 
134; cities founded by, 81; reorganiza
tion o f Egypt, 78-9, 172, 176; treat
ment o f Byzantium, 130; reform of 
the cursus pubticus, 142; regulariza
tion o f the annona, 244; control o f 
civic taxation, 135; immunity of 
veterans, 185.

Sulla, in Greece, 1x5; in  Asia, 116; 
cities freed by, X19, 130; war in
demnity, 124-5.

Tarcondimotus, king o f Cilicia, 21, 40, 
56.

—  Π  Philopator, founds Caesarea by 
Anazarbus, 71.

Theodosius I, urbanizes Daranalls, 87; 
defensores, 251.

Tiberius, founds Pappa, 69.
Titus, cities freed by, 130; immunity of 

Caesarea, 233.
Trajan, cities founded by, 63, 66, 74, 

83-4; reorganization o f Thrace, 83-4; 
frees Mothone, 129; attitude to 
Amisus, 132; to Apamea, 133; disap
proval o f clubs, 134,271; prohibition 
o f ex gratia payments, 135; curators, 
1365 ntmma honoraria, 247.

Valens, attempted foundation of Podan- 
dus, 93; civic lands, 149, 251; collec
tion of taxes, 153.

Vespasian, colonies, 61, 64,133; revokes 
freedom of Greece, 129; o f Lycia, 68, 
131; o f Byzantium and Samos, 130; 
founds Neapolis, 81; limits legations, 
135; grants immunity to doctors and 
professors, 185.

Zeno, civic finance, 150; immunity o f 
illmtres, 294.

Zenodorus, tetrarch o f the Ituraeans, 
72.
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A cto n , see Dionysiac artists.
Ager publicus, see Public land.
Agonothetes, hereditary or for life» 275, 

234; duties of, 234, 256.
Agonmomi, duties of, 215-17, 230, 240, 

255; election of, 188.
Annona, levied b y  the cities, 14 3 -4 ,15I » 

see also Requisitions.
Aqueducts, civic, 214, 252-3; village, 

286; built by the church, 254.
Architects, civic, 238; wealth of, 

264.
Architecture, hellenization of, 34; en- 

couraged b y  the cities, 277-9.
Arm y, debarred to decurions, 197; see 

also Annona, Billeting, M ilitary con
tingents, Recruits, Remounts, Re
quisitions, Soldiers, Veterans.

Assembly, controlled by kings, 204; by 
Rome, 134; procedure of, 164-6; 
presidency of, 165-0, 279; member
ship of, 174; survival of, 177-8 ; in 
villages, 272; see oho Decrees.

Astynomi, duties of, 223-15» 240.
Athletes, synod of, 231; professional· 

ism of, 231-2; wealth of, 264; see also 
Victors.

Athletics, popularity of, 34-5, 279-80, 
285-6; decline of, 253-4; promoted 
by the cities, 220 seqq.

Audit, o f  civic accounts, 163, 242; by 
the provincial governor, i a i ,  133; 
see also Curatores*

Aurum coronarium, 140, 154; see also 
Crowns.

Asm m  oblatsdum, 196.
Autonomy, o f free cities, 101, 113-15, 

118-19, 13 1-2 ; o f colonies and
munidpta, 133.

AutopracUrrium, 154.

Bakers, civic control of, 218-19, 255.
Banks, royal, 79 ; civic, 2 4 1; see also 

Money dun gin g.
Baths, civic, 2 19 ,2 2 1, 253; village, 286; 

built by church» 254; provided for 
officials, 255.

Bequests and gifts to cities, 246-7, 251; 
see also Endowments.

Billeting, in  the Hellenistic age, 101,
• 109-10; under Rome, 119, 126.

Bishops, electors to civ ic offices, 209; 
assist cities financially, 253-4.

Bona vacantia, see Escheat.
Buildings, civic, controlled by the 

imperial government, 135-6; how 
financed, 236-7; in  the Byzantine 
age, 150, 256-7; emulation in, 249; 
in villages, 286-7.

Bularchs, 179.
Bureaucracy, the Byzantine, 85-6, 147-
8.

Bureaucratic administration, in Hel
lenistic kingdoms, 18-22; under the 
principate, 74-82; in the Byzantine 
age, 94.

Canabae, development into cities, 64.
Capitatio pU M a, 269.
Censors, civic, enrol the council, 171, 

276, 183.
Census, civic officers for, 138-^9.
Cessio bonorum, applied to liturgies, 285, 

188.
Chariot races, 230, 233, 254-5, 280.
Choirs, maintained b y  die cities, 229.
Christianity, diffusion of, 298-9.
Church, financial autonomy of, 253-4; 

parochial system of, 299; debarred to 
decurions, 198.

Cisterns, maintenance of, 214-15.
Citizenship, local, limitation of, 5, 160- 

2, 272-3; Roman, compatible with 
local, 272; see also Constitutio 
Antoniniana.

Civic lands, 240, 228, 245-6; con
fiscated, 249, 252; divided among 
decurions, 257.

Clarissimate, debarred to decurions 
*95·

Clergy, immunity o f, 198; electors to 
civic offices, 209.

Clerics, duties of, 238-9.
Client kingdoms, 56-7, 68-74, 79-83.
Clubs, discouraged by the imperial 

government, 132, 234, 272.
CoUatio glebalis, 196.
CollaUo lustralis, 154, 268-9.
Colonies, Roman, 6 1-4 ,7 2 -4 ,8 0 ,8 3 -4 ; 

privileges of, 132-4; v id  in, 172; 
subjects of, 273; military contingents 
from , 142; in the Byzantine age, 247.
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Colonization, Hellenistic, 2-5. 7-8, 15, 

*3-5 ; - w  oho Military settlements.
Colonnades, 214.
Comarchs, in Egypt, 19; in Palestine, 

20.
Comarchies, in Thrace, 83-4, 273.
Comitiva, immunity of, 193.
Comogramsnateis, in Egypt, 19; in 

Palestine, 79.
Competitions, of schoolboys and girls, 

2*22-3; of ephebes and young men, 
225; o f doctors, 219; sec also Games.

Comptrollers, royal, 106, 108-10; see 
also Oeconorm.

Compulsores, 153.
Constitutio Antoniniana, 134, 173, 175- 

6, 190, 270-1.
Conveniences, public, 214.
Corwentus, 123, 263.
Cooks, tax on, 245.
Combuyers, see Sitoruu.
Com  supply, 217-18, 260-15 >i* the 

Bysantine age, 150, 235.
Correctors*, 136-7.
Cosm , 163, 178.
Council, structure of in the Hellenistic 

age, 165; under Rome, 170-1, 176-75 
functions of, 164, 177; presidency of, 
165-6, 179; divided into tribes, 165, 
176, 187; numbers of, 1765 elections 
in, 181 seqq.; responsible for tribute, 
139, 152; decline of, 190 seqq. 5 dis
solution of, 208-10,

Crowns, offered by cities to their 
suzerains, 109, 126-75 demanded by 
police from villages, 222; see also 
Aurum coronarium.

Curatores, 136-8, 209, 251.
Curial class, privileges and status of, 

180, 189, 207-85 hereditary, 180-x, 
192; shrinkage of, 189 seqq.; see also 
Decurions.

Cursus publtcuSf see Post.
Customs, provincial, 1245 civic, 219, 

244- 5-

Decrees, of the assembly, procedure, 
164; initiated by magistrates, 168-9, 
178-9, 239; of the council, X77> ι·79* 
of villages, 272.

Decumae, see Tithes.
Decurions, excluded from the senate, 

194-5 > the palatine ministries and the 
bar, 2965 the provincial officia and the 
army, 197; the state guilds and the 
church, 198; property of, 299-200.

Defensives, i$i ,  153, 208-9.
Demes, 259.
Demiurgiy eponymous, 46-7, 174; prin

cipal magistrates, 163.
Democracy, prevalent in the Hellenistic 

age, i n ,  157 seqq.5 decay of, 120, 
267-70.

Dionysiac artists, professional status of, 
231; wealth of, 264; societies of, 231, 
280; see also Victors.

Dtplomata, 126, 141.
Doctors, public, immunity of, 183, 1S9, 

197; duties of, 229; salaries of, 219, 
253, 264; number of, 289, 219.

Domicile, 273, 176, 190.
Drains, 224.
Drama, in musical games, 230, 233, 

280; decay of, 233, 280.

Edict, provincial, 121-3.
Education, 220-5, 280-1, 285.
Egregiatus, immunity of, 193.
Elections, procedure, 168, 182-8; of 

councillors, 171, 176, 183-4; of 
irenarchs, 2x2; of defensores, 151; 
Anastasius’ reform of, 208-9.

Embassies, regulated by the Roman 
government, 121, 135; allocation for, 
242; extravagance in, 243.

Endowments, 242, 246-7; of magi
stracies, 275, 222, 234; for oil, 221; 
for education ,222; of clubs of young 
men and elders, 225-6 5 of games, 231*

Eparchies, in Pontus, 21·
Ephebes, 223-5; police duties, 2x25 

choir of, 2295 decay of, 253.
Ephors, 263.
Eponymous magistracies, titles of, 46-7, 

263, 1745 expenses of, 234-5; held 
by gods, 167-8.

—  priesthoods, 163, 174.
Equestrian order, governors taken from, 

73; immunity of, 193, 263.
Eras, significance of, 101, 117*
Escheat, to cities, 246, 251.
Exactor civitatis, 86-7, 152»
Expenses of cities., 242-4, 256-7; regu

lated by the Roman government, 121, 
I3S-6.

Extravagance of cities, 145-6, 248-50.

Fairs, 260.
Father of the city, 150, 209, 251.
Federate cities, under the Republic, 

217-18; in the principate, 131-2. 
j Federations, see Leagues.
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F e s t iv a l  229-30, 263; in village*, 286- 

7 ; see also Games, Mysteries.
Finance, civic, 242 seqq., 251-2, 256-8; 

Roman control of, ra t, 135-8, 149- 
50; see also Curators* \ finance of 
villages, 286-7.

Fire precautions, 225.
‘ First ten’, 139, 178; abolished, 253.
Fisheries, civic m onopoly of, 245.
Fortresses, raised to cities, 88-9·
Foundation legends, 49-50.
Fountains, public, 215; in villages, 286.
Free cities, privileges of, 100-2,118-20, 

131-2.
Freedmen, status of, z6o, 272-3.
Freedom, attitude of kings to, 96-102; 

o f  Rome to, 213-20, 129-32.
Frontier guards, 221-12.

Games, 230-4, 254-5; as means of 
hellenization, 4, 30; spread of, 35; 
controlled by Rome, 135.

Garrisons, free cities immune from, 
10 1-2 ,113 ; used by the kings, 104-5, 
j  1 1 ;  commanders of, 105.

Gerusia, 225-6, 246; o f Sparta, 176.
Gladiators, 230, 255.
Guilds, in Lydian and Phrygian cities, 

15, 17, 43-4, 26a; o f craftsmen, 265, 
268; o f traders, 154, 268; in imperial 
service, 185, 189, 298, 267.

Gymnasia, spread of, 35, 220; structure 
of, 220-2; staff of, 221; decay of, 253; 
in villages, 35, 220, 286-7.

Gymnasiarchs, duties of, 221-5; ° f  
boys, 22i, 223; o f young men, 225; 
of ciders, 225-6.

Hellenic, used in cultural sense, 37; 
equivalent to pagan, 298.

Hellcnodicae, 234.
Hippodromes, 233·
Honorary codicils, 193-6, 202.
Hospitality, compulsory, 226,14 1,2 55; 

see also Post.
Hospitals, maintained by the church, 

253·
Hvparchies, Ptolemaic, 20; Seieucid, 

21; in Paphlagonia, 22.

Illustrate, debarred to decurions, 295.
JUustres, immunity of, 195.
Immunity (from  taxes), o f free cities 

under the kings, 202-2; under the 
Republic, 1/3, 116, 129; under the 
principate, 231-2; o f colonies, 233; 
sec also Ius Jtalirunu

Immunity (from liturgies and magi
stracies), under the principate, 175-6, 
284-5,189-90, 228; in the Byzantine 
age, 193 seqq·

Imperial lands, cities founded on, 84, 
87-8; managed by decurions, 154.

Industry, 259-60, 262, 264-5, *67-8·
Irenarchs, 212-13, 252.
Iselastic games, 23 2,
Isopolity, 260, 272.
Ius Italicum, 133-4» *47 ·

Judges in Phoenician cities, 38-9.
Judkes pedants, 150.
Judicial commissions, 106-7, 119.
Juries, in Hellenistic cities, 3, 7, 113, 

170; inefficiency o f, 106; probable 
abolition of, 123; o f Romans in 
Cyrenaica, 122.

Jurisdiction, royal interference in civic, 
105-7; of free cities under Rome, 
129, 131; o f provincial governors, 
121-3. 134» 1501 o f  defensores, 151.

Land, main source o f  wealth o f the 
curial class, 265-8; see also Civic, 
Imperial, Public, Royal, Sacred, and 
Village lands.

Land-tax, royal in cities, 109, 244; 
civic, 218, 244; see also Tribvtum 
soli, Tithes.

Land tenure, in Hellenistic kingdoms, 
96.

Languages, survival of, Aramaic 
(Syriac), 32-3, 290-4; Cappadocian, 
290; Carian, 42» 289; Egyptian 
(Coptic), 32-3, 292-4; Galatian, 290; 
Hebrew, 33; Lyceonian, 289; Lycian, 
28, 289; Lydian, 42, 289 ; Phoenician, 
39; Phrygian, 42, 290; Pisidian, 289; 
Thracian, 289.

Law , civic codes, 3, 18, 77, 106-7; 
conflict of civic with Roman, 122-3,
134*

Leagues, o f Corinth, 96, 102-3, xo8; 
Lycian, 45. 68, 103, 139; Milyadic, 
68; Thessalian, 102, 129; M ace· 
donian, 5 4 ,10 3 ,114 ; of the Islanders, 
o f Cyprus, o l  Cynoaicat 103; 
Achaean, 115, 163, 166, 170, 278.

Lex provinriae, $ i - 2 t 12 0 ,122» 174·
Liberae legations*, ιζ6·
Libraries, 224.
Lighting o f the streets, 214, 252.
Literature, Greek in  the East, 33^4, 

281-5, 287-8.
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Litigation» between cities, 243-4» 249.
Liturgies, assimilated to magistracies, 

167-8, 175-6; curial and plebeian, 
180.

Lot, council selected by, 165, 276; 
priests appointed by, 228.

Magistracies, royal nomination of, 103- 
4 ; term of, 162-3, *75 ; ‘perpetual* 
and hereditary, 175; presidency in 
council and assembly, 166, 279; 
qualification for seat on the council,
171, *75“6 * election to, 162, 168, 
174-5, *8* seqq.; expenses of, 167, 
217-18, 220-2, 224-5, *3°. 234-5, 
239, 247-8; avoidance of, 167-8, 
181-2, 184 seqq.; compulsory, 168, 
184 seqq.; see also Decrees, Endow· 
ments, Eponymous magistracies, 
Liturgies, Property qualifications, 
and the titles o f the several magi
stracies.

Maiuma, 254.
Mancipes, o f the post, 242, 154-5.
Manumissions, civic tax on, 245.
Market dues, civic, 245.
Market towns, 260.
Markets, 215-16.
Marriages, between Greeks and bar

barians, 5, 37; trial, 34; avoidance of 
by decurions, 199—200.

Meridarchs, 20-2, m .
M etis, 20.
Metala, 155.
M etropolis of Egypt, under Augustus, 

76; under Septimius Severus, 78-9; 
under Diocletian, 86; citizenship and 
political rights in, 172-4; tribes of,
172, 177; assembly in, 178, 183; 
ptytaneis of, 178-9, 187-8; elections 
in, 185-8; police of, 212; com supply 
of, 217; summa honoraria in, 247; 
poverty of, 181, 248.

Military contingents, under the League 
o f Corinth, 108; under Rome, 220, 
226, 142.

Millers, civic control of, 218-29.
Mime, 233-4, 254, 280, 286.
Mines, civic, 245; imperial, managed by 

decurions, 154.
Money changing, controlled by 

agoranomi, 216; civic monopoly of, 
*4®» 245-

Monopolies, civic, 140, 245; royal, 29; 
imperial, 264-3.

Municipia, 84, 132-3.

Museums, 219, 225.
Music, in school competitions, 222-3; 

in games, 230, 233, 280; in public 
worship, 229.

Musicians, see Dionysiac artists.
Mysteries, 140, 229-30, 263.

Names, personal, adoption o f Greek, 30, 
36, 4 1; o f cities, dynastic, 12, 14-16, 
65, 67, 86; adoption o f Greek, 48-9; 
survival o f native, 294; o f civic tribes, 
mythological, 158; dynastic, 158,172; 
of'dernes, dynastic and mythological, 
! 5?.

Navicularii, see Shippers.
Nightwatch, 211-12 , 252.
Nomes, in Egypt, 18-20, 86; in Pales· 

tine, 20.
Nomination, to magistracies, 184-8.
Nymphaea, 215.

Odeums, 233.
Oeeonomi, Ptolemaic, 20; see also 

Comptrollers, royal.
Officia, provincial, debarred to 

decurions, 197; part in tax collection. 
1 5 1 -4 .

Oil, provided in baths, 219, 230, 235; 
in gymnasia, 221-2, 224-4.

Oligarchy, supported by Anti pater and 
Cassander, 97, i i i , 157; in Cyrene, 
159; introduced by Rome, 113-15,
120-1.

Olympia, many games so called, 233 4; 
at Antioch, 254, 256.

Origo, 173, 175, 190.
Orphanages, maintained by the church, 

*53-

Paedonomi, duties of, 222-3, 229.
Palatine ministries, debarred to dccur· 

ions, 195.
Parangariae and Paraveredi, 155.
Pasture dues, Roman, 124-5 » civic, 246.
Patriotism, civic, 144-6, 182, 248-9, 

251-2, 299-304.
Patroni fisci, immunity of, 196.
Peasants, poverty of, 268; language of. 

290-1, 293, 295-7; religion of, 298- 9; 
relations with the urban aristocracy, 
295-7; fee also Villages.

Pensions, o f athletic victors, 2 32,243,264.
Plebeians, distinguished from curial 

class, 179-80; enrolled in councils, 
190, 204-5.

Poets, see Dionysiac artists.
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Police, 2 11-13 . * 5*> 275.
Poll tar chs, 163, 179.
Political rights, limitation of, 159-60,

173-4·
Poll tax, civic, 121; imperial, 140, 275; 

see also tributum capitis.
Portoria, see Customs.
Post, 141-2, 154-5·
PraepoHti hart eorum, 153.
—  pagorum, 153, 273·
—  patrimonialium, 154.
Prices, control of, 216-19, 255.
Priesthoods, privileges and revenues of,

228-9; sold by auction, 162, 175, 
228-9; hereditary, 162, 175, 227; 
eponymous, 163, 174 \ see also Sacer
dotal principalities, Temples.

Prindpes ageniium in rebus, im munity of, 
196.

Prisons, civic, 213.
Prizes, in competitions and games, 222- 

3, 225, *31-2.
Procurators, of taxes, 253; meiallorum, 

*54·
Procurators, o f bureaucratically govern

ed provinces, 7 5 ; immunity of, 193.
Professors, civic, immunity of, 185, 189, 

197; number of, 189, 225; salaries of, 
2 2 5 , 253* 2 6 3 ,

Proletariat, urban, poverty of, 268-9; 
political activity of, 271; culture of, 
285-6; language of, 289-92.

Property qualification, for political 
rights, 15 9 ,17 4 ; for magistracies, 123, 
163, 170-1.

Prostitutes civic tax on, 245.
Provinces, acquisition and organisation 

of, 54-8; division o f by Diocletian, 2 48.
Provincial administration, under the 

Republic, 5 1-4 ; under the principate, 
59-60, 74- 5·

Prytaneis, eponymous, 174; committee 
o f the council, 165, 268; president of 
the council, 178-9, 187-8; principal 
magistrates, 47, 204, 164, 266.

Publicans, see T a x  fanners.
Public lands o f  the Roman people, ac

quisition of, 5 5 -7 ; cities founded on, 
62, 66, 69-70, 87; for public lands of 
cities see C ivic lands.

Public slaves, see Slaves, public.
Public works, see Buildings.
Pythia, many games so called, 233.

Record offices, civic, 239-40.
Recruits, furnished by cities, 242, 234.

Religion, hellenization of, 35-6; civic 
control of, 227 seqq.; o f the country
side, 297-9·

Remounts, furnished by cities, 142-3.
Requisitions from the cities, in the Hel

lenistic age, 109-10; under the Re
public, 219-20, 126; see also Annona, 
Post, Remounts.

Revenues, civic, 244-8, 252-2, 257-8.
Roads, imperial, maintained by the cities, 

126, 140-2, 254; civic, 223, 252.
Royal lands, in Hellenistic kingdoms, 

95-6; in Egypt, 29; in Asia Minor, 
44» 55» 57. 87. 262-2, 17a; in Cyre
naica, 56; in Syria, 245-6; in Thrace,
53. 84·

Royal scribes, 18, 76, 78-9.

Sacerdotal principalities, Bambyce, 39; 
Olba, 46, 7 0 -1; Pessinus, 42, 227; in 
Pontus and Cappadocia, 41-2 , 57, 70, 
82, 227.

Sacred lands, in Egypt, 20; in Asia 
Minor, 43-4; managed by the cities, 
228, 246; confiscated, 149, 2s 1.

Sacrifices, 228-9, *42» 253·
Salaries, o f doctors, 229, 242, 253, 264; 

o f teachers, 222, 242; o f  professors, 
225, 242, 253· 264; of priests, 22S, 
242-

Sales, civic tax on, 245.
Salt, civic monopoly o f, 245.
Satrapies, Seleucid, 21-2; Armenian, 

87-
Schools, 222-3.
Scriptura, see Pasture dues.
Senate, debarred to decurions, 194-5·
Senators, immunity of, 2 7 5 ,18 4 ,293-s; 

expenses of, 195-6; land-tax of, 153- 
4.

Serfs, o f cities, 27, 161.
Ships, furnished by cities, 108, n o ,  120, 

126, 142.
Shippers, immunity of, 185, 189, 198.
Singers, see Dionysiac artists.
Sitonae, duties of, 217-18 , 255; election 

o f under Anesteeiue, 209.
Slaves, public, 242-3; as warders, 213; 

for streets and drains, 213 -14; in 
baths, 219; in gymnasia, 221; as 
clerks, 238.

Soldiers, immunity of, 184, 197.
Stadia, 233.
Statues, 243, 277.
Stepkanephori, popularity o f  title, 47, 

163, 174; expenses of, 167-8, 234-5·
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Strategi, royal, in Egypt, 18, 76, 78-9, 

86, 273; in Thrace, 83; in Palestine, 
1 11 ;  in the Nabataean kingdom, 21, 
74; at commandants of cities, 105; 
civic, 47, 163-4, *66; appointed by 
kings, 103-4; initiate decrees, 167; in 
villages, 272.

Strategics* > in Cappadocia, 21; in 
Thrace, 83,

Street lighting, 214.
Streets, 213-24.
Subject classes in cities, 160-2, 172-3, 

270-1.
Sumnw honoraria, 247; in villages, 

286-7.
Superintendents, royal, 104-7.
Suscep tores, 153.
Synoecism, carried out by kings, 10-12, 

17» 43* 4S; b y  emperors, 65-7; in the 
Byzantine age, 9 0 -1; spontaneous, 
28, 43-5, 66.

Tagi, 163, 166.
T a x  collectors, elected by the cities, 139, 

251-4, 274-6.
T a x  fanners, immunity of, 185, 189 

197; elected by the cities, 254, 197.
T a x  farming, in Egypt, 19-20, 77—8, 

154, 297; in the Ptolemaic empire, 
108-9; under the Republic, 53, 124- 
6; in the cities, 245; see also Vindues.

Taxes, civic, 244-5; in free cities, 119; 
controlled by the Roman government, 
121, 235; confiscated, 149, 251; allo
cated to decurions, 257; Roman, in 
free cities, 114 -16 , 119, 132-2; in 
colonies, 133-4; system o f collection, 
S 3 ,  123-6, 138-40, 151-4, 275- 6 ; 
royal, in Egypt and Palestine, 29-20; 
in cities, 108-11.

Tem ples, Egyptian, 20, 227; Cappa
docian and Pontic, 21, 41-2 , 227; 
Phrygian, 43-4; municipalized, 227; 
architecture of, 34, 278; destruction 
of; 253; see also Sacerdotal princi- 
palities.

Tenants o f  state* lands, immunity of, 
185,189-90 ,197.

Territories, size of, 89-93, *74* o f A lex
andria, 3, 20; of Nicaea, 57, 92-3.

Tetrarchies, in Syria, 72-3, 90; in Gal
atia, 90.

Theatres, 233; used for the assembly, 
236; in villages, 286-7.

Tithes (and other quota taxes), royal, 
20, 109; Roman, 116 , 119, 124-6.

Toparchies, in Egypt, 19 ; in Palestine, 
20, 79-82, 87, i n .

Toparchs, in Egypt, 19; in Thrace, 84.
Topogrammateis, 19.
Townplanning, 214.
Trade, 259-63, 265-8; tax on, see Col- 

latio lusiralis.
Treasurers, royal, 108-9; civic, 241-2; 

o f clubs of young men and elders, 
225-6; o f sacred funds, 228; o f corn 
funds, 218; o f oil funds, 221.

Tribes, Thracian, 27, 82-3; Galatian, 
42, 69; Macedonian, 66, 88; Pisidian, 
28-9, 46, 55, 68-9; Cilician, 40, 46, 
7 1 ;  in western Asia Minor, 42-5, 66- 
7, 88; in Syria and Mesopotamia, 
38-40, 72-

Tribes, civic, 158-9, 161 -a, 273; con* 
stitutiona! functions of, 163, 163, 
171-2, 187; property of, 246.

Tributum capitis and soli, 133, 138.
Trierarchy, Ptolemaic, 110-12.

Universities, 263; see also Museums.

Veterans, settled in colonies, 63-4; in 
cities, 64, 7 7 ; immunity of, 184-5; 
sons of, enrolled in the curiae, 205.

Vici, in colonies, 172.
Victors, sacred, immunity of, 185, 190, 

197; pensions of, 232, 243, 264.
Villages, political life of, 272-4; finances 

of, 286-7; converted into cities, 74, 
88, 91» 93» 287; in Egypt, 19, 272-3; 
in Palestine, 20, 79, 272-3; in Caria. 
28; in Auranitis, See., 73, 88, 94,
272-3.

Village lands, 286.
Vindices, 152-3, 209-10.

Wages, o f public employees, 242-3; sec 
also Salaries.

Walls, 236, 256.
W ater rate, 215, 24s.
W ater supply, 214-5.
Weights and measures, control of, 216, 

*55·
Wells, maintenance of, 2x4.
W ild beasts, baiting and hunting of, 

230. *55* *8o.
Women, education of, 222-3; controller 

of, 222; hold magistracies, 175.
W orking classes, see Peasants and Prole

tariat.

Young men, clubs of, 225, 246.
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Άγορανομοι, see Agoranomi. 
Ά γω νοθεται, set Agonothetes. 
ΑΙσυμνήται, l 66.
Αιώνιος^ 175.
Ά να τά κ τα ι, 041.
* Αντιγράφεις, 24*2.
'Αντονομασία, 187.
'  Α π α ιτη τοί, Ι53·
M woScktcu, 153» 7& v πολιτικών χρή

ματα**, 241 ·
Ά π ο δ ο χ ε ις  τώ ν αρχείων, 240.
Ά ρχεφ η βοι, 223·
'Αρχίατροι, 219; see also Doctors. 
'Αστυνόμοι, see Astynomi

Βουλογράφοι, i j i .
Βραβευταί, 272.

Γαζοφύλακες, 108-9.
Γερουσία, see Gerusia. 
Γραμματοδιδάσκαλοι, 222. 
Γραμματοφνλακες, 240 ·
.Γυ/χΐ'ασίαρχο*, see Gymnasiarchs. 
Γυναικονόμοι, 222»

dcmiffporrot, 139» see ^ so 4First ten*. 
Δ ήμοι, 2jz\ see also Demos.
Δ ια  βίου, 175.
Δ ια  γένους, iys·
JtaSorat, 153.
^ l o o n f r e t ,  272 .
Juoy/χΐται, 212—13.

Εικοσάπρωτοι, 139.
Ειρηναρχαι, see Irenarchs. 
Είρηνοφύλακες,' 252.
Είσελασις, 232.
ΕΙσιτηρια, 247.
Είσφοραί, ιο8 , 244*
Έ κδικοι, ΐ5 ΐ ,  244» 272·
Ε λαιώ νας «λα*ωΐΊ«ά χρήματα, 221 . 
Ε μ π όρ ια , 26θ.
Έ^βτασται, ι6$, 242.
*Επί της διοικήσεως, 24>·

*Επί τής εύκοσμίας τώ ν παρθένων, 222. 
Έ π ί τής πόλε ως, 105 ·
'Ε πί τών προσόδων, 241.
'Επιδείξεις, 223.
'Επιμεληταί, 153» *3 7 * τιρώνων, 154· 
Έπιμήνιοι τής βουλής, ι66.
Έπιστάτα*, 165 ί sr«* λ/so Superinten

dents.
Έργεπιστάται, 237·
£wmoap;pu, 217·
Έ^η/^ορχοι, 223.
’2fyo8ia, 243*

*Ηγεμών, 102-3» 174*

©«ματίπ^ [αγών), 231.

€Ιερός {αγών), 231»
Ίεραταμίαι, 228.

Καμηλασία, 142.
KaroAoyot, 166»
Κατοικίαι, 272.
Κάτοικοι, 160.
Κατόπται, 242.
ΚουδουκτορΙα του ο£/ως δρόμου, 155 · 
Κορννηφόροί, 252.
Κοσμηταί, 223»
Κώμαι, 272.
Κώμαρχοι, 272; see also Comarch β.

Αογισταί, 136, 242, 272.

Μαστιγοφόροι, 234*
Μετοικοι, ΐόο.

ΛβΟπΟΐΟΐ, 228.
Κιανιβκαρχν}?’ 222.
W ot, 225.
Κομο^ρα^οι, 239.
Νομοφύλακες, 239.
JVwcrspivds στρατηχο?, 221. 
Ννκτοστράτηγοι, z s z .
Κυκτο^άλακ*?» 222.
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Οικονόμοι, 20» ίθ6» 241. 
* Ονομασία, 184. 
*ΟρθφνλθΚ€$, 312. 
"Οχλος, 272.

Π άγαρχοι, 153·
Π αιδονόμοι, see Paedonomi. 
Π αώ οτρίβαι, 222. 
77α ν τ ) * / ρ α ? ,  260. 
Παραφύλαγες, 2X2.

Π ισ το ί, 272.
J7oAtfoypetyo4, 239·
Π  ροάγων, ZJ2,
Π ροβολή, 183.
Π ρόβονλοι, 165»
ΠρόεΖροι, ι 6 $,
Π ροστάται, ι66, 2 7 4 · 
J7pvrav€i?, see facets.

Σ ιτ ικ ή  τταράθεσις, 21J.  
Σ ιτώ να ι, see Sitonac. 
Σ ιτω νικ ά  χρήματα, 2ΐ8.

ϋτ€ίτπ«α, 247·
Στεφανίτης (αγών), 231.
^rprfrayo? «Vi τών ττορον, 241 · 
Σύλλογος, 272.
ΣύνΖικος, 244·
Σύνταξις, ιο8.

Ταμίαι, 241·
Τ^χνιται 0/ περί τον Διοννσον, 231 · 
7o7«>njp)yrat, 151*

'yVoyu/ivacriapxot, 221.
‘ WoMiCTat, 153· χρίσου τιρώνων, 154·

Φρούραρχοι, Ι05·
Φύλαρχοι, 273·

λαμαιίικασταί, 150.
.Χαροτο νέα, 183·
Χρεοφύλακες, 240·
Χώρα, 9S·
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